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THIS SEMINAR WAS A DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITY INTENDED TO STIMULATE
RESEARCH AWD CURR:CULUM DEVELOPMENT IN THE FIELD OF ART EDUCATION.
PRIOR TO THIS SEMINAR NO SUBSTANTIAL EFFORTS HAD BEEN MADE TO
COORDINATE THE VARIOUS ISOLATED :EFFORTS AT RESEARCH AND CURRICULUM
DEVELOPMENT THROUGHOUT THE NATION. THERE HAD BEEN FEW ATTEMPTS TO
IDENTIFY THE MAJOR PROBLEM AREAS IN ART EDUCATION OR TO FIND MEANS
TO STUDY-THEM. THIS SEMINAR ATTEMPTED TO FOCUS UPON FIVE MAJOR
PROBLEM AREAS --.TIE PHILOSOPHICAL-: IREAt THE SOCIOLOGICAL AREA, THE
CONTENT AREA, THE EDUCATIONAL - PSYCHOLOGICAL OR TEACHING AND LEARNING
AREA, AND THE CURRICULUM OR PROGRAWAREA. NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED
SPECIALISTS FROM THE FIELDS OF PHILOSOPHY,: SOCIOLOGY, PSYCHOLOGY,
ART HISTORY, ART STUDIO, ART CRITICISM, CURRICULUM, RESEARCH, AND
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY MET WITH RESEARCH SPECIALISTS FROM ART
EDUCATION FOR A 10..DAY PERIOD TO EXAMINE THE PROBLEM AREAS AND TO
FORMULATE AND EVALUATE RESEARCH PROPOSALS RELATING TO THESE:AREAS.-
TWELVE PAPERS'WERE PRESENTED AND EACH PAPER WAS FOLLOWED BY
INTENSIVE. DISCUSSION. THE OBJECTIVES INVOLVED ESTABLISHING A BASE OF
KNOWLEDGE FROM WHICH TO DEVELOP RESEARCH AND CURRICULUM PROPOSALS*
DEFINING SPECIFIC PROBLEM AREAS WHICH COULD ,BE. EFFECTIVELY STUDIED
THROUGH RESEARCH OR AFFECTED BY CURRICULUM CHANGE, AND REFORMULATING.
BASIC KNOWLEDGE IN ART EDUCATION. IGO
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The planning for this seminar began in the. Fall of 1962 during a series.of dia-
logues between Kenneth R. Beittel and Edward L. Mattil. In the Spring of 1963, Elliot
Eisner express an interest in the idea and early in 1964 Kenneth Beittel, David Ecker,
Elliot Eisner, Jerome Hausman, and Edward Mattil met for several days of intense plan-
ning. Subsequently, Robert Burkhart contributed generously to the evolving proposal
and still later Manuel Barkan joined the planning committee.

\

The intention of this seminar, the stimulation of research a4currieulum develop-
,

ment, seemed clear from the outset. The problems of the planners centered about the
identification of the most critical broad areas of concern in art edUcation, the selec-
tion of those persona in and outside the field of art education who conld effectively
come to grips with problems, on both theoretical and practical levels; and the design-.
ing of a functional structure which could meet the objectives of'fhe seminar.

The initial focus on the broadest areas of'concern seemed to cast mbst problems
into five major problems areas which, for lack of better terms, were called: (1) the
philosophical or the "why" area, (2) the sociological or the "to whom" area, (3) the
content or the "what" area, (4) the educational-psychological or teaching-learning area,
and (5) the program or curriculum area.

The rationale for including these definitive areas was stated very simply:

Philosophical inquiry is primarily concerned with the significance of knowledge for
the value problems of men, the evaluation of the adequacy of value judgments and the'
generation of proposals for what ought to be. Philosophical methods are analytical,
critical and speculative. It is essential.that art education seek the means to make
more explicit its underlying value assumptions to define their structural relaiikrship
through philosophical methods.

In order to develop curriculum, it id essential to have a sound understanding 'of
cultural and social differences as they exist among students. Differences in values`,
attitudes, aptitudes, readiness for varying types of motivation, end the needs from edu-
cation all develop within the social milieu of the students background. This suggests
that one of the foundation areas is the sociological and anthropological study of
Anerican Society.

Art education derives its language, concepts and processes from the fields of art
history, art criticism and studio practice. These areas provide the primary source of
the content of art education.

In terms of what is to be learned, what the learner is like, and how learning takes
place, art education must face a systematic revien and critique of aspects of theories
of learning and instruction applicable to the teaching of art at all levels.

'Since the realization of those ends art edunators seek to attain must be realized
through the curriculum, developing a curriculum which is effective, is a necessary
condition for the field of art education. There are many useful ideas in the field of

11
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curriculum generally -- concepts of continuity, sequence, integratLo that could.beuseful in developing the art curriculum. Teaching and learning in art incur unique
problems that must be resolved with respect to the particular characteristics of artand learning in art.. Thus, to be effective, art education .must begin systematic and
sustained inquiry into., the area of curriculum.

Research must be the legitimate concern of art education. Theoretical thinking inart education will produce little without the accompanying rigorous investigation whichprroducee the data necessary to validate theories. Uncontrolled observation is'unreriable
and experience alone can be both fragmentary and subjective. There is-no universal rtoward a research fc Di =portant paths seem evident in CW6'
empirical, hIstoridal and philosophical directions.

-Accompanying the rationale were some general objectives of the seminar. They were:

1. To bring representatives from related disciplines 'together with art educatorsto work toward a solution of some basic problems in art education.

2. To focus attention on five major problem areas in art education,

3. To establish a base of knowledge from which to develop research and curriculumproposals.

4. To identify and define specific problem areas which may be effectively studied
through research or effected by curriculum change.

5.. To develop concerted action proposals of research and curriculum developmentfrom an interdisciplinary base of knowledge.

6. To reformulate basic knowledge in art education.

7. To evaluate current basic knowledge in art education.

8. To re-reconsider the goals of art education. .
9. To identify criteria for determining the content of art education curricula.

From this a program was structured, covering a ten-day period. The content of
this report follows somewhat the actual day-to-day procedure. The seminar started with
twelve papers, each answering specific charges laid out by the planning committee.
Each paper was followed by intensive discussion. From each major area of concern, a.
paper was presented by an "outside" specialist such as a philosopher, sociologist, artcritic, or psychologist. This paper was followed imuediately by one giveh by an art
educator concerned with the same general area, but who responded to different charges.
The content area had three specialists representing art history, art criticism and artstudio. These two and one half days provided input for the majority of the participanti,except for the discussions following each paper. The days following the twelve initial
papers were taken up with intensive small group discussions, utilizing the specialists
as consultants. These discussions focused on specific research and curriculum develop--
ment proposals which had been prepared by the participants in the months prior to theseminar. The specialists also provided individual consultation for each of the partic-
ipants in the,form of criticism and assistance in further developing the proposals)
The participants reconsidered their initial proposals in light of the group and indi-
vidual criticisms. ,

Following these meetings, the specialists interacted as a panel on the concerns of
art education and still later presented individual summary statemente in Which some of
the main concerns of the seminar were reconsidered. A comprehensive evaluation of the
seminar was presented by Dr. Asahel Woodruff. .

r
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The second week opened with three4apercvn various approaches'to research. The
first was oriented.toward philosophical research, the second toward empirical research,,
and the third toward curriculum research,. These specialists-Served as consultants and

. critics of the various participants' proposals in term* of research design. The research
specialists presented a comprehensive criticism of the'setinar and of research in art
education. During the. final days, each art education participant presented s final
report-of his revised research(proposal to4he'entire seminar and of research in art
education.

At the last session, brief statements of evaluation were presented by Dr. Woodruff,.
Dr. Sofia, Dr. Dorn and Drs. ltat41.. .

The seminar structure attempted to match input and output,igroup:and individual
work. Everypatticipant was both listener and speaker, individual worker and group
WorkerEVeryone criticized and. was criticized. The frequent changetof pace made the

--ten days ofJntensive day and evening work not only tolerable and profitable, but
highly enjoyable.

The Wealth of material that followt in this report promiaes tOtave a significant
impact on research and curriculum development in art education.._ It tas been reported
here as accurately and as fully as poesible. In a report of this size errors are sure
to occur -- apOlOgies in advance!' ; .

or



PHILOSOPHIC INQUIRY INTO EDUCATION IN THE ARTS

FRANCIS T. VILLINAIN
Southern Illinois University

Philosophizing in the preface to a learned treatise, during the opening meeting ofa course, or at the outset of a scholarly conference is an honored practice for mayscholars if the'deliberations that follow are uncontaminated by philosophic considera-tions. Such philosophic excursions are used as a prelude to inquiry. Like shakinghands and saying "How do you do ?," the philosophizing is an academic ritual. It is notan undertaking calculated to influence significantly the character or course of the en-suing deliberations. I call attention to this function, which professional philosophersare often asked to perform, not because I seek an appointment as a high priest of schol-arly rituals. Rather it is because I wish to show that the identification of the ritualwith philosophy is symptomatic of a mistaken view of the philosophic enterprise; onethat is injurious to both philosophy and other modes of reflection. It is my contentionthat philosophizing, properly conducted, can prove to be of substantial assistance incurriculum development and research in the arts.

While this conclusion might be expected to receive general endorsement among philos-ophers of education, it should be noted that the phrase "properly conducted" harborsphilosophic issues. "Properly conducted" suggests that there are standards for apprais-ing philosophic practice. While this is true, it is also the case that all criteria ofphilosophic adequacy are not universally agreed upon. In what follows I shall set forthsome widely endorsed philosophic practices'and suggest others that are clearly partisan.

I. Canons of, Intelligibility and the Problem of Defining "Art Education"

One of the most prominent and historically persistent notions about philosophyholds that philosophy plays a foundational role in every domain of knowledge, that nofield of human reflection should escape a philosophic leavening influence. There isconsiderable merit to this view although certain interpretations pose insurmountabledifficulties for some of us.

Typically, philosophers examine all ranges of human reflection with a view toformulating generally applicable standards of excellence and identifying defectivepatterns of reasoning. Consider an example. A painter may name certain color relationsas in a state of tension; a physicist will call a rubber band extended between one'sfingers as in a state of tension; and a psychiatrist will diagnose a patient's behavioras one of tension. Without any pretension as to mastery of the separate spheres ofknowledge of each of the men involved, philosophers are prone to point out that the
term "tension" is being urea in three different ways and the word "state" as used inconnection with behavior and things, upon inspection, may be conveying more than onemeaning.

w*wtow4--.
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The import is at least twofol, The logical canon of intelligibility at minimum
requires recognition that a word may be used to designate differing matters mid that webe clear as to which usage is being employed on any given occasion. Thus, a psychiatristwho concludes that his patient has overcome his tension is not saying that the patientis incapable of apprehending or constructing whatever color relationships painters maywish to call tension relationships. But the several meanings, of "tension" could leadto mistakes. Thus, ambiguity in thought, confusing differing usages for a word with oneanother, it identified as a possible error in any domain of thought.

Lealysts_of_ehe-eonceptual-circumetateaultiplicity of usagesfor a term has led to a second finding. It is generally recognised that a given word,
phrase or concept adios its cognitive status by virtue of its connections with otherwords and phrases. This phenomenon is readily apparent in the sciences wherein preciseword usages are developed by means of a system of statements, definitions, concepts,
explanations, laws, postulates and the like. This is suggested by the example of"tension" where differing meanings are the product of differing contexts or systems.
Thus the concept "social class" is not part of the cluster of meanings in ehicL we find
osmosis." The latter with its context of ideas is not encompassed :by "target pricing"
and its related ideas of "sales," monopoly "oligopoly," about which Weilbroner says"We shall call this new kind of market situation oligopoly mening a market shared byfew sellers."'

Efforts to frame intelligible questions and to conduct rigorous inquiry would than
seem to require the critical adqption of the system of meanings to be employed. Notany set of meanings, or what has cows to be known as a "universe of disoourse," is
appropriate for establishing and explicating the meaning of the word "tension" as usedby painters. Indeed confusion ensues when the characterisation of a particular paint-er's color tension is undertaken with "such terms from the universe of discourse of
physics as "molecular structure," end'have length." In this instance, precision andrigor is lost rather than obtained by the weaning system of physics.

Let us suppose that a study of children's capacity for art appreciation is to be
undertaken and that for the purposes of empirical research the phrase "art appreciation"is defined as "the osmosis of sensory prepositions." If "osmosis;" is used to refer( tothe movement of a fluid through porous material; "sensory," to refer to physiologically
describable conditions of the nervous system; and "proposition" to a particular sort of
sentence-, what measure of intelligibility can one find for an alleged definition of "art
appreciation" in which these words are juxtaposed? There le no such measure and for atleast one simple reason: the effort to delineate an empirical subject matter for study
fells because there is no system of meanings which relates the terms and their refer-
ences to each other--the terms gain theit status in alternative universes of discourse.Tt simply makes no cognitive sense to talk about "art appreciation" as "the osmosis of
propositions by neural structures."

While this definition of art is comically absurd, I am inclined to believe the
intellectual violation that yields its nonsense character may be more widespread than
generally recognised. Accordingly, I urge that meticulous attention be given to defi-
nitions of "art" that purport to delineate a body of determinate subject matter with a
view to sifting out those that may appear to be inteaigible but which, in fact, are
nothing mere than a grammatical amalgam of terms from unrelated universes of discourse.
If my suspicion is correct, than the grinding of intellectual gears that results from
criss-crossing universes of discourse is, to extend the metaphor, impeding the forward
movement of research in art education.

Having brought up the matter of definitions, two further philosophic considerations
about them might well be set forth in connection with stipulations, for the usage of theword "art." In so doing I can further demonstrate additional relationships between
philosophic thought and other modes of inquiry, and by way of application, note certain
difficulties that may be encountered in thought about art education.
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It is common knowledge that philosophers from Socrates; to Russell and Dewey havestruggled over questions concerning the nature of values, their sources and basis foradoption or repudiation. However, it is rit generally recognized outside philosophicand ether academic circles that modern philosophy has been more preoccupied with ouchmatters than in any other period. As a result we Ugni have a greatly expanded and sophis-ticated range of distinctions, issues, and conceptions about values their athou .

-e , nves gat one into values. Indeed, a futurehistorian of philosophy may need a Univac to encoeptes and sort the array ef notions thathave been set down.

In one form or another the ancient distinction end sometimes dichotomy between factand value, the descriptive and, the normative, non-ethical and the ethical, has withstoodthis new scrutiny and, by and large, remains as a basic tool for philosophical analysis.What has been emphasized in current thought is the contention that given sentences,utterances, and phrases are sometimes used to report-describe, to evaluate-prescribe,and to do both at once., While there is considerable
agreement about this, it is coupledto great disputes about the proper procedure for assessing assessments and to questionsabout whether there is any reputable intellectual status for the value dimension oflanguage. However that may be, it is generally argued that confusion follows the failureto distinguish between the

reportative-descriptive from the prescriptive-ethical usageswhether they are, joined, separated, held constant or shifted from one moment or contextto the other.

Zvpically, "art" is used in a commendatory or honorific sense. For example, itmight be said that "art is experience in its most complete and exquisite form." Havingadvanced this positive sentiment, it is not unusual to find someone going on to declarethat "art experiences should be carefully evaluated with a view to avoiding trivial andstultifying ones and to obtaining those which are exhilarating and conducive to refine-ment." Having employed these two usages of "art," one value-laden and the other a labelfor something subject to both positive and negative appraisals, what are we to make ofthe statement VIAIJELLALArt experience!" if it were to be uttered by the same person?Without substantial qualification we would not know what was intended and one mightproperly suspect the presence of muddled thinking. The most generous interpretationmight be they the person both identified and commended an experience but since "art" isused in more then one way we are left at best with ambiguity.

A lesson to be drawn from this analysis is that definitions, rather than alwaysbeing value-free resolutions for ward usage, are capable of advancing someone's ideasabout human adequacy.2 Surely nothing can be more clear than the fact that estimates ofwhat is valued and disvalued are matters of controversy--and I am tempted to add--mostparticularly in discourse about the arts.

Such varied ways of using the term "art" tends to produce a Tower of Babel sort ofsituation in the literature about education in art. This confusion can be avoided byclearly distinguishing between descriptive and normative usages of "art," between nor-mative usages that rest upon differing valuations, and by keeping track of shifts inusages when they occur.

Maintaining clarity at this point rather than eliminating all problems introducesstill another and more difficult one than that of avoiding confusion. The above exampleof a definition of "art" displays the problem. Definitions, rules or language habitsthat govern the usage of the wed "art" rather than always being value free often incor-porate a contestable stand about whit is valued-disvalued.' So, while one can be clearabout which value- grounded definiti n of 'lint" is being used, a problem arises when
questions are put about the bases fear selecting and rejecting among alternative prefer-ence systems conveyed by competing definitions of art. Establishing the reasonablenessof a choice between these preferences is surely one of the great unresolved issues inthe arts. Since estimates of what is to be approved and disapproved in the arts, and inevery other area of experience, have and continue to be matters of fundamental contro-versy among our ablest thinkers, value laden usages of "art" may meet standards of
intelligibility but not gain widespread acceptability.
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When the educational setting becomes the arena in which competing value groundeddelineations of the scope and content of art education are at stork, the problem vows.Without agreements IIT.9-ttAures to be gollowed or criteria to be met for establish-
ing value judgments to the arts, normative definitions of "art" can be expected tocircumscribe incompatible ranges of curriculum practices, subject matters and Aims.
Following the customs of using "art" with a normative cast will then secure little or nosubstaati,al agreement as to ehat education in art comprises. Prom conflicting normativeclaims that meke of education quite differing affairs, whether motivated by generosity
or frustration, one cannot sake a logical leap to the conclusion that it to all art edu-cation for to do so is to slip into another meaning of the phrase. The shift occurs'when the word "all" is introduced. If tech contestable range Wto be included in thereference for the phrase "art education," then the competing value-based conceptions ofart, education are being sat aside in favor of a usage that encompasses at least every-thing to which normative-based definitions make reference. And there is no logical rulethat permits one to extract from contrary propositions a proposition that includes all
the conflicting claims of the contrariesexcept, of course, in an Oreellean nightmareworld of doublethink.

Normative definitions of "art" and "art education" present at least two pedagogical
difficulties. Given the present state of value theory we are not able to obtain sweep-ing agreement as to What practices, procedures and aims will constitute the field. Andit is fairly evident,- and hence not argued here, that neither intellectual anarchy northe official elevation of one value grounded definition will do.

There is a second and quite biased criticism of ethically based usages of "art"and "art education." All such formulations When implemented curtail what is being madeavailable to students and predetermine the criteria of adequacy that they will use andthe goals to be sought. The resulting aesthetic indoctrination runs counter to the .value which holds that Whatever else art education involves it should at least encouragethe younuto explore all manner of arrangements and practices with a view to helping
them to cultivate the ability to *MIA and formulate their own conclusions. But thisis not to suggest that only such educational practices in the arts is really art educa-tion. if that were the case, the educational activity would not provide children withthe opportunity to reject critical practice.. In addition, if art education were restrict-ed to critical practice, it would disallow indoctrination as a live education option for
use in the schools, which is hardly the case. As George Counts likes to point out "edu-cation is one of man's greatest inventions for the perpetration of ignorance." So viewed,education is an affair of many, many kinds and most assuredly comprising subject matterfor assessment. There is nothing inherently good about it. And so with education in thearts. Whether of the indoctrinating order or that which releases perception and assess-ment, it is well to adopt a conception that encompasses both. Such a definition will
delineate, if only in a gross fashion, a range of orderings and subject matters to beappraised. This is to recommend that a descriptive or value free conception of "arteducation" be fashioned. To do so neatly circumvents the dead end route of trying toobtain a consensus about what is of worth as the basis of a normative definition of thefield. It also has the merit of leaving open for continuing discussion the question asto *hat is better or worse therein.

Hopefully these strictures and philosophic critiques will serve to chasten and
thereby advance the corrigibility and intelligibility of the term "art" in educational
circles. If so, they may also prove to be of help in assessing the current cognitive
status of such words as "creative," "imaginative" and "expressive." Like "art", they too
are widely employed as commendatory terms and hence are purveyors of normative content.
The legitimacy of so doing may be seen as questionable When we consider the utterly
unacceptable instances of conduct which are subsumed in at least part of the meaningsof these terms. Consider the pathological behavior that is extteordinerily.inventive in
behalf of self mutilation, the awesome originality that produced the ovens at Dachau, or
indeed Hitler's success in giving "expression" on an intercontinental scale to his
personal dynamics.



Creative, imaginative or expressive activity is not to be exelpted from assessments.
Since such activity may be a source of both precious and degenerate consequences, it
deserves to be made the object of the most searching critical attention that can be
given. Therefore, as matters now stand, it would appear that these terms are not.appro.
priste-for anualifietuse in locating goals or criteria of adoeuseyin art education,
Yet this is one of their major roles. And a terminological jungle is entered when
commendatory usages of these words are conjoined as in the case of "creative art" or
"expressive art." Nothing less than a Nephistophelean visitation can explain their
presence among art educators.

The discussion up to this point has been a demonstration, however frail, of crit-
ical-analytic philosophic practice in connection with the sphere of educational thought'
about edvication in the arts. Hopefully it has helped to indicate the worth of this
sort of thinking for the field. In addition I may have succeeded in raising as a prob-
lem the teak of determining with some precision what it is we research into or arrange
into a curriculum design that can be called a program of art education. I should now
like to show how there are alternative philosophic approaches to this problem and then
proceed to offer a partisan appraisal of these roads and venture the outlines of what
may be a satisfactory formulation of the domain of art education.

II. "Art" in the Context of Comprehensive Philosophic Outlooks

While professional philosophers are generally familiar with the 2000 year history
of philosophic efforts to construct and justify a conception of art and to systematically
work out related ideas, this body of thought has been generally neglected in educationalcircles. By and large the literature of education makes little or no use of the dis-
tinctions, issues and conceptions that have been set forth in philosophies of art. I
sippose it might be argued that this is all very good indeed for educational practice is
hampered by philosophic abstractions. The view finds critical reflection as an impedi-
ment to successful practice. Since such anti-intellectualism is so manifestly absurd,
it needs no further attention here.

What then is the relevance of the literature of the philosophy of art to contempo-
rary educators grappling with research and curriculum development? For one thing there
has been evolved a number of conceptions of art that are woven into th( fabric of
comprehensi-d outlooks on knowledge, the cosmos, man's destiny, human rature and the
nature and source of values. Such conceptions of art have an unusual status. Instead
of floating in an intellectual void their assumptions and connections to other concep-
tions that loom largo in philosophy have been explicated and critically appraised.
Whatever one's judgment about their validity, they are at least monuments of conceptual
elegance and examples of what mature cumulative thought produces given opportunity for
prolonaed, patient and critical analysis.

It is not my purpose to recount major features or accomplishments in the philosophy
of art. However, I wish to draw samples frol this literature in an effort to make a
case in behalf of the claim that educational, thought about the arts in education can be
greatly improved if conducted in the light of this body of philosophic research.

Consider the idea, which enjoys considerable currency, that "paintings, musical
compositions, sculpture and the like are a form of communication." Now if one places
that statement in the context of ideas that holds "communication is an affair of shar-
ing propositions," the upshot is the notion that a painting or a symphony- conveys
propositions. Architecture, poetry, literature and painting, it is asserted, are
repositories of conceptual structures and are the instruments or vehicles by means of
Which the statement content is made available.

But change the ideational context of the "communication" doctrine to one which holds
that communication can be an affair of shared feeling and the result will be at minimum
that the work of art is an instrument for arousing feelings in the viewer that originally
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were experienced by the artist;. and so we have the conception that holds art to be theobjectification or symbolization of feeling

Note what happens to the meaning of the term "expression" in each Case. In the
the rationalist tradition, expression in art is an affair of embodying acognitive utterance in sculpture, dance, literature and the like. In the second instance,that of philosophic materialism or scientific realism, expression is an affair-of fash-ioning Materials and things that evoke certain feelings states.

It is apparent that the meanin&of "communication" and "expression" is obtained in
consort with the meanings of other terms and concepts. So intimate are these involve,
meets that it i3 'correct to say that given terms are largely meaningless in isolationft:om their philosophic contexts. And it is also clear that "expression," for example,as used in the rationalist account of art, is incomprehensible when thrust in the
materialist account of art. And so it is, with other terms that loom large in the philo-
sophy of art such as "intuition,"-"truth," "pleasure" and so on. Each can have radicallydifferent meanings depending upon the philosophic context in which they are placed.

Consider the difficulties that occur when these natters are not understood, Withthe affirmation of differing philosophic perspectives people using the same words cantalk past each other without having achieved a communication or perhaps much of anycognitive encounter. Or, given such philosophic innocence, one might use "reality" inthe classical rationalist perspective to refer to thought, or ideas; that is to say ifit exists then it is an idea in one form or another. Then one might go on to say that"art Lean avenue to reality that gives an individual exquisite pleasure," and definepleasure in the materialist tradition as a physiologically describable-condition of thebody and a radically different sort of thing than sentences. The jusposition of arationalist reference for "reality" with a materialist reference ice pleasure" violatesthe system of meanings of each persuasion and produces an unintellil Ile statement.

Perhaps a more sobering conceptual catastrophe occurs, when through philosophical
innocence, definitions of "art" are made to flount deep ethical commitments. If, forexample, it is held that the ultimate good for life is knowing His word and acting inaccordance with it, one does vicilince:to this doctrine if he proceeds to argue that thearts, as objectified pleasure, serve to provide children with those exquisite momentsthat are their own reward; those pleasures that are of inherent of intrinsic worth
thereby requiring no justification beyond themselvei.

So it is that value theory and theory of art *ay come together either to sustain oroppose each other. The histoet systems of thought are not accidents but the conse-quence of the :intellectual tradition that embraces the notion of consistency and henceof system. By and large Western philosophy has made criteria of human adequacy, in anydomain, relevant to their conceptions of human nature and potentialities. If our natureis essentially an affair of thought, then art and its criteria of adequacy will deallieth distinguishable traits of cognitive activity. If the final test of worth is takento be a specificabie state of the bio-physical-neural structure, then the proper taskof art and art education will be of a radically different order. Furthermore, thegreat traditions in thought have critically placed their conceptions of the arts andthe possible functions of the arts in a comprehensive account of the life worth living.4

The philosophic message here, a canon of intellectual adequacy, is to frame a con-ception of art that identifies subject matters to which, *atelier their source, measuresof excellence are applicable. Both a theory of value, a conception of what is what isnot of worth and why, and a compatible theory of art are facets of the conceptual equip-
ment educators require to competently confront research and qurriculum developont.

III. Inadequate Conceptions of "Art"

I have suggested that the definitions of "art" and "value" advanced in the philo-sophic literature are conceptual resources for educators. These are candidates for
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adoption by art educators. They are viable,41ternitives, live options, available to the
educational community. I now turn to these; in a partisan frame of mind to see if they
might satisfactorily serve as the theoretical, the cognitive foundations for revearch

__end.curriculum developeent. The-confines of this essay only permit an embarrassingly
oweresimelified-press ntation-ofthoctrines. ice two major emphases or
patterns of assumptions can be detected, I limit the discussion to their serviceability
in the educational setting.

The philosophic perspective of rationalism or idealism explains the aesthetic exper-
ience as the apprehension of the thought, the propositional content, embodied or con-
tained in a symphony, painting or poem. Thus to take from Guernica or the Parthenon,
or what have you, the idea(s) it contains is the act of appreciation. And the task of
the artist is to so embcdy the thought in his object that others may comprehend it. By
definition, the term "art," whether used in connection with "appreciation," "experience,"
or "object" his to ,r7.0 with assertions, sentences,. and ptopositions whose route of avail-
ability, by definition, differs from those found on this page or in the lecture hall.
Basically artistic apprehension and construction is a cognitive enterprise differing
from other cognitive enterprises by virtue of.the material and sensory mode of conveying
discursive knowledge.

It appropriately follows that the worth of things aesthetic has to do with the
truth-falsity, significance-triviality, or generality-particularity of the content.

The notorious disputes among those who have obtained various messages from the same
work of art suggest a serious limitation in this account. Apparently there are no
criteria for determining whether or not one has successfully extracted the content.
Indeed there is no specificable peocedure to follow by means of which the content is
obtained with the exception of intuition, and this route is shrouded in mystery. About
the best that can be said is to intuit - but what one does is far from clear

Part of the historic error of idealists' philoncehies of art is that of paralleling
the image of a container and thing contained with an art object and its content. What
can idealists mean when they say that a sentence is la a painting? Certainly not the
same thing as when we say a sentence can be found in a book. Mere we mean by "in" that
a particular sentence is written or printed on a page of a given book; and it is en
assertion that cats be empirically tested. But if "in a painting" does not mean for the
idealists that the sentence is written out on the canvas, what it does mean is not clear.
Perhaps it is like the phrase "an idea in my head" which is certainly not intended to
convey to the neurologist that somewhere in the cranium savity he can find the idea
written down. Such a phrase is regularly used as e substitute for "I am thinking an
idea" or "I am now reflecting upon a statement." If this is the case, then the language
that describes the manipulation and characteristics of language is appropriate for pro-
viding an account of what teanspiree and not the words and concepts of physics and phya-
iology that deal with other subject matters. So, to erect the characteristics of one
distinguishable subject matter as generic to all subject matters and then proceed to
ascribe these traits to a subject matter that does not display them is to commit the
error of criss- crossing universes of discourse. Idealism has for centuries committed
this fallacy and on a cosmic scale. This occurs when idealists take the attributes of
cognitive deliberation and read them into the universe; typically they assert that all
of reality is mental and the object of an eternal thought. Here is anthropomorOhism
being confused with knowledge; while it is delightful and fitting for noveli and chil-
dren's stories where conscious make believe, pretending, is so intrigueng, it is out of
place when we are trying to formulate testable knowledge.

But if idealists simply mean by the phrase "in the art object" something like "in
sly head," they are still wrong. While it is most assuredly true that an opera or a
novel can convey in discursive thought things that can be described with words like
"predicate," "subject" and "copula," this is not the sort of terminology that describes
what.is conveyed by a Beethoven symphony or a Marini horse. What would deal with the
latter is the shop talk of the artist that makes use of such words as "chord," "tempo,"
"spacial volume," and "texture." In sum the discourse that describes and appraises
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discursive discourse though critically, important, and overwhelmingly so to professionalphilosophers, does not subsume all other universes of discourse and their varying subjectmatters.

I might add as a parenthetilal observation, that there appears to be a considerabletemptation among educators to try to get the arts to fit into the categories of theoriesof cognitive learning. This is to fall into the idealist's error, for it assumes thatthe "structure of knowledge," the attributes of discursive thought, exhaustively accountfor human experience. It may be that the motivation for this stems from the desire toobtain for the arts the honored silatus now enjoyed by knowing. While the objective maybe sound, the conceptual means are not calculated to gain the end.

If these logical niceties a e not sufficiently persuasive, perhaps the educational

i
question to idealist philoeophie of awt may turn the trick. If we adopt the idealistideas about art what do we put to the curriculum? If the answer is, "art objects thatexpress inconsequential and imp, rtant truths and others that convey felse ideas so thatchildren can come to know...abotiti them all," I submit that teachers would be at a loss asto what to do..- Does-One not play "I've Been Working on the Railroad?" Does one hangEl Greed's Toledo but not Picaaso's Leall snoiseloym? Does one read Steinbeck'sCanner not Shakespeari's Hamlet? To repeat, since truth and falsity areattributes of assertions, andlnot attributes of any and all other subject matters, we areleft without criteria for selecting and rejecting material for the art curriculum.

And if we press die pedagogical problem further, one can readily see that grave
difficulties are encountered'if one fully accepts the idealist doctrine of reality. Ifthe ultimate, complete reali
the ultimate good for man, t
less a goal than helping chi
Mind. If the first and fou
enough to discourage this v
foundatio,, we employ for pu
institutions to be responsi

y is an infinite mind and this is.the source and locus of
en it would seem that art education gor idealists has no
dren to come to know and follow the thinking of a World

teenth aulendments of the United States. Constitution are not
ew, I would aed another consideration. Whatever conceptual
lie education in a civilization that requires its public
le to the public, these foundations will have to be suscep-tible to a public mode of werrantobility. Anything less than a common procedure for

determining the soundness of educational directives is to limit the potential public
scrutiny and hence the public's authority. And the only form of knowledge that meetsthis test is that of empirical science. So while it may be a self-evident truth toidealist's that the "reality of the world is the object of an eternal thought" the state-ment does not meet the criterion of acceptability for use in giving direction to the
public institutions of a sovereign people.

Consider a second major alternative to idealism. In the materialist account of art,as wcb, have seen, the act of appreciation is construed as an empirically describable
sensory excitation secured by means of a poem, cantata, dance or the like. The latteris held to be, to use Santayana's phrase, the "objectification" ox for Langer the
"symbolization" of the artist's feelings. In both cases where "art" appears, the word"feeling" is pivotal and in the literature of this perspective "sensation" and "emotion"are also found with regularity. Whether the feelings are to be qualified by being
Christian, felicitous, Marxist, formed, or English the point remains that art is beingused to refer to something that is primarily an affair of the physiological structure ofthe homo sapiens and whatever it takes to somehow record and produce the physiologicallydescribable condition named "feeling" or."sensation."

The classical error of.materialisms is a specie of the one committed by idealisms.
Like idealism they tend to subsume under one universe of discourse all other universes
of discourse and their respective subject matters. One cardinal difference is thatmaterialism adopt.; physics as the umbrella discipline. The upshot is that their accountof art must, due to a physics definition of what is really real, be about something
physics and its related disciplines of physiology and neurology can deal with empirically.
Anything less tends to be 'suspect; witness materialism's uneasiness with generalizations
(fictions). So it is that "feeling" can be a trusted word and can properly identify whatart is all about.
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Materialism, in classical or modern dregs, because of the self-imposed limitations
of its bogie categories and terms, fails to distinguish between some empirically neces-
ssiry conditions for the occurrence of artistic construction or contemplation with the
distinctive thing that is secured as a consequence of the presence of certain necessary
conditions.

Materialists would probably agree that it is foolish to describe a logician's
syllogism with the language of neurology. However, they seem to think it not erroneous
to describe artists' products with words that cannot discriminate between having, for
example, a pizzicato musical phrase and the electronic and chemical stateof the central
nervous system that permits us to have the music. In a word, resorting to the single
universe of discourse of physics to establish a reference for "art" reaps the charge of
reductionism. The error consists in asserting that a description of the necessary con-
ditions for the occurrence of an X is also a description of the uniqueness that is
secured as a consequence of its necessary conditions.

As a conceptual schema for educators, materialism is wanting. The most thorough
going and empirical count of the chemical, molecular, neuro-electronic properties of our
nervous systems or the physical properties of paintings, architecture, and heroic couplets
will not help us to select and organize a curriculum or evaluate students' practices.
Indeed, using the notion of "objectified" or "symbolized feeling" one might well appro-
priate for a program of art education Einstein's theory of relativity, Aristotle's
doctrine of catharsis, multiplication tables or the United States Senate. With their
doctrine such things might be taken as examples of "objectified pleasure." Surely these
things are not proper curriculum materials for art education, even for the materialists;
but their conception does not rule them out. Its defectiveness for dealing with curric-
ulum problems is momentous.

When the educational procedure or method question is rasied, the concepted of art
as A affair of feeling has nothing to offer pedagogues. This is one of the most severe
limitations of the doctrine for educators are incapacitated if they have no procedures
to follow; no methods to order their practice in regard to such things as color tension,
space .,Tovements, overlapping planes, flying buttresses, Gothic architecture, or action
painting. If these are typical of the "stuff," the materials, the content, the subject
matter, some of the means of the field, then no account provided by physiology is
capable of locating rules for governing their manipulation and relationships. Why?
First of all because physiology and its related universes of discourse cannot direct our
attention to, these subject matters since their nomenclature and terminology deals with
other things. Indeed, when used, these bodies of language mis-direct attention; for
they make reference to necessary conditions of art rather than to the matters of focal
concern. Secondly, the discourse of physics, neurology and physiology are not appro-
priate for framing, describing and assessing policies, prescriptions or methods whether
those of logic and grammar or those of an art educator. Such discourse cannot issue
into or evaluate rules for directing teachers' conduct. For example, with the discourse
of neurology we cannot assess completing procedural directives such as: "Compare
examples of expressionism, dadism,'and cubism so that children will understand how the
dtffering modes, traditions, or styles, can be used to regulate their own or others
painting;" "Do not expose children to historic painting styles until the have achieved
a style of their own."

In the field of concern of art education ii composed of feelings as defined by
physiology, then consistency demands that criteria of criticism make reference to vary-
ing properties of the organism such as its temperature and itchernicil and electronic
state. Such criteria are worthless to educators and students attempting to determine
whether sculptural embellishments on a. Romanesque cathedral are delicate or ponderous,
whether Op art has or has not extended visual mediai,whether flatware is flamboyant or
pristine, or whether a Klein painting has offered us anything fresh and new in color
relationships. Empirical descriptions of our biological structure cannot provide'us
with bases for determining whether it is appropriate Or not to replace the present
entrance way to the Seagram's Building with a classical Greek doorway. just as standards
of adequacy in logical deal with various possible relationships between assertions and
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terms, so it is,with aesthetic criticism; standards of artistic worth are pedagogically
relative if they call students,' attention to the means and ends of art, so ably identi-
fied by artist's shop talk and in the writings of critics and art historians.

Even if it could be shown how specific sensory states are "mirrored" or "correspond
to" a Colima dog, a Rubens nude, a Brancusi bird or a Fuller dome (or even valid and
invalid syllogisms), one wonders what might be gained, if anything. Perhaps the futility
of trying to show how a true statement "corresponds" to its object while a false one does
not, an epistemological problem over Which so many struggled for so long without much
success, might serve at'a lesson in the philosophy of art.

IV. Education in the Arts As the Cultivation of Qualitative Intelligence

Perhaps I can partially redeem myself for the misrepresentation that may have
resulted from my oversimplified versions of idealism and materialism. In my effort to
advance a conception of art, responsible to what I think preoccupies artists and critics
as well as educationally relevant, I should like to draw upon an insight from each of
these philosophies. In what follows I do not pretend to have found a compromise satis-
factory to each outlook. Not at all, for the twist given to their ideas runs counter to
their conceptual structures. What I have to propose is not a Hegelian synthesis beceuse
the critiques advanced above are not withdrawn.

While materialists, in the main, talk right past the metiers of primary attention
for professional artists and educated observers of their work, materialists occasionally
use "feeling" in a nonometerialist sense. When they and others of us talk of feeling
"remorse," "angry," "synpathetiC," or "annoyed," (the latter due to the cavalier treat-
ment meted out above?) I do not think that a reference to some bio-physio-neurologically
describable state of affairs is intended. Rather it appears that "feeling" is being
employed to make reference to what might well be called attitudes, moods, or states.
In more general terms, these matters are correctly described as distinguishable modes of
conducting oneself in relation to certain situations, persons, things, and the like. If
this is correct, then "feeling" is being used to talk about distinguishable patterns of
conduct, behavior, or acting. Similarly when we speak of the "feelings provided by a
painting" I think we are often, though not always, signifying that a person went through
the experience of such things as color tension, plastic movements, cubism, muddy color,
and not what these may have produced in the neural structure. Strictly speaking, having
the experience of color tension might be noting cerulean blue on the roof of a house in
the foreground of a painting, in relation to its presence on a mountain in the background,
thus also helping to provide the experience of a flat canvas. The feeling of a cubist
painting would thus be in part:the apprehending of overlapping planes and their move-
ments in shallow space. Comprehending the interplay of highlights, texture and volumes
is to "feel" sculpture.

The feeling provided by works of art in this account are performances, aots of
re-instituting relationships originally worked Out by artists. In this use of "feeling"
(and it is hardly the only one to be found), ordered or patterned practicing., conduct
or activity is being talked about. And rather than being haphazard or accidental it is
re-orderable, re-institutable behavior. Thus to talk of having experienced pointillism,
Motherwell's style, Lehmbruck elongations or the gay mood of a Matisse mural is to make
reference to a trait common to achieved and re-obtainable activity. These achieved or
potential havings are determinate, substantive differentiations of phases of ordered
conduct established by artists and capable of being talked about in thoroughly empirical
terms, although our language falls shot of signifying the spectrum of possibilities.
They may be ethereal for the universe of discourse of physics but they are as empirical
as the subject matter of logicians.

If wart" is used to refer to these ordered practtcings, to these regulated processes,
then there is no need to clutter up the conception with the superfluous baggage of
reductionism. Nor do we need to perpetuate the fiction of inner and outer orders of
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exiltencethist'ensnares'uovin unresolvable quarrels over whether art falls into one .or.'tfie.other or both.- To insure the circumvention of,ouCh blunders, and. hopefully toobtain
advisable to abandon the ambiguous term "feeling" with allitsattedding aebiValences, when we set forth an educationally vital and-empiricalaccount of art.

What is needed then is a formulation that .represents wbatevertraits are common tothe hostof substantive practicing. to which I have alluded by means of several examples.And-it is at Chia point that -I find valuable a dimension of the rationeliste tradition.Their conception of the- life of nind-as an affair of disciplinina,_offorminit in accord-ance with deliberately
selected-rules-and-finding-this sort of affair:es the distinguish-ing character of the human, is, I submit, relevant to the construction of an education-ally pertinent'conception of:art. I wish to ,propose that,such terms as "minding,""thinking" and "intelligence" can and deserve to be salvaged. With certain revisions intheir meaning they may be incorpol:eted into *n empirical and educationally significantconception of art. I shall attempt to show how this can be done by means of a briefexamination of the phrase "critical thinking."

Probably the .most widelr accepted view of "critical thinking"- toldsit to be aphrase which refers to cognitive discourse that is svvxned by an approved -mac& rules.C. D. Hardie, for example, offers an analysis of thinking which construes it to. be"verbal behavior where the symbolic expressions are manipulated:according to certainrules."5 This is to be taken as including "both deductive and inductive,thinking asforms of verbal behaVior."° So viewed, thinking is the manipulation of the signs andsymbols_ of mathematics, philosophy, sociology and the like- -the materials of discursiveknowledge. This joining, manipulating, expending and revising becomes critical asdistinguished from uncritical When it complies with certain formal piopertiet

Quarrels among the adherents.of thievianudevelop when fermal propertiwereadvanced. There is considerable disagreement as to Whether or,not certain of the rules
.and prescriptions are applicable or appropriate. When pressed, there:are those Who ,would say that the linguistic constructions (the books andarticles).of their.,distinwished colleagues in philosophy and educational philosophy are not really "critical"(although impressive) because the dinourse dues not comply with the procedures of..empirical inquiry. Axons the unflattering labels used for such discourse are: untest-Aeois, non-sense, and vacuous--in sum, uncritical.

Those so opposed find such charges less then-impressive and at least somewhatuncritical since the reasoning that stand's behind them does not encompass compliancewith a set of assertions, rules of a sort, not. subject to warrant by empirical procedures.Jacques Maritain in arguing in behalf of "genuine certainties" says:

These certaintieswhich arise spontaneously in the mind when we first come tothe use of reason are thus the work of nature in us, and may therefore be-called an endowment of nature, as proceeding from the natural perception,consent, instinct, Or natural sense of intellect. Since their source is
human nature-itself, they, will be found in all men alike; in. other words,they are common to all mon. They may therefore be said to belong to the
common perception, consent-or instinct, or to the comeon angs, of mankind. .All men, unless spoiled by faulty education gr'by some intellectual vice,possess a natural certainty of these truths.1-

It would appear to follow that constructing and relating of certain ideas when not regu-lated by such truths would be counted uncritical.

While substantial agreement can be obtained concerning the formal properties ofimplication and hence a measure of agreement as to what constitutes critical thinking,in the final analysis we simply do not have common standards for determining Whether
discursive thinking is genuinely or fully critical. These divergencies generate prob-lems for pedagogues. Competing conceptions ,of "critical thinking" seem to lead their
adherents to opposing goals for thinking done in the school setting, incompatible
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criteria for use in assessing thinking, and to opposing delineations of the conceptual
structures that deserve. to be incorporated in the curriculum.

,I call attention to the difficulties.snrrounding the term, "critical," then proceed
to leave them, partly to invite attention which I think they deserve and partly to indi-
cate the limitations of my remarks. I, wish to address myself to what I construe to be
defects in the conception of "critical thinking" mentioned above, and not to issues
surrounding rules: the conception which holds "critical thinking" to signify the
activity of ordering the signs and symbols.of discursive knowledge in conformity with
some set of endorsed formal properties that are uniquely appropriate to such discourse.
Briefly put, my basic difficulty with this conception is that it unduly restricts the
arena of subject matters to which the term can properly apply.

A novel /Alternative to this limited usage of "thinking" and.rthought" was to my
knowledge first advanced by John Dewey. In 1930, he published an article with the title,
!'Qualitative Thought," in which he 2ffered the contention that thinking is association
as far as-the-latter is cohtrolled." Since this is not limited to discursive discourse
he is free-to note that the associations artists make between their primarily qual-
itative contents is a mode of thinking. Indeed the quality which controls "the thinking
of the-artist. .im the logic of. . 'qualitative thinking."10 Four years later in his
book, Art-as 1 2dripnCe, he days:

A painter niudt consciously undergo the effect of his every brush stroke or he
will-net::be aware of what he is going and where his work is going. Moreover,
he hoe to A00 each particular connection of doing and undergoing in relation
to the Whole he ,desires to produce. To apprehend such reletions is to think,
and is one of the most exacting modes of thought. . .To think effectively in
terms of relations of qualities is as severe a demand upon thought as to think
in: terns of symbols, verbal and mathematical. Indeed, since words are easily
nenipUlated in,medhanical ways, the production of a work of genuine art
probably.; demands more intelligence than does most of the so-called thinking
that'goes'en among those who pride theiielves on being uintetlectuals.""

Fifteen years. alter the publication of Art as Experience a strikingly similar
'usage for.the word, "thinking," is adopted by GilbertiRyle in his brilliant book, The
Concept of Mind. Re says:

Thinking or heeding What one isdaing-does not entail constantly or recurring-
ly making intelligent prose mover. Qn thecontrery, making intelligent prose
moves is just.one example among othertof thinking or heeding what one is
dointvginde it is .saying thingt, thinking What one is saying.. It is one
species, not the causal condition et-heedful.performance."

A/We:analysis of the thinking: that goes onJhen-otte is engaged in "following" a
tune or recognising What.%0 hears" helps to expand our conception of the subject matter
to wbith the term thinking can properly apply.- Since it effectively counters traditional
.40age; I Tiott at some length.

When then iS it for a person to know a, tenei.that is to have learned and net
forgotten it? It certainly dots not entaiLhisbeingable to.tell:its name,

mey:have. no name; and even if,he saveittheWrong,name4 he might
.still be said tojchowthe tuntNer does it7intail his- being able-todescribe
tba .tune in word_ or write it out in musical notation, for few of us could
do:th04though most:Of 41 can recognize tunes. He need:not even be able to
hum or Whistle the tunei thoUght if he can do so, he certainly -knows the
turn; -and if he can humor Whistle4lenty of other tone$4-bOt-cattnet produce

this one, even when prompted, we suspect that he'dOes not kmoWthie._rune. Ta
describs,himAkekhowing t[.. tune Wet the least tdkasy that he is capable
of recognizing it,run he heirs it; and he will be said to recognize it's-

.

when hWheartits if he does any, some or ell of the 011m/int ,things: if,
after hearing a bar cr two, he expects thoiWbers to follow which 40 follow;
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if he does not erroneously expect the previous bars to be repeated; if he
detects omissions or errors in the performance; if, after the music has been
switched off for a few moments, he expects it to resume about where it does
resume; if, when several people are whistling different tunes, he can pick out
Who is whistling this tune; if he can beat time correctly; if,he can accompany
it by whistling or humming it in time and tune, and so on indefinitely.

He need not, for example, be coupling with his hearing of the notes any silent
or murmured prose-moves, or 'subsuming' what he hears 'under the concept of the
tune.' Indeed, if he were told to think the thought of ILillibullero,' without
producing, imagining or actually listening to the tune itself, he would say
there was nothing left for him to think; and if he were told that the fact that
he could recognize the tune, even though played in various ways in various
situations, meant that he had a Concept, or Abstract Idea, of the tune, he
would properly object that he could not think what it would be like to be con-
sidering or applying the Abstract Idea of 'Lillibullero,' unless this meant
merely that he could recognize the tune, when he heard it, detect mistakes and
omissions in it, hum snatches from it and so on.

This enables us to reconsider What was said earlier, namely,, that a person who
recognize what he hears is not only having auditory sensations, but is also
thinking."

Here are two substantial philosophic figures who find it appropriate to use the
word, "thinking," to refer to those same patterned behavings to which artists' shop talk
refer and to which a certain usage of "feeling" refers. They both find that the subject
matters ordered are not solely the language of empirical discourse. They further agree
that these aesthetic events display "heeding" or "doing and undergoing in relation to
the Whole."' The extent to which the latter is interpreted to mean that these affairs
are subject to regulation, that is to say that they comply with rules or formal properties
appropriate to the means and ends being sought, then these thinking' may indeed be
called critical.

If it is true that common to knowing and to what might well be called "arting" is
the trait of being ordered, both allegedly submit to rules or forms that govern relatings
and hence both affairs of thinking, what special character do they possess so that we
can differentiate between them?

The rules or forms to which knowing submits are at minimum the familiar ones of
logic and grammar, and for some of us, those we collect under the rubric of empirical
science. But if we are clear about these formal properties of knowing, what, if any, are
formal properties in the arts?

4 Artists, critics, and art historians in music, architecture, literature or painting
gather together an array of cases and give to the group such names as Coptic, Cubism and
Expressionism, or Baroque, Georgian, and California Ranch. These categories have some-
thing in coalmen. They name a nroperty presented by each of the cases falling into their
sphere, a property that influunced the relationihip established by the artist and which
provides the instance with its overall distinguishable character. The schools, styles
or traditions provide a format, and thus act in the role of a rule for both artist and
non-artist alike. They perform in naintinr, arthitseture and the the role performed
by logical rules in knowing. And it is patently clear that given artists' fashion their
unique modes or personal idioms which may be joined with forms shared with forms shared
with others, thus we have Picasso's, Grie', and Braque's cubism.

The formal properties of artists are somehow or other very different from those
found in a text in logic. What is the difference, say, between a syllogistic form and
that of cubism? It is possible to present the syllogistic form'

A1111 is P
All S is N.

All S is P
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without also setting forth the content regulated by the form. However, if I was to
present the cubist Corm I could not do so without the content it regulates. To presentcubitim is to also present a particular exemplicication. I can write about this phenomenawith the language of discursive discourse but I cannot provide the form separated from
a case of its use with such language nor can I provide an instance of cubist painting ina discursive discourse. This account of art asserts that nothing less than the paintingcan provide one with cubism. All I can here do is to make reference to cubism by meansof the word."cubism."

Here then is a basic for differentiating Cognitive from non-cognitive or artisticforms. Cognitive forms are separable from the methods they regulate while artisticforms are not.

If it makes sense to say that art is a specie of rule governed behavior, a domain
of thinking, then what is uncritical thinking therein? Uncritical artistic thinking,
or, to use a phrase I prefer, "qualitative thinking," would then be those occasions in
which forms appropriate to regulating aesthetic or qualitative subject matter are eithernot properly followed or else employed at inappropriate moments. For example, if a
gentleman wishes to clothe himself in a fashion consistent with what is known as formal
business attire, he does not introduce elements such as a Hawaiian sport shirt or patent
leather shoes which would be appropriate to another clothing style. To shift the illus-tration, when designing a facade one cannot successfully employ Gothic style if a
classical Greek doorway is featured. When listening to-a Beethoven symphony, it would
surely be uncritical to try to find the form of a welts as the basic formal attrictureemployed by Beethoven.

Given the popular usage, of "feeling," "thinking," and "critical thinking" with allof the mischief they involve, it might be wise to abandom them all in favor of other
terminology. While recognizing the encumbrances, I do believe that it is sound to talkabout art as a specie of intelligence, where intelligence is used to refer to the process
of methodologically ordering means to ends-in-view. So put, education in art is anaffair of cultivating purposive activity in accordance with formal properties or methods;it is a deliberate effort to propagate intelligence in predominantly qualitative oraesthetic processes. In sum, art education is a field of educational activity in which
the means and cads are primarily concerned with the development and refinement of quali-tative intelligence.

One of the advantages of the conception of qualitative intelligence is that both
cognitive and affective matters are construed as distinguishable aspects of a continuous
process. Thus art and science, feeling and thinking, tensing and knowing are not erectedas discreet existences. Rather, we have a formulation which holds that whenever intelli-
gence is found both qualitative and cognitive practicings will be present. We have then
a useful distinction and not a dichotomy. It can then be added that observations of
Instances of intelligence display varying emphases; for example, at this moment cognitive
behavior is foremost and the qualities of the pose and diction while present remain inthe background.

it follows that any program of curriculum development is amiss if it presumes
cris9ly drawn compartment* between aesthetic and cognitive studies. Since qualitative
orderings permeate life and education, the problem is to devise ways of sustaining and
expiatding these practicings when they provide a background for cognitive activity and
when they come to the foreground to be given focal treatment. While art educators do
well to be preoccupied with the entire spectrum of qualitative ordering in the school
their special curricula and research responsibilities fall into the latter area; but
only as it is critically seen as utterly continuous with the qualitative practicings at
work in the school and its societal Betting. Anything less is to envision are classes
in something like a monastic setting; a place tut off from the qualities present in
other phases of school and community life; a point of view consistent with an assort-
ment of dichotomies.
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3ut which qualitative-practices pervade both_ cognitively focal and qualitatively
focal *Mars, *him* specific qualitat've and cognitive:prectteings help to sustain or
hinder each of when substantive instances of qualities can be introduced into the
life of the young, and what constitute cumulative patterns ofAualitative growth, we do
not know as eepirical fact. Without such knowledge we 'shall have to continue tO operate
from limited samples end haphazard but informed gueeses4 Shooting from the hip as it
were.

In sum the doctrine of qualitative intelligence does not resolve the curricula
problem of determining which qualities ere to be selected and rejected, which are to be
reinforced, manipulated and moved toward still others. -And thisle the strength of the
dottrine for it is not a value laden concept of "art." However, it does-provide a
partial platform for research into the value problem of determining worthy qualitative
ends for art education for it broadly identifies the subject matter to be-surveyed, the
range of options or candidates for inclusion in the-school and the society at large.

Here then is the great normative problem of art education. It is a task to which
the distinctions and critical toole of philosophic thought need to be brought for it is
one of the most difficult of value problems educators confront. Perhaps the first
assault upon the problem is to recognize that the value problem of selecting the'quali-
tative means and ends of art education is not one cut off from other major value prob-
lems of education and men. Indeed the view-I, would like to briefly advance is that the
value problem of art education is continuous with the distinctive_ value orientation -and
problems of free men. There lay-it appears to me, in the doctrine of-democracy or
freedom a point of purchase for grappling with the value judgments undergirding-curric-
ulum development in art education for American society in the latter part of the
twentieth century.

Whatever else the ethical standard we know as democracy may include, it does at
least say that the locus of ultimate worth for men is a. form of associated living which
footers refinements and extensions for all, au determined by those involved. To date
we have tended to regard as the items of supreme worth Such things as our civil liber-
ties, freedom from disease and poverty, and a complex range of political arrangements.
However, we are as a society experiencing whet Mix:Lerner aptly labels as a "revolution
of access." I should like to think that this access means we may assume the presence
of these historic ideals in increasing measure. If so, this suggests that a relocation
of our societal ultimates is in order. And it is here that I find it appropriate to
propose that our notions about freedom and democracy be amended to direct the revolution
of access toward the most promising form 02 qualitative abundance we can imagine. Thus
the democratic ethic is recast so as to hold that the province of final worth for a
people to be the qualities of associated life they provide each other and evaluate
together.

There is a danger here. SuAs remarks may be taken as incantations, as philosophic
ritual. I hope they will not be construed as an expression of an inflated sense of
importance. It seems to me imperative that scholars not make recommendations to the
public about the ideals of a civilization that are not the best product of their
inquiries. Theirs is a grave responsibility; one that attaches to their particular
competencies to cope with these matters. So it is with, considerable care that I suggest
that Americus civilization has reached a point where it can and indeed should redirect
its energies and resources in behalf of a cultural renaissance; in behalf of the fullest
realization of the ennobling potentialitiel of our qualitative intelligences.

This social diagnosis is then presented to art educators as a basis for curriculum
development and research. It offers a societal analysis as the grounds for determining
what to place in the schools and what the schools should seek to obtain in the children
and in the culture. The point of departure for curriculum development and research into
education in the arts is the 'tate and prospects of American society within its web of
international relationships.1'.

T
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If these ny remarks are somenhere near thimerk,-thau education in the-several-arta
in the. free society of the forthcosine era-should:be at the-firefront'ofilducational
effort. In this position, and given-the locus of POPO as the quality, Limit pervades
the life of men it becomes clear that art educatilmecaStprOvide
criticism. To ;le intent that education in the arts.is:continuous-with.the:quality of
a civilian:aft and that such education is a seleetion and reconstruction of tbeicivili..
settees qualities, then aesthetic criticiemrfostered*-the

sahotitiettingls,:being
addressed to the adequacy of the qUalities of associated i-tehOthis t0 Amt a
relatively fresh ob3ect of attention for cOpprOminsimiLscidial valuation; -Wsuggeste.
that the,-.criteria to be employed forimweepingsodial,assisemanta should bi'aeathetic.,,
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EXCERPTS FROM THE DISCUSSION WITH MR.VILLEMAIN
Audience One of the things that you said was that the strength cf the notion of qualitative
nUnTitirerce was that it is not valuational. It does not suffer from a particular kind of
bias concerning what good art is, and yet you are very concerned at the end of the paper
with the improvement of the qualities of American civilization . Now, how are the
criteria for improvement to be found within a conception of qualitative intelligence which
is not valuational?
Mr. Villemain: I think I would simply argue that qualitative manipulation, qualitative
177671ng are going on wherever the homo sapien is found alive. It is merely reportorial
as a term merely designates that this sordid behaving is present. The next and the
most difficult of mattt,rs is to perceive to define some standards of conceptual adequacy
for determining what constitutes a sound selection of these orderings, those which are
to be made secure, those which are to be reinforced.it appears to me that qualitative
abundance or dis-revolution of access ought to be directed to access in the qualitative
area to an extent and to a diranension that we had not experienced as a civilization
prior to this moment. I have my peculiar , biases as to what qualitative ventures we
ought to pursue and reinforce. I vould offer on another occasion with some length
some defense as to how this might go on, how this might best be determined as to which
qualities are to be affirmed and secure,d. Briefly put in, a sentence, I would argue at
this point with John Dewey that the final criteria that we can turn to for deciding what
qualitative manipulations are to be sough. secured, protected and furthered, all those
which hold a promise of doing more of the tbmne. That is, Dewey's proposition that
there is no end for growth, save further growtiz, no end for education, save further
education. At any given moment I would then have to be asking myself does this qualitative
operation, do these orderings, does this aesthetic material hold the promise of further
expansion of refinements within the domain of qualitative orderings? That , I think, is
an empirical, a scientific judgement, as to whether arty have this promise or not.
I think the materialist would ultimately say that the expanding of adequacy has something
to do with what makes a man feel pleasant as distinguished with what makes a man feel
hurt. I would reject this hedonic calculus, and an alternatitt to it as the idealist would
say that those aesthetic ventures, which move man ultimately tc. the highest levels of
knowing which turn out to be one with the thinking of an infinite mind. I think that is
where idealisms and materialisms ultimately go, and I close the alternailve of what I
think roughly comes out of the Deweyar frame of reference.
Audience: Does that conception of value reside outside of the notion of qualitative
iiifingerice or inside?
Mr. Villemain: You pose the question in such a way that I have to adopt the inside or
OtgraFinlitgement, and that doesn't reflect my philosophic outlook. I think I would
simply say -- in other words, I am not permitting you to sift the philosophic granules
for me. For my answer, I think I would want to argue that a theory of value has been
upward in my thinking when I hammered out a theory of qualitative intelligence. In
other words, my value has been that of providing a more secure place for the many
arts in American education and civilization. With this value in mind, I have attempted
to formulate a descriptive conception a value free conception a which would permit us
in the world of the arts to more ably perform the assessing role that I think we perform
whether we like to believe it or not. There is a value basis for hammering out the
conception. I think the conception is essentially value free. It doesn't identify one set
of qualitative operatings as better than another. It simply says they are there. I think
that is what I am doing. You may find that I ha;ve not.
Audience: I would construe that to mean that it is outside.
Audience: It seems to me that this puts you in the same camp with the materialist and
The same sort of criticism might be leveled . I am referring to the reductionist as
you used in materialism, that materialists tend to reduce stipulation to its necessary
condition -- physiological conditions in that case, -- and in your cane it seems that you
are reducing a context or situation to its qualitative dimension. Now, is this similiar
reduction or is it reduction at all?
Mr. Villemain: I think it is not. I hope it is not. It seems to me again when we look
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at this shop talk., this phrase I think is somewhat apt, if we look at art shop talk when
we talk about such things as overlapping planes it seems to me that what we are talking
about is the educational subject matter that we are pre-occupied with. When I generalizeand forget theie high-level abstractings such as 'qualitative mediation, qualitative thinking
qualitative intelligence, and work with such terms as these, it seems to me that what I
am trying to do is to forget some labels which permit us to avoid these reductionisms
and to honor the uniquenesses of the things we are struggling to help youngsters to woe:
with and to, if you will, educate them in and through. So, I don't think I am involved ina reductionism. I would like to think that I have provided a conceptial Schema here which
is completely responsible to the things that art educators and people in literature and music
are focally concerned with, the unique its, not the things that are the necessary conditions
for' the occurrence of these unique its.
Audience: In the distinction between the qualitative and theoretical it seems that you placed
TheTh.raniiiwith the qualitative or the description of the subject matter of art and the field
of art with the qualitative. If that is the case, it seems to me you are leaving out the
cognitive or theoretical.

Mr. Villemain: I did not expand on it , but at vim point T. think I did in that instance I do
WWI did cover myeelf. Did I not, at one point say zhat these two kinds of thinking, the
cognizing and the arting, if you will, are ever present in human affairs, wherever man
is being purposive and deliberate, at this moment or any other moment. Before an easel
or in a lecture hall, I think both are present. Now, it is a matter then of determining
which you want on the front stage and which one will go in the background. At this moment,
I think qualitative orderings which are present here in our gestures, intonations, in
our costuming, our surroundings, these I think are in the background. In the foreground is
the exchange of cognitive structure. So, I would want to argue that they are not discreet
separate intities but rather interdependent and always inter-related and always mutually
present rather than separated out and found in separate domains.
Audience: Clarify for us again the character of content of qualitative ordering and exper-ience or aesthetic experience. If one critically beholds a painting, what is the contentof such experience?
Mr. Villemain: I think I would answer that one can empirically identify the content and
having so done, one can proceed to assessments.
Audience: Now, where are you locating content, what is the content of my experience?
What Erhave as a result of having this content?
Mr. Villemain: A combination of qualitative thoughts and cognitive thoughts. When you
stand before the Guernica I cannot help but now recall a day every time I have gone to
look at it I cannot help but recall a.day I went down to the desk at the Museum of Modern
Art and asked if they had any reproductions. The girl said yes but apologized for not
having any of them in color. Now, I think you can understand why this stuck with me.
Every, time I go back and look at that Guernica, I recall this event. It sometimes gets
in the way of my looking at the paintings though, but at such moments i ,-tin looking at a
shallow canvas using some of the overlapping planes and the distortions for which Picasso
and the Cubists were so famous; but I am also thinking of these other things, and I some-
times think about what happened at Guernica. So, I think what I have when I confront the
Guernica are 'qualitative and cognitive thoughts. Now to proceed to evaluate those is, I
think, a legitimate undertaking. I'm not sure I have answered though.
Audience: I'm not cure either but I have truth.
Mr. Villemain: In the idealist's account of art that is what 'you have. All falsity, depend-
ing upon what is present. Most idealists, in one form or another, would say that as I
have suggested in this terribly oversimplified version here in this paper, which is not at
all fair to them, they would have to argue that-the-a-rt object conveys to you some sort of a
statement, concept, a bit of discursive knowledge which can be assessed as either true
or false, trivial or significant. Now, my reply to that claim was that I don't know how to
find a statement in a painting or in a Beethovian symphony. I am literally at a loss to know
what's there. Now, if I can tack on an observation, I think many people in art education
resort to the term truth in connection with art appreciation and construction of an art object
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in order to try to bestow upon the arts the honoriric status which now is obtained for theworld of knowledge. I think this is a weak road to follow.
Audience:: I wonder whether you would comment a little about shop talk in art teachingTriaWiriithis means in terms of making sense in teaching.
Mr. Villemain: I hesitate because I suppose I have more respect for the shop talk ofs"":iffiriaarrt so the shop talk of teachers. Well, in .1 moment, in a terribly condensedfashion, it seems to me that if teachers had empirically worthwhile shop talk, it would.be language which was entirely reletratit tb the qualitative and to the cognitive thinkingthat is going on by students and by teachers in the school setting. I think it would notbe reductionist language, talking about neurological states of children or the physiologicalstates of the teachers. It seems to me that it would be language that would deal withthe pedagogical problem or ordering means to ends. This could be the means and endsboth cognitive or theoretical or, having to do with discursive knowledge and the meansand ends that have to do with the qualitative orderings that are ever present in theclassrooms whether in our classroom or in a mathematics classroom. In other wordsthe shoptalk of teachers ought of be about the extension and refinement of cognitiveand qualitative intelligences.
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SOME PROBLEMS OF ART EDUCATION: A METHODOLOGICAL DEFINITION

DAVID W. ECKER
The Ohio State University

The judgment of a researcher as to which problematical matters in his field are
worth researching does more than set the direction and scope of his intellectual ener-
gies. His sense of the problematic, when translated into the form of a research pro-
posal, also reveals a measure of his knowledge of the relevant scholarly and scientifid
literature.

It is entirely possible for an art educator, for example, to investigate a problem
which is a genuine problem--a puzzle--for him but which at the same time is not signif-
icant to the field of art education. This unhappy situation might arise, of course, if,
contrary to his own judgment, his problem is judged to be trivial by his professional
peers; that is, the problem is not funded or otherwise recognized and encouraged
because they believe its solution would have little effect on conceptions and practices
in the field. Still another reason for lack of professional support may be the art
educator's failure to realize that his problem, or a problem very nearly like it or more
basic to it, has been solved by empirical inquiry or resolved by conceptual analysis.
Conversely, some matters of fact or value that he assumes to be indisputable may very
well have been shown to be problematical. In either case one might be prompted to say,
in the jargon of the graduate school, that he has failed to "survey the literature."

However, we might go one to ask ourselves some perplexing questions. What is the
literature of art education? Just how would a survey of it' help to identify significant
problems in our field? What role should the judgment--the "expertise " - -of professional
peers play in this process? And more basically, What is an adequate conception of
"problem" and how is a problem related to concepts in art education?

It seems to me that these questions are important ones to consider at an interdis-
ciplinary conference whose purpose is to stimulate participants to attack significant
problems in the area of curriculum development in art education. Thest,questions are
of moment because they may lead to answers which in turn may provide some of the guide-
lines, some specification of necessary conditions for significant research in our field.
(Certain conditions have already been suggested by Professor Villemain. Besides offer-
ing us a conception of education in the arts as the cultivation of qualitative intelli-
gence, he identified some "canons of intelligibility"--so crucial in a field of inquiry
where several languages are spoken.) I am confident that other participants will also
have much to say that is relevant to the formulation of answers to the questions I have
just raised. I would like, however, to concentrate on the question of what constitutes
an ade nate conce tion of a roblem in art education. I expect that if I am able to
develop a satisfactory answer to this question I will at least have helped to illuminate
if not to resolve the other questions.
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I. The Problem of Identif in. Si ificant Problems in At Education

I would like to begin with a comparison that I think will illustrate a particulardifficulty in art education and which will, perhaps, begin to clarify some of theseinitial questions. On the one hand, we might note that in each of the established dis-ciplines of the physical and social sciences and in the humanities there ii a collective
sense of those matters that are secure as distinguished from those that are problemati-cal, and, that therefore, require further research.' In sociology, for instance, thesociologist is generally aware of the "hard" knowledge in his field and has a grasp ofthole ideas relevant to his research problem.

In,sharp contrast, on the other hand, is a field of inquiry as young as art educa-
tion-- young, if the field is taken in the terms of those who currently call theiselves
art educators. When art educators as a class are compared with sociologists, lawyers,anesthesiologists, or even clergymen, I think it is fair to say that art educators dis-
play little or no collective sense of what is problematical in their field. And smallwonder. With such a dearth of established knowledge and coherent theory, with such aslight tradition of research and thus with no firm guide-lines for it, a researcher in
the field understandably has difficulty in identifying significant problems that are theproblems of art education and not the problems of philosophy, sociology, psycholusy,
history, criticism, or art. don't mean to imply by this distinction that Messrs.
Villemain, Tumin, Harris, Taylor, Rosenberg or Kaprow could not concern themselves with
our iroblems--we have invited them here to do just that.)

Now, one plausible explanation of.this difficulty is that art education is not adiscipline: it is not a discipline because there are 00 significant problems in thefield that cannot be reduced in principle to sub-problems in one or more of the disci-
plines of philosophy, psychology, sociology, and the like.2 On this view, our task at
this conference.would be to try to identify these researchable sub-problems with thehelp of the specialists present representing these disciplines. Moreover, (the argument
might continue), an awareness of what theories and ideas in these disciplines are con-
sidered to be problematical would in turn help us to decide what matters are to be taken
as problematical in art education. Contrariwise, those theories and ideas not considered
problematical in these disciplines we can take as not problematical in our field.

Let us test &is alleged explanation with actual problems in several discipline tosee what it explains. I would guess that no art educator present would take as prob-
lematical the belief that we learn by experience. (As good empiricists we might take
as problematical various beliefs as to the kinds of art experiences and methods of
teaching that would produce maximum learning; and we would go on to devise experiments
involving test and control groups, and the like.) Some of us, if pressed, might refer
to the historical doctrine of innate ideas or other pre- scientific beliefs as to how we
learn as examples of mistaken beliefs. They are mistaken, we might argue, because they
are not grounded in empirical evidence as is the belief that we learn by experience.
We might go on to cite observed instances of a person learning something as evidence in
support of this belief. What, then, are we to say in reply to the following argument?

The belief that we can learn from experience is not certified by data
given in experience. This belief can be warranted only by principles in
virtue of which a proposition reporting experience can be evidence of, or
render probable, other empirically testable propositions not implied by it.
Therefore, principles sufficient to validate empirical inference must entailthat experiences are connected, and, consequently, must be formulated in
terms of, or presuppose modes of connection or unity. Such modes of con-nection or of unity are metaphysical categories and are kinds of Alathesisin terms of which the philosopher interprets experience.'

To those of us who are tempted to provide a hasty rejoinder to Everett Nelson'sargument (as outlined above), a word of caution is in order. The so-called "problem ofinduction" has been around for a IJng time and is still very much a live issue amongphilosophers of science.4 Simply stated, the problem is: Does the justification of
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scientific conclusions which are established by inductive methods involve certain meta-
physical'a WAIL assumptions that constitution of nature? This problem arises when it
is seen that an nrsugent of the form "We lean by experience because, in fact, we learn
by experiences XL, Ea, E3, . . En" is circular; it begs the question. Nelson would
avoid this circularity by appealing to non - empirical principles; e.g., the "connected-
ness" of experiences. Let.metasten to add that there are other proposed solutions to
the problems of induction, seemingly equally plausible, which conclude thgt the methods
and findings of science need not be certified by metaphysical principles. This con-
tinuing debate Accounts for the collective sense among philosophers of science of the
problematical aspects of induction.

Must empirical researchers in art education take their inductive methods as prob-
lematical? I think not. For the empirical confirmation of beliefs about matters of,
fact need not involve nonoempirical considerations in virtue of the meanings of these
terms. Even if it does turn out that the "logical certification" of the principle of
induction is a non-scientific task then clearly the scientist as scientist need not
concern himself with it. If he does, he is no longer working as a scientist. On the
other hand, if it turns out that non-empirical justification is not involved, then
obviously he need not be concerned as .a scientist. A more partisan argument might cite
the prageaticeaximof Charles Peirce, a philosopher who was a practicing scientist. He
vent so far as to say that "In order to ascertain the meaning of an intellectual con-
cap2ion one shout(' consider what practical consequences might conceivably result by
necessity from the truth of that conception; and the sum of these consequences will
constitute the entire meaning of the cone tion."6 To paraphrase and apply Peirce: The
proposition e learn by experience has a factual meaning if and only if assertion and
denial of the proposition imply a conceptual difference capable of experiential test.
A problem in metaphysics seemingly concerned with concepts of education--e.g., learning
and experience--does not necessarily make educational propositions involving these con-
cepts problematical.

Let us lave now to examples of what tz problematic in several of the sciences.
These examples will seem perhaps a more relevant test of the idea that all researchable
problems in art education are logically reducible to sub-problems in one or more of the
established disciplines. Certainly worthy of examination in this regard is the research
of Desmond Morris as reported in his book, The Biology of Art.7 Is there an art teacher
--or parent - -who would not be struck by the amazing similarity between his experiences
with children and the English zoologist's first attempt,to get Congo, a one-and-a-half
year old chimpanzee, to produce his first drawing?

I held out the pencil. His curiosity led him towards it. Gently I placed
his fingers around it and rested the point on the card. Then I let go. As I
did so, he moved his arm a little and then stopped. He stared at the card.
Becathing odd was coming out of the end of the pencil. It was Congo's first
line. It wandered a short way and then stopped. Would it happen again? Yes,
it did, and again, and again. Still staring at the card, Congo began to draw
line after line and, as I watched, I noticed that hiwas beginning to concen-
trate the lines in one particular region-- apart of the card where there was
a small ink blot. This meant that, even in this very first scribble, Congo's
lines were not just random scratchings and . . he carried in him the germ,
no matter how primitive, of visual petterning. (p. 22)

Art teachers would also be interested to know that Congo went on to fame and fortune:
his paintings are now in many private collections (including Picasso's and Herbert
Read's) and the London Zoo this agent) has sold them for sizable sums. Moreover, he
has received much popular attention.from art critics and'laymen, some of whom have
compared his work to that of the Abstract' Expressionists in order to denigrate Congo or
the Expressionists or both.

At least one art historian has raised the question as to .Whet new aesthetic cri-
teria would be sufficient to sort out the differences. (In the work, that is, not the
artists!)8 In an attempt to find out, I made up a set of colored slides of Congo's
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paintings and mixed them up with slides of selected contemporary humen4aintings.. I :

then had my class of undergraduate students not majoring art compare and:discuss their
tormal aesthetitAualitiee Needless to say, I was tryingto get thiM to see some
differences Mhichmere obvious to me, but with little luck. When I finally .revealed the
identity of the 'artists the reactions i got ranged from indignation and suppressed anger
to such worldly-wise expressions as "I knew all along that monkeys:could:do:Madera art."

-But did Congo produce art? After all, Morris did conduct an experimental "study of
the picture-making behavior of the greet apes andits-lrelationsihip to human art". .:(the
sub-title ,of the book) in order to establish a set cif biological principies otpicture-making. Morris claims that "there appear to be only six principles Mhith apply to
picture- making as a whole and cover everything and everyone from Leonardo to Congo." -They are: Self- rewarding Activation, Compolition*1 Control, Calligraphic bifferenti-H
ation, Thematic Variation, Optimum Heterogeneity, and UniveriaLlmagery. Specifically,
monkeys more frequently will Choose cards with regular, rhythmic patterns that those
with irregular ones; they will organize their pencil: marksSind lines-into distintt
shapes which over a period of time will show a slow process Of pictorial growth; they
can produce successive variations on a .g. a fad (splitlaw, centrallY=spotted
fan, curved fan, reversed fan, etc.); they show,a distinct sense of Mhen their drawings
and paintings are aesthetically complete- -they stop, work.. They will do all of these
things without extrinsic rewards. It seems to Me, ors the basis of the visual, analyt-
ical and statistical evidence,' that Congo and. the thirty-two other infra-human' rimates
have produced drawings and paintings that can be described as art.

Now it will ocur to the art educator-that a 'conception of art basic enough to
indicate those aesthetic qualities that the drawings and paintings of apes, children
and professional artists have in common may also help to distinguish their aesthetic
differences.' It is precisely the aesthetic differences that would interest the art
teacher because they, are that culture--and, more specifically, the history and teaching
of art--haire produced. A biologist, in contrasts, must try to neutralize of adjust for
cultural differences in his subjects. Morris, for example, assures us that "In all
cases the animals received no assistance or guidance from the experimenters, except. for
the provision of and . . . familiarization with the drawing and painting equipment."
(p. 141) Morris does make some fascinating comparisons between nonhuman (unlearned and
spontaneous art and the art of modarn matters such as Klee, Miro and Dubuffet as well
as the child art studies by Rhoda Kellogg. After-411, his goal is to underitand human
art as a biological phenomenon. But if Morris sees the aesthetics of Leonardo and Congo
as biologically linked, the art educator will surely see their aesthetics As separated
by the enormous gulf that culture and evolution have created. The educational research-
er wants to know (among other thing0 what methods of instruction will increase this
gulf, as it were. It would teem that biological research and problems leave off where
the art educator must begin.

If this view of the Biology of Art suggests that it is not substantively a part of
art education research, it may be argued that the problems, concepts and research of
psychology are. But to talk about psychology as if it were a unified, clearly definable
discipline is misleading. So T would like to consider the research of Dale. B. Harris
as presented in his book, Children's Drawings as Measures of Intellectual Maturit .10

Harris's very substantial contribution to the field of psychological test and
measurement, and, in-particular, to the existing tests for general intelligence or
cognitive ability in children, is his revision and extension of the non-verbal Goodenough
Draw-a24an-Test. As a by-product, he has also given art educators the most comprehen-
sive review and analysis of the literature of children's drawings of which I am aware.
He concludes from this survey that "The literature on children's drawings showi quite
clearly that the nature and content of such drawings are dependent primarily upOn intel
lectual development." (p. 68) Re points out, however, that attempts to claisify
children's drawings were very trade until the, work of Florence Goodenough. Her approach
differed from previous investigators in the following respects:
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(1):No-arbitrity decisiOns were made as to what constitutes intellectual merit
in a drawing.' --(2) A double criterion for judging mental development--chrono-
lOgical,age, and school grade- -was used as a basis !or determining the validity
oUthe test, and, for establishing norms. Supplementary criteria were used

when.aveilable. (3) Every effort was made to eliminate the subjective elements
inludgnitits; each characteristic was defined as objectively as possible.
(4) Artistic standards were entirely disregarded. (5) Standard subject matter
Auld diriCtions for, drewing,were chosen; but to allow as much freedom as
possible in the Working out of the task, no further specifications were mete
as to howthe drawings should be done. (p. 68)

The, teek,:of course, was to draw a man, and the 1926 edition of the test consisted of
fifty-one Points, each point to be -scored for a specified body part or relationship of
parts in the child's drawing. Harris extended the test to cover the adolescent years
and vill.dated-seventy-three.iteme as points on his new scale. He also paralleled this
achievement with a EraWro-TAbnan Scale of seventy-one points. Both tests were standard7
ized on .2,975 children, representative of the occupational and geographical distribution
of the United'States. Harris also constructed and standardized a "Quality Scales,"
again, to evaluate, not_artistia skill,'butintellectual maturity as evidenced by pro-
pOrtion and inclutioucand. accuracy of detail. This scale is offered as an alternative
whalieticmethod of ;coring individual figure drawings, which is quicker but less
accurate. -fie ilsCrobtained.eAttwing of the' self from all the children in his study and
produced a Guidifor Analysis of Self Drawing, which is as yet untested empirically.
Thus Harris.was.not professionally.concerned with the aesthetic quality of children's
drawings as evidence of artistic competence but rather with the content of these draw-
ings as evidence of. intellectual maturity.

Furthermore, it would appear from i survey of the literature that children's diaw-
inge-may validly, serve as evidence for hypotheses in a number of disciplines besides
biology and psychology, e.g., psycho - analysis, sociology and anthropology. But, counter
tothose.WhOsiuld reduce the problems of art education to one or more of these disci-
plines,. I shall advance and try to defend the idea that the problems attending the under-
standing,and cultivation of aesthetic qUalities in drawings and other art forms are--as
perhaps,no other problems era-the:unique concern Of:the researcher in art education.
In doing so, I ahell'hot attempt to set arbitrary boundaries for the field; but rather
I shall attempt to indicate what I rake Whets legitimate focus and distinguishing
features of, art education research..

II. Various !leanings of Probiene:ind:4 Dittinction Between Two Kinds of Problems

Thus far:I halie-telked about the problems of. research as, though the nature of
researchable problems:were widely:Underttood and agreed upon. Yet researchers them-
selves are not alweys cleer about what they mean when they employ the word. On the
contrary, I believe,that there is enough confusion to warraLz some attention to the.
various waysAn which the word "'problem' is used--how it is used inordinaty.language,
in the specializeclehoptalk of artists, and in my own theory of art.

7

Is there a problem with'eproblenl' Yes and no. Native speakers have no trouble
with the word in ordinary usage; it means more or less what the dictionary says it
does: "A question proposed for solution; hence, a perplexing question, situation, or
person."" The trouble comes when the word sprobler..' appears outside of the context of
ordinary language, especially in contexts where it is pressed into quasi,,theoretical
.service. Consider some uset of 'problem' in current discourse.

The grandest use of 'problem' may be found in pronouncements that begin: "The
problem of our age is . .," "The eternal problemsof mankind ere. . "The problem' of

existence is. . .," "The problem of meaning is. . . ," and so forth. lie definite

article 'the' tends to separate. whatever 'problem' can ;mean in these phrases from human
connections. Thus Platonically disembodied, one imagines that problems sonehow exist
whether ordinary people are aware of them or not. Ttaditionally, metaphysicians have
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fancied themselves especially favored in their ability to deal with such questions.
('Needs' and 'wants' are often hypostatised by educators in this manner; e.g. in the
slogan, "We must meet .the needs of children.") In contrast; tho indefinite article 'a,'
as in "A problem to be dealt with is. . ." eiuggests a more modest elite. It implies
that there are several-or many problems, but "here is one problem. . ." But, then, one
is prompted further to ask for more specific adjectives: "Whose problem? Do you mean
your problem, his problem or their problem? Is it a problem you think I ought to have
or a problem you would like to have?" Questions of this nature suggest that for the
sake of clarity possession should be indicated in educational talk about problems.
Witness the confusion resulting from talk about "the problen.child," or even "the child
with problems." Is it the child who has, say, a problem about how to_lose his hostility
or agressiveness, or is it his teacher and parents who have this problem? It may be
that quite different approaches are called for in dealing with problems once it is clear
who has them, or wants them, or doesn't want them.

Still another theoretical confusion may be noted on this issue of possession.
Ordinarily we say, "Little Mary has emotional problems," or even "Mary has psychological
problems." More critically we might better say "Psychologists have psychological
problems;" that is theoretical problems which are in the province of psychology. And
one of these problems may concern the emotions of Mary. Other examples of what may be
labelled misplaced abstractions are the following: John has economic problees (because
at the moment he hasn't the price of admission to the movies); Sally has aesthetic
problems (over the arrangement of her living room furniture); Fred has physiological,
problems (because he is too light for the varsity football team). It is apparent that
these are not the problems that economists, aestheticians, and physiologists have--at
least during working hours.

There is a further use of 'problem' which raises some special difficulties. This
use may be illustrated by the following examples: The psychoanalyst uncovered the
patient's deep-seated problems of guilt; Introspection revealed to Bill that his
problem was one of social adjustment; The subconscious problem of modern society is
anxiety. People commonly talk this way, at least since Freud; but we also find some
educators saying "Let's discover what our real teaching problems are." One difficulty
with this wage is that it seems to imply that a person can have problems of nhich he
is unaware. Now it may be that a person after therapy may agree to, or choose to accept,
the psychoanalyst's statement of a problem as his own. But then, it is possible that
he may also reject it, )r, after changing psychoanalysts, he may accept a contradictory
statement as his problem. What is the empirical status of "his problem" prior to the
patient's choice? Bow are competing statements to be scientifically resolved? How does
one check? The answers to be found in the literature, while imaginative, ere methodol-
ogically unsatisfactory. 12

But to follow an earlier thought, suppose it were true that talk about having
problems of which one is unaware is theoretical nonsense. (This conclusion would, of
course, demand much more analysis than the cursory examination of common sense usage
above.) Is it possible that one can be aware of certain problems yet not 'know what they
are? An affirmative answer might seem paradoxical since the words 'aware' and 'know'
are sometimes used synonymously; e.g., in the statements "I am aware that it is red" and
"I know that it is red." Still, I think there is a kind of problem of which one might
truthfully say: "I am aware of my problem, yet I do_ n't know what it is because it can't
be defined or put into words. I can only refer to it or point it out." Consider, fitst,
the various sorts of problems which can be stated:

1. .Should I take a pleasure trip or paint the house during my vacation?
2. Avfermer gets 32 bushels of corn per acre from 45 ac :es. What is his crop worth

at $1.40 a bushel?
3. How does one prove that there must be at least one less distributed term in the

conclusion of a valid syllogism than in the two premises?
4. What are the respective degrees of learning resulting from "depth" and "breadth"

methods of art instruction?
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It should also be noted'that solutions to these problems can be stated in language, ortheoretical symbols, as well as can the logical or scientific procedures employed.These procedures range from an argument with the wife, simple arithmetic, or demonstration by truth tables, to statistical analysis, respectively. When we know the answerto this kind of problesive sometimes can claim to have scientific knowledge.

Another apparently different kind of problem is involved in the following examples:
5. "There's my problem!" wails the housewife, gesturing toward the clashing colors ofthe drapes, walls, and sofa.
6. "Try this problem," says the child as he offer you his Chinese punt..7. "Let me help you with this," ssis the husband as he helps his wife decorate for aparty.
8. "Right here is my problem," exclaims the painter as he points to an unresolvedsection of his canvas.
9. "I think you can tackle the problem this way," says the director as he personallydemonstrates al particular action on the stage to his lead actor.10. "He just doesn't know how to act with children " comments the critic-teacher to thecollege supervisor of his student teacher.

In any of these situations, after a satisfactory solution has been achieved, we wouldnot be surprised to hear the expression: "I know how to do it now." Even so, we mouldunderstand that 'know' is being used here in a different sense from the sense of 'know'in the first kind of problem solvins.13 For in the first kind, the solution hascognitive status--a fact, proposition, or demonstration in words or numbers; while inthe second kind, the solution is non- cognitive- -an object or performance essentially
aesthetic or qualitative in character. True, we might overhear the problem-solverexclaim: "I've gotit!," "That just about does it," or "You've hit it." More oftenthan not, though, the "it" goes unnamed.

I believe the artistic process exemplifies this kind of problem-solving just as thescientific process exemplifies the first kind. Tb resolve an artistic problem is toachieve a sought quality, a desired aesthetic consequence of certain nanipulations; toresolve a scientific problem is to achieve knowledge, an empirically certified general-ization or law.

When artists do discuss the work at hand- -when they engage in shop talk--theirlanguage tends to be highly referential. A major concern, especially so in recent times,is with the qualities of the material and what they are attempting to achieve with it inpurely qualitative terms: the problems of relating lines, colors, textures, shapes, andso forth, to gain some qualitative end. Even in more general discussions, artists nowa-days tend to focus attention on the qualities of their work. For example, in reply toKatharine. Kuh, Hans Hoffmann said,

What do I mean by "aesthetic?" I'll give you an example. Take a line. Nowa line can have millions of variations- -thin, thick, short, long, sinuous,staccato; but heretofore a line always represented something else. Today itis the line ft:it itself, and that's what I mean by the aesthetic experience.
The same is true of color- -color as an expressive force in itself, as alanguage in itself. Roth Kandinsky and Ilea were among the first to realise
this. In my work I have further tried to clarify the same idea. . .

And Picasso, Henry Moore, Matisse,; end many other artists have, in recorded conversations,referred to their artistic methods and problems. 70 give only to examples, first astatement by Kuniyoshi:

There ate numerous problems that beset the artist in his work. Consciously
or unconsciously each artist tries to solve them. Lately I have come to the
stage Where I actually take a problem and try to solve it. For instance I
was interested in painting a dark object within the dark. In order to carry
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this out successfully it may take ms. several years. Once accomplished to my'
satisfaction, howeVer At becomes an integral part of me, enablingram t* go.
on to another problem:"

And Josef Albers was quoted as saying about his work:

I've always worked in periods during which I've concentrated On certain
basic problems. To my surprise, these periods grow longer. The reason far
this, I believe, is that in my experience any form demands multiple perform-

I don't think .we ever find the solution for form-articulation. For
me there:is no end to this. For instance, I've.morked for years on end with
the series calle9 Homage to the Square--and Va still working on it as in-
tently as ever."

-.;;Some attention to the shoptalk of artists as well as to how they work indicates that the
procedures of artists are not basically scientific or even linguistic but, rather, are
qualitative; and their problems are not theoretical but qualitative in nature.

Elsewhtie, I have attempted to describe these qualitative problems and the method
of their solution in methodological terms. (This distinction between "method" and
"methodology" is an important one and should not be slurred over Justus Buehler says
in his book, LeptoliTheConfethod, "in the broadest sense 'methodological' questions
are those dealing with methods as their subject setter, questions pertainiu3 to the
origin, scope, nature, and relative value of methods."17) I shall mention here only
three of the concepts.. They'ere.a presented relationship, pervasive quality or control,
and, finally, total quality.'" Roughly speaking, these concepts correspond to the
beginning, middle, and end of art considered as a process.

Consider the artist's practice. He begins with a something--not a nothing. He
begins with materials that permit him to generate a qualitative problem, not to be con-
fused with a theoretical problem which is understood or mediated in theoretical symbols.
The artist's materials are qualities such as those mentioned-color, line, texture,
tone, shape.

Out of these component qualitiet there develop, hopefully, new structural qualita-
tive relationships. , Some are there already to be perceived, while others may only be
imagined by relating a stroke as yet unmade to those the artist has already seen.. His
qualitative problem is to so manipulate presented qualitative relationships that further
qualities are secured.

The results of this 'phase of painterly creation is to establish a new presentational
context arising in theawareness of a new pervasive quality. Historically, such quali-
ties have given's' name to new styles or manners of painting,- for example, the progression
from impressionism, postimpressionism, cubism, and More recently, abstract expressionism
and pop and op art.

Pervasive quality in its turn acts to prescribe further qualitative orderings with-
out precluding experimental deviation Which on occasion has led to dramatic changes in
the predominant style of an epoch. Whether the artist experiments to change styles or
merely makes more explicit the pervasive quality with which he is working, ultimately
he aims at achieving a single cohesive quality, an aesthetic unity which I have called.
"total quality." First an end-in-view; finally a toteA quality as an end viewed. It
is now there for all who can comprehend his ordering."'

Now the artist and the scientist have much in cannon. As Diwey has noted, they areboth experimenters, exhibiting highovders of intelligence in their work. Yet my argu-
ment turns on the central fact that their materials, eethods, problems, and aolutione
are strikingly different. It is true that art objects and processes can be used as datain support or denial of historical,

anthropological-paythological Orisielogical hypoth-
eses, and legitimately so for the purposes of these sciences. But it should also be
obvious that When art is viewed as scientific data or evidence, it is not being viewed
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as the qualitative process or object that concerns teachers of art. To put it in otherwords, art in the service of. scientific inquiry is art considered not as a total qualitybut rather as either stimulus and response,-, as a status symbol, as an economic index,as an.expreision.of repressed drives,,as an historical document or in some other way
employed to further the cognitive ends of ,a particular theoretical discipline.-

One isnrompted to ask,at this-point, what are the significant relationships, if
any, between scientific or factual knowledge andthe artistic method? One relationshipis what maybe called the technical one.. It may be Useful, for example, for a.painterto test a certain new formula for a glaze he is using in his:work; or a student .may needto understand the chemical properties Of acrylic paint in order to achieve certain
special effects in his work. Overt reasoning about technical problems such as thesemight .take the following form: "If this.. medium contains too much damar varnish, it
might give a shiny surface to the canvas; I could add more turpentine to see what the
effect would be. ." or, "If you soak 2 and 1/2 ounces of rabbit-skin glue in 26 fluid
ounces. of water overnight; then_heat until the glue fs dissolved. . ." and so forth.

A second kind of relationship is more general. For example, the sculptor's knowl-edge of the New York art market, information as to Who the judges will be for a big artshow in which he plans to exhibit, the special requirement that his sculpture be
weatherproof for outdoor installation, what his patron wants or what his instructor
believes is good art--in short, what commercial, social, political, and economic factorshe will consider--certainly'may affect the selection:Of his sculptural problem and itssolution. Yet knowledge of these assorted facts,.values, contracts, iules, and-formulasis adjunctive to the work at hand. And while technical information may act in an instru-
mental capacity in painting or sculpting, and may therefore be considered a phase ofthese qualitative processes, this information itself does, not appear as a part of the
process or of the solution.

III. Qualitative Problems of Artist and Teacher as a Distinctive Focus for Art Education
Research

Now if. the artistic process as methodologically conceived is essentially qualitative
problem solving--the controlled procedure of instituting qualitative relationshilis as
means to the achievement of a qualitative total or end- -then what possible role can the
researcher play to facilitate this process? That is to say, what role can,he play apart
from providing technical/tips and marketing advice to the young art student (and impov-,
erished art teacher), or apart.from reducing art to, say, psychological or: sociological'-'knowledge.

The answer I shoUld like to develop in the time remaining might well begin with
the plea that art educators see their distinctive role in research both more narrowly
and, in another sense, more broadly than heretofore.. They should see their role more
narrowly because research in art education has tended to dissipate its energy on a great
variety of problems in piecemeal fashion with correspondingly weak results. Typically,
variables thought to be somehow relevant to artistic production are selected from thee
literature of one or more of the social sciences or apparently on the dictates of common
sense. Some currently popular variables are age, social class, room size, scores on
standardized psychological tests, and scores assigned student art work by experts.
Correlations ape then run between two or more of these variables and the "art" variable
as measured in existing or experimental situations. If high coefficients of correlation
result, they are said.to be significant,, statistically speaking. Yet while these data
are often of educational interest they are usually not theoretically significant. For
even in the long run empirical inquiry not grounded in a theoretical framework is
unlikely to make a significant contribution to the psychology or sociology of art.
Even when current modes of inquiry in art education become theoretiCally significant
and educationally useful, they will at best indicate the necessary conditions for art
learning.20 What would remain neglected, I believe, is precisely what would provide the
focus of resear41 in our field, not its quantitative but its qualitative dimension. Bythis I mean the description and prescription of qualitative means and qualitative ends:in shore, the methodology of art education paper.



In another sense, however, it is, possible for art educators to see this research
role more broadly, since qualitative problems are not limited to the studio or to the
art room of the public school. While the so-called fine arts do provide us with some
of the finest examples of qualitative ordering and achievement, qualitative problems mayalso be found and chosen in interpersonal relations and in the larger social units of
the family and community, as well as in all teaching-learning situations in and out of
school.

This broader conception of what qualitative matters are appropriate for art educa-
tion research thus reveals a new role for those arts involving humans as component
qualities- -not of paintings or sculpture but of situations. I am referring to public
speaking, the dance, and especially drama: arts which depend upon the qualitative
relationships a performer is able to establish with other performers and, of course,with an audience. If the plastic arts offer paradigms to the student of art, the
dramatic arts may well offer paradigms of performance to the teacher of art, and indeedall teachers.

I believe the qualitative problems, methods, and solutions of the professional
actor, for instance, would, if systematically studied by art educators, expand the
present conception of teaching and of teacher training to include some of the very same
.qualitative aspects that are to be found in drama. The qualitative dimension of good
teaching may indeed by characterized as a series'of events or situations created by the
teacher and students, which have dramatic unity and interest for teacher and students.Some teaching problems are undoubtedly problems of control, choice, and sequence of
situations, while all teaching problems are located in some particular situations or

...other at any given moment; that is, in a qualitatively unique situation. And successful
teaching depends, atleast in part, on varying degrees of control in that situation.

Hence, the classroom considered as theater would prompt the researcher to focus hit
attention on the pervasiVe quality of teaching- learning situations in the classroom aswell as on the qualitative elements of voice, gesture,-Action of the participants asdramatic elFsonae. The pervasive qualities of attentiveness, unrest, permissiveness,
authoritarianism, enthusiasm, spontaneity, boisterousness, boredomeven lorn,' anger and
hate--may be'seen to characterize some classroom situations, even by a glance through.the door. And as supervisors and principals know only too well, the lead actor estab-
lishing. the pervasive quality in an unfolding classroom drama is not always the teacher.
:But then, should he always be?....

This question and many more arose when I first suggested the analogy between their
acting and teaching to the group of student-teachers under my supervision this pastyear. Should their students always be the audience during a presentation? Could not
the .students be actors as well? And who writes the script for claStroom performances?
In what ways are the purposes of acting and teaching similar? In what ways are they
different? What started out as a casual discussion in our seminar on campus soon led
us,into'L full-scale inquiry. The principles of rhetoric, various theories of drama,
and criteria for evaluating public speaking and the performing arts were sought out.

Consider this remarkably apt passage from The Art of Acting,21 by John Dolman, Jr.:

If the young actor does not have a naturally accurate sense of timing--
as most do not--there is only one thing for him to do. That is to train it
by experiment. Taking each comedy line or situation as a special study, he
must try it out with every conceivable variation of tempo. He must try it
fast, and try it slow; try it with slow start and rapid finish, and with the
reverse; try it without pauses, and with; try pausing just before the main
point, and just after it. If he can arrange to record his experitcnts and
play them back for study, so much the better; but he must not be trapped
into the common error of listening only to his own words and inflections,
and not to his meanings. In other words, he must not get so interested in
the mechanics of expression as to forget that they are only the means, not
the beginning and not the end. Important as timing is, he must realize
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that it cannot be completely isolated, even for study, but must be considered
in its relation to all other elements of expression--pitch,. lorce, timbre,
and so on. And he must understand that the problem of timieg is a problem in
the coordination of voice, gesture, facial expression, pantouluic action,
movement, and every other conceivable element of expression; it is not a
problem in vocal expression alone.

Following up this advice and ideas from other sources,-my students began to record on
tape the lessons they taught in order to study the playback. Invariably, their reaction
to the first playback was one of shocks initially over the uncertain quality of their
teaching voice now revealed to them for the first time, but gradually a more profound
shock over their inattentiveness to the moods expressed in the student's voice as well
as to the emotive import of student discussions. Questions were "mis-reed" and the
answers given were incorrect or inappropriate to the situation.

On the basis of these reflections and my observations of their teaching, we began
to revise our notions of what lesson plans might include and more basically what should
be planned and what should emerge in the situation. We also compared tapes and my notes
made at intervals of time in order to check on specific improvement in qualitative
control. We attempted to exploit the basic analogy between teaching and acting so as
to discover other ways of freshly viewing the act of teaching, to break down stereotyped
notions of what teaching is. We tried to imagine what classroom situations and elements
were analogous to the following: theatre-in-the-round, the living premise, voice pro-
jection, cues, denouement, empathy, catharsis, dialogue, stage Rioting and sets,
theatre of the absurd, tragedy, happenings.

It should be mentioned that initially ail of us,assumed there would be a great
number of differences between acting and teaching as well as similarities. By the end
of the quarter, however, some of us began to suspect that there might not be any signif-
icant differences. However, the strongest argument against the analogy was presented
by one of my students. She reasoned that teachers who considered themselves actors were
not being sincere, that to play a role with students was dishonest. To be oneself was
the only way of being an effective teacher. Others argued that "being themselves" in
their first attempts at teaching was certainly not as effective with studeets as in
later attempts, after they had developed some acting skills and understanding of their
roles as teachers. This particular discussion led us to consider such anthropological
and philosophic questions as whether man has an essential nature or whether, to the
contrary, different men in fact learn to play different kinds of roles in their respec-
tive societies, one of which might be the role of an effective public school art teacher
in a democracy. On this latter view, the notion of personal integrity might be seen to
refer in part to a consistent or pervasive quality an individual is able to maintain in
his various social roles. In any event, we all agreed that comparisons betwsen tele-
vised or filmed recordings of their teaching and recordings of model performances by
master teachers and actors would have been useful. And les would readily imagine the
value of a full-blown teacher-training program which included the theory and practice
of teaching as qualitative problem solving.

By referring to the inquiries of these student-teachers into their own practices
I have tried to suggest what methodological research might concern itself with in art
education. In light of their inquiries, let me now expand my initial account of the
artistic process so as to include teaching and the dramatic arts as well as the plastic
arts in its purview. A qualitative problem is achieved when present and possible
qualitative relationships are taken as means, or ways of proceeding, toward an end-in-
view, a total quality. The total quality sought may be: (1) an object such as a
painting or piece of sculpture, where the component qualities are colors, textures,
planes or shapes; or (2) a situation or sequence of situations such as found in the
classroom or theater, where the qualities of the human voice, gesture and movement are
added to the qualities of objects.

Left undeveloped yet implicit in the foregoing analysis of teaching as qualitative
problem solving is a conception of those problems capable of being dealt with in
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language. These I have called linguistic or theoretical problems, modeled somewhat onDewey's conception of problem solving as scientific inquiry. 22 The two kinds of
problems are logically distinct, as we have seen. But X would like now to suggest how
theoretical problems for educational research may arise out of or be grounded in the
teaching-learning process.

A major qualitative problem of an art teacher is
pervasive quality in his classroom situation in order
His personal appearance, poise and gestures and those
For as he sees or intendm himself and his students as
pedagogical situation. This situation is distinctive

that of determining the desired
to reconstruct the present one.
of his students are relevant here.
components, he begins to forge a
to art teaching when the pee.eaaivequality is selected in support and as a means of facilitating student learning in art:learning to paint, draw, and sculpt as well as learning to understand and appreciate his

own art-work, the work of contemporary artists, or the art of the Western World.

Within this situation'the teacher provides students with a sequence of theoretical
and qualitative problems. Theoretical problems are presented in the form of such
questions as "What makes a painting good?" "Why is one piece of sculpture consideredby critics to be better than another?" "Can anyone learn to be an artist?" ead "Why is
Cezanne called the father of modern art ?" To repeat: the chief feature of these
problems is that they.sre stated in words, whether in an ambiguous or precise manner,
and an answer is expected in words. The other kind of problem, as we have noted, is notto be found in words, although qualitative problems are referred to in the shoptalk of
the art student es he strives to achieve, say, an expressionist or hard-edge style ofpainting. His work--his canvas--exhibits his problem. Talk may be about "lack of
perspective," "receding and advancing colors," "intersecting shapes," and so on; butthe problems are essentially non-linguistic. An essential part of the teacher's job,then, is to, select, encourage, re-direct, or suppress from among a variety of possible
problems before the student. This characteristic feature distinguishes teaching as anormative affair, both with respect to the kinds of problems and their specificity. Itis interesting to note, that even if the teacher chose not to give the students hisproblems, it would remain an ethical choice among alternatives. Nbre generally we mightsay that to provide others with qualitative problems is (1) to present, locate, or
select qualities, and (2) to institute choice, whether for art students or art student-
teachers.

Now we come to the question as to who is competent to decide what problems thestudents are to have. Apparently, we have assumed in this country that the question of
sorting out preblems is--or ought to be-- within the art teacher's professional competenceto decide. Whet defines ccepetence? I think a plausible athwer is: a personal historyof reeking successfully on the theoretical and qualitative problems under consideration,
.a professional who has undergone the confronting, noting, pointing out to others quali-
tative relationships and controls. In the case of the problems of the art student it isthe art critic, historian, painter, sculptor:, architect and others while in the case ofthe problems of teaching it is seasonal art teachers, art-supervisors and also profes-
sional actors, directors and playwrights. Oere is precisely the advantage I see inholding this conference: to draw upnn the specific competencies of these specialists
in order to help art cdueators see their respective problems more clearly.)

Their respective roles are distinct, however. The mark of a professional artistis his deliberate and sustained preoccupation with qualitative problems. The historianand critic have their own theoretical and critical problems with those total and some-times new pervasive qualities the artist manages to create. The art educator is
distioinsuished from the artist, historian and critic primarily in that his objective is
to develop in others the ability to init:ate qualitative controls, alternative eroce-e:eral skills, and _o equip them with ranges of understandings permitting criticalevaluation and choice. Those research problems he undertakes are significant or insig-
nificant in relation to this objective.

In summary, the art educator has both theoretical and qualitative problems; and aeresearcher he has as at least one of his central tasks that of helping art teachers to
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clarify their professional problems and to structure and justify their art curriculum.
Philosophical, psychological, and,sociological considerations enter in here as well; andit is to scholars and.reseerchers in these areas that the art educator should-turn.
Thus, some problems of art education, as methodologically viewed, are at once unique
to the field and in need of assistance from related fields. The extent to which theseproblems are successfully researched will be the extent to which the aesthetic founda-tions of education are established as well as a common core built for the field of arteducation.
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EXCERPTS FROM THE DISCUSSION WITH MR. ECKER:
Audience: Referring to some statements in your paper , I hope that you don't mean to sug-FirffiFfteachinti art can take place without consideration of such variables as socio-economic class, and so forth -- that it happens as it were in a vacuum.
Mr. Ecker: Well, teachers never heard of variables. Researchers talk about variables,Ertriris to me teachers by and large are singularly uninformed about the results of re-search in these disciplines; and it is obvious that they are able to teach. So, it is not anecessary condition for teaching that they read or understand research. But it is obviouslya necessary condition for teaching that the teacher be breathing, for example. The proofis: stop breathing and you can't teach. Of course, you could say that the existence of theplanetary system is a necessary condition for human survival, which is necessary tobreathe, which is necessary to teach. On the other.hand, I think that the social sciencescan indicate some less obvious but equally significant conditions which are necessary forsuccessful teaching., So, in that sense you are right to insist upon the value of research forteachers. The best of tl;fa,research is conducted within a theoretical framework which hasthe virtue of yielding scientific knowledge about, say, how learning is related to socialclass. Within such a theoretical framework findings can be interpreted precisely. Outsidesuch a framework findings are either common-sensical or nonsensical. In my paper I wasnot trying to reduce ,research in art education to methodological research. I was arguingThtt we shouldn't overlook the qualitative dimension or reduce it to a quantitative dimensionand thereby overloOk the possibility of an aesthetic foundation for education.
Audience: In other words, you are not making it an either/or situation.
Mr. Ecker: No, I am not. I conclude my paper by saying that these problems I havename are, on the one hand, unique to art education, and that is what I meant by the "broadsense". We have to broaden our conception of our subject matter to include all pedagogi-cal situations where qualitative ordering is going on. On the other hand, I spoke of anarrower sense ox our subject matter in terms of a more unified discipline of inquiry.Some of our research seems to be spread over such a wide range of disciplines that thefield has a hard time integrating such diverse findings -- especially the art teacher. Be-cause of this diversity of material, I think art teachers pay little or no attention to researchin art education. Now, of course, this is not all our fault. Art teachers shohld read suchjournals as Studies in Art Education. However, the fact remains that unless we pay atten-tion to tive pro I have identified and I am not saying this is theonly way to describe them -- then to that extent we have missed the unique focus we couldgain through methodological research.
Audience: In what ways would you see, in your terms, a qualitative research report toteachers differing from those we have now, and in what ways would you see in research re-ports of qualitative method to research people differing from research reports we have now?
Mr. Ecker: Well Hugh Sturnbo and I have argued these questions at length between our-selves and with the students, both graduate and.undergraddate. So I am not going to takecredit for all these ideas. But I did report some of them in my paper. We asked our-selves what we could say or do that would make a difference to student-teachers who areout teaching in a public school part of the day. We found, for instance, that the studentswere helped by a study of tape recordings and transcripts of their actual teaching in relationto their lesson plans. But let me speculate a bit, here. I can't think of anything that makesmore sense -- and here I am taking the word in its most literal meaning -- than to havefuturefiraers look at, say, five master teachers teaching art in quite different teachingstrategies under different conditions. This observation would be over closed-circuit tele-vision, or by means of film strips, or videotape. I caa imagine such observations in anintroductory course in art education as being far more effective than an instructor harangu-ing them with theories of learning, and so on. Students and young teachers could be pro-vided with a qualitative display of different teaching styles and the controls necessary forsuccess in each style. They could compare performances and be asked such questions as:Are you more like this teacher or that one? Of course, the qualitative controls various

teachers exhibit in the films could be identified as "personality traits" and a result of"basic social patterns". Distinctions such as authoritarian versus permissive types, openversus closed minds, divergent-convergent could be applied. But to ".1k exclusively in
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these technical terms to art teachers just doesn't make sense in my experience. That's notto say, that there is no sense to be made out of these terms, but that it takes a trained re-searcher to make sense out of them. You also raised a question about reports to researchers.Here we want the most critical writing, the most precise language possible, statistical orotherwise. But this creates a dilemma: the more precision and technical our writing be-comes the less relevant it seems to the artists, for instance, and the art teacher -- those whoare working primarily in a predominantly qualitative situation, and in the case of the artist,with a qualitative object.
Audience: Would you elaborate more on your opinion of the role of critics and artists in artaza-a-tsa?
Mr. Ecker: I ended up by referring to the art critic as precisely one a the professionals inart who has a competence which qualifies him as a model for the at studen:70 For anyoneelse to do this job is either to do it in a -- well, he is incompetent to do it, typically; and Ifind art teachers for instance who have had no experience in art criticism, are pat not pre-pared to talk intelligently about the art object. Typically in our field, as we all know, wehave been so -- how shall I put it, politely? -- "non-intellectual" about the states of affairswe are interested in that we have tended to ignore the role of the art critic, which I think isa vital one, and I think one that has been neglected. I have defined competence as the pre-occupation or the professional concern with either qualitative or theoretical problems indepth; and to get this competence takes more than reading books. It is to do art criticismover a long period of time. Of course, that in itself doesn't wic,rantee that t is good criti-cism. I imagine there are some other requirements because there happen to be in myestimation, very few outstanding art critics in the country. We are fortunate to have one here.
Audience: How can we spread them around since there are so few?
Mr. Ecker: One way is by reading The Tradition of the New. I also would like to see more ofwhat Charlotte Johnson has done inkier short, al11150aicir critiques of contemporary artwhich appear in School Arts. At least we have that. It seems to me that far more could bedone in this- area ,77iiiii,"riot down to the junior high student, but directly to him in his ownterms on such topics as what makes a painting good, what is pop art, what is pop art allabout, what is a "happening". They ask us these questions. They see reproductions inLife Magazine, Time, and they are very much aware that someone has painted a copy cf ari to box and tEEiVrant to know about it. Typically, I find the art teacher is just notequipped to answer these kinds of questions in an intelligent manner.
Audience: 1 ask you to comment on the levels of abstractions appropriate to qualitative
iZelioiriena. It seems to me in one way while I salute.the term "qualitative" it seems to beresisting conceptualization. What I am asking, in part, is how does this differ, for example,from the problem that scientists themselves must deal with when they treat physiognomicaldata, or let's say general systems theory, or let's say "quality".
Mr. Ecker: Of course, I have tried to make my distinctions as sharp as possible in the con-Te71517ny paper. But, for better or for worse, all of us live in a qualitative world, includ-ing the scientists; and however much the ordinary man may feel that the scientists have leftus, still the definition of scientific knowledge is that it accounts for and is accountable to
phenomena. Now you ask about the level of ab7traction. That is a very good question. Ithink for instance that even in the !introductory course I was trying to describe, the discussioncan be quite abstract even about very specific qualities displayed in films, or in an art object.The word ualitative of course is a very abstract word. It can refer not only to line and coloror a facia expressiOn; but also to hardness, softness. And as a matter of fact, you couldeven take it to be a metaphysical concept. I think there are some aspects of Dewey's writingsthat surely can be taken metaphysically. I mean by metaphysics the most general descriptionof what. is real. So I think while we do tend to -- in fact in my answer to Bob I suppose I havedone it -- that is, oppose abstraction with concreteness, as a matter of fact we are all livingin concrete situations. Yet the focus of our attention is not on qualities here, but rather Ihope it is on the structure of our argument or our discussion or our illustrations. Now, innaming specific methodologies, (surely there are seve al disciplined ways of looking at phe-noma, and one of them is what's called the phenomen.wogical method, founded by EdmundHusserl. The attempt there is to reduce the complexity of thought, action, memory, and so
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on, to phenomenological dcgcriptions. Dr. Villemain has described another philosophicalmethod -- methodology, if you will -- toward the end of his statement this morning. Hisconcept of qualitative intelligence is another approach, possibly, to the problem of relatinghuman thought to human behavior or human thought to the context in which humans haveproblems. I am not saying that scientists do the abstract thinking and the rest of us payattention to ordinary Matters; but I do think the focus is eaferent. Where in, the first casethe scientist is nothing if he doesn't produce scientific knowledge. That is his business. Nowwe teachers may dravt upon scientific knowledge, or it is useful educationally if it points outto us necessary conditions for, say, learning in art, but the crucial thing is that they are notsufficient conditions.: What are sufficient conditions? A sufficient condition for learningwould be the pointing out, the discriminating, the selecting and rejecting of qualities in theclassroom. By sufficient, I mean if that occurs nothing. else need occur. It is, in fact, suf.-ficient. But that's not so surprising because a is a, you know, selectin is selecting. If youhave people select then you have them selecting which is , perhaps , a goa of art appreciation,or art education; so/ you needn't know what the necessary conditions are that allow this tohappen. You need 4ot know about what the encephalogram must indicate for you to be a.rational person, although that is very interesting. You might begin to sort out some teacherson that basis very Usefully.
Audience: I strongl support you in your efforts at pointing up the qualitative dimension thatas been so negleeted. It seems to me we could almost reduce this to the old dichotomybetween know' 4bout your subject and knowing how to teach. But not quite. It seems tome you very racefully related the third dimension, the aesthetic situations that people livein, to the t of teaching. But I would like to argue, on an equal basis, for the foundationalunderst nding of society and individual differences with which a teacher identifies what willbe a meaningful choice that people can make. I will disagree with you when you say thatwhen successful teaching takes place this other kind of foundational knowing is not a part ofit. So you have almost posited a three-dimensional basis for thinking of art education.

:ICMr. Ecker: Let us think, for a moment, in the terms of the sociology of art education. Amiddle -class teacher sometimes is just not equipped to recognize some pervasive qualitiesdisplayed by lower-class children. In this sense I am saying that anybody doing inquiry hasto pay attention to relevant qualities. So we cant escape it. In fact, sI am beginning to seesame relationships between the euphemism, culturally deprived "student group -- why notjust say here are the poor kids --here is how they act, talk, and behave; and those are thequalities that a teacher ought to be able to recognize and make some crucial decisions aboutthem in terms of what kinds of situations he should strive to establish, which is not just tounthinkingly try to establish middle-class qualities and dress, polite speech, and nice manners.
Audience: ,I don't want to put words in your mouth, but I want to go back to your view of thequa Ecerto which an artist attends as he seeks to achieve pervasive quality in his work.Similarly, in a teaching situation, it would seem to me that qualities in the situation such ascultural conditions would have their effect on the pervasive quality in the teaching and thelearning situation.
Mr., Ecker: That is precisely why I have turned to the dramatic arts for clues. It is to drawthe analogy that you have just drawn between the two kinds of materials. You don't try tomake a steel sculpture look like plastic for instance. Or better yet, to follow an earlieranswer we don't try to impose one conception of what good teaching in the arts is. Now evento go beyond that I think we have tried to impose the model of the artist on art teachers.Whereas it seems to me that other models would be the art critic or the art historian as theart teacher. As a matter of fact I myself tend to equate art education with art criticism.Now this will run into some problems in the elementary school because a very good argumentis that the art teacher is really a psychologist trying to help children unfold; and at a higherlevel that the art teacher is sympathetic to the needs of adolescents; and I am not about todeny that these are valid ways of conceiving art teaching. What I am impatient about is ourexclusive attention to the image of the art teacher as artist. There are other equally validconceptions of what it is to be an art teacher; the art historian certainly is an art teacher;the art critic certainly is an art teacher.' I am interested in making tapes now for a seriesto be called Master Teachers of Art. Incidentally, these people are certified master teachersby OSU They i707117TcliThelng the outstanding teacher of the year, and there we havepeople such as Morris Weitz who would teach art differently, being a philosopher and
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aesthetician, than Professor Hoyt Sherman who is a painter. So, what I w uld hope to dowith the young art student who aspires to teach is to not impose upon him n cessarily astudio orientation but to show him this one among others. Other than the 0 dio orientationwould be the role of the art critic, historian, etc. , as I find them on my c rnpus and onothers. So', here I think, that the analogy between honesty to material in and honesty to,not something innate in people, but certainly something learned at a very y ung age ,namely,personality azvl basic behavior. I don't think you can do too much with the e. Even if youare an actor. I think that not everyone can pla Iamlet and not everyone C in be a comedian,but it is in a sense being honest to the materials in the dramatic arts; that s, to allow the_future art, teacher to see not just one model but several encellent models --, or you mightcall them, paradigms, ways of imagining what it would_be like to be an art leacher.

a,
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THE HISTORY OF ART IN EDUCATION

JOSHUA C. TAYLOR
The University of Chicago

One of the greatest difficulties in discussing programs in art is posed by the way
we habitually use the word art itself. I have no intention of launching into another
tiresome discussion about the word's definition; I am only referring to the extra-
ordinary range of educational activities that crowd under the heading of this long
abused and troublesome word.

While at an earlier moment in history the word encompassed a range of activity as
great as it does today (although not necessarily the same activities), its definition
began to change at the time the artist assumed the position of genius. From about the
middle of the sixteenth century to early in the nineteenth century it was applied to an
ever more restricted area. From the period that history has designated the Renaissance,
art became gradually a very special thing, separated by aesthetic quality and social
prestige from the crafts and other structural.activities. It became the province of
special schools and especially refined sensibilities. Our present generosity in grant-
ing the word dominion over so vast a program doubtless came as a reaction to the exclu-
sive and convention-bound notion of art which dominated academic theories in the. nine-
teenth century, terminating this long tradition. It was in the middle of the last
century that'the concept of art as a delicate and forced cultural flower became suspect,
and there were those who insisted in opposition that -an honest design for calico was
worth more than a skillful but meretricious painting for the salon. By the end of the
past century it was granted by imaginative theorists generally that a chair, a vase or
wallpaper design might all be accepted as embodying sufficient evidence of creative
expression to be included as works of art equal in quality, and in some instances in
kind, to painting,and sculpture. From this acceptance to our present point of view was
only a step. The activities worthy of inclusion expanded tremendously until now if one
speaks of an interest in art he may be referring to weekend recreation or the methodical
collection of objects prized in terms of a speculative market.

While the debasement, if one may call it that, of a too exclusive notion ,rout the
nature of art was certainly necessary to restore purpose and seriousness to art, the
process hoc been carried to:a dangerous-extreme. We have reached a point at which tier-
ity of thow0t and nicety of judgment have no place with respect to art in the mind of
the public. Art has been defined throughout our educational program as a kind of
activity we dub "creative,". and there is little suggestion that one could or should dis-
tinguish between one person's creative effort and that of another. The recognition of
value in art ha a become a cloudy issue at best. In fact, to speak of a painting as being
to a degree MOTE intellectually charged than a ceramic vane is still countered almost as
of it wete a 81112, a philistine re-assertion of outmoded values. And yet only the most
hardened practitioner can deny that hie,. reaction to a serious painting is different from
his reaction to a r,n11 formed pot. It is time, if not past the time, to reassess the
situation, to salvivi from the notion that En iS an endless and mindless sea in which
one can splash witho.0 care or thought, those qualities most meaningful to human under-
standing. It is time '1) separate the revitalizing stimulous of the artistic experience
from the recreational virtues of maverick behavior. The part that a study of the history
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undo etanding. It is time to separate the revitalizing.stimulous of the artistic experi-ence frowtheirecreational virtues of maverick behavior. The part that a study of thehistory of art might play in this process is the subject of this paper.:

One of the possibilities.- that became evident in the mid-nineteenth century throughthe rettinking. of art in terms of,a creative activity rather than iatermS.af perfect-objects was a new insight:afforded-
the-histerian--in-viewingthe past', Conrad Fiedlersuggested that since the mork--oUirt tame into -being.as the--result of 'a willful, meaning-ful process, it.should-belooked

atit-terms'of-that process and not interMs of some
-previously-established external scheMe.- The work should be-judged in accordance-With. thecreative will evident in it. The-history-of- art, then, as RiegVineisted in his' restudy-!mg of works-from a despised period of early art,'-was not to trace the rising and fallingcurrents of-artiStic'quality, but to understand the peculiarities of form in-anyperiodon- the basis of the artistic volition expressed:I it mustbe assumed that-theiompetentartist of the past accomplished his goal and was not attempting something beyond thatwhich he achieved.

The effect on the historian of this doctrine, basic: to modern studies of art; wasof two kinds. First of all it freed him from an organizational system that excludedmuch of past art from serious consideration (the process had begun early In the centurywhen the "in between" art of the "Middle" Ages became for some a consummate achievementfrom which the art of the High Renaissance was a decline) and forced him to try to
formulate history in terms other than those of his own aesthetic preferences. A vastnew range of material was presented for his serious stuCy, and he begun to look upon itin much the way a naturalist might regard the whole complexity of nature. In the dis-interested character of this regard lay the second effect. Impressed by the growth ofsystematic method in the sciences, the historian began to imagine himself an exact
scientist, analyzing, classifying and grouping works of art with complete objectivity.
The way for the connoisseur, the expert in attribution had been pointedout by sue'pioneers as Rumohr, Crowe and Cavalcaselle, and the meticulous Morelli. It must beremembered that artistic volition marks the handwriting of the artist as well as thecontent of his work, and it was the artist's handwriting that became the substance of anew history of art.

Ironic lly, while the historians were tending towards a greater belief in theirobjectivity the artists, also conscious off, art as creative activity,-mere becoming moreconcerned with inner processes qualities v'ich were called evocative, expressive orsuggestive. They emphasized the intuitive .4pprehensiOn of meaning in sensuous form,which stood against the historian's derivation of meaning from the comparison of objectsin a chronological context. There were many writings along the road about the abyssthat was developing between the way the historian was looking at art and the way theartist was creating it. Croce insisted that: the historian could not ignore the artistic
content which spoke through the intuitions that the historian, whether he liked it ornot, was involved in a critical, not simply an analytical process, just as the critic,
dealing primarily with an examination of the artistic experience, could not close hiseyes to history. And Bernard Berenson in his extraordinary little books on Italianpainting published at the turn of the century shamelessly enjoyed the works with infec-
tious enthusiasmaghile he assembled them into schools, a habit often considered a week-
ness.or fault in his method.

But the analytical method won out.
history based wholly on the interplay of
artistic volition was generalized to fit
became the ultimate work of art in which
the structural elements.

Minim we eventually able to construct a
catalogued formal characteristics, in which
epochs, not artists, and a historical form
the individual products of artists were only
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Given this background, it is not surprising that well before the first world war
the artist had begun to see past art and those concerned with it as antagonistic to his
own activity and meaningless to artist and public alike. While many laughed at
Marinetti's assertion in 1909 that museums were "graveyards of vain efforts ... Mount
Calveries of crucified dreams," artists no longer looked to the collections of old masters
as training grounds for their artistic sensibilities. The paintings were no longer
theirs; they belonged to the historians.

It is natural that those interested in art, whether layman or scholar, should tend
to identify themselves with either one side of the other. The schools, as usual,
grossly exaggerated the issue and cut off all, fruitful communication between the two
extremes. In educational programs the theories of John Dewey were bizarrely distorted
to support the idea that art'could be studied only through the act of production.
"Creativity" became the virtuous catch-word, and it was largely restricted to the activity
of the hands. Something known as "creative art" was the goal, leaving one to speculate
on the nature of an art that was not creative. Although Dewey was concerned with an
intellectual process (not necessarily a rational one) the whole direction of educatiori,in
art was anti-intellectual. It encouraged simple, sensuous preoccupations which found
their culmination in decorative values, as if following Roger Fry with half a mind.
Characteristically, a belief in the intuition produced in the pedagogic mind the desire
to school the intuition, and a rigid system determining what was and was not "creative"
form was produced. Such terms as "free form" and "modern" became academic cliches, as
wooden as the categories of the historian, although their supporters were theoretically
opposed to the methods of history. The much vaunted "creativity" became in fact only
improvisation, divorced from the serious judgments of the mind; creativity came to mean
a f ivelous release from thought and the more revelatory reaches of the imagination.

Contemporary with the process I have sketched, through a period beginning early in
the century and not yet entirely closed, there developed a compromising effort which
tried to soothe the conscience of those who believed in the new ideas of art as crea-
tivity, yet did not want to relinquish a study of past art. In school curricula this
effort was called "art appreciation." It was despised by historians as simply a shoddy
escape from disciplined study, and by artists as a misconstruction and belittling of
their activity. The courses.took many forms ranging from the anecdotal histories of
artists' lives to rigid, non-commital formal analyses such as those of Albert Barnes.
While there was a body of doctrine for the history of art and another for its production,
there was little comparable available for its "appreciation." Art, thus considered, was
any man's game, and any man was likely to teach it.

Most puzzling in this well-meaning effort to fill an ill defined but seriously felt
deficiency is the term "art appreciation." Why was it necessary? What was it trying to
say? We have never emphasized courses in "literature appreciation." We have usually
taken for granted that to study literature is to concern ourselves with the intellectual
and emotional satisfaction of prose and verse. To be sure, there are courses dealing
wholly with grammar and composition, but no one has been simple enough to suppose that
this study of itself would produce understanding and satisfaction in the study of liter-
ature: they are simply courses in the language. The,composition of ,a school boy sonnet
has never been considered seriously an adequate substitute for the reading of Shakespeare,
Eliot or Pound. Nor is the history of literature condoned as a study exclusive of the
careful analysis and understanding of individual texts.

That literature was to be understood, art appreciated, was a euphemistic way of ,
saying that the one was a concert of the mind, the other not - a tribute to the mystique -
of the creative. Yet the term "art appreciation" showed a desperate urge to indicate
-that ,there- was a meaning to he &rived from a work of art that was concerned neither
with material peoduction nor chronological system. The desperation was caused in part
by the collapse of an institution indiapensible to artistic culture the critic, the
guardian and spur to the critical faculty. Embarrassed by the error and ineptness of
much criticism feom the recent past and intimidated by the authoritative voice from one
side or the other, either historian or artist's the critics, with few notable exceptions,
took shelter either with the historians or affected the disguise of the thrtist. In many
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instances the artist was expected, and still is, to explain in words what he has done in
paint, to serve as his own critic. Even if he could say accurately what he has done, it
would not substitute for lay criticism unless he were himself able to see his work as if
it were done by someone else. Looking at and creating paintings are very different proc-

- esses, and one is not simply the lesser form of the other; to pretend to be the artist
in looking at a painting is only to pretend to understand.

Criticism is concerned with apprehension, with knowing in its most personal context.
Without it as a third force between the creative impulse of the artist and the external
context of the historian, knowledge in art remains merely a knowing about rather than
knowing.. It is quite possible that in some branches of study there is no difference.
In humanistic study there is. To know about something serves to make the thing usable,
capable of being manipulated; to know is to make the thing a part of yourself, to be
internally changed by it. It is this second kind of knowing that should concern the
critic and, by extension, those of us who-look at rather than make works of art.

History, nut criticism, has for some time been considered by academics the only
other wey to study art, that is, other than to learn to paint. Most books on art now
published for the general market purport to be histories: at least, that is how they
justify their existence. As such they are filled often with irrelevant anecdote or they
authoritatively spell out doubtful causal relationships between artists, art and politics,
abstract movements, etc. In general, they follow one of two patterns in one the artist's
personal life is substituted for his work; in the other a consciousness of time or place
in some external ordering of things stands in lieu of a concern for the particular works'
content.

These two tendencies that often masquerade as history go much more deeply into our
thinking than to effect the sale of popular books on art. The biographical approach or
the "where am I in history" has begun to dominate once more the production and sale of
works of art. In this we have returned to a curious nineteenth century tendency which
in our thinking moments we decry. In this case, however, it seems to have grown out of
the kind of education in art I have discussed. Through the last third of the nineteenth
century in particular, the artist himself became a self-conscious public figure. The
roots of his self-consciousness reach far back, but it was a century ago that the public
recognized and savored the peculiarities of his circumstances. Fashionable artists built
elaborate studios filled with antiquities and exotica from far places and ostentatiously
lived notably ascetic oar piquantly naughty lives. In consequence, when someone bought a
painting by a well-known artist little matter the subject, he could feel that he was
purchasing a bit of the artist's life, in fact, a piece of the artist himself. In a
desperate effort to describe content in art a large collecting public is following a
similar pattern today. If some artists shy from creating their own stage settings, the
active dealer will gladly oblige. However it is brought about, it is a deceitful, escape
from self-awareness. We are all too willing to use the artist and the work of art as
simply the means for an =tended popular melodrama. Ac a renult, both art and artist
are rendered trivial.

We are faced at the moment, then, with two deeply rooted, rarely examined and often
confused attitudes towards art and its meaning. One would have it that meaning in art
depends on context, and contegt can be studied as an external phenomenon. It might be
biographical or "spirit orthe times," but in any case it lies outside of the work in
some manageable zone. The other maintains that meaning lies within the artist himself,_
cannot fruitfully be diseussed or explained,-and can be apprehended only by becoming the
artist or at least by ,;ping through the motions of becoming an artist. Even in univer-
sity departments of art these two disparate attitudes are ignored or expected to get
along together. In many instances the history of art lives an uneasy sort of existence
ina department devoted primarily to the training of potential artists, and no one knows
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exactly what it is-doing there, least of all the artists. There is even ca.strange notion
that art historians-and artists should share the'aame basic:training. The relationship
is usuallyantagonistic because the,artists.suspect the historians as parasites,: and-the
historians-disdain the artists as unintellectual. They have little to say tc each.other,
and taking the same 'courses tends to emphasize the differences instead of providing the
hoped for ireans for communication and unity of understanding. it seems rarely to have
occurred to administrators thatthis heady philosophical union of the arts is basically
unproductive and physically awkward as matters now stand. There are grave fundamental-
reasons-for the-lack of communication between these two very different interests in art.

In recent years, in the uneasy realization that many art students were not absorb-
ing enough of the intellectual stuff of art, the history of art has become a mandatory
study in the hope that it can effect a community of understanding. Since it is looked
to as a kind of savior of art education on one hand and as a suspect, sterile study by
many of the young forced into its clutches, it is worth considering just what a course
in'the history of art is now likely to be, what the history of art in the United States
has at this point become.

In the first place it must be remembered that there is no such thing as the history
of art. There are, rather, histories of various aspectsof art. This is a necessity,
of course, if art embraces as many different kinds of things as I have suggested. Any
definition of art, however, recognizes two necessary elements for discussion: an object
or form, and a response to the object. An art object separates itself from other objects
on the basis of a peculiar response, while the response, in turn, is called into being
by the nature of the object. Over the years, either aspect may become obscure. The
physical object may change its appearance through decay, damage or encrustation and the
significance of its subject matter or the suggestion of its forms may lose its currency.
A majoa goal of the history of art,is to wrest both aspects from obscurity and reasso-
ciate them, restoring content to the form and, ultimately, restoring the work of art to
the continuing realm, of artistic experience. In one sense, the hiatorian by placing the
work accurately Lai the pas a, restores it to a place in the continuing present.

But it must not be assumed that all activity listed under the heading of the history
of art leads directly to this unified end. It has become a field of many specialties
and separate directions, and as in moat such cases, the specialized part occasionally
forgets that it is not the whole. Some specialties are easier to apprehend than others
and are consequently easier to teach (easier to teach usually means easier to examine)
and thus more commonly represent themselves as a totality. But this is a poor basis for
granting precedence in planning education in art.

The most rigorously disciplined of the various directions the history of art has
followed might best be described as the history of the objective aspects of "art objects."
This has drawn its tradition from the venerable field of archaeology, its methods apply
to the present 'as well as to the past. Basically it consists in the assembly of a number
of objects distinguished individually and by class, their careful description, and their
organization into a sequence on some. determined principle so that they form a continuity
or ordered unit in our knowledge. The history of the object has become an essential part
of all are historical training and has employed the most advanced methods of objectives
research. It is the basis upon which all history of art must be constructed. Further-
more, when it was finally approached with thoroughness and system, as particularly since
the last quarter of the nineteenth century, it added much not only in terms of objects
but -in terms of our capacity for making visual distinctions. We became aware that, if
it was necessary to distinguish between the work of a master and the work of a copyist
or follower, we must begin to make discriminating visual judgments of increasing
specificity. Some of the stories that most fascinate the public come from this kind of
study which takes on occasionally the excitement of a well planned mystery story. It
has also provided the basis for sound conservation of. works of art, removing as far as
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possible this important activity from the domination of contemporary aesthetic preference
and caprice. Moreover, it has provided us with ever new material from the past, a whole
range of forgotten and neglected works that afford new pleasures and understanding.

When considering 4 beginning program for the general viewer, however, it is4wise to
consider how far such a procedure goes, and, what ends it.serves. While it is, to be sure,
an essential and basic study for the art historian and should be regarded with care by
the conscientious critic, what in general is the nature of the experience it provides?
While it sharpens the,eye in making distinctions between ene work and another, it does
not necessarily draw attention to the qualities of any one work, except as it takes its
place in a continuity, As an isolated skill it has nothing to do with aesthetic values
or artistic Content. In fact, it must guard against any prejudice of personal taste.
In actuality, of course, the historian of objects is prey to many suggestions in the way
he sees anC how he organizes his materiel, but his ideal is the establishment of the
object in its original form and context much as theliterary historian tries to establish
the authentic, text of/a Shakespearian play. That this does not provide the totality of
history quite evident; the end product 04 this research is the work of art ready to
be apprehended and valued. Nothing is said of the problems of apprehension or the
embodiment of idea; significance in this kind of history is determined by the work's
place in a chronological chain.

Hand in hand With the history of objects has grown another kind of history which
sometimes is confused with the former. This is the history of forms or, as some like to
consider it, the history of changing perception. Although it has its origins in the early
stases of the discipline, it came into its won in the early .years of the twentieth
century at a time when formal concerns were a major interest also of artists. The formal
aspect of a worl. of art became the decisive feature in organizing groups and chronological
sequences, the fact and nature of the formal change being the major content of the study.
While formal distinctions had always been of note, they were dsually regarded as relative
to skill or taste. With the writing of men like Wolfflin it was not a matter of relating
the object to some ideal form established as a criterion of cultural level, but simply
the study of change as reflected in form. The problem of artistic volition or even of
the specific artistic content of an individual work was peripheral to a description of
change.

To make this study possible, it was necessary to,create a vocabulary for formal
happenings, and this Wolfflin did with extraordinary effectiveness. It is a rare
historian who does not find himself using Wolfflin's terms whether he believes in his
historical categories or not. But useful as the words are, they eventually limit the
very perceptions they initially serve to introduce. In fact, the words are an integral
part of the theory that produced them and have a way of leading back a".15,63 to a con-
textual conclusion. One is not concerned with the effect or-intellectual implication of
"linear" form in Botticelli, but with its belonging to the fifteenth century.

As fascinating as such a study can be, the history of art as a history of changing
forms if; a history devoid'of artists and tends, as well, to be devoid of individual
works' off. art. Certainly there is validity in studying works of art in this way, but one
must be aware of the danger involved, 'especially for the beginning student:, In con-
structing a history by assembling forma into a super, synthetic form, the historian is
in effect constructing a work art of his own which has its own formal definition. At
times this new work of art, although sae_sfying in its own right, doeri violence to the
works that.compose it. In fact, it sometimes runs counter to or substitutes itself for
any single work. When the Renaissance in Italy is described in terms of certain kinds
of forms and formal relationships, a kind of metaphysical form emerges, an ideal
Renaissance form, which cur determine howwe see an unfamiliar work of the period. We
seize at once upon those general qualities it shares with the ideal, neglecting those
aspects which mark it as a particular work. A knowledge of the forme prevalent at, the
time is certainly desirable in distinguishing between what is typical and what is
unique, but the act of distinguishing typicalness should not constitute the goal of
artistic analysis, unleas history itself is to be the ultimate work of art.
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There has for some years been a strong reaction to the history of art as a history
of forms, to talking about works of art as if they were flowers on a historical tree
rather than creations of individual artists. But the reaction has moved in very differ-
ent ways, seeking solutions to a wider understanding in diverse areas. One method,
which has not had much following in the United States, has tried to give substance to
the formal schemes, such as thOse devised }by Wolfflin, by associating them with the
history of ideas, with equally generalized world views. However, the generalizations
drawn by means of this kind of study have been lietle more satisfying to -those who have
objected,to the history of forms, than the history of forms alone. To carry on such
speculative research demands so great: a knowledge of literatures and arts, so continuous
an application to comparative values, that many scholars doubt that it can be pursued
with any degree of accuracy even if it were desirable. Certainly to hand out the tenta-
tive conclusions reached by such historians to beginning students would be to deal wholly
in verbally framed abstractions.

The two major answers to art as a history of objects or art as the history of forms
have bben of two very different forms: Probably the first in popularity, especially
with students and'the public, is the study of the interaction between social systems acid
art. Those who have followed the study of art and society have objected to the notion
that change in art is self-willed or simply the evolution of formal perception or taste.
They maintain, with varying' degrees of dogmatism, that art is themanifestation "of a
social condition, and to understand change in art one must look for the source in a /
changing society. This approach may be dogmatic, as in most of the studies following
one or another system of historical,determinism, or simply descriptive, which is rather
less frequent. It has the virtue of concerning itself with ideas to which art contrib-
utes, although whether or not the ideas are basic to the works of art might be questioned.
If there is a casual interplay between °art and society, and there most certainly is to
some degree at least, the study of art can serve as a useful. key for the study of society.
It is precisely this that most such studies do: art is used to give evidence of and
and illustrate the nature of social condition or change. But such a study is an exam-
ination of society through tart and belongs properly to the social sciences where it finds
its proof and its function. Its applications are too general to be of much help in
understanding the complexity of an individual work of art. The very fact that the most
useful works for this kind of an undertaking are those of minor popular artists, not
great masters, should make this clear. A work is significant to such a. study because it
is socially revealing, not because of its artistic quality. 1

Although we often fall into the language of the social history of art quite without
intending to, the social sciences have,insinuated so many of their principles into cur-
rent speech and thought, the study itself is not for the unpracticed. The initial draw-
back, so rarely faced by the social historian, is the difficulty in looking with any
degree of accuracy at works of art from the past. There is a popular assumption that to
look at a work of art is an uncomplicated procedure and that what one sees he can direct-
ly understand. If a man paints peasants he obviously is interested in the lower classes
of society. Such simple judgments are more often false than true; the difference
between the peasants of Boughereau and Courbet is enormous but is not to be defined by
subject matte:. Millet would further complicate the picture. Before a painting can
serve as a social document,it must count as a painting which means that it must be
studied by all means of comprehension. The speculation about art and its social affin-
ities is a study only for those who have gained considerable facility in responding to
works of art of various kinds and in various modes. It is not for the.innocent eye, no
matter how seriously motivated the brain.

The second strong reaction to the history of art as a histigry of forms is that
which concerns itself primarily with iconography, or, in its more penetrating reaches,
iconolgy. An iconographist, as he has come to be called, tends usually to be;in out-
spoken rebellion against those whom he considers to be in any way formalists. 'Angry
with the early twentieth century tendency to ignore subject matter in art (Clive Bell
would be an example, although it was also a tendency among a major group of artiste), he
has rightly sought to restore the subject matter as a legitimate part of artistic content.
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His activity in this field has been of extraordinary interest and importance,'revealing
ideas Snd,bssociations-from the past that would have remained closed to she modern mind.
He has fo ced us to realize that no matter how we try, once a subject is recognized in a
/painting t becomes-a part of the experience of the painting, and to talk of the work in
'terms of "pure form" is. simply self delusioh. Like the archaeologist who rettores the

,7 work to itn original form,, the iconovaphist attempts to restore ets literal meaning and
the significance of its symbols. To make 3udgments without this knowledge is as faulty
as to.judge a work stylistically on the basis of later,restorations. He further works
to determine how particular subjects were regarded at a given time to understand the con-
temporary logicbehind the choice and use of the mbterial. He strives,, in other words,
to add to the physical dimension of a work, the,intellectual environment that surrounded
its conception.

As in the history of, art objects, therb is much in this search through archives and
obscure sources to determine the true meaning of a puziling depictiOn that resembles the
detective novel. It is a fascinating pursuit demanding careful attention to detail' and
an extraordinary range of knowledge. The Study provides au ideal field for.the agile
intellectual manipulation of material and opens many doors into the processes of past
thinking, doors leading into a whole new realm of literary and philosophical speculation.

. The iconographist's rebellion against the notion of art as the history of forms,
however, has sometimes led him to overstate his case. *Either through a preoccupation
with his own methods or'through a deliberately cultivated prejudice, he often tends to
ignore form as a communicative medium except in the most literal sense. When he recog-
nizes marked formal differences, his inclination is to organize them into a scheme which,
given a proper term, becomes in itself an iconographic element for a particular tendency,
place or period. His remains then a very special anepartial view of art.

r.

If one were to have to answer the question, then, of what is the history of art, he
would have to say it was all of these things, carefully balanced and modified to suit
the case at hand. While the specialist may be justified in following only one of these
directions, he must do SO with e,!onsciousness of the other possibilities. For the layman
to become absorbed in only one of these elements without realizing the range of the
others would be to provide himself with a distorted view of historyand inadequilte exper-
ience of art.

Iv.

While each of these studies has its own value and interest, each its own validity,
faced with the problem of a general curriculum in art, which can one chose as of most
lasting use and import to the general student? Furthtrmore, if more than one approach
can be included, where does one begin?

I am aware that one virtue the history of art holds for the curriculum planner
regardless of methods, is itb seeming to have a built in structure: one begins early
and ends late, filling in with at much as the time allows. However, I can see: little
lasting advantage to a "coverage" course with its persistent half-truthb and begets,
even if the student could absorb and remember more than repeated studies indicate he can.
While it maybe a course that teaches well, it is not likely to be a course in which the
student learns well. As a learning process, the early to late system (or its reverse,
which is a perennial novelty) does not make much sense-unlera one is teaching only a
historical formulation for 4ts own sake.

We are likely to feel in considering an extended curriculum that knowledge is
knowledge and how it is acquired is of little importance. But in the arts the way the
knowledge is gained is a part of the knowledge itself; how we find qui is an inseparable
part of what we find out. This is another way of saying that the content of art,
although it is not the sensuous experience itself, exists only within the sensous exper-
ience. It cannot, like a scientific law or a physical discovery, be abstracted.
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When faced with the problem of imparting as much knowledge to his students as
possible, a teacher is likely to look back over his own mass of information and the con-
clusions he has reached (or which he has taken from helpful sources), organize them into
a defensible system, and deliver them in as neat parcels as possible to his eager class.
The perceptive student must thin reach back from the conclusion, from the conceptual
system he is taught, to consider the workslrom which the system was drawn. The works
of art become illustrations of the system rather than the system's being a temporary
means for hotding together a group, of works to be studied. What the unenquiring student
does I need not dwell upon. In such a procedure, every work of art becomes the example
of something else, and it is the Something else that is being taught.

There is another flaw in4this method of teaching packaged history, a flaw that we
earlier detected with the social scientist. It is assumed that the process of seeing,
of looking with attention, is far simpler than it eally is. As a matter of fact, it is
much easier to teach a verbal formulation than it is to develop a student's capacity to
see- discriminatingly for himself. This obtuseness.is the product of education, not a
nat4oq failing. In one sense, the whole process we gall maturation is characterized
by,. as'Much as anything, a systematic blunting of perception. It is a long drawn out

, process of learning not to seep or at least to see only what'one thinks he believes.
There is a reason for this, cf course. If we faced the complexity of our adult world
with the questioning wonderment of a child (an attitude Baudelaire recommended to the
artist) we should likely be engulfed and vegy quickly driven mad. Our defense is to draw
from the continuous experience of sense the'qualities we need to form concepts which can
simplify the range,of phenomena and allow us intellectually to control it. Concepts
thus formed set limits to what otherwise would be an unending flow of constantly-chang-
ing experience. 4

There is nothing wrong with this procedure; it is basic to learning and intellectual
survival. But the nature of the concepts we impose on our perceptual world should be
looked at with care to determine whether they truncate the experience pr provide for ever
more subtle nuances in perception.

To make the implicationd of my point-clearer, I should like to paraphrase -- quite
ovt of context and without obligation to its otfibr meepIngs -- a formulation of Henri
Bergson. He recognized perception as by nature continuousv..net in itself subject to
"past, ". "present," or "future" but characterized only in terms of temporal change itself.
Although when we speak of time we habitually refer to its divisions, tfar,itself.is as
uninterrupted as a flow of melody or the wave of a hand,_ Faced with the reality of
living wholly within time -- that is, within continuous change -- we build ourselves
spatially defined fortresses outside of,time to which we cling with desperate' determi-
nation. This is a normal procedure, as I have said. But it is easy to slip into the
belief that the epatial confines -- the fortresses -- are the real world and the time,
change, is only the periodic interruption.

We like to organize history, for example, as a series of discrete spatial units
with their own internal structure. In between we detect "transitional" passages of
change. We take an academic delight in fighting over the boundaries. As a result, we
force ourselves to minimize persistent change in a period we have agreed to define as
stable, and to overlook aspects of poaitive character andfstability in the so-called
"in between" areas.

Similarly,'we like to organize our aesthetic experienceiinto defined spatial bins.
Once we have looked at a few paintings for example, we feel competent to speak of
"development," "classical phase," "transitional" with the compacency of stating a fact,
never stopping to ask ourselves why this and-not a different structure.

To return to Bergson, if we think of perceptual experience as continuous time, we
can describe a concept as defined apace which is outside of time and thus immobile.
Carrying the metaphor further, we might conclude that the only relationship defensible
to the modern consciousness would be an interrelationship of space and time, by which
is suggested that we must continually formulate and deal.with concepts, yet realize that
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it is equally necessary that the concepts themselves con4tnually change. The constant
is the flow of experience in which we are engaged, not the form we make of it. Our con
cepts are working hypotheseS, not laws. We should not teach our students concepts
already frozen: but the discipline of concept making. 0

The proper place to begin a study of the history of art is with the best document
we have, the works themselves. The student must first learn honestly to face up to his
own responses and judgments, feeble as they may be at the beginning, and net-be given
the optiortunity4or means to substitute somebody else's concepts), It seems tome that
there are three stages to the initial study in the field: the first is the student's
recognition that he can and does respond to a work of art; the second is characterized
by his efforts to describe the nature of the response; the third, which follows neces-
sarily from the second, is the attempt to link the particular nature of the responge to
the physical nature of the work he is studying. This is to move consistently from the
experience to the concept, which emerges from the third step, and the concept is based
on the student's own experience and framed in his own words. Since it is his formulation,
he controls its use; it does not have the force of outside authority and law. In fact,
if the teaching progresses fruitfully, he will modify the formulation :of his concepts
continuously.

What doed this mean in practice? What are the kinds of concepts the student should
be formulating? At what point does such a procedure become something that could be
called the history of art? /

It is essential in the beginning of such teaching to pose the problem through the
works of art themselves, not by comparing' contrasting sets of words. No matter how
experienced the historian, he is in dangerous waters if he begins to listen to his own
formulations rather than return constantly to the visual works. The earlier a student
learns to depend directly on his own observations the sooner he will discover an inter-
.est.and value in studying a wide range of things. How this is brought about depends on
the level of education and the nature of the problem to be discussed. The formula of
procedure does not change, only the subtly. of the perception and the demands it makes on
the conceptualizing powers.

leading'to the history of art one might establish four levels of study. The
first might be thought of as devoted to developing the student's breadth of perception
as suggested in the,fhrie stage's above; the second would be devoted to the consciousness
If the relstionshipvbetween sense and thought, of form and meaning; at the third stage
the student should be made aware of the different levels on which meaning can exist, of
art as a definition of reality; on the fourth level he should begin to put.together his
varied awarenesses, to group his experience and see them as making sense in historical
circumstances. This' is not the diagram of a course; it is a suggested scheme of educa-
tion extending over several years. What we normally think of as the history ofart
would come last, if at all. In a sense it will have been constructed over the years
through the judicious selection'of works and topics. If there is time it might serve as
a consolidating course.

While no one is surprised at the need for ear training in music, the idea of eye
training is likely to sound bizarre. But thought should be given at the earliest stages
of education to expanding the child's perceptual range. From the standpoint of the his-
torian, much that is common practice with children in this respect is not only not help-
ful but of lasting damage. I might cite'as one example the child's introduction to
color. For well over a generation, color in school art classes (as-well as in pre-school
activities) has meant prismatic color, at first just six or eight but eventually innu-
merable colors in between. This was an inheritance from the theories dear to the Neo-
impressionists and becam standard in art academies by the 1920's. A kind of morality
has been attached to "pure" colors, helped along by the theories of Mondrian, the Paris
Purists, and others. The theory maintains that these hues form the basis for all others,
but practice quickly proves that in matters of paint they do not. Again on the basis of
theory, the child is taught the scheme of a color circle and is led to suppose that ali
harmonies are derived from it, confusing invariably compliment with complement. The
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result of this schematicjeaching can be seen al'i around ui, in the glaring advertising,
the unpleasantly charac,terless "color schemes" in interiors, and theageneraI lick of
subtly in making color distinctions: green is green and blue is blue.:, Rather than
developing the realization that everything has,color, color often too-complex to name,
we-inculcate the idea that color'is only of significance when relatable to a prismatic
sequence.

This limit!ng of color consciousness has grave significance for the effective view-
ing of past art, Otte aside from its permitting a gross tolerance of bad color repro-.
ductions. An eye trained on this dazzling fair, and a mind trained to ignore,,that which
cannot be6named, are likely to find little to respond to in the color of Carravaggio oreven Titian. Quite possibly only primary colors appeal to the am

well

child, but I a
sure that he can early be madeaware that color in nature as well as art is rarely so
crude and has other charms. Theoretical color mixing belongs in general sci4nce, not in
art. The child should be encouraged to interest himself in all manner of color and
textural- combinations, never disassociated from preference'or emotional overtones. He
can worry later about the theoretical basis for their differences.

Part of the problem in this earliest, stage of art training is brought about by the
fact that' too often the child is limited to what he can do himself. While that may be
all that interests him in the very beginning, very early he is capable and eager to
respond to experiences beyond his own capacity to crease. In some more enlightened
programs it is at this point that he goes with a group to the local museum to look at
some paintings. This marks the beginning of what I have called the second stage, and
calls fey restraint on the part of the teacher. This is not the place to begin to
enforce the unexamined cliches of art history. It does not matter that Monet was part
of a group called derisively "Impressionists." The student should be concerned with how
the painting makes him feel or what it makes'him think about, and, what this has to do
with what the painting looks like. Subject matter should not be ignored and might form
a kind of norm. Two or three landscapes not too. different in scene, by Monet, Constable,
Van Gogh for example, might prompt the student to recognize that paintings can make him
think and feel differently about similar things. He should be-encouraged to expand on
the differences in feeling, both in speaking and writing. This,is his may, of confirming
a realization once it is effected. The idea of motion is a'useful theme for this pur-
pose: a sculptured T'ang horse and one by Remmington, a Lascaux cave painting and a
race horse by Stubbs, a mobile by Calder and an enereetic construction by Tipguely.
The theme in itself is less important than its leading the student to expand the range
of his awareness, to formulate hia ideas clearly, and to realize that the way a work is
done has consequences for the way he thinks about it.

At this point it might be useful for him to try to draW aspects of the work he is
studying in order to sharpen his vision of it. This kind of copying is no worse than
the surreptitious imitating of calendar pictures or comic strips which he normally
engages in. He should become concerned with pictokial composition, not as a form subject
to'kule, but as-an organization expressive of content. TechniCal matters such as per-
spective and its various uses (and non-uses), the implications of light and shade, etc.
can be worked out in a combination of practice and looking. Also material differences
such as painting procedures, print techniques, cutting modelling or constructing sculp-
ture, or simple aspects of architectural construction should be considered at this stage
of his education.

Architecture should not be omitted from these studies because it is difficult to
discuss in the classroom. The student should develop a consciousness of space as an
,enclosure or sequence of enclosures, space as an organization of things, or space as a
continuity. He should be made aware of the architecture that surrounds him, good or
bad, but also by extension something of the range of past architecture from the massive
temples of Egypt to the mysterious domed presence of.Hagia Sophia. These past works
should not be regarded as representatives of their times (this speculation comes later)
but as representatives of architectural experiences.
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Many of the problems I am here talking about may have a familiar ring. They are
closely allied to the way art is..studied in the "art room." The questions asked and the
judgments4required sre'not fat different 'from those that` night. a student involved
in the practice of painting and design. This is quite intentional. At this stage CND
association between what the student does manually and what he sees should be close; he
should not be encouraged to see art as c-mething rarifted and ;emote.

A

As an art historian I cannot quarrel with the principles 6nderlying the present
earlsOsteps in art education in the pre-school and early elementary grades: ";' In practice
I could wish that the study. might provide a broader base of perception along with its
therapeutic and recreational goals. But there comes a moment when the child's mind out-
strips his-hand, just as in literature he can follow andvenjoy a story that he could not
yet write nor probably read. This does not mean that he is ready to surrender his
manually active pursuits for more receptive ones. It simply means that he has begun to
distinguish betWeen himself and the world at large. As adults, most kill have little to
do with building works of art in any immediate sense; creativity will be recognized as.
more an act of mind than a turn of hand. The student should begin to move towards for-
mulating that adult viewpoint at this early point in his educational career. Drawing
upon perceptual experience gained chiefly through practical exercises, he should be led
to discover refinements of these, experiences in major works of art. These should be
drawn,from any or all periods, always including the contemporary. As he progresses, the
tasks he performs manually should be more closely allied with discoveries he can make in
works of art,.so that, while he may retain the satisfaction of physical accomplishment
in his manual studies, he will realize that their ultimate worth is the understanding
they afford in looking at master works. The end of the exercise shifts, then, from
"self expression" to the expansion of self in the understanding of works of art.

I realize that this procedure Of transferring to the,artist the responsibility of
creating art runs counter to .a cherished sentiment stemming from the early Gothic days
of the arts and crafts movement, that in the ideal society every man is his own artist.,
So far as I am concerned this is not an attractive ideal at all, if taken literally, as
we have been taking it. The art that has meant.the most to people in the-past has been
created by individuals who have lived at a level of single-minded intensity unthinkable
and hardly advisable for the ordinary citizen., We have all profited from their devotion
and from their coureige !Al destroying the limitations of conventions of whith others were
unaware. I should not like to relinquish the thrill of these revelations,in exchang4
for a complacent society of-Sunday painters.

There is such a thing as creative looking as well as creative doing. That takes
place when what the eye sees stimulates the mind to formulate anew or, as one critic
said almost a century ago, stimulates the imagination to the point of productivity.
Creative doing in the school art program should gradually cede precedence to creative.
seeing; the manual activity that started for the child as both art and craft becomes now
only craft, while art becomes an experience challenging his processes of thought and his
core of basic values.

The third stage that I have suggested is the most telling in this transition. At
this level he should face the realization that the way a work of art is presented is in
itself a way of thinking. For example, the most common word in vulgar discussions of
art is "realistic." In the history of. art the word is meaningless; every artist of every
period considered himself a realist in one sense or another although in the nineteenth
century the word took on a meaning all its own. In an importance sense the history of
art is the study of varying definitions of reality. One of the most "realistic" arts,
if one should wish to be literal, isEgyptian: it leaves little to the imagination and
makes no pretense at illusion. When an Egyptian artist created a beautiful shape it
had its own vital existence, its own quality. Yet the early nineteenth century-defini-
tion of reality as opposed to thought and understanding, force us to call it "stylized"
or give it some other devitalizing term. On the other hand, the painting and sculpture
of ancient Greece is very different, demanding a kind of empathy with an internal
physical order that cannot exist in the Egyptian. It is no more real; it is only con-
cerned with a different definition of reality which the Egyptians would likely have
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dismissed as transient and hardly satisfying. A Chinese brush drawing, a Southern Sung
landscape, reveals an entirely different world from that of a Hobbema or Ruysdael.

What I amsuggesting for this stage of education, I suppose, is the study of a
variety of modes of thinking about and judginrhuman activity and the world in general.\
It should not a chronological series; the suggestion of a development towards some
desired end,distorta the study. It should be, rather, a series of,problems arranged in
'the order of their increasing demands on the conceptualizing ability and their challenge
to thought. And it should not sound to the student - his I have made it sound : like a
philosophical,exercise. On the surface it might be presented as a course in portraits,
landscapes ot narratiim paintings (which would have the advantage of engaging the student,
in some careful consideration of subject matter). It might be a'course in sculpture.
One quality itImust not omit: p part of its material should be drawn from the present.

It is at the fourth stage that the previous training begins to take form as a larger
'cultural study, Rather than being looked on as a coverage course in "art history," how-
ever, it should be thought of as a grouping-of previously gained knowledge on the basis
of chronology end cultural unity. I say this because history is too often looked upon
as a series of becomings, and 7 ;Jo not believe that this is a useful consideration at
this moment. A student may realx.._ that a concern for the "ideal" which he has consid-
ered earlier takes its place in late fifth or early fourth century Greece or, in a very
different way, in Tuscany in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The desire to record
and give permanence to the particularity of things as they appear is encountered in Rome
- so different from Greece. A somewhat dallier idea became revolutionary in the nine-
teenth century. The student should ie encouraged at this point to use collateral miteri-
al, especially literature and theory contemporary with the art. Freed from' the notion.
of covering the art of all epochs and areas, an impossibility at the outset, one might
design a course around two distinct epochs or cultures taken up consecutively. some
thought should be given to the possible inclusion of Far Eastern, African, or early
Middle-American art, but precedence should be given to the arts of the western tradition
since they are basic to so much that the student sees and things. The student might well
be offered optional Courses; there is no point in insisting on his covering everything.
His future education will be served better by an experience in depth than by an accumu-
lation of information he will not retain.

The most sophisticated courses feasible in such a program would be those centering
on a single artist, on Goya, Picasso,,Frank Lloyd Wright, etc. In such a course the
student must i'stinguish what is pertinent t-:r the study or, art and what is simply bio-
graphical. He would look towards the clarification of the "artistic personlity," as
Croce would have it Beginning with the work of one artist the student would early
realize the need to move outwards to look at the work of his contemporaries, his back-
ground, etc. He would note the initial formulation of the artist's ideas and the changes
that took place throughout his career. He would be aware of a single artistic person-
ality manifesting itself in various media and under various circumstances. But this kind
of course should be reserved for those students most capable of the study and who have a
particular interest in art. I doubt if it would have value as a required course for all.

The program I have been discussing has been directed towards the intensification of
the experience of works of art. By dwelling single-mindedty on this one kind of train-
ing I have not meant to imply that works if art should not appear in other parts of the
curriculum, nor that there should not be courses in the practice of art for those stu-
dents most talented or interested. Many of the considerations normally associated with
courses in the history of art - for example, art and the social order, art as an indica-
tion of cultural development or as a manifestation' of national character etc. - might
better be taken up in courses in social'science, history, or language. That is where
they properly belong. One might hope for two things: that with their preparation in
dealing with works of art, students could deal more effectively with works encountered
in the context of other courses; and secondly, that teachers of such courses, aware of
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haw art was being taught, might find more meaningful ways of incorporating art into their
studies. There should be active cooperation between teachers of art and others who may
be making use of works. of-art. I should propose preparing taped slide lectures dealing
with epochs or topics-germane.to other"studies*in which the works were approached in a,
manner not contradictory to that used, in the study of ar44 This cooperation would en-
large the dimensionof the study both in term g of works looked at and in methods udid.
This should n't be considered only-a peripheral aspect of the program in art-it is
essential It is an important additional bid for the reinstatement of art as a serious
humanistic study.

4' Historical method, as such had also best be left to courses in political and cultural
history. Although such problems are of interest to advancad students in art, such as
those studying the works of a single artist, problems of evidence, conflicting viewpoints
and formulations are not of the greatest relevance to the general student body. One
drawback is,that they' must be taught by people with some advanced training in the history
of art; where such teachers do not exist it would be wise to let the matter rest.
Advanced students might be referred to a few good books.

One question that constantly'arises in considering programs of this kind that
devote much of their time ao individual works of art or groups Of works organized on
other than a chronological basis, is "wouldn't it be better for the students to know
more about the context of the works of art befbre they are asked to discuss them?"
Obviously 'I should prefer to reconstruct the context through the works of art themselves
rather than to pretend to do it with other means. Every work of art is associated'with
two quite different' contexts: the context in which it was created and the context in
which it is encountered. We often forget the importance of the second, assuming that we
can apprehend the work "objectivity," and consider context only that which we can
assemble around the work as contemporary with its creation. Ironically, in considering
some cultures this is nothing more than a distillation from other works of art. I am
suggesting that these two associations be kept distinct ae By developing the student's
awareness of his own perception, at the same time stretciing it to take in a wide range
of material outsid of his immediate contemporary experience, there is less chance of
perverting the understanding of the chronological context when it is studied. Approached
An the reverse order, the external context is likely to be used as a mask for the
internal, serving not as an aid but as a barrier to actual understanding. At a certain
point in his learning a student understands this distinction and can approach the work
from either direction, depending on the nature of the work. In fact, at a particular
stage in his education a student seeks knowledge of the external context to verify his
own responses, not to substitute for them. This is a happy stage of achievement.

Then there is always the question about "historical terminology." Would not the
schools be performing a service in introducing a student to the words most often used in
the writings on art? It is true that we have developed-an elaborate vocabulary to keep
history in line, and words like Romanesque and Renaissance are useful for general*
communication. They should not be left out of the study but should follow rather than
precede a study of the works., The term should confirm the experience, not direct it.
Unfortunately, such terms cannot be explained logically because, for the most part, they
were tiot logically created or were initially applied on bases we no longer consider
valid. They-came into being at different times and, although used as if of equal kind,
often refer to quite different categories. At best they are catch-all words for indi-
cating a rough chronology (some, like Baroque, are quite misleading in this) or the
gross classification of "styles." Students will use them whether or not they are intro-
duced in class and should be helped to understand their limitations - all "gothic"
buildings do not look alike, etc., nor are the dates of "periods" fixed. Terms for
major philosophical directions, such as the ubiquitous "classic" and "romantic," should
not be taught as representing periods or special styles, but should be related to the
kinds of distinctions taken up in stage three. They represent attitudes that may help
in describing the motivations of artists but do not direct or denote one particular set
of forms. The "Romantic Period" - regardless of how it is dated, on the basis of English,
German or French literature and art - spans many divergent strains in art.
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Obviously, as the study of works of art becomes more complex, there is greater need
for an .egreed upon vocabulary, and it should be developed or sopplied as the need arises.
Words like "ideal," "natural," "particular," "illusion," "evocative," etc, shoutd find'
meaning in the aeaond and third phases of the program - and they should not always have
the slippery suffixes "-isticr and "-ism" attached. Words should be used with precision
once they are introduced. This is a major aspect of the discipline afforded by this
kind of training.

What I have suggested in this paper is the reconciliation of the 'divergent tenden-
cies I described at some length at the beginning, not by placing them side by side with
no bond of communication in the hope ihat the two exclusive specialties will cross
'fertilize, but by.ellowing one to grow towards the other without losing its own essential
,value. In fact, I have insisted

4
that the artist and the historian be more clearly

separated than they have been, facing up to their different goals. But I have insisted
also that the general education in art be neither that of artiit or historian. It should
draw upon the insights of the ariist'and the range of experiences afforded by modern
history, abut should have as its goal the development of'the skills, awareness and knowl-

' edge that will provide the non-professional with a meaningful and deeply rewarding exper-
ience of art. His education should provide him4,ith the key to a language which stretches
across cultural boundaries and across Centuries as no other language can, and which tells
him about himself in terms of others in such a way that he will come to realizellis
place in a deeply rooted humanistic culture. It is the responsibility of the artist and
the historian to bring about,,this awareness without attempting to form the student in
his own ,image, It is the responsibility of the critic to serve ac model.

a
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EXCERPTS FROM THE DISCUSSION WITH MR. TAYLOR
Audience: I am curious to know whether you would limit your concerA in the history of art
to painting, sculpture, prints being traditional fine arts or whether you consider broaden-
ing the field to the interests and experiences of people you find in classrooms now?
Mr. Taylor: I'd be inclined to stick to the painting, sculpture, architecture group and fora particular bias. I think we have gone too far in the other direction; for example, assum-ing that a creative ceramic form was the equivalent of a painting. Now I am not saying
that in terms of value it may not be, in terms of kind it is very differeht. It doesn't pro-vide the same experience at all In various parts of the country and at various cultural
levels the jump that you implied might make it easier somehow to deal with less formidable
objects than sculpture and painting. I think that would be a great advantage. The area in
which you might very wisely be able to use, let's say furniture, is in a midle-class area in
which people are quite conscious of their,surroundings. Then, all you can do is make them
notice stylistic differences or qualitative differences amongst various chairs and let them
go home and raise hell, but I don't think you can always dd that, you see. In a simple sur-rounding, that's hopeless.
Audience: I wasn't suggesting that you should do that.
Mr. Taylor: There's nothing wrong with it. I have found occasionally, for example, it is
extremely useful and it is quite an eye opener. Most people don't look at chairs with sharp
enough distinction except if they are "Danish" or"made in South Africa". Take a group
down to the Art Institute and look at some 18th century American chairs, early 18th century
American chairs, and have them try to tell me what seems to be the most characteristic
aspect of the chairs; and they think it is silly. Whoever heard of talking about a chair that
way? Even looking at the turning which may be elegant. Then move along and look at
another batch of chairs, and they say: "Well, the same parts, the same legs, and the
same stretchers, etc. , but they work differently." But why? Well, look at an American
imitation of a Chippendale which is busy. The legs are coming up to say hello to the back,
and the back is leaning over to be friendly with the seat, etc. In order to look at the turn-
ing, you discover that there needs to be a sense always of some continuity. Students grad-
ually begin to see that there is a different principle. You know, there is a different feel-
ing somehow underlying the aole thing. They look at another chair, and they realize they
gradually can begin to make distinctions. This sometimes is really quite astonishing.
Much more successful than looking at paintings, which they have been taught is "art". This
is especially with people coming from progressive schools where they have been fed on ART
along the line. This shocks them into seeing again, and they can then gradually get back tolooking at other things, too.
Audience: Would you expect that this can be taught?
Mr. Ta lor: Surely. What I have been saying goes back, in a rather crude simplistic
way, to w at Mr. Villemain was saying this morning. You can think visually. You can try
to train people to realize that what they see and how they see it is really a way of thinking,
and you can do this with a chair. When you look, for example, at a lovely couch with
Madame "X" on it, you know from the 1800's, this is a way of seeing it. You quietly look
at it and a little leg comes up and touches a part here and goes up, etc. Before long you
are spelling out a way of feeling.. This design which of course is spelled out that way in
1830; but there is a different way of thinking and feeling about this thing. I begin to see
then that even putting the legs on a chair is a way of thinking, a way of judging, a way of
sharpening your perception. When you go into a building you don't say it is all vertical and
all horizontal because it is obvious that it is all vertical and all horizontal. What you notice
is this is an eighth of an inch up beyond that. It sharpens your perception. That's what I
mean by beginning really to think with the things they look at.
Audience: You really are re-emphasizing the fact that visual perception comes prior to its
cultural
Mr. Ta lor: Yes, but I'm not quite sure how you mean that. Are you leading me into the
psyc oana ysis of history or not? In a learning process, formulation must come first for
the student and then with the historical terminology. If you are going to talk about the
classical, you begin by analyzing a series of works with no fixed notion about where you are
going. Gradually you search for a term to explain this particular kind of phenomena. At
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that point, the student can have the word classical if he wants it. You don't have to worry
about his misusing it, you see, because it is his word. He groped for it. On the other -
hand if you start out raying "We are going to study the history of Greece. Now Greece
reached its Golden Age in the late fifth century. We know this is the classical period, and
ar before that was sort of growing up to it, and art after that was going down from it, yousee". It is not the same thing, not at all.
At\idience: You seem to be saying that the importance of studying art is to engage in know-

,

intMs morning we were led to believe that art is not a form of knowledge. Are you
disagreeing with the discussion this morning? You say that art tells the student about him-
seU in terms of others and will come to realize his place. Do you call this a f9rm of
knoiledge?
Mr. Ta lor: To answer your first point About knowledge. There are two different kinds of
Wciwing or which we don't have verbal clistinctions in English--we don't have two different
words for it which I think is symptomatic: I do not wish to indicate that knowledge with a
capital K is the end of art. There are two different ways of dealing with material: know-
ing about and making it a part of yourself. I was suggesting that a work of art doesn't be-
gin to be a work of art until.it is made a part of yourself. What happens after that is some-
thing else again. In other words, the proof of the pudding is in the eating. Reading a
cookbook is not the same as eating a cake. I think the process of eating is in a curious way
the content of the pudding. The very fact that you know as you are eating, that suddenly
you are engaging in an activity and a very intimate level with others makes you very aware
of the quality in you just as you are aware that this is a quality you share with others. I
don't think this can be minimized. I don't want to sound like a strong moralist or a social
thinker in this, but I do think it is a strong element in art and must not be overlooked.
Audience: To what extent and by what means do we bring students into direct contact with
actua original works of art?
Mr. Taylor: As often as possible. Yet, I have one qualification. In the thirties this be-
came such a fad about actual works that we began to depend on anybody who could do a
painting as somehow being a better guide to art to the students than looking at a relatively
reasonable reproduction of a product of a great painter. This I think is dangerous and
false. That can easily be misconstrued and I don't want it to be. What I am indicating is
that the training of art is dependent upon the quality of the objects used and not simply the
nature of its physical content. Just because it is paint on canvas does not make it better
than a reproduction. I'd rather look at a relatively bad reproduction of a. fine 1914 Picasso
than I would of a painting smelling strongly of linseed oil and turned out but somebody who
is motivated wholly by a muscle itch. It's just not the same thing. On the otherhand, all
things being equal, certainly the students should be encouraged to look at individual works
of art as much as possible. In my own teaching, I have never--as for undergraduate
teaching--will never assign a paper that is a lengthy study of anything other than an origi-
nal work of art.. You can look at many images, but for sustained study, I want students
'to go look at the very best work that we can offer them.
Audience: Don't you think that it is also necessary to have original work in your lecture
hail a classroom in order that people can get excited about the-qualities of these
works? It is almost impossible to obtain this in reproductions and slides.
Mr. Ta lor: Well,-yes and no. As a matter of facts some originals in a lecture room
ioo ace small, damp postage stamps. Many very fine works aren't larger than that,
and nobody can see them. I think the best way is to study the work and let the student
study it on his own. Then, you can have a lecture in which you might use slides of it and
other things and then send the student back to look at it again. I think that is the best way
because only one person can look at s, work of art at a time unless it is an unusually large
work. The physical problem is a considerable one. I think the continuous alternation of
original works with reproductions is about the only, about the best we can do because in
teaching large numbers of students. By large, I mean anything over fifteen. You can't
conveniently use an original work of art. You may even endanger the work of art. The
same thing with a museum. You cannot get more than ten people around a painting unless
it is a very big painting. Students may be sort of thrilled by being in the atmosphere of
lots of paintings around, but they don't see the painting. They have to go back later. Ifind the most profitable discussions are after you have worn yourself down for an hour and
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a half in a museum with a bunch of kids. When they are going home or supposedly doing
home they scatter and begin looking at things in the gallery and lay in wait for you. Two
at a time they will trap you in each and every gallery on your way out they door. Now,
actually these little moments are probably the,big ones. I'm not sure how you program
it. No rational man would, but it happens.

}Audience:
In terms of getting to know a painting or things you are supposed to know aboutit an of the other things you mentioned, do you feel satisfied that art historians are

being trained to meet this educational need?
Mr. Taylor: No. Of course, my own training is a horrible example. I started as a painterand designer. I took degrees in literature, and I only very latterly took a couple of degrees
in Art History. Now; I think most history of art is taught in accordance with at least one
and sometimes two of the canons that I set forth for history of art. It depends on the de-
partment. It depends on the people you work with. Many students are turned out now
wholly held to the history of monuments, to the history of objecte. To ask them to discuss
a work is painful because they have nothing to say about it excert which two objects it be.-longs between. That certainly is,not very helpful to anyone else. That's one reason I
say don't just look to the history of art for the solutions to all your problems. I think there
ought to be something developed in the separation between the history of art and the trainingin art. I don't know what to call it, you see because you created yourself a third force here.It is really not art school training and it's not history of art training. I think the separation
has been very damaging for both, extremely damaging. As soon as the damage can be re-paired, the better. It has to be repaired on all the levels all the way up to the training ofthe professional historian.
Audience: In your remarks you made the distinction between the making of a work of art
and looking at a work of art. I would like yoa to elaborate on this.
Mr. Taylor: They are part of'the' same thing. Otherwise, there wouldn't be any relevancein talking of the two things together. The reason I separated them so clearly is that I think
very often we establish a system for creating something and assume automatically this willbe an equally good system for looking'at things. It is not necessarily true. I have seen toomany products in schools where students are being-taught piously to do all kinds of things.
Then, they come out with absolutely no perception either in their own dress or in looking at
a painting. There is no application, so the'application has to be left to the student. In away, I suppose what happens (and this refutes something which I said earlier) is that theartist has the impulse to create from any number of possible sources, and this is satisfiedby the creation of the object. Once he has created it, this is the completion; as it were.When we look at an object, it is complete. We then somehow work our way back to under-stand why it is necessary to us. In a strange way, then, the artist has answered a question.We start with the answer to the question and, go backwards to find the question that it an-
swers in our experience, not in the arastIs experience, but in ours. What I was doing here
you see was, looking at an object and reading the way I see the object. Now I might assumethat's how the artist made it. I wouldn't say so, and I'm very much agai-ist people sayingwhen they talk about a painting, "Well, the artist was trying to" -- I immediately stoptheir words and say no, you are trying to say what you get out of the work because wehave all got into this wretched habit of always pretending we are the artist. The soonerwe realize we are not the artist the better off the artist alia-the better off for our ownexperience.
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CRITICISM AND ITS PREKSES

HAROLD ROSENBERG
Art Critic, New York City

The first requirement.4 art criticism is that it shall be relevant to the art
under consideration - how correct are its evaluations of specific art objects is of
lesser importance. The accuracy of a critic's judgments cannot be determined by his
contemporaries, in any case. But the inflection given by art criticism to the general
thinking about art affects not only the responses of appreciators of art but the crea-
tive attitudes of artists as well. When this thinking is trivial or beside the point,
painting and sculpture become the speciality of feature writers, decorators, dealers
and speculators in masterpieees.

It is the contention of this paper that in order to be relevant art criticism
today must maintain a continuing sensitivity to certain characteristics peculiar to the
modern epoch which affect the situation of art, including the outlook, rituals and
objectives of those who create it. A mind blind to the radical material, social and
intellectual transformations of the twentieth century and their influence upon its modes
of creation can only respond to representative modern works with confusion and bitter-
ness. For such a mind, criticism has one purpose: to provide a defensive barrier against
new work and- ew ideas by applying "values" presumably drawn from the great achievements
of the past. Criticism so oriented leads neither to intelligent perusual of individual
works nor to genuine debate concerning the cultural losses and gains of modernism. It
merely drops a curtain of polemics between the critic and the artist and contributes to
the eotrangement of the public from all art, past as well as present, since only through
responding to present-day creations can the creations of other periods be genuinely
appreciated.

The following are propositions which in my opinion ought to be more or less
explicitly recognized by contemporary critical thinking as creating new problems for art
and for art criticism.

Proposition I: That creation of art in the twentieth century is an activity within
the politico-cultural drama of a world in the process of remaking itself. Modern art is
saturated with issues and ideologies which reflect the technological, political, social
and cultural revolutions of the past 50 years. Regardless of the degree to which the
individual artist is conscious of these issues, he in fact responds to them in choosing
among immediate aesthetic and technical alternatives. If he chooses one mode of
handling line and color he will have affiliated himself with an aesthetic that accepts
the obligations of art to communicate judgments of the artist's environment, while a
different approach 'All identify him with the concept that for art reality is that which
comes into being through the act of painting. Thus choices having to do with method in
art become also decisions regarding the future of man.

In this changed relation between art and history, the automatism involVed in a
heritage of craft skills has been replaced by acts of the mind occurring at the very,
beginning of the artist's training. Whether these acts be acts of the artist or of the
teacher, their effect is to remove art from the realm of habit, manual dexterity and
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traditional taste into that of philosophy. The present seminar is an excellent example
of the new situation in which art ems gas from theory. What need would there have been
for our programs and speculations mtilie everyone knew who the masters were and how they
should be emulated? We shall return to this subject of the new dependence of art upon
our ideas in our Propositien 3.

The consciousness of standing in the midst of developing events lends urgency to
the painter's meditations on possible courses to follow. In the past a single tradition,
rather than a selection among tensible futures, determined stylistic affiliation. Modern
art tends towards separate concentrations of energy and towards conflicts of wil! rather
than toward homogeneity of style and meaning. The historical consciousness also pervades
the art museum, the art gallery, the private collection, in the form of attempts to fore-
cast which trends and personalities in art will survive. Art today shares in the general
awareness that tomorrow is being shaped by a natural weeding out of short-lived impulses.
On its profounder levels, modern art is acutely aware of itself as a participant in the
contest to affect the future--as one of powers engaged in giving form to the unknown.

Proposition 2: That the politico-cultural drama has in our century assumed global
dimensions and that the artist now works in an environment unbounded by time and place.

Under the unrelaxing pressure of political, social and intellectual development
since World War I, local, regional and national traditions have been steadily dissolving
and being absorbed into world -wide systems. The individual artist, whether in Tokyo,
New York or Sao Paulo, is confronted by the activity of art everywhere, without the
mediation of an inherited outlook or style. He is confronted, too, by the constant
unveiling, through anthropological and archaeological research, of the totality of human
thought, belief and accomplishment.

The almost simultaneous transmission of works and styles throughout the world by
means of film and print has brought into being a universal pictorial vocabulary. This
communication, however, is restricted to surface approximations. Lacking the scale and
texture of the originals, to say nothing of their physical and.cultural settings, the
reproductions fall short of conveying the experience that gave rise to the art works
themselves. Art in the global interchange tends to appear as consisting of various
categories of decoration. The constantly augmented mass of art studied in the form of
emotionally vacant images facilitates the rise of new academicism based. on abstraction
drawn from art history. Contemporary art, especially, is dealt with as if it consisted
of designs the emotional and social content of which may be ignored. Also, the descrip-
tion and classification of art as artifacts contributes to the formation of a world-wide
bureaucracy with scholarly pretensions concerning creation.

Thus the internationalization of art becomes a factor in the estrangement of aTt
from the artist. The sum of works of all times and places stands against him as an
entity with objectives and values of its own. In turn, becoming aware of the organized
body of art works as the obstacle to his own aesthetic self-affirmation the artist is
pushed toward anti-intellectualism and willful ignorance of the art of the past.

Proposition 3: That with the weakening of traditional attitudes, assumptions and
methods of handling, styles now originate in abstract ideas and idea-based art move-
ments.

Aesthetic programs have replaced locally admired art as authority and as inspiration.
"Every modern activity," said Paul Valery," is dominated and governed by attain the
form of ideologies." The roots of contemporary creation lie not in Nature nor in earlier
works of art but in theoretical interpretations of these. The new relation of art and
ideas has imposed upon art the necessity for a self-consciousness that has rendered the
craft imitation obsolete. The theoretical content of modern art also imposes new demands
upon criticism, primarily for the clear differentiation between what may be arvAlyzed in
a painting or sculpture and what must be left to the intuition of the spectator as unique
and inaccessible to language.
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Prposition 4: That with change established as the norm of present-day life, the
capacity for innovation and for the renewal of old forms has becomea primary.value in
art.

Thei entrality of art in our civilization depends upon its role as testing ground
of condi ions and methods of creation. Imitation of the art of earlier centuries, as by
Picasso ot Modigliani, is carried on not in order to perpetuate ancient standardd but to
experimen: with the power of the artist to evoke novelty from familiar forms. In our
era, art :hat ceases to seek the new becomes at once intellectually insignificant, a
species of homecraft. The nature of originality is open to debate - in fact, needs
despemmty to be debated. But no disagreement exists regarding the value of the new in
art. On the other hand, the dedication of art to novelty complicates the problem of
values oftd exposes art to sensationalism and influences of fashion and the press.

Prwsition 5: That the break between the present and the past makes the future
opaque oiwL plunges art into a permanent state of uncertainty.

,

"No ene.can say what will be dead or alive tomorrow in literature,, philosophy,
aesthetics: no one yet knows what ideas and modes of expression wiltbe inscribed on
the casualty list, what novelties will be proclaimed." -- Valery.

That condition in which the future cannot be depended upon to resemble thm past
constitutes a state of crisis. Or, if one prefers, a state of permanent.expectancy. In
such circumstances art takes as its point of departure the effort to arrive at values.
rather Clan to accommodate itself to exioting criteria.

Criticism, too, must seek its values through particular instances -- works, artists,
art movements - rather than through the application of rules formulated by criticism for
its own purposes. The modern mind is tempted to end its suspense by affirming complete
systems of value, including aesthetic systems. Thus in totalitarian countries, the
future course of events is charted and the duty imposed upon art to help in realizing
that future. The means that promise to make art most effective - e.g., the idealization
of facial expressions and bodily postures - are translated into aesthetic values. The
result has been the ruin of art. The same result on a smaller scale has followed
attempts in the West to reduce the risks of the unknown through calculating the future
uses of art. The following observation of Valery might be adopted as a critical axiom:
"Since, henceforth, we must deal with the new of the irreducible type, our future is
endowed, with essentailunoredictabillUo"

Emposition 6: That vast shiftings of population, both geographically (through
migrations, exiles, displacements) and vertically (through revolutions, mass education,
equalisation of opportunity), have destroyed the historically stabilised character"of
individuals and introduced the problem of identity, personal and collective, as a
dominant theme of contemporary cultural forms.

Art mov meats in the twentieth century have tended to swing back and forth between
extremes of ndividual self - consciousness (Surrealism, Abstract Expressionism) , self-
identification with groups (Regionalism, Social Realism) and anonymity (Bauhaus, Optical
Art). These rhythms of self - affirmation and self-negation belonging to the dialectics
of identity stimulate the formation of new modes of art through opposition, overlapping
and merger, as in the rise of Pop Art as a counter statevtat to Action Painting.
Impulses toward and away from identity should be recognized by criticism as providing an
essential content of modern art, figurative seven as abstract.

1122fition 7: That ours is an epoch of excavations - archaeological, psychoana-
lytical, philological -- which keeps emptying into our culture the tombs of all the ages

of man.

Absorbing the flood of past art, art in our time continually reconstitutes itself
as a theater of revivals. 'Styles of earlier periods, far and near, from the funerary

carvings of.the Aztecs to the realism of Courbet, are re-awakened as experiences and***

slogans by contemporary painting and sculpture.
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Modern art is at one with radical politics and with psychotherapy in its fascination
by the abyss of lost forms and powers. Lik4 other significant modes of ,present-day
action and researph, its explorations periodically lead it to the verge of changing into
something else. Thus modern art often crosses over into non-art and adopts anti-art
attitudes. Besides augmenting consciousness, this negative strain acts as a lightening-
rod to divert from society and individuals more perilous temptations to self-surrender --
totalitarinn politics, drugs, mysticism. The negation of forms and their re-awakening.
seem to have a profound function in a culture of change.

No doubt other propositions regarding the groundwork of contemporary art might be
added to the seven I have sketched. My purpose, however is not to be ekhaulttive but to
give examples of the kind of phenomena which criticism must absorb into its consciousness
and its vocabulary if it is to grasp the dynamics of current art production. These are
matters which artiste think about, and philosophers and men on the street. ;Unless criti-
cal discussion achieves the intellectual scale of our revolutionary ovoch, it must be
deprived of serious reference and lore the attention of serious minds. In ptactical
fact current writing on art largely consists of opportunistic sponsorship of trivial
novelties and of assertions of personal taste, for which support is sought pedantic
recitals of art history.. Mere technical recipes - e.g. shaping of canvases, ways of
handling the "edge" of forms - are hetalded as if they were ends toward which Giotto and
Rembrandt had been striving but with inadequate means. As a result art criticism today
is looked down upon by other forms of critical thinking as an unintelligible jargon
immersed in an insignificant estheticism; In sone'neasurel this opinion reflects the
specialisation that has overtaken all learned pursuitt in our society. if art and art
criticism tended to become ingrown, so have literature, music, philosophy, sociology,
history. Thus each feels justified in attacking the others for being excessively
engrossed in their own forms. Beyond sharing in this common narrowness, however, art
criticism, it must be confessed, consists for the most part of an indescribable compost
of bureaucratic promotional copy, theoretical air bubbles, history without perspective,
readings of symbols based on gossip and far-fetched associations of ideas,

- visual
analyses which the eye refuses to confirm, exhibitionistic metaphor mongering, set phrases
manageable by girl reporters, human- interest coddling of Sunday art-page audiences, in-
group name dropping, ritually repeated nocmense.

Against this sum of amateurishness, lack of talent and willful absurdity, the value
of values for art, criticism must be the effort to re-introduce art into the framework of
humanly serious concerns. Such an aim has nothing"in common with the popular-culture
fallacy that everything concerned with the creation and evaluation of art can be made
immediately intelligible to the so-called common reader. The latter is himself a
specialist of a sort--a specialist in the lacy intellectual habits cultivated by the
mass media--and there is no =aeon why he should be given consideration denied to other
victims of jargon. But art criticism, ought to learn to distinguish between writing that
deals with the irrationalities, observities, and paradoxes of creation writing that
is merely lacking in mast.

We now come to the "Charge to Art Critic." My remarks may not always be Oirectly
responsive to the language in which some of the topics have been formulated, but I shall
come as close to them as my way of thinking permits.

The first item of Charge #1 reads as follows:

Identittherap.._2NLjkueanorcateoriesroriatetomskicriticalu-
manta of wOrks of ert

It follows from our premises that the work of art should be evaluated, first of all,
as an act perforated by a contemporary. It is an energy and still directed toward the
artist's individual appropriation of that in art Which'continues to he.alive or which is
susceptible of resurrection. It has the effect also of dssiolishing style. and images
which have turned Jut° visual convention.; in this destructive activity lies its criti-
cal and revolutionary role. By displacing works from which vitality has departed, each
new painting helps to determine the continuing content of-aesthetic mature. It ,is also

aVatan ;i 1.0
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an act of uniqWe and perhaps to some degree, original perception; thus, it is an event
in the self-development of the artist. TO its public it opens connections with other
writs of art and contributes to an expansion of individuatAemd_collective_sensibility,

Hence, all categories of experience, past and present, from fetishism to laboratory
discipline, are potentially relevant in making critical evaluations. The critic's
primary act of judgment consists of choosing the modes of insight -- aesthetic, psycho-
logical, social, metaphysical- -which he regards as significant in the particular instance.
For instance, in writing about the paintings of Barnet Newman I found it necessary to
dwell upon the quality of his taste, his counter-statement to the abstract art from
Which he derived, the rigor of his logic, his humor, his metaphysics' of the sublime. In
connection with Gorky and de Kooning the question of the sublime. did not arise, -nor did
the question of taste stem to merit much discussion. In regard to jasper Johns, my
major emphasis was on his technique and his motifs as responses to Abstract Etpressioniam
and to the presence of the new Vanguard Audience in the U. S. I also noted the changed
mood manifested in his later canvases as bearing upon Johns'. aesthetics and as a clue to
his possible development.

The elements to be taken into account by criticism will vary from artist to artist
and from one critic to another. So, too-, will the stress placed on those elements and
the way all are balanced. Each piece of critical writing represents a synthesising act
of the artist in his simultaneoUs elaboration of form and content. The mediuM of the
critic's synthesis, like that of the artist, is style. The critic demonstrates his
competence by his effectiveness in handling his materials, which consists of words and
concepts. A critic who writes badly may have deep insights into painting, but not every
connoisseur is a critic.

Second Item of Charge #1:

What steps might be taken to overcome barriers and confusions in critical language?

In dealing with modern art, criticism is confronted by a flood of new forms, new
motives, experimental attitudes. To react intelligently to these, criticism most test
itself and develop new forms of insight and expression (e.g., multiple perspectives, a
rhetoric hospitable to the ambiguities and paradoxes of art itself).

Reduction of confusion in critical language and of the barriers between criticism
and the art to which it is applied should begin in eliminating abstract universals, such
as "harmony" or "expressive form,".which can presumably be fitted together to provide a
handle for art works of every variety. These residues of old systems of essence should
be replaced by concrete analyses in A terminology of action, conflict, intention,
creative hypothesis. The technical ingredients of. painting *ado be re-interpreted
in accordance with the psychological and aesthetic functionsof line, color, form, etc.,
implied by the practice of modern masters. An outstanding point of reference in this
connection are the teachings of Hans Hofmann.

Charge #2:

Within each system or category, identify the specific concepts and methodologies
lhalathijOggele critical discourse about. works of. art.

The art critic is the collaborator of the artist.in.developik the culture of the
visible as a resource of human sensibility. His basic funCtiOn is A, extend the artist's
act into-thc-realm-of,meamingful-discourse4- Artin-our-tine is itself criticism. Each
painting embodies a choice in regard to other styles and works, including the previous
work of its creator, and to the possibilities arising from it. Into this dialogue of
paint the critic interjects a vocabulary of words. Having thus put himself into the act,

not by any means at the invitation of the-other performers, he assumes the privilege of
responding with a trained rhetoric to the pantomime of the artists. To one gelture he
assents, another he opposes, in a third he sees unrealised possibilities.
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Can the critic be anything more than the intruder that artiste have traditionally
considered him to be? If he is the mere representative of a social interest, as for
example, the reviewer Whose opinions are coordinated with the cultural program of. a news-
paper or other propagende,or profit - milking institution, he stands in relation to art as
a species Of policeman On the lookout for misdemeanors. He will not interpret art's
motives, he will endeavor to keep art in line. His criticism will consist largely of
reporting delinquencies - -the virtues he ditcovers in paintings will be of the sort that
isheld up as an example to the wicked. Such a critic has forced himself On art, and he
can continue to bea squatter in it only because there is no werof getting rid of him.

The critic who is to be the intellectual collaborator of the artist, not his truant
officer, tuft possess, above all, a mind engaged by the realities that encompass the
painter or sculptor. Besides being a judge of art, he must be a judge of those processes
by which art and life are heing transformed. His must be a mind with a point of view to
affirm; it is this point of view that determines which trends, personages, ideas he will
support or combat. An interest in pointing maybe the result of chance or temperament.
The itpulse-to criticise it inherent in the intelligence that responds energetically to
the existing huian situation. It is the development and verbal clarification of this
A.:pulse that Wide to the calling of critic. Xnowledge of art is not enough to make one

critieeny more-then knotiedge of art is enough to make one an artist. The student
WhoseA0VOtion to art arises out of the with to avoid reflecting upon his condition as a
liviegliereon will be a mere specialist, a scholar or a connoisseur, but not a critic.
For the'titter exists through the deeper and curiosity and the widest practise of intel-
lectual freedom.

The art critic is the-outpost of the art e#ucator. Et has made his way into the
wilderness of values in thich art originates. If he.is to be of use, it will be by
opening a route into the collectivity of artists and to their creations, present and past.

Bach critic tends to return to certain attitudes and phrases. For example,,I have,
perhaps even too emphatically, been insisting that certain concepts relating to. the
character of twentieth century culture are indispensable to discourse about works of art.
I should not, however, like to see those concepts, nor any like them, organized into a
methodology. Eo systematic approach is viable in art criticism. Nor, in my opinion, is
it desirable for criticism to mimic the techniques or objectives of science. Let the
readers of the criticism find the "systems" in it, if there be one. The critic who
resorts to formulas does so out of laziness, haste, or uneasiness about making himself
understood.

Since the past no longer enlightens about thefuture, values cannot. be abstracted
from earlier masterpieces and applied as a measure_ current art. By the same token,
values cannot be abstracted from current work and`::; d.in readiness to classify the art
of tomorrow. In our time values must becrested'aiongside the art which they propose to
evaluate. The intellectual center of grivittof criticism must be capable of shifting
with the enphasis,of new art. Dealing with cation, criticism must aaintain its open-'
ness to innovation.

This does not mean, that ticism is forced to abdicate before each manifestation
of the unfamiliarl ContinuityZiCiiherent in events, including events of creation. It is
this objective continuity that takes ;d Ursa possible. It provides'the ground for acts
of judgment which can cohere into 44 g nucleus of values augmented and made more
firm by each new encounter with the' &oilier. The weakness of methodology is that it
tends to circumscribe this process of creating value by neutralizing those areas of the
imagination which cannot be readily organized. The effect is to pulverise criticism into
neatly spaced piles of rhetorical powder- -for example, one has only to look to the
products of our "methodologized" academies liteTary criticism.

There are two items in Charge;; shall remark on them together:.
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Can we assume a continuum of maturity and sophistication in critical insights? If
so, villa are the elements of such a continuum?

There are no grounds for assuming that any particular intellectual qualities will
continue to prevail in criticism, any more than in art itself. Forms, terms, concepts
are susceptible to an inner erosion that empties them of meaning or changes their mean-
ings, perhaps even-into their opposites. Criticism is in constant danger of losing touch
with its object, the work of art, or with its own purpose, enlightenment. It can be
significant only through the unforseeable entry into it of interesting minds and of
writings addressed to real things. Besides experience, intelligence and talent, it
demands also courage and independence--and these, too, cannot be counted upon to answer
a roll call.

Today, the outstanding menace to such critical consciousness as has been developed
is that in place of an intensification of insights and a deeper awareness of problems
the will be substituted a structure of bureaucratic assents. Everyone, will be in
agreement, for instance, that Van Gogh is a forerunner of Expressiouism, that his herit-
age is subjectivism, "distortion" and thick paint; and that the value of his paintings is
to be found in the fierce efflux of something called "personality." Everyone will agree,
too, that Jackson Pollock represents violence and self-abandonment and is thus descended
from Van,Gogh. On the other hand, there is, we shall be told, an art achieved through
the rigors of analytl\cal reason, as with Seurat, Mondrian, Albers. Such a collection of
received ideas may represent a continuity of sorts--perhaps it is even "mature" and
"sophisticated," Its advantage is that it can be handed on to each incoming group of
students and that it makes the meaningsofmrts of art as easy to memorize as a deck of
cards. But a credo is the opposite of edritical consciousnew-and incidentally, not.
,opele0,the opinions mentioned holds up under analysis: for instance, Van Gogh's passion
to seize the reality of the object has nothing in common with the phantasizing of German
Expressionists with whom he is grouped.

Along with the replacement of criticism by bureaucratically supported articles of
faith, there comes into being a bureaucratically supported art with its own vocabulary
of mystification and double talk. In the past couple of years, artists have appeared,
to say nothing of dealers and reviewers, who study the advance schedules of leading New
York museums as leads to the kind of art with which to identify themselves.

Critical continuity depends on an ever-deepening comprehension and clarification of
the tradition of the new. There is, for instance, important research to be done in
bringing to consciousness attitudes taken for granted in the modern practice of art but
ignored or denied in art's public relations -- these bear on the issue of the so-called
revolutionary or nihilistic nature of twentieth century painting and sculpture. The
tradition of the new in art is a tradition precisely because it tkansmits desires,ideas,
myths of which the receiver is unaware and which he takes for granted as fact. Within
this tradition there exists a continuing strain of revolt -- against society, against
art, against the orders of the mind, against all existing conditions of life and work.
This strain, hough often submerged, is so fundamental to the integrity of art in our
time that dun it disappears, as in the Soviet Union, creation ceases, and when it is
denied or veiled, as in OP art and much of Pop, its absence is discussed pro and con and
even identified as a form of revolt against revolt. For criticism to extend itself into
the future as a coherent energy will require not only intellectual apprehension of the
element, that make up the tradition of the new but an unillusioned responsiveness to its
rebellious spirit.

The these items of Charge #4 are:

What relationship existstor should exist between art criticism and art historical
knowledge; between art criticism and art theory; between art criticism and statements of
intent or biography of the artist?

Art criticism today is art history, though not necessarily the art history
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of the art historian. In discussing a painting the critic reports on an act that falls
within the previous acts of the painter and upon an event within the continuity.of art.
The painter's act:could not have takena place without preceding acts of creation per-
formed by himself and by others; and in estimating-the value of the work, the critic
considers what tt has brought to the history of art, as well as to the experiences
communicated by art. It is a truism that all art derives from art. To know whet has
been derived from whom and in what manner and degree sheds light on the artist's processes
of creation, his motives; and the shape of his imagination -- not least illuminating is
what he chose not to derive from the works that influenced him.

The critic must, then, be familiar with the art of the past; above all, he must
have reflected upon it. But art-historical knowledge has for the critic a different
function than it has for art historian. The critic is not primarily concerned with
tracing the evolution of styles and arranging works within them. He approaches the work
not as an act Performed in an interval of past time and which is not reedy to be set in
its niche within an edifice of finished happenings. He sees it rather as a deed that is
still in the course of being enacted and which will take shape through the painter's
battle with uncertainties, counterforces, temptations. One might say that the critic
unrolls the creation of the picture as an intellectual event in time, while keeping an
eye on it as a visual object. In this, his approach corresponds to that of a painter
looking at a painting by another artist; he sees it as e complex of situations met,
resources employed, leaps executed. Without being aware of it, the painter as spectator
imagines himself as a performer; he becomes automatically the original artist. The
critic stands in the same line of vision as the painter but he stands further back. For
him, not only is the painting "to be done again" in mind; the painter too, is something
to be done, that is, to be intellectually constituted as an artist acting and choosing
within his medium and his culture.

It is to this end, and only to this end, that he may resort to the biography of the
artist, to his ideas and to his statements of intent. He reads the artist's words and
interprets events in his life solely in relation to his acts on the canvas. Like the
painting itself, they are data from which he constructs the fiction that is the author
of the work of art and the key to the full range of its meaning. But statements by
artists, though frequently of great value to criticism, are to be regarded with suspicion
and never taken as the last word on questions of fact or attitude. Jealous of their
originality, artists are prone to certain types of deceit; for instance, American artists,
especially, tend to deny their indebtedness to other artists and to art movements which
have determined their work. For criticism, this denial of indebtedness is not merely a
question of demanding undue credit; it has to do with obscuring the transfer of thought
within the community of artists and within the culture of the period. Obviously, this
question of communication is too important to be left to the vanity of individuals.

It is a prejudice of the critic that he sees art history backwards, from the paint-
ing he is studying to works that anteceded it. (On another plane, there is for the critic
no earlier and no later.) In any case, he will refuse to concede that a style can
produce art through an immanent drive toward the realization of an idea or form. The
scandal of art history is its ability and, i,many instances, its willingness to dispense
with artists. I shall not pursue this question here, since it is a problem for the
historians themselves, one which they have begun to attack.

I shall, however,-say a few- words about writers who lay down the law to art in the
name of art history. Art criticism today is crowded with .art historians turned-inside .

out to fUnction as prophets of so-called inevitable trends. A determinism similar to
that projected into the evolution of past styles is clasped upon art in the making. In
this parody of art history, value judgments are deduced, in advance of any actual paint-
ings, from a presumed logic of development, and commands are issued to artists either to
accommodate themselves to these values or be banned from the art of the future. An
aestheticism founded on art history yields a club of dogma similar to moralistic criti-
cism in the nineteenth century or political criticism in the Soviet Union.
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The deterministic approach simplifies the problem of value and for that reason is
seducive to authoritarian minds. To predict the future and thus to be able to accommo-
date oneself to it, whether as artist, critic, art collector or museum director, seems
to offer a means for reducing the hazards of being extinguished by it. To assert with
assurance what art must become eliminates the need to analyze what art is actually
doing -- and whether its present behavior constitutes a rise or a fall. For the critic,
values based on a theory of an historically determined stylistic evolution eliminates
the need to explore the connection between the social, political, psychological realities
by which artists are moved and through which the work of art affects the spectator.
Instead of problems, metaphors, hypotheses, hints, paradoxes, art criticism comes to
consist of certainties.

But, of course, prediction in. art is impossible and all forecasts of what will be
desirable tomorrow are nonsense, fraud or propaganda. For the nature of art is that it
is creation -- and the nature of creation is that it contains the unexpected. To pre-
dict with certainty what is going to be created one must be in a position to suppress
creation. Hitler and Stalin were excellent forecasters of aesthetic trends, so long as
their police controlled what was done in the studios. The critic in a free country who
maps out the future as if it had already taken place is forced to function with less
effective weapons. Yet, even here, prediction in art is not. harmless. It is tied to
valuation -- while valuation in turn calls for the exercise of power. Historical
determinism practiced as criticism misapplies the power of the historian to control the
past and introduce order into it. For this distortion art history is of course not to
blame.

Yet a practical problem does exist in properly defining the uses of art history, in
view of the fact that an academic degree in this subject has becrwa the accepted means of
accrediting people for all kinds of careers in art, including that of art critic. The
study of art history develops in people the professional habit of tracing the forms and
imagery,of a work to their influences and sources; also the habit of taking it for
granted that doing so establishes the value of the work. Uncovering sources is an

. accomplishment of which the historian is justly proud, and it is not unnatural that he
should project the value of what he himself has been doing into the pninting. It is not
unusual to hear a painting praised as if its merit lay in working out a successful
campaign for capturing the qualities of earlier works end transferring them inte the
present.

Perhaps ways can be found to direct art history toward scholarship, and to develop
appropriate curricula for other specialties, including that non-specialized specialty
criticism. Both art criticism and art history need to scan more thoroughly their
philosophical substructures. Both ought to consider, for instance, the difference
between the intellectual origins of art in our time and in earlier periods. Art history
as the art historian encounters it in other eras scarcely comes into being any more.
Art used to wander on its way, responding to the cues given to it by tradition and
chance, until the historian pounced upon it and set it into the order of its time. In
the twentieth century, art has lost its innocence. Its naivete in regard to its own
history had been replaced by a complex sophistication in manipulating that history.-
Today, the art historian is dealing with an art that is conscious of itself as engaged
in making art history and which, intended in many instances to impress the art historian,
especially the art historian turned critic, deliberately takes his prejudices into
account. The historian is no longer telling a story of raw events; he is repeating a
story told to him in the form of ideas and happenings with which he is implicated. The
first requirement, in such a. situation is to know that he is implicated and to' what
extent. Both the art historian and the art critic must be wary of responding to a
mirror held up to them by the artist for the purpose of arousing their admiration for
the image of their own outlook. History yin our time - and not only art history - is
history that is being deliberately tempered with by the object of the historian's study,
the history makers.
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In the case of art, the prime history takers are painters and sculptors. As
indicated earlier, there are writers and cultural commissars who wish to dispute this
privilege of the artist' and to use him as an instrument for their own art-history making.
The attempt to appropriate art history brings about anew kind of conflict -- between,
the artist and the professional representatives of his public. This conflict is. a phase
of the conflict of ideas which has characterised the creation of art for more-than a
century. The style is the man,'but modern man becomes himself, that is, acquires style,
in a wrestle with ideas and even ideologies. In our time, art arises out of a dia-
lectical tension between an individual temperament and-art movements founded on various
theories of art. The work is neither personality nor idea. But to equip the future
artist, art critic, art appreciator to understand what is being created, art education
must familiarize him not only with works of art but with the alternatives over which the
campaigns di modern art have been fought. To grasp art in our time one must, for
example, be able to identify ideas, both in art and in matters related to it, that are
genuinely antithetical -- smch as the idea of art as an instrument of the state or of
business and the.idea'of art as individual discovery or creation -- and to differentiate
such mutually repellant ideas from ideas that only seem to be in opposition but .have a
similar approach to creation -- for example, conventional naturalism and conventional
abstraction.

Statements of intent by artists illuminate their work only when interpreted in the
context of the continuing atruggle of ideas in art itself. Read in isolation from the
artist's concrete intellectual situation, they will often appear in reverse and lead
criticism up blind alleys. For instance, the painter Malevich once pointed out that in
the work of a famous medieval icon painter the hairs in God's beard were exactly the same
as the hairs on the Devil's tail. This' was intended to prove that what counted for the
artists was not what but the how. The painter cares neither for God nor the Devil but
only about painting. All content is a mere pretext for the exercise of skill and the
solution of aesthetic problems. Following this logic - and Malevich did, of course,
follow it - subject matter can be eliminated entirely, and everything valid in the art
o2 the present or the past can be translated into space, line, color, design. We arrive
at what is called "pure" painting.

By the same type of reasoning we arrive also at what might be called "puristic"
criticism or formalism, that is, criticism that evaluates paintings exclusively in terms
of their formal elements and by formal standards. Such criticism may be coupled wit"a-
an exposition of the iconography of the works, but its value judgments are founded on
the handling of the means of painting.

Yet. the statement.of formal intentions by an artist and the same theory in the
hands of a critic move toward widely separated results. The purist objectives of
Malevich, or of Mondrian or Albers, have brough into being paintings that vibrate with
vigor and sensibility, in a word, with emotional and psychic content. In his act of
painting the.artiat liven inside his idea, and the more he has narrowed it to exclude
all but visual essentials the greater the psychic pressure to which it subjects him.
This subjective pressure is not,'however, comprehended in his formalist scheme. The
thinking the artist aims at giving him direction and assurance rather than producing a
correct analysis of everything that goes into his work. The artist's ideas are also
polemical: he wants the art of painting to have a certain character, and he need not be
aware to what extent this partisan wish has become the ruling passion of his work.

The critic, however, who allows himself to be circumscribed by theoretical state-
ments of painters runs the risk of missing the totality of experience embodied in the
paintings. The point is underscored by the inadequacy of formalist criticism in dealing
with formalist art, i.e. precisely with the art with whose principles it is 'in full
accord. Taking literally the notion that art.aims solely at art, the critic participates
in the painter's idea -- but'the misses the qualities brought into being by the act of
painting. These qualities arise not from the theory that instigated the painting and
determined. its mode but from the positive'or negative drive'of the artist in regard to
himself and to the historical moment in: which he functions, including the art by which
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he is confronted.. The neo-,Plasticism of Mondrian reacting to. CUbistLand World War I pro-
duces aresult quite different from that.of a hard -edge painter of the. sixties reacting
to Abstract"Expressionism and the a-political srtWorld of New YorY2. Granted that the
formal:ptinter paints neithek for love of God or from fear.oftheDevil; that he paints
for the sake. of painting, perhaps in order to.carry art to its next. step; that- for him
art is She, absolute and that he lives. only in order to serve it; that he takes.. orders
from it (not from Nature or his own feelings) as to how he shall serve it and what he
shall bring to its altar; that painting has for him a life, a mind and a will of its own;
that the chief impulse of this living independent entity is to purge itself of anything

inot itself and to reduce itself more and more to its own essence -- granted all these
motives and beliefs, the painter will not succeed in making himself into nothing but a
painter, nor his painting into a crystal of immanent relations amongthe elements of art.
As a painter he is IP*. thepainting --. let us say, he is its flaw. .Purist painting is
work within a human v.A.ue system,- most often the system of the ascetic. It is from..the
will to order, to purging, to (one adds automatically) salvation that it derives its
passion for neatness, for hygiene, for shapes like the square and the rectangle, presum-
ably immune to emotional associations,. and its practice.of,banning tones and restricting
itself to hues cleansed of atmosphere. ..In the,end painting for the purist is' God (without
a beard). At its most intense, pure painting is religious painting. As'sdch it is as
"expressionistic" as the most agitated figurative art. When art in this mode is not
caught in a religious trance it is mere interior decoration. And what measures whether
it is one Or the other is the desperation, self-denial and transcendence communicated by
the tensions of its vacant shapes and fields of color. Recently, I.'received a message
from Albers by way of a student from California. "Tell Rosenberg" it said, "that _meta
is dead.". What; message could be more anxious? The best of Albers' cool paintings
literally quiver with psychic tensions.

Charge #5:

What definition,of st le or definitions of st le rovides the most useful
structure for art critical study? On what ballauallestablished the limits or extent
of a style?

The concept of style must be related to the function assumed by certain modes of
handling within the experience of the individual artist and within the history of art.
Visual similarities are not sufficient to define the featureof a style or its limit -
that is to say, the eye is not sufficient. The emotional and intellectual ends to which
the visual means are put are intrinsic to the definition. Forexample, the stylistic
similarities between a Mondrian and a Newman are obvious. But the neo-Plastic style has
with the .latter assumed n new function, resulting in a deflection from neo-Plasticism
and in moods and purposes in opposition to it. Out of the new .use of the style come new
stylistic possibilities, and these tend to develop in directions visually unrelated to
the original mode in the example just given, "pure" abstraction develops into an aspect
of Abstract Expressionism. The shifting and transformation of modern styles centek on
the fact that style in our time originates in ideologies and is cultivated by theory --
thus it is constantly affected by changes of meaning and may even undergo a total erosion
of meaning. As de Kooning put it several years ago at a panel discussion of artists:
"We are all working,on.the basis, of,ideas in which we no longer believe."

This brings meto an additional proposition concerning arc in our time that ought
to be added to the seven with which this paper began. From this, proposition No. 8, I
shall draw a few concluding remarks about criticism.

Proposition 8: That -the ubiquitous presence of the visual massmedia, from adver-
tising Tosters to.industrial design;:has introduded into painting and sculpture-a new
factor which art criticism must-reckon.with:- and that to do-so, the .critic mustclarify
his position toward contemporary society. as a .basis for evaluating its substitute. products.

Art in the,tmentieth century:, includi the art that has come-to us from the oast.,
is affected by themassmedia both directly, e.g., the use of the Mona Lisa in an
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advertisement) and throti .:Itheir::.,11ilinPeitt;SepOti.,-Iiholderiettilttite4enetent.1t .ESPeCioilly''. Ur the
United States, creation ;. iCEOi6PaiiiTed "iit itiP-Vilhe-griiintia. ithediiii-Of the
commercial,, art, outputfighten.akimice andladipti every ,neicetylerin4einting catid .sculpture
extending it ,into, ,..to17.0,,differe; conte?it,:,at meaning,,,feelingmandimurposei
P011ockAnsPireeithe; design i of .dress fabrics., Calder.41 beer: advertisement:

The utilizetion i3Of. art; the objectives.i of the market-:causeK4tyles to become
widely fainil,pm.,114.1411304,;beiggApeasped. ,, Popular museum: programs ,icontribute 1' tO.;the: .1
sameimad. ;.;,-,Theeghibitioq .4C.the Mona. Lisa 'under; the -- au0Picesfef ;public -relations, .is
intellectuallyi.ekluivaleni; to ite:,reproduation. in :an ad. The result is that :art in .

America, both ;new and -0143; lanhlected, '..constant process-,of,Alienation. The 'vast
pool of skills: &rooted itoward.,:speCific economic i,,politica/n and educational ends- challenges
art_ to define: igifklunctinA, anCl-ti) ,ditterentiate,it0 products, if i.'any .,,yeal,7difference
exists,.. from ,t those whose iafficiency;is-measUrible.: -klaYetification::ot values gamma all
novelties to ,seers fof. equal significance; 1214:1 breeds; .thAld.despread;*belief, that daeultimate
function of the..fine lute Is to .centributelmismal,eViee*.t:to utilitarian; design .~m.k.e4Sw
the ,justification .of; Mondrian .bY4inoleum.:.pattern& or by iPark. Avenue, skyscrapers. Reed
in- this belief, young artists' haveAmen.bringinwi.painting and,,scetpture, ;steadily, closer
to utilitarian;ideals.-,..;-4That%Ahif t in. er t training -from) Sohemilavistudio& to university art
department* threatens .to -accelerate and deepen the: trend toward the kind of Art whose
uses are foreseeable.

ibet, but criticism can tell us what we are doing and if it is _what we want to do?
What but criticism can indicate other ends, explain what makes those:other end* attrac-
tive and indicate what must be done to serve them?

.
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EXCERPTS FROM THE DISCUSSION WITH MR. ROSENBERG

Audience: To start the ball rolling, Mr. Rosenberg, r4arding this last observation about
,ffie-74111rin art training to university art departments (for which we are accomplices), what
makes you think that the results from the universities will be any more predictable?

Mr.' Rosenberg: I don't think that they have to be, but I would think that from the whole
organizational structure which is involved in any kind of large enterprise, there is a trend
towards foreseeable results. Now I can see from this meeting that there are strong forces
opposed to this trend, but I believe that you all recognize that there is that danger. I would
interpret some of the discussions this morning, distinguishing between qualitative and
theoretical modes of thinking, to be an attempt to posh back that advancing wall. I think
there certainly has been a fight against formulas, unless I misunderstand the previous
speakers. I certainly don't feel that this is inevitable but I do think that it is one reason
why the whole university structure should be, if possible, kept in a different spirit. Of
course, there are these same problems in other fields. One reason I do give is my ex-
perience with teaching literature which I think has become a disaster. Now the artists
haven't been there as long, and art departments tend not to be as large or as heavily
endowed. It is a question that I think should be raised -- whether as you get bigger,
stronger, and richer you will be able to continue to be as free as you are even now.

Audience: Would you comment on the commercial galleries, the carefully laid public
relations plans by which-artists are launched, and the pressures that these create for
the artist himself?

Mr. Rosenberg: I could just charge through the New York scandals of the last five years,
Eu you don t want that. The prosperity of art in the last few years has had some very
good and stimulating effects, but there is no doubt that in the at centers, and radiating
out from the, are many new interests. That's what you are talking about -- commerical
interests, exhibition interests. I would also add bureaucratic interests which have put
a terrific pressure on the artists. Let me give you one example. If you have this enor-
mously accelerated displacement of styles which we have had in the last five years. Much
more than just Op Art and Pop Art. Those are two that managed to remain afloat for three
years; but there are several that came up for six months and then sank out of sight, and
then another came up and sank out of sight. The artist who has been working in a certain
mode but has not succeeded in reaching the front of the stage begins to feel as though he
has simply been passed by history. I mean he feels he is in a rubbish heap of history.
I know many artists who simply think that this is an impossible situation so they switch
their style to accommodate themselves to a new thing. Keep that up for a while and the
whole concept of art is put into question in regard to those people. I mean you have a
disintegration of the whole art impulse.

Audience: I want to raise a very serious objection to you about universities.. What you
have about university art schools can well be said about any kind of art school. They
all make attempts to predetermine what you have described as being unpredetermineable.
The real function of this conference is one of contributing to open a dialogue that we need;
for example, between Joshua Taylor and art educators like ourselves. We haven't been
able to talk. We haven't previously been successful in talking with each other. We have
been talking past each other. The charge that you level against university art depart-
ments can be leveled against any kind of school.

Mr. Rosenberg: I agree with you. If you take the old art school that is exactly the sort
OrtiEirirtn.TFu now have to avoid on a huge scale. In other words, we have a situation

people have gone to the academy,or even to a more liberated school, feeling that
they wasted an enormous amount of their time and that they were misled into totally
different directions. What you said is perfectly true. It is not a charge leveled against
the universities. It is a question about the art school in general..

Audience: I would like to ask a theoretical question here about your paper compared to
the previous paper. The question has to do with the methods and techniques of the historian
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as well as those of the critic. We do have a general position of the historian, but we
must wait for history to tell us what happened. But a contemporary person cannot really
know what is happening. Thus, for example; a hundred years after the Civil War we are
getting a realization of what took place then which a journalist, writing in a daily journal,
didn't really know. In respect to art, would you agree with a proposition that we must
wait for history to tell us what are really is today? In other words, what really was art
and what was not art? Now where as a critic do you stand in the face of that proposition
which seems to be somewhat fundamental to the historian?

Mr. Rosenberg: I wouldn't dream of speaking for art history, particularly after listening
to the refined distinctions Professor Taylor yrnade among all the different kinds of error to
which historians are prone. My own feeling (and if somebody refutes this, Iguess they
will be right) is that art is probably to the largest measure the work of artists --;not of
historians, and not of critics. The best example is what the artists of the early twentieth
century did with primitive art, but it could have been around in a different context. That
is, there are many a.rcjieologists,and historians of primitive art who don't care about,,,
quality.; 'Profiiir,or Taylor said It involved cataloging it. But an artist comes along and
begins to copy it. At that he begins to adapt begin i to do something with
it. At that moment, ::lt becomes aPart of everybody's taste. I haVe no hesitation in saying
that the reason so many people are-intereited in primitive sculpture is because of Cubism
and Expressionism.* The guy who has 'really done the job here is the artist. As I have said
before, all the critic can do is extend that experience into a realm Of words.

Audience: Would you elaborate on'the statement "granted that a' formal painter paints for
neither the love of God or fear of the Devil but he paints for the sake of painting"?

Mr. Rosenberg:' I skipped a piece ,of that just for tbe sake of brevity'a.nd because the
sentence was too long to handle orally, anyway. The point I am making is that the artist
thinks -- he doesn't have to think about it. That's what the critic has to think. In other
words, it is prefeetly okay for a painter to give this argument. What I am saying is the
art critic shouldn't take that argument as gospel. He ought to see if there is a fear of the
Devil in that painting or not and not simply say, "well, now we know exactly what this type
of pure painting is, because the artist himself said so". Now, you know that goes on con-
stantly in catalogues of shows The critic has a function of finding out whether it is true
or not. He can't simply use' the artist's wOrda,as a kind of gilt-edge security.
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THE CREATION OF ART AND THE CREATION OF ART EDUCATION _

ALLAN ICAPIOW

State Didilersity of New York at Stony. Brook

For more than two millenia it has been supposed that if all the components of artis-
tic creation could be isolated, studied, practiced and reassembled, human beings would
be in a better position to appreciate, teach and make art than they have ever been in.
It is a compelling notion. If it has been useful at all, it has been only relatively so
in those past times when a traditional culture prevailed, when common styles and tech-
niques made it possiblewpwagree on the nature of the artistic goal at hand. In recent
Western history, however, this has becOme scarcely less than batting one's head against
the wall for the apparently perverse pleasure of occasionally stopping to catch one's
breath. Let us hope that this is one of those pauses.

The last serious attempt at formulation of artistic rules came about as a result of
the Napoleonic regime's need for quick norms of both an institutional. and an aesthetic
kind. The Academy, under the 'direction of Jacques Louis DeVid, edvenced Nero-Classicism
as ark-antidote to the Royalist rococo, genre and pre-romantic styles inherited from
befOre the revolution. And a few years later, ingests, talented as he was, fought
blindly to maintain it as TOS standard against the supposed tubversions of Delacroix and
others of similar persuasion. He becalm a villain in spite of himself, (althought there
are some tdday. Who would bake him into a martyr), Since then, such attempts to analyze
and regulate art invariably have led to academicism.

Moreover, the continuing waves of modernist innovation have been dedicated to the
belief that creativity cannot be taken apart because the nature of art cannot be fixed --
a common-sense judgment that can be easily separated from the mystique of holiness that
also accompanies this period, We might reflect *oft this: most of us ale pleased to
declare our sympathy with the contemporary arts, but by wishing to systematically invesa
tigate creativity for the sake of establishing controls for teaching purposes, we may be
unconsciously searching for another, merely updated, academic rulebook. We teachers are
natural academicians, for teaching is much easier with such a backing. This teacher,
however, is going to propose a much harder way: the way of ignorance and uncertainty.
It is a way without rules and without lesson plans. Its only platform is scratch, and
its only discipline is trial and error. But to justify this approach to the very press-
ing educational problem in this country, it is necessary to see why the conventional
path to the problem is inadequate, why, in fact, we may be left with no other choice.

Three main questiots have been potted by this seminar, concerning the artist's
decision-making process as he works, his creative growth, and his relation to the cul-
tural past. (A fourth, asking Whether there are not other questions will be considered
later.) I. think it is important to try to answer these because it will help to under-
stand why they are hopeless queries with no future, and it will lead into What may be
more fruitful ones.

The first wonders that are the factors which cause an artist to decide to take, or
not to take, the steps he does in his smirk, Wit can only speculate here, but some of
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themmay be the following: A) his particular itch, bugginets, obsession, neurosis or
whatever name one wants to eve it; 3) his knowledge of existing alternatives of action,
historical and cotatemPoraty; C) his cOntinuineysinisi of discoVery in whit he does, or
equally, his "continuing lime of confiriation*of suppositions and intieetions he has had
all siting; D) his sensitivity to day- by- day' oPinion, voiced by colleagues, critics,
public and family; 11) his notion (sub specie aeternitatus) of his place, ov non- place,
in history; and F) his feeling of Wine someone special: a seer, prophet, elected
victim of society, philosopher, morellet, priest,_ etc.

Nov beginning with A), it should bo obvious that the preoccupations of artists vary
from man toiumn. One I know 10 obsessed with archaic philosophY and religion; another
with pubic hair, another with anonyaith, and anether with the ritual of assembly-line
living. It is possibly true that each of these is a symbolic ferm of more personal
matters, but it is probably as true that once uncovered, their substrata would prove to
be as different from each.other as their outward appearance. In any case, whatever bugs
an artist will usually determine what he will search out for the rest of his life.
Artists are over And over astonished by this fact. When they are on a seemingly new
teack, the day comes when they discover that it is the old one in 4 new guise. In
addition, vhatever.bugs an artists /11 also tell him, usually consciously, what not to
look for, and*what to avoid. What not to do is as important to him es what he thinks he
should do. The painter concerned with armchair world-systems would be distracted by
researches into pornographic art, and might be confused by deliberate propagandistic
ventures such as practiced by Ben Mahn or William Cropper.

It is doubtful if anyone but the artist himself can know when the bug itches; sure-
ly no teacher can know which are the good itches and which are bad. Nor can he provide
enough different kinds of itches to go around to all of his students, for he should be
busy scratching his own. But it is fairly certain that without such promptinrs from
obscure sources inside and out, no art will be perceived smith less produced.

There have been some investigators who.have speculated nn the universal itch. They
have not found it -- unless we accept life and death as the answer, in which case every
man is an artist. But if it were possible to list all the itches of history and weigh
these against the itches of our time, in an effort to discover the hest ones for the
1960's; and if they were programmed for art educational purposes, all the genuine artists
would start to scratch in another place.

So far as a sense of alternatives goes (3), some artists, like Picasso, thrive on
encyclopedia involvement with culture, while mime, such as Mondrian, might feel that this
sort of engagement is like ordering easel from a Longehelps menu of six hundred entrees:
out of desperation they select a cheeseburger and then return to their own cooking.
Knowledge in both cases may be as great, but the Mondrian-type of artist may feel it
important to deliberately narrow the range. Ultimately, decisions of value must be
based on real chdices amongst a number of paths of possible action, none of them clearly
attractive. To esdut such decisions an artist must have an itch, for this alone makes
choice an ethical activity. How wide or constricted the spectrum of possIbilitlei is
for each artist, is a problem to be decided by him only; it cannot be prescribed (though
his success or failure at it may be judged by us in retrospect).

To give two examples: In 1912, Ficasso's Analytical Cubism was reaching such a
point of,over-complexity that the precarious balance it struck between several modes of
object - reference and abstraction, was in danger of being drowned in dense texture. The
choices before him were: to return to Cubism's beginnings in Impressionism and Cezanne,
return to a prior simplicity in his min past, give up Cubism for any half dozen other
modern styles prevalent then, give up Cubism for an art of pure texture (this in itself
justified by its origins in islecroix and Nonet), .give up art entirely or find some
solution within what he was guide. Deciding upon this last one. he had three more
alternatives: simplify Cubism's fragmentary signs for objects, which at that time would
have had the effect of reconstituting the whole itill.life or portrait and rendering the
picture conventional; simplify the emerging vocabularly of pure marks, whereupon he
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would have had to sacrifice most of the signs for objects also there; or simplify the
syntactic relations between marks end shapes of given classes such as rounds, squares
and wave forms. He chose the latter, here as well, and it was lucky he did because by
this move he, was eubomatiOallY able to further transform the recognizable objects
embraced by these forms while making them simultaneously easier to see but harder to
comprehend in e traditional sense.

For the second example we may consider the problems faced by a man predisposed to
working in the Hard Edge style today. He cannot help being aware of its thematic and
technical relations not only to Pop, Op, and OB Art, but indirectly, through its
frequent large scale and immediacy, to Action Painting, Matisse's late cut-outs, the
development of geometrical abstraction in the 'twenties, as well as to the ,ohole history
of idealist aesthetics in the West since Plato. This network of allusions binds him
inescapably to culture and forces upon him subtle but pressing paradoxes of attraction
and repulsion to much outside of his particular work at hand. How he uses these connec-
tions, and in what combination be puts them, will probably contribute to the judgment by
posterity of his quality. But now, this year, his assessment of the situation must be
an unanalysable blend of factual knowledge and intuition .- acted on in much the same
way as a general planning a military campaign. Applying this lesson to teaching art
should lead to thoughts about the value of training in making choices among numbers of
attractive alternatives. But the selection of these alternatives by the teacher is the
critical issue. How does he know which to select? And even if he is lucky in this
respect, once they are fixed into curricula, all may be lost.

As to the matter of an artist's ability, to constantly discover the old world anew
(C), if he is incapable of this sort of wide-eyedness and curiosity at heart, he is
finished, and hopefully goes on to sometWng else. But this state of being, like the
artist's itch, is unteachable; and, moreover, is clearly no different from what is
necessary for a business man or scientist to keep going. If it is supposed that the
artist needs it to a greater degree, there exists no standard by' which one would measure,
no more than if there were a standard could anyone apply it. The whole question of
"inspiration" is hopelessly personal, and despite our assumption that it really exists
to serve men in their hour of need, any attempt to systemise it runs the risk of becom.
ing mere prejudice in the hands of well-meaning tyrants and moralists.

The artist's responses to outside opinion (D) are also quite sensitive; even highly
cultivated. He eagerly reads the signs of approval and disapproval around him, and in
spite of frequently feigned indifference4-heYinstant/y recognizes intelligent judgment
compared with that made by idiot"; and he is deeply disturbed when those he respects
reject him and those he disdains applaud. Sometimes he is better off when no one
applauds, for at least then he supports his precarious self-esteem with the silent but
powerful tradition of artistic self-sacrifice. Sometimes he fares' better when everyone
applauds. 'Unfortunately, it is hard to know how many whiplashes or how many pats on the
back a man needs, and much harder to know who should administer them. I have seen over
again entire styles given up, or marginal interests suddenly bloom into major preoccu-
pations, due to causes that can be in great part attributable to outside opinion of an
artist's work.

Assuming that a teacher'stands for all the facets of this opinion to the student he
teaches, not only must he be a shrewd judge of what are the real issues in the art world
at a moment (a big order for anyone), but he must possess a sense of timing that will
tell him exactly when to hurt, and when to heal, a young artist's feelings. There is
after all, a rationale for both sadisticTteaching and loving teaching, and these are
supported by the tanpermental differences peOple are born with, as much as by the
peculiar cultural Mises of an era. Some, artists thrive by responding to the varied
opinions of others, and to the changing appetitei of fashion, while some find this,
especially today, quite debilitating. The gregarious, or restless, artist will subtly
sponge up all viewpoints in the interest of "range," and the loner Will turn his back on
them, using the defense of "sinste-mindedimm0 and saying that "success kills." They
are both right, and their prototypes in the elementary schools are right also. A
teacher is a saint if he can cope with such prOblems; and he is a sinner if he doesn't.

I
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And the more he tries to do so, the more he will fail. In tuition does not respond to
fording, or theory.

It.,'tolioes that 4 piece in the historical Ou0-0),eill mean 4 great deal to an
.

artist, 010041.4( different XVI'. the.:*04tieth century is historyloeecious and--
malt* ;4444,004010 0"1.0: filecinetioe even *hen they want to. A fel, of thee,: in reac-
tion to such excessive preoccupation with deetihy, work at remaining anonymout,:et
inating themselves as unique perdenalities. But because this denial of self-iMpaitence
meet be conducted within the world of culture if its lesson is not to be lost, the
artiste become better and better kaolin for trying to beceSieUnknoe# -- like Marcel
Duchamp. Meat, hoWever, will try to fiX their position in the archives very early in
the pee: if the piOneere of modern art have publicly denied history, they are known
privately to haVe.altered the dates on their canvas stretchers in order to insure pri-

:0,,,,,,prity,When the chronicles were written. Today it is conmon.tojind.artists not only
printing carefully- compiled curricula vitae for frequent distribution; itiois also not
the rarest of events to find their contents revised year by year, if not in the spirit
of truth, doubtlessly in the spirit of self - advancement.

But the President of the United States and Honey Ford, Albert Einstein and Babe
Ruth, also have had thought* about history's provision for them. Like public opinion,
concern for the judeeent of all time-May profoundly influence the course of work. Those
who seek the public eye also seek' the infinite ge$0 of eternity. The question, usually
unstated, "Will-history,be on ay side?" Socialist art theory is not more aware of
historical "role" than purist aesthetics, which asserts that the inevitable direction of
painting is tewerde abstraction; both aro deterministic. School children in art class
catch on to this very quickly.' Their work. are pinned up to the wall, sold at PTA
bazaars and art galleries, increasingly.discussed by the teacher reproduced in national
and professional magazines,AAnd paid tribute to by the professional artists themselves.
As their schooling ,progresses, it is a simple step from thoughts about their place in
the classroOm to their place in the paetheon. There is nothing demonstrably wrong with
this: some can take it and,eome'can't. The best efforts of the former are often sparked
by intimations of immortality. while the latter find the challenge murderous and
distracting.

The problem remains how to utilize such facts. If the teacher is a mouse, he will
act one way; if he is a lion he will act in another. Children of the opposite tempera-
ment from him may find themselves at the very most encouraged. Lesson pIans and peda-
gogy will not help, for such motivations as we are speaking of are the sort of dynamite
one dares not treat casually. Only men and women of exceptional wisdom and insight may
face them, but how are we going to find ten thousand of these to staff our schools?
Shall our graduate schools turn their energies to the mass production of geniuses?

In itself, the idea of genius (F), of the man of quality, is an imponderable. Its
ixportance in most major cultures, particularly in the West, makes it presence as a
force inescapable. All artists harbor feelings of being unusual in a positive (as much
as negative) sense: they are keepers of man's spirit, searchers after truth. A mixture
of the shaman and the philosopher pervades their inner core, and even if it is exagger-
ated as a self-defense against public indifference, it does play as strong a part in
their decision-making as their sense of destiny. It given them permission to be curious
about unknowns, to do things not generally approved, and also promoted the psychological
strength to keep going when their work is flagging.

The crucial factor here is that the idea which artists have about their ultimate
role is supported by the idea conveyed by most =lecturers and writers on art, namely that
art contains some kind of special wisdom. Whether it is true or not that art is the
exclusive source of this intelligence, the fact is that we look for it there. If art
education does not even touch on this matter, it is perhaps because the few in charge
who are aware of it, know how elusive it is, Paradoxically, the more art is made avail-
able in the United States, the more it becomes Unapproachable because we seem not to be
able to agree on whet it is. Teachers cannot assume that by not mentioning the
"ineffable" it will take care of itself. It doesn't, paradoxigally.
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The second question raised by this seminar, about how an artist "matures," is
difficult to answer. It is never clear what we mean by "maturation." Sometimes the
"mellowing of rash youth" is meant; sometimes we delight in the man of increasing years
who keeps up with the young revolutionaries. In general we mean to say that as an
artist matures, he gets better. But obviously this is subject to all kinds of interpre-
tations, and few of us bother to say what our standard is before we start talking about
a particulaik artist's rise or fall.

In any case, whatever we want "maturity" to mean, the consensus at this particular
time (a consensus that will likely change and keep on changing) at least agrees that
artists tend to peak at different ages: Rimbaud at nineteen years, Yeats at fifty,
Braque at thirty - two.... Many, like Vlaminck, peter out after three or four years of
intense productivity; some, like Rothko maintain an even keel. Others, such as
Mondrian, gradually improve with-age, "as 'a fine wine ripens" we are tempted to say in
old-world lingo. But still others go up, down and up again, like Matisse or Beethoven.
The idea used here is a vague sort of cultural Darwinism: one goes, or should go,
onward and upward in quality. But the history of art reveals no such evolution, nor 4
does the history of individual artists. It is nice to want art to contain a built-in-
improvement principle but we ought to be suspicious of it. When it has been used
against all evidence to the contrary, as if there were a disease or failure-syndrome to
be cured, it has produced platitudes at best and hidebound rules at worst.

Why artists get "better" or "worse" or "stay the same" is partly a problem of
accounting for changes in professional and public taste: Gaineborough was high on the
list in 1910; now he is low. It is also a matter of tackling the enormous job of assess-
ing both-the "salient" values of an era, with the "salient" features of an artist's
biography. The detailed account of Van Gogh's life reveals a set of possible causes for
his ert involving family, social and professional entanglements, intellectual aspira-
tions, and religious yearnings -- all of these quite distinct in character from the more
meager record of the life of Jacques Louis David. But these, are only "possible" factors.
What of those we have no information on? It is not inconceivable that if we came up
with a police document proving Van Gogh to have been a youthful murderer, his steadily
psychoanalyzed paintings would take on a new meaning. And our notion of his "maturity"
would change. However, most "salient" biographical information is almost impossible to
obtain, and even amongst contemporaries, probings into the privacy of an artist's life
is not likely to be met with cooperation. Yet if any sense is to be made of how an
artist "grows," in order to determine if indeed he has grown, then such'data is essen-
tial. Add to this the necessity of knowing the biography of a period, especially the
period under our noses, and the whole business of analyzing and controlling "maturity"
becomes futile.

The third and last question, regarding the connection that ..,xists, or should exist,
between the artist and the art traditions, is simple and complicated. The simple side
of it is this: it ivne longer a real issue'to ask whether the artist should be
"cultured." WeSually is today (although I am not referring to refinements of taste,
to aristocratic manners, or to specialized knowledge of the ao'called classics, which
have often enough been confused with culture). I am suggesting that because of his
college education, and the continuous dissemination of information by the mass media,
the average artist cannot avoid a broad familiarity with the developments of his field
and related fields. Obviously;. as pointed out in question one, this is what makes the
artist so history-conscious and anxious to compare himself with the past. The diffi-
culty, again lies in hots the artist makes use of this culture. His personal sense of
choice is involved, as well as the pressure of opinion around him. Insight into the
consequences or implications of his (or anyone's) work is very clearly going to be bound
up with his judgment of its meaning within the total picture of culture, and therefore
with his judgment of its value.

Hence, we,ean see how purposive the recurrent waves of anti-art have been in the
last half-century. Their militancy has been invariably proportional to the amour f

culture possesseilly their proponents, and the stance was taken frs' the sake of Libera-
tions from habit rather than from art as such. In this light, a c. .avowal of the
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traditions is actually a'form of deep respect (as is the rejection of a father by
son), and may rise to real innovation. But the uses and disuses of the past byertV,ts
are always hard to evaluate until later on. With this problem as with the others in the
foregoing, testing and programming are next to impossible. The right path is always
after the fact, and by that time'new paths are being trodden nearby to death. Educa-
tional theory cannot hope to keep in step with What we are actually doing and with what
we care most about if it continues to pursue the chimera of analysis and gehiralization.

The greatest present value of analysis and generalization, the value I am trying to

.
point out here in using the method myself, is that it is conclusively self-defeating. I

proposed in question one, that an artist's decision made during his work involve under-
standing of what not to do, as much as, and perhaps even more than, knowing what to do.

the same applies to art education.

We might begin to see that slicing up art and artists is pointless, especially for
us living in 1965. We know too little to go about it. In another sense, we know too
much (and this sense prevents us from improving ourselves in the first). I said the
above that we have digested a great deal of art history. The efficient distribution of
books, magazine:, exhibitions and films, the growing popularity of art societies and art
lectures all over America, the ease of foreign travel, have made much and, potentially,
all of the entire culture of mankind available to us. The revolution in taste that this

has caused, has eliminated in fifty years the last possibility of aesthetic parochial-
ism, and with this, aesthetic certainty.

We can admire "Krazy Kat," a Japanese Zen master's caligraphy, a Mayan figurine of

a priest dressed in the skin of his sacrifical victim, a Gaboon-mask, a southwest Indian

sand painting, a Brady Civil War photo, a Faberge jeweled Easter egg, a Quaker buggy, an
Egyptian pyramid, old poster type-faces, a piece of driftwood, Ottonian manuscripts,
Victorian machinery, the art of the insane, the scrawls of children, Assyrian reliefs, 4
factory smokeitack, a giant earthmover, Times Square's lights and so on and on and on --

as easily as we can admire Rembrandt or the Parthenon. No one with any kind of intel-
lectual honesty can say that one of these is better than another, for there is no
criterionithat can embrace all of them without reducing their differences to absurdity.
All that he can do is profess personal faith in whatever he finally likes most. The

number of motives which generated this range of art, and the great number of reasons why
we respond to it as well as the quasi-art included, are (if we Could list them) probably

so diverse that merely contemplating the possibility renders our ability to use them as

bases for future acts of art highly doubtful. One men's faith, after all If 410ther

man's arbitrariness.

In the West alone, content or expressive focus in art tee been so varied and so
'dependent on the social and political circumstances of tie respective periods, that
artists and connoiseurs might realistically wonder how to apply all this to the present.
Except in the most allusive or symbolic ways, it seems impossible. Effortlessly, a

slow-motion film of inedible. unrolls: THE IDEA FIXES OF AGES! Romanesque art

preoccupied with the punishments of hell! Gothic art with heavenly salvation! French

Rococo with fantasies of innocent dalliance! Elo Cleesicism with middle class duty!

Romanticism with heroism and escape! Realism With reportorial detachment! Impression-

ism with ephemeral Springtime! Deft with absurdity! Surrealism with the opiate

unconscious! Action Painting with existential crisis! If, as we have painfully learned
from the Unison of Western history, attempts at ^rchaism always end in spiritual impo-

tence and artistic failure, we still cannot explain what to do about our-attractions to

the past. How can our taste for Medieval art, Banin'bronses, Italian mannerism, or Art
Nouveau, be translated into contemporary idioms?

We may learn another point from Picasso, in this respect. In his so-called Negro

phase he was struck by the (to Western eyes) barbarous effect of African sculpture, yet
realized that he had not only an expressive goal in mind which these strange 'orbs night
benefit, but he also had a purely Western concern. for constructional processes. He

therefore insightfully avoided the symmetry of the Gaboon and Dahomey figures be liked,
and substituted his own ,taste for asymmetry. He must surely have realized bow



absolutely essential such symmetry was to the unmoving terror of the African pieces.
But he also knew he was not an African, and could not be one if he wanted; thus by delib-
erately "misunderstanding" his inspirations and utilizing only a part of them, he was
able to satisfy both of his goals by turning the African sculptures rough and intense
geometry into his pro-to-Cubistic style. Shortly thereafter he gave up the remaining
superficial earmarks of masks and ancestor images.

One may try to get around this in another way by recourse to "collective character-
istics." Inasmuch as the "itches" of many artists contemporary with each other will
overlap and combine to make "periods," and periods will join to make cultures, the idea
of utilizing "traditions" suggests itself. As syntheses of geo-cultural characters,
world-views, individual deviations and pure habit, these traditions -- like the Far
Eastern tradition or the Weotern European tradition -- supposedly can be absorbed on an
intuitive level by artists without any reference to styles per se. Yet it is a question
whether such abstractionizing isn't just wishful thinking: can we really separate a
tradition from its embodiment in particular works of art, made by particular artists at
a particular time? That is, can we derive a principle, let us say a baroque principle,
which is entirely different from all historical works called baroque? I doubt this very
much, for one yet has told us how and all the evidence points to its unlikeliness. In
fact, it seems that in spite of our "tradition" of individualism, we also have a
"tradition" of traditionalism.

The traditions of art tend to move us by relatively small groups of events rather
than by such macrocosmic affairs as may describe the difference between East and West.
If we must deal today with traditions rather than THE tradition, they are still tangible
callections of human products. But we face again the same problem of selection as we
did in trying to account for our appetite fors many kinds of aesthetic objects. Whose
winner is the best winner? If anyone proposes the Italian Renaissance, I can propose
the French Romanesque; if he bets on French Impressienism, I can put my money on the
T'ang Dynasty's I Piing or "untrammeled" style, in which the painter uses his own head
as a paint brush or drags a friend covered with ink over his paper; if he says he likes
Action Painting, I can say r like riding horses in a Happening because there is even
more action in this You pays your money and you takes your pick. With such knowledge
of the variousness of our standards, who can confidently set down the problems and the
curricula for an education in art?

There is one recent theory which claims to have solved once and for all the problem
of finding a unifying ingredient of all the different kinds of art that exist or may
exist in the future. This is the formalist theory. The contention is that art is the
practice of a special procedure called "composition." It is not simply what art depicts;
it is how something is depicted that counts. Whatever else a painting or sculpture may
convey, its first and final obligation is to satisfy the most exacting standards of
form. The idea paralleled the emergence of abstract art, which for a while seemed to
prove that form is both means and end, "how" and "what," simultaneously. Form-minded-
ness, in turn, helped to reinterpret the figurative art of the past and present for
modernist requirements. Armed with this Rosetta Stone at last everything could be
explained and a program in art education could be put into operation.

Form became the theology of the purist, from which he deduced his method of worship,
and the appearance of his sacraments. The purist saw form as an a priori, closed system
of relationships existing between discrete, colored shapes, spots or atmospheric areas,
distinct from their possible identification as can-openers, Ginko trees or mud-pudtles.
A well-formed picture is like a finely - tooled' machine: everything "works." The artist's
biography, the cares of society, the influences of art history, the fact that the blue
in the painting goes with the blue of a nearby couch, are all irrelevant considerations.
Form is contained within the work. The artist's sole job is to bring this *bout, as
though he were a mere catalyst, an intermediary between the apparently real and the
truly real. Once done, he cuts the umbilical cord.

Thus defined, the whole is made up of coherent parts, whose division into large
groupings may be of two kinds: ,symmetry and asymmetry. From the latter are derived the
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sub-categories of over -all distribution, circularity, iteration, and juxtaposition.
Amongstthese, coherence is achieved by harmonic composition, which joins stronglycon-
crested elements through transitions; by enharmonic composition, which joins strongly
contrasted elements by relating-one or more of their qualities (the red'of strawberry
Jam and of a fire engine,'for instance); and by non-harmonic composition, which reverses
the process and begins with basically similar material, and then makes (relatively
small) contrasts or variations of it to sustain interest. The ertist's training consists
in practicing these arrangements, and the test of his talent is to reveal through such
practice the music of the spheres.

The trouble with this theory of art, and its derivative, "significant form," has
been tentatively remarked by DeWitt Parker and Morris Weitzt, it is that it cannot be
proven to be characteristic of art and art alone. The purist's compositional types Can
be found in shrubbery, clouds, beehives, molecules, universes, and any square inch of
sidewalk. They can be found as well in poor art and good, and in fact in every human
action. Moreover, no one has been able to say what particularly distinguishes their
presence in good art from their incidental presence in everything else including the
kitchen sink. Indeed, it may never be possible to differentiate them since the structure
of the brain makes it unlikely that any other forms can be thought of, much less per-
Ceived. If, then, these formal categories are nothing but truisms of nature as a whole,
their preeminence as aesthetic criteria is a delusion.

All the niceties Of the virtuoso formalist -- that specialist at architectonics,
at manipulations and embroideries of the rhymes and variations of shape themes, that
magician at making us feel an order has been crystalized into being by an act of
genius --, can be found in anyone's backyard. Given an agile eye, and a mind tuned to
games of complex interrelation, suddenly the children's toys, the forsythia bushes, the
cedarpost fence, the just-yisible aerial of a passing car, the blades of uncut grass, a
bluejay on a branch ... are guaranteed to fall into a scheme that will stand up to any
painting. I personally derive as much pleasure from a printing press as I do from
Poussin's "Rape of the Sabine Women." Compositionally, theare both elegant. Compo-
sitionally, just about anything I take the time to look at;' ia elegant. Form, and
therefore art, it may turn out, lies not only in the mind of the beholder; it is lying
around all over, free for the asking. And lying around that way, it hardly will serve
as the basis for comprehending the art of all time, or for making an art of our time.

It begins to appear that we know just enough to see that we have a very unreliable
notion of art in general, and of standards of art in particular. The fact is that we
can neither define art verbally, nor can we point to a body of activity and objects
which we would indicate by gestures of some sort, so that these could be depended on for
all future acts of art. From what we understand of everything called art up to this
minute, there are so many alternatives, motives and contradictions of value -- even in
our own time -- that jaa stand taken risks being deliberately parochial or totally
experimental. Therefore, if we cannot say, and only barely sense, what art is, then we
must admit we are just as foggy about what an artist is, what he does, how, why, and
for whom he does whatever it is he does. It seems to me that an attitude of childlike
curiosity and intellectual uncertainty would be our proper'course rather than a depend-
ence on the analytical investigative procedures we now are engaged in.

The assumption that art, artists, motives, and publics can be atomized presupposes
that such objects, people, and conditicns are stable, and will sit still during and
after one operates. As I have tried to show, they are engaged in a very unruly business
of transformation: Greek art for us is not what it was for the ancients and our view of
it changes almost every few years. Things, people and their needs sit still only when
our mind substitutes for them a stable concept. We then analyze the thought instead of
the reality, and the thought is what we want art to be not what it sometimes is or what
it may be tomorrow. Perhaps this is the nature of understanding, and perhaps action is
impossible otherwise; but our concept of art and art education has not panned out and
so we ought to look for a different one.
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Educationists naturally have to have art educable.; which requAres a great deal of
systemization; most Artists, including those who teachtoo, have more ambivalent feelings
toward the matter. They want to preserve the.mystery or.magic of their pursuits, recog-
nizing that whatever this may mean, it is extremelyvaluable. They also want to reveal
this in full-strength to a responsive audience. Systemitation so far, has invariably
killed magic, and has broadcast false or .dull values and senseless ectiyities, in the
opinion of all artists as well as many educatore sensitive to what has happened in. the
schools. The problem of art education may. be an eternal dilemma, in the sense that we
cannot have a packaged, full-strength mystery for thousandi.Of teachers in charge of
millions of children. But must we think in terms of neat packages? If we are going to
fail for the most part, can we not fail more interestingly, that is with a little color?
We might even succeed a little here and there....

To find out whether. this is so may be our only possibility. Instead of extrapolat-
ing criteria from what artists seem to do in so-called professional situations, for
application to school situations, it might be a good idea to see what happens when an
artist interested in school children tries to convey his magic in the classroom4 It
might be that we are really asking about a truly theatrical atmosphere. It might be
that our curiosity should take us to the remnants of side-shows, circuses, parades,
magician shows, to whatever captures kids' attention on television and the movies. It
might be that in paying too much attention to what we want art to be and do for society,
we have made of it an enormous "lesson plan" full of bad acts; This, in answer to the
seminar's fourth question, is a far more fruitful area in which to be curious.

I should, like to propose experimenting in this direction, with no holds barred and
loaded with dangers. Artista.will play the principal roles in the experiment, although
it is hoped that children will soon takeover in the degree of their participation. At
the same time, professional observers from related intellectual disciplines, and the
public in certain communities, will take on subordinate parts. Eventually, we may learn
more about art this way and more about art education; or we may learn absolutely nothing.
The chance is worth taking, for lacking any other radical alternatives, we may have to
settle for more refined and sophisticated versions of what we have hed all along. And
that, I would judge, is beyond improvement.

But first, a summary of what makes up the educational scene today is necessary.
It may not be the scene that the brighter educationists would like to think it is; how-
ever, I believe it fairly well describes what ieigoing on wherever art and art education
are taught.

From the professional artist's viewpoint, especially from the viewpoint of those
who are also teachers, art education in the primary and secondary schools suffers from
one simple defect: no contact with art. Such training as exists in this country,
whether in appreciation or creative work, is woefully ignorant of real works of art, and
of what is now (as well as what has been) involved in the making of art. Remote from
the art which artists and connoisseurs know, the "aesthetic world" of the lower schools
is a vague compound of notions of social adaptability and group therapy, with a filing
cabinet of unconnected techniques, both gleaned from early twentieth century thought
and art. But worse than that, in their present form, these ideas and techniques appear
in methods textbooks which are many times removed from their origins. Instead of bene--
fiting from a healthy intellectual evolution, art teachers are confronted with little
more than good intentions end senseless course plans.

Art-educational theory today consists of two main branches of overlapping study.
One is based on individual and social psychology (as implied above) and the other on
formal analysis of artistic activity and certain kinds of art works. The first appears'
sympathetically human and the Second strikes people as inhumanly scientistic, as if it
were a laboratory procedure.

The first sees a man as naturally expressive and gifted, a born artist, whose out-
lets are stifled by personal and social pressures. Young children, however, are still
innocent and flexible enough to be saved with the help of kindness and the proper
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motivation. But, however warmly dieposed,:such judgments. unfortunately lead to plati-
tudes about the value of the-fulfilled human being, his creative goal in life,. a good
family background and a clean.claseroom. In too many cases, such wishful thinking is
simply a diaguipe for sentimental moralising and a bland, utopian ethics with nest to no
contact with reality, artistic or otherwise.

The second school of thought divides the artist and his work into little pieces and
tries to develop each piece separately, according to the belief that all of the pieces
will knit together at the end of a course. Students of this approach conceive of art as
a progressive series of geometric and biomorphic diagrams filled with arrows telling the
viewer how stimulus: leads to conception, which leads to expression, which leads to
communication, which leads to feedback from the communicant to the artist avid so forth;
and how the essentials of this interchange are shapes, lines, tone:, colors and pat-
terned relations, all leading to4nd from each other Zith.more little arrows .... This
theory is really a disguise for 4 preoccupation with analysis as an end in itself. Its
recommended OZOTCLOOS are an embOdiment of it, and children as well as teachersAn-
training who are subjected to it,are not being exposed to any sense for art but are
guinea pigs for an experiment in destruction.

Both of these approaches offend artists because to them art is neither so senti-
mentally moralistic, nor is it understood and made in such a fragmentary way. It is at
once more spiritually demanding in function and more organically simple in conception.
The sad fact is that educators seem unaware of this. The gap between real art and the
nonsense conducted in the schools widens every year as more well-meaning theorists con-
tribute to the very emptiness they are trained by.

Understandably, as mentioned above, the reason for this separation is that in an
effort to provide for mass education, teacher-planning has substituted broad general-
izations of assumed human importance for an activity that is frighteningly individual
and/or highly specialized. "Everyone Is An Artist," "You Can Paint," "Express Yourself!,"
"Art Appreciation Made," are titles of popular books that reflect this attempt to reduce
and "democratize" something that is not PO much exclusive as it is far more mysterious.

It has been the obvious hope that if principles could be discovered in human
behavior and in art situations' then teaching methods could be devised that could be
applied by an college graduate from Peoria to Baton Rouge, and would thus serve millions
of youngsters across the country. Unfortunately, we have seen that it has not worked
out this way; for if it had, we would not be involved now in trying to correct a bad
situation.

No one knows at this time what, if anything, will "work." But We can learn from
mhat hasn't worked and avoid repeating,a mistake. Since the non-artist's way has not
worked, perhaps the artist's will. It-is only a hunch. It may turf it to be inade-
quate; it may have to be modified as one goes along; it will most c4., ,vainly arouse
criticism; and there is the possibility that it will be a complete failure. One has to
face.the gamble and admit frankly to going ahead with an experimental attitude, some
inner conviction,and little else. In any case, the gamble will be worth taking because
something can be learned, that simply cannot be learned under present conditions.

The gamble is this: Let us consider one of the prevailing attitudes artists have
about their work and their field in general, and try to learn a lesson from it. All
artists know that *hay they do is very much-smatterof fantasy, of dreaming. They
dream of adventures,, love affairs, glory, hell (sometimes self - imposed), the music of-
the Spheres, the light of absolution, intellectual-triumPhs,:pure games., secret knowl-
edge of the physical and-metaphysical universe, murders, insanities -- and a. thousand
other preoccupations, Whatever their-particular dream is, they are conjuring up a
picture of a world they experience, or would like to experience (a world which, inciden-
tally, may correspond to the.dreeme of others, but need not).

Verbalized this way, Isere invoking just another aesthetic theory, the very re-
spectable Art-as-Imagination theory; and as such, it is an interesting and as useless as
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any other ideas. But; in the artist's 808(1'o:if Being, in-his active participation in
the life'of-imegination, he mayies,aneXample to philosophers and particularly as a
teacher to young children, exude;the-power of dreams so directly, that the theory ceases
to be a THEORY (and a lesson-plan) and simply exists'es a way to be alive. 'This, artists
feel, is .close to being a prelude to art, for all the philosophy and 'professionalism of
the art discipline follow from it.

The valUe*of imagination cannot be taught to teachers-in-training, much less con-
veyed by them, if they aren't. imaginative in the first place. Artists who have imagi-
nations know this and it is the one thing they share with the very young, before it is
stifled out of the latter. What school children need is a Pied Piper, lots of Pied
Pipers, not social workers and lab technicians. The Pied Piper had magic and this is
what is important about his story. Like magicians, artists deal in a sort of magic,
and it is proposed here that some of them can double as Pied Pipers and lead school
children along roads'they are pressured to avoid and soon forget. (It is the primary
school that I am most concerned with, for genuine work with high school students can be
done, I believe, only after they haVe been reached at an earlier age. High school stu-
dents, in my experience, are already very cynical creatures.)

The objective is, therefore, to bring to the lower schools as many artists as
possible, with no preconceived plan on our part of how they will conduct their classes.
They themselves, may have plans, but each artist will be responsible for his or her own
approach. Such classes should be instituted as pilot experiments spotted around the
country, and in the beginning, at least, on a relatively modest scale. In order to
avoid curriculum conflicts with existing educational systems, the classes should be
adjuncts of the program of particular elementary schools. These schools should be
approached first to find out if they are interested. in cooperating with such an experi-
ment, and if they are, their responsibility would at first be limited to providing no
more than space and facilities, while the Federal Government would underwrite the
expenses of salaries and supplies. The individual schools should hardly feel imposed
upon, the pressures and influence of often 'recalcitrant school boards and district super-
visors would be reduced to a minimum, and regular teachers at the school and in surround-
ing area could study the experiment and discuss it with the artist-teacher, as it goes
along.

The staffing of this experiment would be derived from three sources: the large
roster of American artists of acknowledged reputation, the even greater number of art
major graduating from universities and processional schools, and a hard-to-estimate
number of generally ignored but often gifted, men and women conducting community art
classes, slum-reform recreations, and "Y" or church activities. (Obviously, although
the public schools cannot be expected to provide the kind of talent needed, there may
be exceptional teachers here and there, and these will be as helpful in the experiment
as the predominantly "unofficial" person we are looking for.)

As for the first source, the well-known artists, the chances are that few will be
willing or able to contribute their time to school children. Some, of course, will be
helpful and we should certainly welcose their participation. But the majority of even
these will probably be most useful in a consultative capacity or in a different, though
related, plan to teach and advise in education colleges, so that our point of view can
be simultaneously conveyed on more than one level.

In contrast to those with "big names" the hundreds of young artists graduating from
colleges and art schools every year are an extremely important mine of potential vital-
ity. They are at this moment of their lives full of seal, while having little prospect
of exhibitions, sales of work, or fame. As active as the art scene is today, and as
quickly as it is becomidg a part of the national consciousness, it cannot absorb the
growing backlog of young artists, either critically or financially. At such a moment,
many of them would welcome the experimental challenge, the rather unusual autonomy i the
sense of a concrete goal, and the financial security, promised by our project. Relating
to the Peace Corps,, it would help to solve the problem, faced ty every young artist, of

what to do constructively with his life; and it would makepositive use, for our purpose,



of talent and energy which othermide might wither firw*Sursi fruit ditgoutiViiint.
This double advantage is sionificant; for both art 'and good 'teaching would be fostered:
Young artists emerging from the universities and technical center* of this country do
not like the idea of loins into teaching in the public. schocl:.- they remember and know
what it is like. Our idea may change their minds.

The third source of Pied Pipets conititutesa 'sort of "pariah" of the teaching
profession. It is made up of people Vho are lacking in the "right" hackerOund and so
have no accreditation, who ere sometimes colorfully individual and so mould not easily
function in a regimented or conventional atmosphere, who are still struggling mithout
recognition in their own creative endeavors, -- but who, in the artist's opinion, are
the best art teachers anywhere. Examples of such individuals are known to nearly every-
one in the art world and a list of their names could be drawn up very **oily. These
men and women, who earn little money, work under conditions that,are.often Subsalininal,
possess a dedication to their job which is' just short of beingia religious telling; and
they inspire in the children a spirit of inventiveness and magic that is almost unbe-
lievable. They are our greatest immediate proof of the validity of the proposed experi-
ment. It is to them that we look for guidance in setting our plan in motion. They are
the ones who. really know what is at stake.'

In sum, what we are proposing is an approach to art education which...has in mind
only an awareness of the basic oNsterY of art and a belief (supported by ample evidence)
that artistic people are best suited for revealing this to youngsters. Not every artist
is so able, of course, but those of us who teach and are deeply concerned with the place
of art in the school life of American children, have no trouble in distinguishing the
ones who are able. Wecan smell a magician at twenty yards, without looking at his
credentials! The simplicity of this Approach may well be its best recommendation.
Eventually, all art teachers may be working artists.

Furthermore, our project's purposely limited scope and relatively modest require-
.

menu; should be inexpensive, and cause little risk to individuals, school officials or
children. The possible rewards could far exceed the investment.

Finally, in order to see any results and judge their merits, the experiment must
be undertaken. with active support fbr at least ten years. Less time than that might
either produce false hopes over momentary achievements, or no clear conclusions at all,
because the stew is still cooking. V. should guard against impatience and ten years
seem a reasonable limit to hasty evaluations. During this time, however, it mould be
good to have a team of observers (rather than jurors) made up of interested educators,
social scientists, artists, and perhaps even scientists and matheisticians periodically
write illustrated reports for publication. These could be distributed to all those
participatins in the experiment, to the public schools and to the art departments of
colleges of education. Everyone will be kep informed in this mayi and it might prove
indirectly beneficial in its persuasive effect upon ingrained educational attitudes.
In any event, as was point out,iarlier, even negative results will be instructive.

The main hope for this proposal is that, if, put into practice, it mill act as a
sort of Spring jousecleaning. Some good things may have to be thrown ouralong with
the dead weight of over-intellectualized and generally lifeless classroom-methods now
taking up the space. But with a clean floor, most people feel the urge to furnish the
room again and, at the vary least, fresh energy rises to the occasion.
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EXCERPTS FROM THE DISCUSSION WITH MR. KAPROW

Mr. KamLr: I should like to add that currently I am attempting to put this proposal intopractice if any of you have any suggestions, I would like to know about them inform-ally.
Audience: Mr. Kaprow, we are experimenting now with something similar to this, butWrTdou like to know how you "smell" a magician because that has been our problem.
Mr. Kaprow: It has to do with a good show. That's my answer. Don't spell it. Don'tworry.
Audience; I said "smell" it
Mr. Kaprow: Oh, I thought you said "spell" it. Well, my answer still goes. It smellssomething like fire and brimstone. You get that awful odor. Believe me, it doesn'tsmell like ivory soap, and that's a smell that I know very well.
Audience: Do you intend to propose a similar experiment at.the Secondary school level onMar iiirthe east side of New York or in Harlem in 14$11W York?
Mr. Ks.proyr: I would be afraid to. I don't know enough about this yet. As I said before,I think o er kids are pretty tough, and their toughness consists largely in a kind of resis-tance to any changes in their thinking. So, perhaps after the first period of experiment-ing with young kids, it might seem feasible to build up the experiment with older children.I don't know this, but I would hesitate right nowt simply because I am scared.
Audience: Suppose I don't know what criteria you are using?
Mr. Kaprow: Well, this really is the criterian because you are asking me for verbal dis-tinctionhere, and I refuse to go any further than I have because I think it is now largelyin the hands of offensive definitions. It's just simply how good a show can be put on. Itboils down to theater.
Audience: What does that mean?
Mr. Ka row: It means the kind of thing that attracts people's imaginations, it seems tome, spea c g now as an artist rather than a word merchant. I don't know. I have seenand I have watched my own kids and I have watched a lot of kids and they seem verynicely to respond to the same oddness°, strangenesses ant theatric shows that I wouldsay are the earmarks of the kind of thing we are talking about. It's like a painting. It'slike music; anything else that we call or have called art. It has that kind of compellingattractiveness tc it, and there "ain't no other way to define it". All I am asking for is achance to find out whether I am wrong. I can't explain it.
Audience: What you just said includes the effects of tough and dirty shirts, making loveyour g rl friend, all formed into this scope of what you just said -bug show, you canfeel it, you can smell it, it's got magic. So how do, you know the difference or is it that"difference" doesn't matter?
Mr. Kaprow: It doesn't matter. I really don't know what art is. I really don't know,excep r know what a certain number of examples of art are. I don't know what it "can betomorrow", and I have to admit that my own conception of art allows anything under thesun, including the "rain of China", to creep in as a possibility Pop included. It's allkind of visionary, and at the same time very hard and sentimental. You know, like aWaist in the face. This is the kind of thing I think we have to worry about "turning on"kids with that kind of hard stuff. It should have the same kind of potentiality with love orotherwise, the same kind of electrifying effect as a blood purge without actually bleedingpeople. In other words, I am ready for shaking magic sticks and wands and turning thehouse up-side-down if that's what's going to do it
Audience: All of us here are interested in I assume upgrading and improving the teachingOrlaTEthe schools, public and private--but if you are really serious about your notunderstanding what art is, then how in the world are you going to conduct an experimentdesigned to improve a situation?
Mr. Kaprow: All because I have a couple of backyard magicians that I know. I proposethat we turn them loose. Let's not worry about defining your criteria and your standards.
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That's the trouble with the whole blasted business up till now. You are making doiliesand this and that, and it comes out awful.
Audience: No one here is interested in turning out doilies.
Mr. Kaprow: We reach a point where all verbage is verbage. Let's have a good show.
Let's forget the definitions; afterward if you want to play around and see what happens,
that's okay with me. I'm saying forget the verbage. I don't know how many times I can
say it without your really thinking. I'm lying, but I really mean that.

Audience: I get the feeling that you consider yourself the kind of Pied Piper that you aretalking about --

Audience: I was just going to ask you if you could "role play" for us how you would goa oV7Trour magic.

Mr. Kaprow: It takes me' a little time to prepare my act.

Audience: But when would these children come to you? Would they come when they are
when you are ready or your act is ready?

Mr. Kaprow: If you are speaking about yourself, which I hope you are, because as I said'I don't pretend to have the confidence to go into the classroom of little kids. You knowwhat you hear slowly out of the mist, boom: boom! boom! and it will get louder and
louder and you will see a shadow on my head as I come through that door. Then you willsay is that guy a nut?

Audience: You've got to deal with fourteen-year-old kids in Harlem?

Mr. Kamm: I said I'm not. Incidentally, I have worked with fourteen -year -old kide.,,They are pretty great. I think I can handle that kind, but it's pretty frightening. I don'talways know whether I can contain the situation, so it is purely out of respect to my
inadequacies that I hold off. But your kind of kid, yes, absolutely. It sounds terribly
presumptuous, but it is the only way I can really convey how important this kind of magicis. I think I can turn you on.

Audience: Could I ask you something else? Do you advocate a teaching methodology based
on this kind of magic, I'm serious, or do you advocate getting rid of all methodology?

Mr. Ka row: No. As I said, I don't advocate getting rid of whatever an artist. wishes touse in the way of methodology. That is his privilege. But I am saying that we as theor-ists, as professors, (being 'one myself; you see I can include myself' in this sort of thing)
get rid of our theories and methods, and just let these other fellows play around a bitand see what happens. Ten years worth of playing. You know, fun and gamti. Backyardrituals. Cellar orgies. Whatever you want.

Audience: Are you talking about people who are really excited about what they are doing,
or are you talking about people who are going to excite others?

Mr. Kaprow: It is alMost always the case that if a guy is turned on by himself, he happens
to be one of these magicians (of course not everybody is). This will be infectious; it islike disease. You know, you get within twenty feet and typhus! You know what I mean?I am trying to bring this doWn to really hostile grounds now. You know, \like really "play
the issue" for what it is worth. I think it will be infectious, yes.

Audience: Now, what will be infectious -- the individual's or hi* excitement about what heis doing?

Mr. Ka row: I don't think that one can distinguish or needs to. What I have seen, andper aps you have, also, is a man or woman here or there working in these store frontsorchurch basements or whatever have you conducting classes for kids the results of whichand comradry of which is just overwhelMing. Compared to this the school stuff I have seen
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is rubbish. Now, that's what I am talking aboht. -I wouldn't touch theni because Ijust
don't know how. I work with your type and my type, and I just cut myself out of Ihig.
simply am trying to propose something of which I am aware, and it may be, very risky,
and as I said before, a complete flop. But I am only saying let's take the*chance. Why
not? Nothing else is doing any good. ,*

Audience: In your talk of an experiment of this type, what kind of teachers can be drawn
orW-71E75 artist and painters in our colleges, and young people coming out might want to
develop this with you. Is there something we can do in preparing these people to make
them better art teachers?

Mr. Kaprow: I don't think so. Except to encourage them in this experiment. You say
to some guy or girl when they are graduated, "Look, there is this here job. I have been
watching you from behind my shades, and I think you may have something to offer. Would
you like a chance at it? They pay you ten grand a year to do this, and at the end of the
year if you don't like it, then try somebody else." Really make it a prestige job and
encourage such people as you think might be able to succeed to go into it. That's where
you could help, but as far as the training you give 'them or I give them, forget it.

Audience: But earlier you talked about the artist. I think one of the characteristics of
a highly artistic person is that he puts everything else down. I think one who is ,truly
committed to his art and his way is to say that what everyone else is doing isn't really
what I am doing.

Mr. Kaprow: This is truly not supported by the evidence. It's not; but I am pushing this
act right now and making it as ugly as I can. But, believe me I am a very, very sane
kind of mind about my own work. I am obsessed with it, but the evidence happens to be
that a number of my students are fairly well known artists today, and their styles and
their work is quite different from mine. The sympathy I have shown and help I have given
to certain artists who are not my students are also known. I am saying this only to indicate
that as crazy a guy as me even likes other persons' work. Now there are people who are
not nearly as crazy as I am, and their generosity is enormous. It really isn't true that
artists are so exclusive that they can't see beyond the tip of their paint brush. It's not
true.

Audience: I don't mean to imply that they can't see beyond the end of their paint brush,
SW/ are they going to function in a conservative institution, and a school is a conserva-
tive institution?

Mr. Ka row: It comes to this now. I was hoping we could avoid this, but you have got a
rea pro em there of which I am quite sensitive. There is a little town in Missouri --
let's say St. Joseph. I've been there, so I am thinking of that -- and it just happens to
be out of Kansas City or St. Louis. An artist graduates who would be a beautiful candidate
for a school which is sympathetic to such an idea. First thing you run into is parents.)
What's this wild and woolly guy doing to my kid? What are they doing in that classroom?
Look at the nonsense they are making. The guy's got "nits in his hair". It's a problem.
So my feelings here, they are very tentative ones, are to suggest that we need 'social'
scientists to help, otherwise known as "p.r . men". Like advance guard, they set up the
scene, they do reconnaissance, they soft-soap, they persuade. They say, "look here,
this guy's got gold In his hands, he's got fever on the brain but it's worth it; and your kids
will, benefit". Now, you can't say it the way I am saying it. That's why I wouldn't dare try
this, but it all boils down to that "cold turkey stuff". That's why in my proposal I have
suggested that we get social scientists to work along with us, and educators, in fact if any
of you are sympathetic to this because in this area you and others really are helpful. No
doubt about it. Community relations are CVery, very important, and I didn't want to get into
this problem because it is something I shall be talking about in a conference that I hope to
be able to organize in the fall. The reason I don't want to talk about it is because I don't
know how to handle the problem right now. I think I have just intuition -- a hunch -- that
in, principle the idea is worth trying, on a very limited scale, to be sure..

Audience: A limited scale, as far as I can see, would only give findings from one relation-
slWcause that is the only reIatiOnship in which you would be operating. How could this
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be generalised?

Mr. Ka row: I don't think so. Let's take positive advantage of mass hysteria and group
icings. You get one person who operates on a different kind of level than he does with

his cohorts. Pied pipes (according to the -Story) or the pied piper function takes advantage
of mass hysteria. The crowd roars antbOy it's infectious. Isn't very civilised what I am
saying, is it? Okay, let's run that danger. I think what you are going to find out is that
the people of whom I am thinking ;bout axe the most ethical in the world. If you are not
willing to take that chance, you may be running a mitaphYsical risk. What are you afraid
of, magic sticks! I am willing to be sort of dogmatic here because I think it brings issues
to a head. Are we setting up conditions of acceptance and good cheer, blandness, etc. or
are we *Unfit t01- to chit:kilo With what ma* possibly to do with art? At I have,
been asked to come here as an artist. I dropped My academic garb 'outeidethedoOr , and
so I am trying to speak, perhaps, unkindly now for the sake of my colleagues, but I am
trying to speak for them. This may possibly be what we need to think about no'. What
does this kind of character represent? Is he the model of virtue and politeness? cen be
as kindly and well mannered as the next man, and most of the time I thin:: I am. I am
forcing the issue right now by trying Vzhe otherwise because I think that maybe this is the.
way to get to the point that art jest hes flothing tO do with all these little politenesses and
verbiage' and analyses and clan classrooms. It just hasn't 'got it as tar as I am concerned.

Audience: Will you elaborate on what you mean by nothing else is working?

Mr. Unto*: Well, what are we here for if not to try to do something abcrat the art educa-
tion pre icament in this country? Obviously, we are explicitly admitting to a pretty bad
situation. We all agree. Thast's why we are here.

Audience: No I'm not admitting to your predicament.

Mr. Kaprowl We are not here to celebrate. All right. I'll be fair. I don't want to belair dough. I mean, this act doesn't permit that. You understand what I am talking
about, yoUlnow, man to man and objectively speaking. Obviously here and there, thank
Heaven, something'll going yak.-- I've seen it, too, even in the school system. By and
large, we are here because, by and large, it "ain't no good", and we are all trying to do
something about it. Now, I don't have the exclusive answer,. but my act called for my say-
ing it, only to push this one little suggestion. Here is a solution; possibly, a suggestion.
Obviously some others have perfectly good suggestions, too. But slowly I can see the suit
of clothes coming back on me. I'm throwing off this Magic stick and time is drawing to a
close, and I say, look, let's all try our best. We'll do a little this way and a little that
way and maybe something Will happen. Tomorrow night the magic stick starts wavingagain. Thank you very much.
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THE PLASTIC ARTS, HISTORY OF ART AND DZSIGN--TIRES. CURRENTS TIARD IDENTIFYING
CONTENT FOR ART imam
MONS J. HAUSMAN
The Ohio State University

There is a continuing these that runs through ay thinking about the problems of
content development for art education--the need to conceive of the teaching of art within
a context of twentieth century dynamics. For just as the contemporary artist must deal
with the realities of his "present," the art educator must conceive of his role as part
of the dynamics that mold and shape contemporary ideas and values. How simple it would
be if facts and values in our experience were "fixed" and could remain stationary.
Teaching in a. relatively "closed" soctIty with fixed values assumes clearly defined
goals and procedures. Teachers can go forth with such confidence that questions of
value and direction need not concern them. This circumstance, however, is not to be
our lot. Today's reality (with which teachers gratcontend) is characterised by dra-
matic and continuous change. There is little security afforded by a world of indeter-
minate value. Fixed "truths" eventually give way to new concepts and dimensions for
thought and action. Change and anticipation of change have themselves become the fixed
ideas for dealing with our world. For many people, the difficulty in adjusting to con-
tinuous change is the cause of their creating more rigid conceptual and operational
structures. It is as if some would say, "Stop the world, I want to get off!" Theirs is
a longing for "basic" and "fundamental" truths that provide stability and confidence for
dealing with the future. Such attempts to act as if we could bring things to a halt, as
if the factor of transformation was not upon vls, only serve to heighten a sense of frus-
tration and failure. Things keep changing anyway.

Changes that can be seen in art and art education are not isolated phenomena.
There are dramatic and far reaching changes in present day science and technology. Our
most dramatic changes have occurred since the nineteenth century. Nineteenth century
science was founded on the ideas of Newton and Descartes. Fixed categories in our con-
cepts o2 time, space, and causality enabled men's projecting and establishing knowledge
about his world. Today's discoveries have outstripped the ability of any individual to
synthesise and internalise all of knowledge. Contemporary man experiences a strange
uneasiness as he views the advances of scientific knowledge. The changes that are
brought to our attention on political, social, and economic fronte give pause as to our
movements toward the future.

For the "man in the street" and the parents of the children who are in our schools,
the drabs of our times is vary real.- One has but to look at population statistics:
about twenty five percent of all the human beings who have ever lived are now alive. It

is projected that our world population will double itself within the next forty years.
I can only observe along with Harold Rosenberg "that vast shiftings of population, both
geographically (through migrations, exiles, displacements) and vertically (through
revolutions, mass education, equalisation of opportunity), have destroyed the historically
stabilised character of individuals and introduced the problem of identity, personal and
collective as a dominant theme of contemporary cultural forms." Add to this the impact
of computer technology. Computers are now available to perform many of the tasks
previously performed by men. Devices can carry on functions involving the storage and
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retrieval of inforeetion (memory) , the organization and:sorting of information (analysis),
the relatiri of information to posoibla actions (decision-making), and the carrying out
of specific actions (Operations). Automation and computers have had a profound effect
upon our mork force. For the first time in human history there is a prospect for a
society able to shrug off the need for manual labormachines can do the work for use

The impact of science and technology upon the mays we think and act is great. It
is staggering to contemplate the implications of this shift upon home perceptions,
aspirations, and values. Alvin Toffler addressed himself to this point in a repent
article, "even our conceptions of self will be transformed in a world in which the line
between men and mschineIgrows increasingly blurred. It is now almost certain that within
a matter of years the implantation of artificial organs in human bodies will be a common
medical procedure. The human 'body' in the future will often consist of a mixture of
organic and machine components. What happens to the definition of Ian when ones next-
door neighbor or oneself may be equipped with an electronic or mechanical lung, heart,
kidney, or liver, or When a computer system can be plumed into a living brain? How will
it 'feel' to be part protoplasm, part transistor? What new possibilities will it open?
What limitations will it place on work, play, sex, intellectual or aesthetic responses?
How will it feel to have information transferred electronically between. computer and
brain? What happens to mind when body is changed?" (Alvin Toffler, "The Future as a
Way of Life," Horizon, Summer, 1965, p. 112).

There have always been the alarmists those who would offer prophesies of doom and
disaster. Moreover, there have always been those who would place their own training and
concerns at the front in offering solutions for larger and sore pervasive problems than
could properly be undertaken by their disciplines. I trust that I shall not be placed
in either of these groups. Neither doctors, lawyers, biologists, physicists, religion-
ists, and yes, art educators can do the job alone. Nevertheless, it does seem to as
that art educators cannot avoid the obligation of conceiving of ;heir role and function
as part of the many fortes that can help shape human life in the years to come.

Anyope viewing the range and divert *-.v of human ideas sad achievements is faced with
such multiplicity as to approximate Jain. Through mess media and communications
involving the past and present we can be made instantaneously aware of ideas and images
the world over. The unique differences in settings, chronology, and circumstance (to
say nothing of individual differences in people) are such as to give one a sense of
humility, a Sense of being part of a vast and complex scheme of things in which'each
man is, in the end) faced with his own limitations. At the same time, there is the,fact
of existence, the potential for wonder, excitement, and unique insight. There is the
sense in which men may join together, in the sharing of insights, in furthering knowl=
edge and understanding, in making possible a tore informed and disciplined basis for
human thought, understanding and action. I take this to be the central concern for the
educational enterprise.

At the risk of gross oversimplification, I shall approach the problems of art educa-
tion by stating the obvious: one of the factors that distinguishes man from.all other
animals is his capacity to project ideas and feelings in symbolic form. The forms that
are created serve to embody and reflect, indeed sometimes to modify thee, ideas and
feelings. They serve As the means by Which people communicate with themselves and
others; they serve as the mechanisms for establishing and transcending knowledge and
tradition.

Visual signals have always been critical to man's thought processes. As was stated
by Hopes, "Every properly functioning human being transforms the visual signals that he
receives from outside into structured, meaningful entities. Without the perceptual
ordering of his sense responses into images of things in space, man cannot orient him-
self. Without shaping his physical environment in accordance with these images, he
cannot survive. His capacity to structure his environment according to his needs - -that
is, his ability to work out a rapport with his worlddetermines the quality of his
life." (G. "epee, Introduction to placation of Vision, p. 1).- In today's world we are
witnessing a dramatic shift toward visual imagery as a means for conveying and realising



ideas. Modern technology has made it possible to reproduce and convey our symbolic
images with greater speed and intensity than ever before.

The field of art education concerns itself with educating people for greater control
and understanding of visual images and forms broadly conceived as art. Usually this
involves education in studio practice as well as historical and critical study of art
(to include architecture and design). As I conceive of the field, it seeks to educate
for knowledge, understanding and application of aesthetic dimensions in the visual forms
we experience.

Study of human achievements must seek out the resultant forms of human thought and
activity; put'aore simply, what man is is reflected and revealed by what he does. Our
earliest records of symbolic activity are man's images. There is still some conjecture
about the first attempts at art being born of accident. However, it ig clear that what
may have started as random and uncontrolled markings led to those physical and conceptual
controls that suggested resemblance between movement, form and reality. Men were able
to take the step of consciously abstracting images from the materials and forms about
them; they were able to exercise controls over these forms. Their images became the
embodiment of their environment; controls exercised over their images provided a sense
of control over that environment.

The forms of art have changed from era to era, so has the role of the artist. Any-
one viewing the broad traditions of art is forced to the inescapable conclusion that
there are no single, fixed properties for establishing a particular form appropriate for
All art. Artists engage in the creation of new forms; these forms, in turn, provide a
Jallie for continuing evaluations and definitions. Explanations of art must deal with
particular objects in particular contexts. Any attempt to view the broad area of art,
past, present, and future, must account for the open-ended and metaphoric nature of
aesthetic forms. For example, through painting and sculpture, tome artists have devoted
themselves to the exploration of "pure" form, faithful to an almost Pythagorian ideal of
geometric harmony; others have courted the expressive and random qualities of a sponta-
neous, unplanned utilization of materials. Some painters and sculptors have sought to
embody a lyrical and serenely poetic content; others have tried to communicate a sense
of violence, tragedy, and despair. Some art forms were created as part of a clearly
established tradition; other art forms have been shaped in periods encouraging and
supportive of dramatic innovation and change.

Obviously, art is not produced in a vacuum; no man is independent of his predeces-
sors. Artists, like all other men, are born into a stream of traditions and events.
In part, the culture's language, images, and customs structure his values and expecta-
tions; in part, each man is unique. No two persons or events can be found on the precise
coordinates of tine, space, and action. No event ever repeats itself in precisely the

sane terms. People put together their structure of understanding and concepts (their
"reality") by relating the variety of events (real and imagined) with their knowledge
and expectations. In this transactional setting, timing and circumstance combine as key

factors in shaping individual abilities and directions. Artists, indeed, all men, are
in tension with their environment--in part, shaped by its circumstances; in part, driven
by human capacities to transcend these circumstances. Actions become inventive by

departing from the forms of preceding actions. The degree, extent, and significance of
these departures vary in relation to the individuals themselves as well as their time,
setting, and value patterns. Utilizing such an "evolutionary model" to account for the
artist, "the variations or innovations tend to be almost imperceptible in stable cultures
and to be more abript and radical in fluid cultures. Some innovations are incorporated
into traditional styles, and others become the root of new styles which often grow along-

side the older ones. Poorly adapted innovations either are summarily rejected or, if
they are potentially viable, lie dormant to act upon a later, more congenial environ-

ment. So while the individual imaginations generates change, society, including artists,
guides its rate and direction; but only by post-facto selectivity; the environment can
prompt imaginative eolutions by posing challenging problems, but cannot itself formulate

solutions." (James Ackerman, "Art and Education," The Nature and Art of Motion, edited

by Gyorgy Hopes, p. 39). (Also see George Kubler, The Shape of Time).
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Given our time of rapid innovation, there are those who have come to equate "change"
with progress. Having done so, they proceed to talk about changes in a field as neces-
sarily constituting "progress" in that field. There is, however, no reason to believe
that special conditions exist today that make for "progressively better" art forms than
have been created in the past. At all times, the artist has engaged in the creation of
form. In varying degrees, this has involved the exploration of reality--the shaping of
ideas and feelings in a medium in relation to the values and purposes of his time. In
the end, that which makes it art is that which makes the form an organized expression
and realization of value. "For although man is not the master of the elements imposed
on him by life, which presses on him from all sides and molds his own nature, he is the
master of the value he ascribes to these elements in his capacity as spectator, or of
the value with which he endows them in his capacity as creator. Whatever the pressures
to which he may be subjected, he always preserves his capacity to judge them, to deter-
mine their value, aesthetic or moral, and by this token he remains indomitably free.

Tte more insight the history of art gives us into the necessities that form the
artist, the more nearly it liber -'tes us from the temptation of formulas, theories, and
fashions, because it shows us that thesr things, being subject to perpetual change, are
relative and vain. The only permanent thing is quality, which cannot be reduced to a
formula or a definition." (R. Huyghe, Ideas and Images in World Art, p. 438).

What I have attempted to do thus far is set forth some very broad generalizations
as we contemplate the more specific issues of developing theory and practice in the field
of art education. The key points, that I trust I have made, give emphasis to the envi-
ronmental dynamics of twentieth century living, the continuity and pervasiveness of
visual forms as expressions and realizations of human thought and feelings, and the
changing nature of art forms themselves. The content of our art programs should be
conceived with these points in view. The resources for establishing "content" can be
drawn from the disciplines of artists and designers as they shape visual forms, art
historians as they study art forms of the past, and critics as they elucidate art forms
of the present. Art should be seen as a basic human activity requiring sensitivity and
understanding in the visual choices we make. Given this attitude and point of view,
our schools would become centers for a vital and active confrontation of works of art.
Our studio classes would be conceived as laboratories for the exploration of ideas,
materials and techniques within the student's symbolic framework. Works of art could
then be removed from the necessity of being "masterpieces," of somehow being given a
stamp of approval by someone or something apart from life that makes them "worthy" of
being seen. While I do not agree with it in full, I am much attracted to George
Kubler's supposition, "Let us suppose that the hes of art can be expanded to embrace
the whole range of man-made things, including all tools and writing in addition to the
useless, beautiful, and poetic things of the world. By this view the universe of man-
made things simply coincides with the history of art." (G. Kubler, The Shape of Time,
p. 1). It then follows that the universe of man-made things can become the resource for
study and speculation; the focus of such study would be understanding those factors that
pertain to the aesthetic and artistic qualities inherent in th.,se objects.

In some degree, each student is himself a symbol-maker; he brings some background
of choice and discrimination in his visual world. One can observe certain general
factors it the development of a child's image-making capacities. There is, at first,
an undifferentiated and uncontrolled "marking" that results from a child's developing
sense of movement end touch. What begins in a rather haphazard fashion soon leads to
the exercising of physical controls over these "markings"; children's scribbles take on
qualities of controlled repetition and clearer definition of form. Of equal importance,
children learn to relate their movement and markings to ideas. They become aware of the
power of symbolization for projecting and realizing ideas and feelings. Beginning from
simple and uncontrolled motor projection, children move toward image-making as a means

for invention and communication. As part of their language they develop schematic
representations of their reality. The writings of Viktor Lowenfeld, Dale Harris and
others have documented the developmental aspects of children's drawings. What is
important to note is that children, like artists, can be seen, as entering the stream of
traditions and events. Their capacities and drives are combined with factors of setting,
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timing, and circumstance in shaping their abilities and directions. Like artists, chil-
dren are in tension with their environment--in part shaped by its circumstances; in part,
driven by their capacities to transcend these circumstances.

In the process of a child's forming an image, the emerging form takes on an identity
of its own. The artifact suggests its own form and meaning. The form being created can
be said to be the expression of an idea; it is also the means by which the creator
(student and/or mature artist) realizes and is shaped by the artifact itself. This
thought has been expressed by Henri Focillon: "As for me, I separate hands neither from
the body nor from the mind. But the relationships between mind and hand are not, how-
ever, so simple as those between a chief accustomed to obedience and a docile slave.
The mind rules over the hand, hand rules over mind. The gesture that makes nothing, the
gesture with no tomorrow, provokes and defines only the state of consciousness. The
creative gesture exercises a continuous influence over the inner life. The hand wrenches
the sense of touch away from its merely receptive passivity and organizes it for experi-
ment and action. It teaches man to conquer space, weight, density and quantity.
Because it fashions a new world, it leaves its imprint everywhere upon it. It struggles
with the very substance in metanophoses and with theovery form it transfigures."
(H. Focillon, The Life of Forms in Art, p. 78).

Obviously, the overall problem of identifying what is to be "taught" in art educa-
tion programs involves us in different kinds of specifics. For example, the four or
five year old who has moved through stages of undifferentiated markings to the develop-
ment of simple schema to represent man, sun, house, tree, etc., is still operating from
an egocentric vantage point. The problem for him is still the relatively simple and
personal task of inventing symbols that convegeneralized meaning. His concerns are
focused upon his own involvement with the image he creates. When new forms (or schema)
are "invented," they are repeated and reinforced until such time as the schema are no
longer adequate to embody and reflect active meanings with which the youngster is
involved. Children then seek to change and enlarge upon their repertoire of images for
the drawings they make. Given the growing complexity of ideas and feelings that they
face as well as their increasing social awareness, the problems attendant to artistic
expression become much more complicated. The inner-directed and ego-centered beginnings
of visual expression soon are merged with forces external to the youngster. Environ-
mental factors, traditions, and values gradually exert their force upon the growing child.
Factors of reinforcement and reward as well as the structure of language and other means
of communication impose themselves upon him. Indeed, our institutions (the school, the
church, etc.) exist as formalizations of these values and directions.

Thus, I trust that I have now brought two other generalizations to the broad out-
lines against which I am attempting to dicuss the problems identifying content in art
education 1) children make images as part of their normal and natural growth and develop-
ment. Image making is intimately related to developing their capacities for symboliza-
tion and thought; 2) making images is the resultant of complek forces within and
external to the individual. To the degree that a child is actively involved in the
shaping of his ideas and feelings through image making, he is also involved with a
complex of purposes, values, and motives.

Just as one might observe changing styles and purposes in the creation of artifacts,
one can also observe changes in the roles accorded to and assumed by artists. In the
Middle Ages, an "art" was a technique; those persons who engaged in the making of paint-
ing or sculpture were seen as engaging in a lower level of mechanical activity. Paint-

ing and sculpture were considered as being merely sensuous and manual. Art served to

represent the Divine; the artist was only the medium through which this representation
was made visible. Given these circumstances, there could be no interest in the
autonomy of the object or the individuality of the artist. Hence, it is no wonder that
archaeologists and historians have great difficulty in identifying individual artists of

the Middle Ages in relation to the artifacts they produced. It was not until the
Renaissance that the concept of the artist as an individual and the work of art as the
resultant form of human sensory, intellectual, and practical faculties appeared.
Gradually the painters and sculptors began their ascent from the role of craftsman and
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artisan to avosition more closely aligned to that of the humanist: the poet and
scholar. -This change had (and continue to have) its impact upon the forms of art; it
also has had broad implications for the role of the artist. The change should be seen
as part*a larger development involving the growth of 110/v/ dualism and the dramatic
forces that wore to develop in the Industrial Revolution. The displacement of artisans
by machines and the popularisation of ideas of freedom characterized a new stream of
cultural change in whose force we still live. By the 19th century, artists saw their
role as part of a larger declaration of independence against the ordinary life of their
times. Theirs was an affirmation of the integrity and strengths of the mythical free
individual who had become their ideal. They abandoned the strictures and limitations of
the guilds and the seeming security of patronage to turn toward a more personal cause.
As part of this rola, they endured the material hardships of poverty and neglect; they
did so in order that their art grow from individualized and personal directions. (See
Geraldine Pelles, Art. Artists. and Society).

The late nineteenth century marks a critical point of origin for many of the prob-
lems and developments we face in art education today. As the artists turned from the
crafts and those elements of commonly defined values, there was still another develop-
ment in scholarly and humanistic study involving works of art. At that time historical
analysis and the interpretation of artifacts was a comparatively recent addition to the
academic disciplines. As Professor Taylor has indicated, while artists turned toward
their own inner subjective feelings as a basis for their work, art historians tended
towards a greater belief in objectivity and analytical systems for dealing with works
of art. For the most part, the beginnings of art history as we know it can be found in
Germany. There are those who contend that the resultant "Teutonic" methods and early
institutionalization of the discipline served to create rigid and unnecessary limitations
for the field. What is generally agreed, however, is that art history as it has devel-
oped in the United States was strongly influenced by the work of German scholars and
teachers. By the twentieth century, the United States had a small but energetic group
of art historians that had come to the field from classical archaeology, theology,
philosophy, literature, architecture, and other fields. As was described by Erwin
Panofsky: "At the beginning, the new discipline had to fight' its way out of an entan-
glement with practical art instruction, art appreciation, and that amorphous monster
'general education.' The early issues of the Art Bulletin, founded in 1913 and now
recognized as, the leading art-historical periodical of the world, were chiefly devoted
to such topics as 'What Instruction in Art Should the College A.B. Course Offer to the
Future Layman?'; 'The Value of Art in a College Course'; 'What People Enjoy in Pictures;'
or 'Perparation of the Child for a College Course in Art.' Art history, as we know it,
sneaked in by the back door, under the guise of classical archaeology, evaluation of
contemporary phenomena and, characteristically, book reviews. It was not until 1919
that it was permitted to lift its ugly head in large print. But in 1923, when the Art
Bulletin carried ten unashamedly art-historical articles and only one on art apprecia-
tion, and when it was found necessary to launch a competing periodical, the short-
lived Art Studies, the battle was won." (E. Panof sky, Meanin in' the Visual Arts,
p. 324-5). It is however, the larger issue of the "war (not the battle that con-
cerns me. I shall return to this point later. Presently, I only want to observe that
there was (and continues to be) a current toward specialized and objective scholarly
inquiry in the history of art.

There is still another large stream of development against which present day art
education needs to conceive of its role and function: the developments in contemporary
design. Just as there have been dramatic changes in the concept of the artist, there
have also been changes in the concept of the designer. The notion of a designer is a
relatively new idea growing from the Industrial Revolution. Prior to industrialization,
the designer was not seen as being set apart from the producer; indeed, it is only the
consequences of specialization and mass production that has brought him into being. In
the 19th century, John Ruskin and William Morris set into motion the idea that the
artist and craftsman had central roles to play in the making of useful objects. Theirs
was a reaction emdnat the standardization and impersonalization of the machine. This
reaction led to the decorative flamboyance of the Art Nouveau Movement; the movement
was short lived because of its inability to adapt to the new requirements of the
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industrial age. What was set in motion, however, was an increased awareness of growingtechnology and the aesthetic and functional needs of man.

In 1919, the Bauhaus was established at Weimar. Its atat2d purpose was' to unifythe,arts and crafts toward future synthesis witkarchitecture. At that time, the terms"industrial designer" or "planner" did not exigt. It was the Bauhaus that give emphasisand direction to the concept that the production of products and architecture needednot only the insights and understandings of engineers but the imagination and sensitiv-ity of artists. In general, the school represented a movement away frouithe romantic
tendencies of the 19th century toward, the'retionalist current of the 10th century. Neo-plasticism, constructivism, and photography tended to replace the decorative emphasesof the arts and crafts as well as the classical and romantic stylistic tendencies ofthe plastic arts. A rationalist aesthetic for industrial production began to=take form;-However, in retrospect, there are those Who point to the Bauhaus as having fostered
another kind of formalism..

What is important to note is the development of a design discipline that, in manyways, is separate and distinct from that of the artist: the piinter, sculptor, andpotter. To be sure, artists and designers deal with the organization of visual and
plastic elements; they each require aesthetic insights. Designers, however, assume
responsibilities in a more immediate and functional context. "It is the organization
of materials and processes in the most productive, economic way, in a harmonious
balance of all elements necessary for a certain function. It is not a matter of
facade, of mere external appearance; rather it is the essence of products and insti-
tutions, penetrating and comprehensive. Designing is a complex and intricate task. Itis the integration of technological, social and economic requirements, biological
necessities, and the psychophysical effects of materials, shape, color, volume, andspace: thinking in relationships." (L. Moholy-Nagy, Vision in Motion, p. 42).

Given the three directions stemming from the nineteenth century in the plastic
arts, the history of art, and the design disciplines, it would be interesting to makebrief note of what was happening in our schools with regard to an emerging field of arteducation. From the time of Walter Smith's arrival in the 1870'i, the focus of art edu-
cation was upon the training of skills in drawing and the crafts. A nation involved in
the "important business of growing up"--expanding and developing its frontiers, and
building its industry and agriculture had little or not time for the fine arts. Edu-cation was tied to utilitarian principles; education in the fine arts could be only
part of our leisure time activity or, at best an activity of moral enlightenment. Itwas not until the 1920's that John Dewey and the Progressive Education Movementstarted to formulate a viewpoint of art forms as the resultants of a creative process
and the centrality of such process to educational goals. It is easy to see how the
many factors operating to shape programs in art education then led to considerable con-fusion and disarray. On the one hand, there were the dramatic changes taking place in
the plastic arts themselves. The paintings of the post-Impressionists -- Van Gogh,
Gauguin and Lautrec; the works of artists such as Monet and Cesenne; the Fauve out-
burst; and the birth of Cubism all seemed to reach America's shores at once. These
forms excited our artists; they opened a new realm of possibility; and created anotherimage for art. This new "image" carried with it considerable confusion and distrust..For example, one need only look at the public's negative response to the Armory Show in1913. Make no mistake about it, many of our "art teachers"responded in a similar.manner. Then there were the forces from an emerging field of art history. Art.histo-rians struggling for their own identity within a community of humanistic scholars couldonly look with disdain upon programs in art education that focused on technique and
utilitarian values. Moreover, the rapidly changing art forms of the time did not lend
themselves to their systems of objective categorization. Hence, art historians seemed
to cast aside their concerns for the present and turned more and more toward unassail-
able but limited techniques for describing the past. The design disciplines createdstill other forces. On the one hand there was a growing academism from the Bauhaus
tradition, a stylistic centered tendency rather than the initial intent of men such asGropius or Moholy-Nagy; on the other hand there was the massive intrusion of the valuesand needs of commerce and advertising upon design programs. Students in our design
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schools were then trained as "comiercial artists," "stylists," or decorators. Ironi-
cally, pdblic school programs. were. to grow in awaited a soil. That is there were
growing numbers of art teachers, schools-0/th arty programs, and money and materials
devoted to their efforts. It tight eVetAe laid that Att programs pew because of their
very lack of clarity. Art programs beceee "all thingi to all people." However, as one
moves about our schools today, it is apparent.that some of the elements of confusion
and contradiction stemming from the turn of the century are still with us. Given the
prospect of continued change (and doubtless, greater challenge) it is essential that we
take stock of the current status and directions for the field.

Let me be clear at.ut one point: I do not see the teed to clarify our contradic-
tions and confusion in order that there be greater regimentation in what art teachers
do in their claeerooms. I see no panaceas of a single established national curriculum
or methodology for teaching. indeed ay proposal is that we actively seek multiple
directions in our research and ingniry. However, to do so involves audatnelmild
b i tion o be in o d d kn.() e h e abo a ft.e f r h on ribute to

c1.:'edeatablishinci. Recognising that the field. of the plastic arts,
art history and design provide changing referents, there is the obligation that any
specific inquiry be in constant tension with the larger ground in which it exists. In
this paper I have sought to establish a larger ground against which we need to conceive
of and develop the content of our art programs. The particular cues that I have taken
are man himself, his symbols, his art and those larger tendencies in the plastic arts,
the history of art, and design stemming from the turn of the century. I would also
observe that these tendencies have taken still another turn in more recent years.
These change. can and should have a great impact upon art education.

The changes that have come about as a result of scientific and technological
accomplishments have had a profound effect upon men. As I stated at the outset, today's
images are conveyed instantaneously; they are enlarged and made more pervasive. The
" realities" of Viet Nam, a college course in Botany, the United Nations, and the M1118
Universe competition are made available to us by a flick of a knob. We are made
symbolically aware of the drama Of a world in conflict and turmoil. This has had a
tremendous effect upon artists. In his paper prepared for this conference, Harold
Rosenberg points to the problemof identity as an issue Of personal and collective life.
"Art movements in the 20th century have tended to swing back and forth between extreme
affirmations of individual selfconsciousness and self-negation through efforts at
anonymous production or group identification. The values of expresiioniet art, on the
one hand, and of the neo-realistic and science-derived modes, on thother, have been
related to this dialectic or identity." Be then points out that "failure to see modern
art against the background of the politico-cultural crises and. revolutions of our time
results in emptying contemporary painting and 'sculpture of content. Critical discus-
sion is deprived of serious intellectual reference and tends to'be reduced to recitals
of the history of formal development presented as arguments in support of personal
tastes." Anyone viewing the art of our time 'mat view it for its ideational meaning,
its significance as an act of man apart from. the craft or beaux arts traditions of the
nineteenth century. Contemporary art fixes man with decision and action in relation to
its own intrinsic drama and meaning. This, it seems to me, was the great breakthrough
of Abstract Expressionism. As Rosenberg put it: "In that it dared to be subjective,
to affirm the artist as an active self, Action Painting was the last 'moment' in art
on the plane of dramatic and intellectual seriousness. The painters in this current
have kept to the tradition of the human being as the ultimate subject of painting."
(R. Roienberg, The Antioeljatta, p. 46-47).

Given a greater sense for the changing forms and styles in the traditiOns of art-,
made more aware of the changing purposes and values motivating the creation of art, and
conscious of new materials and images, today's artist is, at once, faced with an
infinity of possibility and the responsibility of ha, own choice. This it the same
problem faced by artists of the past. As Ad Reinhardt put it: "The next revolution in
Art will be the samevold, one Revolution." Nevertheless, today's artist is faced with
the relatively new problem of being aware and motivated by so much that he is forced
to greater awareness of himself and his actions; today's artist is (in Allan Itaprow's
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world) "a man of the world." Operationally this change is reflected by the many artists
now actively participating in our colleges, universities, and museum educational pro -
grams. It seems to me that it is no.. accident that artists, are more involved with
institutions of "ducation rather than the church. Their concerns are of a social
nature. Ironically, this concern cantest-be-fulfilled by being "themselves." Thus it
is possible for Ad Reinhardt to say: "Art-as-Art is sveoncentration on Art's essential
nature. The nature-of art hasTnot to do with. the. nature of perception or. with the
nature of light or, with the : nature space.iture of spacor with the nature of time. or with the
nature of mankind or with the nature of society or with the nature of the universe or
with the nature of creation or with the nature of nature." Tot in the same article he
Asserts: "The next revolution will see the fading away of old unschooled, "school of
hard knocks" artists telling young artists they need not go to school" . . . "the next
revolution will see the emancipation of the university.academy of art from its market-
place - fantasies and its emergence. as a 'center of consciousness and conscience'."
,(A. Reinhardt, "The Next Revolution in Art," Art Mews, February, 1964,.p. 49).

Many have referred to schools as the emerging patrons of the arts. A more real-
istic view is that they may emerge. as centers for artistic activity. Presently, it
must be said that the arts are still "uncomfortable guests" in a burgeoning household.
They are told that they. are- "welCOme;" but, "in their hearts," they are not certain it
is so. There is, however, a growing positive note, namely, that our schools (in
particular our colleges and universities) can provide a viable alternative to the
concercial gallery world. More and more, one can hear the leaders in education speak-
ing out in behalf of the artist. One of the more eloquent of such statements was made
by James A. Perkins, President of Cornell University: "Artist beware, but university
prepare. Let the artist learn where his real talent lies and how it can be most
effectively adjusted into a university environment and protected from what is inimical
to its development. And at the same time, let the university recognise the need for
the special treatment required for creative talent whether working in the field of the
arts or in other fields.

And, although the idea may be startling, it is by no means certain that in this
process the artist on the campus may not make a greater contribution to the future of

the university than the university can make to the future of the artist." (J. Perkins,

"Should the Artist Come to the Campus," Siturdev Review, July 17, 1965, p. 71).

In sum, the picture as I see it is that of the contemporary artieffaced with and
aware of the dynamics of the twentieth century. Like today's scientists, he is inter-

ested in relationship functions. The nature of the challenge and his commitments are
such as to draw him closer to educational efforts. Unlike our preceding century, his
primary contribution is not seen as teaching a craft in an isolated context. The art
of today places its emphases upon visual form as an idea (as that form which structures
the many facets of sensibility and imagination).

Lest I have presented an overly optimistic view of artistemerching en masse
toward the "good of man," let me hasten to remind youthat there are still questions as
to who "declares" himself to be an "artist." In a period when the ekvnts of crafts-
manship have given way to the lure of ideational fluency and the resultant art forms
are more inviting of diversity, problems of value judgment become. even more critical.

'Above all, we should not hold forth any naive assumptions about necessary relationships
between the declared "artist," values in critical judgments, and moral and /or ethical
values of man. Given the dynamics of our time, critical judgments are more difficult

to make. What I have noted is that the concerns and contributions of artists are
becoming part Of the valuing process in our educational institutions. These concerns,

however, need to be seen in relation to the traditions and nature of the discipline.
In this,regard, I would note some hopeful developments in the history of art.

Earlier, I referred to the beginnings of the history of art and efforts to estab-
lish the discipline in this country. It is easy to see the rationale for using a
European model of the discipline as a basis for developing the field in this country.
As has been pointed out by Professor Taylor, there was an initial press for
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"objectivity",and analytical method at the .lry time, that contemporary art moved toward
more subjective and dynamic:values, James Ackerman described this state of affairs:
"The Philosophy of art history of the last generation could be called antiphilosophical;
it taught nonintervention, not only in the sense of avoiding value judgments, but in
the senae of minimizing the,factor of creativity in historical scholarship." (J. Acker-
man, Art and Archaeology, p. 142) .

While effort' were being mede to emulate the. European model of Art History, there
were also forces that contributed to deviation from that model. I will not reiterate
the dramatic changes that have taken place in the forms and styles of art since the turn
of the century. Suffice to say, historians have had to review and revise their cate-
gories for dealing with these forma. In so doing, there has been a growing awareness of
the creative component in their discipline. This change was part of a larger change in
historicism itself: The subject natter. ef history becalm human life in its totality and
multiplicity. It was the historian's aim "to portray the bewildering, unsystematic
variety of historical forma - people, nations, cultures, customs, institutions, songs,
myths, and thoughts - in their unique, livingaxpressiona and in the process of continu-
ous growth and transformation. This aim is not unlike the artist's; at any rate, it
differs from the systematic, conceptual approach of the philosopher." (Hans Meyerhoff,
The Philosophy of History in Our Time, p. 10).

Art objects provide the primary data for the art historian. Inevitably, conflict-
ing opinions and interpretations come into play -as historians attempt to illuminate a
particular work.. This is especially the case in that art objects are valued for their
intrinsic qualities rather than their functional rationale (If any). Cultural change
and the passage of time do more to alter the context in which a work of art exists and
the way it is perceived than does any change such as wearing or deterioration in the
work itself. The object stands as a primary datum for hypothesising about the past.
Works of art can also provide some Of the distance for developing insights into our own
times. Inevitably, engaging in such inquiry and speculation involves critical and evalu-
ative judgments. Any attempts to separate "fact" from "feeling" about works of art only
lead to limited frames of reference. This kind of separation fosters thinking that
arbitrarily separates the work of art from the observer. What La.neglected is the fact
that our perceptions of objects are "colored" by our values, training, and expectations.
The observer el:fecte,the'definition of that which is being observed. Objectivity and
subjectivity as factors in visual perception are not that easily pulled apart.

, >

Changes,in the history of art have moved the field toward greater awareness of the
dynamics involved in historical method. This has resulted in the possibility for a
different kind of communication between art historian and artist. The basis for such
communication 4u not that of adversaries trying to "capture" the work of art; rather it
is the cOnmunical.Aln of men who engage in separate disciplines where each might inform
the 'other.

''' Design as a discipline is perhaps the most recent of the three tendencies I have
identified as providing a basis for establishing the cortent of our art programs. I
would observe, however, that it poses an educational problem of equal complexity and
significance. As I have viewed the disciplines of studio production and historical
inquiry as being separate, I would also view design as a unique discipline embracing a
great'variety of human activities. As relative "new-comers" among faculties in our
colleges and universities, designer-teachers do not fit most of our exte,ting patterns.
Among some, design is seen as nothing more than an extension of a beaux -arts or crafts-
man's tradition. Product design then becomes a functionally oriented sculptural form;
visual communication is no more than a category of the problems engaged in by painters
and printmakers. Among others, design need be no more than an extension of engineering
and other technological solutions. Design can then be relegated to a styling or decora-
tive function. My contention is that neither role is appropriate. Design is both an
art and a science in that it involves responsibilities for the functional and aesthetic
planning of our man-made environment. To "design" involves the synthesizing of conscious
and deliberate controls with intuitive and felt needs. Design is a dynamic process by
which men seek rational and aesthetic solutions. Designers, architects, and planners
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must assume a primary responsibility for projecting our mass-produced awl functional
forms -- from visual images to small products to shelter and community requirements.
Whereas our schools of design Were conceived as vehicles for training craftsmen or
advertisers (indeed, many schools are still organised for these ends), the direction
that I want to identify is that of a design field moving toward a more significant
challenge, one that will involve greater responsibility and discipline. Given the tre-
mendous developments in mass media and production technology, given our pressing social
and aesthetic problems, it is essential that the ideas undergirding the training of ---
designers be above a crass commercial level and beyond the more limited concerns of the
craftsman. Designers need to be trained to assume responsibilities in governmental as
well as educational agencies; they need to participate in the shaping of aesthetic and
social conscience as well as functional forms. In short, we will need to educate people
to assume a major responsibility for developing initiative in advancing the art and
science of conscious choice where products, physical facilities, shelter, and communi-
cations are concerned.

The overall challenge that I envision for art education involves developing theory
and practice (including the challenge of content development) for educating for our
world of vision and form. The three major currents I have projected are the studio
production of art, the history of art (to include the whole range of man-made things
involving beauty and intrinsic value) and the emerging design disciplines. In viewing
these themes I have referred to the dynamics that gave them their-character around the
turn of this century. In each instance, one can identify the uniqueness of the disci-
plines as well as a growing interdisciplinary tendency, a greater awareness of relation-
ships among disciplines. My view is that the field of art education (as it conceives
its role in developing programs in our elementary and secondary schools and as it pro-
ceeds in the training of teachers) needs to pay attention to the distinctive as well as
the related aspects of these disciplines.

Others at this conference will deal with the specific tasks of curriculum develop-
ment and teaching methodologies. There are, however, a number of general considerations
that occur to me as I contemplate the operational implications of what I have said.

The task for art educators in our elementary schools involves encouraging that
which young children can do naturally - the creation of symbols that express their ideas
and feelings. Human beings are essentially "symbolic" organisms; they learn to select
information and "construct" it into a uniquely human world. Initial emphases should be
on developing predispositions toward learning. Media and materials ought to be chosen
with a view toward their potentials for being formed and shaped in terms of ideas to be
expressed. Above all, the emphasis cannot be upon "expression" alone; nor should it be
upon limited descriptive values. A youngster's expression or stereotyped form azst not
be conformed with understanding and communication. Children should develop a sense for
recognizing their own power in giving shape to their ideas and feelings; they need to
learn that what they do suggests other possibilities; they need to become aware of the
poetry in their vision, of the drama in their lives. The basis for such learning should
draw upon ideas and experiences that are part of the child's life -- the people he knows,
the places he has seen, the ideas he has. As his intellectual and experential horizons
expand, the potential for ideas and forms is thus enlarged. Above all, the structure of
teaching art, at any level, must be done with a sense for a larger body of knowledge and
insight that can be generated. The concept of what constitutes an "artistic" problem --
its limitations and possibilities -- is central to what is taught. What the teacher does
is, of course, related to the students larger vision and insight about his field. In
this regard, art teachers can do much to provide a broadened base for understanding the
world of vision and form by bringing their students in contact with artists, scholars,
and designers. The opportunity to talk with an artist in his studio; to visit with
museum, gallery, and library personnel; and to see first hand, the working spaces of
architects, planners, and designers cannot help but broaden their,conceptione of these
fields of human endeavor. The subject matter of art can thus be taken out of the realm
of the "remote" and the "unreal." Generalizations about what artists, historians, and
designers do would then have a more operational referent.
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Whenever possible, children should be confronted with original works of art. I
agrae with Professor Taylor that they can be helped to recognise and realise the own
abilities to make visual judgments and talk about these judgments. My owe bias for using
original works of art as teaching referents is related to the feeling that children need
to manipulate and deal with tangible realties. So much in their lives is lived out of
a "can," our mass culture provides an imbalance of predigested stasuli. Just as we would
want children to develop confidence and skills for shaping their own ideas, we should
seek opportunities for them to come to grips with the primary data of art. This is not
to say that slides, photographs, and reproductions of art cannot be used in the teaching
of art. Quite the contrary, these images can be used to expand and enrich the visual
learning in the classroom. What should be avoided, however, is the exclusive use of
"reproduced images" and the idea that paintings and sculpture can only be seen by their
being projected on a screen. In the long run, the challenge is that of developing
valuer and attitudes for dealing with all aspects of our visual experience. It is my
supposition that young children can best develop these values by first hand contact with
their own symbols and original artistic forms of others.

As children move through our schools, we should seek to develop increasingly
sophisticated levels of sensitivity, insights, and skills about visual forms. Teachers
need to help students approach problems at their own level; they need to assist them in
projecting and testing their own personal criteria and standards of excellence against
the standards and criteria that the teacher helps to evolve. In the elementary school
it should be possible to develop a range of skills and techniques; it should also be
possible to develop a sense for the broad traditions of art. In this latter regard the
emphases need not be upon chronology, the memorization of dates and namea, or the iso-
lation of art from the broad areas of human concern. Children can be shown the many ways
that artists have shaped forms dealing with the same or similar themes; they can be made
aware of the many meanings contained within a single work of art; and they can become
aware of how the same artist may have handled a particular subject in different ways.
Professor Taylor's examples of a "sculptured T'ang horse and one by Remington, a
Lascaux cave painting and a race horse by Stubbs, a mobile by Calder and an energetio
construction by Tinguely" could be extended endlessly by a resourceful and knowledgeable
teacher. Artists have dealt with an infinity of themes for their work--man, work, play,
life, death, nature, etc. Even the simplest of themes such as the "moon" or the "sun"
can open tremendous visual and conceptual possibilities when one looks to the traditions
of art. From the Celtic sun worship remains of Stonehenge to the Egyptian Sun-God Ra to
the Sun-Temple of Konarak to Sun Gods in Aztec Culture to 13th and 14th century images
of the sun to modern conceptions of the same subject as seen in the works of Rousseau,
Klee, Mex Ernst, Miro, and Lippold the teacher of art can draw upon a theme such as "the
sun" to demonstrate how artists of other times and places have given meaning to the very
subject matters that concern the students. Naturally some geographical areas will have
greater advantage than others in the art forms that are available in local museums and
galleries; some locations will have a greater concentration of artists and craftsmen.
In all cases, however, imaginative art teachers can do a great deal in bringing together
the available resources to expand upon the student's knowledge and insight about visual
forms. In short, I would see the primary focus of art education in our elementary
schools to be that of developing greater knowledge and awareness of our visual environ-
ment; building attitudes of discovery and invention in the expression and realization of
visual forms; and encouraging conscious aesthetic choice and evaluation of these forms.

Beyond our elementary schools there are many possibilities for rethinking and
reformulating our programs. The need for change that I see ahead involves the identifi-
cation and development of knowledge and techniques to enable greater ideational fluency
and aesthetic awareness. The forming of "ideas" (or "image") in any significant way is
not possible without knowledge and control of technique. Every discipline has its
techniques. What warrants possible criticism is not the teaching of techniques, but its
narrow viewing as an end into itself.

Whatever biases and experiences I have lead me to the conclusion that studio learn-
ing should continue into the junior high school education of all students. Opportunities
should be provided for students to become involved with r2Zerials and tools that provide
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greater physical and intellectual challenge. The primary datum of one's own experience
is important in grasping the significance of visual forms. This is a period when atti-
tudes toward discovery, abilities to court mystery and tolerate ambiguity are formed.
It is Also a period where more structured learning. are possible. Students should
become more aware of the limits and possibilities for their tools and media; they can
consciously seek inventive, aesthetic, and craftsmanlike solutions to the problems they
undertake. At a minimal level, studio learning. nhould continue through the junior high
school for all students and beyond the junior high school for those with expressed inter-
ests and aptitudes. I am, however, in essential agreement with Professor Taylor in his
observation that there comes a point,in the experience of most people when intellectual
capacities for understanding and appreciation outstrip abilities to actually create the
forms of appreciation. By the secondary school, those factors that differentiate the
capabilities and interests of one individual from another become more apparent. Young-
sters start to "sort" themselves in terms of personal directions and tendencies.

Alongside or part of programs of study with studio emphases, there is an important
place for the study of art as part of our broad humanistic traditions. Currently, many
of our secondary schools are developing required courses of study in which the history
and criticism of art play vital roles. In some instances, there is instruction that
includes contemporary film, mass produced images and products, or architecture as
resources for study. To be sure, these programs differ in accordance with the strengths
of the particular staff members involved. What is becoming apparent, however, is that
the full content of our secondary school art programs can rarely be covered by one man.
The knowledge and skills to be imparted are too diverse. Most secondary school programs
(and their budgets) are conceived with a single art teacher in mind. Indeed, the present
state of affairs is that all too many schools have not even reached this point; they do
not have provision for a single art teacher. Our programs for the training of art
teachers have, for the most part, sought to train generalists--persons competent to teach
at all levels of the junior and senior high school (many carry this one step further
through certification to teach art in grades one through twelve). My contention is that
there is a need for greater depth and understanding in areas of content for our secondary
school art programs. Our failure to achieve this depth and understanding has resulted
in a generalized and vague image of the field.

As I have indicated, works of art can be seen as objects that illuminate history;
works of art also exist apart from history with meanings to be derived in the present.
Students in our secondary schools should be introduced to historical and critical method.
We are also living in an exciting world of vision and form. Our students need to be
made consciously aware of visual communications, products, architectural forms, and
community and regional planning problems. All of this is to say nothing of developing
their own capacities for the organization and expression of ideas through imagery.

The task ahead for art educators is overwhelming in its proportions. That is, it
will be overwhelming if it is approached from points of view based upon a nineteenth
century outlook. A beaux arts tradition, a "fixed objective base" for categorizing art
historical data, or an arts and crafts approach -- each had its rationale developed in
another time. Uwe are to meet the challenge ahead, it will be necessary to reorient
our thinking to present day knowledge and dynamics.

There is a great deal to be .done in clarifying concepts and developing instructional
materials and strategies appropriate for educating students in the broad areas repre-
sented by the visual arts. No single "model" of what the art teacher should be like will
suffice to meet this challenge. The field of art education will have to be made up of
persons with differing strengths and interests that bear upon the larger problems of art
education. A great deal will need to be done in areas not alluded to in this paper:
teaching strategies, communication and learning problems, philosophical inquiry, and
curriculum development. In this paper I have set forth some of our sources for content.
The nature of the three currents described poses a special problem. The fields of.the
plastic arts, the history of art, and the design disciplines are themselves in flux,
each reaching for broader ideational and operational significance. Our fields of knowl-
edge and content will not stand still for us to fix rigid boundaries. Indeed, it is

I .1
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only as one moves with a field that the motion is-not as dist*hing. Seconisry school
art teachers will have to be persons who are themselves involve&andimotivated by the
dynamics of their work. As they "Move" with a sense for the scope'-and breadth of what
artists, art historians, critics, and designers are about, they can convey some of this
same sense to their students. As they "move" with the confidence of their own discipline
and knowledge they can help students to develop that same disciplined sense for facing
the future that only they can make.
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SOCIAL CHANGES FOEDUCATION

MELVIN TL)IIN
Princeton University

It is quite evident that the charge to the sociologist, as the list of questions I
have been given to answer is called, could have been written only by an artist, or at
the very least, by a non-sociologist. For however much sociologists may strike others
as omnisicent, only outrageous hubris bordering on chutzpah, or ingenousness beyond
compare, would permit me to presume to address myself to these many different questions.
Note please that I am asked to speak of the relevance of social change for education;
the validity and value consequences, for both school and society, of contrasting tech-
niques for dealing with diversity in the classroom; with regional and sectional differ-
ences in American society as these influence educational content and process; with 'the
significance of various kinds of social differentiation -- sectional and other -- for
the fate and fortune of the fine arts and artists; with the variegated means and ways
in which elite culture -- whatever that is -- gets diffused throughout this society;
with the latest crossed frontiers in sociological theory and methods relevant to the
study of the relationship between art and society; and with the reciprocal influences,
in general, of school and society.

I suppose one could take such a charge as a challenging kind of flattery and nibble
here and there at various of these questions. And I am reasonably sure that before I
am done with this paper I will do just that, not because of the flattery or challenge,
but because in some crazy sort of Way, these questions are connected one with the other.

However, I cannot ignore the fact that an increasingly common complaint about
sociologists is that it is getting nearly impossible to have a decent friendly discus-
sion with them because they keep on insisting on defining terms clearly before engaging
in discourse. I do not want to be accused of deserting standard sociological norms of
conduct, at least not this early in the paper, and so I too find it very necessary to
start by pointing to some key definitional problems.

Thus, if one defines education broadly enough -- such as, for example, by calling
it the process by which the cultural heritage is transmitted from one generation to the
next, then, there are no changes in society, worthy of the name, that do not have to be
taken into account by those responsible for deciding what to teach. At the very least,
one must consider the possible relevance of the changes for the content and processes
of education.

If, however, one defines education much more narrowly, calling it the process by
which the new generations are taught basic vocational skills required to enable them to
make a living, then, it is clear that while some social changes are relevant (e.g., those
concerned with occupational tasks and allocation of skills to these tasks,) a substantial
if not the vast majority of changes that would otherwise command our attention would not
be particularly worthy of being taken into account.

Putting these definitions in opposition in this way reveals that any discussion of
what the schools ought and ought not to be looking at and thinking about is not something
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objectively verifiable -- i.e., the purpose of education is not a hard fact that is
evident to any disinterested observer. Rather, any avowed purpose is a form of value
commitment or desired goal, and often implicitly calls for a set of means considered
effective for and appropriate to the goal, (where effectiveness and appropriateness
include, of course, consideration of values lost and gained in the process of moving
toward the desired goal in the prescribed ways). Any position that. one takes regarding
what the schools ought to be doing is in short, a statement of what one wants education
to be.

It is well to recognize, right at the outset, this evaluative character of edUca-
tional purposes so that we recognize in turn that most often in the present public
debate about education we are debating policy and not issues of fact. There is nothing
at all obvious or self-evident about what schools ought to be doing, however deeply any
one of us may be committed to a given program or set of educational goals and however
deeply opposed we may be,to still other programs.

We want to recognize at the outset, too,, that there are at least two different
points of possible reference in policy decisions regarding the puiposes of education.
In the one instance, one tends to focus on a given child and ask what it is 'that could
best happen to him, and what do we wish him to become? In the second instance, one'
debates educational policy in eneral, with most frequent reference to something called
the "needs of the society," or 'the good of the people as a whole," and one tries to
formulate certain general guide lines applicable to all students. Clearly, such general
guide lines can either be very inflexible and prescribt identical educational processes
for all children, or they can be formulated in such a way as to provide a good deal of
flexibility and modifiability of program depending on type of child and the given cir-
cumstances, but always hedged in by some notion of "what is good for society."

in concrete face, most of the major schools of thought that one hears advocated in
the current national debate on education contain prescriptions for both some common
educational experiences for all children, regardless of differences among them, and
some special types of experience for different kinds of children. The major policies
in contest vary, then, both in how much differentiation they make provisions for, and
what itis they prescribe by way of the proper things that should be

only
with children

in school -- curriculum, processes, materials and the like. Think only for a moment of
the differences between those who take what is called the elitist pOition recommending
liberal arts and so-called non-utilitarian subjects only for a speOally selected crew
of the so-called most talented children, as against the position advocated by the so-
called populist school which presses hard for classical or liberal arts, non-vocational
training for all children, regardless of differences in talent./

I do not personally see how it is possible to discuss whet ought to'be done in
schools without taking into account both aspects of one's view as to what one holes for
our society's institutions, along with a good deal of attention to the unique character-
istics of the particular children in front of us about whose educational careers we are
making a decision. This is a cliche -- banal -- mundane -- call it what you will. But
let me insist anyway that our most grievous arguments -- and often those which are to
least avail -- arise precisely because individual parents are primarily focused on the
particular and speciaLcalceer-needs and prospects of their individual children, while
ttose in charge of creating and administering educational policy tend necessarily to be
concerned with more general ideas as to what education ought to be doing for any child,
and on what any child ought to have a chance to experience during his education.
Frequently, the latter not only have little to do with the former, but are indirect
opposition to them. The educational career needs of a particular child, as his parent
perceives them, may have as their overriding aim the preparation of the child for get-
ting the highest possible scores on college entrance examinations, so that his prospects
for admiasion to a prestigious Ivy League school can be maximized. But when schools
start focusing their efforts in this direction, given their limited and scarce resources,
they often do serious damage not only to the college-board achievements of these college-
bound students, but aleo to their attitudes toward learning, their sense of security in
the face of new materials, their feelings about the world of ideas, their basic'values
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regarding their own lives. More than that, schools which respond to the pressure to
measure achievement by the percent of their graduates who do get admitted to the so-
called best colleges probably do serious injury to the entire school atmosphere, and
operate to the detriment of a substantial majority of the students who are not in the
most-favored groups.

There is implicit in all these remarks a general proposition to the effect that the
public schools have an equal responsibility to all students, regardless not only of dif-
ferences in race, nationality and religion, but, more importantly, regardless of differ-
ences in talent: or intelligence or any other factor about them that may be used to
predict their likely adult futures. Let me say clearly what I mean by equal responsi-
bility.

Sidney Hook has put it in terms of the requirement of "equality of concern for
every child in the community to develop himself as a person with mature powers."' He
goes on to say,"The normal variation of Capacities of children is morally irrelevant
to whether they should all enjoy the equality of our communal' concern . . . . Recognition
of intellectual differences is not anti-democratic unless intelligence becomes the
principle of differentiation in a graded, hierarchically organized society . . . . As
democrats we believe that every child, not only the one starred for excellence but the
one that's not so excellent has the right to be educated to the full reach of his
capacities."

Mr. Hook then goes on to point out that as we open the doors of advanced education,
i.e., education beyond high school, to increasing percentages of our young people, we
still have to take into account their diversity and we can do so by organizing "more
than one type of curriculum, diversify the degrees granted, introduce programs leading
to special certificates of distinctive merit that will enable students to begin their
vocational experience at an earlier age than their differently endowed and more gifted
brothers and sisters who must sooner or later prepare themselves for a living, too . . . .

Our technological revolution . . . may in the future erode the necessity of earning a
living by making the brains of mediocre human being vocationally obsolescent . (This)
coming obsolescence`of all but managerial and inventive functions . . . actually restores
to a central place in schooling . . . the ideals of Greek liberal education. These
ideals presupposed that freeman are concerned with the pursuit and enjoyment of ends, of
consummatory experiences, and not with the means and instrumentalities which were rele-
gated to the provenances of slaves. These ideals presupposed that the vocation of a
freeman is active citizenship, not earning a living . . . In modern society intelli7
gent citizenship, without which democracy is a myth, cannot be exercised where leisure
is filled with types of pastimes . . . which are mainly ways of killing time. Intelli-
gent citizenship in a democracy rests ultimately upon the spread of education, because
it can serve as a powerful support of political freedom . . . . The issue- . . is

fundamentally over the desirability and viability of the democratic way of life. If
men are in some way to govern themselves as well as others, whether they do it ill or
well depends, amonglother things, on what they come to know through education about the
world, society and themselves."

In these few lines, Mr. Hook has addressed himself implicitly or explicitly to most
of the questions that constitute our charge here. Among the major social changes he
considers relevant are those defined by the democratization of education; and the
accessibility of, higher levels to' more people than ever before; the automation of work
and the rendering obsolescent of the work skills of large numbers of our people; the
introduction of undreamed-of amounts of non-work time that must be consumed in some
fashion; the increasing recognition of the right and importance of people at all levels
of capacity and talent to participate as intelligently as possible in the major and
minor decisions regarding their public and private welfare; and bringing into the schools
at even higher levels of much greater numbers of much more diverse students than ever
before.

Let us add just a few more social changes which are at least implicit in what Mr.
Hook hal said. There, is first, little question but that a vastly different life is. in
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store for women in our society, bringing them more than ever before into full first-
' class citizenship and involving ranges of" activities far beyond their tending houee and

raising children.

There is, second, the undeniable growth iu the recognized (albeit reluctantly) right
of young men and women to make their own decisions.and guide their own courses in life
at much earlier ages and with much earlier ages and with much greater amplitude of
possible choices.

There is, third, the fact that no minority group in America can ever again --
barring extraordinarily disastrous reversals in political ideology -- be expected to
accept second and third class citizenship.

There is fourth, the all-too-evident fact that America has become but one of
several major powers in the world and that it is no longer possible to think and act in
terms of 19th century power politics and with any sense of confidence that we as a
country can do anything we please on the world scene. Some very seriously modified
version of our status in the community of nations is in order.

There is, fifth, the fact that the amount of cultural diversity from nation to
nation, and continent to continent, constantly diminishes and in ever increasing detail
we are becoming citizens.of a world culture. Internally to America, this means the
reduction and virtual elimination in very short time of any significant regional differ-
ences, and of the traditional distinction between rural and urban peoples. Externally
it means that any major cultural trend -- educational, artistic, political, religious
or whatever, that occurs in any part of the world is soon part and parcel of available
knowledge to nearly everyone else in the world who may be interested, and becomes a
possible constituent element in the newly emerging world culture. How does one take
changes of this scope and variety into account in fashioning and refashioning educa-
tional experiences for the children of our country? It is clearly impossible to specify
in detail what one would do, for instance, in a class in civics, or algebra that might
better suit the ongoing and impending changes than what we are now doing -- assuming
anyone really knows what is now being done "on the average" in the 40,000 different and
virtually autonomous school districts of the United States.

I am saying in effect that I do not propose here to try to write a curriculum in a
series of subjects that would be more adequate than our present curricula. Curriculum
development is a complex and technical matter, and by now I have seen enough of how
much effort it takes from how many people to re-build even a small section of one
semester in one subject not to be cavalier here or anywhere about the curricular task
in front of us.

But it is also clear that in addition to the formal content of the curriculum,
there are two closely related aspects of the teaching-learning situation to which we
can attend here to some degree of satisfaction. First, we can say, in general, what we
should like every child to be and become, to the extent possible, as a result of his
educational experiences; and second, we can speak of.the modes or processes of education
that are likely to make anything we teach more effective; And we do have in front_of
us the mandate of this society -- namely, the provision of equal, quality education to
all children.

The achievement of equality in education is intimately dependent on how students
relate to the teacher andithe two of them to the subject matter. I want to advocate
the position that equality at the highest possible level of quality, attuned appropri-
ately to individual differences, can be achieved proportionate to the extent to which
we achieve individuation in education. I mean, at first and simply, that schooling is
conducted so that every child is known and perceived and considered his teachers to
be a unique individual with fluctuating and varying needs, desires, atellities, motives,
interests, and capacities, and his relationship with his teacher and with the substantive
and emotional materials that pass between him and that teacher are attuned to the extent
possible to this individuality.
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Individuation, so considerd, is one of these conditions to which everyone pays lip
service, and which everyone affirms as desirable, and which everyone seems most easily
and most quickly to forget or ignore when the concrete work.of teaching children is

.

begun. There' is good reasm., for this failure to implement this indispensable condition
of sound education. Individuation means hard work for teachers. It Means flexibility
in administrative regulations. It involves great flexibility in curricularesequences
and contents. It requires a kind of empathy and intelligence that many teachers do not
possess either by nature, or by training. It involves bridging gulfs of class and caste
and religion and ethnic background that are simply too formidable and wearying for most
teachers to attempt. It involves community support and provision of resources that most
communities simply will not now provide. It necessitates a kind of atti-ude and appLeach
by principals and other supervisory officers that is far from what many are now inclined
toward, and is scarcely suitable to their motive systems, since little public credit
and career success are likely to be entailed. And it involves a drastic redoing of
school structure and process such that competitive marks are done away with, the notion
of semesters and y ars and steps is eliminated, and schools take equal delight and
pleasure in each c ild doing the best hi can, within his limits, and manifest this equal
delight and'pleas re in the rewards they hand out to children.

As one spe /ifies the obstacles and difficulties in the path toward individuation of
education, one/sees that we are a million miles away from the chance of full implementa-
tion of this/condition. But the bare fact is that nothing less than this will suffice
if education is to produce the goals we desire.

In considering what it ould be like to have a class run on a model of individual-
ized relationships between pupils and teachers, and where competitive marks, and any-
thing resembling semesters or promotion and failure are utterly meaningless, one imme-
diately thinks of the model of a well-run art class. I am not saying art classes are
more frequently well run than non-art classes, though one would hope they were. But it
is comforting to have such a model because one knows that the desired process is within
the reach of teachers and schools -- and that the skills and attitudes involved can be
taught to teachers and employed by them meaningfully.' In any human affair, where we are
thinking about how we can get to a better condition than our present one, the availabil-
ity of a working model brings comfort regarding the realism of the proposal. Knowing
that shifts in perspective and redefinition of goals can bring with them basic changes
in attitudes and behavior is most reassuring, especially when the apparent difficulties
are so forebodingly great.

One must'grant immediately that some of the major intentions of classes in algebra
are not the, same as those of classes in drawing and painting, and that therefore one
has to be careful with using the art class as a model. But we can decide how apt or
inept the analogy is only after we come to some agreement about the general goals of
education.

I feel confident, however, about speaking of the requirement of individuation,
without first considering any specific goal of education other than that of providing
every child with an equal and equally appropriate education. And I am impressed not so
much with the difficulties -- though they are obviously formidable -- but with the fact
that more than thirty-five different devices have been tried over the last two decades
in the American school systems, here and there, to deal with the problems of variability
of student interests and abilities. H. G. Shane2 reports that no one can have confidence
on the basis of measured outcomes, that any of these thirty-five is in general any
better than any of the others, and none yields persistently better outcomes in general
than classrooms that are composed literally of children selected at random, without
concern for any possible homogeneity among them.

this assessment of various kinds of groupings, treckings, channelings at devices
at reducing heterogenity , range and spread among children's interests and abilities,
is perhaps the single.most important finding about classroom organization that has come
out of educational research in recent years. It has the support of research and judg-
ment by equally outstanding specialists such as Harry Passow and Miriam Goldberg of

-s
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Teachers College. As Shane'says, the problem remains ineffably complicated by such
factors as class size, promotion policies, school activities, discipline and reporting,
examinations and awards.

Commenting on Shane's findings, Samuel Kirk3 of the Illinois Institute says, con-
servatively, "The conclusion one can reach from this discussions is that professional
education has not found the perfect plan that would adjust educational programs to fll
individual differences." Commenting on the same matters, Professor Miriam Goldberg
writes, "As we desegregate schools, I think we are making a serious error if we think
for much longer in terms of education in the segregated school or the lower class school
or the slum school, because, certainly, within our lifetimes, we are going to see mixed
schools. This fact alone, I think, will, for the first time, really alert teachers to
the fact that they haye had wide ranges of abilities in their classes all alongthat
these were masked by certain kinds of apparent homogeneity. The ranges weren!tcquite so
great, the behaviors tended to be more or lesi comparable, and now for the first time
they are going to have youngsters in their classes who don't fit into this pseudo-homo-
geneity. And I think that perhaps this will be the catalyst to push ,ugindyndividual-
izidi instruction in a real sense, not through the computer, but throughthe'efforts of
organizing a classroom-learning situation in which children with great ;lenges of ability,
children with diverse interests and bents and talent can proceed with their eaUtation."
She adds: "We have been pretty well burned by attempts at grouping. I,think Dr. Kirk
made this very clear with his list of 35 plans. We just completed, about airier or so
ago, a study on the effectaof ability grouping and found that if you just group chil-
dren by some measure such as IQ, or reading -- it seems to make little difference what
academic measure you use -- and then you expect some wonderful things to-happen because
you have narrowed the ability range in that classroom, you're doomed to disappointment.
Nothing happens. From our study we found that the reverse was true, that by and large
most of the kids in most subjects did best it the broadest range situations . . . ."
Dr. Kirk bears out Dr. Goldberg's assertion about pseudo-homogeneity when he says, "One
ofthe reasons why a simple administrative organization has not solved all of the prob-
lemi encountered by variability in children is that gifted children or mentally retarded
children do not themselves form a homogeueous group."

I take the time to cite these judgments of leading researchers only because, as is
so often true of scientific findings, they run so counter to common sense. It is there-
fore valuable to have the best approximation to the truth in front of us lest we be too
easily beguiled by what our so-called common sense tells us.

But there is obviously more involved hire than the question of intellectual out-
come, or of which administrative organization of the classrooms will produce various
kinds of results, as measured by standard cognitive tests. For surely it is anequally
important goal of education in a democratic society to provide every child with a chance
to achieve maximum self-esteem within the limits of values and conduct deemed desirable
and suitable for such a society. And one can. bet, With great probability of winning,
that putting children into ability groups -- which are known as the smart ones and the
dummies -- whatever the euphemism the school employs -- introduces and institutionalizes
inequalities that tend highly to correlate with the existing lines of social and economic
inequality found in the outside world. Such stratification in the schools functions to
convey to the different levels of children unequal senses of self-esteem and promotes
in them unequal concern for school success. The principal mechanism at work here, of
course, is the self-confirming hypothesis. Teachers who are assigned to the so-called
lower ability groups tend to teach such children as though they were dumb, and, in the
process, help to make them that way.

One sees that the assignment of children to homogeneous ability groups at the sixth
or seventh grade -- which. is coming to be the most usual pattern throughout ihs suited
States -- achieVes just about what the English 11 - plus exams do, namely;'to seal off
differential life fates for classes of children with little chance of alteration ou
rectification. For, to be assigned to the loWer groups at junior high school level means
you have little chance to get into the college curriculum in high school, and if you do
not get into thiercurriculum you have precious little chance of getting into college.
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Now, proponents of ability grouping insist their groupings are flexible and that
children are moved out and up as 1004l as possible. But few school systems can claim
that as many as ten per cent of the students assigned to the lower groups are moved up
or down, out of their groups of original assignment. As a matter of fait, while most
schools keep pretty fair records on individual children, few, apparently, bother to
cumulate these individual data so that one could really know about trends and tendencies.
Moreover, since assignments to ability groupings, are made on the basis of subject grades,
and/or intellioaaaa eased'''. ability testa, and /or teachers judgments, and since
these tests and, judgments are notoriously fallible, and in any event are use properly
only to establish ems norms and not to evaluate individuals, one wonders how such
literal/perfection can be achieved -- as evidenced by the minimal number of changes made
later -- if the self-confirming hypothesis isn't working overtime. Add to this the fact
that it is the rare school system in which teaching the so-called fast kids isn't con-
sidered by all the staff as most prestigious, and more rewarding, and by comparison,
teaching the slower kids (except of course for the crippled, blind, deaf, dumb and
idiotic), isn't considered degrading and dishonorable. If we tried hard to invent a
method that would stratify our children population rigidly and effectively and with near
permanence, we couldn't have done better than we seem to have done accidentally with
homogeneous_groups, on which we stumbled, ironically, in our search for. ways of taking
diversity more effectively into account.

The ordinary response to this critique of heterogeneous grouping argues that after
all the schools must be realistic and that if the children are going to have different
fates in life when they go out into the outside world, and if they are going to be
involved in economic and social competition there, they had better be trained for it in
the schools. But thio argument is patently absurd on two counts. In the first instance,
we do not approve in our ideal norms of the existence of stratified classes with signif-
icant differences in life chances and styles. If we recognize that such classes exist,
we tend to minimize their significance by insisting they are only temporary. Or we
point to the so-called welfare measures which presumably operate to reduce the market
inequalities. Or we modify our ideological stands and'say that when we speak of equality
we only mean equality of opportunity and not of situation. In any event, since in gen-
eral we do not approve of socio-economic classes, it hardly makes sense to talk of how
important it is that the schools should prepare 041dren for life in a stratified society.

The second grOup on which I believe the critique of heteroganaeus grouping is
absurd is contained in the notion of preparing children for life. Here-the error arises
from failing to distinguish between "teaching about" things and "rehearsing for" things:-
Surely the schools must teach realistically, in the sense that they must help,children
to a deeper and fuller understanding at all times of the nature of social reality. And
this social reality includes such things as wars, famines, unemployment, prostitution,
drug addiction, crime, treason and revolution. But we surely don't mean to rehearse our' -
children for participation in these activities -- at least not for all of them, however .'
much we want them to know about and understand why and how these phenomena occur. So we
want to teach about, but not rehearse for, the social realities, including the absurd
and unequal struggle for income and status, whose junior counterpart is the homogeneOus
ability grouping system.

In sum, if homogeneous grouping does not yield intellectual outcomes superior ip
general to heterogeneous grouping, and if the by-product of such homogeneous grouping is
the early institutionalization of undesirable forms of social stratification, with cori-
comitant losses of self esteem and educational motivation on the part of those deni
grated and if the maintenance of such groupings requires competitive struggles that
disfunctional both for decent pluralist living and for personal development, thare,Si'
to be little social or educational reason to advocate that we group our kidsoff,
each other. The main positive functions of homogeneous grouping as far as anyoica
tell are the ease and comfort of the teachers. I don't mean to minimize this v4
And one can hardly blame teachers in overcrowded and minimal-resource schools gRr ir -

ing homogeneous grouping -- especially those teachers who are likely to -aat glOpudents
they think most fun and easiest to teach. But however understandable ,acherjelses
toward comfort may be, they have nothing necessarily to do with what we consider 'sound
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and effective educational policy. Just let us be sure that when we develop programs
aimed at more effective education we don't make already overburdened and under-talented
teachers take on the major burden of the changes. It is not only that this would be
unfair, but more importantly, it will guarantee the doom the new educational plans.

Reductions in teacher burden and increases in teacher competence are obviously'
indispensable to the possibility of any effective change in directions considered desir-
able -- summed up in the term individualization of education for effective equality of
education.

We have proceeded so far with only minimal specification of the goals of education
we consider desirable. Our main point of reference has been "education for life in a
democratic society" and, in consonance with and pursuit of thii end we have stressed the
importance of equal and equally appropriateeducation, which in turn requires individu-
alization of relations among students, teachers and curriculum. We are implicitly
arguing here that the best possible teaching about and preparation for effective citizen
ship is the modeling of such relationships in the school. If sound democratic institu-
tions require, as many have argued, a sense of the equal importance by each citizen of
hiS place and role in society, then the schools can do much toward operating so as to
yield this sense to all their students, remembering at all times that unequal talent
and competence must under no circumstances be the basis for differential esteem and
reward.

But now we have to ask what it is we want every child to be and to learn about and
to learn to feel and to learn to do while he is in school.

Because this conference is nominally focused around the interests of persons pri-
marily concerned with art experiences for children in the schools, I will not try to
consider what' a well rounded curriculum might be like, and where in that curriculum art
experiences 'Would fit. Nor does it seem to me particularly useful to recite the diffi-
culties traditionally and chronically experienced by art teachers in securing for their
discipline a legitimate first-class citizenship in the school offerings, except as these
difficulties reflect certain deep lying antipathies and suspicions of art, artists and
art education that seen endemic in the Ameri-an public. Rather I should like to turn
my attention to what I consider to be the coca of experiences that children can have in
a prolonged exposure to good art teachers; what the relationship of these experiences
may be to, effective citizenship in a democratic society; how difficult it has proven to
be to demonstrate the value of these experiences to those who allocate the school's
scarce time and resources to various subjects; and some of the ways in which research
programs might effectively yield information about the impact of art experiences that
might be more persuasive on the decisions made by school authorities regarding the role
of art in their schools.

The one thing 1 am not going to do, except by circumlocution inference and indirec-
tion, is to try to define what I mean by art experience. After all, about two years ago
I sat through a series of six gorgeous lectures by Harold Rosenberg during which he
never once answered the question what is art, nor even would he say what he liked and
didn't like. Most of you will have also read the essence of those lectures in a series
of articles Mr. Rosenberg did in the New Yorker about two years ago and you will be
able to certify for yourself that what I have just said is true. I will venture --
maybe injudiciously -- to say that in general when I speak of art -- confining myself
now to visual art -- I mean these objects, canvasses, machines, bulks, figures and
what noes -- which one can see in the museums and galleries throughout the country, and
about which such critics as Harold Rosenberg and Hilton Kramer and Clement Greenberg
and. Meyer Schapiro and other less venturesome people write in their columns or books or
speak about in their lectures.

Actually there is little point in even considering the quality of the products of
so-called artistic effort or of deciding among them on some criterion of virtue. For
my real interest, and it seems to me the real concern of education, is not whether such
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products are forthcoming from students, but whether their minds and hearts are being
engaged in particular ways.

I will try to move.in on what I mean by saying I have three kinds. of things in
mind, that can be taken to be, in my judgment, the proper goals of art education.

The first has to do with the development of the student's sense of himself; the
degree to which he becomes increasingly aware of, concerned about, interested in, and
determined to achieve an increasingly satisfying self-definition and identity. I am not
at all relativistic about this. I do not mean that-any identity or self-definition will
do, as well as any other.. I do mean that the definition has to be made up of healthy
doses,of autonomy, and awareness of its possibilities and limits; of an inner compulsion
to be honest with oneself and with others, and a knowledge of the varying tolerances and
consequences of this honesty; of a pressing need to expand one's powers and one's
relatedness to the world of objects and humans, and a delicate sensitivity to the dangers
and promises of this kind of adventuresomftess; and of a fundamental sympathy for the
integrity of .the identity of other beings and objects, with a balancing measure that
prevents this sympathy from becoming sentimentality.

The second thing one wants to happen to children as they grow is that. their minds
and their tastes shall grow apace. They must come to know more, understand more, see
more relations among heretofore apparently unconnected things, see more differences
among heretofore apparently identical objects and beings. They must come to know the
fine from the mereticious; and this they can know only as they come to understand what
it is that those who specialize in expressing their visions with skill and honest and
imaginativeness are in fact trying to do or say, or the way in which they have come to
be interested in looking at the world. Knowledge, wisdom, sensibility and taste: these
are the ingredients of the second thing one wants children to acquire.

The third achievement one wants has to do with openness of the mind and the soul.
One wants'new ideas to be as exciting as are old ideas reassuring, and new styles as
interesting as are old styles familiar and comfortable; and new relationships to be as
challenging as are old relationships gecurity-inducing. One desires, in short, that
new things,shall neither be embraced nor rejected just because they are new, but rather
one seeks'a certain receptivity to and interest'in the possibilities that one's life
may be enriched or one's culture may be enhanced by the new idea, vision, slant, con7>
ception or statement of relationship.

One,can not yet measure these things in any quantifiably precise way; there are no
satisfactory paper and pencil tests, or projective tests, nor any standard set of
observational procedures by which these kinds of developments in young men and women
can be recorded reliably and validly. I do know, however, that all of us here know
what I am talking about; that we use these terms to measure ourselves and others; that
we discriminate among other human beings on the basis of the extent to which they mani-
fest these characteristics; that we take pleasure when we see these things happening to
our children; that we are saddened by their absence, or by the presence, instead in the
children of trite, clinched, banal, instrumental, salesman like, ingratiating behavior.
So I am not talking about something that is mean, low, inconsequential and made up mostly
of het* air.

The whole point of individuating education, if you will, of caring about whether
every child gets an equally appropriate and suitable education, is precisely so that he
will have a chance, better than he otherwise would have, to reach somewhat closer to
becoming and being the kind of person I have so awkwardly and inadequately tried to
describe above.

It would be feckless to query whether I mean that the development of such a person
should be the charge uniquely or mainly of the art educator and should be looked for as
a reasonably possible achievement within the framework of the art classroom. I do mean
to imply, however, that in some ways one has to view the school in general as the one
major possible resource for the development of some sense of the kind of life one can
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live when one is growing in the three major dimensions specified above, while virtually
all 'other institutional,forces in the society to which the youngster is attracted,And
necessarily is related and even dependent upon tend more rather than less to push him
in opposite directions.: I'do not say the. schools now accomplish this countervailing
task.: I do say, however, that of .all our public resources the school is the one most
amenable to this job. And within the school -- now to differentiate opposing. tendencies
therein -- it seems to me the art class is the major resource relative to the rest of
the curricular exposures, just as the school, in toto, is the main hope relative to the
rest of the institutional exposures, one, expects for children in the family; church,
peer group, market place, government;-and mass media.

I ought to add immediately,' too, that while the art class; the good one, has the
best chance of being the kind of place where these kinds of developments in children
are nurtured, it would not take much of a change to structure the so-called major
,subjects -- of math, physics,.history, social science, and literature so that they too
become occasions when the process.of education becomes the process of growth in healthy
identity, deeping of knowledge, wisdom, taste and sensibility, and refreshment in the
value of openness to new experience.

Fortunately, at least some of the new curricular proposals which I have seen in a
variety of subjects have come increasingly to stress education as a process and a rela-
tionship between child and teacher and subject matter, rather than rovre narrowly in,
terms of a certain set of curricular outcomes measurable by standard tests of cognitive
functioning. Unfortunately, on the other hand, most of the curricular proposals I have
seen don't show the slightest awareness of the'possibilities inherent in conceiving of
education as a relationship among child, teacher and subject matter, and one whose value
is ultimately to,be measured by what happens to the child.

One has to understand sociologically why it is that much of American education --
which is in any event superiof by almost any criterion to education in any other country
in the world -- fails so miserably to live up to its great inherent possibilities. The
major reasons are also the roost obvious.

There is first the fact of the political control of the school by local Boards of
Education who usually have no good reason to care seriously about the kinds of develop-

; ments I have been trying to sketch.

There is, second, the fact that these Boards of Education are pretty representative
samples of community opinion throughout America about the important and unimportant
things in life.

There is, third, the constant pressure, even on parents who know and want other
things for themselves and their children than the hash they get served up most usually,
to fall into line with the parade to prestigious academic success and advanced educa-
tion, or into the other line of learning some basic fundamentals, whatever those are,
before one leaves school after the 10th or 11th or 12th grade, and getting onto one's
paying job as soon as possible. Both these lines are eminently practical by*ist
standards and it is practical results that are most wanter. There is little room in
either of these lines and the things that define them.for the kinds of concerns about
identity, wisdom, taste, sensibility and openness of which we have been speaking. If
one can get the latter alone with good college hoard'exam grades, or along with a good
job placement, all well and good. But it just wouldn't. make good practical dense to
try to replace the "practical" goals with these accessories and trimmings,in the
curriculum, nor of course, to change the curriculum so that the major subjects became
the occasions for the impractical to be achieved.

It would look as though all the tides and currents were running against the imple-
mentation of the goals of education I have here specified. But I think there are some
things from which we can take some comfort too.



There is, for instance, the increasilqg insistence on the part of the young men and
women of this society that they be allow4d to make decisions regarding their own fates
and futures of a much more consequenti4 kind and at a much earlier age than. has been
true for some generations now. The cpllege campus protests and the teachings are evi-
dence of this new freedom operating <in at last partly valuable ways; the madnesses such
as at Daytona Beach are examples of to waste freedom foolishly and to exercise
independence stupidly.

.There is, second, the increasing dissatisfaction, anxiety and despair of parents
as they come to experience th4 full impact of the System of competitive grading, within
a framework of traditional Oaching, and where the major goal is admission to a so-
called good college for thOir children. As about fifty per cent of high school graduates
seek admission to institOions of so-called higher learning, the despair and dissatis-
faction of parents with/existing institutions is likely to increase. Of course it 4,
eminently likely,thatAll that will be called for are more and bigger institutionsof
so-called higher leOning, in which case nothing good will result. But at the moment
at least the despsOr has some possibilities of finding expression in a shift in attitude
toward the meanie and purpose of education.

There isethird, the incipience of fashionability for so-called elite culture or
high culture or the fine arts, aribing.at least partly out of new affluence and the need
to consume this affluence modishly. This too can lead to nothing more than mutual
exploitation of cheap artist and cheap patron; but at the moment at least there is some
chance that a serious interest in art and art as experience may develop among at least
some segments of the population who heretofore have been totally alien to it.

There is, fourth, -- and I have had direct experience of this -- a growing revul-
sion, among persons concerned with the measurement of educational process, functions
and outcomes, for the limited kinds of things that form the major part of educational
measurement at the moment. There is t great ennui with measurement of traditional
cognitive achievements. Traditional testing is under serious scrutiny. There is talk
in the air of developing a better understanding of the meaning of creativity, or of
cognitive and styles far different than those recorded on college board exams, and of '

human relationships and behavior relevant to good citizenship, and of measurement of
commitment and alienation. In both the educational and social science research commu-
nity, newer and broader visions of that is important to think about, and care about, and
work on are emerging. These still constitute an avant garde, but by no means so out and
so- easily sneered at as was true yesterday. It is strange that these new currents should
start to move just when hard headed empiricism is really beginning to feel its strength
because of its gains in precision and the worlds opened to it by the emergence of
computers. But such is the case.

These are but some of the encouraging and half-encouraging aspects of the present
situation. How they match, balance or compensate for the discouraging and disillusion-
ing features of the present situation depends on one's temperament. One can say, how-
ever, that there is every good prospect that there will be increasing interest by the
research community and by the sponsoring private and public foundations in the concep-
tualization and measurement of the kinds of educational outcomes we have been speaking
of here, and in the educational processes and community structures that have most
promise of yielding the highest quotient of such outcomes.

I am-suggesting, too, that the new research trends,and the new interests in the
professional educational and social science community may be a main source of change in
the actual conduct of education itself, Thus, the effort of the Pennsylvania State
Board of Education to propagate and to get adequate measures of what it calls quality
education in the state of Pennsylvania has a high promise of leading to some basic
revisions in the conduct of education throughout the state. It is heartening that
prominent lay persons are giving solid and consistent support to a new vision of educa-
tion as contained in the Pennsylvania definition of- quality education. It is just as
heartening that the Carnegie Foundation, and the Ford and the Rockefeller Foundations,
and the Office of Education of Health, Education and Welfare, are al! interested to a
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very gratifying degree in the possibility of developing. a national set of standards of
quality education, the definition and contents of which are far more toward the kinds
of goals we here envision as desirable than anything that has appeared on the American
scene in three decades:

One suspects that the cultural pressures toward banalization of education. and its
final corruption in total instrumentalization, may be far from irresistible. One begins
to see this culture as more open in its possibilities than its present major theas seem
to suggest. And the openness of the possibilities seem to be greater in the field of
education than in any other institution -- be it religion, or family, or government.
This is partly because in some basic way Americans don't take education very seriously,
however much, they insist that it is :the sine atanon of a good society. Among those
Who do take education seriously, therg are encouragingly large numbers who have come to
think of education as a process in the general ways described here, yielding outcomes
in student perspectives, powers-and promises of the kinds we have suggested.

It is, of course,, of the highest urgency that we make serious efforts to discover
what kindeof relationships will yield what kinds of outcomes., and what these efforts
be translated into terms susceptible to measurement and communication to the non-
specialist and to the unconvinced. It just won't pay to sing the praises of creativity
to hard-nosed members of boards of education who couldn't care less. It will pay to be
able to demonstrate outcomes of lives that are more and less creative so that unbelievers
and men who pride themselves on being practical can see for themselves whether all this
new frilly stuff is worth the effort and the expense. It may be of course that the data
will not support the claims inherent here. It may very well be the case that neither/in
this society, nor in any we can conceive for the proximate future, is the aim of full,
meaningful, adventurous and committed lives likely to be able to be embraced by.more
than a small percent of the population. But it semi to me eminently worthy to make the
effort to put these things in measurable terms so that we can see more clearly for our-
selves than we have ever been able to before whether the ideal of a whole population
aiming at highest levels of alert citizenship is really within reach.
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EXCERPTS FROM THE DISCUSSION WITH MR. TUMIN
Audience: Would you care to elaborate on that topic of teaching children to see?
Mr. Tumin: I have no skills in teaching children how to see. I can give personal testi-
mony to riving never been taught how to see nor to hear, and so to having remained deaf
and blind so far as the world of music and the visual objects is concerned until partial
sight and partial hearing were restored by very good mentors and tutors at a very advanced
age; and I curse my childhood for that. I see the same thing happening to my kids who
having reached high school have to put aside art. They get one or two periods a week and
forget about thelm.siness of seeing or hearing. They have got to learn everything else.
You know the house booms with music and there are paintings all around. One of the kids
walks around as though there was nothing on the walls and no sounds coming out because
he has four hours of homework each night that he has to do. He has got to figure out set
theory tonight. I thoroughly subscribe to the terribly great importance of teaching chil-
dren how to see and hear from the very earliest moment because all our cliches happen
to be true. Kids are open at the beginning and stay open until you close them down. Un-
avoidably we close down some functions of a young person. Nobody can keep everything
open. We don't have to close down as much hearing and seeing as we do close. I'd rather
keep seeing and hearing open and let some other things close down that we now try to
develop.
Audience: What is the meaning of autonomy in the corporate world today?
Mr. Tumin: When you talk about autonomy in the corporate world in which you are an
interchangeable unit, you burlesque the structure of the corporation because of 4.t. Large
scale organizations are not necessarily inherently destructive of individual freedom.
Most of our lives for most of us are going to be lived within the framework of large-scale
social institutions in the perceivable future. Large government, large-scale schools,
universities, churches, armies, etc. It seems to me it is imminently possible, as any
number of industrial psychologists and sociologists have suggested, of devising ways in
which to run large-scale organizations in which there is a good deal more participation
by individuals at every level in decisions relevant to their own participation and where
decisions relevant to the organizations are made. Some identification with the enterprise
may thereby be achieved that otherwise wouldn't be able to be achieved and some measure
of a sense of control over one's fate is achieved that otherwise couldn't be achieved. As
Sidney Hook even envisions further in the article from which I quoted, one looks forward
to the day when, in effect, our real problem will not be how to organize work but how to
organize leisure, for work time will be down to a virtual minimum. We may put in our ten
to twelve hours thinking into -whatever machines we happen to be managing or be managed
by and the rest of the time will become a time of constructing significant meaningful use of
one's non-work time.- )Do not despair at the possibilities of freedom in-large-scale society
so long as oneto put it in homey folksy terms--so long as one maintains a certain funda-
mental kind of respect for the rights of others and as much for them as one's self. To be
sociologically realistic there are structures of government in large-scale organizations
that tend to develop in such a way that freedom gets restricted terribly; but not necessarily
or inherently so.
Audience: In the earlier part of your paper you suggested that we must suspend our private
passions in order to improve public policy. In the latter part of the paper you mention
boards of education and the influence of the majority opinion. It seemed as if the majority
opinion was somewhat negative whereas public policy was positive.
Mr. Tumin: I referred to examples of bad majority opinion. . When I talk about suspend-
ing or changing of public policy, I mean for good public policy. When I said boards of
education are enemies I am talking about the boards of education which support things which
I don't think are desirable; and I refer to majorities who make decisions which I don't think
are desirable. We are then not arguing the importance of the acting out one's private
passions, because that is never acceptable, but rather of acting out and taking steps to ad-
vocate and to implement one's own beliefs about an alternative public policy.
Audience: That's not a private passion, then?
Mr. Tumin: Well, I have the passion to act well publicly, if you want to put it that way.
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Audience: In large high schools, urban high schools, in highly populated areas, we often
find the lower-claPs youngsters are likely to take craft classes; the middle class young-
sters will take art classes. In your concept of appropriate patterns of education, does this
mean that we want to provide vocational.oriented, art classes for the lower-class children
and hurnanistid or liberal arts-oriented art classes for the middle-class youngsters?
Mr. Tumin: I would hope not. I would hope we would not be mutually exclusive. I have
to talk in utopian terms. One hopes the public schools for the first eight years have not
already pushed them into grooves that you can't rescue them from. We must assume that
they come to us equally; but they have obviously different vocation careers and school
'careers ahead, that half are going to quit after the third year of high school and the rest
are going on to college or something of the sort. I would hope there would be some sensi-
tivity to their vocational needs, but I would hope that that which comes out of the teaching
of art would not be subverted in the interest of vocational craft skill unless one can devise
(and this requires the ingenuity of superb educators) means to make vocational skills com-.
bine with the kinds of relationships to objects, to the making of things, and to the involve-
ment of one's self so that one gets essentially the same outcomes for kids at all different
levels of vocational interests even if the curriculum happens to be very different. I think
you all probably know some ways of securing the same kind of outcome about a sense of
mastery, sense of cOmmitment, control over materials and growth in the process that you
get from working with poetry, or by working with painting or working with sculpture. I
would hope this is not impossible, at least I do not see any principal grounds on which it
would not be possible. I don't mean to sal that any object will do as well as any other but
I do mean that there is a common process of relationship between kids and their enter-
prises and teachers in that relationship which yields the same consequence almost regard-
less of what the object happens to be. This is as long as the relationship is made of suffi-
cient interest to sustain motivation and induce commitment. If at the same time you get
vocational training as a secondary consequence coming out of it, that's fine; but if it is 's
primarily vocational or vocation-orientated, then I think it is wrong.
Audience: Would you differentiate between work and leisure?
Mr. Tumin: The distinction I was making before is a crude one between that which you
?lave to do to make a living and the time that you have free from what you have to do to
make a living. I think I know the kind of question you are asking. One would hope one
would have in his work the same kinds of qualities of enjoyment, participation and involve-
ment that one gets as one looks to his leisure and luxuries for. I'm not sure this is
possible. I think it is a dream. Very few people are blessed by having the kind of job
where there can be a real intrinsic satisfaction in the relationship between them and the
job. Most jobs are pretty cruddy and they always-have been.
Audience: How about private life? Isn't that pretty cruddy, too?
Mr. Tumin: You see, you have some more control over private life than you do over
vocational life.
Audience: I completely disagree with that. I think that the whole idea of the, work situa-
IiWirbrig worse and the idea of escape into private life is completely distorted. The fact
is that people who are interested in their work in offices often have a much richer life
there than they do when they get home.
Mr. Tumin: This doesn't disagree with me at all. What you are saying is that people
don't use their private lives in the way that they could use them.
Audience: That's quite true, but I think your answer to it is not a good one because the
possibility of turning the work situation into a higher form of activity is much greater
than the possibility of expanding the private life into some kind of--
Mr. Tumin: Oh, come now! First of all if things go in any way that has been predicted--
Audience:' There won't be any work.
Mr. Tumin: All right. In the transitional phase there will be increasing automation of
iFcTikraxcept for a small percentage of the work force, there will be increasing mech-
anization of work, with an increasing dearth of the kinds of satisfaction and social rela-
tions that a number of men find at work now. I don't think we can look toward work then- -
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Audience: I think you have to look towards other kinds of public situations. For example,righLnow take a man who hat retired from the head of a company. Immediately he is
caught up in philanthropic activity work or ior the United States Government or some otherpublic activity increases and he works three times as hard as he did when he was chair-man of the board. Keep in mind, that the diminution of work can very well result in an
expansion of public life rather than one going back quietly to private life.
Mr. Tumin: Of course, you know you haven't begun to exploresthe possibilities of what I
ca one s life. I meant non-work life. One of the possibilities 4is the intensifica-
tion of pleasures and personal relationships on intimate scales with one's spouse. But you
are absolutely right that one of the major averues of possible exploration are the newforms of public activity that can be generated in non-work time whichmill yield larger
quotients of satisfaction for everybody involved than they have ever had before
Audience: Now I agree with you. The reason I raised the point is that there seeiris tohave developed a kind of dichotomy between public and private, public being the life of
work and private being the life of leisure.
Audience: You se t Some goals or standards, which might be considered. I would like to
now what you feel is the critical task of growth in individuation. What would lead us to

recognize signs of achieving this desired goal, as we see it in our students?
Mr. Tumin: Let me alter the language,of the question if I may. I don't see individuation
as a goal except as one takes the achievement of new processes as goals in education. Ithink of this as the process of relationship that leads to outcomes. Now, you are asking,
"How can,we discover in some communicable and Measurable way the extent to which we
are really implementing this desired process more than we have done in the past?" Is
that what you are asking-- the extent to which we achieve the goals the process leads to?
Audience: t desire suggestions of how we might take steps, how someone might take steps
to achieve better ideas as to how t5i1 go abort meeting this problem and making maximum
use of himself. Yoli said no matter whether we can measure it now or not, we can senseit. Now I would like to know what steps we can take so that we can translate what er can
sense into

would
o measurement?

Mr. Tumin: Well I can give you a rather general programatic resolution, but the details
are very laborious and are in a developmental stage. If one assumes a proper, ,suffi-
ciently small ratio of ieacher to pupil, then the first thing we need to do--and can begin
to do beCause we have at least some rough conceptualization of this thing-- is to take an
inventory of responses over a period of time without ever saying these are the child's
limits and he is not living up to them. Living up to one's capacity is a bad notion because
capacities- change from day to day. Take an inventory of the sectors of involvement of the
child at the moment and the sectors of his apparent talents and abilities and other things
in which you are interested. Take an inventory of those over time ( and this can be done
by teachers who have a small enough number of children). It can be done in, at least,
some qualified measurable units. We could keep a running diary as one emerges from
every relationship with the child on whichever sectors one is related to, whatever their
particular task happens to be. I am speaking here in most general terms, but.I can tell
you that this is not psychometrically impossible, that it is beginning to be done. The
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania is taking the lead in the United States in the beginnings of
the measurement of certain personal growth in children over time, though it is in a very
crude stage at the moment. It is further than anybody wise has ever gone. We have at
least some indirect indices of such things as, emotional courage. We have indirect
indices of spontaneity. We have indirect indices of degree of commitment and"loss of
self-consciousness. We have indirect indices-of the extent to which the child is in-
volved in discovery, of objects as well as himself. As I say, indirect indices, I think
in terms of concepts that one would have to struggle through to try to put them into mea-
surable form. But they are within our intellectual grasp even though they are not within
our machine instrumentation at eht moment. So the process is that of getting a sufficient-
ly small ratio of teacher to pupil with good teachers, sensitive to these things, trained
and alerted to these possibilities, concerned with the development of each child. These
are indispensable prerequisites of going on, cari about each child's development equally,
and knowing how to recognize with professional guidance the marks of moment along di-
mensions that are considered desirable directions in which the child can move.

,i=151'
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Now you can say that's a lot of words and air; and yes, it is words and air just as it was
words and air to talk fifty years ago about unleashing enormous amounts of power in the
universe that we *ultimately came to control. it was words and air fiftyAyears age to talk
about educating beyond the twelfth year anybody but the brightest of kids, and we are noweducating, sending on beyond the twelfth year 50 per cent of our high school graduates.
This is superb. Only if you think in terms of they are not college material, which is an
absolute wrong and stupid way to think, can you deplore that tendency because .who careswhether 'hey are college material. Who is to say what is college material? Nobody is
ever well enough educated. Everybody can be educated all his life in one way or another.
To say then that it is proper to stop educating people at the twelftivyear is insane.
The things that fifty years ego seemed to be out of our grasp are coming wit=iour grasp,and these things to which we are beginning to turn to only now come increasingly within
our grasp. I am expressing hopes, desires, ambitions and fond dreams but they are nottotally unrealistic. I do want to measure them and I think it is important to measurethem; and I don't think you kill the spirit by trying to measure them.
Measurement does not involve pulling lip the roots to see if they aregrowing. Measure-
ment is the application of external instrum.ents,to certain aspects of a process, abstract-
ing certain elements in'which you are concerned, to get the best possible intellectual
grasp of the situation that may or may not support your own particular feelings about it.
People who throw up their hands about Measurement are throwing up their hands abont a"bogyman" that doesn't exist. It is only when you substitute measurement for sensi-bility, when you measure useless and meaningless things as against not measuring any-thing that measurement becomes nonsense. There is nothing inherently destructive
about measurement at all. The e.0\ is not, quicker than the calipers. When you talk about"most of the time" you are using numerical terms when you are talking about "many

people" you are using a numerical term, and when you say' often" you use a numericalterm. These are all measurement terms of a kind but it is sloppy,measurement. It isbetter not to casually say "most of the time". You better know whether it is "most of the
time" because often enough when you believe it is "moat of the time" it is not "most of
the time". Just take as an,example thinking about homogeneous grouping. It makes per-fectly good sense to believe that homogeneous rouping should be better for everybody
concerned. After all, let's educate kids at their own level. The .common sense appeal of
homogeneous grouping seems perfect; but when you look at the data which is finally com-ing in, it just doesn't hold up to the common sense version at all. It just runs against it.
Audience: I have a point to make here, and I think it is a valid point. I would like to tryto order ft; namely, where you have a subject matter which is highly systematized, and
I think mathematics is an example, the necessity for restricting entrance into that coursein terms of students having taken previous courses which precede it are greater than inthe social studies as they are typically taught or in art for example which can toleratetypically a greater range of variability than subject matters like mathematics and someof the sciences.
Mr. Tumin: I won't fight you on that, but I will say it,is-irrelevant because no one would
argue with you that every kid in school should go on to trigonometry as it is now taught,
assuming trigonometry is worth t,-aehing, or go on to advanced calculus or to high algebra
or take a fifth year of French. We talk about the appropriateness of different kinds ofeducation for kids so long as they were equally appropriate to all the kids. How does that
mean that you are going to get some kids of a-very special talent going into special sub-jects at certain reaches of higher levels of secondary school system? Yes, as things arepresently constituted; and maybe they ought to do this,- if you think primarily of highschool as pre-professional training: I can conceive of a high school curriculum wherethere wouldn't be a bit of that pre-professional training which, I think, we could all dream
up to serve our educational dreams and goals far better than we are now doing by usidhigh school primarily to prepare kids for college. When we turn our high schools pri-
marily into talent hunts for the best kids so that colleges can come and cream the Vodies
off, then I think we desert the major educational purposes for which the secondary schools
were intended, or that I would like to see them intended for. You see, I really think itrelies on what you do wish too with those twelve years. If you are going to teach trigo-
nometry there are always some kids who are interested and will be capable of trigonome-
try, but there are things about numbers in the world of concepts of numbers that all kids
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' can study-for twelve years. Granted that some youngsters will learn in twelve years only
what others learn in three years. There is no problem so long as you don't think of what
a high school diploma means. What you do is give a school-leaving certificate. You say
he has sat here twelve years and pursued the following courses of study. If an employer
wants to know if he can do a given job, let him find out; and if the colleges want to know
if he is capable, let the college give him a test. I think when we make the schools primar-
ily oriented toward that kind of placement them that's when the kind of problem you raise
becomes extremely serious; and I would join with you in concern, given the present struc.-
ture, for how do we sort out and do right by bright kids, dull kids, medium kids--given
these different goals. I would join you, but I think it depends on a very special conse-
quence of what the secondary schools are intended for. Would you agree with that? ,. !.,

Audience: ft is not relevant to the point I was trying to make. The point that I was trying
to alWigwas that the nature of subject matter that is being taught sets certain require-
ments with respect to entrance to the programs wherd that subject matter is taught no
matter what the aims of the school happen to be, whether it is college preparatory, voca-
tional training, liberal education or what, not. The nature of the subject matter and the
quality of the language used, the nature of the concepts employed determine something
about who should get into such programs. *

Mr. Turnin: Wouldn't you agree that the nature of the subject matter you are going to
teach depends upon your concept of what the school ought to be te ching; so the remarks
were relevant in the sense that we are really here dealing with a problem which especially
arises out of a very special context of schools as presently constituted and conceived. We
might minimize such problems considerably by drastically envisioning tike notion of what
secondary school education is about and let's change the subject matters that we teach. I
would even advocate doing it up through sixteen years. If ,ou want professional training
after that, that's another fight. ,.

I would like us to, if possible, refer to the essential problem which we have here which
is the specific function of art in the schools. You have taken enough pot shots at me, now
I'm back at you. I am deeply concerned about developing this point further. How can we
explain, perhapS measure, such, goals as the three you suggested for developing stud9nts
sensitivity. How we shall dwell on his tastes and his openness of mind. It is very diffi-
cult to measure openness of minds, spontaneity, growth, unless we know what our stand-
ards are and even if we intuit what those are we need a good deal more discussion of how
these might be put into operation.
Audience: What is being done in measurement development and could you elaborate some
on t e problems of standards?
Mr. Tumin: With regard to the measurement problein, we now are developing some fair-
ly crude instruments, but they are better than they were before. These are instruments
for getting kids' self-estimates, their own visi.cm of themselves, their own sense of their
powers, their sense of their relatedness, the sense pf the extent to which they are liked,
thes'reasons they want to be liked, the people whom they want to be liked by, the extent to
which they-feel their qualities are appreciated and which qualities are appreciated. r Let
me introduce to you then the question of standards.. I don't propose to set standards to
what they ought of want to be liked for. We can in the beginning at least secure enough
agreement as to the range of things which the variety of us are interested in as marking
important things in kids and marking levels of these developments. They are, as I said,
crudely subject to some kind of estimate now. Openness is also crudely subject to es-
timate now: There are a variety of instruments about the extent to which persons choose
security systems to new experience, venture or retreat to safety, novelty as against
traditibn and familiarity-- all these are just surface things but they begin to touch. Mea-
surement of taste is almost non-existent at the moment. We have some measures,of
cognitive development, and theycare coming along.' I am optimistic about the possibil-
ities here as we go along; so I think the measurement problem is within our grasp, I
would repeat, our approximate grasp, our future grasp. The next problem is the speci-
fication of that which art educators believe are the dimensions of the experience in the
art class which are relevant to these desired educational goals. That requires a whole
series of working conversations between art educators and measurement people. Not
only.conferences, but observations to say that this is what you are referring to when you
talk about what this teacher is doing. Is this the kind of ingredient you specify? Then
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we try to get donceptualization of that. -.For instance, we may say that one of the thingsthe,art clatirdoes' is that it contributes ,toopenness, in that the teacher never puts nega-tive sanctions on work 'done in thrifts of saying :bad". N Now that I can conceptualize.That is the absence of negative sanctions and that can be counted.1, Now surely that is oneof theingredients that Usee in the, art class that-makes a -big dVference. We,can 4ountthat and determine its frequency in the art daises. INother classes, we can ask what dowe expect this week? Do we expect that kids will turn to their taske with as much com-mitment as they had before--another measurement problem. How Many children becornedemotiVated, that's another measurement problem. These are ,.three measurement pro-blems. If you start to think ,in these terms in the collaboration between the artist who isnot saying what is being measured but saying thiS is what we are.after and if we exchangeenough conversation we may get at least an approximatibn bi`the unit that We are talkingabout. You have to be satisfied that you are not grasping the whole experience because,otherwise you get in that shaggy dog approach where a person says that dog isn't shaggyenough. You have to be satisfied by getting a piece of what you are after, if you are goingto do scientific measurement of so-called qualitative variables.*.lf you are Aiot satisfiedwith that, if you 'say you are really`bastardiziril the art experierice, that you are notreally capturing its essen#e, then yeu are iokrig to have to keVionl,ighting in the-sameold way. I think that alteriiative is 'despairful.' I do think resonate on the same things;we care aboutthe same things; and' tfo think they.ire capable Of 'being measured.
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The purpose of this pape* is to stimulate further inquiry into the relationships
betweensociety, art,and education for possible directives, for curricutwp,development

* in art. ? Identifying relationships among fields as CPmPlex,as contemporary society,
the broad aspects of the visual3arts, and present day educatipn is a nebulous under-
taking. The materials that follow are based upon one individual's selectton.and anal-
ysis from the research and study that ar,-, available, and can only be preSented to you
within this qualifying framework.

Most of us would agree, I think, thit this country is in a period of intense social
change. Increased*consciousiless of minority groups and their emergence are challenging
'stereotypes and prejudice. Automation and populatiOn increase are affecting our con-

1

cepts of leisure and of work. Social organization. and humarrtehavior are affected by
the increase of megapolis and changes4in urban and rural environs. World problems,
with theacceleratinispeed of communication and transportation, become community prob-
lams. Art educators' individual reactions to change probably run the gamut of those
found among diverse groups in the larger society. We may be retreating from the
changes by refusing to recognize them, or we may be trying to solV4 the conflicts they
present with old solutions to old problems. Others of us may be overwhelmed into it -
accionlv the complexities. presented, or isolate ourselves by,believing that our area
of education or piofession is not involved, that social problems-belong to political
scientists and sociologists but certainly not to individuals in the' arts.

d4rreaction depends
tionahip,to,humanity. We
soci4ty withoaiassessing
condition our inquiry.

in part on our coplepts of the nature of art and its rela-
cannot begin to explore the relationships between art and
Our basic assumptions about art, for these assumptions

If we believe that art is to be produced and enjoyed only by an aesthetic and
intellectual elite or subcUlture of our total society, then we might have reason for
believing in social isolation of the arts. If, on the other hand, we,,consider art as
a phenomenon of human behavior to be found wherever form, line, color are used to
create symbols for communication and to qualitatively change the nature of experience,
then art is related in some degtee to all of society. If we accept this definition we,
as art educators; become involved in problems of society and social change; we recog-
nize art as one Of the major communication systems of social interaction and of_society
in transition.

Definitions

The word art is often used to both denote and to qualify. We compare two objects
by saying one is, but the'other is not, art, when in actuality they may have many
characteristics in common. Cultural anthropologists tend to identify most examples of
visual symboliim and embellishment as art. This is a denoting, identifying function
and does not necessarily make a value judgment about the quality of the art form.
Much,of commercial illustration is often derided as "non-art," yet form, line, color,
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and texture are used in. some kind-of composition or design to express conditions,
or feelings. In our so-called ''populavculture we find 'myriad examples, where the
elements and-principles of art are used.:1M6e4enthropologist would identify. them as
art. Further, the.likedislike,behavior of a largWmajority-otour students is learned
within the context of the' art in- popular culture. As educatOrs,)we need a better
structure Of our terminologyi'andenoting and qualifyingare not ;confused. We need
other concepts and criteria for evaluating atl the visual arts, fine-commeteial,
applied,. to. and evaluate their qualitrintegri*$'imnact, improvisation,
organization or 'design quality and-use of media. Ifowe continue uting art-both to de-
hote and to qualif)vwewill deprive*students of the Aesthetic criteria they need to
evaluate all phases of art. /

'As this thesis is developed it wild' become:clearer, I hope, why the denotatix;e
concept of art is 'necessary if art education is '`to respond.to-the social demands of the '
day. Specificallyi in contempokary society art-is used in the full range from the
sentimental to the profound, thefsupenficial to the intrinsic, the commonplace to the
unique, thexepetitiousto the divergent, the tawdry to the refined. Examples from
each stage of thesecOntinud'Can be feund-in all of'theamajor visual communication
systems:

those traditionally called the fine arts,
in all product design including the handcrafted to thy'
mass produced,

in'all advettising, display, and packaging,
in architecture, city planning, and urban renewal,
,in telelision, publications, and 'moving pictures,
in interiors and-costuMe-design.

'Further, art exists in the present conditions of our citiee and towns, representing
many periOds and copies of periods, in assorted states of preservation or decay. The
whole broad face of America expresses values and attitudes through art forms and their
:condition. The art quality ranges from'the sublime to the odious, and students must
have talalifyingaeleacoi to evaluate the whole ranee if they are to make aesthetic
discriminations as citizens in a democracy.

The Functions of Art

Art has varying functions inthe lives of mankind which need'to be considered as
we develop curricula in art fot students from various subcultures as they in turn are .

affected by social change. Some degreeland combination of these functions of art are
found in all cultures past,and present. Art is used to maintain the values, atti-
tudes, and sense of realityAfrom one generation to another. It is used to,give charac-
ter, identity and status to groups of people, individuals, institutions through mutually
understood symbols--the styles of architecture and costume. Almost all religions use
art forms to create, their affective environment and stimulate the essence of worship. .

Political systems use' non- verbal symbols to encourage recall of the valnesAupheld. A
symbol may have many meanings depending upon its variation. People with different
backgrounds bring somewhat different sets of concepts into play when seeing it. The
cross, for example, has pre- and post-Christian meanings and many derivations - -a
Maltese cross, a Latin 'cross and a burning cross stimulate recall of different concepts
and emotions.

Some cultures use art for "group -self-reflectice as in social criticism and
satire; for education to identify patterns of behavior, eras of history, significant
ideas. Finally, art is used in more subtle, but often more immediate emerging ex-
pressions-of-the-essence of being and direct interaction, using less literate symbols
of form and composition.

CultUre and Society

The concepts culture and society have, like most terms, evolved with usage. They
are sometimes used differently in the different social disciplines. In this paper
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society is used to mean all organization of people whose interaction patterns cluster them
as a group. The United States is a large society that, through a system of goVernment
and interaction, separates it from other national governments. Culture is used to
identify the values, attitudes and acceptable behavior-of people from a common heritage.
A.cleestoom can be considered a soCiety,as it has a pattern of interrelations among its
members. Within the classroom there may be Many cultures represented, children who
have backgrounds that have*influenced the development of quite different values, belief
systems, and concepts of acceptable behavior. Culturei vary with different socio-
economic classes, religions, ethnic backgrounds,.-urban or rural environment, and geo-
graphic area. Our overall American society may have a broad identifiable culture, but
it4has many subcultures, large and small sub-societies.

Social class is identified by studying the ways groups of people relate themselves
to other people, to economic level, and in some' degree to behavioral patterns. Class
stratification in this country is a reality that. is often ignored by our idealism.
Though there.is considerable overlapping, shifting in an open society,, there are
identifiable differences between groups. They tend to share that which is called
American mature, but they have distinct subcultural characteristics. Each ethnic group
within a socio-economic class tends to vary in Cultural pattern. Though social 'Classes
have general likenesses throughout the country, theie are also regional differences, and
differences if the groups" are living in rural or urban areas.

A new term used by the sociologist Milton M. Gordon is particularly useful.
2

It
is'ethclass. He finds it necessary in describing the ethnic groups within the different
economic strata of society. As more and more members of minority groups move into the
middle and upper middle class, ethnic identification alone becomes inadequate to,des-
cribe them, for they identify increasingly with mores of their social status. As this
takes place more cultural diversity will be found within economic groups.

Gordon finds two conflicting trends in America. One is a pressUre for conformity,
due to middle class oriented education-and the-extent and intensity of mass communica-
tions., The other trend is that subcultures of race, rligion, national origin, andmulm/MNO1 marma

economic level are much stronger than has been assumed. This in-group cohesion and
persistence of cultural values and attitudes shows signs of increase: Most people's
primary group interaction is within their subculture, while their secondary group-
activities tend to be within the larger society. Gordon finds that most of the pro-
fessional and buSiness-feadership of the country comes from the_middle class core

5culture, and from those members of other groups who have learned this core culture.
Another interesting trend which he identifies is the development of an intellectual
subculture which includes some members of the academic community, the arts, and some
of the upper levels of*journalism, law, and medicine. Within this group ethnic dif-
ferences are maintained by some, but there are also those who lave their ethnic
subculture to become mainly part of.the intellectual community.

To those trained in education with the melting pot as an ideal, this pluralistic-
culture with multiple value system_ may seem paradoxical. Even if we decide that the
core culture or middle class vulture should be the focus of public school education for
all Anerican youth, we'need to -re- evaluate our goals in terms of the ethnic and cul-
tural diversity of society. As art educators,our problem is complicated by thefact
that the middle. class generally has not embraced the arts as central to its culture.
It still has the stigma of being for an economic and cultural elite, and done by some-
what marginal people. Another contradiction emerges with the recognition of social
class as a social reality by an educational system devoted to the preservation of an
open society. The concept of the open society itself appears to exist within a middle
class framework; that is, open from the middle class standpoint, and the.school an
institution for helping 'everyone become middle class.

MAJOR AREAS OF SOCIAL CHANGE IN AMERICA
OF -THE SIXTIES

Now that we have discussed briefly some of the concepts describing the structure
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ofAmerican society,.we should look at some'of the major changes that are taking place
which influence and affect all the segments in varying degrees and suggest some poSsible
implications fqr art education.

4 4

Emergence of Minority Groups

Probably the most obvious's4ngle force in Americam society is that of desegregation
of public institutions and services for the Ambrican Negro. Public desegregation and
serious questioning of. the rights.of the states to dictate interpe*isonalrelations be,
tween.races have brought the question of therighes-Of all minority groups to the fore.
The provisiOns of the civil rights bill open the door to more opportunity for many
others besides the Negro; this means far-reaching social change affecting most of the
society.

A correlative of the civic rights of the Negro is his transition from'a rural to an
urban resident. In 1900, 90% of the Negroes lived in the South and in rural areas. In
1960, only five outgof every nine remained in the South. In 1960, 73% of the Negroes
were urban dwellers; outside of the South 90% of the Negro population was,urhan. Some
of these people are definitelyAmiddle and tipper middle class.. They have the same
goals for themselves And their children that other middle class people have. They,

* take excellent care of property, their children are very carefully trained. But there
are.many-Negroes among the new urban population who have-little or no awareness of the
compinziAes of urban life, little ability to interact:effectively within it, nor the
skills ntieded to improve their living situations. The:absentee landlord who continues

. to allow decaying slums to exist does little to help these people learn to help them-
selves. The magnitude of the problem of decaying living conditions with respect to the
sense of identity and self-respect in the personality development of children can only
be guessed.

The dynamic effect of the civil rights movement on,minoriti groups that range from
those who still live in degrading situations, whether they be Negro, Mexican-American,
American Indian, or white, to those who have achieved the education and work oppor-
tunities to live with some dignity, portends to be one of our most serious problems.
Some of these people will profit from civil rights so much sooner and in so much greater
degree that the discrepancy between different Negro classes could cause even more volai-
tile conflicts. Giving civil rights without giving economic opportunity and meaningfUl
education could compound the social problem. All three are imperatives.

Economic Deprivation

The second change in American society. is our recognition of the economically and
socially deprived--the estimated 20% of our population who have less than $3,000 a year..
income per family. A large majority of these people are the undeteducated members of
the minority groups. Their young people are'. entering the labor market during the period
when the children born during the post World Mar II baby boom are also entering the
labor market. At the same time, automation is decreaiing at a compounding rate the
number of jobs that.were most often done by the less educated people. These three
factors--automation, increased population among those entering the labor market, which
creates increased competition and.the need for more education--decrease the chances of
many economically deprived persons and those. in the social minorities from ever emerg-
ing from this depressed state. Avery real question for the educator is: "How effect-
ive are middle class oriented curricula in helping these children and youth deal with
their immediate prohlems.so they can work for the future?" Is education broadening the
gap even with the limited education many of these students are receiving? Is this, the
reason that the drorout rate among them is so great--the gap between their immediate
needs, their view of society,. -and that of the schooli too great? Are they overwhelmed
that the-society that demands that they go to school really has no.place for them when
they finish?

If the stability of ethnic identification and ethclass as identified by Gordon
continues, and if little progress is made for the economically deprived in the next
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decades, then* grouping and stratification in our society 'may be on the increase rather
# than the decrease. The openness of our society in terms of upward social mobility

may be more limited, at leaat for those who are now in the deprived segment 9g society,
_ _

The group of citizens most involved in developing school policy--the locAl school'
boards--tends to represent the white middle class core. If the needs of the 'students
in our multicultural society are to be met, this leadership should include representa-
tives of these groups: In many parts of the country thii would mean that more Spanish-
speaking people, more Indiana, and more Negroes should be active members, of school
boards. It rarely happens now, and then it does the individuals are those who are an
elite of their group, or have moved out of: their background culiure.

Implications for Art Education

In thinking of the functions of-art in culture, and the social bends among
minority peoples, what directives can we gain for art education? The first directive,
tobe sure, is that we need to do a great deal of research of the field of art, of the
social functions and behaviors involved, as a basis for evaluating what might be pos-
sible to.help these people. A study of the function of art in societies other than our
own should give us insight into the way art forms, no matter how humble, operate in
people's lives Eiat now. We may have to be willing to look at these art forms with a
new sensitivity to see how they function to give a sense of continuity and belonging to
a community. If their art forms are making this contribution, then our introduction of
art to members of these groups should, include their symbolism. If not, we are in some
degree teaching their children to devalue their own background. But one cannot make

4

stereotyped. judgments about children's ties to their background without knowing their
ethclass as "well, and the degree that they already accept or reject their background
culture.

The American Negro is unique in,his cultural heritage. Unlike the American Indian
or Mexican-American who has a long-standing art background that may. have meaning and
remnants of meaning, the Negro has only the art forms that he has created in his more
immediate past. He carried music forms from Africa, but his visual art forms were cut
off. It appears that today's educated Negro's interest in Afr;can art tends to be
intellectual rather than a culturally transmitted art form, available to those who have
an opportunity to learn, *

To understand the function of art for all urban people we need to become familiar '

with the cultural complex of our cities to identify the varied ethclasses represented.
We need to make extensive study of the differences in values and attitudes toward art
held by these various groups. Our sampling needs to include those who are working
towaid middle class assimilation, those who are middle class but desire to maintain
ethnic identification. We need to identify the widely different segments of lower class
society, to see what art might mean to them. This does not mean necessarily seeing how
they react to the fine arts as we know them, but rather finding out how they may or may
not use art in its broadest sense, which of mass media art forms are getting, through to
them. Attitude analysis will tell us what we need to recognize in beginning to make art
experience of value, to relate it to what already has meaning for them.

. Second, we need to take a long look at what we are teaching them about art. Are
we helping children of these various groups preserve and develop' symbols that help them
preserve their cultural continuity, to identify and communicate with others in their
same culture? Are we able to help them retain and respect their own culture at the same
time that we give them the choice of accepting and appreciating all the visual arts? If
we accept the concert of the pluralistic society--that it produces a richer, more varied
national culture--then our art programs need to be developed at both the diverse and the
universal levels.

Third, if we accept the function of the schools as an instrument for providing
social mobility, are we including in our curricula opportunities for students to learn
the discriminations and aesthetic sensitivity needed by people who do not learn them
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in their home environment. If we accept the assumption that the school has the further
function of improving the. environment', improving the standards of the core culture as
well, then skills in art criticism need to be developed in language understandable to
all age levels,,: and to encompass the broad uses of art.

Fourth, we need to look at cultures far removed from our own to gain perspectives
for looking with more diScrimination at the functions of art in our culture.

Ronald and Catherine Berndt are two Australian anthropologists who have made a com-
parative study of the diverse culture patterns of the Australian minority--the.aborig-
ines. They stress the importance of recognizing that these are contemporary cultures
that have deVeloped in different patterns frOm the white Australian, but not necessarily
"different in quality or degree."a

Art'forms and motives vary in the different groups. They range from naturalism to
highly conventionalized 'symbols that can be understood only by those who know the mean-
ings. Within a cultural group distinguishing individual artistry is apparent, yet a
group pervasive is clearly recognilable. As groups vary in their art forms, a common-
alty of quality that distinguishes Australian aboriginal art persists.9

Each art form has some degree of meaning. Some serve as a partial check on for-
getting of complex verbal literature that is handed down for many generations10 Others
reinforce religious faith by giving the participants a means of expressing their own
religious experience. Religious ideology may be represented by series of key symbols
of their belief system.11

The aborigine today ranges from the full-blood living very much as their fore-
fathers did, in a slowly changing culture. Others have only a few words and memories
of their past culture with which to identify, but are separated from full participation
in their new, learned culture by their physical appearance.

If these seemingly homogenous peoples have this much diversity, we should gain
insights into the vast cultural variety and symbolic meanings that may be found in our
own country. The Anerican Indian, the Mexican- American, the Negro, the Oriental, the
New England white Anglo-Saxon, the religious and/or cultural Jew,- the Irish, the
Italian, the Eastern, Northern, and Southern European, the Southern American, the
Southwesterner, the peoples of the newly cosmopolitan Pacific Coast all represent mul-
tiple social classes,'cultural, economic, and social subgroups; and men's culture,
women's culture, teenage culture all see syMbolic.meaning,in somewhat different and
changing ways.

As we analyze each of the major social forces we find that they are interdepend-
ent and interfluential. The implications for art education that appear important for
one often apply to the others. It is only for the sake of clarification that they are
separated.

Population and Urban Increases

The third major chanae in American society is the increase of population, com-
pounded in its impact by the increase in urbanization and shifts of people within
cities. In 1963 it was estimated that in three years there would be 10,000,000 more
people in this country--andwe are well on our way. If current projections material-
ize, there will be 225,000,000 people in the United States in 1975--ten years from
now. In 1963 there were 50% more teenagers age 16 than there were in 1962;- now they
are 18 years old.12 Think what:this.means.to population trends when these young people
become parents, even if the present slow decrease in birth rate continues.

The size of cities during the ten year period from 1950 to 1960 has varied
throughout the country, but the national average is very high. From an analysis of
216 metropolitan areas the national average is estimated at 26.6%.13 This figure
represents the global area of a central city with its suburbs, whether under one
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government or not. Such growth puts tremendous strains on, city governments to uphold
standards for the overall city when the demands for expansion are so immediate, the
money to be made from mushrooming housing

developments so lush, and the tendency tocrowd low income groups.into less and less space per individual in the decaying parts
of the citieerso prevalent. In all cases, increase in population puts a strain on allexisting facilities-- schools, hospitals, care for the aged, transportation, law enfOrce-
ment, and recreational facilities.

All these pressures of immediate problems to be solved tend to direct less and
less attention to the aesthetic quality ofour cities. The value on expediency, get-ting things done as quickly as possible, that is so much a part of cur expanding
economy, allows little time for the solving of the practical problems of city growthin terms of the long range visual effect of the cities themselves.

These trends all point to the critical necessity of educating more people in the
visual arta, so that this period of what may become the greatest, growth of cities will
not result in more and more ugly monotony as slums are renewed, in bland and impersonal
areas that have little color or cultural meaning. When the problem of the increased
numbers moving into cities is compounded by the percent of these people who are ill-
prepared for living in urban areas of complex and diverse cultures, we see how important
art becomes as a means of developing a sense of community through variation in meaning -ful design and symbolic communication.

The complexities of city planning often leave the human dimension with Much less
attention than it deserves. Planning is often concerned with the acute problems that
are easily measurable--traffic congestion, the need for better access to services and
goods, housing in terms of statistical averages. Real estate boards and vested inter-
est groups often live within their own economic and social group cultures and tend notto think in terms of the whole city and the diverse cultural groups within it. ,Though
leading architects and urban designers are often social architects as well, many magni-
ficent plans for urban renewal:do not consider the cultural or the aesthetic needs of
people. Even the aesthetic needs are often in terms of an educated elite, not the popu-lation who will use the housing.

I do not propose that our levels of taste would be reduced. to some common denomi-
nator, but rather than designers and architects be aware of the cultural diversity andplan so that the life patterns of people are not needlessly destroyed, rather that they
are maintained, enhanced, and developed. At the turn of the century the emergent newplans for developing our cities had the "melting zee as a basic assumption. Plans forrenewal after World War II were based on the assumption that population would stabilize,and were made for a much smaller population than was actually born or migrated into the
cities.

Henry S. Churchill, the architect, in his well-titled book, The City Is. The People,
pleads with city planners to review the old plane of the last fifty years, to see how
inadequate they have been in effectively dealing with the situation as it actually
exists.. He is among those architects who are concerned with the social and psychologi-
cal life-spice of the people who make up the city. He asks for preservation of areasof color and imagination, as well as opening space, for diversity rather than planning
by averages which don't really fit any group's way of life.'4

In part, a long-standing tradition needs t4Pbe broken. The architect has tradi-
tionally been a designer for the elite or large organizations which were responsible for
other parts of society. Today this is exemplified by architects working for metro-
politan districts, for large.insurance companies that invest in what has been planned
to be slum clearance. European city planning, because of the necessary rebuilding due
to World War II, has included more effective housing for low income groups. In this
country no one bombed out our slums, there is money to be made.. in perpetuating them,
so our renewal trails far behind in terms of our capacity to produce;

Another American tradition -the rights of the individual--has been distorted into
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a callous disregard of society's natural and aesthetic resources. Our air and our
countryside have been treated as Islam domain'to serve the cause of monetary progress,
irrespective of the visual consequences in the public, domain. To stress each citizen's
responsibility, to evaluate the quality of his aesthetic contribution to the public,
view, in the biel'of the tradition of socially ,irresponsible, individualism, n...1.y be cm-IBA in the dark. But the public reaction to air and stream pollution, the President's
plea fora beautiful America, the progress made by responsible industries, may encourage
public support for art education in helping students gain the capacity for critical
aesthetic judgment as part of their civic responsibility.

Another shift that needs to be made in our thinking is the idea that something
that is well-designed according to our tastes will have meaning to other people as
well. We are extremely egocentric as a people, seeing the world only through our own
eyes and through our own ethclass values. It seems to me that art educators must take
responsibility for a much wider curriculum. Certainly, our long standing goal of help-
ing individual children and youth acquire an open avenue of expression through art is
as important as ever. As we have less geometric space in which to live, the development
of self-direction and expression is important, but understanding design as communica-
tion, and its myriad application and use in creating rich and meaningful environments
in our multifaceted and increasingly complex society is needed as well. We cannot
allow people to grow up as visual and aesthetic illiterates and expect them to be
aware of their aesthetic responsibilities as citizens.

Automation and the Increase of Leisure

Programmed production and the decreased work week, somewhat indeiendently of each
other, are influencing a fourth area of change in American society. Automation is
increasingly accelerating the long range decrease of working time that has been going
on during this century.

The Darnell Corporation survey of 342 United States and Canadian companies points
out a recent and decided trend toward the reduced work week, particularly when vacation
time is included in yearly work patterns. Prior to World War II only one worker in
four got a paid week's vacation. Between the two decades of 1940 to 1960, the total
working time for the average worker dropped the equivalent of four weeks. In the last
five years, a great increase in vacation time has developed, with half the salaried
workers getting a month's vacation sometime in their career. Paid holidays have in-
creased in 25 years from an average of two to over seven. Now if a person works on a
new job six months he gets aweek's vacation, a year's work qualifies for two weeks,
after three to five years the period is three weeks, and after ten years, a month. At
present, one in four workers in this sample works between 32 and 40 hours a week.15
The main trend indicates that there will be more people with leisure time than ever
before in the history of mankind. Now the machine is freeing vast numbers for leisure
that they have neither cultural pattern nor cultural training to use. Decrease in work
creates both leisure and unemployment, but the unemployed have no leisure if it is de-
fined as the time one has beyond gainful work.

One of the most crucial problems of automation is what it does to the new worker,
the young man or woman with or without a high school education. Automation is cutting
down most drastically in those kinds of unskilled jobs in which young people got the
experience they needed to move up in the labor market. As the 1947 war baby population
enters the labor market, this will probably increase the percentages of unemployed
youth.16 These same unemployed youth, if these conditions continue, will have fewer
opportunities for.a first job. It was reported in the winter of 1965 by the Population
Reference Bureau that over 1/4 of the 1947 baby boom,, now aged 17,_are out of school-
and-looking for"work027--

The Negro and the under- educated are most affected. ;.In 1962, 11% of the non-white
members of 'the working force were not working, compared to only 4.97 of the white
members. It still remains twice as high. Among all groups, 2/3 of the unemployed had
not finished high school. The overall percentage was 9% for those who had not finished
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9th grade, 7% for those who had not finished high school, but only 2% for those with
some college education.

One of the long standing concepts thaq has underlain tench of: our past history has
been that those *ilia ark* have a rt....at ti1222, and income .is necessary to life.. We
have assumed that we could carry a certain. number of people:on relief: Now we are
faced with a revolution in the nature of work in which the machine replaces people. We
are faced with having to decide whether or not we will change our concepts of what work
is, what would be repaid by society for service to it, or whether we shall *consign more
and more people to lives of inaction and poverty.

In a succinct publication of the Center For the Study of Democratic Institutions,
Gerald Piel and Ralph Holstein discuss the relation of work to incest. as follows:.

Relstein: I accept the fact that full employment at this
juncture in time is c misleading goal *if by: full
employment is meant the.traditionil kind of jobs
in the private market- -a market that has failed.in
the last five years to produce tors -kind **randier
of_jobs necessary. A rev/gift of our concept of
work is required. After all, Work is only what
society says it is. There -14 no reason why we

t
t, cannot start redefining our 'notions of what work

is and in this way prOvide emplOyment. . . ."

Piel: The underlying scandal of what we are talking about
here is that the market economy offered and promoted
kinds of work that were sanctioned by the valuesof
the market and the profit system. The function we
are talking about, the people-to-people function, is
notably not conducted for profit o' market - generated

WA are talking in terse Of.fundatental changes
in our society that go beyond the eMergency measure
of providing an income for everybody, to buildinvO
society with an entirely different set of 'values about
what ,qualifies, as socially mad work.19

As we reflect on what these men have said, and thinkahout the arts, we may gain
some insight. The arts and the artist have long been outside the mainstream of Mari-
can life. Though gaining in prominence, the stereotype of the artist is still not an
ideal personality type to which young people.may be motivated. As this change in the
concept of work takes place, will we in the visual arts be ready to provide the impetus
and education so that the.arts can become central activities in socially useful work-
improving our cities and our homee,.and the *malty of our experience, as well as con-
tributing to the quality of production; in creating new dimension's for communication
which have irsolis and aesthetic meaning in our diversified 122111x? Can we help more
people contribute to society through art, who are now denied admission to the market
economy?

As concepts of work and play change, our evaluation of leisure will of necessity
change. One possible explanation of the reticence found in American education against
accepting education for leisure in the elementary-And high schools has been our Puri-
tanical tradition that non-work is somehow related to sin. Though the social structure
of American life is changing, the concept of a college education as a doorway to the
good life, which includes the right to leisure, has. preserved the liberal arts in higher
education. To educate for leisure below that level has somehow seemed unimportant be-
cause we have assumed that only the elite have the right to leisure. The further stereo-
type that the arts are the play of the leisure elite, an4 the artist asocial deviant,
because be participates little in the mainstream of economic gain, have contributed to
the peripheral position of the arts in public school education.
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As art educators we have felt the need, and in part rightly so, to defend the art-
istic dimension as vital to good economy, long range planning in cities, the development
of significant comlunities, and necessary for improled production. At the same time,
the nation as a whole suit recognise that increased populatiOn, automation, and the de-
creased work weekvean that a majority rather than a minori4-of society will be In'the
leisure class. So we must educate-the public to recognise that education in the visual
arts is vital to the development of citizens*: our society because it is one of the
primary communication.systemst, and that it is also a 'means of individual and collective
development during leisure.

HASS MEDIA AND ITS EFFECTS ON SOCIAL. CHANGE

Ness media is a major factor to be considered in social change. It ac6ntuates the
differences between its general standard of mediocrity and commonalty and the diversity
of cultures and economic levels. It purports, through advertising, to identify the so-
called good life which anyone can achieve if they are just able to buy the right pro-
ducts. Paul Hoffman identifies rising expectations, as a result of increased communica-
tion and transportation, as one of the most crucial factors in international affairs. He
writes: ". . .rising expectations".are ". . .one of the 'most powerful forces affecting
the future of mankind." He cautions that one face of the movement is a desire for prog-
ress which we must help or we will have ". . .the other face turned upon us. This is
the ugly face of violence and even chaos, born from hopeless frustration and despairo0

At the same time that the open. door to opportunity seems to be closing due to in-
creased automation and population, these same people in this country are able to see at
least a distorted picture of the affluent society. We need careful content analysis of
the values being projected through miss:media, as well as continued study of the divers-
ity of valuea-in American society, to be able to understand the conflicts, the anxieties
and frustrations that television, for instance, may produce among children from deprived
segments of society. There has been extensive concern over the violence on television,
but little for this more subtle influence with its distorted picture of "the good life"
in creating hostility and frOstiationsHamong the economically deprived.

In another report of the Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions on the
nature of the American Character, Jack Gould, Television Critic of the New YorkTimes,
analyzes the power structure of American television, and the decision-making that goes
into the selection of programi. He states: ". .the real control rests with the
sponsor. By the act of not purchasing certain kinds of programs,t1Wsponsor exercises
a tremendous force on television programming. The sponsor's negative power is enormous
. .:.he

21
has a power of veto over what the public sees; he simply does not buy that pro-

gram."News and public affairs programming are the two areas where, as he Gaye,
"Sponsors, to their credit, have kept their hands off." It is in the area of creative
writing for television that Gould finds the greatest disaster,, both to the artsand to
society. Nothing controversial that is to be found on the contemporary scene can be
used. Only those writers -survive who are-well-trained "in the taboo: of the business."
Further, the uncreative, plot-repeating westerns, situational comedy, horror and gang-
ster programs come when the ereitest viewing takes place, from eight to eleven at night.
Sunday mornings and late evenings provide the main. alternatives. Any book shop, any
.news stand, any record store provides the consumer with a far greater choice. But for
many the window on the good life, the advertising that accompanies their diversion, is
not only .a farce on life, but is also unattainable.22

The major question which the impact of television end mass media on society raises
for us is whether we do, or can, give students the tools with which to evaluate the
obvious and the subtle messages of this one-way communication system. We have theobli-
nation to= to offer tte_Jcin_ets more alvernatives. .This requires that we be aware of
what they are receiving; that we analyze the art forms being used so that we may help
them:develop and use aesthetic criteria in their evaluations.
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ANOMY

The final social force_is_anomy"-in American society. Merton'defines it as a"breakdown in the cultural structure, occurring particularly when there is an acute
disjunction between the cultural norms and goals and the socially structured-capa-cities of Members of the group to act in accord with them," or to put it in other,
words, situations where the individual cannot relate himself. to his perceptions ofille
norms of society, resulting, among other feelings, in a sense of isolation. 'Whathappens to individuals also appears to happen to groups of individuals.

Sociologists and social and personality pdychologists disagree as to whether ornot anomy is increasing. Durkheim and Merton deal with social conditions and their
relationships to deviant behavior. Others, mainly psychologists, are concerned withthe kinds of personalities which, in response to certain kinds of sedial situations,
become more deviant in behavior. Those who. study personality factors in anomy feel
that one cannot evaluate the trend of the,,overall society as being more or less anomie
unless one identifies the point of view of the observer.

McClosky and Scheer, in a review of the literature and theirown study of national
and Minnesota samples, report that anomy is found mostly among old people, widowed,

--divorced, and separated; under-educated, persons with low incomes or with low prestige
positions; people moving downward socially; Negroes, foreign-born, and non-city4well-ere and- farmers.23

They feel that these people have less opportunity to interact and communicate
within the dominant society, and thus have less opportunity to "see and understand how
the society works and what its goals and values are."

Anomie feeling may come from the social situation for some people, from their own
personalities in others, or can be a combinate from both sources.

In a comprehensive series of tests, administered to random, national and Minnesota
samples, these researchers find the following trends. Low ApA'correlated highly with
high education, intellectuality, high tolerance for ambiguity and those who took social
responsibility. llighanomv was correlated most with low education and intellect, in-
tolerance of the ambiguous, dependence on black and white answers, and low social re-
sponsibility. Using the totals for their figures on tolerance (Table 9), I foUnd the
following percentages of persons high in anomy: 35I of the people in the, national
sample and 281, of those in the Minnesota sample were high in anomy.

Some percentages of these people were found in all economic and educational levels,
though predominantly found among the under-educated, under- privileged, the rigid and
anxious who have less opportunity for social interaction with the dominant society
through "communication, interaction, and learning. . ."

Whether these figures represent an increase or not, they do represent a serious
situation which should concern educators, for it apparently concerns one in three stu-
denti-.- The big question for the art educator, it would sees, is: hoe can art_exper6
icnce and syMbolic communication contribute to the sense'nf identity and social partici-
pation of these people? Many of them will be found *Mang cur, new, urbanites, certainly
among the economically and socially deprived. This distension of psycho-social behavior,
like the "etholase" becomes a Confounding but useful tool if we are really concerned
about developing art curricula that:can have meaning to all American children and youth.

These are the kev issues as I see thee. What do they mean to us? Sams 1:nestles:-
tors of American society feel that this is the era of greatest rapidity of change inWain history. This mom that we need greater flexibility it our use of categories,
more awareness 'of the possible alternative, to our assumptions, than ever Were. At
this point, we may feel vs have opened a Pandorals.box by looking so briefly at-couples
social factors that are acting and reacting upon each other to change our way of life.
A caution is needed here. Culture does persiet, attitudes and values sometimes remain-
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beyond their usefulness, but in our haste to meet the challenge-oUchange we may heed-.1
lessly throw out values that have continuing importances. :For example, when some of us
plead for the use of more intellect in art education to solve aesthetic problems in
modern:society, we should not of -Intuition;,: ,--.or evenze-
Bona/Lex ,protection throw*, 1st. Because we believe that.art his- a,plecs.in the lives
of all people does not deny the right, and society's need for, an aesthetic- create
elite:to'hreak the barriers, of.artistic diecovery. The. recognition and-encouresement
of the best in .the line arts does not necessarily have to negate, as non -art, the
ethnic mind,popular arts that have meaning to large, sesmente of society. We need alt
sp ska Via the ,studente develop, evaluative, criteria or resoonding to airiht visual
arts.
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REVIEW AND IMPLICATIONS FOR ART EDUCATION

In summary, the big forces in social change that have implications for art educa-
tion are as follows:

First, we find that American culture, as studied by sociologists interested in
social diversity, is much more complex than we mer,have imagined. Subcultures appear
to maintain their characteristics even when they change socio- economic levels.

Second, minority groups are emerging into fuller citizenship roles through in=
creased civil rights., but within these groups the opportunities to utilise these
rights varies significantly.

Third, the plight of the economically and socially deprived is not helped by auto-
mation, population increase, and the decrease of jobs, even though civil rights may
give them morw.rightAo opportunity.

Fourth, the increase in population that are centering in urban areas, the increase
Of megapolis, is bringing sany people to cities who know little of the ways of-city
culture. Urban renewal without some education and continuity from past culture may
create new prObleii3Of anew, and new slume.

Fifth, automation is decreasing the number of jobs, particularly for the under-
educated. The chances of watering the labor force-are4ecreasing for the under-educat-
ed minority youth. FUrther, automation is decreasing the need for working hours. More
people will have more time for leisure than they need to earn & living.

Sixth, mass.nedia, at present, is making shallow use of the arts to present a
Picture of the good life which centers around the use of its products. The pressure
to enter the so-called good life through acquisition of the proper products ernes at
the same time.: that automation and increased populatieni. in combination, decrfase tte
.PereitasintpOweroUapproximately one-fifth of-out People. At the same time there are
combinatiOns of factors; automation, increased population, that appear to bb decreasing
opportunity in our society, as society as a whole is beginning to be aware it its social
responsibility to all members.

Seventh, snowy, social isolation, operates to compound the problems. Those who are
most separated silty ba the motretsilfeffected by society's lack of reccfrltion of its
diversity, and by...decreased opportunitrto operate in the &mine:a sOcief

Our question then becomes: what Osumi as art educators do to beg' Ito deal with
these problems as we try to cope with the education of all children an youth? What
follows is only wy own attempt to try to identify the kinds Of beheld( requiring
aesthetic judgments that appear to be needed by the members of our so,. -ty, and then to
postulate some 'directives for art education.

The first deals with rural people learning to live in crowded cities, and slum
dwellers moving into urban renewal.
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Preserving, through their own creation, the eyebolt= of their backgroUnd
culture if, it. Wave:ming for them.

2. Deve30DiflerAedepondellt Judement in evaluating what is presented to then in
the city.

3. Learn ing. to tAkivrespoddibility for their centribOtierte the public view.

4. Leerning'basic,thills in ptoduCtion and:maintenance of what they do poetess.

5. Becoming Aware of the differences between order and disorder, and the difs
ferences in. impact these have upon them:414es.

6. Learning ways tomb.* order end variation through groupings of color, of,
fares, of line. and textures, etc. with minimal materials:

7. Developing new avenues of socially useful work through art.

Totthets who. attempt this -*will-need to be prepared to understand cultural, eco-
nomic, and personality differencee-aeft steeps of children so that the initial com-
miaow are with things that have seantug to them. In some way the goals of the
teacher will heUcto be related to the gOals_the students have for theliselVess-which in
many cases will be the gods given thmeikr0140$ 0001.a. By attempting to start where
they are, with what is important to thii, a beginning can be If is not
related to their own past experience, to their owe goals, the beginning experiences
Upon Whith fUrthet letrdings in art can be built-will not take place. This is as true
in teething middle Class childreno.where art.is not.rtspected in the home, as those
whose folk art or lack of art has not prepared thee for using art in their civic and
social responsibilities.

A question I can see being raised by some of us is "Lots of kids from most
deprived backgrounds are.very.expressive-odee tliey get a thanes:to use some art meter-
ial. Why all this emphasis on differenewin.backsroundr Ny answer to this is to
agree in part. I've had the exciting experience of watching hostile, rejected students
pour out their feelings with paint. -I wOuldn't disCourags this kind of comMunication.
But does' this help these youngsters make aesthetic judgeents to improve the quality of
of their experience? Does it help then preserve their own unique background. and still
help them contribute to the life:Of thole around them? Dees it help those who don't
open up in this kind of experience, to find art operativeand useful in their own lives?
Will self - projection aleavopeu up avenues for art trvthe'new dimensions of what is to
be called work, that sole of our sociologists see as necessary in the immediate future?

Sane of these behaviors we have discussed are needed by all children in this mobile
society where people things their residence ipo often. The following. are some aestheti-
cally based behaviors I believe should be considered -in all art education:

1. Helping students see the functions of art in culture as it transmits values
and attitudes,' and identifies cultural asanings.

2. Helping students respect and understand cultural.pluraliem in our society by
becalming niers of ti' functions of art .inn our many subcultures.

3. Helping students recognies the importance of the aesthetic dimension in the
economic and politiCal decisions of civic affairs, in urban and rural renewal,
conservation, city planning, aced neighborhood development.

4. Helping students discriminate And evaluate the symbolic communication of mass
media to preserve independent judgment.

5. Helping students understand the uses of intuition and creativity so that the
arts can became avenues for self-directed use of leisure.
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Belping-ittudentS understand thez-sultifateted intsractioft of de* elements Of"
design so that they may develop a basis for aesthetic discriadnotfoni7. _

7. students to differentiate between social aestbstit respOnsibility andindividual divergent creativity; to develop and preserve the uniqueness of the
individual while increased population and decreased space reignite mer4eteopere-
time plannins and social-responsibility.

8. Helping the artistically gifted to recognise their responsibilities to
sOcietftairdesigniers,,tertiett, and arthitects. . "

To further develop these objectives, vs in art education face several tasks. Weneed.: to' know a rent deal *bre about the funetiOnivOt-designa its= strizeture', sa that we. can teach it to people of widely divergent backgrounds. We need to study the differences
in value* artd attiteides about 'art and aboWthe-1.ife' of.sanyelore. groups of' people.
Certainly this includes becoMing are of our own basic assuaptions about art and its
relation to life as we understand our own unique backgrounds. Finally, we need to do
coniiderable,Clattroten-rem earcli in meetas and methods of making design aaaningful and
useable in all segatetits of kasricen life.

We Must lecomeik etestee of the political, etonosic, cultural realities
of our cities today al they agtrect the rapidly 00004 society=,. we wish to-sake theaesthetic distension felt. We need to teach art in general education so that all con-
cerned with the city and its developiiiint-i-its managers, planners, economists and its
electorater-are keenly aware of the aesthetic impact of their decisions. on the lives ofpeople. Further, we must so understand the cultural diversity of students so that artwill haveSeanine in the lives of more and sore peOple to preserve cultiere, to enhance
their daPaito-day' living,' and prederve their group uniqUeness and thelr, individual iden-tity.

We in art education can probably contribute only a Small part to the solution" of
our nation's monumental problems, but we cannot even begin unless we are more aware of
the cosplexities and dynamics of change which we 'face: In teacher training, in curri-
culum development, in research, our-best creative efforts, based on a broad awareness,would help us give Aserican youth the aesthetic tools they need.

Art education as I understand it is multifaceted. Its content is.drawing, paint-ing, sculpture, etc.; it is design in- its broad ramifications; it is art as historicalimpact, it is art criticism, it is site cultural communication. It requires the art of
teaching based on highly developed understandings of individual and cultural diversity
and their relationship to learning. The art teacher can thee becalm a central figure
in cultural.trensmissionand development.
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EXCERPTS FROM THE DISCUSSION WITH MRS. McFEE
Audience: Granting cultural pluralism, do you also see dangers in making a child aware
of himself as having an identity separate from a group? If you do see these as dangers,what kind of criteria or what bases do we have that we use to generate kkowing when wehave gone too far in this awareness?
Mrs. McFee: This, of course, is an important question; but I.think society tells him heis different pretty soon. I think this is something he is already learning one way oranother. I can remember when I was in third grade the teacher stopped me from play-ing baseball with the boys and said I had to go back and play with the girls; and I learnedthen that it was a different culture.

^:

Audience: One way of approaching this is by adding to this society the concept of ase.13FXself. This is what Professor Tumin was talking about, and diversity being apart of the sense of self.
Mrs. McFee: If you accept diversity as being valuable and don't try to have a commonmold that everybody is to fit into as we do with grading where the "gc,x1 guys" are theguys who get good grades and behave in class. If you-allow for more diversity, then thechild won't reject himself because he is different. It is the social context in which helearns this that's important. This is not a complete answer to your question for it is abig question and one that certainly needs to be developed.
Audience: Do I understand you to say that the teacher's job is to help students develop astard-by which they can judge the environment?
Mrs. McFee: Yes. Help them develop a standard but not present- -not to give them astandard - -no, but to become aware that color, line, form, and texture, to put it verysimply, do have an impact on them. Change one and it changes the impact of the other.We need to tell them that package design is, talking to them when they go through agrocery store--that when a television advertisement or program comes on, they are be-ing communicated to through all kinds of subtle visual cues. When they are aware ofthis, they can evaluate design as one way of getting at this almost subliminal influence.
Audience: If you help them develop 'standards but you don't present any standards tolEiFirns this to suggest that the teacher should remain neutral in respect to standards?
Mrs. McFee: This is a somewhat nebulous area. I can only tell you how I resolve it inteaching myself. I like to give them opportunities for exploration in design so that theyare aware that design exists; then, give them alternatives of seeing various ways peoplein different cultures have handled this. Also, I. have given people the task of going todifferent kinds of stores and writing a paper, a ten-page paper, on what communicateswith say lamp designs in certain kinds of stores with the lamps in others. I don't tellthem which one is good or bad, but they usually find out by description.
Audience: I recognize the values of sub-cultures, etc. On the other hand, we have afKiM responsibility for maintaining the integrity of the discipline. We don't want 'toget too involved in social engineering, to use a crude term, and thus lose our own iden-tity as a body of professionals who have a certain amount of vital experience, knowledge,and information. We can't deviate because these various individuals we are trying tohelp might then through mobility arrive at a position where there is nothing we can offerthem. I don't mean this to be a criticism of your remarks but I think they could be mis-interpreted to destroy and modify many of the disciplines.
Mrs. McFee: I tried to set this in a framework that it never becomes an "either-or".w(liiarriTike saying that the only kind of mathematics we are going to study are themathematics people need for adding up their grocery bill. We conztantly need people
exploring advanced mathematics and breaking new barriers, in the arts I think, also inart education we need to accept the idea that there are multiple roles for us. Some ofthem will fill the role you are filling, some will fill other roles. The more that we cantalk together without feeling that one is hostile to the other because their points of vieware different the better; but we are simply working on different facets of this great thingwhich is called educatiOn in the arts. I personally happen to be concerned with certainkinds of people.



Audience: Perhaps really we haven't arrived at a real definition of our so-called disci-FniiZTra; so that we can speak in the same terms.
Mrs. Mc Fee: Yes. But it's evolving. We are exploring the dimensions. Art itself, thebest of art, art criticism is a core. I feel that this is a core that all of us must neverforget or neglect. Those of us who are concerned with all kinds of children in the pub-lic schools must also be concerned with them. It is the meeting of these things asBruner' talks about it--if you are to reallTraderstand a subject.
Audience: June, you have opened up a tremendously complex problem area for art

ict7Ica7roTi. You have done this in a way that seems analogical to what Professor Tuminis doing in his plea for personality concerns. At the same time, I am reminded by oneof the things that Allan Kaprow said which brings to mind a one-worldiness. I think itwas Kaprow who referred to the fact that art in New York is not too much different fromTokyo. Or was it Harold Rosenberg? You put forward a value on cultural pluralism,and I find difficulty in putting these together. I think that the perpetuation that we sooften refer to as socio-economic class is partially by way of choice of people.
Mrs. McFee: Let me answer your first question. We have been discussing this ratherdeeply in the Southwest. What can we do to help the Mexican-American? When I sayMexican-American, it means a lot of things. It means that there are many differentkinds of Mexican-Americans, different kinds of orientation. They were here before wewere. We are the intruders but we don't know it, unfortunately. In many ways, theirculture is richer and more meaningful than ours. Those in education who have beenworking with these people have been trying to find ways to help the educator so he doesnot reject the Mexican-American child, to help the child to learn the skills he needs tooperate in Anglo culture_ . At the same time, in doing so, we don't teach the child thathis own culture is bad, and this is a very valuable place for the concept of pluralism.Help him see that American society is made up of many g7,3ups of people to which he cancontribute, and that his people have contributed a great deal to that particular part ofthe country. But if he is going to operate and have a job and a family, there are cer-tain skills in this common culture that he needs.

Audience: I am concerned about the idea of cultural pluralism in regard to teachingart.
Mrs. McFee: We have a few groups like Pennsylvania Dutch (German) that brought cer-ta3.Gm of such art with them. Those forms, if they have been maintained at all,have been maintained at a gradually diminishing level within that group. It would be agreat mistake for any attempt to revive those arts. The problem is for people to be-come aware of local art, that is, art that circulates throughout the world. I don'tsuggest that this should be the srAy thing. But if a child comes to school with some artsymbolism that has meaning tolhilin, we shouldn't cut it off from him.
Audience: Give us an example of some children who come from any parts with someart sym lism. I can't think of any.
Mrs. McFee: There is a lot of it in the West. There's a lot of it in the Southwest., IWU" araTeTtival just recently in which the Yaqui IndiansWho are Mexican refugees werecarrying on a festival in their own little commanty in downtown Tucson. There was anadaptation of a three hundred-year-old Catholic ritual going oni and a Yaqui deer danceritual as part of the same festival. Here is persistence of two cultures.
Audience: I think what we are talking about here is how the art that I am talking aboutan Kaprow and some of these people talked about here can be brought down intothose schools.
Mrs. Mcree: I agree, but I think this should be done also. But, if we do that, do weriNrW)171Fct the other?
Audience: I'm not worried about the art, I'm worrying about those children.
Mrs. McFee: I don't want to cut them off from anything, but I want to begin with some-thing that has meaning to them so eventually we can lead them into a broader point ofview.
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Audience: You have to be extremely careful that the symbols a child comes with aregenuine symbols.
Mrs. McFee: What I am asking and pleading for is for teachers to be well trained andculture enough so that they understand to some degree the differences, and I agree withyou that this could become a superficiality that would be hideous.
Audience:

is
is a very special culture, and I think by using the Indian culture as anexample is rather misleading in terms of the normal urban culture with which theItalians--

,

Mrs. McFee: Yes, I think there are certain things in Italian culture certain things inrani inavian culture--
Audience: These people are far from it. They didn't come from a level in their own,country which is aware of an artistic culture.
Mrs. McFee: 'You know Max Lerner's book on American civilization and the chapter onthe popular arts. I think every group has art forms, and in some degree, we have mul-tiple broader art forms.
Audience: I think possibly as well as an international art there is also some interna-tiona non-art.
Audience: They are called airport handicraft. This is a technical term, by the way,a-riaT-roTr will find it throughout the world.
Mrs. McFee: This is the kind of thing I want to help kids be able to discriminate.
Audience: There is no discrimination. It's just bad.
Mrs. McFee: We can give them the tools to recognize that. But at the same,time, let'snot cut off thing-rthat do have meaning in people's lives that we can use to develop dis-criminating taste with them.
Audience: I'd like to see your limits on cultural pluralism. I'd like to comment on anexperience I had this summer where I ran into an institute of American Indians whereabout thirty American Indian teenagers dressed in chinos and white buck shoes andmumus were brought together to be taught about Indian culture in order to helipreserveIndian culture which they didn't have. How do you feel about that?
Mrs. McFee: All I'm asking is that where it exists that we be open enough to recognizeit and not cut it off, because if you cut off a peWails art and it has meaning for them,you are saying "Something about you is not good". I think a lot of Indians are readingup on their background to try to find out about their culture. People are dancing nowwho weren't dancing or who were not allowed to dance in their youth because of thegovernment, and there are many different reasons. To some of these people the artform has an important and valid meaning and is a means of self-identification. But toimpose it upon them if they don't want it is a different matter.
Audience: I think there is a very fine point that you have been attempting to make whichI would like to reiterate a little differently. One of the things that' is happening inAmerican society is the increasing complexity with respect to identification with thelarger cultural movement. Jews, for example, who had a very rich life in some of theurban communities, when moving out to the suburbs, feel the loss of this kind of qualityof life--the interactions, the speaking of the Yiddish language, the Jewish newspaper,etc. By virtue of people being thrown together, this quality of life is all but' dissipatedor has entirely disappeared. The point is, if I understand the point you are making, isto somehow enable people to become a part of the mainstream of American life, and onthe other hand to maintain that cultural affiliation and quality of living that they presentlyhave and which provides for them a very rich kind of experience. Given the nature ofliving in today's society, this is extremely difficult. It seems to me that art broadlyconceived well beyond the visual arts can provide for this kind of existence. If one con-ceives of art to include not only visual arts but also ceremonial life and certain kinds ofhuman interactions, then the school could elicit, maintain, develop and generate thisquality of life in a society they are moving away from. This is a very valuable point thatyou have made and it ought not to be dismissed lightly. I don't think one has to reject

1101.10...
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one by accepting therother". ilt.may.be exceedingly difficult.to.do both, andlt:may not bepossible to do both, but I think the business of entertaining the ways in which this mightbe achieved deserves some attention. ,... -, z.'. .1. , . -... .,. ...1 . ' ' '` '' ' .2 -`:'*.Y.4''''''''''1".7-'":*r7r.
Mrs. ,MCFee: The key point where Ifeell.didnotmake myself clear or where some of3137.Tvere unable to differentiate Was this;. I am concerned about the ifollvart--the primarygroup symbolism--that has meaning in the live of individual children, adolescent andadults. The cdfiCernla, that we do not cut thern: off,froth*thispi6ariinotttl art form iii,...theart education We 'give them in schools Or the COminunities4eilesign for them in urbanrenewal. Allowing them to retain meaningful symbolism is a very different thing fromour selecting certain folk art forms as being worthy.of-revitalization and imposing themon people. To say it another way: to allow people an open channel of development throughthe arta fro their present standpoint appears to be ednoably'...sound than cuttingthem off It "---"meanirigitil symbolism, if theyhaVilt,,and itripOsiineuPon them our own artforms inst d. At one time in the discussion a respondent stated that the irnMigrantgroups wer not people, who were being exposed to the:art:of /their, own societies. Thisstatement is mole .on:the..asSumptionthat art exists only in the ,fine artei and that the folkart that the imm..grant brought with him was not aft': 'This is the-iimportant'point that Ifeel art educators,must come to grips, with. This is not a question of choosing one artforth over 'another art form or rejecting the fine arts, but rather it is an'educational*de-cision about the quality of educational experience, the goal of which is to help'.all peoplelearn to respond to as broad an awareness of their visual environment on al/ levels of artas is possible for them. We need to begin where they ire.
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LEARNING THEORY, COGNITIVE PROCESSES, AND THE TEACHING-LEARNING COMPONENT

DALE B. HARRIS
The Pennsylvania State University

In his instructions for preparing this paper, the writer was asked, to review. central
current theories of learning, to relate'these to theories of teaching, to consider whit
knowledge about the learner is necessary to construct adequate theories of teaching and
learning, to relate theories of learning to what is called "cognitive theory" and, if
this were not enough,.to consider all these topics in relation to learning about art.
This staggering task has resolved itself into a seriesof vignettes of learning theories
in psychology, reviewed historically to provide,Some frameworki* together with some
comment on the possibilities and limitations of, contemporary behavior'theory.as applied
tO,education. Finally,there is a limited,discussion. of art from the viewpoint of child
psychology.

The writer has long been struck with aAmeming dichotomy in psychology as it studies
behavior modification or change. There is a.very long tradition which sees behavior
change constructed bit by bit, through association of stimulus with response, iepetition,
and reinforcement or reward. This approach pays close attention to the stimulus situa-
tion and the changes in behavior which follow manipulation of this situation. There is
another point of view, not as venerable historically, and not as elegant scientifically,
which speaks of the growth and development of the organism. Hence, attention is paid
particularly.to the emergence of and variability in the organism's responses. Though
seldom explicitly acknowledged, these, approaches* make rather different assumptions about
the human organism and the study of its behavior. The former has been likened to a
"closed energy" system, which is highly predictable, and the latter has invoked, the
concept of the "open system," in which the end state is much less predictable because
transformations and the emergency of novelty are allowed, indeed, expected:1

In * most instructive review of the influence of learning theories on education,
McDonald 4 epitomizes this dichotomy by contrasting the viewpoints of Thorndike and
Dewey. Very. perceptively, McDonald identifies Thorndike's organism as "passive" and
Dewey's as "active." The latter view for long has particularly appealed to the social
consciousness of the education profession. The, writer believes that each tradition has
its place in:psychology and yields its own results. In education each tradition logic-
ally leadeto a particular methodology in instruction as Well as in research. What
should be more fullyrecognized is that both traditions, with their peculiar methodologies,
have a place in education,depending on the goals set, skills instructed and the outcomes
expected. Man's behavior Assuredly is conditionable, yet it also acquires a history
which acts determinatively and selectively on further learning. Although this paper is
not explicitly constructed to display the dichotomy described above, a certain resonance
fromthis view, hOwever artificial the distinction may be, will undoubtedly appear in
these pages. In addition, the writer must frankly acknowledge that he has greatly
abridged and over-simplified many issues in the interest of giving a general, comprehensive,
relational view of a number of differing positions and of developing trends in learning
psychology.
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Early Approaches to Human Behavior

Being a developmental psychologist, the writer proposes to review the problem of
learning developmentally, that is, to look at its history in order to understand its
current situation.3 an the application of psychology to education, we may start with
Sir Francis Calton. His research interests and publications assured that in the twenty
years following 1880, evolutionary theory and the concept of natural selection would be
applied to the study of man's.abilities and qualities. Without benefit of clearly form-
ulated genitic principles, he nevertheless stressed the importance of family lines and
viewed human abilities and qualities as biological traits,. Most important for psychology,
he developed teChniques for the description and measurement of these traits, established
descriptive statistics,' and founded the study of individual differences. In more recent
years it has been fashionable to accuse Galton of unworthy social and political.views
of man. -Nevertheless his emphasis on human variability, combined with the later developed
techniques of mental testing, were responsible for a fundamental change in educational
viewpoint. We can trace back to Calton as one source the view that the obild'ismot to
be adapted to the curriculum; the curriculum is to be fitted; to the child.

Among the primary sources of modern psychology we must, of course, include William
James. In America, James created psychology as a branch of biology, to serve as a
bridge between the science of neurology and the philosophy of mind popular in his day.
While the day of his psychology is cletrly past, nevertheless the functionalism of
William James lingers in modern. American psychological thinking.: He focused on process,
not content; on the,how and not the what. Min a more sophisticated day we ask "why"
rather than "how," it is largely that our heritage from James has made this advance
possible. Although the term "learning" does not appear in the index of his famous two
volume work, James developed his psychological views in the tradition of British
associatiosism. He anticipated the concept of the conditioned reflex. In his criticism
of that associationism, he touched on some of the ideas concerning. the whole:experience
which we have come to associate dth the Gestalt viewpoint. In his emphasis on habit,
James clearly anticipated modern learning theory concepts.

Nor can we neglect the contribution of G. Stanley Hall, father.: of American dev-
elopmental psychology. Hall vigorously advocated the study of man throughout his life
span and in his many life settings. In a very. real sense Hall, with his questionnaire
method, and his studies of children's interests and play, contributed mightily to ed-
ucational as.well as psychological research. He, too, contributed to the great ed-
ucational change. that cameeith the twentieth century. For he, too, advocated that the
curriculum be fitted to the child's developing-nature is described in terms. of ages and
stages, each with its characteristics. But he had little to say about learning as such.

Younger than James and Hall and outliving them in years and influence educationally
was John Dewey. His classic criticism of the reflex arc and. his interpretation of.the
dynamic relationship between the stimulus situation and the responding person as the
basis of behavior and learning established him as a-psychologist, but he quickly moved
on to a much broader approach to education. His interest in the.unconventional,"experi-
mental" school established him as- a radical innovator rather than an investigator in
education. Although in the functionalist tradition, his emphasis on the child's ex-
perience as the source of educational curricula gave form.to the_fundamental,change
that swept education in the early twentieth century.H Lawrence Cremin's remarkably..
lucid account of Progressive Education, makes it clear that Dewey himself had little to
do with this movement; it was a product of many social and political forces. But the,
movement certainly drew heavily on his ideas,.especially,as interpreted. y William R.
Kilpatrick: One of Dewey's.great contributions certainlyleastisattention to interest
and motivation in the-learning process. .Another was his emphasis.owthe importance of
direct experience in children's learning. He dealt.with behavior in massive chunks,
including motivation and end products in his treatment of children's learning.
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Education and an Enlarging Saiente of Human Learning

The men thus fat-mentioned were.not,-. strictly speaking,' experimentalists. Their
contributions''helped Shape,* point of -view about. the human organism and its psychology,
a way of looldng .edutation, as a learning .process.- ,.The influential founder of the
scientific -study,of. learning in.America was, of course, EdWard L.:Thorndike.'. First
p ublishing around the turn,- ofithe century;., his` influence in education became steadily

.

stronger,. probiblr culminating, sometime-: n- the tate '19201 .', Al thOugh" this is not the
occaEiicat.'for an adequate -evaluation of his,contribution,we may state that his interest
was .essentially:in-problem&-of:.human learning; though he. began his work with animals
and -an interesting. little..bOOk7on child.s. study... Moreover, :his concern was with learning
of ., complex behavior, forms' at 1:- molar-leVel, and:in, the .motivations which facilitate
learning. His famous laws,were,.essentially empirical; although. they were derived from
experimental' observations, they were fOrmulated' as 'generalisations:. frets experience. Re
did not attempt a,theory'as'Wepresently:understandpsychologicaltheory. That Thorn -
dikes'laws now look likeYgeneralizations,from_common:experience is because our thinking
about learninghas long been.influenced by.a psychological' point of,view. That they
appear too molar in character is because we.have become accustomed toe much more
analytical approach-ta:leatning.

Of course, there were othet4reat names ilthe psychology of leatning -- Brown,
Hunter,judd, Carr,' Stone, Peterspn, to mention only a few. ',These investigators used
complex mazes, fairly complex motor skills and relatively simple problem solving tasks.
All these seeme&appropriate to a foundation for a science of learning. True, psy-
chology-wis not yetequal,to tacklingttleschoolclassroom-and' its tasks.' But that would
come in time. Between the years,:sar1910 and 1940, there was at great accumulation of
learning'studiee, many attempting to determine the conditions under which particular
responses or response'-:patterns could be built. They dealt essentially with measures of
performance under various conditions of practice. Conditioning was still a matter for
reflexes and physiology.

The results of these studies were, to say the liest,- disappointing. It seemed that
one could develop broad generalizations which might,facilitatetraining in performances
and skills in a general way, asfor:exampie statements about massive versus distributed
practicei'but such statementsAtertAlertainly not susceptible to precise mathematical
expression. The specifics of learning seemed to be particular, to each task and the
experimental conditions-used. Skill was &Matter of repetition under optimal conditions
of practice and motivation.

Transfer was a function of.identical elements. A firm knowledge was the consequence
of over-learning;,character was an' accumulation of'specific habit!, eachAearned'as a
response to a particular stimulus situation.-. True,'sittitUdeS involving emotions, and
therefore physiology,'seemed'to be susceptible to conditioning,/ But attitudes also had
an ideational content and were to be thought of-in terms of.these more general learning

//
principles.

/
,

The implications for education were appalling. The/teacher faced an endless task.
He recoiled from theAtheOry"-just'as he shrank from t labor. Intuitively he recognized
that learning as he saw it occur was not so fraaaenta y. Educational psychology turned
from this approach to'two new points of

One of these new of view-proved 'to )re as illusory as certain of the phenomena
it studied. Gestalt psychology, experimentinOtith perception, offered come "laws"
whereby experience generally might be conceptualized and organized. During tHe '30's,
a few educational psychology texts appearet-'which,tried to:describe the process of
learning responses in terms of orgenizinithe elements of experience into "good Gestalts."
The perceptUal demonstrations that expaiience tends to assume form and character in
terms of coherent hence"meaningful"/Wholest.had'aj,meerful'apPeal:':- But-ieiehow, though
much educational language temaitedAynamic and'"Geitaltish,"-nothing'came'ef the move-
ment. From a rigorous scientific' point of view, the concepts of Gestalt'psychology are
descriptive and not definitive4.

$
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The Zhild-Development-Viewpoint-

Somewhere in the '20's or early '30's another movement in education rather success-
fully deflected educational psychology from the direction given by Thorndike; it picked
up and continued some of the ideas contribOted by Hall and Dewey, modified by' Gestalt
or "organismic" language. This wee.the child 40E1090000 001,10ant NOOMItittewhy
Rockefeller _grants in the 1920's, avast literature of descriptilis4tOdies in child
growth and behavior appeared in.the late twenties and early thirites. This material
was picked up by -educators as hiehly'releVant to their needs. Many of thaAitudiec-were
naturalistic studies. They afforded descriptive data teachers could gra0,104:whieh '
promised greatly increased understanding of children. They implied, or seemed, to imply,
an organism with a "growth potential" which, given'appropriate nurture, *Mild flower
into the good citizen of a free, democratic society. As Professor &min has so,skill-
fully shown,5 this movement accorded with certain deeply rooted beliefs of the American
educator, his basic idealism, his belief in the worth of the individual, and his belief
in the power of education to implement the good society, in which effective social rel-
ations were at once the criterion and the aim. The psychology of learning virtually
disappeared from teacher education. It was supplanted by a heavy emphasis on person-
ality growth and adjustment. The emphasis on the child as a sentient -and"' feeling
creature almost eclipsed the child as a performing creature. Except for the handiness
and the availability of educational tests it is possible that the emphasis on performance
would have virtually disappeared, particularly in the elementary gradet.

In the educational literature of the late '30's and the 140'e, the child develop.-
ment viewpoint was considerably influenced by concepts borrowed from cultural anthropology,
for the anthropologist (implicitly evolutionary in his intellectual origins) had like-
wise been influenced by child study and developmental notions. Somewhat later, educational
psychology borrowed ideas from a burgeoning experimental social psychology.' These trends,
aided and abetted by the growing concern of a number of disciplines for personality and
mental health in the late 1940's, rapidly approached the point where teachers were to
see the educative process as therapy. Indeed, the writer recalls a recommendation that
because play therapy seemed to help in remedial reading cases, such procedures could.
well be used for all children, as part of teacher'readines We began to hear of children
as child psychologists, trained in "casual thinking" about their own and other's behavior.
Presumably such insight could be extended to the understanding and manipulation of their
teachers and parents also. The prospects were frightening for adults who merely wanted
to do their jobs, rearing children or teaching school: This trend was apparently arrested
by the growing popular criticism of education in the-early 1950's'.

Thus, educational psychology grew out of the measurement of individual differences,
received a strong impetus to study learning, found the task of formulating empirical
rules for each new performance rather formidable, flirted a bit with the general, wholistic
principles of Gestalt psychology which sought to emphasise "meaning," and then settled
upon child growth, especially personality development. These trends, together with
certain other trends in teacher education, resulted in the separation of educational
psychology from the psychology of learning, and saw the virtual disappearance of academic-
ally trained psychologists from the staffs of teacher training programs except in the
largest universities. At the same time, educational research, which had been principally
initiated by psychologically trained persons, tended to split away from educational
psychology. These three fields seem, at least until very recently, to have advanced
along increasingly divergent lines and to be non-communicative, except as here and
there particular persons maintain more than one professional identification.

The Emphasis on Behavior Theory

Meanwhile, what has happened in-academic psychology? A number of influences, which
cannot be discussed adequately in this paper, had the writer the ability to bring them
together, have greatly changed psychology. These influences include the concept of
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relativity in science, approaches toJthulid0WA4.20eining" dctsaMged in the '20's and
'3004,e0Ca rem sods of scientific thooriling, lasedIsitialhypotheticofdeductive
model of Phylicuand, the nOtiOn.OfpredictiOnand Contta rato the p4slittailui of science.
Theieeims--differaignifiesnitly-rfieirthlreStPhiliet&WietliOrH40-40-erstandl-
andlstedietiOn. 14,000440yehology 1105.AlievigerOndly reaffitiedelperineetiliel, so
much so that. several applied branches are currently:Worried Over their stitOsAnApsy-
00101p- The en0h1e$0.0f Of0.0#00t$0004400 tt 00 40 40004400400 404 con vot
of "causal" or -antecedent variables, in an-attempt to find the ditereinentis Of behavior.

Here perhapewe heiwtha most important key to the change is _psychology. --the
elOhativeMi-Uhlfrior. a nutirseil, thelded has been widely accepted that behavior,
both muscle tWitChei and Medtal:40tivityiLis at once and everywhere the same, and its
changes are gOveined-tyone set.pf 1101, whether in atingle- or man, in the child or the
adult. Wis 00444 significant that of all the major works published, in psychology
since the late '30's on this fOcalpsychological_ptOb/em, only three hero retained
word %lignite in their titlel- OUthrie'e 1952 tee* lea of his :1935 teat, iftelaki's
Psycholoev_ofAmergiag first published in 1956, and 41ese's Ths.PsveholervoLlmariiing,
publithed in 1956.6' litieth this change in tittelteloly are tole fisedliental changes in
concepts. -Therein's be04 a:Irani:Owed-OM to conditioning techniques, and to very
simple behavioral situations; for-A*04010g the 611010104ie inplade of the labyrinth,
pressing a bar in,pieee of escape: front- more eldbbrete pOSsle box, and simple visual
discrimination tasks inlibla ohly-two alternative responses are possible in place of
prOblem solving and so-called. rational learning tasks.

The shift in experimental fashions has not been whisisical. One striking feature
of positions taken by learning theorists who have striven for* systematic theory was
to Mince learning to a olOple, single factor or principle. This trend, strikingly'
evident in the work of the '30's and 140's was in accord with the principle of parsimony
in science, which rejects dualisms or pluralismse whenever possible seeking a unitary
principle underlying 'apparent dualisms and pluralism,. In more recent years it has became
apparent that no one coOprehensive systematic position ; -on lekrang has successfully en-
compassed the demonstrable .phinemena. Studies haVe failed to provide a reconciliation
of all the findings uncovered. They did4= d1400Ver :consistent-Sets of general lees,
nor did they yield concepts by which one could. account for variations from experiment
to experiment. Behaviors were adjudged tole too coMplex, and to be determined by too
many contingencies. So .psychologists drew back from human lemming to animal studies,

4. and from conplex habits to very simple behaviors. Their task became to specify, in the
experllental situation, all the contingencies and thus, all the determinants of behavior.
They-beesie interested in the course of behaviorlevents7under certain environmental con -

tingencies rather than in the acquisition and improvement of a behavior pattern through
practice. Thus they spoke less of learning and more of behavior theories.

As" consequence during-the last twenty years there has developed a tendency to
avoid the inconsistencies of the comprehensive theory hysterias toward smell theories
which can account for particular results, produced under specified laboratory conditions
with-particular research designs. More particularly, learning; psychologists have paid
very close attention to their:date language,. identifying variables rigorously in order
to be able to state quantitative laws precisely, however limited these lass may be in
scope. In achieving, this end they simplifylead,controitehavioreituations in any
way possible.. lift do not worry about generalisations., Indeed, they -may go so far as
to say With :Spence thit contemporary learning theory invsych010$7 has little to do
with the kinds of learning the educator is.interested in. Spence-buttr'es'ses his position
by pointing out that this4s. precisely what the applied psychologist does also if he is
to get useful results. Making a careful job analysis the applied psychologist proceeds
to discover relevant variables and to control them insofar as is possible within the
job situation he is studying. Ho is then Able toformulite rough laws governing the
particular behaviors in which he is interested. The results have beenidistinctly
positive, as. has been frequently demonstrated 10:military and industrial training sit-
uations. However, the results are highly specific to the situation studied. 'Consequently,
new research must be conducted as, each new job skill comes under analysis. The result
inevitably is a series of rather specific laws, some of which may appear to be contradictory
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This situation results from the. fact that no comprehensive theory is yet available. Noris ont likely to be available for quite soot tins, until the body of research, evidence
and theOrttic,11Mork hat Multiplied- a.-gOod- deal more than it has at present. We need
to knew .e. ,gpOd deal more about the complexity of the organism at well as the complexity
of the learning Situations to achievea coimprehensivetheery which will permit ,the
visosgiolant of learning sc.ordin$to gen.ra1 lIw.

'

In the 1930's the discussions were largely threesiony. Mellowing the earlier
practice in this paper of using names to spitoedse general Movements, these discussions
were Cutli4s. In the 130149 Nullinaleveloping a rigorous
hypotheticoodeductive model for scientific theoriaing. lie emphasis was on changes in
the reeponsee of the organism; contingent upon tinvehanges in the stimulus situation,
brought about by the reduction of drive*. At the outset such drives are organic, but

or secondary drive 'systems with the potency of primary drives are quickly
acquired. IsIador essentially is netermined..by situsttonsil factors, and the primary
within-itheorganiam factor is the drive state. This theoretical position obviously
accoMemOdated the conditioning principle of the physiologists. Tolman, on the other
hand, -Oak* in terms of purposive 'behavior' "expectancy," cognitive maps, and other
na7chological proOstils internal to the organism. Tolmai was, however, clearly a
behaviorist, though 'hit use of certain terms suggested to the .unwary gat he might be
a Guittalt or field theorist. Guthrie in a sense studied an organism even more empty
than Hull's, for he eliminated the need or ,drive-reduction aspect of conditioning. He
emphasised the principle of contiguity -- the juxtaposition in time of stimulus events
to the response of the organism.

Major Contemporary Views of Learning

Beginning in the late 1930's and the 1940's, three new positions, again established
by particular investigators, hive nierged and now commend the field. Skinner's organism
is qUite empty, indest.e In effect, he has been consistently, empirical and a-theoretical.
He works with two elneentet the response and a reinforcer. In this system it is necessary
to arrange the "'situation in such a way that a certain response, or class of responses,
is likely to be: emitted. When it does occur, it is immediately reinforced, whereupon
the likelihood of ita future occurrence is substantially increased. A reinforcer is
defined in a somewhat circular, fashion, as any change in the environment which will
inertial' the likelihood that the response Will Occur again. Commonly a reinforcer is
a small food _pellet or, in humans, an approving word or nod, of know-ledge of a success-
ful act. Though Skinner avoids the term, reinforcer. have the character of "rewards."

In his own words, Skinner "shapes" behavior by a method of "successive approxima-
tiont." We has shown dramatically that responses already in the behavior repertoire
of the aninal ot person can be brought to &high level of freqUiney of occurrence by
particular programs of reinforcement, either ,comisistent or "partial," that is, irregular
distribution of reinforcements, through a Series of responses. More "important for
education, he has .1.0 ;shown that responses not in the repertoire of the organism can
be formed out of more general classes of response tendencies. To use his ,own classic
example, one can create a circling dance in pigeons 'within a matter of minutes by
prudently reinforcing * neck and head extension or .a forward and 'sidevard movement of
the feet, and not reinforcing 'behavior which would not produce movement forward and to
one side.. Obviously, to produce such a response in an untrained ,bird in a setter of
minutes requires a great deal, of acquaintance with themovements characteristic of
-pigeons, Skill in selecting movements and timing in reinforcing them.

There are those who are troubled, by this molecular approach to 'behavior. They
insist that mac is a verbal *nisei; he Uses: sips to substitute for behaviors, and he
manipulates thee...signs inside himself in cb fashion IMt he short cuts much "behavior."
Skinner's position is 'equal to this challenge, bOlaver.7 'In his analysis of linguistic
behavior, he views words as chained together by appropriate programs of reinforcement,
producing the most complex 1%sental" responses; Stoats and ;Stases in a recent book have
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ambitiously shown hoc by this chaining concept all aorta of complex behavior may be
built up or ushaped."10

Skinneeslamous teaching machine is, the technical result in education of his
theory. Sy breaking down behavior, in this case linguistic responses, to fine enough

bbits, and ean then into tho D41011.01 at La appropriate rate, one may lead the
subject alone the path of knowledge with, a minimal number of "error" responses. Indeed,
the subject's mistake IS really the experimenter's error. A large number of investigators
are now. busily engaged In meriting out the implications of Skinner's position. Theoreti-
cally* they-consider linsuistirprocesseabaine-of reinforced associations. -But there
is now considerable evidence that this bit-by - bit linear chaining may not be the most
efficient method of introducing behavior change, at least for some kinds of complex
verbal learning. Issearchlt seems to support the contentions of the "branching" process
in the programiang industry -- that sending the learner off onto particular tracks, and
switching his back to othe tracks when he makes an error nay be more efficient, or at
least more satisfying to the learner. The element of problem solving, of search, of
try- out - and - rejection, may be more important than the errorless linear procedures. If
so those who argue that meaning consists in complex associations, some of which are
quite idiosyncratic, ofd in complex mediational processes, may find support for their
position.

The second of these significant contemeorexy positions also uses the concept of the
probability of response occurrence. Sates 's, " has written general mathematical
equations for the probabilities of such events under particular conditions, where-the
responses have an alternative chkfacter. SO has shown that in two-choice learning; the
cumulative proportions of a reinforcing event and the cumulative proportions of a given
response tend to equality. That is, "an organism tends to put out one response per
reinforcement." IWtes-thus works with a mathematical theory of randomness and, by
experimentally strippingamay the conditions which make behavior non-random, demonstrates
that choice behavior is indeed determined by contingencies of reinforcement in a manner
mathematically predictable. Subjects who are,appropriately instructed to disregard any
hunches and simply to Omens which of two lights will appear next,. and who are reinforced
randomly on one side of a double-choice light 70%-of the time and on the other side of
the choice 30% of the time, will indeed distribute their decisions in approximately the
same percentage -- 70% to the more frequently reinforced side and 30% to the less fre-
quent. If, however, there is a substantial reward or advantage associated with the side
of greater probability of reinforcement; subjects quickly "maximize," or switch to that
aids virtually, 100% of-the-time.- Thiele the prototype of the "decision making" study,
in very simple form, showing that hums* subjects, like animals, move their response rate
to a level commensurate with the reinforcement level of the situation. A high'reinforce-
sent level encourages a high level of rate of response; a risk or penalty quickly shifts
all responses to the side of greater reinforcement. These levels of response can be
expressed as ical functions of reinforcement level and number of trials.

Estes. has also shown that even though there are no available mathematics for pre-
dicting between -two mutually contingent event', as when A's schedule of reinforcement
depends upon thereepeneelt.of So and likewise l's reinforcement depends on the responses
of A, the response probabilities do converge with the reinforcement probabilities over
a long series, of trials.. Won this- double contingency-situation is more like the relation-
ship of teacher and pupil, whose behaviors over t$00 do show a. mutually dependent char-
acter. It is Sates' position that very complex behavior, such as we commonly believe
reasoning or teaching- to livolio4 will sot regnire elaborate mathematical Nadel, but
quite simple ones. This deal motemien that liteiplans- to derive- these questions in the
immediate future, for there' are eimity.-ceittingenCiat and complex interaction', to be dis-
covered. Though the mathematical modals art 'expected to be 'simple, theaqUations say
involve siany tem. The writing of thei-le likeilcto be a vary. difficult task indeed.

The,..thirt major direction of learning-theory in recent years is such less the
contribution of goyim* 11W24 Ntorkeed mere it his appeared necessary to interpose
something &Remora and a to accojee for learning. Lift age, Woodworth suggested the
symbol "0" for organtw as that interposed variable, pinch a term is far too broad for
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contempbrary experimental requirements, however. Hull used minute antedating goal
-responses --'"fractional anticipatory goal responses," he called them. Osgood149
'Stalks about mediating process: s, inferred to be sure, but classed as intervening
variables' between S. and R. He suggests thole variables are rm and em, where rm is an
internal response which becomes a self stimulus to the:external, measurable IL Frequently
these mediating variables.sre verbal in character:

A stimulus object 8 has a number of other external stimuli associated with it which
impinge on the person simultaneously. These become conditioned to the totality.of rea-
ctions (rm) which the S arouses: When some of these-associated:stimuli appear later,
apart from S, they continue to elicit part of the total reaction to S and thus become
gm, of S. These rm become stable mediating reactions, arousing the so which set off
observable Ws. From this and other theories there has grown up an appreciable interest
in "verbal behavior" or "verbal learning" which treats words as signs, and acquiring
meaning through such stytiad associations, strengthened by repetition.

The Issue of 'Weaning" in Learning

There is an old argument as to whether thoughts are more than, or other than, words.
Without entering that arena for full debate, suffice to affirm the writer's belief that
some of these mediating veriables must be non-verbal. Certainly this appears to be true
in childhood. Perhaps (and some few have said as much)16 we must return to the older
notion of imagery. Anyone who works with art, or studies artists, generally concludes
there are internal mediating responses, serving as stimuli to observable behavior, which
are themselves non-verbal in character. We will return to this point later.

The problem of verbal "meaning" is particularly tough and persistent. Nowrer17,
"like Osgood, essentially locates leaning in words acting as signs to elicit over
behavior. The word.is initially experienced in association with an object or situation
which already has meanings (through previous associations). Part of the total reaction
is conditioned as a mediating response. This part of the total response is the "meaning"
of the word for the person and later will be aroused by the word it self. Mowrer admits
there may be strong non-verbal elements in meaning, chiefly emotional and evaluative in
character. Hi makes a distinction between "images" (conditioned sensations) of "value,"
and images of "fact," which are more denotative or cognitive in character. Conditioning
involves two kinds of reinforcement which are emotienal in character -- punishment (fear)
and reward-(hope). This function of a aediating-emotional reinfOrdebett keeps the person
from forming many useless associations, especially in language Learning. To the extent
that a group of people share common associations with a word, it will have a common
"meaning" for them. To the extent that individuals within the group have particular
and unique experiences with that word there will be aspects of "meaning" of that word
which are idiosyncratic, and not shared by others.

Through this idea of mediation, words can become synonymous, by being conditioned
to the same mediating responses. ids process is called gritelestigglriams of cues.
On the other hand, a person may distinguish an object or situation among several which
appear similar to others through his private or idiosyncratic mediated meanings. This
process is called stiaaglst discrimination. of syseL

Still another attempt to mollify the simple-S-R.approach is the TOTH unit proposed
by Miller, Oelaater and Pribrem.17 It will be discussed here at somewhat greater
length thLkweheve accorded other quits significant contributions because of its part-
icular relevance to "cognitive theory," which will be presented later in this paper.
These writers, recognising that something neede to be inserted between S and R, are not
entirely unsympathetic with the notion of an blase or map which according to cognitive
theorists guides complex behavior. For a number of reasons, however, they believe the
image too passive a-concept; they refer a Plan. For this Plan they find an analogue in
the program of the electronic computer. Unwilling to agree that living organsima are
too complicated for behavioristic analysis, and unwilling to accept "scheme" or "schemata"
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as.constructstoo vague for scientific usefulness, they postulate an hierarchial arrange-
ment of behavior which would incorporate any segment of behavior, steultadeoueltAcon-
sidering it at several phenomenal levels the total X:, the first brublanIAII, and a
still finer breakdown in which A is composed of elements a and b, and 11 is composed of
elements c, d, and e. The'Plan,:then, like a computer program, conflate in arranging
all the elements in the appropriate hierarchy so thatXmABwabcde, arranged, however,
so as to pregerve the implicit 'hierarchy in an outline of three levels of e#ScIficity
rather than as a simple equation.

The basic functional unit of behavior in any Plan is identified as a TOTE unit,
where the first component is Test (at the neurological level, a "comparison," between
incoming signals which exceed a threshold limit and a central neural control. pattern).
This "test" constitute: the stimulus to which the organism is receptive. This stimulus
is, thus, conceived of as an incongruity between the incoming signal, and an appropriate
central neural control pattern previously established. This incongruity leads to a
response -- the Operation of the.organiem until the incongruity vanishes, as checked
against the Test <as defined above), upon which the response ceases -- the Exit phase
of the unit. Test -- Operate -- Exit patterns may exist in this very simple form, but
more commonly in complex hierarchies20. In addition to.this neurological model the
authors also conceive this unit in information flow terms, and at a still more complex
level as operatingto order behavior sequences, much as a computer program orders the
sequence of. operations of the computer. In their own words the authors, say:

... Planning can be thought of as constructing a list of tests to perform.
When we have' clear Image of a desired outcome, we can use it to provide the
conditions for which' we must teat, and those tests, when arranged in.sequence,
provide a crude strategy for a possible Plan. (Perhaps it would be more help-
ful to say that the conditions for which we must test are an Image of the desired
outcome.)

t The operational phase can contain both tests and operations. Therefore
the execution of a Plan of any complexity must involve many more tests than actions.
This design feature would account for the general degradation of information
that occurs whenever a human being is used as a communication channel."

The authors recognise the significance of language in the following words:

"In man we haven unique capacity for creating and manipulating symbols,
and when that versatility is used to assign manes to TOTE unite, it becomes
possible for him to use language in order to rearrange the symbols anti to
form new Plans. We have every reason to believe that man's verbal abilities
are very intimately related to his planning abilities. And, because human
Plans are so often verbal, they can be communicated, a fact of crucial importance
in the evolution of our social adjustments to one another."

Contemporary Pluralists in Learning Theory

Earlier it was stated that the major trend in the study of learning conceived in
behavior theory terms was away from broad systematic treatments toward adcrotheories.
There are at least two major writers-who depart from this trend.and who are willing to
settle for more than one kind of-learning in their attempt to present a more general
systematic treatment of learning as such. Illowreel presents a two-factor theory, based
originally on a distinction between "sign learning" and "solution learning," and later
revised around the concept of reinforcement, interpreted as4unishaent or as reward,
thus maintaining the distinction between "kinds" of learning. In Nbwrer's view, it is
a mediating reaction, largely emotional in character, which is conditioned and constitutes
the habit. This view, postulating essentially a dualism in learning, hai aroused some
controversy.
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More recently, k M. Garie22
has gone so far as to specify there are as many kinds

of learning as there are conditions which specify or govern learning occurrences. He
says:

"In searching for and identifying these, one must look, first, at the
capabilities internal to the learner, and second at the stimulus situation
outside the learner. Bach type of learning starts from a different 'point'
of internal capability, and is likely also to demand' a different external
situation in order to take place effectively. The useful prototypes of
learning are those delineated by these descriptionsrof.learning conditions."

The reader is referred to his excellent book for the discussions in some detail.
Here it must suffice to outline the eight types only briefly in order to show that Gagne
does not consider them to be disparate, but closely related along a continuum which.

. proceeds from very simple, elementary to more complex phenomena. Although the author
does not emphasize it, one may also note that the eight types arrange themselves in a
rough developmental order, in that the simpler types occur earlier in the life of the
individual and the more complex types must wait for earlier learnings to be acquired
and consolidated. This position, quite in accord with the basic idea that "each type
starts from a different 'point' of internal capability," is compatible with the develop-
mental approach offered by Meet, and the cognitive approach of Bruner, both to be
discussed later in this paper. In this developmental sense, capability may be defined
as potential, and its realization as ability is a changing phenomenon based upon the
learning history and experience of the individual organism. Insofar as development
proceeds from simple to more complex the order of acquisition will be roughly the.same
from individual to individual. In thislarrey, too, Gagne achieves order in the extant
learning phenomena apd.to.some extent in existing viewpoints.. Finally, and of, great
sigelfli4mce to the educator, he illustrates all'the so-called types of learning with
educational. examples.

The first type he calls signal learning. In its simplest form this is the conditioned
response, where an extraneous stimulus becomes a signal for another stimulus which pro-
duces an intensely emotional response, usually pain. The important aspect of signal
learning is that although the stimulus situations may be very specific, the responses to
which the stimulus become attached as a signal are general, diffuse and emotional in
character. The_second type Gagne calls specifically stimulus response (S-B) learning.
It differs from theprevious type in that _the. response- involves rather precise-movements
of muscles. The stimulus, or combinations of stimuli, are quite specific. It is this
fora of learning which makes it possible for the individual to behave automatically, or
to perform an action when he wants to. However, it is important to recognise that the
"wanting to" is not just a matter of general internal condition on the part of the

.

organism; the response follows a specific stimulus situation. The chief distinction
between this and the previous type, both of Which-are conditioned responses, is in the
more precise, circumscribed character of the response system, as contrasted with the more
generalized emotional responding of type one learning. Gagne specifies that most clear
cut examples of type two learning are motor examples.

The third type he calls chaining, which, briefly, is a matter of connecting to-
gether in sequence two or more previously learned stimulus response associations. To
bring type three learning about, the separate links in the chain must have been previously
learned, and there must be some close connection in time and invariance in order when
these responses are learned in sequence. A unique feature of chain learning is that
previous well learned responses can'be associated quite rapidly, indeed in a single trial.
When the component portions of the chain are not well learned, then.the.chain itself may
be acquired throughsepetition, which Serves to force the learning of the components as
well as their sequence in the chain.

Type four learning consists of verbal chains, of the type three sort just described.
Because this type of learning involves the use of words it is found only in human beings
and proceeds moat rapidly and efficiently when the individual has a rich store of assoc-
iations with the component verbal elements in the sequences to be chained.
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Type five learning consists in acquiring sets Of multiple:discriminations. The
acquisition. of. many chains becomesAifficult..because of the experience known to.all of
us as forgetting. Basically,..some process of interference,in'the acquisition of new
chains, betueen,thenew cheind,ind,those previously learned'appears to be the basic
mechanism of:forgetting., .To make thie.type of learning efficient,. retention must be
made as complete as possible by making the stimuli.as highly distinctive as possible.

Type six learning,. concept learning, depends,in, a particular way upon verbal or
symbolic representation, so peculiar to the human being. Through the use of words which
specify, concepts! the individual can literally manipulate hisenvironmentsymbolically,
think about it in many different ways Concept learning consists in responding to
stimuli in.terms of abstract properties which are discriminated and by.means, Of which
stimuli may be classified into groups.: 'The particular.properties whiCh identify the
class must be discriminated in a variety of-stimulus settings. Concepts are.often
attained rather gradually but once attained give the individual a powerful tool for
further manipulation of hisenvironment.

Type seven learning Gagne calls principle learning.' A principle consists in a
chain of two or more, concepts or; if the term is preferred, a relationship, between con-
cepts.. Again, being able'to phrase the concepts and their relationship as a principle
in.words provides a powerful.tool for manipulating the environment.

The final type of learning, type eight, Gagne calls problem solving. This type
consists in.the ability to combine principles one has learned into a greater variety of
novel, higher order principles. Problem solving, then, consists of "thinking out" new
principles which combines or relates previously learned principles. Through this pro-
cedure the'apOlicability of prindiples is greatly enlarged.

-Every investigator who tries to work with complex 'learnings commonly- found in human
experience, particularly in schools, faceea curious dilemma. He finds the precision of
the laboratory and laboratory-based theories impossible to duplicate in the setting of
'his choice. He struggles with complex situations in which many variables may be un-
identified, let alone controlled., He must deal with 'organisms who are not creatures of
the moment; they bring to the learning task a variety of unspecified and uncontrolled
histories of earlier learnings. 'Therefore, he often tends to.talk.in more. general terms.
,These terms are less specifiable. If we think of them as concepts they belong to higher
order classes in the hierarchy and do not'lend themselves-to rigorous conceptualization
and research.

, .

Unlike earlier psychologists who insist that all learning is fundamentally the same,
Gagne takes the more radical position that each variety. of learning "begins with a
different state.of the organism and ends with a different capability for performance."
The peculiar advantage of Gagne's position is that within the behavioristic tradition
it permits a specification of the hierarchy from problem Sol4ing don to stimulus re-
sponse.connection learning. This hierarchy makes a long step in recognizing the com-
plexities of educational situations.

Possibly because of this basic difficulty with orthodox learning theories in psy-
chology, there is some tendency in contemporary educational psychology to turn,to
.theories of teaching,.43' In Gagne'. terms, teaching consistsin arranging thestimulus
situation to maximize the.conditions of learning appropriate twthe readiness of the
organism. This view of Isaching.puts the emphasis in learning theory on stimulus.sit-
uations, it.fits into Gagne's view of the 'importance of the conditions of learning, and
it lends itself readily. to the view of education ae'a technology, a view which is made
quite explicit by Gagne. The psychology of teaching-learning, then, consists in specifying
the conditions of stimulation which will elicit specified patterns of response expected.

Alternatives to Behavior Theory

We have noted that the "verbal behavior".group and.to'some extent Osgood, Mower
and Gagne. have found it necessary to modify simple S-R notions in order to deal with

---4vrxtramim'i=3
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complex learning, especially language. Yet all of these persona remain in the behavior-istic tradition. Problems with S-R concepts, despite their elegant simplicity, actuallygoes far back in time. Dewey pointed to an inadequacy in attacking the oversimplicityof the reflex arc, recognizing that the response may not be sharply separated from thestimulus: Woodworth recognized it when he proposed Inserting "0" for organism in theparadigm.

In the learning literature of the '30's the work of Tolman, used the term "cognitivemaps" and emphasized the concept of implicit'or "Latent" learning, in an attempt todeal with the inadequacies, as he saw them, of a simple 8 -R approach to behavior mod-ification. His work 44d not appeal to the S-R school as parsimonious and is now notfrequently mentioned." Tolman remained a behaviorist and thus he may be seen as a linkbetween the viewpoints just reviewed and the position which may be roughly called "cog-nitive theory."

Prominent in the older non-behavioristic literature on learning was the work of theGestalt psychologist Kohler, who introduced the concept of insight into learning theory.We have already noted that Gestalt theory faltered at the point of rigorously specifyingits concepts and constructs outside the area of visual perception. Wheeler's develop-mental organismic psychology was subjected to even more devastating criticism and is nolonger mentioned. Werner, likewise a developmental
organismic psychologist, but of adistinctly different stamp from Wheeler, has suffered a kinder fate. Though severelycriticized for vagueness of his concepts, his work on language and concept formationis increasingly being referred to, and several of his students are extending certainaspects of it. The trend in contemporary work on "cognitive theory" seems increasinglyto incorporate the phenomena of language and the concepts of psycholinguistics, and ofcybernetics or "feed-back" in its attack on concept formation, "meaning," "thought," andsymbolic learning generally. Some attention was given earlier to the TOTE unit forbehavior analysis provided by Miller, Galanter, and Pribram, which illustrates wellhow a behavioristic approach may become more flexible by incorporating "feed-back" con-cepts, while still maintaining desired rigor of formulation.

Thus, the empty "black box" seems to have some content. Whether the content isthere because 'of native, built-in characteristics or because of previous patterns oflearning and habits, previous perceptions, concepts learning sets, "feed-back circuits"or what not,, it persists and cannot be ignored. 0

As we have pointed out, investigators and theorists who recognize the validity ofthe difficulty described here are handicapped by the very complex data situation andtheir inadequacy to specify it in precise terms. They fall back on rather vague andimprecise language and hence become subject to Deeses criticism: "In one sense goodtheories are easy to prove wrong, since they make clear and unequivocal predictions thatare relatively easy to test; poor theories sometimes endure becautie they are so vaguelystated that it is impossible to, prove them wrong."25 Thus, few of the persistent
objections raised to S -H formulations have gained ground.

However, inadequate the objections to S-R thinking may be from the viewpoint ofscience, one is nevertheleis constrained to the position that at the present time ateacher, confronting a pupil or group of pupils, and wishing to establish conditions con-ducive to learning, is unable to specify precisely many of the responses he expects, norto.determine the state of the organisms themselves sufficiently to insure learning withanything like the precision required by prevalent learning theories. He is forced backto a more primitive level of general terms and general concepts which help him organizehis approach, inadequate as At may be ineome respects. He must continue for a time tolabor at the broader and simpler levels of conceptualization.

In any event, he must start with description. This levels, or hierarchical approachis sometimes recommended, wherein one begins at a broad phenomenological level of ex-perience-as-given. Working here, until he has fully described the phenomena, he mayremove one level to empirrical generalizations or principles. Working with these, hemay in time infer relations at a still higher level of abstraction -- hypothetical con-
,
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cepts or theoretical constructs. Ultimately the scientist hopes to express these rela-
tionships in the pure symbolism of mathematics. Miller and his colleagues explicitly
recognize this "levels" approach but believe that eventually all levels must be dealt
with in the notion of an organized Plan.

Contemporary Cognitive Theory

Another view of this learning-teaching situation is found among those who believe
that whatever the pattern of learning may be, a child develops a kind of cognitive
style or set of perceptual-conceptual habits, which become important in his complex
learning. Cognition is the term applied to knowing, to understanding. It consists of
sensing, perceiving, conceiving and thus responding in terms of organizations or
structures which can be congruent or incongruent with stimulus conditions, in turn con-
ceived as structures or organizations.

This approach is not averse to the term Am Stimuli acting on sense organs give
rise to percepts. Recalled percepts are said to be images and are related to the modality
prominent in a particular perception though indeed most perceptions combine two or more
sensory modalities. When perception and imagery are coded by symbols such as in language,
cognitive processes are greatly enhanced. Thus what we ordinarily call "thinking" consists
in manipulating coded percepts, images and, what is more important, concept". For a
concepts to emerge, as we noted earlier, there must be discriminated properties common
to objects or experiences which permit these objects or experiences to be grouped into
certain classes. Concept formation may be said to be a blend of abstraction and general-
ization. In abstraction, features common to a class stand out strongly and characteristics
which are variable among the objects are not noticed. In generalization, the concept
becomes a kind of hypothesis which the observer proceeds to test by trying it out on
fresh examples of the same class. Perhaps the most important contributor to this way of
dealing with children's learning has been the Swiss psychologist

"
Piaget, recently

rediscovered by American psychology after many years of neglect." Piaget's work adds
up to this: What we generally accept as thinking -- recognizing relationships, solving
problems, making associations, are actually the end products of thinking. The concepts
of space, time, weight, etc., which we take for granted are actually built up bit by
bit, first slowly through the sensory and motor activities of the infant, and then
more quickly through social/ relationships and use of language. Through this experience
the brain builds up a background of organization which affects all later thinking and
is essential if thinking is to occur at all. This viewpoint is distinctly developmental,
recognizing that time is an essential dimension of the process. One is reminded of
Gagne's behavioristic analysis, except that Gagne established a logical relationship
among eight types of learning and did not particularly emphasize that the types might
also be cO *related with a time-developmental dimension.

While it is not possible here to explore Piaget's concepts in any complete sense,
it may be of some value to sketch out certain key concepts to give the flavor of his
approach to cognitive processes and functioning. Piaget makes extensive use of the idea
of schema. A schema is first of ail a cognitive structure. It is basically sensory-
motor in character and refers to a class of similar action sequences. Each of.these
sequences is a tightly organised totality and the sequences which form a class have many
properties in common. Piaget himself says "the schema as it appears to us constitutes
a sort of sensory motor concept, or more broadly, the motor equivalent of a system of
relations and classes."27 Belem' are however not static but are dynamic in character.
By a process of assimilation schema' absorb and integrate now experiences. By a process
called afigasugdation schema* themselves are modified by now experiences or are'reorgan-
ized into new schemes. These two processes of assimilation and accommodation come into
balance or

whereby
and constitute an intellectual astaotation. These are the basic

processes whereby cosnitive organisation is achieved. The development of cognitive
function then proceeds through several reasonably Well defined stages. The schema'
organised in any one stage depends partly upon schemes organized at earlier stogies; thus
the process of organisation is a dynamic and continuous one and the important processes
of essimilation and accommodation reciprocal and likewise continuing.
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These staps.may be,described.rery,briefly as follows: From birth to 2 years,there develops a sensory. motor intelligence in whiCh.the child's perceptions are dis-jointed, piecemeal and non-anticipatory. During these two years he gradually bysildsup a repertoire of actions and accumulates an experience of their effects-so/that bythe end of the period he begins to show anticipation of the results of his,actions beforethey occur. The period of pre-conceptual thought, from 2 to 4 yearsviszCharacterised
by the development of notions of ideas which lie between the concept ,f /en object andthe concept of a class of objects. During the next stage, that, of ntuitive thought,from 4 to 7 years, there is an increase and refinement of this in rnalisation of actions

WP41'
Into thoughts.. However, the notion of reversibility in though that is, the abilityto return to the starting point, isstill not attained-and the child can grasp only onerelationship at a time. It is only during the following "tige,.that of concrete oper-ations, from 7. to 11 years, that the child begins to appreciate that actions can becarried out in thought and are themselves reversible/However, at this stage a childcan only deal with the objects themselves and their/relationships. The stage of, formaloperations is reached in early adolescence, from/11 to 15 years, at which time the
individual no longer needs concrete material for his thinking. He has acquired acapacity 42r true abstract thought and he castration by hypothesis, and the principlesof logic.

Among the many contemporary-AmerIan
psychologists who have been influenced byPiaget's thinking, probably-Os:les 'known to educators is Jerome Bruner. He is wellknown for a'number of widely eat aed general statements on education,. especially theeducation of young children. eves; ~bin yrogram of research at Harvard's Center forCognitive Studies deserves t 4 close attention-ok.all_educators.29

A body of evidenceis accumulating, and a wa of thinking about childrWm-thinking, which promises to beextremely useful. -.While/his viewpoint is developmental, ii-1-s-, more than a simpledevelopmentalem of idolding. Development or growth "depends upon t mastery oftechniques"; these techniques are not primarily the child's inventions or discoveriesbut are transmitted to him as skills from the culture. Yet there is a cumulative pro-cess, in which/tine is an essential ingredient, whereby the child becomes progressivelycapable of mastering more complex skills. This :process, goes hand in band with a processof organisation or integration, whereby the child can combine lower order skills intohigher order ones, and combine information into larger and more complex units forsolving; problems "Maturation" says Bruner, "consists of an orchestration of these com-ponents into an integrated sequence." These sequences may be likened to the Plans ofWIler, Galanter and Pribram.

Cognitive Representation

The crucial problem in learning, or "benafitting from contact with recurrent regular-ities in the environment," is to represent theie regularities in some manner. In thelanguage of computers, the information must be coded and processed so that it can readilybe retrieved. Bruner speaks of representation as the end product of this system of codingand processing.

Representation occurs in three modes -- enactive, iconic and symbolic, to useBruner's terms. ;741ke many developmental processes they appear in a given order of stages,each stage or phase depending on, and growing out of, the previous one, and all processespersisting throughout life. As their designations suggest, these processes consist inrepresentation of past events through motor responses, the selective organisation of
percepts and images, and the use of a symbol system which designates objects or eventsarbitrarily, and in terms of properties which may be observable (concrete) or inferential(abstract).

By ingenious experiments Bruner and his colleagues have shown that these three
modes of representation do in fact exist, appear in the order indicated, end, as Piagetinsists, each stage grows out of the previous stage. Very young children are excessively"stimulus bound," unable to replicate arrangements or design, except as directly presented.
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Later, through motoric practice and skill in ssapipulatingorringlonti, they Wm to form
a scheme or imagnwhich they can, use successfully to represent, a seque040 of motoracts,
in the absence of the original manipulanda which they have previously performed. Still
later, they can reduce the sequences of acts and temporal-spatial arrangements of maul-
pulande, to symbolic formulae, transposing and recreating the sequences and arrangements
quite freely.

In this process, as pruner has dramatically shown, children at the second stage
and possibly to some extent. in the first stagsyseen to be bound by the visual perception
of the stimulus.- VW Piaget call" "conservation," Useability to observe visual trans-
formations in objects. and. yet.prewerve the concept of equality involves or mass, is
greatly enhanced by.symbolic (i.e., verbal) representation. Lathe second, or iconic,
stag, children may solve problems of equality successfully when Uterus* Words (If.
available. in their vocabularies) to substitute for the actual manipulation; direct
observation of the actual manipulations may cause children to impute inequality to the
transformation. Thus, the trensitionfroe iconic to symbolic representation may be a
matter of gaining sufficient skill in forming concepts with symbols as well as breaking
free from the overpowering effects of visual, appearances.

The difference between-the younger and older child, fundamentally, seems to be in
the number of attributes of an object or situation to which they can attend simultaneously.
This ability to hold several attributes in attention simultaneously and to attend to
their inter-relations successfully, permits symbolising abstract properties, as may be
found in inter-relationships, and dealing with both the concrete and the abstract prop
erties in the absence of the objects or events themselves.

The ability to discern and attest to properties permits classification of objects
by these properties, noting the invariant properties in an assembly of objects and class-
ifying them into a fauily.30 Such is the process. known in the earlier literature on
concept formation as abstraction. /tie this classification and arrangement of families
into hierarchies of larger and more inclusive terms, whichhas been termed concept form-
ation. As has long been noted, children attend first to perceptual properties, then to
functional properties -- the uses of objects, in forming concepts. The use of functional
propertieweems first to reveal.whot Piaget calls childish egocentrism -- it is based
on what "/" or "you" can do tivObjecte rather on the customary use to which objects are
put. Later, conventional usage became the primary base for functional classifications.

Not only is there a seeming decline in the child's dependence on perceptual ways
of grouping objects. and events, but there seems to be a clear development of an hier-
archical strategy, in so dealing with them. In this development language plays a very
significant role. To quote Bruner:

"Hierarchical classification is surely one of the most evident
properties of the structure of language -- hierarchical grouping that
goes beyond mere perceptual. inclusion. Complexive structures of the kind
described earlier are -muchvore dominated:by the sorts of associative
principles by which the appearance of objects leads to their spontaneous
grouping in terms of similarity or contiguity.- As-language becomes more
internalised, more essiding as meet of rules for organising events, there
is a. shift from the associative principles that operate in classical per-
ceptual organisation to the increasingly abstract rules for grouping
events by the principles of inclusion, exclusion, and overlap, the most
basic. characteristics of any hierarchical. systeni"31

Thus, concludes BrUner, cognitive growth consists in the regular development of
systems or "technologies" of representation as a means of dealing With information. The
young child uses learned motoric or action patterns, to represent his world. Then there
is added the use of perceptual features to create image As representations. Finally,
there is added a symbol system that can be manipulated according to utopias. rules and
which permits the transformation Of' information quickly and efficientlY. The end result
is greatly increased power in problem solVingi se the individilal can handle larger and
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more complexly organised units of information. To return to Miller, Calinter;and.
Pribram, elaborate Plans can be formulated and used in directing'behaviOranttontrolling

.experience.

In Bruner's words, "It is this new array of cognitive equipment that permits the
child to transcent momentaneityi to integrate longer sequences of events." With respect
,to the basic psychological models appropriate for the study of cognitive processes,
Bruner adds: "But the models that the growing child-constructs seem not to be anticipatory,
or inferential, or probabilistic-frequency models. They seem to be governed by rules
that can more properly be called syntactical rather than associative." As a clincher,
Bruner points out that in animal studies:what seems to be necessary to.keep an argapited
response going is a sustaining external stimulus. Hence a psychology of learning based
on non-linguistic organisms has quite properly paid close attention to stimulus variables.
This phenomenon is undoubtedly part of man's behavior repertoire also. But in man,' the
capacity for and development of symbolic functioning greatly extends his abilityto trans-
form and utilise information, going far beyond the enactive and Symbolic modes of rep-
resentation. In this process Bruner quite agrees with Piaget and with other students of
child behavior who have emphasised "social learning" that the process of learning
(Bruner's term is "internalization") "depends upon interaction with others, upon the
need to develop corresponding categories and transformations for communal action." In
this view Bruner arrays himself with a distinguished group of sociologists and child
development scholars going back to G.M. Mead.", and with a never group of students of
language and child behavior, going back to the early Piaget, who point out the uniquely
socialising function of language.

Cognitive Structure

Bruner's famous statement, that "any subject can be taught effectively in some
intellectually honest form to any child at any stage of development,"35 must be under-
stood in the light of his position outlined above. In the first place the statement
was made as a "bold hypothesis," and it remains an hypothesis,-though a probably sound
'one when correctly interpreted. In the second place, it does not assert that any child
can learn any content, at whatever age; rather, it affirms that the foundations of a
subject may be taught in some form at any age. Thus, because' the child moves through
the enactive, iconic, and symbolic stages in his cognitive development, the quantity of
and amount of structure in the subject that can be taught will change with the cognitive
modalities, and extent of their development mailable to him. Finally, the hypothesis
is based on three assumptions: that knowledge has an inherent structure, that cognition
may proceed intuitively or heuristically as well as analytically, and that an intuitive
approach is more likely, at any age, to be congruent or consonant with the inherent
structure of particular knowledge.

We are constrained to see that one isay approach an experience at one level by an
enactive mode, carrying out the movements' which:demonstrate a process, at another level
by retaining an image based on perceptions of the procese in symbolic form -- by words,
or mathematical equations. Moreover, some learnings utilise one cognitive mode more than
the others, regardless of one's developmental status. (Ma's skill at-gall-maybe learned
enactively, and one may carry about certain. image40 primarily motoric and kinesthetic
and perhaps to some extent visual, but a particular golf stroke is difficult to describe
in words and probably has never been defined mathematically. Sibilarly, painting a
picture involves the enactive Made to some extent, the iconic mode to a great extent,,
and submits to verbal statement somewhat more readily than does a motor skill.. Learning
to read a foreign language depends most heavily on symbolic coding, though also depending
to some extent on imagery and enactment.

Some Problems for Art Education

What has all this to do with art education? The behavior theory position offers a
number of problems to many art educators. In the first place, take the several positions
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on learning outlined early in this paper. Whether learning be conceptualised as how the
response is elicited, or reinforced, or how the teacher arranges the learning (stimulus)
situation,'the respenie deiired.must. be spedified precitely and the stimulus situation
used to evoke it must likewise be specified precisely. Under these circumstances ed-
ucation can become a technology. Important progress'toward this and in certain *kill
and content learning has been made, and much more may be,expected. May art be treated
as technology? If so, appropriate precise definition, in the teaching situation, of
stimulus and response must be made.

Assuredly a work of art may be a stimulus, arousing response in the beholder. Like-
wise, stimuli are necessary to give rise to behavior responses which create works of
art. Thus far, however, the stimulus and response complexes involved in artistic be-
havior have not been broken down inrthe manner of contemporary behavior theory.

At least one i4eresting and ingenious attempt to write a behaviorist theory of art
has been published.3" Written more in the concepts of Hull than of Skinner, the author
finds it necessary to make several philosophical assumptions about emotions, and about
man's essential relationship to his environment, his "nature" as it were. All too often
the behaviorist fails to recognise that he makes such assumptions; one of the very
significant contributions of this article is that the author states his assumption..
Possibly he does so because he is professionally a philosopher, not a psychologist.
Possibly for the same reason he introduces a number of concepts not ordinarily encountered
in psychological discussions of learning or behavior theory, for example; "Beauty,"
left undefined, but responded to by the "all-well" signal, "aesthetic apprehension,"
defined as a fusion of feeling, thought and action; imagination, defined as analogical
thinking; empathy, left undefined; and the concept of the artificial as opposed to the
natural, and defined as a rearrangement of the natural so as to emphasise certain of
its properties; the concept of configurations as involving "more" than the component
elements. The author assumes that artistic reactions are phenomenological in character --
the reading of meanings by means of appearances. The purpose of art is said to be
appreciation. He introduces the idea of self-conditioning based on "feed-back" concepts,
and of an immanent "tremendous beauty" in nature which "we can hope to feel only so much
as our limited sensibilities permit."

Thus the author is compelled to go well beyond the usual range of concepts employed
by the behavior theorist to discuss art psychologically. Indeed, the present writer
would affirm that apart from the use of the terms "conditioning," "stimulus," and
"response" in their broadest sense, Feibelman's psychological analysis is not behavior-
istic, as the learning theorist conceives the organisation of behavior.

A theory of representative drawing that is closer to contemporary learning theory
has been presented by Alexander 3/ who makes the basic assumption that children fundament-
ally enjoy, on a simple motoric basis, the activity of marking and scribbling. The
visual effects of such Marking is reinforcing, keeping the activity going. From the
various simple forms which emerge, circumscribed by the nature of the hand and arm as a
lever -- lines, wavy and straight,.spirals, circlet -- the child gains his basic "vocab-
ulary" of forms out of which his first simple schema. are built. These schemes he
develops from repeating his own forms and varying them, at first randosily, and later to
distinguish patterns one from another, as much as may be. This distinctiveness makes
the forms "dodable," "easier to deal with cognitively." This is essentially a process
of discrimination aided by adult criticism which requires "names" for the marking, from
the child, or supplies them gratultouily, and rewards successive approxtmatient to "good
from" by approval. Alexander also finds it necessary to postulate a "growing need to
escape ambiguity." Liketise this need may be explained in social learning terms, but it
also may be viewed as inevitable in growing up in a world of organised forms. Organisa-
tion is given by precisely this process of differentiation; organised forms are those which
are as strongly distinguished as possible from all alternative configurations."

This view is quite consonant with contemporary learning theory which holds that
one does not achieve generalisation; he achieves, rather, differentiation by finer and
more precise discriminations . Differentiated material, strikingly different from all
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of integret4040017,ree 4444tereireaultofdliffereptiatien.ind organisation as a
residual , offset of a process which generates the child'a_vocakulary,-, of schemata." 'ihe
prin4424,,of,...4tfferentiatioalrof "forcing forms apart frces:Ans,another," is the Aeon,
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ThUsithore exists a fair.y wide- gap between contempOwy,behavior, Or toucans,
theory in psychoUgy and there have been Very feu,atteapte tO,bridge,it. The fact .

that the art educator y, of necessity, do research profitably with behavior at a
different level of ConnoPt0111**0004oes not necessarily Anvalidate,his work or make
hie research UmecientifiO* 2001010X.A0Orista kevewOrked with intellectual 'models
wasickArchighly yethictivsi......006ietic, and POOtOlote_44 fundamental randomneskin behavior.
They seektoexpleintOu order-ororganieetiOn is iirisCon,thil X4400.nness. .The
effort to reduce behavior to the principle of randomness reminds one a little of the
situation of :physics, ,At the lub,atonto level there il'indeeCrendomaess: yet the old
principles of mechanics-still hold inAkmily life. At our peril vs park the.car on a
hill without cremping.the wheels to the Whma brakes fail, principles of the
mechanic' of .suss motion, erevity, and inertia take .over. In.the,world of experience,
the old principles are still valid and useful; yet the new principle., though not trans-
cending the old, !Louth. world of familiWenliarience in quite a,different way. Secause
of man :s control ofJemb..4tomio event., all of us live in a world. in which some new con-
cepts are required, even though old coecepte continue to be useful. Thus,.the art ed-
ucator may need to work with behavior psychologically and scientifically at a somewhat
different level of phenomenology than does the psychological behavior theorist.

The requirement of scientific behavior theory to specify -precisely stimuli and re-
sponses creates a secondfroblem.for the art educator.. Although the.term ucreativity"has burgeoned ,recently,im_educatiotalvocabuleries,

Ube. long. boon a fundamental wordto the art educator,,For at least a generationvhis objective has: been to enhance the
growth and development of children through WOW freedom for self-expression using.a variety 9f iodic, With this Phi/opophy, how does one -specify precisely the Tampon..pattern that is to be expected, so that such patterns, can be linked to the stimuli ad-equate to evoke them? In a day when the art class consisted in drawing frame model,using precisely specified techniques, one night expect the present paradigm to apply
readily enough, but how precisely definable-is the response pattern of creativity or
self expression? A cOmMOO4efinitiOn of creativity involves novel recombinations offamiliar elements, not to be defined in Advance.

Students of child development have long emphasised three basic characteristics ofthe human organism -- that is, it is intensely concentrated on it environment, active
and exploratory, that is invariably, at any moment 'of time, preferentially oriented toa pertioUlar,clase or classes :of (goal seeking); 40d that it. actively part-icipetes liconstruttingits effective emviromment, such of which is symbolic and, part-
icularly4.1inguSetic. A stimulus situation, Oo letter how carefully organised, may beirrelevant if the organism is not "tuned in" because of particular states of arousal,
readiness, set, eaPectefley, or "nes4" 000wIterms have been used tip specify in a general
way this predisposing of the organism. to particular classes of stimuli; ..The child ds-
velopment_perien, recognise. fully.. the pelves of. such a aisrarchyAt learning categoriesas ,defined by Gore, bathe is wary of redeCinn all .ccoplea learning to "chaining"
process. 40 tOOO$Mixes the importaace of. Os Atimulms situation,' but he also insiststhat the "lack box" is fer-fromHenatY. With Somers Wvou40 Accept capacity as given
by men's4eolutiora, saraiwith. 'Wooer he wouldeeek,,,4441.144100044Lof capecitYAY.tech:-niquem thstocsie.from Wormy* to the apeolalised,envirodmentOf a cU/turecnr But he
would probably add,.:with "%ago and in keeping. lith, Game, that capacity or potent-
iality is translated into ability over time anci.through experience, and thus is achanging, evolving, ph....

With Bruner, he would agree that much of a child's significant environment is sym-bolic. Bence, many of the stimuli to behavior at any point come from "inside" the
organism, from the continuing stimuli patterns of a symbOlic character which the child
has "interiorisedu and carries around with his. In this sense, then, the child is an



acttvs gsnt, pIrttsipstjM in the coos tructios of his effective .airoeesnt, for the
symboUc stiauU aJ.qvat. to elicit his r.sponas ire perceived jn tez* of, or tbouh
the screin of, the linguistic and other symbolic patterns, or 'set." which he has already
Wilt. Th dsal vita tl4s pwos.ss, coos cslsz sediatisMI cap.strCta sese to be re-
juired, "hither thos. of *ød&fi.d behivior thsøry or of-pr. outright cognitiv. theory.

In the third place, even though we my adapt cognitive theory coflcepte as somewhat
aoe appropri*t. ths bebsvior the.ry coocipti for * ppycholoiical bis in art education
research, vs still fees a problem, Whisk f $Elmsr's soc.pipal nodes ia most appropriate?
It would : that art is most probably heivily iconic, though drawing considerably on
enactment end sipo os symbUsi*g, as Øf Laid by kimir. Csristhly ass sejor function
of art, whither i th. act of cre*tiag, or in the perjenc of appreciating, is to con-
vey a.aainp aOevsrb*lly. $oss of these usisingi are far from cognitive being prin'
cipsily if f.ctive, or La the erse of feeling aad tios. A recent paper on iconology39
points out that levels of aaaing gessrafly iaeecmjbls to words ire available in graphic
symbols. In iconology connotation is at a preniun, and denotation is of little moment.
This us., of the t.rui"sol" is of the word and is
not to be confused therewith. *.thsr, t jgntft. a "visual metaphor." Iconology, is,
inded, closer to the icosiç p$. of cognition; thgh a ccumon meaning for an iconic
symbol asy merge for u.aypIrsons, that eeiUn$vi*l be ssu.rei, vague, dLf fuse, with
emotion, and freighted with private or idiosyncratic meanings for each person. In the
paper referred to, Goibrich says tit on. of the.. ybolø is called more than a sign"
just "because it isfeit to be profoundly fitting." Wote the use ofths term felt.

Ilsevhore this same author has publisd noteworthy article on. the physLosuomc
perception in art, a tern which Hems Wer.er introduced Into hild psychology to ex-
press a manner of cognition which pirtakes largely of ironer's esective mode1 .hssiaing
tactual, kinesthetic, eotoric1- postural, iad oric factor. -- all nanvrbal in char-
acter. As stndents of language his. so clearly shown, i n$ is afunctLon of cu.ture;
the asanings of symbols as visual metaphors or non-verbal meanings, are undoubtedly pro-
ducts of culture also. Ireovr, the relevance of suck. symbols rest oo clusters of
associations, many of them affective, rather tL$n precise point-to-point association
between symoi as specific 1 and usining as specific L

Pgthing in this paper ha. been said of perception, a currently vary important area
of research in psychology. fpace 4*s not petit it, bu the art educator would be
probably. better adejeed to pursue ht psychologLoal reading. more along the line of per-
ception research, al that process blons Into the process of concept formation, then
along the lines of contorary behavior theory. Whether h. is intereeted in re'emrch
on the doing of art, or on the apprscisti of the problem of perception is central.
Row doss one give aning tp1 his sensory. rsspassS$? Inevitably he does so in
tern, of his previous lea*uin$3, Inevitably1 b the syntactic. of experience, these
previously encoded bits of information are classified -- related sad organised in their
storage. They at. givi* gg by their øcsia.nt to classes. What calls particular
items up from storage? Again, a ceded perception which is congruent with s previously
stored item -- an item relegated to an organised, hierarchical system of 2!.'

Pinshly, v a.t r.cose that ert, like language, i. uniquely human as it fun-
ctions to convey mesning. lesaty is constructed by mesy plant and other animal forms,
bt only in man doss the canetructiom of aesthetic fota serve the purposes of feeling,
perception and cognition, and only in man is beauty conceived as such and as an end in
itself. Any psychology of itt or esthstLcs will prob*bty rest uldantely on s theory
of .quival.nce between objects on the one hand and ideas and feelings on the other. This
theory must in all probability accoodats midiadossal constructs, s'"U conceived as
complex and sym)oliç and trausitted by all .anory modalities, --i response, likewise
conceived of *0 coiiea. and ap ito an *1l as muscle p ti and glandular secretions.
While certain behavior thsoxiae in vogss today do one accomplish this clez task, there
is reason to believe theory now under construction, and including concepts from per-
ception and from information processing resUrch My lobs progress trd this goal.

ly way of conclusion, Ia Will. preant a series of statnts, some fictual, son.
dogmatic, some valuational. Sam. of the statements will reiterate and siriae the



content presented; some will be propositions which follow from this content and should
serve as departures for lively discussion:

1. Most contemporary students of learning are convinced that. owever complex the
situation or process may appear, learning is essentially a Very simple process, though
the statement of its general laws may not be available for some time.

2. Most current behavioristic theories of learnincere not itnadiatelrtranslatable
in terms of the tomplex behaVier-riqiir48 of the classroom situation.

3. Where stimulus and response can each be specified quite precisely in behavioral
terns, a technology of learning, bated on behavior theOry seems possible and promising.
Such a technology will be very useful with skill and informational learning. Even with
this material, 1i aver, there is some evidence that the introduction of ambiguity, re-
quiring Orienting or search behavior, may facilitate learning.

4. There is considerable suggestion that with the complex human learning required,
in the classroom, which involves synbelic'ttaneformations, some type of mediational
theory,will be required. At the element, models of learning processes involving the
"feed-beat loop" concepts of electronic computer seem promising, at least heuristically.

5. Most mediational attempts thus far have been developed with verbal symbols
(language, written or spoken). There seems to be merit in considering non - verbal
mediators al*, such as "images," and which may incorporate other perceptual modes than
vision and audition.

6. It is difficult to escape the idea that the non-verbal mediators just mentioned,
as well as concepts of "coding," "meaning" and concept formation will be required to
discuss, psychologically, the processes of art production and consumption.

7. Developmental ideas, that simple learning mechanisms precede more complex
mechanisms ontogenetically, and that simple content and limited organisation are necessary
preparation for more complex content and organisation, should be useful in art education.

8. A "levels of phenomena" approach, each with its own principles and "laws," may
be useful. A "levels" approach which adrits of discontinuities between levels may be of
some value pragmatically and empirically. The logic and philosophy of science, however,
would argue that ultimately these discontinuities must be bridged.

9. Such an articulated series of levels- has recently been formulated by Gagne, who
has also gurgled a framework to link his levels conceptually. The idea of a level'
approach has also been suggested by Miller, (Monter and Pribram; they have supplied a
construct (the TOTH unit) which can be used to order hierarchically the learning of
quite complex behaviors or contents. Neither of these theoretical constructions, however,
has as yet been used as a basis for constructing experiments in complex human learning.

10. Points number 5 and 6 above suggest the ingredients of cognitive theory, The
most comprehensive such theory, construed within a developmental framework, incor-
porating-essential ideas of perception) AmmeellyformatiOni and yielditte a theory of
intelligence as an evolved structure, ias been advanced by Jean Mart. His ideas of
schemes, the child's mastery of spatial concepts, and the fusion of visual and other
sensory modes are the potentially great values to art education.

11. Art education is necessarily concerned with non-verbal material. While for
some time art education has focussed upon processes Of personality de!elopment, it
nevertheless deals with a cognitive, symbolic content. Its cognitive mode or modes must
incorporate affect and its effect on intellectual as well as personality organisation.

12. Bruner's use of Mapes ideas in research are imaginative and challenging,
and his concepts of the enactive, iconic, and symbolic cognitive modes suggestive. His
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concentration on verbal coding should be of great significance for educetift,IUt for
art education the further development of his ideas concerning the iconic mode may be
most useful.

13. Whatever learning theory, behavioral or cognitive, may appeal, there is the
undeniable evidence from developmental psychology that the organisation or a complex
behavior occurs in sequences, and requires tins. The teacher particularly needs to
know, through 044i0rVetion or weft"' recollset$00,4WAO0dh time Is required to es-
tablish the adult's vell-/earned coeqppte-which he tektelor_VOnted-Wftrotmitiver_or
self - evident. PiaseiTi work has demonstrated that such "intuitive" ideas of space,
time, number, and causality are !flush instance the.prcdUcts of 12 to 15:years of con-
tinuing experiencewithlmanipultbles of the every-day environment. The literature on
children's graphic art amply confirms the importance of frequent practice With materials
over a period of many years.

14. There is growing awareness in both psychology and education that improverish-
sent in sensory and perceptual experiences in the early years retards and may even
permanently limit the development of cognitive structures and LW:Attu:oat* potentiality.
This limitation is affected by attenuating the internal, symbolic stimulus complexes the
individual carries around with him and which operate effectively to screen him from new
stimulus situations, however effeCtively they may be designed. Conversely, richly developed
internal symbolic stimulus complexes sty sensitise the individual so that maximal use
may be made of new stimulus situations. This limitation or facilitation may well have
a cumulative effect. Thus children may inevitably react quite differently to the most
carefully designed teaching.

15. Any research programs in art education, however psychological or scientific,
must be based -on clearly formulated objectives. Art educator's objectives, like any
educational objectives, will not emerge from research or scientific analysis. Ob-
jectives are essentially valuational and are formulated in a different universe of
discourse from the data language and methodology of science.

16. The psyi.thologist must leave to the art educator the final judgment as to the
velue of a particular theory or model of learning or behavior change he would adopt, for
research or training purposes. The art educator's objectives, his media and 'materials,
end particularly how finely or coarsely he wiffies to describe the behavior responses or
products he desires, andthe stimulus situations he creates, all must be taken into
account in his adoption of a psychological model.

This writer would say, finally, that perhaps the field of art education should
think twice before it asks for certainty with respect to a learning theory. Art ed-
ucation has long, and possibly very correctly, insisted on a degree of ambiguity in its
stimulus situation. There is acme evidence that ambiguity in the stimulus situation
is necessary to efficient learning, especially in complex material. There is also
much to suggest-that what may occur in an automated learning cubicle, based on, the most
elegant learning theory available, is only a smell part of the total educational pro-
cess, however important that part may be. There is still the interpersonal relation-
ship -- ant-child-adult, including the teacher -- which thus far cannot
be replicated in the self-teaching situation. Art education has long looked to the
individual, and to the expressive features of its media in constructing its curricula;
many art teachers have utilised the child -child relationship inplanning and executing
group projects. Many teachers, however, have been wary of imposing techniques or styles
with particular media lest expressive individuality or creativity be violated. Possibly
more attention should be given to the function of teacher as stimulus, as well as to
the possibilities of media and materials.
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EXCERPTS FROM THE DISCUSSION WITH MR. HARRIS
Audience; Professor Harris, you say that objectives are essentially evaluational, and I
think Professor Tumin this morning made the same kind of comment. Art education ob-
jectives like any educational objectives will not emerge from the search for scientific
analysis. My question is on what basis do we select desired goals, if we do not make it
on a basis of a reasonably scientific, or reasonably empirical assessment?
Mr. Harris: That's right. You may use research to clarify, to throw light on, but essen-tially what you choose to call desirable or undesirable will not emerge from scientific
experiment. This is a judgment which you place on it as a human being, and you draw on,I would say, the humanities, philosophythese disciplines, a different universe of dis-course. I am over. simplifying it. It's like the Old argumentcan you derive a moralityfrom science? I don't think you can. Ultimately, you have to place a judgment on thedate that you assemble. This may be informative, but your judgment derives from a
different universe of discourse than from the data.
Audience: May I continue for just one moment. I understand that the judgment you arem5FTr is a question of value decision, but I fail to see how you can possibly not use theword history ultimately. Ultimately all our values derive from history. We have a tra-
dition which we can locik at empirically as to what kinds of human behavior or natural
behavior have been beneficial or harmful to the human race. This seems to me to be
ultimately--using your word--a scientific problem rather than merely a judgmental pro-blem which we make in vacuum.
Mr. Harris: This is getting into deep water. I have looked at the problem of historio-
VITATECTin just this point of view because I have been curious about it; and I find a tre-mendous debate that rages in the field of history over what is evidence, and I'm not sureI am correct, but I suspect that most historian* now at least say history is the way a
particular historian presents, organizes certain records, and that this may be seen quite
differently by another historian, and be presented quite differently. So, here again Ifind a problem of what is truth. You see, judgment again has to be made. The historian
himself makes the judgment in his assembly and orientation and organization of informa-
tion, presumably, a matter of record.
Audience: Suppose you were confronted with the task of addressing yourself to the pro-blem of theories of instruction. What kind of phenomena would be of interest to you?
Mr. Harris: Well, I must betray my intellectual antecedents. I would be interested, for
examp e , in what are good teachers, who are acknowledged to be good teachers, evalu-
ational judgment, what do they do? I would want to start at a descriptive level, rather
than start with a theory.,, I would start with some observations of behavior.
Audience: That has been precisely the area of belvior that has been investigated mostand with least fruitful outcomes.
Mr. Harris: I agree.
Audience: There are some very, very interesting results. Are you aware of them? The
warm, riendly teacher is usually the best one.
Audience: Not necessarily.
Audience: The reason I ani pushing this is because I am curious to know how it is, fortarnirr; educators whose primary social charge is to deliberately and systematicallybring about certain values in the society, should seem to be so unconcerned with investi-
gating those controls, which indeed would affect the outcomes.
Audience: You can't see the relationship between learning and theory. What use can youMae 72learning theory? If you can't answer my first question, maybe you can answer
my second one. What do I do with learning theory, let's suppose that I am reasonably wellinformed with your kind of theory- -what must I do with that as a teacher?
Mr. Harris: Well, I tried to imply, darn little, because behavior theory as it is presentlyconstituted doesn't address itself to the order of phenomena with which you have to work.It hasn't since the mid-thirties, and by the late thirties it was evident that there was soi'" 'Mach contradiction about retroactive inhibition, etc, that psychologists, that is academic
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psychologists, gave it up. An academic psychologist of my acquaintance recently jumped
all over an educational psychologist for not using contemporary learning theory in theclaitsroom. I'll be darned it! know how he could. It is so fragmented, you see; and Itaxed him with this, my colleague, who was jumping on this educational psychologist onthis score; and he said, "Maybe it can't be done, but they ought to try". That was hisargument -- tliv ought to try.
Audience: Inasmuch as I am about to embark on .a research project dealing with the de-
termination and hopefully the enrichment of children's aesthetic concepts, I,wish youwould elaborate on what use I can make of the literature on verbal learning and concep-tual formations.
Mr. Harris: Concept formation is as I conceive it at-least an ordering of ideas into hier-Ctriiirriat is, and here I depart a little from contemporary behavior theory, learning
theory, certainly, that is it's Seeing a number of objects at the simplest level and noting
the invariant properties of those objects. What is a book, for example? Must it always
have hard covers? Is that an invariant property? What about paperbacks? Do they fitthe category or not, you see? So what you came out with is a set of hierarchies of objects,
paper , bundles of paper stapled together , magazines , books , hard and soft cover , perhaps
two subheads, you get, an hierarchy of concepts, and then you find a new object that comesinto your experience; and you treat thia_acs moth') esis, and you see which of the cate-gories it seems to fit and you give it-a name. A child does this all the time, when helearns language. He sees, he has an acquaintance, with a four-legged creature called adog. He sees a horse, and he says, "big doggie". Now this is an error, but I think it is
a tremendously significant error. He has made two generalizations. He has assigned it
to the category of four-legged creatures he knows and he conceptualized the big-little
difference, which is quite a step at the age of two when he uses this expression, "Big
doggy". Mother says, "No, that is a horse". You see, here is where the behavior theory
seems to me breaks down. Rarely do you have to reinforce that learning. One trial isenough. Whereas, Skinner's behavior theory says that learning is acquired through a
gradient of reenfor cement over time, and you would have to do a lot of correcting by
Skinner's method, it would take forever to learn to read, you see.
Audience: Is it possible, do you think, in the field of aesthetics or the field of art educa-
tion, that there is similarity to what is believed in some other disciplines, to the belief
that children are capable of highly advanced or perhaps profound concepts of the types ofthings you are discussing, which perhaps are more important basically than the details?
Mr. Harris: There is a bit of debate at this point, and I'll give you my own'belief about
ir7rTiy own feeling about it. It is more of a feeling than anything. There is a notion ifyou take the Skinner approach that anything can be learned if you just keep up the process
of reenforcement often enough and provide the feedback adequately to the organism. Con-
versely or set over against this is Piaget's notion that you must organize intellectual
content into a structure and that this structure is built of more and more complex struc-
tures, and builds into more and more complex structures, and that time itself is a dimen-sion of this--that you can't do it simply by a process of foreseeding; but that there is ageneral, using very vague terms, and this is why the cognitive theorists get in troublewith the behaviorists , they use vague terms like soaking up or building up or enlarging,
instead of specifying, prediselythrough a process of incretion of experience over time
which you simply can't forseed. You have to build breadth as well as depth and height in
this hierarchy. I would go along with Piaget here to the extent that the rudiments of
aesthetic appreciation are seen as early as about four or five where a child distinguishes
the concept "prettier than" and can apply this, but I would suggest that it is going to take
another ten to fifteen years to bring this to fruition where you can get the more advanced
elements of aesthetics, whatever you choose to put into those elements, harmony, design,
balance, etc. , complex relationships among parts, because it is very clear from Piaget's
work, clear to me at least, that the intermediate stage roughly from seven to eleven of,twelve of concrete operations, as he calls it, does not permit the emergence of these high-order abstractions, which I believe are necessary for a full development of what you wouldcall aesthetic appreciation. Sure, there is a growing all the way-along and a building orreadiness and an enlarging of the appreciation all the way along, but you can't get it to itsfull fruition until in adolescence. This, Piaget would have us believe, and I would go alongwith Piaget.

tl
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Audience: May I ask what is meant by an aesthetic concept.
Mr". Harris: That's a good one. This has come up now in the past day and a halfargu-
Vraiii7;417 terms. As long as we stay at very broad levell of generalization, we agree;
and then if we start pinning these down to referents we get into trouble; and ultimately if
we are going to do research, as pointed out by Dr. Tumin this morning, we have got to
get down to some of these operational levels. Here I am forced to be a behaviorist
whether I like it or not.
Audience: Since you are down at that level, could you tell what you might consider in

Vierience with viewing children doing say a sequence of drawings on the same sub-
ject, what learning characteristics might be and not only in the product but in the child?
Mr. Harris: I have had very little experience with the experimental situation that you
ercTIVireaf sequencing systematically over time. I hope to do that this winter. Let me

talk to you next April. I am going to have an opportunity to work with children who have
not had any pictorial experience whatsoever , no books , no pencils.
Audience: You make a concession to us as art educators working on a more molar level
zrairsTaption and experimentation. Has psychology pretty well committed itself, be-
havioral psychology, to this assumption of reduction into simple_units? If so, how do
they see their way out of the complexity of these chains, etc.? Are these supposed to
become bigger structural units of some type? Is this the hope? I wonder how they handle
these organizational problems or is it possible, as I understand to a degree is happening
in life sciences, that there are structural levels within a discipline and perhaps the model
of psysics isn't any more viable. I don't know if this is true or not.. I've just heard this
debated at times.
Mr. Harris: The psychologist has got out of this issue pretty consistently. He just says,
"Well, I hope some day we can put this all together, but that's a long time in the future.
Don't bother me with it now." All except the cognitive theorists, like Bruner , Piaget, or
Miller, who is working in linguistics, psycholinguistics. He hits at this right directly,
and says this is just a lot of nonsense , this reductionism. He is willing to work at a
molar level and to work with empirical laws, even though they don't resolve themselves
ultimately into mathematical equations, which is the goal of the psychologist. I would
say this--I'm safe because there are only one or two colleagues in the room. I remem-
ber an address by Robert Oppenheimer to the American Psychological Association just
about eight years ago in which he just laid u$on the block. He said we were working with
a mie.-nineteenth century model of physics iiiS'initanodel and we simply hadn't wakened up
to that fact yet; and he pled with us to use analpgy, to use gross concepts, and he did all
these things that are dear to my heart; ancl'ieit.,,it is not being done. I didn't say in my
paper that psychologists discovered Bridgman /1 paper, the first paper, in the mid-
thirties. They haven't discovered yet his latest one, the book he wrote shortly before he
died; and if they do, some will think it was only senility that gave rise to it. It is entitled
"The Way Things Are." He says essentially just this, "This is the way things are". That
is, everything reduces eventually, all instrumentation, all measurement, reduces to the
"human mind ", you, as the reader-of the instrument, and that there is essentially a sub-
jective personal or psychological element in all reality. He comes out almost to the
Platonic view.
Audience: One of the important ideas of learning to aesthetically appreciate something is
the fact that anything can be looked at as an aesthetic object. I hope the context will make
that clear. You could look at it the way Mr. Rosenberg would look at it instead of the *ay
a scientist might look at it. But an elementary child, say in Piaget's intuitive stage of
concrete operations, can he grasp that idea by working with concrete materials? Could
it be looked at as an aesthetic object rather than as a physical object? Now this is de-
bated by the discipline, can we teach this basic idea to an elementary child?
Mr. Harris: You can lay the ground work for it. I don't know, again I would take refuge
in the fact that a seven year old does not have the capacity to form the same abstract levels
of appreciation nor to make the same descriminations of whatever makes this aesthetic, as
does an adult; but you can lay the foundations. Now, for example, some of you have seenthat little book, Child Artist of the Australian Bush, and it is a controversial book, but I
have at least accepted it as a valid report, tor my own. The thing that interests me is
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that an untrained teacher gave the youngsteis materials to work with. The inspector camealong about once every six weeks, and he knew something about art and would give themsome help with technique but the teacher emphasised looking around you, examining objects,feeling things, and there wag a great deal of exploration. Now the children did realisticdrawings; but their use of color was something other than just reproductive. It was"imaginative"; and where this comes from I don't know, but I do feel that the handling, thefeeling, the pointing out of differences among objects which the teacher encouraged on theirfield trips has some value. At least, I think so. ,

Audience: I would like to say something about that because it came up also in the earliertalks today. I think what is going on is two completely unrelated forms of discourse here.For example, in your discussion, your elements are the child, with his sensory and men-tal apparatus and nature , and the equation is stopped right there. Now the other thing youare talking about is the presence of a Western Tradition *art. If you take some of thechildren that Piaget examined they probably were surrounde_d by art objects; and thiswould not be true in any tribal community in which there isn't such a thing as art but allobjects have some aesthetic character. Now, we have in a sense a completely differentsituation here. We start out by being surrounded by what we call "bad art"; that is, thewhole landscape is practically an immense non-art museum of "bad art", and what we aretalking about at this conference is how you teach art. Now you are not going to teach artby having methods, as I think you have in mind, by having methods deduce from learningpsychology.
Somewhere in this you have got to introduce some identity of art. This is the one thing Ithink we have been missing. That is, how do you introduce the Western tradition of art?Painting and sculpture, in other words, into this thing that you are trying to teach? Thismorning I heard a lot about training perception, and that children can have an idea thatblue and red are very nice when put together or they are not very nice when put together,and you can talk about showing the difference between one style of furniture and another.You can go op doing this forever and you finally wind up with people who will know how tobuy a dress that is becoming; but you will never get to art. Now, how you are going tomake that leap is I think the big problem of this conference. How you are ever going toget to your subject, in other words.
Audience: This is the same problem that I brought up prior to this. said what weWralTrclUght to be doing is to arrive at an understanding of what we mean when we say art.
Audience: I'll be glad to do that for you. It's a very simple problem. When we talka cnbn art we mean the history of western art as it has come down through the twentiethcentury and right down to today. Fortunately, this western art is no longer merely west-ern art. It has begun to draw on all kinds of primitive sources--Oceanic art, Africanart, Indian art, Hawaiian, Japanese, Chinese--so we are talking about world art as art;and this is defined historically, it's not an impossible question. In other words, we donot have to say what is the essence of art. That's not the problem at all. That's the pro-blem'of aesthetics. It has nothing to do with our problem, because we know exactly whatart is. Art galleries and museums, and anything else. Nothing to argue about.
Audience: I think somebody, perhaps it was Taylor yesterday, made a very definite dis-tinction that there are many things that can be learned without Performing them; and I amvery glad that Professor Harris is pointing out that you start by exposing the children tothe phenomena that you have in mind. Now what I am making words about is let's be surethat those phenomena are art, good and bad, (particularly if they are good, I don't knowhow far you have to go to the bad) in one form or another at a very early age. Just whatthat age is, I don't know; but I think you people ought to be able to4igure it out.
Mr. Harris: Well, my feeling is that you have that material around as early as possible.Now what you can do in pointing out wherein it is good will depend on the level of intellec-tual, cognitive capacity that the child will bring to it. I think growing up in this kind of,well, a child psychologist of an older school of which I belong talks about bringing ayoungster up in a particular "stream of stimulation"; and I would like to see this streamof stimulation start early and continue on.
Audience: That's a very good term, by the way; but I think what we are trying to do issimply reproduce the conditions, reproduce in present conditions, the kind of thing that
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used to be called a cultural background. In other words, in the right kind of middle clasi
European houtiehold, there were books , pictures, Malik , going to a theater, etc. , trying
to intentiOnalise this thing and figure out how you can do it and give it some more precise
terminology like "Stream of Stinualition".
Audience: 'there seems to be two main streams of interest here, all being held by the
sanTrreople and reflecting two main streams of interest in the history of art education,
as little as IYalow about it. What is the teaching of art? I don't want to put it aside, just
hold it there for a moment. And the other is the use of almost anything in any way by
people who have been exposed to the world of art for the kinds of experiences that some
types might call art, but are other experiences as well.
Audience: No Ohere is nothing that can be produced as an experience which is equivalent
to a wor of arta and I would like to explain to you why. An experience of a work of art
involves the kno ledge of it as art and its relation to other works of art. If you look at amountainside you say, "That looks exactly like a Cezanne ", you are not getting anexperience of a4,
Audience: Would kou say that all the experiences of art are totally exclusive of all otherranges o experiences?
Audience: No, on the contrary. There is no way of getting the experience of art except
ronrTirrvork of art. When you get the experience of art, it does not exclude other kinds

of experience.
Audience: You say there is no way of getting the experience of art except through a workzra7MOf all the things you would call the experience of art, are they that totally exclu-
sive that you can't get them elsewhere?
Audience: That's right. You cannot get it elsewhere. You can't get the experience of a
syn--Wiy by hearing the wind blow.
Audience: Suppose you were interested in having that portion of the experience of art
which is called the free-flow of imagination and spontaneous involvement..
Audience: You are on very dangerous ground. You are going to get some LSD now. YouMITT the experience of art from anything but art; and even though it may have charac-teristics that can also be,discovered in nature, it will have something else which youcannot get that way. We have to keep in mind that we all have our own naturalistic idea
about art and it takes even artists a. long time to work their way out of the idea that awork of art is a picture of something that you find in nature. We have even an eminent
art historian that can't get away from the idea that when you look at a Jackson Pollock
you are really looking at a painting of the woods. This is the belief that there is in nature,and within the human being psychologically an equivalent to a work of art which the child,
or the monkey, or whoever, is going to get out by expression. Now this is not the casebecause a work of art is related to a historical complex which is art that exists there as
a result of thousands of years of enterprise by artists.
Now this is the one thing we mean when we say that it is important to study art. We meanit is important to teach that experience of man, it's like studying history, or anything else,
in which man has been involved. Now man has been involved in creative activity since the
cave an that's what we are talking about--that this tradition has been extended right down
to today, and everybody is able potentially to participate in it. So let's never try to mixthis up with visual perception, woods, trees, or some other thing that is not art. We areeither talking about this or we are not talking about art. We can have art in psychology,
or self stimulation or Pied-Piperism. I think it's art we are talking about, but maybe I
am wrong in this case.
Audience: Doesn't the way in which we conceive of instructional msplerial have to do some-what with the way in which we conceive it is learned. There was a gentleman from
Harvard who came to Chicago and told the story about two student's who went to Skinner
and said that they had a roommate, a big husky fellow, who didn't appreciate art; and they
wanted to make an art lover out of him; and they were going to Skinner to find out how'they could make an art lover out of this big, husky football player who was insensitive toart. Skinner said, "Well, get a great painting and hang it in the room. Every time the
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fellow looks at the painting, tent with him, about anything. It doesn't matter Just talk .vital him., When he stops looking in the painting, Stop talking U. him; Talk with him aslong as he.looks at the -painting". Lo and behold. they rented a painting and, they hung it
up; and every time he looked at the painting, they tainted with hirn; when he took his eyesoff the painting, they stopped talking to him. Well the rental period came to a close, andthey had to return the painting. They returned the painting, and this guy was walkingaround the room in silence. finally he said, "Fellows; couldn't we go over to the artmuseum. I'd like to talk".
Mr. Harris: Precisely. A very good story.
Audience: There's been a lot of talk recently about the differences between reception
paraniand discovery learning; and I am just wondering in considering how we mightapproach, let's say art in the elementary school, as to whether you feel one is more likelyto be useful than the other or perhaps both might be used, etc.?
Mr. Harris: My own feeling is that this is a kind of rediscovery of an older distinction,ai7dirasjust come back with us again; but actually we use both techniques. Sometimes
one, sometimes the other. There is an element of both involved. I would think even inart education as I understand it in the elementary school. There are certain things that
you impart directly; there are certain things the youngster discovers through manipula-tion-exploration of material. I don't know if one or' the other is exclusive here.
Audience: 'Do you think that it might be possible, for example, let's say the first two orMWTitgriide levels, perhaps, that discovery learning mieit be better, than, let's say, atPiaget's second level?
Mr. Harris: If Gagne's is right and you can arrange learning, different kinds of learning,
in hierarchy, yes. The motoric, the exploratory, the discovery elements are earlier
ontogenetically, in a sense that the Individual has to build a "vocabulary. of ideas and con-cepts; and there is no question but that a lot of this is discovery. Any c..ildren learning
to talk show this all the time. They try experiments with words, and they are corrected
and they discover whether they work or not, you see. Later on as youngsters get up tohigher levels of abstractions, they can learn principles and concepts directly; and I thinkin this case, well, it is kind of like the old argument--is learning deductive or inductive?--and it is both, except that the weight of evidence seems to suggest that the youngerchild is a little more inductive, relative to the deductive; whereas the older child leans
more and more heavily on deductive, because of the very nature of the processes and
the nature of his own intellectual structure that he builds through time. It's both from
the early days, but it is perhaps a shift in the center of gravity over time.
Audience: I would like to state that what you said has an absolute connection to art educa-
tion, contrary to my colleague Harold Rosenberg's view. I think this is because many of
your predecedsore and some of .your contemporaries have held the view to sort of hold
off whole things like works of art, like paintings by real artists, like say, Matisse, until
the child is older and is ready for that; hence you begin with color, line, texture, so
called, but really unidentifiable inseparable, elements of art, until they are in their teens
or early adulthood, at which time this. "non-art museum" Rosenberg so aptly described
has got them to the point where they are not able to absorb it at all; so the whole thing was
in vain. I think it is great that people like yourself have come to the conclusion which hasbeen held by many art educators for a number of years, to immediately begin with the
whole thing, in its totality. Even that perhaps even though, you can't even rationalize what
you are getting from the work, let alone verbalize it, you may be getting it in its entirety.
Mr. Harris: Yes, and over time I would say this, the youngster in viewing this, whatever

fit is, work of art discriminates more and more elements in it, more and more parts of
it, more and more qualities, if you prefer that word, 'as he grows older and becomes- -yes that's right. It's perceived as a unity from the start, but as a relatively more global,
undifferentiated unity, I would argue.
Audience: Would you say, in the processes of differentiation that you have talked about
Tioniciiil time to another, there might be an hierarchy of value in these processes if
carefully examined that would, give us a concept of what we mean by learning in art if we
start as you suggest, with the whole and with experiences, art experiences, as well as
others, and if we find some kinds of processes which differentiate and characterize art
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Mi. Harris: If I understand correctly, I would, saw yes. There is a process of differen-
tiation in the sense that the individual discriniinates more and more putting it coarsely,
more and more detail, more and more subtlety, more and more complexity in it. He seesit first in a diffused fashion, and then he comes to see the object, whatever it is, the ex-
perience or what not, with greater and greater detail. This over time. I can only defend
this by saying that this is the way the structure of language reflects the child's experience,
and maybe this is forced on the individual; maybe this order is forced on the individual by
the fact of the structure of language itself. There are those who believe this. I don'tknow.

Audience: Would you comment on Piaget's concepts of accommodation and assimilation
and how these might relate to the child's use of detail?
Mr. Harris: If I understand Piaget, these two processes of accommodation and assimi-
ation go on together, simidtaneously; and they are constantly modifying one another. In

other words, Piaget takes what child development used to call a transactional point of view
that the individual and his environment are 'continually modifying each other in the growing-learning process. You see, one .point that I have said and I will say again and again, the
child is in a sense an active agent in creating his own environment by the way in which he,and here the behaviorists throw me out, "chooses to react". Now I infer a kind of volition
which perhaps if you forced me into a corner I would have to abandon in terms of exper-
ience, set, and need, which vary from child to child; child A "buys into" the experience
and profits from it, child B does not "buy into" the same experience and does not profitfrom it.
Audience: Since there apparently is nothing to prevent us from exposing the kindergarten
ZEild7irwell as a twelfth grader to a Matisse; and if we put his responses to the stimuli
on a continuum, what are the components of the least complicated dimension and the com-
ponents of the most complicated dimension of this response continuum.
Mr. Harris: What are the least and most complex did you say?
Audience: Is there a way for us to differentiate so that we can make a kindergarten
youngster, say in conjunction with a Matisse, expose him to the significant art in ways
that will be meaningful to him and helpful?
Mr. Harris: I believe in the old tried and true technique of letting the youngster talk
about this stimulus object, encouraging him to talk about it and perhaps talking to him
about it in--now I would hope you wouldn't talk to him as you would if you were an art
critic Addressing a lecture, addressing an audience in the Metropolitan--but you might
talk about color, you might talk a little about what the child likes and why, getting him
to put it into words, now it may be a very crude level but it is laying, a foundation; and I
wouldn't push it too hard; but I would keep it there and I would let the opportunity for dis-
cussion; if it didn't arise, I would make some opportunity; and if it didn't seem profitable,
I would drop it for a while.
Audience: What is the role of exploratory experience?
Mr. Harris: Well, I think for the young child the doing, the very making of things is itself
inherently pleasurable. I think, if you will go along with cognitive theory, as I see it,rather than behavior theory, the young child is more equi-modal in his apprehansion of ex-perience. He uses all his sensory modalities. As we grow up in a highly visually oriented
world and in a verbally oriented culture, he leans more and more heavily on what he seesand on the use of language to substitute for feeling, doing, handling, reaching, touching,
you know. It is economical, and we overdo it perhaps; but he becomes more and more de-pendent on these modalities and so the center of gravity and instruction swings toward
words. But it is just through habit we depend more and more on the visual and the word
for communication; whereas, for the young child, this weight of our culture hasn't rested
as heavily on him; and he uses his other modalities more frequently. So for the youngster,this sort of thing that Werner calls the physiognomic perception sort of thing, which I thinkis really a combination of postural, kinesthetic, motoric modalities, the youngster leansmore heavily on this. I have heard several of you say we force it out of him. Well, I
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SKETCHES TOWARD A PSYCHOLOGY OF LEARNING IN ART

KENNETH R. BEITTEL
The Pennsylvania State University

tV

I am forced to admit from the outset that I cannot accomplish in this paper what I
would like to--namely, the groundwork for a theory of learning in art. It would. be a
challenging work of the imagination to suggest what kind of person armed with what kind
of knowledge would be needed for this job. But I have not chosen. this route.

When I speak of a psychology of learning in art, I mean to, indicate, modestly, the
'beginning development of only one of several possible theories with some of.the likely
axioms and theorems that.would pertain to it. Considering that the'entire notion of a
psychology of art is a fairly recent and novel idea, my erstwhile objeCtiVe is nothing
short of chancy. Yet the climate is assuredly right, if I read, the intellectual signs
of the times, for trespassing from both sides across the boundaries between psychology
and art.

The ferment within psychology concerning learning theory I leave to more able
analysts within that discipline, feeling it unseemly to speak of the squabbles and rec-
onciliations in another family. Instead, I have,set myself the more realistic task of
selective trespassing and selective neglect of-the vast eye-and brain-taxing literature
on learning itself. The sketchbook idea comes in because I borrow garments from psycho-
logy in which to dress characters, from art and art education. This might be dubbed the

Siddons as the Tragic Muse" approach to the problem. As in a sketchbook, the
ideas will have, to be more suggestive than conclusive, for while they might be judged
as ends in themselves,.I would prefer that they be judged for what they may lead to
later.

The scope of even this more renlistic'task is frightening enough to make me fumble
my five-by-eight cards nervously. Let me,.therefore, box myself in by setting still
further liMits to my inquiry, this'time making my approach vulnerable to the charge of
inconsequence in my own field. I propose to focus on the adult (college) level, on
individuals working alone, and on learning in the context provided by sequential
drawings. The possible irrelevance of this focus comes from my ignoring vast areas of
meaning in child development, group processes and interaction, other kinds of art pro-
duction, appreciation and art criticism, and to a great extent aesthetic perception
itself. I am forced into this posture by the scope and logical incoherence of the
broader field of art education, by the necessity to draW upon content from my own resear-
ch interests, and by my very real need to have a locus from which to depart and .to which
to return on'my excursions into psychology. Otherwise I would produce a mere catalogue
of the unconnected. Here, if I succeed at all, I would like to provide much that can
be criticized, extended, and even disproved outright.

Still another reason why I will not attempt a coherent theory, a irt'from the
simple fact that I cannot, lies in the eclectic nature of what I will select from the,
psychological literature, since I am not consciously partisan to any one viewpoint in
psychology. Rather what I select or neglect, will be determined by two simple criteria,
in nature functional and aesthetic. The questions these will pose are: "Can the
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connection be glade?" and "Is there cogency and fruitfulness in the translation?"
Although I could cite numerous warnings on the procedure I am about to follow, other
learning theorists would support me. Postman,' for example, in discussing knowledge on
learning in relation to education says that "...the analysis of the process of ...educa-
tion does not call for the formulation of special principles; it calls for the application
and elaboration of the general laws of human learning." It is to attempt a partial test
of this assumption that this paper is written.

It is from time to.time put2forth that we are undergoing a kind of Copernican
revolution in the life sciences. In the psychology of learning,. there is an ascendancy
of cognitive theory, which "...in its baldest form ... differs from the'other approaches
in its insistence upon the elementary fact that we cannot fully understand an individual's
reaction to situation A until we know how A appears to him.°

This premise of cognitive theorists is superficially most appealing to me. Yet, by,
and large, I have found no writers harder to follow into battle than these same cognitive
theorists. It becomes patent that it is hard to know who'or where the enemy is and what
kinds of arms arei!eing borne. One of the reasons why this is se is brought out in a
statement by Estes":

".. .no convergence is imminent between the educator's and the
laboratory scientist's approaches to learning. The latter is inter-
ested, not in 'learning as a dynamic process' but in learning as a
system of relationships among operationally definable concepts; not
in the 'totality of learning' but in the aspects that may usefully
be abstracted and generalized;, not in 'focus on the learner' but in
the formulation of predictive, and preferably quantitative theories."

In.the same article, Estes points out that the connection between psychology and educe-
tion is like that between physiology and medicine.

14'
All in all, it seems defensible to say that the language of the cognitive theo st,

who talks bigger and sees man more "from above," and the methods of the functionP ,st
or neobehaviorist, who speaks littler pieces and sees manAn specific and cont* Liable
context, need to be merged in my task. This is like urging'one to be a "hard-nOSed
soft-head," but I know of no better advice than that of trying to resolve this "cognitive
dissonance" by some."transcendence" of these polemical schools of thought. I have
elsewhere5 averred my faith that "larger or molar units of structure and properly-sized
molecular-units need not be seen as incompatible. The implication is that neither 'fat'
gestaltism nor-thin atomism will do."

One of my problems is certainly that of language. The earlier quotations from
Postman and Estes suggest, first, that communication will be enhanced between psychol-
ogy and education if thesame construct families can be used in each, and, secondly,
that the big statements concerning learning by educators are unacceptable to psycholo-
gists. Again, the cognitive theorists may supply a bridge. In still another way, fuzzy
phrases such as Robers' "internal locus of evaluation" may find an objective or opera-
tional counterpart in the findings of experimental research.6

On the topic of language usage, signs in the wind endorse the proposed acts of
trespassing. As Barkan7 recently pointed out, it is now widely admissable that the
methods of the behavioral sciences can be profitably applied to the understanding of
many facets of art education. Consider the following neologisms° as testimony of this
point: stylomeirics, iconology, linguistics of fine arts, iconic sign, iconic mode of
representation, the psychology of art, the psychoanalysis of art, art strategies,
aesthetic morphology, and the biology of art. You will not find any of theseln a
standard psychology of learning text, but they can be uncovered with relative ease.

There are still a few more points to my rambling preamble. ThR current literature
in our field abounds with references to the "is ought" distinction, or the difference
between descriptive and prescriptive uses of language in research reports. Usually the
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instances singled out are those where correlational or configurational studies have been
followed by a charge on what "must" be done in art education. This point in criticism
is well taken and should lead us in research to the point where our reporting is not so
naive. On the other hand, the issue in the study of learning is infinitely more subtle.
Here we more likely deal with plain old "is-ain't," and the frustrating variant "can't
tell." The "ought" is hidden within the very design of our experiments, in the assump-
tions behind our controls and eur dependent and independent variables. The critical
eye of the philosopher and the researcher must focus on this much more difficult to
criticize problem itself.

A still moresubtle and hidden assumption may be found in the cognitive theorist's
belief that experimentation has the major function of "revealing" structure and processes
working, as Bruner10 puts it, from the "inside out." Still, there is no reason why
"naturalistic studies" and experiments cannot go on haq0 in hand. In animal studies, the
researches of ethologists such as Tinbergen and Lorenz suggest that this may be'the
case. In education, a recent review12 of "Educational rrograms: Early and Middle Child-
hood" contains a chapter heading "Naturalistic Studies of Classroom Learning." This
orientation suggests that one formulation of the learning problem might be "what is
actually being learned?" while another might be "what conditions affect a representative
kind of learning?" The interdependence of these two questions should be obvious,
especially when we consider the state of knowledge about learning in art. Prematurely
plucked theory may hinder empirical observation, but, on the other hand, the constraints
of experimentation are a stable frame for the interpretation of observations.

Geiger,
13

clarifies the point of view of the researcher toward any such implied
'conflict:

"... the scientist has consistently refused to be impressed by
problem of knowledge. His content of knowing or inquiry is fixed by a
particular problem or set of problems (whether theoretical or applied),
and therefore the most fruitful assumptions in science are designed to
integrate, not to separate, problem and solution. There are problems
of knowledge, of course, but they are not 'epistemological,' that is,
not those of trying to get an already separated subjective knower and
objective world together again; they are ,contextual problems, those
concerned with initiating and directing a series of inquiries called
into existence by difficulties to be overcome."

Having presented these introductory ideas, I neverthelesi know that I struggle with
certain unexpressed and possibly inexpressible doubts in my own mind. Farlier Lanier14
thought to detect in my stance a certain inconsistency - a kind of "empirical mysticism,"
if you please. Blackmur15 put his finger on this deep source of discontent in an essay
on Yeats, when after arguing for a "stiffer intellectual exercise" in the interpretation
of myth-and magic in Yeats, he capitulates by saying "...that magic, in the sense we
all experience it, is nearer the represented emotions that concern us in poetry than
psyChology, as a generalized science, can ever be. We are all, without conscience,
magicians in the dark." To this lack of overlap between art as experienced aid know-
ledge of art, I do obeisance. The concerted disciplines gathered here may hit theic
limits from other directions, but just as drastically. And I cannot share the hope '°
that "...humanistic research in what is perhaps the most human of man's endeavors" will
advance us even as far .as the kind of inquiries here proposed.

In any event, I must write as an art educator, not a psychologist, positioned
between an eclectic, derivative, or applied learning theory and a slowly sharpening
image of instruction and learning in art, the latter begin contingent on the "structure
of knowledge" of a particular discipline or body of knowledge, conceived in the fashion
of Bruner's writings on this subject.t7 The work "structure" is extremely troublesome
and elusive, as later Usages may illustrate.1°

A--
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Change and Learning in Sequential Drawings Where'Instruction is Absent

Claude Monet 19 thought young artists should:

"...paint as they can, ac long as they can, without being afraid of
painting badly. If their painting doesn't improve by itself, it means
that nothing can be done--and I wouldn't do anything."

Hidden in this simple advice from an artist is a key assumption underlying my
presentation. This is that from the simplest first scribbles of the child to the draw-
ings of the most advanced artist, change across drawings has typically the features of
a "learning automation" about it. What artist has not had the experience of looking
back on earlier work and seeing it as, possibly, shrunken, simple, direct, naive, or
whatever, but within a history of continuous change, still, inescapably connected to
present products? Many cases of primitives shoving continual improvement without
"instruction" also come to mind. I mention these instances; not to discredit instruction,
for my aim is to eventually clarify its proper and facilitative function, but rather to
point to certain features in a series of uninstructed drawings, stretched over time, which-
might help us to conceptualize what change and learning in draWing are like. I do not
limit myself to any kind of drawing, such as representational drawing; nor do I deny the
many, many influences that affect drawing. Kris20 has ably stated the broad nature of
these:

"...art is not produced in an empty space...no artist is independent
of predecessors and models...he no less than the scientist and the
philosopher is part of a specific tradition and works in a structured
area of problems."

Yet there is something about this section of my paper that makes it hard to state,
even though my aim is to make it disarmingly simple by making little of the aesthetic
and symbolic properties of drawings and focusing on the act of drawing itself. Arnheim"
begins to make the point T am after, when he suggests that the act of drawing han its
own constraints and reality about it, whatever is brought to it.

In terms of a single drawing,, the artist is in effect an operating organism (system)
regulated by feedback of his own acts or traces. The "cybernetic principle" which
describes a "reg4lated system" as one guided by feedback of its own output comes closest
to what I mean." Of course, in a broad sense all conscious action, all speech, etc.,
conform to this model, but in the case of a drawing, the field boundaries of the page,
the lingering trace made by hand and marking tool, the clearly sequential and cumulative
nature of the traces, and the fact that a terminal product results set drawing. apart
as a prime example of a regulated system in operation.

In earlier research,23 Burkhart and I tried to describe drawings done in a series
in much the same way as a single drawing has been here described--that is, where condi-
tions of theme and medium are relatively constant, and especially where prior drawings
are present to influence direction, the drawings themselves become larger "feedback"
units regulating subsequent drawings (we said that an evaluative phase .of.self-reflective
feedback led to goal-setting, self-correction, and an eventual reformulation in the next
drawing).

The gist of all this, to paraphrase Monet, is that "the very art of drawing and
stringing out your complete drawings in time will improve your next drawings." Of
course he was addressing "young artists" (a possible qualification) and seemed to feel
that if nothing improved the case was hopeless or "unnatural." I do not believe either
qualification to be necessary. In fact, I would assert that the paraphrased statement
applies to any sequential (free) drawing ituations and to any age from scribbling on,
(and can even be extended to chimpanzees24).

AINEINallsMr
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" Emotive, motivational and cognitive dimensionso..enter (into drawing)
"but find perceptual motor-expression. They are of greater significance
in free drawing situations than in those where demand is Well structured.
And even though drawing has this duplex character, perceptual components
seem of overriding importance. They are the limiting factor ordinarily."

What I take Nelson to be saying is that "perceptual components" (whatever they are),
even in "free drawing situations" precede "emotive, motivational and cognitive dimensions"
of drawings. An important quality of "perceptual components" is that they are not at
all static, as the following statement by Gibson26 well illustrates:

"As things become identifiable, and as we learn to notice the
differences between them, our perceptions of the world become differ-
entiated. Formerly indefinite qualities become definite. ...the progress
df learning is from indefinite to definite, not from sensation to
perception. We do not learn to have percepts but to differentiate them."

If we take these "perceptual components!' to mean "differentiated perceptions," then
I believe it possible to speak of "learning to see" in the visual field of drawings and
to suggest that this is quite closely tied to learning to "differentiate" in drawing
"components" as well. I feel that this is a transactional process and that the two
processes are in fict one process. In a basic sense, we do not learn to draw but rather,
in the context of this section, we "learn to learn to draw" as we differentiate and
redirect components, and sequences in our own drawings. 1, "good" drawing, however
realized, is a high level of performance, but learning In drawing involves interdrawing
change.1,There are good reasons why a systematic attack on my topic is difficult.
Gibson, again, states these well:

"For linguistic meaning...systematic definitions of signs and symbols
can be worked out on the basis of logical and psychological theory. ...But
visual meaning has so far defied systematic analysis and the whole subject,
including art-criticism, is notoriously speculative'."

If this be so, and we reflect how little we know of the child's learning to use -
language (which Whitehead considered the most amazing learning of a human's lifetime),
even though we are beginning to handle the syntactics and semantics of language logically
and psychologically, how much more difficult of comprehension is what takes place in
learning to draw which is part of a "whole subject" which is "notoriously speculative."
As indicated, studies are progressing in the acquisition, use, and understanding of
language syntax. The acquisition of syntax is seen,'8 as "a gradual and extended learn-
ing process that is comparable to other forms of meaningful learning and retention."g-
Braine29 has done preliminary analyses of two-work utterances of children which follow
"one -word sentences" and precede "primitive sentences." In the two-word sentences he
finds the child manipulating a "pivotal construction" based on his knowledge of certain
key (pivot) words.

Language acquisition studies are mentioned because Kellogg," Alexander, 31 Arnheim,
32

and Morris3' make similar claims for the acquisition of drawing component "vocabularies"
and "syntax" in the young child. I have been most impressed with this congruence of
opinion on the emergence of'pre-pictorial and early pictori6 formal properties in the
young child. By ending where art education usually begins, that is, with "pictorials,"
Kellogg has, as Morris points out, performed a valuable descriptive service in recording
and labelling stages in "pre-pictorial" drawing. These she terms, in order, scribbles,
diagrams, combines, aggregates, and, lastly, pictorials. The latter are constructed out

40f the progressively differentiated forms of the earlier stages (each of which she has
further classified into developing form units). These logically consistent basic stages
of Kellogg are in need of further verification, but as they stand they are provocative
and useful concepts for reconstructing "perceptual and graphic differentiation" as
'bservable in drawings.
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Alexander35 brings to bear a cognitive theorist's viewpoint on change and "power"
in children's drawings. A key viewpoint of his is that:

"... the rule-boundedness of drawing does not consist of externally
imposed rules, but of constraints which are implicit in the act of drawing."

To Alexander, any particular individual's drawing is "generated under constraint," that
is by a set- of rules. Further, to define these rules, he states that:

"...The schemata of the drawing were invented before the drawing;
most of the basic forms which appear in a drawing were known before the
drawing was done, and it Is this set of available schemata which con-
stitute the ruled within which drawing can take place."

He postulates that there is a schematic base to all art, agreeing with Gombrich36

who sees all art-as "conceptual." Where do the schemata come from? .He would agree with
Kellogg that they come not from other children or adults or from the world directly, but
from the list of drawing itself. To explain this emergence into differentiation,
Alexander presents three "postulates."

"1. The child frequently reproduces his own previously established
motor acts.

2. These acts are modified during execution by random variation.

3. They are also modified by a highly systematic built-in process
of levelling and sharpening."

In the first postulate on how schemata develop, we find traces of Lowenfeld's38
"repetition for self-confidence," or Piaget's39 "function pleasure," coinages which seem
to interpret as well as label. In the second postulate; repetition is seen as never the
same because freedom, elision, variation, errors, and automatism creep in. Whichever the
more plausible explanation, repeated elements undergo "random variation," apparently
mostly on the motor side. Postulate three, however, brings in the perceptual differentia-
tion earlier cited, but ties it directly to "sharpening," a procedure'whereby the figure
or form is strengthened into "versions which are easier to encode perceptually." What
was almost something now becomes that something and extraneous elements are left out,
for "...it is not the passive side of memory which obscures the detail, but the creative
act of reproduction."4u

Alexander goes even further than. this, purporting to show how these postulates help
to explain not only the or4in of schemata and their change across drawings, but how
organization and integration occur in drawingsnamely, as a result of "the child's
developing ability to force the forms apart from one another." 41:

Morris,42 in his study of picture-making behavior in the great apes, concludes his
book The Biology of Art, with six "biological principles of picture-making." Space will
not permit much more than their names here, except where they extend the viewpoints
(notice I have'not called these "findings") of Kellogg and-Alexander. Morris's princi-
ples, "Which apply to picture-making as a. -whole and cover everything from Leonardo. to
Congo" (the latter the best of his ape-painters) are:

1. The principle of Self-Rewarding Activation. This was seen in Alexander'am"
pleasurable repetition, Piaget's "function pleasure" and Lowenfeld's "repetition for
self-confidence." The importerwe of this principle is so pervasive and it is so simple
that it can easily be ignored as an essential theoretical building block. In Morriaga43
words:

"All pictures, whether by young ap6s or adult humans, must have a self
rewarding element involved as all or part of the motivation of the picture-maker.
Other sociological or materialistic motives may or may not be operating at the
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same time, but if the production of the picture is not also a reward in
itself, then its aesthetic value will be impaired. This particular point
has been discussed frequently, but judging by the fact that it is so
clearly illustrated by the apes, it would appear basic enough."

In passing, it should be stated that Morris experimentally manipulated bribery with
a food reward with his apes, who as soon as they come to associate drawing with the
reward took less and less interest in picture-making itself so that any old scribble
would do. Morris even refers to this as "commercial art" among apes!

2. The rinci le of Com ositional Control. This principle is confined largely to
placement, filling of space, repetition, etc. Animals and young children, by the way,
seem to prefer the stable "complexibility" of regular patterns (geometric, nested, etc.).
PreferenCe for asymmetry and complexity as Barron44 uses these terms, is apparently a
later,development. The amount of figural "uncertainty," to use a variant of an informa-_
tion theory term, which can early be tolerated, seems to be slight. McWhinnie45 and
other students of McFee are presently investigating learning of the preference for these
more difficult figures and arrangements which are a part of the vocabulary of contempor-
ary art and appear to increase with art training.

3. Calligraphic Differentiation. This principle is akin to Alexander's "sharpening"
postulate, since it refers to a process of clarification and differentiation of "details
and component units of a picture, as opposed to the inter-relations of these units."

4. Thematic Variation. "There are two factors involved here: the finding of a
theme and the subsequent variation of it. Sometimes the basic theme (will) itself be
completely replaced, but more often (the artist will) simply find some way of making a
slight enough change to produg a variation without completely obscurring the original

-theme on which it (is) based.

Marra gives an example from Congo, one of his chimpanzee picture makers, showing
how Congo took a simple fan pattern and varied this theme into: Split fan, centrally-
spotted fan, stippled fan-bundle, curved fan, and reversed fan. In the child, thematic
variation usually proceeds via differentiation, where one theme grows out of the preced-
ing in increasing complexity. In adults, complex and simple phases may follow each other,
as a reaction one to the other. The dynamics of thematic variation will be subsumed under
the learning set "directionality" in later discussion, whereas change of theme will be
subsumed under "uniqueness, novelty, or innovation" learning set.

5. Optimum Heterogeneity. Morris sees a Scale stretching between "maximum hetero-
geneity (a mass of fussy detail)" and " maximum homogeneity (blank space)." The decision
as to what constitutes "optimum heterogeneity" is apparently subjectively determined,
by ape and human. Morris admits that there are transitional stages - as between
"multiple scribble" and "blot out" when this principle seemed to get boat, but not for
long. This principle, being largely unjudgable, is a difficult one to operate with and
brings one to the much debated" when is a picture finished question. Beardsley47 gives
the answer, although one weak in explanatory power and operational meaning.
A picture is finished, he says, when the painter runs out of things to do next.

6. Universal Imagery. The source of universal imagery need be seen as neither
mystical nor unconscious in nature. Morris makes a convincing case for muscular, optical,
and psychological factors as parameters for universality of forms. On the ape - child -
adult artist continuum, the shift is progressively from the muscular and the optical to
the psychological. "As there are much greater individual differences in personal psycho-
logy than in arm musculature, or optical structure, it is not surprioing that it is amongst
the professional adu:t picture - raker, where the muscular and optical factors are most
suppressed by the intellect; that one gets the greatest picvarial variation, and the
weakest universality of imagery. In the pictures, of young children, or untrained adults,
the universality is greater, owing to the levelling effect of muscular limitations and
also the (as yet unobliterated) legacy of the Strong pre-representational domination by
optical influences over the image precursors."48
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In recapitualtion, Kellogg gives us the clearest description and taxonomy of pre-.
pictorial graphic development and differentiation, specifying its interdrewingor
sequential drawing base. Alexander gives us the broadest explanatton of forces bringing
about such progressive differentiation and organization while Morris gives us the most
far-reaching principles of picture - making as content within Alexander's scant repertoire,
replacing, for example, "levelling and sharpening" by "compositional control, calligraphic
differentation, thematic variation, and optimum heterogeneity. As was true in the
understanding of children's drawings near the turn of the century, the valuable insights
are largely being generated from outside the art teaching profession, just as perspective
on the existing literature on children's drawings is currently best analyzed and organized
by a psychologist, Dale Harris.49

The above authors, much like Piaget, are non-experiiental, though, they are, to
varying degrees, logical and pre-theoretical. If the focus on sequential drawing as a
learning automation has any merit, It must lead to fruitful quesaons,and be submitted
itself to checks and self-corrections. For example, Smedslund'eu experiments with
children on trainability of the "conservation" principle as described by Piaget, seem to
suggest that stable mastery of such stages in thought may indeed proceed without much
benefit of "formal instruction," as apparently is Piaget's position. Within "pictorials,"
the mastery of schematic detail, proportion and articulation depicting the concept "man"
appears to have, overall, according to Goodenough and Harris, similar stability. Repre-
sentational three dimensional space in "pictorials" has a like history of development,
to all accounts.

It is,however, with the more difficult and central aesthetic and psychological ends.
of art that profound difficulties arise. I can hope to do no more than expose to your
eyes the weight of my massive burden of confusion on the topics.

Unlike language, which if Bruner is correct can move toward progressive arbitrar-
iness away from enactive and iconic modes of representation, graphic images and symbols
are neither as completely arbitrary nor social. Part of this confusion is historical
and cultural, for to call a symbol non-social is, at least on the common sense planei a
contradiction of terms. Yet I am convinced that the degrees of freedom within graphic
images and syMbols is far in excess of,those_in_language._ To begin with, let us-hark-
back to Gibson's charge that no logic or psychelogic can be worked out as yeti and that
the whole field is "speculative." L.. L. Whyte makes the same claim in his introduction
to a book of essays from science and art on "Aspects of Form" when he says that art
"...though for many the noblest of human activities, is still so obscure that Gombrich
can provide, just for good measure in this. volume,,a new and intriguing interpretation,
perhaps as useful as any yet."

Let us consider the difficult concept of visual meeting and dwell a bit upon its
less directly aesthetic components. Visual symbols, in common with all symbols, are-at
the apex of complexity in the hierarchy of "meaning." Symbols "...mediate knowledge, as
distinguished from perception, and they are the basis for reasoning, creative imagination,
invention and discovery." Further, symbols as commonly used "...are completely determined
by culture."53 And to the psychologist "drawings not resembling anything familiar are
called nonsense forms and, along with nonsense syllables, are employed in experiments on
memorizing" or in studies of "rote" as opposed to "meaningful" learning.54 But even
here, it appears that in drawing nonsense forms from memory, recall does not occur until
the senseless form gaind sense.'5 Further, research on learning to recognize aircraft,
"suggests that When a nonsense form becomes identifiable it also becomes meaningful."5°
As I interpret these words whereas symbols may be "completely determined by culture,"
a so called nonsense form is imprinted with sense or meaning by a h9FAMbeing who has
any commerce with it, and the resulting tincture of meaning mightlUn the whole spectrum
of meaning from simple use-or need-meanings to symbols themselves, which "Mediate know-
ledge."

It*
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,In our time, our shared visual, symbols are singularly chaotic and itpotent.,. To
have all myths and symbol systems possible, is to. have none. The great freedom thus.
provided us as artists must indeed existjn the aesthetic and psychological functions of
art, as Morris" suggesti the religious and 'communicative functions being essentially
dormant in our present culture. Before I get Over myhead in 'unprovable assertions,
let me state that this condition exists not only for the visual artist, but all artists.
To be sure, we have. all that past cultures symbolized to rummage among,and,indeed
perhaps pictures owe more to other pictures, as Wolfflin, ialraux; and-Cezanne insist,
than to nature, and, I suppose I.am saying, to even myths and symbol systems in themselves.
Lest it'seem that I am lamenting of being robbed of my religion, as Yeats did, by the
science of the day, let me be quick to correct. that impression. I speak of a general
problem of inbalance in modern man which need not be lamented but described. I am
inclined to the netioa, as expressed by,Adams58 in an essay on Yeats, that any war between3
art and science is a false one:-:

"Hach presents its own meaningful fiction. One is essentially a fiction
of human passivity, a world of mechanical forces in which man is contained.
In its great syStematic statements it is a supremely beautiful fiction, but
its truth-demands a counter-truth, another fiction. The fiction of literature
provides an active human intelligence with the power to contain the world
in his own imagination rather than allowing it to contain him."

(I cannot, in passing, resist saying that it is logically possible, though strange, that
the one "fiction" canmake the other its subject.)

But there is a reason why a great poet like Yeats writes as stronge a book as his
A Vision.59 Lacking a meaning system, a symbol system, a myth, he set out to invent one.
He wanted "...a world larger than himself to live in; for the modern world as he saw it
was, in human terms, too small or the human spirit, though quantitatively large if
looked at with the scientist."' However outlandish A Vision may seem, Yeats wanted
something which would stand toward his poetry in the relationship that Dante's Divine
Comedy stood toward the Christian Myth. Both poets "...strove for a visible structure
of action which is indeed necessary to what they said, but which does not explain what
they said." What Yeats created was not a mythology but "an extended metaphor .... which
permits him to establish,relationsbetween-the-tag-ends -of-myths eclectically gathered
from all over the wOrld."61'

I leave to the anthropologist whether $.n homo sapiens there is a "biological univer-
sal" to-be called "need: myth." Notice that Yeats is not thought to have needed the myth
for the sake of his poetic craft but for his expressed desire for necessity or, if you
please, symbolic meaning to his act of creation.

Gombrich,62 in a recent talk to psychologists, suggests, following Pope, that "the
sound must seem an echo to the sense." My simplest point, then, is that when discussing
visual meaning and'syMbols as they come into art, "detachable meanings" which exist in
symbols "as completely determined by culture" are more or less absent from out lives,.
so that the sense which the sound must seem to echo is either chimerical, extraordinarily
abstract or esoterici or idiosyncratic. I. will now get into trouble, for sounds in
themselves take on meaning in commerce with them. Further, as Gibson63 acknowledges:

"...any. scene begins to appear strange When the eyes are fixated
long enough. The attempt to observe one's visual field leads in this
direction as does ... the painter's intent view of something which
interests him."

In brief, I am leading to the notion that "aesthetic" meanings are "non-detachable,"
belonging more to what Gibson would call the "visual field" as opposed to the "visual
world," to the "echo" and not directly to the "sense." (I mi.,t just as well use Langer's
"oymbolic transformation" concept now that I've said all this).

44'
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But.the pointof greater"dignificance here has to 46 with the 'idiosyncratic sense
or meating'that the dral4ingechoesi in thidhour.attention shifti from "sense" to the

: "picture- maker's percePtion'Of "senfiehether from*what is culturally nonsense-or from
symbol is somewhat irrelevant..' It idthis which is realy.eChoedi or eventually "matched,"
to borrow a construction from'ConibriCh.64.

. .

PolanyiWsuggests there is a meaning to any'ConteXt, but man-made ones, including
drawingS, are "contrived" and thus have a "message." This means, I feel,that the
-"context"'or the "non- detachable meaning: of the visual field" stand in some relation
to the detachable, contrived meaning. The one side would Appear to be more "aesthetic,"
or more "enaCtive and iconic" (these terms, in turn, match Morris's" "psychological,
motoric, and optical").

The next point is that these contrived meanings are today mostly outside any myth.
The earliest meanings "contrived" are apparently motoric and perceptual, locked in
drawing itself..-Later the contrived messageS aid "creative and mental growth"7 but,
in my analysis, may often foCUs-On'sense at the expense of the echo, the non-detachable
contextual oraeitheticLcomponeni becoming sUbservient'to socialized or logical percep-
tion of three-dimensional space, it being forgotten haw hard-earned the smudges, lines,
perspectives, etc. were when "illUsion" was under conquest in the service of other myths
or in the effort at mastering "illusion" itself.°8

Wickhiser69 has expressed the question I am skirting as follows:

We discover that classifying or establishing...stages of development
assumes all children want to do realistiC art. This may have been a valid
assumption prior to the modern art movement, but during the last fifty
yearamanynon-realistic types of'art expression have developed, which
seem to-be more natural modes of expression. .Add to this thefact that
the greatest art periods of `.the past have been more Symbolic than Realistic,
and suddenly we can 'no longer assume each child is striving to move out of
the.Symbolic stage into the Realistic.

70Harris, from a different vantage point, however, states that "...graphic ability ,

Which achieves representative drawing of esthetic or artistic merit cannot be discern-
ed in young children; such appears only after certain psychological (cognitive)
processes have run their course, and the child has mastered techniques appropriate to
the medium. Much the same can be saidof graphic traditions other than the representa-
tive."

Are these poiitions both reasonable and are they antithetical? I propose that: if
there are motor and perceptual determinants of drawings, assuredly there are psychological
(I know all of these terms fall within psychology, but am following Morris's usage) or
Cognitive determinanti of still greater scope. Otherwise we are in the untenable posi-
tion of suggesting that the aesthetic meaning .of-drawings falls off with "the naming
of Scribbling" and must be recaptured after representational drawing is mastered or
after "certain psychological (cognitive) processes have run their course."

In a time when Piaget's considerable contributions to child development are being
applied wally nilly to everything and everywhere, it may indeed be appropriate to
consider his system of thought more closely for what it has to say about art (which
is very little). Piaget71 himself has said:

"..'.very often,. the young child appears ore gifted than the older
child in the fields of,erawingy of s .olic expression such as
plastic representation, partici Lion in spontaneously organized
collective activities, and so on, and sometimes in the domain of
music: If we study the intellectual functions or the social senti-
ments of the child, development appears to be more or less a continuous
progression, whereas inthe realm or artistic expressions on the contrary,
the impression gained is frequently one of retrogression."
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In the same:essiti,hd,COntrasts."soCial'reality" with the "life lived'by the ego" as
follows:

"On the one hand, there is the material or social reality toVhich
the child must adapt himself and which imposes upon him its laws,
its rUles,and-its means of expressiOn;that reality determines the
child's social and moral sentiments, his conceptual or socialized
thought, with the collective means of expression constituted by
language and soon. on the OtherIkandthere'id thalife liVedby the
ego with its conflicts, its conscious or unconscious desires, its
interests, joys, and anxieties; these form individual realities,
often unadapted and always'inCapable of being expressed solely
by the collective instruments of communication,or they require a
'particular means of expression. Symbolic play is nothing more
than thisAnethod.of ekpressiont'created alMost:out.of nothing
by each indiVidual; thankttO the use of repredentative objects
and mental images, all of which suppleMent'language, its function
is to permit the fulfillment of wishes, to Compensate for reality,
to allow free satisfaction of subjective, need-d7,in short,.to permit
the fullest possiblexpansion of the ego as distinct frodOmaterial
and social reality."14

I quote Piaget atTlength because he speakS most cogently against the application of his
work on social, moral, and logical. development to matters aesthetiC, and because his
peculiar use of "symbolic" is one which I wish.tO'borrow, to.avoid confusion:however,
I will turn his usage. into "idiosyncratic symbol," because that is precisely and simply
what he means by it, though this usage contradicts convention.73 There will be common -
alit (a further contradiction) in "idiOSYnCratic symbol" by dint ofsome residue
from our common life or from some "biological Universals"*(which I leave to the anthropo-
logists) wherever man is sociolized. Gombrich74 comes close tile. this Meaning when,
"meditating on a hobby horse" in search of the "roots of artistic form" he sees aesthetic
creation as not "...representation, image-lorming, or abstraction, but simpty thc,pialing

.

of a functional substitUte, an object which can_serve_in place. of an original (or desired)
experience in respect of some function or need of the individual." The forMulation is
very simple, like saying in this context "shaping freely something seeming like an echo
for some idiosyncratic sense." ThuS, we deal not just with the "relation of man and his
environment" but as Lowenfeld75 wellknew with the relation between man and himself as
celebrated in "symbolic play."

The difficulty is that some kind of nativism is apt to be inferred when unintended.
There is no intent to make these processes other than "natural," rationally describable,
and acquired; -Yet "...the very logic of an education based upon intellectual authority
tends to eliminate or, at least, to weaken" the aesthetic life of which we speak.76,

In the same volume from which the quotations from Piaget were drawn, Ott77 speaks
of the similarity between children and artists (as I am trying to do only with respect
to learning to learn to draw):

"Children, like artists, are influenced by the effects they create
as their work proceeds and they change their concepts accordingly.
With increasing experience they add to their fund of shapes and sounds,
each of which can be submitted to infinite interpretations."

But Ott is indeed'a nativist in his references to "racial archetypes" and others
to me, unnecessary and nonexplanatory assumptions. Perhaps like many great art teachers
(Cizek for example, who wanted his own island on Which to raise child-artists) Ott
either denies that these powers are capable of instruction or.else implies they may be
amenable only to his personal methods. He says78 that children's-`-
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"..aesthetic impulses should not be limited or constrained by any
aesthetic formula based on historical; modern, or popular art.
Children learn absolutely nothing from art teaching. They only
develop of themselves."

I am not going to comment on this viewpoint, for I trust that though I may appear to
be a romantic I am looking less like a mystic.

There are still several more points.about the "idiosyncratic symbols" or sense echoed
in drawings. It is only because we do not have a duplex culture, where art and science
instead of art or science, the conjunctive not the disjunCtive, exists,'that verbal
processes are often seen as inimical to visual art. Certainly words can echo the sense
as well as images; but from Pavlov79 to Bruner8° the relative inferiority of "iconic
modes" of representation is pointed out, and for the ends these men have in mind, they
are undoubtedly right. For "idiosyncratic symbols," however, the non-arbitrary, non-
systematic properties of 'Visual images and of sounds may be unexcelled,'-just because
of their relative lack of syntactic and semantic properties (or whatever the visual
equivalents of these terms would be).'

Gombrich81 describes a game of "multiple matrix matching" in which the symbol is
revealed through-flthe choice from a given set of matrices of what iejeast unlike the
referent to be represented". He illustrates his meaning by a parlor game in which an
acquaintance is to be revealed through such questions as: "If he were a flower, what
would he be? Or what would be his emblem as an animal, his symbol among colors, his
style among painters? What would he be if he were a dish?" In this freer field, it is
the pile up of hunches that counts. It is a "refusal to gate," using the phrase
Gombrich borrows from Bruner, who uses it to describe perceptual economy where we either
cannot derive more information or do not need it. But the game is different when the
differentiated forms and organizational schemas we have won from the acts of drawing
constitute the matrices from which to construct our "hobby horse."

"The layman may wonder whether Giotto could have painted a view of
Fiesole in sunshine, but the historian will suspect that, lacking
the means, he would not-have wanted to, or rather that he could not
have wanted to. We like to assume, somehow, that where there is a will
there is also a way, but in matters of art the maxim should read that
only where there is a way is there also a will.82

What is won froM drawing itself can aid us in the next drawing. This is almost a
tautology, but seems far from being. acknowledged. Language and logic have taught us that
images and other sensory elements are useless, except, in the modern view;'as steps in
the acquisition of language and logic.

It can hardly be conjectured what might correct this departure from the idiosyncratic
symbol (which comes into Bruner's system when language and logic fail or are bigcked
even as elsewhere "personal metaphor" is a source of "ideas" and "intuitions."") Reid
advised us to "abolish the use of articulated sounds and writing for a century, for
then every man would become a painter, actor, or orator."

I know of no more poignant way to get at the tendency of words to hide us from
ourselves in modern times than in a passage from Proust:83

-"The great difference there is between the actual impression we received
from something and the artificial impression we create for ourselves
when we endeavor by an effort, of the will to bring the object before
us again, I did not pause to consider; renembering only too well the com-
parative indifference with which Swann used to be able to speak of the
period of life when he was loved (because the expression suggested
something so different to him) and the sudden pain caused by Vinteuil's
little phrase (of music), which brought to mind those days themselves
just as he had felt them..."



I believe I am drawn to sequential drawings as my focus because of the long swath
cut from earlrchildhood to the mature artist.- The fact that drawing schemata are
developed to .a !certain degree for all of us provides a beginning "structural" base from
which to study change.

-. The case is not greatly differenti-however,- for a more arbitrary and later acquired
art, like that of throwing on'thellotter's whee Once the rudimentary skills are
learned (and here instructional methods can cause marked improved speed of acquisition
of these skills), the potter can only throw what he masters from pot to pot.I often
think I should speak.within the context of learning-as seen in sequential pots:made on
the potter's Wheel, for it might be clearer and less,arguable, because in comparison to
drawing,' potting has constraints or rules.which have more*intersubject commonality. The
residue-of .pre-pictorial schemata and idiosyncratic symbols from earlier years woulq not
Work their subtle interference with newer learning-there would be less "proactive
inhibition." While many styles and directions and paradoxes abound. in potting, the time-
honored skills still demand respedt from layman and artist alike, even though the language
of pots is'closed to many and even though it speaks in many dialects. There'is no such
issue as "potting and illusion," for example. Where there is clarity of goals from level
to level-of the'art, there can be clarity of knowledge about methods of learning related
to them.

But it-is precisely because drawing will not be forced into such arbitrary inter-
subjective external, rules and because the goals are in our century'extraordinarily
debatable that it is challenging, for it typifies the crisis of "knowledge" and learning
in art and renders real and problematic what it is indeed to "think like an artist."
Potting might clothe same, to a degree, but it mould have to be on a more exclusive and
sophisticated plane.

My main.points sketched to here need recapitulation:

1. Changes as seen in sequential drawings in the absence of instruction constitute
a prototype of learning in art, occurring as they do in thew:mks of primitive, untrained
adult, and mature artist.

2. Sequential drawings are lawful across picture-makers on an appropriate level of
generalization which considers:

a. Motoric and perceptual differentiation of forms
b. Sharpening of calligraphic components and their interrelations
c. Sequential thematic development and search for novelty, seen in

adult artists' as alternations between complex and simple phases,
interacting with sets toward novelty and directionality.

3. Sequential drawings are at the minimum, lawful within picture-makers in contin-
uity, elaboration, and search for idiosyncratic symbolic themes to which drawing schemata
stand in a matched'but non-detachable relationship, or seem like an echo,(in context
of the medium) to (what seems like) a sense (or is contrived by the picture-maker).

4. This entire viewpoint has been termed,a "learning automation," to suggest that
par excellence, a. person involved in sequential drawings is illustrative of the cybernetic
description of a regulated open system, as extended to organisms-that is, a system
directed by .feedback of its own,outpUt.

e and Conditions for Chan _e in Se uential Drawings

It follows that no organism is directed, even in'sequential drawings, by feedback
of its own putput exdlusively. Even the statement that. art owes more to other art than
to nature implies this to be so.

...v.....sorse.^scwra.cr.,16.45
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Ate interdependence of:context in. the:medium-and-what is or can be contrived has
been.auggested,, When the.child master's what Kellogg callaaggregates,.and even combines,
diagrams, and scribbles,; rudimentary piCtorials are possible. When the:potter can 'center,'
open, and draw his .clay into an even cylinder, rudimentary non-cylindrital:shapes are
possible. When.througW-random variation, sharpening, or "meaningful imitation".of our
external schemata (know very little about , these things), a matrix of forms is extend-
ed, new contrived messages can arise fraii,the next context.

I know I,have observed, this latter process again and" again in adult picture-makers.
One instance, may illuStrate this point. A girl, not trained in art, had chosen, on her
own. volition, the thecae "nature'!, fora series of drawings... Later an interview revealed
that by this she apparently meant certain idiosyneratic, symbols representative of an.
island beach, a country garden, etc., stemming from her.childhoodmemories,and environ-
ment. She began with a tree which, even to her, seemed stiff and stereotyped. Dissatis-
fied, she.observed trees beEWeen drawings and drew a more "real" tree. Though it was
different,:it was obviously not illusionistic or meaningful enough to pleaSe her. In
'disgust or fromaimlessness she made curved ."tired" lines. These suggested how she felt
and she developed this curved axis first into figures, then into a tree with "gesture."
She felt some relation between herself, her theme, and the lines and refined this relation-
ship over several subsequent drawings.

There is intended to be nothing spectacular or conclusive about this simple report.
How does it fit under the topic of "conditions?" Well, it springs out of the basic
viewpoint toward change in sequential drawings. More particularly, "no condition" here

- condition, in that it was under certain controls.

At this point a deviation into other assumptions is required. Burkhart and 186
tried to make explicit several assumptions underlying our "self-reflective learning
experiments" in drawing. In a sense, to coin a phrase, we tried to construct a model of
the "structure of practice" (rather than knowledge) underlying the artist's (and to a
degree even the chimpanzee's) picture-making. Our assumptions were simple but crucial:

.

1. Drawing is a "dialogue" between artist and drawing
2. As such, drawing is essentially a private affair
3. Reformulation, self-correction, and self-direction are facilitated by

minimizing change in:

a. medium
b. theme or stimulus
c. procedure for self- evaluation
d. general working environment

4. A "value'neutral field" surrounding the picture-maker, removing extrinsic rewards,
emphasizes the "principle of self-rewarding activation" Morris finds basic to picture-
making.

Since these assumptions are delineated elsewhere87 I will not
.

,

ale here. The notion that art is a "dialogue" or a "crazy game of
place in art writing. '"Crazy" means that there are rules but that
change in process,and are. somewhat particular to each "game." The
dialogue are exemplified in this statement of Black's.8'

dwell on-their ration -
strategy" is common,
they are free to
idea of strategy and

"There is...in all artistic creation a characteristic tension between
the man and the material in which he works...the artist literally
wrestles with his material, while it both resists and nourishes his
intention...He finds himself constantly excited by the qualities ,

objectively present in the material which it is his aim progressively
to discover."
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In like manner, Santayanna 89
speaks of structure in the person and structure ,in the

material and of their necessary tension and interaction."
4

In a very real sense, there, is no "natural" condition for picture-making,,but the
artist's habits.as abstracteChavebeen a general guide. In addition, several research
studies90 suggested some support for "depth",or continuity of medium and theme and for
specific evaluative. activity on,the part of the picture-maker..

4 ,
.

The "self-reflection" learning experiment91 Burkhart and I carried out under these
broad general assumptions established the superiority of several further conditions for
learning:

1. The strong facilitative effect of what we called "process feed-
back." Operationally, process feedback means 'giving the'Asubject regularly
sampled photographs.of stages in thewdevelopment of his prior drawing
before he undertakes his next drawings-this is the most potent condition we
uncovered. It bespeaks the importance previously ascribed to the drawing

; activity itself. It might be expressed thus: nothing seems to improve
drawing like drawing and paying attention to how one drawls.

2. The merit of what Rogers92 calls an "internal locus of evaluation."
In operational terms this meant that the subject "discovered for himself" what
criteria he should use to evaluate his drawings.

3. The feasibility of carrying out the evaluation of one's drawings
by a program (written instructions), this appearing to work as well as
through mediation by another person (teacher surrogate).

4. The liklihood that the teacher surrogate or mediator and the
internal locut or self-discovery evaluative setting instills in the picture-
maker perceptions of himself as more creative,, confident, independent, and
worthy.

I know I have slipped a lot over on you, because I have not explained what it means
to "improve" drawings. This is the subtle and important criterion for learning problem
which is under constant study93 but whia cannot be studied profitably out of the context
specific to thegiven research problem.

I had intended to borrow much more from psychological' learning theory than I have
to this point, but my many references seem largely foreign to this setting so I have
not forced them into the discussion. There was indeed a "learning set".,established in
the case of the girl who drew the trees in the earlier example. She knew the condi-
tions under which she would work, what would be supplied and what not, that she would
have to initiate the theme and its deVelopment, that she would see photographs of how
she drew, and that she would evaluate these according to her own goals. She knew that
while I did not give her direction, I projected "interest" and "confidence" in her
direction as she perceived these. She engaged in "trials" or practice-distributed
"practice." I guess a psychologist would call it, with task criterion unspecified
externally. "Process feedback" appears equivalent to "delayed knowledge of results"
or, at the least, "information" through "stimulated recall" of how results were obtained.
Evaluation of thes process information led to therdevelopment of "concepts" and
"principles," probably "advance organizers" and,"internally mediated or induced learning
sets" for later drawings.

I do not believe it requires a stretch of theimagination to talk logically and
objectively about conditions fitting an activity of which the main parameters are
"idiosyncratic symbols" and "drawing schemata" (and drawing strategy, soon to enter
the discussion). We will disagreeto the extent that these basic parameters cause
disagreement. ,I mean to make them extraordinarily abstract, pervasive, and basic to
all free drawing serving simultaneously aesthetic and functions for the
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picture - maker -that is, all'settings Where sense and'its seeming echo, contrived message
and context meaning, functional substitute for an internal state, or symbolic transfor-
mation involving images and forms is involved.

Bruner91 has argued, even with children,.that it is best not to mess up a person's
method (or strategy) of processing information. What does "processing information" mean
in the act.of drawing and in sequential drawings? What, in fact, is a drawing strategy?
To what degree can we speak of drawing as problem- solving? Do the terms used in the
psychology of learning fit the drawing act? For example, is therefranything to be gained
by the distinctionrcte-7meaningtul, reception-discovery, visual-verbal; or classical
and operant conditioning, discrimination learning, concept formation, principle and rule
learning, arid problem-solving? I have pondered manyYwritings on these matters and taken
many notes where I thought to discern parallels or'possible translations, but while I
may draw upon these, I have decided that this is not the time or the place to treat the
possible correspondences systematically. After all, this is a *sketchbook. Furthermore,
the very effort strikes me as both pretentious and premature. It is a time to imitate
selectively, but not to incorporate,

In returning to information processing, I have uncovered an interesting lead in
pilot workon learning insequential drawing now in progress. In working intensively

*with a small group of untrained*(non,Art major) college students, taking them one at a
time and carefully sampling photographic data on their drawing proCesses, I have uncovered
an interesting lead in pilot work on learning in sequential drawing nowiti progress. In
working intensively with a small group of untrained (non-art major) college students,,
taking them one at a time and carefully sampling photographic data on their drawing
-processes', I have observed cleAr differences between drawing schemata and strategy when
*working from "mental themes" on the one hand and from a physically present complex still
life on the other. In some subjects the two kinds of drawings would be quite hard to
put together without further clues. Untrained subjeetsusually automatically assume a
representational or illutionist set'toward the physical: stimulus but feel no compulsion
to do so from a mental theme (I sometimeerefer to these conditions as outside-and
inside-the-head-junk stimuli). Further,.abouttwice as long,. on the average, is spent
on working from the physical stimulus (which is, to be sure, rather complex). This
suggests the simple notion that with these subjects more 'information" is being processed
for inclusion or translation into drawing.when more time is taken. Further indication
of-this is suggested by the fact that when I give somesubjects twice as much process
feedback as others, they also seem to take more time on their subsequent drawings,
whether from mental theme or still-life. The combination of still-life and increased
process feedback,'thus, keepslny untrained Subjects at a drawing longer. When I shift
subjects after four periodtfrom one of these stimulus conditions to the other, there
seeds to be some transfer ottime conditions to the new setting for those going from
still-life to mental theme, but a big shift occurs with the opposite group.

;

I well know that time spent on a drawing in a free drawing setting is not in itself
important as related to learning or change, but it is certainly a factor of. possible
explanatory significance where information processing and strategy are considered.

One of our doctoral students95 studying the effect of "highly structured visual
tnd_bigtvly,---struetvered-tnearory- approaches to drawing" has this to say:

"Hale repeatedly points out that most of the 'great drawings'
have been done from memory and not from life, but that the
storehouse was full before the memory could be tapped. At
whatever point in the education system the student under-
takes to develop his drawing Skill, he is in need of a back-
ground of visual concepts that can be drawn upon by memory,
Some would say that this storehouse can be supplied only by
direct contact with objects."
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From the base supplied by the parameters. of idiosyncratic symbol and draWing
schemata, and in the perspective of. this,century, I see no necessary superiority for

4 Hale's viewpoint. A contrary case ccIld'be made even more'cogently focusing qn the two
parameters of drawing. If indeed all-drawing is 'conceptual *(or, at the least, more or
less conceptual), the conceptual base need not be limited to "representation",. eseecially
as-coritrued in the illusionistic tradition. It-would seem that any. approach which
extended*and enriched the symbols and schemata of drawing would fulfill this function.
I rather sense that What Britsch and his followers Schaeffer-Simmerin and Arnheim call
"visual conceiving" is not the mysterjous thing it is made out tube, but merely:the
result of continual (sequentia) drefiing,tnd that the similarities seen,., fir example,
inSchaefferSimmerin's batik; u'are 1 simple outcome 'of students working in proximity
with each other and witiva master orteacher, so thtt schemata and symbols are common
property and receive fairly consistent reinforcement. Any teacher of a studio, or any
scholar'who has adviseei,---who has not seen this happen hasnot kept his eyes open.

Unexpected support for the idea that drawing schemata do not "naturally" incline
toward representational illusion,. comes from recent studies in the psyChology of percep-
tion. Hochbergn claims thatoutline pictures are not a learned visual language, and
that what learning there is, if any, "occurs very early in life in consequence of our
normal commerce with spatial,objects." Whereas Brune08 speaks, of how it is to the
child's advantage,to "denature" his representations of knowledge into the arbitrary
symbols of language and number as quickly as possible, it appears that "denatured" images
or schemata much precede thoie later illusionistic ones which conceal their artistically
speaking arbitrary nature from us. As Hochberg 'puts it "...the characteristics of a
given object may be communicated better as'the representational fidelity of the surrogate
deteriorates." BUt, as Gibson100 pointsvout, this is not to say that all eerception,is
scheMatic" or based on the misperceptions of observers because of subjective factors.

Ordinary life and ambiguous or improverished scAmuli in the laboratory lead to "schematic"
perception, as in the famous study of Bartlett where "nonsense" figures were altered
in keeping with characteristics of the individual. it appears, says Gibson, that "literal
perception" can also occur and be remarkably accurate according to stimuli presented.

More important for the story here, however, is the argument for "tertiary qualities"
or "physiognomic qualities" which are increasingly felt to be, in large part, more a
function of "in the object" variables than "in the observer " Nariables. Prattl°2'
summarizes this viewpoint and I repeat his summary:

"Tertiary qualities permeate and suffuse all perception,' and in art
reveal a heightened expression which becomes the very essence of artistic
enjoyment and appreciation. Writers who have been influenced by this
newer outlook tend to agree on at least three points: (a) Tertiary
qualities can only be described by words which.also connote subjective
moods, but they themselves areynot subjective;.(b) they are intrinsic
properties of visual and auditory perception, not borrowed from any other
modality; and (c) they are probably correlated with higher-order stimulus
variables.. This last conviction awaits proof. If some Gibsonian_global
psychophysics can eventually produce it, the demise of empathy, at-least
in the fine arts, will be. unavoidable."

I

The argument suggested by these references is that, though perception'is often
"misperception" in ordinary life, the "literal" perception o1 art does not depend on
this schematic tendency, for there are tertiary or physiognomic qualities matching that
to which we give expression laden and subjective-sounding names in the art object itself.
It is no contradiction to hint that the sense that seems to be echoed in the sound of
the drawing schemata that seem to stand in some relation to an idiosyncratic symbol are
actually made up of these very physiognomic or tertiary qualities alluded to. That
these concepts can be logically combined, a kind of paradoxical "objective subjectivity,"
is suggested by Gombrich' 61°3 sweeping statements:
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The growing awareness that art offers a key to the mind...has led to,a
radical change of interest on the part of artists...The language of forms
and colors...'that explores the inner recesses, of the mind has come to be
look d upon as being right by nature. Our nature.'

To the-artist the image in the unconscious is an mythical and useless
an idea as was the image on the retina. -There is,no short cut to articula-
tion. Wherever the artist turns hi gaze he can only make and match, and
out of,a developed language select the nearestv-equivalent.

Whether such a growing tendency to resort to "formalism" will, in fact, offer those
of us studying art some refuge from the accidents of both neoassocianism and ultra
subjective relativism or not remains to.be seen. Butjt is still a cognitive fact of
life that such formal properties are "formed" into context and "stand in relation" to
contrived sense.

P

At this point, against the rambling backdrlp Supplied
introduce the process emphasis raised by the tewm "drawing
labored at defining further certabl,consistent differences
Burkhart and I earlier. described,'"' but this work is just

by this paper, I would like to
strategy." I have already
in drawing behavior that
begun. t ,

Psychologists have by and large used the term strategy to describe*consistent modes
of processing information. The very term "processing information" fits the productio
side of art quite poorly. The broader terms used.by Miller, Galanter, and Pribram,
"image,' plan, strategy, and tactics" have greater appeal to" one in the arts. Further,
the analogies to computer strategies a4vanced by Newell, Shaw, and Simonl" for use in
simulating certain kinds of problem solving are attractive, perhaps because both of
these sources reflect more global and eclectic positions which, nevertheless, have a
behavioral or functional ring to them in that they deal with input-output relations and
with feedback in a somewhat mechanistic manner. The computer simulation programs in
particular use: ,

"...a substantive view of' the nature of information as well as the
cybernetic principle of a control system that ,is both (a) sensitive to
feedback indicative of behavioral error or discrepancy between existing
and desired states of affairs, and (b) differentially responds to.such
feedback in ways that correct the existing error or discrepancy. 11107

The difficulty in speaking of a strategy in drawing iethat the entire set of actions
involved. in making a drawing, described as a dialogue between artist and work are covertly,
mediated. "Inputs" can only to a genetsl degree be manipulated without distortion of the
process. A simple example of manipulation was given in the case of physical still-life
or mental theme as beginning stimulus for a drawing. The "drawing-cognitive structure"
of the learner, in terms of the kinds of "idiosyncratic syMbols" and "drawing schemata"
in his experience at the outset, seem especially important bits of knowledge, for under-
standing what will ensue. Forcsurely no S-R mediational chain, a horizontal left to
right concatenation of antecedent and subsequent conditions in time, will suffice even
for the understanding of the pre-pictorial child, although we need such attempted studies,
even like the simple studies of Morris when he structured the drawing field for the
chimpanzee by placement of stimuli within it. But theArawing act.then changes from that
where no such structuring or external stimuli are applied:

Rather, it would appear that certain "drawing operations" and "drawing tranifor-
mationsivare at the command or in the repertoire of the picture maker, and that it might.
be preferable to use this more dynamic language in preference to the term "drawing
schemata." The latter term, "schemata," suggests a repertoire of forms, while the former,
"transformations," suggests ways of forming and of relating forms. Probably both ideas
are involved. Bruner and Olver108 speak of concepts as being formed by imposing "trans-
formations" on data, and, interestingly, feel that these constitute strategies that
grow with age and allow for progressively Simpler processing of information.
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BecausOluman nimory'and_conseiousness can manipulate only a few items at a,time,
and thus resorts to "chunking" Ofjnformation0109 the energy of the organiam or system
is distributed. between encoding "chunked" input (to include in my thiking beginning or
fuzzy aspects of the "image," in which symbol and achepata are already'brought into
tension), and,selectingand applying "transformations" on this output, at for this
reason, simple and .clear strategies orsystims.of operations are important. Too many
techniques and ways-to operate and too many beginning ideas of nearly equal inportance
would effectively forestall action. When my subjects "stop to think" a minute-or two.i
about what they will draw next, I assumelthatthey -are reviewing symbolic material and
schematic operations by means of imediating verbal processes"llu end other mediating
processed. Actually, I can only infer this from what subjects can terl me of this process.
Will it suffice-to merely conclude that an "image"and "plan" are.emerging.which, follow-
ing Miller, Galenter, and Pribram,111 will eventuate in a strategy with its tactics for
carrying it out? :

Actually, even language on this global level becomes excesSively restraining for
talking about drawing. Even if there is a vague "image" for a drawing,. to what degree
is there an overall plan? . Burkhart and I112'sensed that operationally speaking, on a
high level of abstraction, there were coherent strategies covering temporal, spatial,
and hierarchical (evaluative) kinds of order.

.

But before discussing these kinds of order, L would like to deal with draviing as
problem-solving behavior. As though it were not enough that this kind of behavior gives '

psychologists a most difficult time, I must'express my conviction that drawings are more
complex behaviorally!than what I find 'in discussions of problem-Solving. In Gagne's113
discussion of "learning types," problem solving is "type 8," at the top of. thehieratchy
of learning types (the other seven being "prerequisites" to it). Gange says of problem
solving. that it "...is a kind of learning that equires-the internal events usually
called thinking. Two or more previously acclUired)principles are somehow combined to
produce a new capability that can be shown to depend on a 'higher-order' principle."

Although the number "eight". is not a 'mystical one, Getzels114 further subdivides
problems into eight kinds, defining them along four dimensions: presented-discovered
problems requiring convergent-divergent thinking,i.nvolving'k6condary-primary process
thought, and having a stimulul reducing-stimulus seeking quality for the organism. For
Getzels, the highest order of problems is one in which "..,the problem itself exists
but remains to be identified or discovered, and no standard method for solving it is
known to a problem - solver. or to others,"

Simon115 has recently said that-"problem-solving involves selective trial-and-error
search in a vast Space of possibilities." "Selectiye search" means in the case of humans
usually less than 100 ,alternativesand not the 10120 choices that would have to be
considered in playing chess, for example, if an algorithmwere involved. Therefore some
"heuristic" hunch about short cuts is invoked. Creative problem-solving-is near the
"blind-search end of the continuum." Further,. for Simon, the "novel" arises for a num-
ber of reasons: the subject has a superior intelligence, a new problem, observes a new
phenomenon, has knew instrument or a new analytic tool, or is utilizing a mixture of cues
from different fields. "Depth" in problem-solving is revealed through a tremendous
preoccupation with the problem and "a long 'term tolerance for ambiguity."

Ecker116 has spoken of "art as qualitative ptoblemdolving,"4indthus has inserted
an important qualifier setting. art problem-solving, tc a degree, off from-other kinds.
But the-question temems.whether, it isllelpful to consider drawing as problem solving
at all. It may, to be sure, be a kind. of "discovered, divergent, stimulus-seeking, pri-
mary process" activity directed .toward- "qualitative" or aesthetic ends, and lying. near '

the "blind search end of the continuum." But is this formulation of any virtue in the
explanatory sense? Apparently there, are "rules," but drawing still appears, though
lawful, as a kind of qualitative crazy 'process game of strategy,-in which themedium
talks back and the rules can keep shifting until the very end.
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At this point, it i3 tempting to turn to the more obscure or analogical language
often used by artists and art critics in speaking about art. Instead I prefer another
source, which'while still unsatisfactory, has a certain hedristic function in my own
blind search. Ehrenzweig117 has recently spoken of creative thought as seen in drawIng
as a gradual advance in successive stages, each opening into new4possibilities, unfor-
seen to a degree, then closing into clarity; thence into subsequent stages, and into
integration through combinations made in progress. MI drop out the psychoanalytic
constructs which Ehrenzweig leans/Upon (and which 'I think are unnecessary as explanations),
this, simple formulation is consistent with what-I have gleaned4from Alexander, Horrid',
and Gombrich on the one hand, and from Miller, Galanter, and Pribram, Bruner, and Newell,
Shaw, and Simon on the other--especially if we'restrict our attention to what Simon calls "'
"creative problem solving." In common with Ehrenzweig, Bruner118 speaks of appropriately`
open and appropriately closed phsrses toadeation, and of "retreat" to personal metaphor
or lower levels of representational modes for knowledge when blocked. In'like fashion,
Beardsley119 analyzes c"preconscious" processes (apparently the seedbed for intuitive and,
illuminative ideas), into gestalt strengthening and associative components which, taken
together, become the preconscious and inventive phase of the creative process, alternatingwith a conscious and selective phase, the latter being critical or evaluative. Rhythmical
Cycles thus emerge, in which the entire process of making a drawing would consist of
stages, each gradually advancing through "preconscious and conscious" phases, which ,wouldfind their equivalent in still more molecular structural units composPA of the actualtransformations or operations sought, selected, applied, and cdmpared or evaluated. Iget the image of a fugue which gives the impression of great detail and,order in retro-
spect but was not at all that way in its actual parts and organization, in prospect.,, Orthis checks with Alexander's and Morris' notion that an attempt to clarify or differen-
tiate components of drawings leads naturally to component relations and larger organiza-tion. Such formulations are in a pre-explanatory phase, with a heavy component'of*
"hope" in them, or at least a big lesp'from one level to another of the problem.

Just what the preconscious is, one has helped me to understand. It is perhapsa retreat into.fhe strangeness of perception that Gibson speaks of (the "visual field"),
or Fiedlerb lingering at the stage of "pure perception," or Ehrenzweig's cross-eyed
"unconscious scanning" or "diffused attention" which is thought to lead to "or-or"
structures (disjunctives, or mutually exculsive variations of a theme), or James' "con-
,sciousness" which cannot be attended to directly.

Perhaps the entire notion of tc"preconscidds phase is unparsiml?nious. .NtKellarl 20
speaks of an "authorship-editorship" relation which holds between "artistic" or free-
association thinking and directed thinking.- 121 And Berlyne, who has, %}s an "integrative
neoassociationist," taken pains to set-Up autistic as distinct from direlted thought,
and stresses the dependence of the latter on "transformational chains" (see footnote 121)
nevertheless states that "..:transfotmational

andlree-associative' thinkingNmust usually
interact and collaborate in practice." The way an artist or thinker recognise an
appropriate route or heuristic is not know. Progress may have some relation to "conflictreduction."122 Even problem-solving.simulated in computers alternates between runningthrough lists and selecting or applying an operation.23

Bery lne124 further states: "Symbolic structures must...store infoimationin at
least three forms which are at the disposal of directed thinking; transformational'
chains, free-associative chains of situational thoughts, and free-associative chains of
transformational thoughts." Beardsley125 believes that the psychological dispute about
what goes on in the preconscious can be resolved by stating that both "associative
processes" and "closure or strengthening of gestalts" are involved, or a work of art
would not get done. To a great degree, both Berlyne and Beardsley'are admitting that,
in terms of the arguments in this paperl there is a circulation or scanning of "idio-
syncratic symbolic" stuff, or "sense," and of schemata or schematic draWingoperations.Thus, it is possible to surmise that "implicit deeming" takes place to make actual
drawing operations possible and to scan freely alternatives for resOlvingsUbjective
uncertainty or arousal or what we sometimes in art education call "Motivation."

4
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Certain conditions within the organism are now felt to be relateo exploratory
behavior, and to what Getzels126 earlier called the,"stimUlus-seeking" side of the organ-
ism. Berlyne127 defines two kinds of exploratory behavior.

"...specific exploration is occasioned by an aversive condition that may
be called 'perceptual curiosity'...4broughton by incomplete' perception of.
a sector off the stimulus field, which leayes the subject with some uncertainty
regarding its characteristics. ,,...Diversive exploratfOR..has the'function

Of introducing stimulation. from any source that is lititeresting' or 'entertaining."
It is exemplified by the various activities through Which human beings seek
'amusement,' 'diversion,' or 'aesthetic experience.'"

Berlyne then goes on to relate "specific exploration" to "directive'thinking," and
"diversive exploration" to "autistic thinking," thereby tending to take "aesthetic
experience" out of the "problem-solving" field reserved for directedthinking.

.

It is now clear that a resultion to my own conflict and uncertainty becomes possible.
As stated, I feel there is no useful function served by calling the production of a
drawing a problem. This is the schoolman's dikortion of a,process to fit instructional
language and control, and those of us who teach art know that our instructional "problem"
often arises from the fact that we. have structured a problem for the performer,* In this
context, I am inclined to follow the reasoning of Beardsley :128

"What is the problem?. It might be: 'How can I make a good drawing
using these lines I've already drawn?' or, 'How can I make a good sculpture
out of this block of marble?' But these are queer things to call problems:
they are really teaks, the terms of which are voluntarily accepted by the
artist. The main question involved in each of these is simply: 'What do
I do next?'"

But across aseries of drawings or works, something like directed thinking, learning
to learn,,or in the case of the young child and chimpanzee, unfolding or differentiated
development occurs. In the instructional setting, therefore, and in developing a sketchy
theory of learning in art, the process-product argument can be resolved, and the.problem
or product of learning 'made that of the sequence itself, of the series of directional
processes. The child and the mature artist alike face this problem, though on differing
levels of complexity and consciousness. Learning-to-learn, therefore, whether conscious
or not, becomes the probleni in art, and the term directed thinking can be applied to it.

The individual work, in contrast, has more in common with diversive exploratory
behavior where the goal is unclear and the subjective uncertainty conflict the prime
mover. At times a "classic work" for each subject will occur, the nature of which is,
in a sense, a verificatidn of a nearly full* intuited transformational chain arising out
of the series of works of which it is a part and made possible by the "feel" of the
series. Thus the potter or.draughtsman will.often sense he is about to make the "real
thing" because his submersion iniproduction has permitted him to project the most
satisfying resolution of his natural uncertainty as to what he isafter.

But, .more often, the individual work, especially in the school setting,- will reflect
a much less clear image of what the. person is after; The danger of the dnetgood work..
which is not in a series (where the series itself can'be an instructional and subjective
problem) is that it is a "performance" and can take attention away from learning. We
therefore often house good performers in school who are good to show off but may be
learning little or at least nothing they might not have learned better off drawing by
themselves.129

Thus, I am trying to present a clear distinction between the individual drawing
and the sequential drawing context. The latter yields us a problem and direction, Which
has been called "learning to learn" and which has its reasonable base in uninstructed
sequential drawings. Four out of Morris's six "biological principles of picture-making"
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require sequential works to be meaningful. The first, "the self-rewarding activation,"
does not. It'suggests that the individual work may pickup its uncertainties or conflicts
or sub-goals if any), from its place in a series, but that its character is still more
esthetic or like; that of "diversive exploration." Further it may be defined with learning
terms' as meaningful or intelligent and not mechanical or rote, as discovery and not
reception, and. as involving some directed thinking and specific exploration as well as
autistic thinking and diversive exploration. ;,Continued drawing experience, therefore,
should enable5the student to handle more appealing, complex, or novel kinds of uncertainty
and conflict because he has available a growing store of idiosyncratic symbolic material
and schematic drawing operations with which.mresolve that conflict. The language commits
me to a more problem-solving sound than I intend, because I still feel that, apart from
getting the work started, the problem is of a more pervasive quality, namely in the context
of sequential works.

It appears,rthus, that a work of art is only in this broader sense qualitatiVe
problem-solVing. Everrif I take a more so-called functiOnal and obvidualrformal art,
such as pottery, this is so. If, for example, I were to set out to make a stoneware
cup for my ceremonial daily office-coffee, the latitude for variation in clay, form,
thickness, lip, balance, foot, handle, decoration, glaze, and firing is virtually end-
less; even admitting, as I must, tfiat I will work within my own."cup schemes." To be
sure, there is the general and persisting problem of throWing a cup. Also, Ilsenerally
throw a "run" of cups to get a "good" one (but cannot specify ahead of time what "good"
will be). If I had never thrown a cup, I would not only have a problem but problems, and
in this sense the word has some educational utility. In the example given, even with my,
expressedgOal, if I felt a good cup for cool water on the desert was emerging, instead
of one for my ceremonial office coffee. I would not be dismayed because if that is the
reality that sense and context take, so be it.

Note that we are not'plunged into a "crisis of meaning" where a cup or any craft
object is involved, in anything like the manner where we deal with picture-making. This
is true to *a degree even though the boundaries between craft, painting, and sculpture
are breaking down, and even though some "pots" could not possibly hold anything and
were not intended to.

,

Another important point concerning the general topic of art strategies in the context
of sequential drawings, is that of specifying what takes place inla strategy, or better,
in allrawingitself. There is anjnterest in specifying operations in problem-solving
and thinking converging from many sources. "Operations" are foremost in the system of
Piaget130 in his discussion of the development of thought and logic in the child. In
computer simulation of problem-solving it is necessaryqo define the operations to'be
performed to transform inforMation in one form into another closer to the solution.
Berlyne speaks of "transformational chains" as the key to "directed thinking." Since
they are "derivatives'of overt responses that regularly result in particular kinds
of environmental change" (p. 123),'it would appear that the earlier formulation stating
that drawing's come from drawings is not at all erroneous, providing allowance is made
.for both thesymbolic and operational side. of drawings. As.in directed thought,'any
one transformational chain in producing a.drawing must "...on the whole depend on the
.information contained, in the subject's symbolic structures and cannot rely on periodiC
replenishments of information from the outside world."131

Just what are the cimponents,of a transformational chain in drawing or of a drawing
strategy?`(By the way,. I must agree with Berlyne that the phrase "transformational
chain" has certain adVantages over the fuzzier "strategy ',' in that it embarrassingly
asks one to "put'uO or shut'up." "Strategy," however; suggests the cognitive structure .

of the subject better, in its emphasis on hierarchy, or verticality, as well as in order,
or horizoritality. I will thus retain both terms, and attempt to speak of the transform-
ational chain of a drawing strategy.) As a first step toward answering the question
about the contents and dynamics of the transformational chain of a drawing strategy, it
is necessary to elearly re--establish the dialogue which is drawing.-
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"Each time the artist...takes a step, he adds something to utat is
already there (A), and makes another and dlffekent object (B). I; he
judges B worse than A, he-must-go back. If B is better than A, the
question is whether itis good enough to stand alone as a work of art,
If not, the questioa is whether B can be transformed into still another
and better object, C. If this is impossible, if every attempt to improve

A.

it only makes it Worse then the, whole project is left unfinished, for
it is unfinishable."114

The first step taken Beardsley calls the "incept,'" and feels may be any sort of thing:
"...the first sentence of a story or the last, a simple plot situation, a character, theme,
scene, figure of speech, or tone or style." (297) Any sort of thing of esthetic or -
psychological appeal will do for the first step because'"...the crucial controlling power
at every point is the particular stage or condition of the unfinished work itself, the
possibilities,it pretents4 and,the developments it permits. 11133 In support of this
position, the same author presents a revealing passage from Valery134 who feels that
poetry proceeds by means of "...word combinations, not so much throughtlthe conformity
of the meaning' of these groups to -an idea'or'thought that one thinks should be expressed,
as, on the-icontrary through their effects once'theyare fOrmed, from which one chootes."
In similar vein, I 'could cite many examples of the larger transformations a work has gone
through before its completion.' Often this process material is lost, but where it is
retained, many revealing changes occur. In Yeats' Byzantium poems where a record of
their development has been preserved,'135 many of the meanitigs'are completely reversed
.from,earliet to later versions. And it is common in the visual arts nowadays to allow
for Picasso's dictum that a-painting may be theresult of a sum of destructions. Some
years back at Ohio State.UniVersity, process photographs of certain painters were spoken
of as indecipherable as to directionality if time clues to order were concealed. The
stages, in other words, were large 'and startling transformations. In"drawings, however,
with an essentially additive medium, this will be less likely in the larger sense but
completely likely in the chain senae. Why this should be so requires discussion.

In symbolic behavior as in overt behavior "... the associations that a subject
possesses may link up to produce a chain that he has nev4'used before. In directed
thinking, this may take the form of inference or of the random reshuffling to which a

' subject may resort when his established hierarchies leave him at-a loss. '1136 In
addition, as Alexander, Morris, and I have tried to suggest, drawing changes drawing by,
differentiation, sharpening, thematic variation, idiosyncratic symbolic inputs, and
general lap-over from one work in a series to the next.

Two further.concepts strike me as appropriate to the drawing incept and process:
the first is that of "recursive anchoring," the second "adventurotis thinking." "Recur-
sive anchoring" has been compared bYBerlyne137 to the technique by which a person is
rescued who has fallen through a hole in the ice' on a pond. A human chain is formed.
"As long as the first member of the chain has a solid foothold on land,, lis security is
transmitted throughout 'the chain until it ultimately reaches the victim, who is there-
fore prevented from sinking." Analogies are suggested to Gombrich's "schema and cor-
rection" formula for drawing. In fact, it is suggested, Vs Beardsley stated, that any
beginning will do that Serves the artist's purpose to engage himself. in the chain.. An
"as if," or something taken "for the sake of argument" or an "improvised theme" will
also fill thisdefinition. In my own research, where I deal with "inside-the-head" and
"outside-the-head junk," these labels are intended to designate no more than the broadest
control of conditions for purposes of studying their motivational effects, for in each the
appropriate poine,-Of_"recursive anchorage" is seen as necessarily mediated through the
stibject's perception and choice. This choice,' in-fact, is part of the reality of this
very learning, and.manytubjects must learn to establish some idiosyncratic symbolic or
drawing base.anchorage-in their incept. This is one simple point of what "to think
like an artist means" to me. In this I differ slightly from Lowenfeld, for the "what"
is as holy as the "how." The "what," in fact, is the "how" of the incept.

; .f
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The label "adventurous thinking" used by Bartlett138 is a poor one fot7this next
point, but his research comes closest to.what I wish to communicate. Structural
analysis in scientific study of forms in nature,designates,kthe "branched structure," or
"dendritic form," illustrated by the common tree, as that of-an "individual," which'
occurs "whenever a protuberance has an 'advantage, over adjacent areas in gettingmore
matter, heat, light, or other requisitefor growth...All these branching structures start
from a point and ,grow lineally, but they eventually stop al, the branphes interfere pith
others already present" (01%aome "extraneous obstacle"). An "inverse mechanism" is seen
in the example of "the successive joining of many small streams to form a single large
river."139 I'dwell on these analogies for a reason, soon to become apparent.

, .

"Adventurous thinking" in Bartlf.,:tt I:3140 example, is in a problem- solving context.
He states that:

"...when a thinker is working in an open, or relatively open system...
he inclines to prefer the evidence which releases the greater rather
than the smaller number of possibilities...The working, though not the
formulated, rule seems to be that it isbetter to explore along the
line.of the greater number of pussibilities, because it is more likely
that the one sought will be found when there are a lot of chances than
when there are only Elfew."

Thus, returning to Ehrenmweig's_141 earlier point describing the creative process as a
gradual advance through unpredictable stages, I see a connection in that one can get
into the drawing through a beginning stage, or subjective recursive anchoring, which
then fans out through tree-form possibilities intellectually unforeseeable ,as "lists"
of symbolic and transformational branches are evoked or stumbled upon in context. Unlike
the solution-bound logic of problem-solving, we literally, as in the instructions to the
Goodenough-Harris test,"draw the best man" that we can at the time, putting this, that,
and the other thing in. For there is no reason to feel that a search of the branches at
a node means that only one will followed to the exculsion of other alternatives, in the
drawing case, for indeed selected but opposed alternatives generate their own aesthetic
and, psychological appeal. Thus, in drawing, as in autistic thinking or diversive explora-
tion, we may deal simultaneously with what Gombrich (1965) calls "the consonance and the
dissonance of multiple meanings that interlink in the structure of artistic symbols" but
we denied expression in our ordinary directed thinking, discursive logic, or problem&
solving behavior. This/revelation of the route and this clatter of symbols and schemata
across matrices has always been a part of art, and all creative thought, but is apparently
a conscious part of contemporary art.

Also, Unlike problem-solving and much directed thitking, drawings run their course.
As I recently put it:. "We can draw, no matter how well or how badly. When we get there,
the cupboard somehow isn't bare." Because diversive exploration and an esthetically
directed transformational chain toward no clear solution but completion of its course,
is involved, there are degrees of subjective success or failure only. Drawings are more
rarely blocked and left unfinished or,rebegun than might be supposed. In the last 100
drawings I have recorded processes on, only has this happened in one or two instances.
Even admitting the podsible effect of the research context, this indifferent from
problem-solving as typically construed. In short, whether art educators quiver or not
when it is said, free drawing is "serious fun" (or at least "self-rewarding activation,"
following Morris).

It is now time to return to the concept of strategies of drawing. Since Burkhart
and 1142 have presented this concept elsewhere, I will not sketch in its origin here or
draw from these sources except as points from them clarify my purpose in this paper.
The main position is that the shift from a product to a process focus, front qualities in
the work to patterns in its production, is helpful in the conception of change in
sequential drawings (in itself a process viewpoint). Emphasis on,,"process realities" is
not new in education. According to Browne11,143



...we need infinitely more process studies, for .such.studies yield the
data and give rise to the insights that can affect teaching most directly.
Process studies are not to be taken lightly. They are time-consuming, and
they are especailly susceptible to the charge of yielding unreliable, if not
invalid, measures."

Schulz144 questions the usefulness of process-tracing:

"Process- tracing experiments, in which the experimenter analyzes
peoples' responses to see what they do in achieving a solution to a
problem, are argued to have limited usefulness because such experi-
ments seem to assume that events observable during problem solving are
themselves the causes of problem solving behavior."

In another passage, Anderson145 comes even closer to.a critique of the strategy concept:

"What is alleged to happen when a person 'executes a step in a
strategy?' Does the essential part of a 'step' consist of 'thinking'
for any particular 'step' are these words and What accounts for
their efficacy? If 'steps' are nonverbal or not necessarily verbal,
how are they to be conceived? Or, perhaps we are not to imagine
that there are actual events inside the person that constitute the
strategy, but merely that the person behaves as if he were executing
a stretegy."

My own opinion is that it is too early to answer such questions and certainly much
too early to discard the "drawing strategy",concept. So far, it has proved fruitful in
research and generated a number of hypotheses. Recently, for example, Wise146 has shown
that students classified before experimentation as using what Burkhart and I called the
spontaneous and divergent drawing strategies performed significantly better on expressive
qualities linked conceptually with:their strategies, suggesting a matching tendency within
a strategy between the symbolic and schematic poles earlier discussed. Using drawing
strategy terminology, a superior performance in expressing "interaction" is predictable
for such spontaneous strategy "components" as movement within shapes; erratic, wandering
fine lines; action gestures; and direct, abrupt, quick motions. On the opposite side,
the divergent strategy can better match the expressive theme "isolation," by utililing
such strategy components as elimination of non-essentials (less cluttered), single
element-focus; static, Spatial suspension, floating (no baseline implied); and fine

'line control (the clearly "isolated" line). This finding would tend to support Gombrich's
thesis that one expresses well only what can be constructed or "matched" from one's
existing artistic means.

Another instance of the usefulness of the strategy. concept is in judging itself,
where it appears that.e judge is inclined to bias his judgment of,aesthetic quality in
drawings toward his own drawing strategy.. 147 This bias, however, does not extend to
his ability to discriminate between the strategies themselves, for,he can do this very
well.

My third argument for the usefulness of the strategy conceptAs that it has brought
into question the earlier emphases in research on the relationshipi between art and
personality, which were lop-sided, overdrawn, and value-laden. In this context, I refer
to research in which I, Burkhart, and others1.48 were engaged, where we sought for,the
creative personality. There are undoubtedly general personality correlates of. drawing
strategies, but these are not qualitatively important, but historically. Kegan149 has
recently pointed b some of those characteristics in the young child that suggest a
match with strategy selection (or learning):

"It has been established that the tendency to be impulsive or
reflective in selecting ideas for action is an extremely stable trait
that generalizes across a Wise variety of tasks."
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Kagan then attempts torelate this "stable trait" to educational methods and concludes

"... the method.Of discovery is most appropriate for highly motivated
older children who might have high dependency conflict and who are inclined to
use a reflective strategy. This method it least appropriate for younger
children...who do not have high motivation to master intellectual tasks
and who tend to be impulsive."

Recent evidencei however, including a number of theses underwayl_the earlier study
by Burkhart and me,1)0 and my current research;151 indicated convincingly that, over-
whelmingly, the incidence of the spontaneous .strategy as identifiable in drawings, is
dependent on the amount of art training-a person receives. The higher the level of
training, the more the instances of spontaneous strategy. Therefore, personality cor-
relates are not sufficient to suggest possible explanations of strategies. Superficially,
it would thus appear ;hat in art training the reversal of the "strangling of the precon-
scious," which KUbiel" equates with most education occurs.

A digression is here required. Kagan, in the quotations presented, seems to match
the discovery method to the reflective child, which suggests a connection with the
divergent strategy. A recent study by Getzels153 with art students, however, indicated,
through observational records of the students at work in a "structured" setting where
their choices of objects and general art behavior could be observed, that a high
correlation existed between judgments of their art on originality and what was called a
"discovered problem-solving process" score (.90, with aesthetic quality and craftsman-
ship held constant) but negatively with their capability in a "present problem-solving
process" (-.30). Further, craftsmanship (with aesthetic quality and originality held
constant) correlated negatively (-.53) with "discovered problem-solving process" but
positively with "presented problem-solving process" (.47). Overall aesthetic quality,
however, when originality and craftsmanship were held constant, did not relate to either
the "discovered" or "presented" problem-solving process. Further, the "high discoverers"
had significantly more shows or exhibits to their credit.

Getzels study is provocative in that it suggests that the trained and exhibiting art
student is likely to combine aesthetic quality with a drive for originality and novelty
and that the behaviors he has learned may not relate highly to abilities for solving.
"presented" problems, whereas those combining aesthetic quality and craftsmanship may,
conversely, do poorly on "discovered" problem-solving. The difficulty here, however, is
that we may equate, these relationships with strategies and personalities and. not with
art training, experience, and drive for recognition. While strategies are correlated
with art experience, the divergent strategy (in a strong form) seems to emerge with
greater frequency in the moderate range of art experience whereas the spontaneous strategy
progressively increases over the art experience continuum, Confusion enters perhaps, in
applying the term at all to lesser levels of training, even, though such an application,
as in the study of Wise at the college level with untrained subjects, has demonstrated
the value of doing so. Drawing-wise, it makes sense; personality-wise and quality -wise,
I feel confusion arises. I am inclined to the view of Huyghe,15" which rises above acci-
dent and fashion (although I do not support his use of "inner determinism," "fated,"
etc.):

There are, on the one hand, vitalists eager to express themselves
passionately, and on the other, formalists bent upon working out con-
structions. The art historians, to whom this dichotomy is familiar,
See it as epitomized in the contrast between the Baroque and the
Classical artists...For what we have here are not two aesthetic.
theories, freely chosen and developed, but an inner determinism, as a
result of which some artists are fated to express themselves only in
terms of intensity:and others in terms of harmony.',...This particular
instance'shows that even where a physiological imperative seems to
determine man's course, art maintains,. its freedom, for its value is
equal in either conception...the only'consideratiOn that counts being
the creative quality.
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-Another European writer155 claims that these distinctions hold even in the art of
children:

Each of the two worlds has its own particularities. One is
dominated by the 'mechanism of separation, of what. Bleuler called
"Spaitung;" the other, by that of joining or connection. The first
world tends to immobility and compensates through precision for
what it loses in dynamism. The other, oriented toward movement,
often errs through impreciseness of form.

it seems to me that personality correlates and. shifting cultural fashions are to
be discounted in the study of drawing strategies in favor of the view that "...art
maintains its freedom, for its value is equal in either conception." My own natural
reaction, presently, is to "push" the divergent strategy, -since it is misunderstood and
less frequent in its complex and higher form than the spontaneous strategy. But even.
this tendency toward a corrective emphasis is to be resisted. My role is to describe,
and it cannot matter directly whether the frequency of high exemplars is low in one
strategy or not.

Lowenfeld suffered somewhat from the corrective emphasis he placed on "haptic" as
opposed to "visual"--terms he felt happiest about applying, by the way, from adolescence
on. In his later 112056 he spoke out quite frequently against "cubby-holing" people.
Gombrich has described the general habit of mind created by typologies:157

"It was the intellectual fashion in German art history to work with
contrasting pairs of.concepts such as haptic-optic (Riegl), paratactic-
hypotactic (Coellen), abstraction-empathy (Worringer),.idealism-naturalism
(Dvorak), physioplastic- ideoplastic (Verworn), Multiplicity-Unity (Wolfflin),
all of which could probably be expressed in.terms of "conceptual" and
"less conceptual" art. While the heuristic value of this method of antithesis
is not in doubt it often tends to introduce a false dichotomy have
attempted to stress the continuity of tradition and the persistent role
of the conceptual image."

Indeed, as Combrich also says, "all art is 'image-making' and all image making is rooted
in the creation of. substitutes." The trap of a typology is just that of creating a .

"false dichotomy."' I often muse that if three clear strategies could be defined, this
would not occur. (In addition, three is a mystical number). I. constantly point out to
my students that the strategies of drawing are not bipolar and should not be subjected
to either-or thinking, even though judges making comparative judgments on,these dimen-
sions often act so. The strategies, in many ways, are unrelated, not negatively related.
I base this concluSion, which flies in the face of' a number of negative correlations
between them, on the factor analysis Of the forty criteria with which Burkhart and I
originally defined them. In factor analysis, very few bipolar factors emerge, mostly
there is a cluster of spontaneous or divergent .criteria forming a factor by themselves.
At any rate, even though strategyAudgments typically intercorrelate highly negative,
a bipolar continuum or typology is, in my opinionnot justified on logical grounds.
The first reason I say this, is that there is strategy change or mobility over time.
This change has not, Selat,'been directly related to:treatment conditions, but then
neither haVe donditiona:to modify strategy been studied. Secondly,_a subject cannot use
two unrelated strategies simultaneously. ThUsi where conditions to effect change of
strategy are not manipulated, and the majority continue to develop (not just utilize)
a strategy over a "run".of draWings, amegativerelationship between strategy judgments
is a natural outcome: The fact'that individual strategy components (such as "direct
flowing strokes" in the spontaneous strategy and "strong black -white contrasts" in the
divergent) correlate significantly with aesthetic quality in those cases where these
strategies are being used verifies their qualitative independence of each other.
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In short, it is to preVent the researcher frommokingvalue judgments outside a-
problem context that atrategies are important.' Further, they4rowide precision and
ontent for the difficult task of describing temporal (chainlike). and hierarchical'
(vertical structure) order to What unfolds in.a drawing. Thus, an abstract language of
words that matchactual drawing operations and their flow may result. Nothing can be
described in processes until systematic differences of an abstract nature can be perceived.

That strategies are accessible and conceptual to a degree is suggested by my pre-
sent research. These are hunches only, for the study is in progress. With untrained
college subjects, the more their ;.envious art experiende, the more they report that the
stages they used could be changed importantly, the less they report that the over-
all effect, of the work they were doing was clear before thelait stage (of stages they
themselves designate from process photographs of their drawing). In other words, stage
manipUlation or order aldjinal effect seem to be inversely:xelated with growing art
experience. A person who sees his stages as invariant and also knows where he is going
before the last stage, has his schemata at the mercy of predetermined and imposed symbols,
and the dialogue write into a lecture. It is, in this senile, that a drawing may be
described as too much conceptual and too little aesthetic. The-process stages and the
meaning are held on to as relatively invariant. It would appear that the more complex
and differentiated the strategy, the more its process components are manipulable as to
selection and order and as to matching and meaning.

What, indeed are the components of a strategy? Can we borrow Miller, Galanter and
Pribram's158 "image-plan-strategy-tactics" terminology? Or should we borrow theanguage
of computer simulation of problem-solving as developed by Newell, Show and Simon"

j9:

"Task environment, systems of heurittics, object and operator, vocabulary for task
envoronment, vocabulary for organization of processes and goal types?" Are broader
Usages of terms helpful? h1Ya16° for example) speaks of "problems to prove" and
"problems to find." Brunerl" and Petti speak of "category width or narrowness.",

'Piaget163 uses the concepts "
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operation selecting" and "operation applying" and Spearman"
of "education of relations" and "education of correlates." Various degrees bf clarifica-
tion come from all these sources, but it is my opinion that the computer studies take us
farthest.

<12

Fewell, Shaw, and Simon165 speak of "two very general systems of heuristics--means-
ends analysis, and planning." They also develop the very useful language of "goal-types"
anda of "methods" of achieving them within each strategy. But wShcan follow them only
so far, for there is no "problem" to solve in the sense they are using the term, nor
is there an invariant and arbitrary system of symbols, but the general u,Llity and clarity
'of this approach is inviting.

Space will not permit development and analysis of these possibilities here, nor cart
I logically determine how helpful this attempt would be beforehand. The aim would not
be to simulate drawing on a computer, though if i could do so I would pUt the computer
to this use, but rather to put leverage on the process-language problem in art. What
I would like to do here is compare the heuristic systems of these researchers with the
drawing strategies.

Means -ends analysis (equivalent to the divergent drawing strategy), classifies things
"in terms of the functions they serve" and oscillates "among ends, functions required,
and means that perform them." It has three basic. methods:

1. Transforming one object into another,(deeired one) by detecting
the difference and producing a new or modified objectwhich can be trans-
formed into the desired one.

2. Application of an operator to eliminate differences between
objects to which they are applied and the desired ones. Some operators
make more changes than others, but all are likely to 'leave some features
unchanged.

r 4
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3.- Some differences be en given and desired states are more
difficult to bring about tha others. "Difficult" differences are
eliminated even 1:f this res lts in.net differences of lesser difficul
tier, and so on, as long, as progress occurs.

Interestingly enough,'-the diagrammatic structure of "means -ends analysis" created a
series of horizontal transformational chainimagei.

The planning method (equivalent to the spontaneous strategy) is designed to:

"construct a proposed solution in general terms before working out
the details. It acts as an antidote to the limitation of means-ends
analysis in seeing only one step ahead. It also provides an example of
the use of an auxiliary problem in a different task environment to aid
in the solution of a problem. This...method consists in (a) abstracting
by omitting certain details of the original objects and operators,
(b) forming the corresponding problem in the abstract task environment,
(c) when the abstract.problemhas been solved, using its Solution to
provide a plan for solving.the original problem, (d) translating the
plan back into the original task environment and executing it. The
power of the method rests on two facts...because of the suppression
of detail there is a simpler problem (having fewer steps) than the
original one. Second, the subproblems that make up the plan are
severally simpler (each having lever steps) than the original problem
...Like the other heuristics, the planning heuristic offers no
guarantees that it will always work. It may generate.no plan, a simple
plan, or several plans. More serious, a plan may turn out to be illus-
ory--it may prove impossible to carry it out."'"

There is but one method associated with the planning heuristic and this is given above,
It proceed's to abstract properties of the problem, searches for a plan, specifies a
sequence of operators, if successful applies these to the original problem to arrive atthe desired object. The diagrammatic structure of this strategy produces a single
vertical, hierarchical image.

.t
I have dwelled upon these computer heuristics systems because they may lead to greater

insight into drawing strategies. I wish to emphasize that programmers make use of both
kinds of systems, for it is clear that each has its advantages and its deficiencies.
While we have not observed great flexibility in their interchange-ability in a drawing
series, experimentation towcrd studying the effects of their mutual accessibility may
be fruitful. In human learning there may be storage, retrieval, and interference pro-
blems involved, but this is not known. The mutually facilitative and complementary
nature of the two strategies has been elsewhere suggested, and, to a degree, demonstrated°

It is certain that work on sorting, defining, labeling and judging strategy compon-
ents must continue before experimentation can be satisfactorily analyzed. The forty
names Burkhart and I called what we saw merge together beginning or attack components
(big organic statement devoid of detail at start; begins with single eleMent, early
inclusion of detail); perceiving-selecting or focusing components (fused solidification
across objects, movement across'forms and contours; only single element, single element
focus, changein size or internal scale alteration); kinesthetic or. empathic components
(action gestures; formal distortion-static, elongated,. abstract); calligraphic_and_epeed
components (erratic wandering-fine linesi;-Open-And-broken.contours, movement within shapes;
fine line control); organizational components (central emphasis, balancing out of dynamic
elements, spatial network through voids surrounded by dynamic dark forms; edge contrast-
edge to edge, off center composition-off balance); sequence of plan components (progres-
sive development as an organic unit, medium overlays; variation of, same element, theme
and variation, carry over of pictorial theme); novelty components (incorporation of acci-
dental forms; unexpected organizational progression); finish. operations (reliance on
suggestion for completeness; decorative patterns); style, elements (direct forceful,

0
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flowing movements, abrupt movements, enrichment through diversity; fine line-control,
black-white contrasts. flatness, black-White negative reversals); etc. Thus aprocess
taxonomy with greater. logic than now apparent needs to be, developed. A. language: specify-
ing factors of speed, linear-painterly coverage, placement, detail, organizational plan
.or syntax, value And black-white range as related to coverage,-form differentiation or
fusion, forM development, etc., is not beyond the realM.of possibility. Description of
stages and the operations appropriate to them, the sub-goals they serve, and their
manipulation within a given "task environment" may then be possible.

It is time to leave this concept, after saying that the drawing strategies provide
the best base into a process language. Having stated my belief in change as the usual
outcomes of the sequential drawing context, especially where output becomes feedback to
regulate the "system", I amcommitted to "naturalistic" studies of these-processes as
they are observed under minimal constraints.

The constraints on the sequential drawing context which .I think would yield most
in advancing a theory of learning in art, possibly transposable into instructional terms,
would deal with context or "task environment," feedback, evaluation, and transfer..

,' Under
"context" I would include; learning set (induced or implicit); structure of physical
stimuli or verbal structure for eliciting mental themes; specific task environment
(working alone or in groups instructed or uninstructed, obierved or unobserved, non --
verbal communications, kinds of external constraints; the "frame" - that is, how fluid
or relatively static the conditions are from drawing to drawing; the "value field" -
that is, presence or absence of external and authoritative evaluation, external incentives
or their absence); and because of. their importance in school learning, verbal instructions
and verbal evaluations deserve to be mentioned by themselves.

. I would like to elaborate further on examples of the above variables. Currently I
am distinguishing between "implicit learning set" end "induced learning set." It might
be argued that individual differences in the form of.previous art experience, dominant
drawing strategy at the beginning of experimentation, and motivational and personality
States in themselves suggest some "implicit learning met." This, I believe, is true;
but only to the entent the researcher classified subjects according to these can he
observe their possible relevance. Thus, in the study by Wise earlier mentioned, beginning
dominant drawing strategy was a powerful factor related, to the differential expressive
capablilty of the student. I have found, in addition, that there are interactions
between individual differences and stimuli for drawing. Untrained subjects, for example,
typically assume for some time that the learning set appropriate to a physically present
still-life in that of representational drawing. They do.not assume this to be as true,
or else cannot cope with such a set, when they,drew from "mental themes." The variability
observed from such drawing stimuli is much greater with art trained subjects, but they
do not show as much change attributable to the two kinds of stimuli for drawings. My
main point here is that the context or task environment often evokes a learning set in
the student which is partly a function of the environment but also partly a function of
the students' indivtdual differences. Because this learning set is largely mediated by
the student himself, I haye calledlt "implicit."

An "induced learning set," in contrast, is predominantly mediated through verbal
instruction, goal descriptions, explitic "desirable Model" (this could also be a class
of pictorials or a pictorial concept), what Ausubel calla"advance organizers168 or
even a carry-over from a previous highly or loosely structured task environment. The
structure and form of stimuli conveying an "induced learning set" is in itself an
important research topic, since it relates so closely to school instruction. The general
importance of thia.emphasic_is_underscored_by.14cDonalirtialtho says that it is "..

. reasonably clear that task instructions, task expectation, or set, is. a potentially
powerful forM,of task control. This effect has been demonstrated repeatedly."

It is an assumption of mine that, apart from the acquisition of certain specific
skills--such as centering, opening, etc., for throwing on the potter's wheel- -the kinds
of induced learning sets appropriate to drawing need to be of sufficient abstractness
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to suggest. the kind of general model and differentiation appropriate but net the specifics.
Further, such learning sets should be consonant with "how en artist thinks," even though
a certain artificiality adheres to making this thinking explicit in even a general sense.

"Style" and "innovation" are two such elusive Concepts, in my opinion. The former
suggests "sustaining" one's base into elaboration and differentiation, with or without
an.explicit "desirable model." The latter suggests designed "entry" of the new, and the
breaking .rather than the extension of established habits and associations. Both of these
concepts are important in drawing, and both can be operationally defined and manipulated
in a task environment, even as in our earlier study (1964) "entry" and "sustaining"
questions were experimentally.manipulated by teachers during the evaluative-stages of a
sequential drawing series. There sets, beginning evidence suggests, may to a degree
interact in a complementary fashion with one's habitual drawing strategy. The person
working one step ahead in the "means -ends control" heuristic appears to profit from
sustaining, or from a bigger image of his stages. The person working under the "planning"
heuristic seems to profit from divergent or new material. "isolation" and "sophistication"
may be farther dimensions to this problem. The "flora and fauna" that can grow on an
isolated island as opposed to the "latest things" from the big city hothouse. MAlraue"
illustrates the isolation concept with his statement that had El Greco remained in Venice.
instead of going to Toledo he might have become a second-rate Titian or Tintoretto. On
the other hand, certainly the "tradition of the new," to borrow Rosenberg's phrase,
suggests a somewhat conscious grasp of what has been already achieved. I will not burden
this report with further operational definers of these_sets as they might be introduced
into the sequential drawing context, but I am convinced they can be experimentally studiedand refined.

"FeeiRmiCk" is a broad appellation in psychological literature,171 but I propose to
give it a spedific meaning for this discussion. "Process Feedback" is its clearer
designation, for this operationally means displaying to the subject at a specified time
after his drawing performance and under sitpulated conditions some defined sample of
that performance. For research purposes, I have, favored the use of still photographs of
the drawing taken without interrupting the subject a designated time intervals. Thus
the amount of process "information" belongs a manipulable independent variable the sign-
ificance of which can be objectively studied. "Learning feedback" is a term I reserve
for information, usually in the form of verbal evaluations or judgment scales, concerning
the status of a drawing-, with respect to in induced goal or learning set.

A digression on "learning feedback" is in order. Annett and tay172 feel that it is
the subject'i perception of "knowledge of results" that is important. But one could go
even further, and assume that in drawing it is the subject's perception Of the learning
set itself that really counts and that "learning feedback"- should serve the function of
helping him decide how he is doing on his goal, Ma perceiVed. Therefore, ratings of his
goal on some neutral instrument; such as OsgoOes174-semantic differential scales, could
provide a base against which his later ratings of his sequential drawings could be-
objectively matched. On the other hand, an equally objective external gating of before
and after position could be supplied by tile same means. Thusyariat4.00s on internal and
external "learning feedback" constitute another Low:tent independent variable of the
feedback family. What lagan174 calls "the motivation to manimiSe_steilarity to a desirable
model" could well constitute a less verbal "learning set." AsAmt educators we only
need to rise above our traditional distil:ate for extebal uOdelirto lee that this motive
is a natural one art,art, if we can believe Wilrauxolf' and therefore necessary to our
theories. Nape" says:

"It may seen inconsistent to state that the child has a strong
motive for, differentiation and an. equally Strong motive for maximising
similarity to an adult medel.4.Psychological deve1000nt has .a spiral
form in *Leh a child identifies with a gilkweciimAnding:diiitable goals
and, After maximizing similarity to that grodp, differentiates from it
and passes on to the net identification, in an almost never ending seesaw
struggle between maiianing similarity to one model and differentiating
from another."
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Identification4ifferentiation.Cycles could be submitted to systematic study in the
sequential drawing context if "desirable models" were made available.-

.

Under "evaluation," I will limit,wseif to a consideration of some systematic
Ocedure whereby the subject responds to "prOcess feedback" and "learning ft.:db.:0k."

response is typically verbal, pitched in Mims of' projected. changes that the subject
00.1s will help his progress toward his goal.'1'- There is no reasonoteVever, why the
6,.tflluation response. could not be pictorial-productive, as in thumbnail sketcheivor-

.

uilplified, abstract pictorial plans or images; or why the subject could not choose from
gctorial-perceptual material (which have the experimental advantage of being structured
in various ways by the experimenter) samples-Which would help him visualize his next
drawing.

Finally, by "transfer" I mean a test of the power and retention of any learning
under scrutiny. One simple test is that of learning in a related but different "task
eavironment." Thud in my current research, I intend to look at the change from the
physical still-life-stimulus to the Mental theme stimulus and vice versa. In the general
sense, however, I follow BrUner's179 statement that "...it is indeed a fact that missive
Ecneral transfer can be achieved by apptopriate learning, even to the degree that learn-
iag properly under optimum conditions leads one to 'learn to learn.'" Among proofs
f0 be sought from the sequential drawing base would be the greater and quicker learning
,Widened in later sequences where learning constraints are internally selected and
anipulated by the subject himself. Thus would be demonstrated "learning to learn to
tearn.". Apossible qUalification is suggested by Stebbins179 who says:

"Whereas changes in motivation tend to bring about widespread
changes in behavior irrespective of the stimulus situation, behavioral
change as a function of variation in amount of reinforcement would
appear to be limited to the specific stimulus condition under which the
reinforcement prevails."

.

This may presage a blow against transfer in my "learning theory" experiments, -but I
perceive the 'subjects' motivation as stronger than the constraints. I prefer to take
the easier and possible position espoused by.ptychologists;180 and. assume that if the
subject attends to Op task and to the information presented, he is likely to learn
Something. It folloui frommy massive assumption about learning.taking place in sequential
drawings without instruction that a large part of my design is to keep the subject at
this task, observe. wbat I can, and study the. variation of a few. factors at a time. Thus
I have, in present studies, thought more of individual differences (three factors
are included) than of manipulating conditions two factors are included).

Quite important under the topic of transfer is a test of how the subject operates in
a slightly changed oontext.when controls on induced learning set, process and learning
feedback, and evaluation are relaxed. In this way the researcher would observe whether
the subject's implicit capability to learn to learn over a series of drawings has been
improved. 4

Criteria fol Learningto Learn in:Art although it may appear obvious and like cir-
culai17017161%periment theuld include criteria for evaluation which match its experi-
mental condition,. Thus where "directionality". snd:"uniqueness" are present as "indiced
learning setsolieriteria oriented toward these are essential. "Direetionality,".fiwther,
has an intrainetvidusl_connotation_to_ity_which_suggeste_that_veriationAinadifferentiation
from the subject's own beginning benchmark is a proper focus. "Uniqueness" suggests, on
the other hand, a comparative interindividual frame of-reference for my convention ;hat
is unique is .rare in a staple. For the first time, to my'llaSmiedge, *even attempt to
judge "directimitlity"through drawing strategy criteria, observing their increased .

differentiation complexity, and ordering from one draning..procest to another.: Whether
"uniqueneii" or "originality" can be functionally separated fro, global "aesthetic
quality".jUdgmtntt is unclear, it having been done lucceaefully -et sometimes and -not
others. The recent study of Getzelt,19L in which.hepartialled out the:part played
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. .by "aesthetic quality" and "craftsmanship" from "originality" may:be. a-desirable-model
to follow.

I have ceimented elsethere182 On the "criterion problem" in art and will not reopen
the entire issue hem-- SUffice it to say that. structural and gestalt phenomena-Aro at
operation in the ,"phyiognomic" or "tertiary" and "contextual" properties -of -the aesthetic
in art, and that -these are-partially -sieved and distorted by the art training and per-
sonality of the- judge.' It is-the researcher's responsibility to face -And.accoulit for
these phenomena to the best of his .ability. -It would not stake use to exercise control
over individual diffetendes of subjects and over task variables and ignore those
attributable to Judges and judgment variables. I am indebted to a doctoral student for
this quotation freABeee.18

"..:but where-are such expert critics to be found? By what marks
are they to be known? How distinguish them from pretenders? One
person is more pleased with the sublime; another with the tender; a
third with raillery. One has a strong sensibility to blemishe0, and
is extremely studious to.vOrrectness; another has *more lively feeling
of beauties, and pardons twenty absurdities and defects for one
elevated or pathetic stroke. The ear of this man is entirely towards
conciseness and energy; that man is delighted with a copious and harmonious
expression. Simplicity is affected by one; ornement by another."

Or, if 'one is inclined-to irresponsibility or humor as well as to despair, consider
from Proust184 the

"...fantastic formula of Swami's which used to mislead people who
take everything literally: 'One-fourth is the interpreter's own
invention, one-fourth is sheer madness, one-fourth makes no sense and
the remain0Wiate Fontaine.'"

Suffice it to make the simple-minded statement that those who weary at the labor of
facing the criterion problem in learning in art are not made for the task, but it is my
conviction that the task is far from impossible and its very difficulties are among the
greatest challenge* in the psychology' of art. Nor are we to be mislead by psychologists
such as Nichael1e5 who panic at the very term "aesthetic quality." Psychologists will
not solve our criteria problem; they can only help us with our methods of investigation
and control.

We can deploy our attack by checking, as indicated, what we set out to influence
as well al aesthetic quality, and we can become more purely descriptive as befits a
young field of study. Progress has been made in "breaking the aesthetic atom," even
though this success is a temporary defeat, since we suffer from what I-have called
"humptridumptyism"--ve don't know how to combine the separated_ components, so that
"global" judgMentt are more sensitive in recording change and learning than are discrete
or differentiated ones. But, then, what person in a drawing tries to aChieve pervasively
one differentiAted descriptiVe criterion, such as "tagged edges?" Nevertheless, studies'86
like those of Bethhei and Rouse and, in processes, the drawing strategy components
singled out by Burkhart and me, are of great importance. The structural interdependence
of drawing strategy components makes them more readily combinable, for they are more an
organic pert of the subject's own "Aesthetic heuristics." Yet, we know little about
Whether WaChave named the-right criteria or, lbout hew they combine. We have merely been
lucky enough to find that they seem to combine as simple additive parts. How they emerge
and combine and thethetAhese ate the best units real in question.

Seat mry and Critinue

In brief, I-haVe attempted to Sete-more or less intact base for the study of
learning in art upon "learning to learn" to drawas it is exemplified in the sequential
drawing context in the absence of instruction. I have thus thought to protect myself
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from excessive generalities or an excessive catalogue of the atomistic, by seeking some
vision of dynamic wholeness which still does not rely on vitalism or lapse into nominalism.
Thus all experiments dealing with this context have a "naturalistic" aspect to them
complementing the desire to control for individual differences and to manipulate the.
learning environment. The studies of Kellogg, Alexander and Morris have aided me in
examining descriptive and explanatory aspects of change in this context., They have also
been focused on drawing itself and suggest the cybernetic image of a regulated open
system directed by feedback of its own output. This system is seen as changing. under
form differentiation, perceptual sharpening, and calligraphic and thematic variation.
Idiosyncratic symbolic material, entering conceptually with the advent of pictorials in
the young child, early set the tension between sense and seeming echo, or contrived
message and. contextual meaning, or evoke the concept of symbolic transformation, or the
making of a functional substitute for some individual needs. In early life these symbolic
forms are "created almost out of nothing by each individual, thanks to the use of repre-
sentative objects and mental images, all of which supplement language to permit the
fullest possible expansion of the ego as distinct from material and social reality."'°7
With growing age, idiosyncratic symbols and drawing schemata and operations are in contin-
ual interplay in making-matching and matching-making, through extension and correction
of the drawing schemata themselves.

Drawing is not seen as a problem in the sense typically implied in discussions of
learning and problem - solving. It is closer to autistic thinking and diversive exploration
than to the directed thinking illustrative of most problem-solving process than the
presented problem-solving process. In a given drawing, what some writers term preconscious
activity is directed thinking, are involved. These appear to occur in problem-solving
also, but the emphasis is different. The concept of stages of creative thought which
gradually advance.without a clear perception of stage to stage beforehand appears to fit
drawing, where the basic question is taken to be "What do I do next?" More trained
subjects maintain their suspense and surprise concerning the outcome of their drawings,
but do not see their stages as invariant or inflexible in their order. Nevertheless,
the possibilities in drawing are so endless that more or less conscious heuristic systems
or strategies are developed and manipulated by experienced subjects. Over time or with-
in a drawing series, these strategies appear to differnetiate themselves into increasingly
complex systems of drawing transformations and plans. These strategies are not so much
opposed to each other as unrelated, and each has its virtues and limitations. Though
there are, personality and experience correlates of strategies, such relationships are
more historical than logical and necessary. The language of computer - simulations of
problem- solving appears to hold promise for further elaboration ofArawing strategies.

When a sequence of drawings occurs within a controlled conteSamething more akin
to direct thinking and conscious inner-mediation of learning occuraa The constraints
that appear fruitful to the topic of learning in art were classified' according to four
key concepts. Under context or task environment, learning set was the central term,
further divided into imalLsit and induced learning set. Under feedback, process feedback
and learning feedback were defined. Evaluation was defined as thesubject's action upon
the two kinds of feedback. It was further suggested that this action could be verbal,
pictorial-perceptual, pictorial-enactive, or combinations of these. Under transfer it
wad advanced that in addition to applications where constraints on learning are applied,
a true test of capability to learn to learn occurs where such mediation is implicit in
the subject's self-direction and shows improvement.ovevt pre-treatment series.

Finally the criterion problem as related to sequential drawing changes was discussed,
with the simple recommendation for the use of learning eriteria which match the learning
constraints under scrutiny as cloSely as possible- Induced learning sets for style or
directionality and uniqueness or originality were take0'illustrations. It was further
recommended that control of individual differences and learning be balanced
by control of judge differences and judgment constraints. The ptOblem of analytically
separable or discrete criteria as opposed to contextual global or gestalt7Criteria
continues unresolved despite recent progress.
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I have tried not to conceal the fact that a discussion of learning in art, even in
a context such as I have chosen, is highly speculative. It may even turn out to be in
some ways a work of fiction (and therefore art more than science).

It is now time to attempt a critique of. what I have attempted. The word "automation"
in describing sequential drawing as "a. learning automation" is obviously wrong, but I
wished to make a point through this crude metaphor. The process;is of,course dynamic
and, as any artist knows, change, value, direction, and learning are not always atten-'
dent on one another in the continual practice, of one's art. They are, however, more the
case than not, and they provide anon -going context removing our gaze from static and
single works to flow and change-even decomposition, if it occurs-and therefore to learning
or its inhibition.

Though Gombrich188. says that all art is "conceptual," or at least "more or less
conceptual" (a significant qualification), and though Harria's189 extensive reviews
lead him to similar conclusions on the art of the child, art is certainly not completely
conceptual in our ordinary usage of the word, though its production may be mediated by
concepts. The "aesthetic" as opposed to the "artistic" leaves us with the impression,
however hard to formulate, that-the former deals with the "sensuous" as "immediately
given" in our experience. It may be argued that even this is conceptudl, but the
opposite point is worth the making.

"Art is not the expression or the embodiment of experience which is
mediated by means of concepts. Such expression of experience is reserved
for language. Art is the only form of expression devised by man to embody
the immediate sensuousness of his living experiences."190

My only qualification would bethat even this quality is conceptually manipulated in the
open-closed, symbolic-schematic cyclical business which is drawing. Aesthetic and
autistic "thinking': diversive exploration, specific exploration, and directed thinking
all occur in a drawing series and all process "mental stuff" and lead to selective arts,
even when such mental contents "represent" what it is in immediate experience to "color,"
to "form," and to "move." If by dint of practice and time I "no longer think" as certain
operations are applied in throwing a pot, and even when a particular "habit family" or
"transformation family'" is so elided that it seems to occur between my fingertips and
the clay alone, this I consider only "less conceptual." As Piaget has argued, thinking
preceded and is broader than language, and, at bise, includes those symbolic products
"created almost out of nothing" from mental stuff which "supplements language."

I find schools (and the general culture) devastatingly foreign to the lore of
art; I find art devastatingly foreign to life; and I find psychology devastatingly
estranged.from school, art, and life. Research on learning in art is in a pinch.
Borrowing, applying, and translating the theoretical stance of psychology, I have had
to guard against any easy purity 'achieved at the expense of art, school, and life. It
will not surprise me if the art and the psychology I project will not soon date them-
selves, if they are indeed not already dated.

I now see that'instead of completing my sketches according to the "Mrs. Siddons
as the Tragic Muse" approach, I have taken a nude and given her asaanty motley indeed.
As Malraux and Gombrich observed about painters, regardless of what I said I would do,
in practice I have to do that I can. ,The "schemata in the cupboard" echoed what they
could as the "meaning matrices" were shuffled around. I invite your best energies,
especially you younger participants, to this speculative game.

11In
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EXCERPTS FROM THE DISCUSSION WITH MR. BEITTEL

Audience:,' Youliaid there ire threestages'. the reproduction of the act, the modification
EY rondo= variation, and the third= stage,. the modification by the .built.in sharpening pro-case. I wonder if this is necessary? Is this what we mean when we say increased sensi-tiy,;ity to his problem and increased handling and visualization skills?

Mr. Beittel: I guess I would say, I am thinking of it from a researcher's viewpoint. I'd
rather MVO three concepts if they hold up than one big one can do more with three con-cepts.than one U these are indeed sufficient concepts.. This is just aVreferance, as a re-searcher. You can manipulate three things in more ways than a big' fuzzier explanation.
don't know if Alexander is right. These are not tested concepts.They are pre-theoreticalviewpoints, in my opinion. I don't know if they have any evidence to support them. I
merely wish to indicate that they come frame certain community- of thought of whtch DaleHarris has given us some, of the.psycholegical lineage, so to speak. But I don't know theirreal status as variables that will account for important differences in drawing.
Audience: In the feedback, when you had the drawings abstracted, you called this the 'feed-back'', did you have the subjects write any concepts or ideas that they had about theirprocesses?

Mr. Beittel: We had them rate their processes on either their own or given criteria --__ex erns or "internal" criteria. In the later studies that I am doing now, I have thesubject group his own processes into stages as he perceives them, then try to describe
them. I point out to him that he doesn't need to know what these are ahead of time -- butjust what he now thinks the function of the stage performed in his act of drawing. This faces
the question sometimes debated by artists and art educators, whether it pays to make thesethings conscious-. I am assuming it pays at this point, in the context of learnillig as a se-quential drawing, to make these things conscious. I should put this down as another as-sumption, that it helps to make them manipulable by the individual. One thing I did notpoint out which intrigues me is that the more trained the subject, in just these few cases Ihave analyzed so far, the less he seemed to see the end of his processes at,a.n early stage.He keeps it opened to the end more, that is he seemed to see his stages as manipulably
interchangeable. The less trained the subject, I have observed, the more hesees the end
as predetermined and his stages as invariant, which is the very condition of getting oneselfin a tight bind.

But, as I 'said, in feedback the student does something with the feedback material. Now,
I don't think he always needs to do something formal. In an informal case study approachin this framework, I had some subjects only look at their feedback and do what they wantedto. I provided them with paper if they wanted to write about them; and some I provided
them with visuals, random visuals which were line experiments which expanded the mediumand were not figurative things. Subjects were to choose among these or write what theywanted. I haven't tested this, but I believe it is equal to the other approach. I just couldn'ttell what was going on as much.

Audience: Do the stages seen by a subject match those seen by judges? Would we see aiiiargniequence?

Mr. Beittel: It would be an interesting thing to know. I would also like to know whether his
so conceptualizing them makes them seeable in subsequent drawings. This I haven't studied
either. The thing about this whole experimental area is that you can only study what you
ask, and you can ask endless questions. You ask all questions at some risk because you
exclude other questions by the asking. I can't ask multiple questions to any great degree.
One thing I did point out in the paper that I didn't mention here is my desire to make my
frame work for study a little more naturalistic right now. I'm trying to observe more --I am trying to control subject variables a bit more and manipulate treatments a little less,
making very simple manipulations in the treatment cstegory.. Again, I am assumingl can't
see anything unless I see a little change in this comparative frame, and this I a* trying tobuild in with two treatment conditions and three classification conditions for the subjects,
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in the present studies.
,

Audience: But you did say about learning studies with untrained subjects and art subjects
t ere itMore-opennear, throughoutthe drawing proceas with.the more highly trained

subjects.
Mr. Beittel: This is the way they see it. That's the point I want to make. They see it this
Tvri7WITIaven't judged them116m any other viewpoint. I can't say how it would appear to
another, frankly. It is just their own perception of it. What I am saying compares with
Bruner's discussion of how children's concepts as they grow older get simpler and more
abstract and can handle more incoming.data. So too with the strategies we have been see-
ing. When they do appear clearly, it is at-upper levels of training, in my present feeling.
I don't, think they are discernable in the untrained subject to any great degree. This has
some importance to me. We have not studied the conditions under which, they are learned
either. Nor have we manipulated this aspect directly. I have also gone_through some re-
thinking of how personality'relates, to drawing strategies, and it seems to be an untenable
position to say that there, is any firm relationship when .I see it manipulated so much by
training and experience. I haven't found lately any good examples of the divergent strategy,
by the way. The last sample we took of incoming art freshmen here, there were 17 out of
21 students who were all working in the spontaneous way. I don't know if this is the Penn
State culture or what, but is getting much sooner to the freshmen, if this is so. Where it
is picked up I don't know.

Audience: Since in the observation a series of drawings in an adult's work or a child's
work or both for a period of time, we actually seem to view changes, either logical or
progressive, how can you tell those changes which you have induced by treatment if you
don't know and can't know what would have happened otherwise?

Mr. Beittel: I don't know what "otherwise" means. What is "otherwise"? Sometimes Ilook at "otherwise" like I have a person do drawings in his dorm room as opposed to the
school setting. That is an otherwise. I'll put it that way. There are so many otherwise',too.

Audience: How do you know the treatment climate itself isn't the factor?
Mr . Beittel: I thought earlier to do such a study and I bypassed it. I was going to study the
effectsargie instrumentation itself. The only thing I can say is that when you manipulatevariables and get changes, you can talk about these changes in relationship to these vari-
ables. Maybe that is circular thinking.

Audience: You Would help me if you would rdiagram on the board the experimental design.
Pu ors--for the observations and x s for treatment or something to give me a nolioticgrasp.

Mr. Beittel: I can easily give you some designs if you like. The simple design I am work-
mg u t'Wtow has classified the subjects by drawing strategy -- divergent and spontaneous
(which are, I think, unrelated and not bipolar) 'by sax, and by training, which I will Can artand non-art. Are you following me? At this point, I am bringing in my treatment variables
which I will call set one and set two. That is the induced set variable; and then there is afeedback variable -- feedback one and feedback two.. In my first study I AM going to ma-nipulate stimulus conditions for the set variable and read them as evoking an "implied or
implicit set" -- very simply, still.life or "inside the head junk" (mental themes) as a point
of departure for the drawing act. nil is a very primitive level. In the second study I
want to manipulate the induced set. The total design is a very simple 5 factor, 2 levels
each, study in which I end up with 32 cells. That doesn't explain much. That is just the
design of the thing. The design has the purpose to me of supplying the constraints under
which I can observe a bit. This may be Mane delusion, but I think I can see more under
these conditions. At least I can see whether there is irrelevance attached to the sex of thesubject, if this is true. We have some evidence that the strategy that the person brings to
the act, brings to the series is an important variable. The study of Jim Wise has
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demonstrated that it supports Gombrich, in a way. It is easier for the person using the
interactive (spontaneous) strategy or the planning strategy to express interactive content,
abstractly or realistically. It is easier for a person using the means-end (divergent)
strategy, where things are controlled sequentially more, to express isolation abstractly
or realistically. U this guarantees some or in a sense counts for some variance, this is
important. When it doesn't account for the variance, I will drop it out of the classifica-
tion. It has been relevant, so I am going to put it in.

Audience: I'm almost afraid to ask. What is the measurement?

Mr. Beittel: That is a good question. I had one simple-minded notion that I clidn't bring
otiraTCETs: always try to judge what you are trying to influence. That is so' simple I
hate to mention it, but that is, use the yardstick in checking broadjumping. If you mean
to induce x, have a measure for x. That is a simple-minded notion. If I am-trying to look
at something which has to do with the effect, let's say, of the still life as opposed-to what's
inside the subject's head as a theme, I'll tryto so orient my judgment of works to take
this into account. Maybe it will be something to deal with the complexity of the drawing,
or the detail. So far I would say the amount of detail would vary tremendously between
these subjects - -the untrained ones--between the physical stimulus and the mental stimu-
lus, which is not a very big finding, but it would be worth the judging. Do you,set)what
I am getting at? This bypasses value judgments, nicely, I think, but not in a way just to
defend myself. I also call in a group of "experts" and have them take the drawings and
judge them for qualitative distinctions. And as soon as Ecker and Villemain help me un-
derstand what this is, I'll tell the judges more.

Audience: Do you have them rank ordered?

Mr. Beitteh No, that's too clumsy with a lot of stuff. How many discriminations can be
made y I'm not sure. Thurstone argued for seven points. If I build up judges, and ,

I always lake an odd number and usually around five, if you have about five experts judg-
ing, a five-point scale is rather sensitive. Team to team correlations of experts, five on
a team, will usually be about .80. I sometimes have them handle their drawings twice,
into a good, medium and lousy pile, and good-good, average-good, bad-good--I Mean I
go to a nine-point scale. This they can manipulate. Rankings are pretty clumsy, and I
find in an extended series bring in certain errors. One thing that I didn't stress is that
this whole concept of how a strategy operates may have some relevance as a judgmental .:
critorian. So far the hunch is that the more complex the guy's strategy, on his heuristics
the more he can handle. The more he can get into his strategy, the more he can do with
it. That is, the more heuristics he develops, the more parts to his strategy, so to speak,
the more things he can, therefore, express. This is also like saying the more he has
drawn the more he should be able to draw, if he isn't inhibited by this learning process.
The more schemata in the cupboard, the more he can rummage for ideas. The more he
knows of material in the culture the more he can draw from or negate, whichever you pre-
fer. I consider them synonymous activities.

Audience: I think it is a shocking thing you are doing. Getting rid of this fine old art
TEMTrradition of the teacher telling- -

Mr. Beittek No, I'm not getting rid of this. I hope others will deal with this topic. I
SSE these treatments represent teacher actions. I'm just trying to deal with them it
-little bit conceptually here. I think teachers do these things, and what they nuanI think
this was brought out by Dale Harris, again--as mediated by the teachers is a very impor-
tant question. They may mean something completely different from what they do in this
programmed type of setting. I think this is possible. We haven't CAtected what it is they
mean when so manipulated, but they may have a completely different meaning there.

Audience: Would you explain the difference between process feedback and learning feed-
saii to me again?

Mr. Beittel: As I am using it, process feedback is arbitrarily assigned to mean a record
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of the Way the prior object emerged, an iconic record. Learning feedback has to do.with
knowledge, I guess what psychologists call "knowledge of resnits". If Were is a goal, it
has something to do with progress toward that goal. In the game of art, I have allowed.

this to bein a sense described on the one hand. by the artist himself, which puts the re-
searcher in a very funny position. He manipilates.the condition under which he gets
knowledge of 4ow tie.subject perceives his goal, how he perceives-his progress toward it.
This is not tome an, indefensible and irrational position to be in, although I know many
psychologists would say I am nuts with this kind of reasoning. ,I think it has abase in the
art 'activity, as practiced.

Audience: Do I under:stand that this occurred in a value-neutral climate for learning?

Mr. Beittel: It is not a classroom environment.

Audience: You remain neutral?

Mr. Beittel: I try not to give knowledge of results or my opinion on the thing at this point,trrirrtg t "Some subjects will say tome: !What the hell- tan you learn *etching me
drily'?" So I say; `''hook; do you nand draliting?m`and they say, "No, I like to draw." >So

say;';"Well;' okay." As I intarvieW them later ,:tonie of them will say, thlit they wish
they wOuld get interaction-. This-is--Part of'what I:want to know. Apparently, the rnoro
trained the subject lees. he needs to get this inters,ctioir-=maybe he has his' "preferred"
critic or whatevero.:you-know 'what I inetn-i'the person to react to hi' .' But the more
trained, aigairi, the lesi,/the -per son he's' felt thii social -deprivation.'' I:may have you con-
fused, but maybe on the other side I have contributed also to the-I:Welling-tot' Categories
that Kaprow did from his side. If so, I am not sorry, but I hope we can engage in more
dialogue on thie subject. -'- ""'e *: .,

*".
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CONCEPTS, ISSUES, AND PROBLEMS IN THE FIELD OF CURRICULUM

ELLIOT W. EISNER,
Stanford University,

, . ,
. . .

The -purpose otthis-paperJs.10 identify some concepts,
iseu,00.,..414d.problemaidlich:serve as both tools and

obstaclep.in.curriculusdevalopeents.,Therpaper,will deal with
curriculuisproblems in the field of art educatiowonlyiacidentally; the'prisery focus
is on general issues in the field. The ache= to :.b used .is as follows. first tasks
eyOicallyundertaken in the field.

of.curriculum..:will.b.e4dentifietefid.-discussed.'
Second,a rationale for curriculum development will be described,

. Ihirdia formulation
of levels in curriculum .will beimesented. Andfinally,,.04804tions for curriculum
iwprovement will be offered.

It must be apparent that each of the topics mentioned.could,serVe..tsrthe.focue.of
an entire paper. The attempt here is not to inquire in depth into one problem in the
field of curriculum, but to identify some important issues and to present some conceptual
tools that might be useful for thinking about curriculum as a field. The content of
this paper is meant to be descriptive and suggestive; not prescriptive or exhaustive.
I, for one, know of no certain prescriptions to offer in this field. Indeed, if any-
thing is accomplished by my remarks, it may be only to underscore what you undoubtedly
already know: the field of curriculum is not only one of the most comprehensive ineducation, but one of the most complex as well.

I would like to begin by identifying three major activities carried on by workers
in the field of curriculum. The first of these is that of curriculum construction. In
the broadest sense, all who decide what to teach and how to organise content in prepara-tion for teaching engage in this task. Such decisions, which are usually carried out
prior to class, are what Jackson' has called pre-active teaching. The teacher, curric-
ulum specialist, or curriculum committee is inevitably caught up in the problem of
making predictions regarding the effectiveness of activities planned to facilitate
learning among a group of students. Such activities may be short-term, designed to
occur during the following class session and lasting for only one class period, or,
under more confident circumstances, may be intended to span several weeks or months.
The point here is that the task of deciding what to teach, to whoa, in what order, and
when, constitutes an array of predictions that lie at the heart of the curriculum-
building process.

One of the major problems that faces anyone concerned with making such predictions
-- the building of curricula -- is that of determining how to improve one's predictions.
To cope with this problem a second aspect of work in the field of curriculum has emerged.

Recognizing that a variety of factors affect learning, and being concerned with the
development of systematic ways of viewing the problem of curriculum construction, work-
ers in curriculum have taken on a second task, that of formulating curriculum taxonomies.
Technically, a taxonomy is a scheme that classifies phenomena according to some princi-
ple, usually according to a heirarchy. In the field of curriculum, taxonomies identify
the basic issues to be treated in building curricula, the data sources that are relevant
for making various types of curriculum decisions, and the type of criteria that can be
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applied to do materials. sod activities, that:ere Plants&

*ItdecationitiobjeCtivel,' ter. ettempleveeistitittei eta major; cles. Fja imilst tornaolic
schwas., .Thlivparticular,clais hisfattasie,4403pmenottia *tomtit* out Burgle.
ulna taxonomists tend to apee; that tilebstional Ohjectilreir litets14 be-1,tatmat ,behlioLord tern.. ' When'so -stated) oducatiOnaltobjectiVetprovide ,0riterlialor etralitition
and facilitate curriculum construction. That these, criteria ate' taken asrioully is
attested to by the lien that was pointed out to as in a university office not too longasti.that rind: -"Melp Stamm Out,IWOrpolebevioral ObAectives."`

The various forms that curriculum taxonomies take need not detailed here. It
need ottly:,be stressed- that their formielation, and mate is Comma illOog thou 'concerned
with thinking with greater clarity: about curricula.' as a distinctions I are
making at this moment exemplify 'tow:effort to sort out, to'artamstriand to classify.
This task is necessary for engaging in the third task within the field.

The third task that has engaged morksrs in the field is that of theorising about
curricolum.Sroadly speaking, theory can be of three typess forest., descriptive, and
prosariptiv.

Formal theory is analytic and tautological and best xanplified by the fields of
logic and mathematics. In the field of curriculum;,howaver, this type of theory is
*bunt. While it is true that some psycholOgists have der eloped suithismatical modals
that attempt to account for sons types of learning, there is no.sucht model in the field
of curriculum, as far as I know.

Descriptive theory is empirical in nature. At its least sophisticated Wail it is
exclusively predictive and provides no explanations as to lavariables are related.
Common-sense theory frequently ,.operates on this level, and** common sense becomes more
predictive, precise, and powerful, iti begins to provide explanations to account for the
prediction, it make*.

With this view, scientific theory and the theory of common sense. are not different
in kind but in degree. , This view else holds that theorising, in the sense of predicting,
is ubiquitous in human affairs and is not reserved exclusively for those in the labora-
tory. An example of commensense theory- at the lava of the homily is :found in the
phrase, "You can't teeth an old dog new tricks." This assertion is essentially a pre-
diction concerning the conditions that affect loarning. per an individual to assert
"You can't teach sea old dogs new tricks," is to ask* a refittideett of his.theoty. I
will leave it to you to Jude, what an individual is up to if Ite asserts wYou- can't
teach some old dogs soars ,e new tricks. The-difficulties with such theory o evident when
one counters "You're noires too old to learn." Coogan-sense is frequently loaded with
contradictions that are difficult, if not impossible D to reconcile.

The point in all of this ie simply that, silica predictive theorising is a common
human activity, it is to be expected that it should occur also in the field of curric-
ulum. Indeed, as was point out earlier, the construction of a curriculum requires pre-
dictive theory -- if an individual is unable to ask* any predictiOnli Whatsoever regard-
ing the conditions that facilitate learning, no curricultil can be built.

While predictions are implicit in the mativitlei of those. Who construct curriculum,
such predictions are seldom deduced from a logically consistent body of theory. There
are many reasons for this, not the least of which is the fact that theory in the
behavioral sciences is not very useful in making such delcilmions. Psychologists., for

have developed leariting-thebry visibly, In labatratoriet, not in Schools.' Such
theories frequently fail to *met the condition's .clutratteristic of the clitsroom. In
addition, learning theory, at eveloped by psychologists, is for the most part content-
free. That is, theories of litertting are generic mid not devalciped specifically to deal
with learning particular 'subject Matters. When one adds- to these' characteristics the
fact that such theories are' statistical rather -titan clinical, it pretents further diffi-
culties for those concerned with this. construction of a curriculum fOr particular students.
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What does occur in the wevottlieoriginris-ibasedlrimarilyowespiricaLgenereli-
sations developed by experienced practitioners and curriculum specialists. "This seems
reasonable, '..)this4ealmit-te,tork-vell3last:sceesterleet. tryJ.itegain":-..,.;:suak,reason-
tag mesa. 011uiohythose)mho, theorimrabout,curriculua: !,In!ehort41....iUiv,diotinctiowlean
be made-betel:in descriptive,theory,that isvpredictiVoteithoutbeing explanetory,:and.
theory which is both predictive and explanatory, it is the former .rather: than the latter
that is available in. the field' of- curriculum.;

! .

" , .

A theory with explanatory, power in curriculun'wOuld lay out:mi.:set of assumptions
concerning the nature of human learning. Prom these assumptions a set of theorems and
hypotheses Would be deduced.. These might.espertIUyou,have children, at this age and
state of cognitive development and if you wantthesuto learn this type of content, then
use these types of instructional nethods.for this period of, time.under,these.conditions.
It is claarthat at present:we are a long way free:such theory. .

The third type of theory in the field of curriculum is prescriptive in character.
Unlike descriptive theory with explanatory power,. this type of theory is plentiful.
Prescriptive theory ii concerned with what the .curriculum ought to be. Hobert Maynard
Hutchins, an eloquent spokesman for the liberal arts and an outspoken critic of scien-
tific philosophy, has this to say about both issues:

Since the content of liberal education is the greatest ideas that the
greatest men bevel:ad...regardless: of the time at which they lived or the
kind of society they lived, in, and,iinge the methods of liberal, education
include the methods of history, philosophy, and language as well as science,
liberal education can hardly arise in the face of pragmatism, positivism,
or Marxism.*

Hutchins goes mutt) deielop a, set of apsumptions.about the nature of man and the
role of reason in-experience. He then prescribes from these assumptions and the argu-
ments which ensue what the schools should teach and through what methods. Like Dewey,
Herbert, Rousseau, Aristotle, and Plato, Hutchins employs persuasive arguments to
prescribe curriculum content, arguments that are products of reflective _thought. Pre-
scriptive curriculum theory is not always so developed. Our own educational era has
seen a variety of educational demands made bx people who believe we are in a state of
national emergency. These people would see the schools used for national. security and
the content of the curriculuaprescribed in relation to some lag, real or imagined.

Analysis of prescriptive curriculum the:nisi, make it possible to identify three
major concerne. These concerns may be described es being society-centered, subject-
centered, seidrchildliCentered. moss' whose concerns are society-centered view the school
as a ,social institution that should be responsive to the changing demands of a rapidly
changing society. Schools are tools, and, as tools, have no ends of their own but. are
assigned ends by those-who support and use them. .The need for a literate populace able
to reed the ecriPtures,motivated the. Massachusetts skilled craftsmen capable of
producing good competitive with those of Prance and England motivated, in the 1870's,
the first cOmpuleory art education, bill in this nation; the nesd, to acculturate the
foreign-born to American life during- the turn of the century placed still other demands
upon the school. _Aud-in-tho-tbirties, with the Owattona Project, even art education was
seen as a means for meeting practical social needs. In recent years the Sputnik episode
gave. critics- who had been unhappy about.AmeriOen education for years the support neces-
sary to initiatelarge-scas changes in the curricula -of American schools.

Those. subscribing 02'a subject-cantered view believe that schools exist to teach
children important subject-matter and tend to establish I hierarchy among subject
matters -accOrding to some scale of values. The curriculum is to be composed of these
subject matters and teaching is conceived of as belpleg.th0 Student acquire this content.
Moss who call-fez' a-return to the solids,. to the elimination of frills, an emphasis on
the three l's, and the abolition of soft -*objects, are prone to prescribe with the
second focus in mind. It is se140004114 in this view that the arts should occupy a
significant. place in the curriculum. iven though the arts and the sciences constitute
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lour, yeitre of Ingliiikl4tecludis;Vrigorous drill. in composition, formal
grammar and 'public speaking:

Four years of German.

Three years, of .French.

Three or four years (I aaysot sure which) of history, including
classical, European and. American, plus 'a no nonsense factual course' in
civics, which was dull but at least didn't pretent to.--bri a labcial science,'

.1

One year of physics.

One year of biology.

Three, years. of Asatheisatice through trigonometry.

Re then goes on to praise the consequences of such an edutation by saying:

I know how I came to be an American in 1959; what large general sieve-
'sent' of history produced me; what my capacities and limitations, are; .what
truly interests me; and how valuable Or useless these interests are....

I do not ova this to any superiority of nature. I owe it, I sincerely
believe, to the conventional basic education I received beginning about a
half century ago.

For Iradiseen as well as for others emphesisins the importance of a subject-centered
curriculum, a return to basics, tried and true, would contribute to the improvement of
the curriculum and thus to Aiserican education.

Countering this view of curriculum as subject-centered are those who would have it
child-centered. Bast analplified.by Rousseau in the 1760's but developed through the
work of C. Staniar, 11.110 and later through the views of John Dewey,7 this view conceitss
of the. child as' an Unfolding, organimas, holds that his stage of maturity be taken into
account in planning curricu/a ant unlit. that teorboto,kilttrnd to _tha.problem of Rakingschool learning meiningfUl. As dietinctfrom society-conteted viewaiwhich. examine social
needs to determine the content of the curriculumi *. and contrasted: with subject.cantsred
views which tend to regard certain curriculum subject matters as of intrinsic worth
regardless of ties or place, the chiliiicentsred theorilis spsek of an emerging curric-
ulum, a curriculum thit it not prevlanned: but nhich develops from the needs end= inter-ests,of the -students. ..

""This and of educatien, and hence the function of the curriculum,is to help the .child realise the capacities that lie latent, within him, By ettending_
to his interests, aptitudes and needs, these capacities are best realised. In this
view no single curriculum can be prescribed which iti7 ideal. for all children. Since
children differ, the curriculerippropriata for their self- realisation should also differ.

In attempting to outline the three foci that prescriptive theory has taken, I have
drawn distinctions that are sharper than. generally exist. ,Taw people, bold, rpm, Views"relative to the number of people holding hybrid view.. I 00 0034.0004 bOtiever, that the
distinctions are useful as a general map illustrating points of eepbasis. Further, I
believe it is possible to identify, MOM of the. conditions that bring. each of these views
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into prominence. it.ie notAiffiCult te.endereten&lohrvinitimecofnatiOnalmeriste.in
realms that wilt be fooght,witkmeepons,of the.inteltleet, theiechoole should be ,looked,
tO OS a,aource .aalvation.: - vti 1.47444,

4*1.1.4 ;": : Zo* ;.4444. ;1;4. 74, 4"; ; . 4'4

In dela/1314 1t. prescriptive iipec ts of ,:curriculumltheorising and
,the three t foci

that theorists have taken, I do not want to suggest that prescriptive theory is of little
use in building curricula, ,,tQuite the ,contrary. ,: :Without a concept/el of what the
curriculum ought to be, descriptive theory would be useless Unlesskone has somecon-
caption of what is valuable, there is no way of determining the relevance of descriptive
theory. ,As long as education remains a normative enterprise (and.if it should cease
being normative it would cease being education), a precriptive theory of curriculum will
be a necessity.

Thus far I have identified three tasks that are typically undertaken by workers in
the field of curriculum. These are the construction of curriculum, the formulation of
curriculum taxonomies, and the development of descriptive and prescriptive curriculum
theories. I have tried to show that the's: three tasks axe mutually dependent. In order
to build a curriculum. One .mutt have some Concepts with, which to maks distinctions.
Further, I have tried, to show thet4'in-addition to these concepts,. one must be able to
make some predictions concerning'ths-utility of various alternatives, and that this in
turn requires at least some conception of what is valuable and appropriate in the set-
ting of the school.

Hut identification of the major tasks within the field does not resolve the prob-
lem: encountered in constructing curricula. It is therefore necessary to identify the
questions and issues that must-be-dealt With in building curricula for any educational
enterprise. To do this 2 will turn to the work of galph W. Tyler(' who, functioning as
a taxouomist, has created a useful curriculum rationale.

Tyler was concerned, as we all are, with the problem of thinking rationally about
the curriculum,. His interest was in the development ofAi scheme that would make cur-
riculum planning more systematic, orderly, and effective. What he did essentially was
to formulate a set of four questions that he believed must be dealt with in building
any' type of curriculum at any level of schooling. Them questions are:

1. What educational purposes should the school seek to attain/
2. What educational experiences can be provided that are likely to attain

those purposes?
3. Now can those experiences be effectively organized?
4. Now can we determine whether those purpoces are being attained?9

,
Using these questions as a framework of his rationale, Tyler proceeds to identify

the data-sources that are useful for:answeringthme. To determine the purposes the
schools should seek to attain. Tyler engge00-that sociological and psychological as
well as philmiophic inquiries-shouldVbeHundertaken, for, by studying the children and
the counity, it may be possible to obtain data relevant for the value judgments and
predictions that wilt inevitably be made.

To determine the types of experiences that are related to educational objectives,
.Tyler suggests that subject:smatter epecialiets be coneulted as. well so behavioral
scientists. To organise. these experiences Tyler stiploys the concepts, of continuity,
sequence, and integtetidn,-and.usts-thess concepte_miguide time and teaching sequence.

Finally, beense the rationale thatTylerAevelopedAepurpossful antgoal-directed,
he'suggeste-that evaluation procedures be' to fin&outwhether Os:Ass/red ends
have been achieved.

Within thirgenevel athana that-100 hatlavollaped, a nu:Ober Of con' epts and prin-
ciple" have been formulated. As indicated earlier, the *wand character -of educational
objectives has received aignat-daal of attention. Central is the notion that educa-
tional objeCtivaa biratatati,in'tabis of &farad student bothaViorivas,vali as in terms,

'44
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ofthe6content in7whichthese behaviors ::are to be adisp74ayed. ,AUchJelniCificationellows

Aone_:to4scapetheProbless:of,,identifyineillearning,:,,ou,cosees,,that:tarkinOnreepirical4,,;:-,:
Furtherilt4sAirged,that.educationel:objectivevbe4epecifieCwitbWOWOf three
domains:::; theicognitiiievAheLeffectiveiAmdAhe-psYcho-motory k 410e0tCtaxnnomy,inf,i00-
cational objectives in ther,cOgnitivedomainP,',,andAratwhol'irtamOnoaVtinpthslAiffactive
domainll represent efforts to order behaviors in. a hierarchy of complexity in the former,
andlonedf theinternaiitation:in theletter4h,the first:AndeconCofqthese.,domeins
respectively :i'°

v , ;t : :

2As to.,the-,selection:of learning experiences,Aoodled,bas:sugsestekthat such exper-
,1enceerlhe calls them Organising CenterWmeetlhe followins.criteria:"-

1.. Thesood organizing center for-eeroing.encourages students to.practice.
the behaviar,sought.-, .

2. The good organizing center for learning encourages simultaneous practice
of several behaviors.

3. The good organizing center planned for one'area of instruction supports
learnings in others.

.

4. The goOd organising Center for. learning is planned with full awareness
of preceding and forthcoming learnings for this particular group of
students.

5. The good organizing center for learning reaches both the highest and
lowest levels-of accomplishment in the group.

6. The good organising center for learning is sufficiently comprehensive
to provide for a wide range,of differences in students' interests and
learning styles.

7. The good organizing center has educational:sisnificence in its own
right.

8. The good organizing center leads beyond itself to other times, other
places other ideas.

As regards the way in which learning experiences might be orgenizeds.sa-nuiber of
principles have been formulated. First, it has been suggested that important concepts
and generalisations in a subject matter be identified. These might then be used as
organizing elements which run as threads through the curriculum,from the first through
the eighth grade, for example. If the generalisation, "The material with which an
artist works sets one of the limits of his work," was considered important for a student
to understand, it would be introduced at increasing levels of complexity and sophisti-
cation as he proceeds through school. The organising element provides continuity in
planning and in learning. The different levels of complexity provide for sequence, and
if the curriculum engages the student in relating this generalisation in the visual arts
to its analogue in the field of music, this would treat the integrative aspects of the
curriculum.

A second principle that-has been suggested regarding the organisation of learning
experiences deals with the manner in which such experiences are arranged. Within a
subject matter there are generally varieties of ways in which learninsiexperiencearcen
be ordered. One could:start with the simple and move to the complex; one could begin
with the near and move to the distant; one could arrange material to maximise contrast
among ideas or qualities; one could start with the present and proceed to the past or
the reverse; or one could combine sveral of these modes where they are not mutually
exclusive.

Curricula in some subject matters have typical modes, or organisation. The, concept
of "expanding horizons" in,the social studies, for example ...A. starting with the family
and moving to the community, and then the tity, and the nation, and so,forth,-- exem-
plifies the principle of beginning with the immediate and moving, to the-remote, and is
common. The history curriculum is east often orgenised,chronologice/iyw eh le the
mathematics curriculum at least ins the past. 4 - was organised from tbs. simple to the
complex.

a
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f:Otwof';,the:Iaestiiiportent=prinCiplesiM:the-aremof-evaluaticen4ottheeleldto;tsen
Tyler's ratithialePWthetAhirinetrOmtitm:,Usidte evaluate' students`: learning:. be
related to: thirObjaetiVilethet have 'guided the 'selection and organisation. of learning
expertentsa '1011104 deViCelli-whith,tre 'unrelatedto 'objectives is to .void the,-possi-
bilitY:tef'ietrainvabiset the4ffeCtkeenesii 'of n-this curriculum.

'Wavier +3 aliraymrellized.by those who embrace Tyler's scheme is that evaluation
in such a sceme is to be non-normative in the statistical sense. That is,,if,a set of
objectives is formulated in terms that are clear enough to recognise the behaviors if
they are displayed, -and,if-anAnstrument,is:constructed-to elicit and measure those
behaviors, their subsequent- stuld-wartant,the studentviesing the courie4t that
level. Awarding grades on the basis of a normal curve, for example, would be unwar-
ranted. -InTyler's-scheme a studentwould-reCcive a grade commensurate with his
achievement, not in relation to his peers but in relation.tof.soneHpreconceived set of
educational objectives.

This practice, however, is seldom employed. Part of the reason is that teachers
ameliorate their judgments by comparing individual performance to group performance.
They tend to shith_the idea of. awarding all--es.to a class even when all,the_course
objectives have betwatteined. But there are other. reasons. Theassumptions employed
in developing achievement tests are statistical in nature. Such assumptions, are
inappropriate to Tyler's scheme. One of the necessary requiriments of tests is that
they sort people out. The consistently finer distinctions a test is able4o make, the
more reliable it tends to be. If a teacher in Tyler's scheme specified objectives
clearly, organised curriculum activities effectively, taught magnificently, and, upon
evaluation, found that all her students passed each test item,,thetest, according to
statistical theory, would re unreliable. Since all the students-passed with flyint
colors, there would be no variability in the population, and with no variability there
can be no reliability.

Although Tyler's curriculum rationale is indeed rational, and although the questions
it poses are important ones, it does not treat a number of significant issues which I
would like!to identify.

One such issue dials with the way in which educational objectives can hamper the
teacher. While it is reasonable to expect that the curriculum be directed to some ends
and-that these ends be at least vaguely specified, the _acheme. does not deal with the
rich variety of unplanned learning that occurs in the classroom.. Teachers take advan-
tage of those-moments in the classroom that are rich ..in meaning for students and which,
in, their eitiMation, yield important oducatiOnal consequences educational objectives,
even if'they could encompass -the variety of iuch learning, would. be too numerous to be
useful. A teacher would find it &Meat!, if-not'imPoesible, to keep in mind the array
of objectives that such speCification would entail.

If, however, a teacher concerns himself exclusively with. helping the students
attain pre-determined objectives,-her-single-mindedness nay hamper-her view of other
possible, perhaps even' more valuable, learning. If one asks teachers about their edu-
cational objectives in fields such as art or music, one finds.that_the- most general
types of statements aro made. In, Tyler's scheme this would be a liability. Yet, the
careful articulation ot'objectives at higher levels of specificity might be inappro-
priate, to such fields.

In the field of mathematics the formulation of educational objectives at high levels
of specificity might be a necessary condition for the selection of content.. If the
teacher is interested in helping students understand. the meaning-of square -root, a'
particular -array- of activities squalid. to.be-plannid,ILValustionAn such fields is
likely telt& quite specific. lenttatt,this with: types oreducational:outcomes popeible`_
in painting, sculpture,* or graphics. Students *weed infthese activities have, an
opportunity to,learn a variety of ideas and skills, most of which.thmteacherWunahle
to specify in advance. One student may progress in his treatment of color's_ another in
composition, or a third in technical skill, and so forth. I believe teachers utilise
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these lleanings.end_in:the area of , Ortathe v44014 tend; to personalise the curriculum
more than is possible in areas such as metbentice.and physics. Macdonald writiquin
_uEdgelimilltuandaL puts the case beautifully when he says:

90-19044er-40(01Ples.mt,tba- problem-of:objectives. Objectives are
viewed apAirectiVel in the rational approach.. They are identified prior to
the instruCtien for action, and used-to provide a basis for or a-soraaa for
appropriate activities.

There is enotharviewvhowevert which -has. both scholarly. -and experiental
referents.. This viewywould state that our objectives are only known to us
in:- any complete,senee after the completioR,Of-our act of inetruction. No
matter abet wit.thOutht we.were attemptine_to 00,10,can only know what we
wanted to accomplish after the. -fact. Objectives -by this rationale are
heuristic,,devicee which provide initiating sequences which become altered
in the flow of instruction.

In the final analysis, it could beargued,-the teacher in actuality
asks a fundaisentally different question4rom 'What am I trying to accomplish?'
The teacher asks 'What em.I going .to do?' and .out of the doing comes
accomplishOent.13

Another consequence of adhering tightly to the Tyler scheme is that it may lead
one- to overlook the ancillary,cons0O4Onces of instruction in a subject matter. If
evaluation is-to .be esdivenlY4m-rOlation to a pre - determined set of objectives, it is
difficult to determine the negative consequences of the curriculum. It seems to me
imperative that attempts be made to determine not only whether what was planned has been
attained, but to assess_ other consequences as well.

-Perhaps the most important limitation of Tyler's formulation lies En the fact that
it does not specify in operational terms the way in which data sources, for example,
are to be measured. Nor dOes Tyler indicate how to relate data on the nature of the
community, on the cognitive development of the child, and on the content to be taught.
What is the relationship between levels of cognitive maturity and instructional proce-
dures with specific types of content? New does one move from a statement of educational
objectives to the-selection of content? These difficulties are in no Sense aimed at
discrediting Tyler's approach -to the problem of curriculum construction. The type of
knowledge that is needed about.the-proper fit between task demands and the level of the
student s cognitive maturity is only now becoming available -- and even that is avail-
able is not highly generalizable.

Tyler, like others in the field, have conceived-of the curriculum in the broadest
of terms. Thus far in this paper. I have avoided offering a definition of the term
curriculum.. The definitions that are generelly.provided are wide in scope. Tyler him-
self says that one of the most widely held is: "ell the /learning which is planned-and
guided by the school, whether or not-it i carted .on in classes, on the playground, or
in other segments of the pupils' lives."14 ,

Such a broad conception ppresents difficulties. Further, it does not distinguish
among levels of curriculum, yet it is clear, as one listens to discourse about curric-
ulum, that such differentiations are made. In my work in this field I have found it
useful to differentiate _explicityly, between species of OW genus "cutTicolo^." gosh
species poses different types of problems, requires different data for dealing with its
problems, and usually is the responsibility of different groups of people.

It's one thing to talk about the. curriculum for :f -course in .graphics, for saamPle,
and. quite. to talk.tbOut a _graphics curriculum. -. It's till a: third thing to talk
about the curriculum for.an_entire school. The first and Most specific Wel may be
called the coarse curriculum; the second, the subject - matter curriculum; and the third,
the academic curriculum. What makes itlossible to use the term curriculum at each of



the three levels is their common-cherecteriatic. ,It is this characteristic that I viii
describe -before lroceeding to-each'of theAevels.45

The basic unit of the curriculum, which all levels share, is an activity planned
by faculty or students and-intended to serve as a Means to-the 'attaineent of some edu-
cational end.. A curriculum-as deVeloPed freak this Unit is a- series Of *cavities
designed toleaCthis student toward the attainment of a set of educational objectives.

The reason for selecting the word "activity" as the basis curriculum unit rather
than content are two. First, the term activity as used here implies content. To act is
to act upon something within some context. Sven as Vague a phrate,ti."to Study history"
implies that 00116000 is going to do something with some content. To study no content
would be logically and empirically iipOsable. Second, specifying the activity as the
basic unit of the curriculum calls attention to whet it is that the student is to do in
the classroOm or school. In the final analysis it is 'Atilt students do in the class that
makes the difference. This is not to say that the work of the teacher is unimportant,
but to suggest that, by attending to the array of tasks students are asked to engage in,
it may be more likely to develop those cognitive processes that are valued so highly.

I would now like to turn to the three levels of curriculum I referred to earlier,
to describe them, and to identify the types of questions that must be answered in plan-
ning at each level (see Figure 1),

The first and most generic level of curriculum planning is the planning of academic
curricula.16 This level is defined as the entire array of activities which constitute
the means by which the institution hopes to fulfill its function. Commonsensically we
speak of this curriculum as the subject matters the school offers. In planning at this
level decisions have to be made regarding the general ends the school hopes to realise
and the means appropriate for achieving them. Most schools in America classify curric-
ulum activities as subject matter to be taught, but this is not the only way an academic
curriculum can be constructed. If the academic curriculum is planned along subject-
matter lines, one is confronted by the problem of deciding what to teach. Whether or
not art is to be taught at all is a question that must be dealt with before planning at
the next curriculum level is possible. If art, for example, is to be offered, it is
necessary to decide if it will be required for all students or only for some, and to
identify the bates on which this decision is to be made. %%at priority will subjects
have in relation to each other? What types of academic programs will be established in
thi school? If a so-called balanced curriculum is desired, how will balance be
determined?

Questions which center around concepts like educational priority and academic
balance can be answered only from a prescriptive base. It is possible, I think, to
envision. circumstances in which art, music, and poetry might justifiably not be a part
of the curriculum at all. It is also possible to conceive of situations where reading
and writing would have very low curriculum priorities. The curriculum specialists'
problem is in part to help to clarify the grounds on which such decisions are to be
made, not only by appealing to those who would provide prescriptions but also to those
who are in a position to offer evidence regarding the social context, both current and
future. As Dewey put it, "It is no reflection on beef steak that it is not fed to
infants."

Planning the academic curriculum also inclUdei planning evaluation procedures that
will make it possible to assess the effectivenets of the curriculum at large. If, for
example, one of the objectives of a school is to develop the student's ability to carry
on independent study, procedures could be established to determine how this was being
achieved in the various subject matters. 'Such information could be used to establish
profiles on performance on this variable for the subject matters that constitute the
academic curriculUm. The point here is that planning curricula, like planning any
nuaber of other enterprises, requires that some things have first priority. The most .

generic modes of curriculum gamine lay out the "ground rules" within which subsequent
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planning occurs. The decision to Offer thieer that, to require this block of activities
rather'then another, are decisions lade at the leVel of the academic curriculum.,

In decidinVehat the currieuluathould be, it is not enough thet'eertain types of
learning and enbject-oletters be valued. A coamunity, that had a number of agencies teach-
ing art to,a large imijority of children might appropriately decide that under these
circumstances art need not have high priority in the curriculum. I am not @meeting
that thin it cesinon -- it is Al toe rate; I mm suggesting that valuing a subjtet matter
and considerifts it appropriate for the curriculum is insufficient grounds for its inclu-
sion in the curriculum. The place a subject natter is to have in the cur salon cannot
be professionally determined unites one examines the context, both pereon 1 and social,
within which that subject setter is to function.

The examination of the social context can be made, in part, bringing the tools
of the sodologiet and social psychologist to bear upon the community to be served by
the schOol. Inquiries aided at identifying the kinds of resources available in the,
community and .the extent to which they are used by various striate of the community could
provide curriculum builders with useful information. Casmination of students through
tests, and interviews with parents" on issues relevant to curriculum planning, would also
be of use The procedure of etanining the community to gather facts relative to curric-
ulum planning is not to be construed as-going to society to decide what is to be taught,
but, rather, using data gathered-from Social sautees to make planning more intelligent.
The very facts One seeks, as well as their meaning, is guided bY'a set of prescriptions
concerning the curriculum.

The second level of the curriculum is the subject natter curriculum. This level-
le defined as the entire array of actiVitiet planned within .a particular discipline or
subject matter. Perhaps one of the most significant developments in American education
during the past ten -year period has occurred in the improvement of subject matter curric-
ula by groups working with flnencial support from the National Science Foundation.
Groups in biology, chemistry,' mathematics, and physits have-reconstructed curricula in
these domains. Whether or not physics mdwuld be .a part of the curriculum at, say, the
junior high school level is a question the curriculum study groups did not attempt to
answer. Once this question is answered, the problem turns to different issues.

The transformation of a subject matter such'as is found in works of art; history,
philosophy, or science, into a curriculum is a problem of constructing activities that
are predicted useful for facilitating valued learning. The problem* of identifying
organising elements in a subject matter, of-deciding upon a common evaluation program,
of specifying sequence among courses, n a subject, are encountered at this curriculum
level. I cannot help recalling the reprimand I received from thischeirman of the art
department in the high school in which I taught for allowing high school sophomores to
work with silver. "Don't you know thwg aren't to use saver until they are seniors?"
she asked. "Don't you know that'I teach senior art and that silver is my specialty?"
The poor woman was so shaken by the notion that I had encroached on her territory that
she was moved to carry her 250 pounds all the way up to my fourth-floor classroom from
here on the first floor -- a feat which I am-given to understand had not been undertaken
by her in twenty years.

Curriculum development at. the subject matter level also includes questions dealing
with modes of inter - subject organisation. If it is considered desirable for students
to understand how subjects are related to one another, methods to facilitate such under-
standing must be devised. To enfant such questions requires that one reflect upon the
costs in terms of tine, effort and the poesibli reduction of teacher autonomy, as well
asupon the potential gains. Craft projects, for example, have been used in the ele-
mentary school in the guise of integrating art and the social studies which, upon
inspection, reveal such activities to be neither art nor social studies. The develop-
ment of a curriculum designed to relate subject matters over a sequence of courses is
a problem encountered most directly at'the subject matter level.
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The identification of the areas to be emphasized within a subject matter is another
problem encountered at this level. Once it is decided that a subject will be twilit,
it must then be decided what is to be selected within that subject. This question can
be answered rationally by first formulating the objectives that are unique to that
subject matter, appropriate forthe school, and feasible to achieve considering the
conditions that prevail in the eituation. ,410

Meteke another example from the field of art education, it has been noted that
the art education curriculum at both the elementary and secondary school levels has been
oriented primarily toward the development of productive skills. While it is claimed
that creativity is being developed, anxieties being reduced, and the child being,helipmd
to appreciate art, the primary activity engaged in is the making of products with art
materials.

Some research I completed early this year, involving about 2,500 students in high
schools and colleges throughout the country indicated that there was very little
development of the'student's information about art terms, art media, and art history
over the eight-year span covered.° Discussions with intelligent college graduates
about art too often reveal ignorance regarding the ways in which a work of art can be
meaningfully approached. The critical and historical aspects of art have not been a
significant part of the subject matter curriculum in art. If it is considered desirable
for students to understand how to deal with a work of art, and to.appeeciate something
of the culture which produced it, the creation of activities having continuity and
sequence in the critical and historical aspects of art, as well as in its productive
aspects will have to be developed at the level of the subject matter curriculum. Once
these three aspects of the art curriculum are recognized, inquiries_can be initiated to
help determine which of the three might be emphasized. In some communities it might be
important to lay almost exclusive emphasis at the upper-grade levels on the productive
aspects; in other communities the critical and historical aspects might need emphasis.
In any case, an awareness of the various alternatives within a subject matter makes
curriculum planning more an enterprise of deliberation than of custom.

The third level of'curriculum planning occurs in constructing curricula for specific
courses, and is called the Course curriculum. At this level teachers often use syllabi

eworkor'curriculum guides:as a general fram within which they plan a sequence of
specific activities. One of the'mejor differences between planning at this curriculum
level and the others is that under current modes,of school. operation this is one of the
few areas in which professionals receive feedback. At the other levels comuittios_work
together to formulate educational objectives, to:identify important generalizations,"
and to suggest activities for a mythical group of students. .Curriculum committees work-
ing at state and local.levels idealize the curriculum and rely upon t6eir own experience'
in the classroom, on suggestions from curriculum specialists, and, at timei, on,descrip-
tive theory. Such group's, however, do not obtain feedback regarding the effectiWenety
of their planning until the semester or academic 'year has passed; and,'st times, not
even then.

Classroom teachers, however, who use the idealized guides that committees draw up,,
do receive feedback and are in a position to alter the curriculum when they believe it
is necessary and permissible to do so. Changes in curriculum range from alterations in
pace to changes in content. Predictions made to cover a semester or two for an "abstract:
"abstract: group of fifth graders are subject to rather drastic changes Inseam subject
areas by sensitive teachers who work with the reality rather than with the abstraction
and who desire to capitalize on emerging interests and educational opportunities. Thus
the course curriculum tends to be far more "customized" than curricula planned at other
levels.

Curriculum dedisions at the level of the course are affected by a host of- factors,
many of which stem, not from educatiOnal considerations, but from givens in the situa-
tion. For example, the availability of materials will determine whether or not Students
will engage in certain curriculum activities. The self-confidence and compSthnoteS of
the teacher in particular areas may determine whether or not a particular historical'
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period will be investigated. The students' inability to grasp ideas necessary for pro-
ceeding to more complex material may preclude the possibility of getting to such
material. It ia at this course level that the teacher is dominant, and it is here that
curriculum planning rests most heavily on her shoulders.

Curriculum planning at the level of the course is also far less rational than one
might like to believe. Professional pedagogues, like all men, are creatures of habit.
TO become professionalized in the teacher's role i3, in part, to establish a set of
habits that one can use to respond to recurring situations. In the classroom the teacher
employs a series of stock responses to cope with the more or less familiar situations
that may arise. In the heat of battle, as it mere, rationales, scientific findings, and
theoretical models pale into the background. Decisions in the classroom, whether on
matters of curriculum or of classroom management, are more re-active thin active, and
teachers find it difficult, if not impossible, to delay responding while conjuring up a
model of curriculum decision-making.

But there are other reasons why models, rationales, and theories from the behavioral
sciences lose their power in the classroom. Such conceptualizations, because they are
aimed at the formulation of principles and generalizations that are generic in character,
are in a very real sense disinterested in the special case. The special case, like the
exception, proves the rule, and it is the rule rather than the exception in which science
is most interested.18 In addition, the data acquired by the teacher in the course of
teaching can be used to make far better predictions for the specific situation she con-
fronts than can a formulation that was constructed for students in general. There may
come a day when theories in the behavioral sciences will be so powerful that this will
no longer be true, but as yet this day has not arrived.

The fact that Tyler's rationale and other curriculum taxonomies are limited in
planning curricula at the course level does not mean that such rationales are so limited
at the subject matter and academic curriculum levels.19 At these levels they do provide
a very useful framework for making important curriculum decisions. One can over-esti-
mate the power of Tyler's rationale if one expects it to provide the teacher with a
formula for curriculum decision-making at the level of the course; and one can under-
estimate its power if one concludes that, because it is limited in the classroom, it is
limited at the other curriculum levels as well. One of the major problems in thin field
of curriculum is to learn what data, concepts, and constructs will be of use in making
different kinds of decisions. A taxonomy is useful if it formulates relevant concepts
and suggests data-sources to be considered in making such decision.

I would like to conclude this paper by suggesting some means by which curriculum
improvement might occur. It seems to me that it would be useful to establish in various
parts of the country curriculum research and development centers that would perform a
variety of functions. The personnel of these centers would establish relationships with
individual schools in their area. They would discuss with faculty and administrators
the various objectives formulated for the school at large and for the several subject
matter curricula. Center personnel, some of whom would be experts in the field, of
research methodology and test construction, would obtain or construct instruments
appropriate for assessing, not only learning relevant to objectives, but a host of other
educational outcomes as well. The negative as well as the positive consequences of
schooling would be measured.

The staff of the center, working with the faculty of the schools, would administer
these instruments to samples of Students, and profiles describing achievement, attitudes,
and skills would be drawn for the school and school district at large. These profile
would then be interpreted to the faculty by the center staff, and the strengths and
weaknesses in the curriculum would be identified. Such assessment would occur not only
on a cross .sectionel basis but on a longitudinal basis as well. And, if it proved
feasible, follow-up studies of graduates could be made at one-, three-, and five-year
intervals to learn about retention of learning.
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A curriculum center would nOt'011Fhf lo..6.10a*tiWtO pro:filo student performance
for the school 44 *whole, but it OOOW4140,*011ectIdateA000aofrF for establishing
curriculum.prieritiesio; 11.*4404..-IfOr *OW109 $g..4 Vae.fount-that 4900 etwOOPta..
showed great abilityln rhe historieal,SepectsAfAirkAlot WOreameh.10,0 ablo4O-the
productive areas, the faculty might be in a position to determine Whether different types
of curriculum activities.in art touldiwprowided for44uchHstudeOt0._.

. . , .

'Center .staff vorking with sch00.1,44Olq !Pald,notooly be in a position to engage
,in4)re- anclpost-testing-but would also beAb/e.:to platkand.testthe effectiveness of
experimental course curricula. Curricule.aimed at. the;' objectives butusing different modes of organisation-couldbe.t0004,45,stelatically by specialists in
research working with the teaohere.: At present research .in education is. typically a
hit-andsgqn affair. Classroom:taachers seldom .have the skills necessary to do meaning-
ful acientific researqh,end researchers seldom take the time to work through their
problems with teachers. Centers for curriculum research anCdevelovieent-could narrow
the gaps that now exist between research, curriculum development, and teaching.

Centers mould not only be able to obtain data on etudent performance, but, since
they would .have formal affiliation with a school or school district, would be able to
obtain,data on factors in the community thatare theoretically relevant to-the operation
of the school. Aseefement of parental attitudes toward various subject matters,. as well
as their disposition toward various types of educational innovation being considered by
the school, could be made.

In sum, centers for curriculum research and development would perform three very
important functions: first, the provision of the technical skills necessary for evalu-
ating curriculum and school learning generally that are now beyond the competence of
teachers; secondly, assistance in the formulation of curricula, primarily at the academic
and subject matter levels; thirdly, the carrying out of those studies of the community
that are considered useful for curriculum innovation.

Curriculum development in American schools has been most often a piecemeal phenom-
ena. Innovations are usually a consequence of educational crises and,.Ohen changes are
made, they often occur at the top and proceed downward, working independently of the
other curriculum components which affect their own effectiveness. Centers for curricu-
lum research and development located near the schools they serve could function as a
mid-way station by providing services and research greatly needed by American schools.
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EXCERPTS FROM THE DISCUSSION WITH MR. EISNER

Audience: Won/Id you comment on the type.of thing Woks' like Realms o Meaning and
.,1367 and Excellence is Secondar Education are trying to o

Mr. Eisner: All of these books are prescriptive theories and are all broadlybased Tliisir conceptions are exceedingly wide, and personally, I am very gym e-
tic to their point of view as a way of looking at the problem of education, the goals 01,,
education and the justification of subject matter. But the plans that Broudy,
Smith and McClellan outline in their work remain between the covers of books. They
are discussed in curriculum courses but I don't think that they have, by and large,
been introduced in schools. There are a number of things that are happening. The
construction of material, for example, specific kinds of instruction material, such as
curriculum syllabi that have been developed by these various curriculum study groups.
Educational Services has been concerning itself primarily with intra-disciplinary
modes of organization rather than attempting to integrate courses. I think this work
is important, but it has not been operation-like in the schools.
Audience: Do you think it would be worthwhile for us to investigate the possibility of
developing material within the context of these theories?
Mr. Eisner: If you are going' to innovate in curriculum, I think you need to do precise.
yr-TkarraCharias has done with groups that he has been affiliated with and other such

curriculum groups. They not only talk in generic terms about a conception of educa-
tion, a conception of curriculum, but they have gotten together with subject matter
specialists, with teachers, even with some educationists, and they have built syllabi.
They have built curricula. They not only built curricula but they got the money to
bring in teachers during the summer and trained them to use the curricula that they
had built. That is quite a different kind of enterprise than when you write a book like
Realms of Meaning.
Audience: They created the hardware.
Mr. Eisner: In a very important way, I think the introduction of hardware can make
practical differences in the class room.
Audience: Would a course in curriculum be necessary? What is your feeling about

ovE=structured course curricula should be?
Mr. Eisner: I think there is a tremendously wide range of possibilities that could be
eirrtaNriri organizing curricula. Teachers as human beings need different degrees
of structure in order to operate. Some teachers prefer ambiguity and looseness. To
constrict such a teacher into a very narrow range of highly systematized activity may
be disfunctional not only for him but for the youngsters. The opposite is also true.
I would not want to say that this is the way in which curricula ought to be organized,
that this is the only way. There are many ways to skin the cat. My concern has been
not to prescribe a way but rather to identify some of the issues that need to be reflec-
ted upon in making the decision as to which of the alternatives are going to be enter-
tained. Just let me leave it at that.
Audience: Do you feel that curriculum needs to be related to the teacher or the teach-
ng strategy (method of teaching) and that in research studies we need to take into

account that we cannot measure one without measuring the other since one. may affectthe other?
Mr. Eisner: It will inevitably b related to the way in which the teacher operates.
Some optimistic things are happening-in teacher education. Some courses are helping
beginning teachers to acquire versatility in instructional strategies by providing them
with film sequences of their own behavior. Through this they in effect will have a
series of techniques or a kind of mastery of a variety of crafts that they can implement
in different ways as they deem appropriate. If you conceive of teaching as acting or if
you think of teaching as a craft and as an array of techniques that a person has at his
disposal, then one of the things you might want to do is to help teachers acquire ver-
satility in the application of the different techniques. If, for example, they are
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concerned in leading a discussion they know what they need to do in order to facilitate
this kind Of interaction. If they are concerned with giving a didactic presentation, how
do they do this? How does one organize a paper for presentation? If they are concern-
ed with facilitating independent study, what are the kinds of things that ought to be in-
troduced in the classroom so that the,youngsters can engage in independent study?
Audience: About your enthusiasm for Zacharias. I think that so long as we continue
to buy in at the level that we bought in from the Educational Services Institute we are
going to set our public school system back a hundred years. If you know the way in
which they function and the fadism in which the plans are taken up your enthusiasm
would be somewhat dimmed. 30,000 schools took up a new math curriculum without .

one single word of evaluation of that curriculum ever being on the record except for one
provisional report from limited sample which demonstrated that teachers who have
gone to summer institutes in order to learn how to tench the new math had classrooms
whose average performance was no higher than that achieved by teachers who had not
taken the summer institutes. This is not very encouraging. This doesn't say that it
won't work. Secondly, if you know the new math textbook, the seventh grade new math
textbook, it is the worse written textbook that has ever been turned out in the United
States, barring none. It is absolutely unintelligible to students, parents and the teach-
ers except by special instruction. The hardware had already been created by another
organization. You have to temper your enthusiasm for that mode of innovation.
Audience: I think the reason why new curriculum innovations are hard to come to are
not i'tising in terms of your previous remarks and your orientation. The kind of
diagram you put up there, what is that?--A series of boxes? Do you think in terms of
standard units which have been thought about for a hundred years in education courses
in the school 'purposes and departments. Your own sensibility and sense for integrated
subject matter, lor, guiding education by questions, by problems and by objectives
which hard thinking 'might determine the reason for them are nowhere incorporated in
that diagram. I know no, diagram can-be complete, but that diagram prevents thinking
instead of permitting thinking. I do not see how when you think in terms of what shall
go into a course, you can pciiieibly move with new curriculum developments because
you are still thinking in terms id ,course units. These are not natural units of instruc-
tions anymore than semesters are 'or anymore than classrooms are natural places of
teaching. What we are going to do is substitute one material in a course for another
set of material in a course and we will have Standard Carnegie Units again, but they
will be the same old units. Why did you play, in those terms?
Mr. Eisner: I find that a useful way of concepttiolizing the kinds of considerations that
reed to be dealt with in thinking about the organization of materials, the organization,
if you will, of content or activities. Schools can and ought to be reorganized drasti-
cally. The question of determining sequence, the problem of grouping students, the
problems of establishing objectives, the problem of developing continuity, the problem
of engaging in evaluation--these will need to be undertaken whether you individualize
instruction, whether you =grade the school, whether you get rid of courses as such.
But activities in time and space, plans concerning what's going to come first and what's
going to come next, wills always need to be dealt with, whether you turn the school
topsy turvey or turvey topsy. This is not the final end, by any means. It is just one
way in which 1-can sort out what I think to be an exceedingly complex array of problems
in the field of education.
Audience: I think it has been suggested already--that we could do a series of research-
TieTRIPOie we dispatch the hardware, before we really get to the point of calling teach-
ers in for training. We must work these things out first. Some other subject areas -'
didn't do this. That was their major problem. That doesn't mean we don't have to do it.
Mr. Eisner: My enthusiasm is not for the particular details of what they omitted. My
concern is that it is not enough for professors to write global textbooks about curriculum,
and with the wand expect American schools to change. If you are going to change Ameri-
can schools, you have to build materials. You have to build hardware. You have to setup institutes. You have to train teachers. You have to get your hands dirty and roll up
your sleeves. One of the unfortunate things is that Realms of Meaning and these other
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general books remain textbooks for the scholars' shelves. They gather dust on libraryshelves unless they are brought in in a. practical way, and I am using that-term advisedly.
Audiente: We have been taliting'about at least six major areas' of ideas, but you haven'tTiTeirtigd them very well. Letts compound that with the Problem of uiring principles toarrive at Solutions to specific ,situationt, whiCh in itself, le a very tricky job. Whatoften happens is in these six areaslet me rename them vegy, quickly: (1) What do wemean by.art? (2) What do we mean by behavior and learning? (3) What do we mean bycurriculum content, (4) teaching materials, (5) teaching processes, (6) evaluatiire pro-cedures or measurement? So far we have talked about these six-areas each in its ownparticular jargon and in its own particular kind of conceptual structure. We haven'tequated them. We haven't gotten them into a common language that reaches throughthem, and even more than that, reaches down to the person who is going to sit down andstart to build a piece of curriculum. I have worked with a number of groups that havegotten down to the point of starting to talk about it and starting to build curriculummaterials. When you reach that point, all the talk that has been, going on before turnsout to be a mystique that has little relationship to what you start to do when you start tomake materials. One of the major difficulties is that we have not talked our waythrough to the operational level. I don't think we are going to do that until we havelearned how to talk our way through these six areas in a common terminology of somekind and develop a parallelism of ideas. Now I know that if you look at the field ofdeduction, of the application of principles to the solution of practical problems, thisin itself turns out to be a very difficult kind of operation. It is no wonder to me thatwe have movements like Zacharias'. Because here is a man and a lot of other with himwho have tremendous enthusiasm, a zeal to do something they want to do, and without 1waiting for the sole bridge of supporting principles, they get the steam necessary to dothis and off they go. I thoroughly agree with what you said--this is going to hit theschool with such a blow that their leaderai will prevail and nothing can 'be done to changeit. A lot of the thinking that is going on in a group like this one today will not have thatkind of impact for a long time to come. I think one of our major problems is to find outhow to work our way down to the operational level without losing these ideas.

Audience: I haVe worked with Zacharias on three different occasions. I have found thathe is probably more guilty than eve's We as art educators are in rejecting the actualmeaning and nature and practice of the arts once you get close to it. He, for example,was instrumental in securing Robert Motherwell and a number of other artists at theN. Y. U. Seminar. When vie got these people to talk about what art really meant to them,what they were really trying to do-,, 'and what they really saw in the work of children andadolescents, he rejected it outright. The same thing happened here to some extent withKaprow. The same thing happened at N. Y. U. with George Seigel when he was asked tospeak, to give his ideas. I have seen the same thing happen time and again at art meet-ings with such people as David Smith at the Committee on Art Education, BalcombGreen at an Eastern Arts meeting in Washington, Dore Ashton at the Miami NAEAmeeting. Whenever we get people who really know something about the subject to talkabout it straight from the heart, with guts, we reject it because it is too hot to' handle.I am reminded of Barzun's remark that if'we had a real artist among us he would tellus that art is not the good clean fun that is often imagined to be. Until we are reallyready to deal with art as art the way that people like Zacharias have been able to .dealwith science as science, it's just not going to work.
Mr. Eisner: What do we do in the meantime?
Audience: I think we start listening to people who know something about the subject,try elp them work with us more effectively. They are not unwilling to do it.
Audience: I am somewhat puzzled because I am not used to listening to all these sortsof discussions As a foreigner, I can react to their variety. Some of them are con-cerned totally with the problems of the artist. This is something I have studied; I amfascinated by it, but then I wondered why you were fascinated by it because I asked ifyou were concerned with teaching artists, which I thought was usually, presumablydone in the art school. It is not, of course, but it is what they purport to do. Or wereyou teaching kids who weren't going to be artists. If you were, why were you so con-cerned about what the artist thinks because they are not artists. That doesn't mean



they don't draw--there is a difference between someone who can draw and someone whois an artist. There is & difference in kind. Some of you have been concerned with how
kids learn, and art as s broadening experience, a way of forMulating ideas, a way of
development. But this has nothing to do,- yOu see, with how an artist thinks necessarily.
I am a little puzzled at how these two things got together. i em not quite lure what you
want to teachudO you want to-teach people who are not going to be artiste* to be artists,
or are you going to teach people who are not going to be artists to respond to artists?
U that is what you are going to do, then, of course, you don't ask artists becalm theythink as artists think. Rather you have to look into your own thinking, you ask a critic,you consider the examination of arts, and you don't pretend to psychoanalyze the arts.
You psychoanalyze yourself to figure out what you do with it after you get it. I assumeyou will be two different things in this respect, until you make up !your mind which direc-tion you are going to go, you are not going to come up with any useful operation.
Mr. Eisner: I think that I would take issue with you on that. You see,, art eidUcatiOttnot an vie. It is a 'them;, and I think it is going to remain a 'thetit'. The thing / amtrying to get across is as practitioners in the field of art education, there will be manydifferent kinds of things done in the name of art edUcation.' There are .peOpie Who will
leen toWards helping the youngsters develop the sensibilities to respond to art pritnari/y.There will be people who embrace Herbert Read's point of view. The-point /would makeis that you do not need unity. You don't need a single-minded orientation that people
with different points of view concerning, the means and ends art ed*Ositioi can talk withone another.
Audience: It is all right if people have different points of viewOmt they ,should be talk-InWouf the same subject.
Audience: I completely agree with Professor Taylor that you are talking about a lot ofdifferent subjects that there is discourse here. There is the art that is practiced bythe artist. There is also the idea that art may be useful in making, people, children
more creative and expansive. There is also art that is a branch of knowledge that
Professor Taylor didn't mention because he is in it. All these three can be taught and
maybe they are not so separate from one another as one imagines providing there II
proper orientation for the subject. In other words, if you really teach art as a branchof knowledge it laps over into the field of the artist because every artist is studying artas a branch of knowledge. I'm not-playing along on this mystical idea at all because allthe artists I know are very deeply involved in an understanding of the art of the past,an understanding of the art of the present, and making choices about the art of the future
upon which they gamble in their work. All of this is part of education, it seems to me.There is nothing that conflicts there with an idea of broadening of psychological andintellectual perspectives. It is necessary to get this subject straight. U people aregoing to come in and talk about art as Zacharias did, as if it were a question of design,
of having a good sense of design, (whatever that means) you'll never get to art. If youare going to talk about art as if it were psychology of visual perception, you will neverget to art. But if you start with art, you may get to all those other things. Now that is
one of the things we ought to get clarified.
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CURRICULUM PROBLEMS IN ART EDUCATION

MANUEL BARRAN
The Ohio State University

I must begin by declaring two special difficulties. One of these, I am sure,
would be shared by anyone doing the job I cam supposed to do; the other is entirely more
personal, but nevertheless present.

Depending upon how one would care to look at it, I have either the enviable or
unenviable task of being end man in a series. In the sense of a debate, this might be
enviable, because to have the last word could be an advantage. In this situation, how-
ever, entirely apart from the fact.that the last word is manifestly impossible, the
task is such where the sense is one of having to make sense out of the wealth of wisdoms
already spoken, and to turn these twoard the task of curriculum development. To put it
differently, the task is one of trying to move from several orders of cOnceptualization
to an order of conceptualization for curriculum, which can be sufficiently operational
without violating the various orders from which it is derived.

I must, therefore, identify my role as curriculum developer, as I see it, thus to
distinguish it from other legitimate inquiry and research concerned in art education
and its relevant disciplines. I am fully aware that my role compels me' to try to avoid
any of the fancy footwork which would do violence to the realities and relevancies of
the philosopher, behavioral scientist, critic, artist or historian, whether he sees
himself either in or outside the field of art education. Or, if I may put it more
frighteningly, I mustat least try to understand what all these fellows are talking
about, let alone pay attention to them.

I am quite convinced that this is the fate of any curriculUm worker, and there is
no escape from it. Buts,to be aware that it is fraught with risk is no refuge.

My personal difficulty involves the fact that I never learned to make a proper
logical outline with capitals A, V, C, arabics 1, 2, 3, lower case a, etc. Instead,
I scribble on innumerable slips of paper and worry. Eventually, I start. This is how
I learned to write, and there is hardly much I can do about it, except to outline when
I think I am far on my way, sometimes almost near the end. I know though that there
comes a point what that pervasive quality, that controlling concept, takes hold- and
carries. So I've learned to hope and trust that I will have enough sense to recognize
that quality when it begins to emerge. I also trust that the logic doesn't suffer too
much in the end. Now, the point of all this personal chit-chat is that this happened
again like clock work, while I was preparing my written paper:

I should not forget to add that when I am almost finished writing, I usually throw
out the first-few pages and redo them. That is when I explain what I intend to say in
the paper, after having said it, so that hopefully it will make sense to the reader.
This is crazy, but substantially true.

So, when I had worked about three quarters through this paper, I went back to page
one and wrote: "I will begin with reasons why'curriculum development in art education
has been too ambiguous and too halting for current requirements. I will follow with. a
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summary of some-reliable andAohncking estimates. of where art edueOtion. is in the public
schools tounderseOretha urgency. of the curriculum task. Than, I sball,.indicate major
curriculum problems requiring:ettention., Finally' 2 vill*ropou an Osaentist -course of
action Which, in my opinion, could lead to significant,breakrthr0404..

I wrote this paragraph. after I had worked half waythrough-themajor-curriculum
problems, and by -that time /lees hooked. ,There was n0111440 alse tOlp but to follow
with .sons -ideas.Whicknaver. nouldhave:occurred tome inlmy_tightnindr-that_is. bad. I
started with an. outline. There.was no way out, but to spintha rest of thews!). As a
result, this paper is. at once a clarification of some curriculwa ideas I-had written in
the past and a repudiation of othera. Is that as it may, thess.ideas make- Sense, to. se
now, and hopefully they night to you.

Before,I nova,. into the substance of what I want to talkabout, I must delimit the
ground-as I sae It. There are two inesdapablegivenn and I make three specific assump-
tions.

The first given pertains to the inherent nature of curriculum. Curriculum is the
meeting ground on which the educational institution and the student come together; in-
deed, curriculum is the arena where, on one hand, the institution offers selected and
contrived activities which it judges and predicts will have eduCational value, and where
on the other hand, the student encounters selected activities, derives whatever exper-
iences he does from them, and achievee.whatever values which might accrue. The values
may or may not fulfill the predictions of the institution.

To the extent that curriculum problems are vaguely defined, knowledges and beliefs
upon which to base decisions are used indiscriminately. The consequences are vague
judgments, ambiguous predictions, and a la mode decisions. Just as often, there are
glorified and unverifiable hopes. But:perhaps more importantly, the clearer the identi-
fication of problems, the better the grasp of relevant knowledge, of inadequacies and
gaps in knowledge, and of limitations in decisions.

The second given is the inherent nature of knowledge and beliefs upon which curri-
culum decisions are based. These knowledges and beliefs are. of different orders; hence
they must function in different ways. They are also eternally incomplete, forever in
formation, yet they must be taken as immediately functional. In other words, curriculum
is here to stay, and the best we can do is to use knowledges in the best ways we can to-
day,. subject to revision as new knowledge makesus wiser.

Now to my three assumptions:

(1) my concern with curriculum pertains to the general education in and about
art for all American youth in an open democratic society as already
developed by Melvin Tumin. My focus, therefore, is on the elementary
and secondary schools. I do not exclude the dimension of general education
at the college level, though I do exclude professional:education simply
because there are further aspects to, the latter which are different and
particular.

(2) I distinguish between research and curriculum development, not that
curriculum development does not involve research, but rather that
the research it does involve is of a.special order. Curriculum research
does not involve the quest for basic knowledge as does philosophical or
behavioral research. Rather, curriculum research is more on the order of
translation of basieknowledgas and their development into various ,

dimensions of instructional program.

(3) I distinguish between curriculum and teaching, completely mindful of the
fact that these are often indistinguishable in the live life.of the
classroom.' But, I must make this analytical distinction because there are
important aspects of teaching method that really do not bear upon questions

ftils1.11.111LII. vaargrawar...imunumgraummersimat
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pertaining tolohat should or should not bs included or excluded from
curriculum. FOr exasiple, plea foe the elimination of
grade's and grade levels has More to doliiitti*Methed than curriculum
content. MIS Olea remaking valid whether we would 'redevelop curriculum
or not.

Saving set same of my timilts,'let.ma describe what got me started, or in Alan
taltii, Whet gairesse'the itch. I.tead'the reports of the NBA's study on art

and music in the schools and the study on'art instruction iii secondary schools by Reid
Hestia And David Templeton. I ilio read a-preliminary report Of Elliot Eisnerle study
of what students know 'about-art and what their attitudes are.

The NEA study shows: "The regular classroom teacher was expected to teach art
without help from a specialist in over-half the:elementary schools-reporting."

theAata alio indicates that over sixty percent of the. scpooladid not require
teachers to have ability to teach art as a condition for employment. Only about one-
quarter provided specialist help, and art was taught by specialists in less than ten
percent.:- only 38.5% used a curriCuldm guide, and over two - thirds of these were locally
developed.

Of all the instances where art is taught either acceptably, or-even elegantly, the
national picture is indeed depressing. How can art be taught meaningfully, when over
sixty percent of the schooli do not require any ability to teach art, when half the
teaching is done by classroom teachers without'specialist advice, when teachers in 61.5%
of the schools do not receive any curriculum guidance, and when.88.17. use either locally
adopted guides or no guides at all? Art has many'facesi but, who can argue that art .

instruction ought to be-either so uninformed or so 'varied?

I aminot-aUggesting a national cOUrseOf study. Heaven forbid! But, who can con:
tend that art instruction in two reasonably similar depressed neighborhood schools - -one
in Columbus, Ohio, and the other in Cincinnati -- should be differently oriented or
guided? Wouldn't it make more sense to recognize the crying need for differentiated
guides :according'to the sPeciaImeeds:of-neighborhood schools, rather thanto prolifer-
ate the rash oflocalgeneral-gnidee, thus to miss the mark in almost all neighborhood
schools?'

The NEA study reports that guides are used in fifty-seven percent of the secondary
schools. Over forty percent of these are local. Less than forty percent were revised
between 1957 and 1962. The Hastie-Templeton study shows that: "only one school dis-
trict out of ten. . .indicated any major innovation ". . the most important goal
was. . .general education which provides art experiences for all high school youth."
The next important goal was "pre-professional preparation as a foundation for a career
in art."

According to a preliminary report by Elliot Eisner, his population consisted of
about 1,000 students representing Schols in the west, mid-west, and east, from the
ninth grade to the senior year in college. Forty-one percent of the secondary school
students had studies art for at least two years; the rest had studied art.for one year.
All the college students were prospective elementary school, lassrooM teachers enrolled
in art education courses.

Eisner reportst.sixty three percent did not know the meaning of the word "hue;"
seventy. percent did not know what the -word "value" means; fifty-two percent did not
know that "opaque" colors are not transparent; and over seventy-five percent did not
know what the word umediumureferred to. More than fifty percent thought Rembrandt
was either Italian or French. Among the c011ege:seniors-these people would be judged
competent to teach art in elementary schools with such a requirement--these students
identified the period when Picasso and Matisse worked as follows: fifteen percent
thought the eighteenth century; ten percent indicated the seventeenth; and seven per-
cent relegated Picasso and Matisse to the late Gothic period.
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EisnersCfindingt-on attitudes show more than twenty percent agreeing that artists
shoUld paint pictures that the majority of peOple Cain Understand." Thirty-five percent
were either "uncertain er-disagreed.thitt "Advances in4fie'field of art are-IMPOrfant4or
a country's progress." Two-thirds agreed that "Good art is a matter of personal taste."

"IfAlllidt Eisner Willillow'mestO borrow' his "terse phrase: "Damn the experts-full
.

speed. Ahdad."-

Where is art education heading? What is being taught under the'banner'of art in
many college courses for elementary school classroom teachers? Can the field of art
education any'longer tolerate the lethargy of bit-by-bit and halting curriculum revis-
ion, restricted to the' capabilities of individual schools and singleschool systems?
Canwe'afford the comfort of the orthodoxies' about art instruction which we helped to
create?

Without doubt, there is a' better fund of knowledge about art and its teaching than
is revealed in most school practices. Furthermore, it is entirely unfair to'place the
onus 'on the individual teacher, 'already far too overburdened" with too much work, and
just as much overloaded with vague and contradictory generalizations. There is a mas-
sive task for curriculum development, and there appear to be ready resources to support
it Truly, it, is time to fish or cut bait.

In order to proceed to the curriculum problems I must declare certain further
assumptions:

That the nature of art-is complex is axiomatic; and hardly bears repetition by me.
That art.'s an open n-syStem-unpredictable and unforeseeable--is being hammered home
with regularity by artists. The presence of alternative aesthetic theories,'and the
absence of a viable unified theory; has baffled and amused artists, has plagUed aesthet-
icians, art critics, and art educators. In a sense, the artist'needs no theories. He
makes his works, and the aesthetician's task is to see whether his theories'properly
account. for' the qualities in the works. The efforts.of the critic hinge on applying
appropriate criteria to Works of art; The art historian, even the one who restricts
his task to description; is. following a particular-view of empiricism.' The art educa-
tor cannot avoid theory, because he must 'be guided by it; hence, he must synthesize the
knowledge in art of the artist, and the knowledges about art of the aesthetician, the
.critic, and the historian.

To the detriment of azt education, however, we have anchored curriculum almost
entirely in'relation to'the artist, only slightly in relation'to the art historian; we
haveignored the aesthetician and critic. Art curriculum is faltering, not because of
efforts tOattend to art history, butrather, because we have not learned to use the
aesthetician and critic, nor do we properly use the art historian.

The artist'can afford to be skeptical of theory, but not the teacher;'and whatever
skepticism.he derives from the artist, operates to the deterimeni of his teaching.
According to.Stephen'Yepper: "Utter skepticism, ., turns out to be '`a species of
dogmatism. When.a.man.declares,_ 'nothing is known at all,' he does not seem to
be committing himselfto any cognitive responsibility. He seems to be playing safe and
relieving'himself of all demands for evidence. Actually, he is just as responsible as
if he declared, 'I know all things and their-nature is such and such.' He must produce
evidence for his sweeping denial of the trustworthiness of evidence; otherwise, there is
no reason to accept hii declaration."

Art curriculum will falter until we rid ourselves of skepticism, and accept respon-
sibility for rationality. If and until an adequate aesthetic theory "q presented,
curriculum must:solve the difficult problems of dealing with the "pc ,-,ational eclet-
ticisur that Stephen Pepper talks about, or the role of aesthetic thbyry which Morris
.Weitz proposes: "as summaries of seriously made recommendations to attend in certain
ways to certain features' of art."

To turn now to curriculum problems--there. are isolated curriculum constructs
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extant in art. education theory,. but I know. of no thecretical structure for urriculum

lcontent which simultaneously answers. t.opYrrent critlLimm.of available 5.(Astructs and
current field practicee,.andenahles consistent treatment of curriculgeprobleme.

However, before--1,,ven try to unravel some
fy some difficulties in the, concept of structure
to deal with these as the philosopher would, but
them in order to proceed.

ok the issues, I m4 re.,t digress to identi-
g

itself, not thir would even attempt
rather that I cannot avoid confronting

ArOr46,';

The concept of structure in the context of the structure of a discipline and its
meaning for'education, as brought into prominence by Jexcne Bruner, has stimulated many
in art education, including myself, to try to make sen416 out of art curriculum problems.
Though Bruner is concerned with all of education including the humanities, the context
of his explicit talk about the structure of a discipline is in 'terms of the physical
sciences. 'Be says, for example: "A sense of tragedy and triumph achieved through the
study of history and literature is surely as important to modern man ea a sense of the
structure of matter achieved through the study of physics." Thus, physics teaches the
"structure of matter," and literature and history, teach "tragedy and triumph." But do
tragedy and triumph--that is, the disciplines of literature and history--have a structure
comparable to the one of matter--that is, the discipline of physics?' Bruner doesn't
claim they do. He Simply treats them analogically, without noting any difference, Ed'
without making a fundamental distinction.

Physics--that is, science--has a formal structure of interrelated theorems, ruleFis
and principles so that conceived hypotheses can be put to test rather than judgment-
through evaluation of relevant data. Hence, there are science disciplines, and,scieni,,
tific inquiry is disciplined. But, does the absence of a formal Structure of inter-
related theorems, couched in a universal symbol system as in science, mean that branch'
of the humanitiee called the arts are not disciplines, and that artistic inquiries are
not disciplined? I think the answer is that the disciplines of art are of a different
order. Though they are analogical and metaphorical, and they do not grow out of or
contribute to a formal structure of knowledge, artistic inquiry is not loose. For ex-
amples,. according to Ecker, the artist seeks order; he is guided and indeed controlled
by the pervasive ,quality which emerges as he works; and according to Stephen Pepper:
"A thoroughly competent critic' is one who has both intimate experience with the ,art he,
is judging and possession of reliable criteria of criticism." Clearly them:, there'are
controls operating in competent work by artists, critics and others engaged in art; and
to this important extent, they engage in- structured inquiry which is disciplined.
.Hence, though there is no formal structure in the arts, they are a certain class of,
disciplines. To this extent, too, inquiry into art curriculum can be both structured
and disciplined, and so can the curriculum itself.

In the sense which I am now using the concept of structure, the absence of an
adequate theoretical structure for curriculum content presents a problem of the first
magnitude, because without one, there are no controls. Clearly, until this-problem is
resolved, attention to other curriculum problems will remain,disjointed at' best. As
presumptuous as it may appear, Iyropose to try to find a way to break out of-this
dilemma. To do so, I will begin hy sorting problems into the followingjour.operational
categories:. (1) What to teach and toward what ends; (2) What to teach, to whom* and
in what order; (3) What to teach--with; and (4)How to,evaluate outcomes' of teaching.
I shall use the first of these categories as the means to develOpa-theoreticalstruc-
ture for consideration. That structure will-then serve my'purpose for treating the
other three categories. I must point out that the structure is-schematic. By this I
mean that it must be open to mediation according to data about specific students with-
out distortion of its basic pattern.

In the category. "What to teach and toward what ends," I include problems of goals,
content structure, activities, and objectivei. I am differentiating betWeen'educa7
tional goals and objectives for activities. Otherwise, I do no know how to pay atten-
tion to Elliot Eisner's admonition to stamp. out non-behavioral objectives. To goals, I
assign the function of determining content structure and the nature of activities.

s,

L.
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Objectives require consistency with goals to serve both the design of.specific activi-
ties and evaluation of instruction.

Any excursion into historical transformations of curriculum goals would show that
the frequent absence of the tradition of art from art education has led to the bifurca-
tion between practices in the field of art in the culture and art instruction. Here ;Ai;
where I think is embodied the current problem of goals.

That this problem,is a major focus in recent art education literature is apparent.
Edmund Feldman's attention would be significant, if for no other reason that the title
he gave to his paper, "Works of Art as Humanistic Inquiries." That Feldman points to
humanistic inquiry as the source of goals is, I think, a landmark.

Feldman focuesesmn philosophical meaning in art, and suggests that the quest for
meaning should be the goal of curriculum as it is for art. He asserts ". . .students
should be taught to ask the kind of questions artists ask. . . , and. great artists
ask questions. .about ultimate meaning. . . . It would appear that art education, can
be a humanistic discipline to the extent that it teaches students to ask significant
questions."

According to Feldman, the primary goal of art education should be to confront stu-
dents with unending questions about human meanings in their own life-centered problems.
If such a quest were pursued, art instruction would lead to an education in humanistic
inquiry. He asks: "Do we fashion our teaching material around such important and ex-
citing questions as thejife of man in cities, in neighborhoods, iri domestic dwellings,
and in public buildings?. . .Does the world of industrial design, product design, pack-
age design, enter into art instruction in any systematic way?"

It seems to me that such problems have force for engagement with important segments
of reality. They escape attention in most art instruction, and even when they are
treated, the hunanistic perspective Feldman requires is not taken. But important as,
such problems are for curriculum content, in themselves, they fail to embody an adequate
goal direction for art instruction. Therefore, I put them aside until later.

For conceptual assistance, I turn to Arthur Foshay's paper, "Discipline-Centered
Curriculum," where he proposes a resolution to the goal direction problem of education.

Foshay distinguishes between what he calls the subject- and problem-centered
approaches to education. In the.subject-centered, subjects as taught are unlike the
same subjects as known.by scholars--that is, spelling and grammar instead of essay
writing; arithmetic in place of mathematics. In the problem-centered approach, say
the teaching of essay writing, the student is asked to perform the task as the profes-
sional does; the problems are real and the professional is the model.

By waylof Jerome Bruner's emphasis on the disciplines, Foshay continues: "It
seems to me worth emphasizing. . ., that the sophisticated knowledge that we have--the
knowledge that separates the educated from the uneducated--comes to us in these disci-
plines. These are in the forms in which human knowledge is handed-to us. . .

. .The assumption, . . . , is that by learning the structures of the major disci-
plines through which man's knowledge is made, a student may himself become an active
learner. . ."

Foshay concludes: "At the bottom of the principal disciplinet, lie generaliza-
tions about man and his environment which we use. . ,, in coping with the problems we
face day to day. We reed in school practice both an understanding of how these gen-
eralizations are created, so that we may be freed from a slavish dependence on the
loudest proclaimer of his particular version of the truth, and at the same time, we
need practice in bringing these generalizations to bear on the practical problems that
confront us. . . .The difficulty with the old subject-centered school was that the
subjects were not conceived as having intellectual merit. .. .The difficulty with a
problem-centered approach. . .is thai the problems as they come are not disCiplined,
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nor do they ordinarily lead us to an understanding of the disciplines through which
human truth is developed or discovered. . . .We have'to do it both ways--both problem-
centered and discipline centered;. .--if we are to produce students, who at the same
time that they think, are fully aware of the intellectual processes that they them-
selves are using."

Here, I submit is a viable resolution to the curriculum goal problem in art edu-
cation. We need it both ways too! We need the problem-centered approach for 1udents
to learn to think' in terms of qualitative dimensions that bear on life-centere
lemsn, as Feldman proposed, but with two additional provisions: First, recognition is
essential that aesthetic problems in contemporary life, as in all time, include man's
relationship to man, and man's relationship to himself in his solitude. And/second,
inquiry into such problems should not only be guided by questions of human meaning as
Feldman proposed, but they also should be guided by a quest for understanding: (1) the
means and methods used in the inquiry, and (2)the diversity of analogous confrontations
with such problems that the history of art teaches us, including attention to similar
and contrasting works. In short, problem-centered inquiries, humanistically conceived
should include considerations of critical and historical dimensions, because only then
would there be promise for understanding the posSibilities aid limitations of generali-
zations about art and tine intellectual processes involved. Furthermore, only then would
there be promise of realizing the scope of artistic truths given to us. In this sense,
curriculum would also become discipline-centered. In terms of the theoretical struc-
ture task, the qualities of problem- and discipline-centeredness would become the first
level of curriculum control. (See chart, page

In 'order for curricuium to become both problem- and discipliae-centered, in the
terms already discussed,.then the second level of operating control would stem from the
modes of inquiry exemplified in fields of art. Implied is a content component member -
ship 'which includes studio production, criticism, and history. The professional schol-
ars in art--the artists, the critics, the historians--would be the models for inquiry,
ha""°° the kind of husan meaning questions they ask about art and life,,and their
particular ways of- conceiving and acting on these questions are the kinds of questions
and ways of acting that art instruction would be seeking to teach students to ask and
act upon. The artist and critic would serve as models for questions that could be asked
about contemporary life. The historian would serve as model for questions that might be
asked about art and life in other times, other societies, and other cultures in order
to illuminate the meaning of the past for better understanding of current pressing prob-
lems.

On the problem of structural relationships among the three curriculum content
components--production, criticism, history--I know of no source for guidance as to how
they may best be organized, save what is done in college studies, where the criticism
member rarely stands alone and is most often incorporated into both the production and
history members. Hence, the structural relationships of the content components would
be: criticism-production'and criticism-history. These would serve as the third level
of curriculum control. Experience gained with this structure' can be improved and re-
fined through ensuing experimentation in public school situations. I would point out
that criticism as philosophic conscience, which is my "short hand" way of describing
Harold Rosenberg's message to me, such criticism would function as integrating force
among the components.

There are two kinds of sub-problems--problems of weighting emphases on the content
components, and problems of time deviation and sequence of:these components. Both

. these will require behavioral science knowledges to resolve.

John Goodlad's conception. of "organizing centers" provides the means to operation-
alize inquiry into life problems within the structure of the content components. Thus,
the life problems proposed by Feldman and such others as ideas and feelings, the human
figure, nature forms, etc. would be perceived as organizing centers. When a selected
life problem, made to act like an organizing center, would be filtered through the cur-
riculum content structure--criticism-production and criticism-history-then activities
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thus distilled would become focal points for student engagements in humanistic inquiry V
in the manners of the artist, the critic, the historian. The concept of life problem
as organizing center would then serve as the fourth level of curriculum control; acti-
vities and their objectives would be the fifth level.

Implied in this conception of curriculum structure is the need to reconceive the
meaning of the word "activity" in the nomenclature of art education. The idea of acti-
vity as inquiry-moving activity would no longer be restricted to studio production acti-
vities as the primary moving activities for inquiry in and about art. Rather, activi-
ties associated with critical and historical analysis would become duly recognized and
consciously utilized for their moving powers. There would then be an array of different
kinds of inquiry-moving activities; such as: painting, constructing, sculpturing, etc.;
examining, comparing, reading, describing, judging, evaluating and writing.

The problem of detailing difficulties and possibilities for specific objectives
remains. On this probleth, Elliot Eisner left me between the devil and the deep blue
sea when, in his introductory paper, he admonished us to "stamp out non-behavioral"
objectives on one hand, while on the other he pointed to the dynamic flux in the class-
room, where wise, predetermined objectives would be nigh impossible. I am certain that
the litter is not entirely what he meant, though the difficulties he identified are well
taken.

Let me compound the difficulties so that the full magnitude of the problem is seen,
before I propose a way toward resolution. If I were to solve the problem theoretic-
ally, I would say that a concrete instructional objective identifies a level of perform-
ance of a given task. In this case, the performance level is the student's in art
activity'(any of those identified).; the task is as it may be practiced by the artist,
the critic, the historian (they are the models). Here is the difficulty, because avail-
able theory", hence available techniques for assessment, do not serve the problem at the
behavioral level. (I must add that Melvin Tumin's assurance that measurement of'affec-
tive behavior is within reach is indeed helpful). 'At the moment, however, there is
more to go on pertaining to levels of student performance; there is pathetically little
pertaining to task performance by professionals.

Nevertheless, and in face of difficulties Eisner and I have identified, it seems
to me that better ways can be found than are revealed in present practice. Even at.the
most general level of task petformance by professionals, we know that it involves high
perceptual and conceptual acuity. As to students, there are some useful theoretical
constructs about development, perceptual and conceptual. Crude as all this is, I think
we can begin to put some things together to clarify behavioral objectives.

I am not a test constructor, but let me illustrate--second graders begin to quali-
fy thalT "talk" in terms of "sort of yellow" when they mean brownish yellow, because
the world yellow alone doesn't fit their perception. What is more, the second graders
whom I have heard conceptualize in terms of "sort of yellow" or "kind of greenish" were
often the ones who painted--that is, they conceptualized with paint--a sort of yellow
and a kind of green. My point is that these behaviors are relevant to the task perform-
ance models of the professionals. Therefore, would two such behavioral objectivei for
the lower elementary school be unreasonable: (l) verbal evidence of color discrimina-
tion to the degree of the standard name of a color, qualified at the level of "kind of"
or "sort of"; and (2) non-verbal evidence of color discrimination to the degree of mini-
mum modification of color as it comes from the can, intentionally rather than accident-
ally? On the basis of even such minimal objectives, some operating controls would be
available to the teacher to contrive activities of, let us say, examining, comparing,
describing, and painting aesthetic phenomena in the life problems under study through
attention to works of art and factors in life; and these same controls would serve for

In such talk about objectives, I am aware of the risks. .I am not implying any
ready-given sequence which would emasculate the nature of the art content. Rather, I
am thinking in terms the exercise of modalities within the context of works of art,
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professionally made and in process of making by students. I am simply saying that we
know enough about both child developmentand art to be. able to begin to conceive mini-
mal working objectives withoUt violating'eith:ir. Let me also suggest that, when we get
to this task with imagination, we will have travelled far on the road to discover the
,clue to articulation of instruction in the subject matter of art throughout the school-
ing years, so that most art teachers, regardless of the grade level of their teaching,
will then no longer find it necessary to say: "I have to loosen them up first," or
"I have to get them to forget what they know," or"I have to start from the beginning."
SO many art teachers always find it necessary to start from scratch. If any of this
makes sense, then surely we can think of analogues throughout the schooling levels.

The theoretical structure for curriculum content which I have just outlined in
terms of the five levels of control, is what I offer for consideration. That it was
philosophically derived, not empirically, is obvious. I must, therefore, provide my
reasons.

I assume two things: first, that a human being must find a way toward self-reali-
zation; and second, that it is the job of education in a free society to teach people
how to achieve self-realization through engagement in the intellectual life as seen in
practices of theoretical and qualitative intelligences'explained by Dewey, Champlin,
Villemain and Ecker. In such a life, at the ultimate level, the only controls are the
free and open debate of ideas with the guarantee of safety to all involved. To put
this in terms already discussed, the quest for self-realization is embodied in the con-
frontation of life problems; engagement in the intellectual life is through the disci-
plines.

Except in the sense of what to teach toward what ends, philosoph7 cannot teach us
necessary truths about how to teach. Hence, philosophy alone cannot help resolve prob-
lems of what to teach to whom, what to teach with, and evaluation. For those purposes,'
we must turn also to the behavioral sciences to learn the conditions under which educa-
tional content Can be mediated. The behavioral sciences teach us about how men are
capable of behaVing because of their needs and abilities, and the terms in which they
are able to seek realization; they also teach how men arrive at fulfillment or frustra-
tion. But, what may be perceived as fulfillment in one society can turn out to be frus-
tration in another, and if philosophy has not yet communicated that truth clearly enough,
then history certainly has.. To be guided by undifferentiated needs and abilities can
lead to catastrophe--witness.the Hitlerian holocaust. Thus, for behavioral truths to
serve the needs of education in a free society, they must'be filtered through,philoso-
phical truths.. Then they can serve as powerful tools to unlock the sequence problem
and others as well.

There is no given source for sequence in the disciplines of art. All one need do
is read what artists have said and talk to some of them. Hy reason for these assertions
lies in the distinction I made earlier about the concept structure. And, what I have
just said about the artist, as touchstone to the problem of sequence, I would also say
about the critic and historian.

Consequently, sequence for learning in art must be arbitrary, not in the sense
that it is capricious or unreasoned. Rather, it is because sequence can properly be
derived from two other kinds Of sources. Thus, the sequence problem is to be resolved
through reasoned arbitrariness.

I will call the two sources for sequence the informal and formal. Both are equally
important, and both need to be played together. What the individual teachers know in-
timately can serve as a lucrative source for sequence. What is equally obvious is that
the individualities of teachers cause this to be an informal. source.

Among the formal sources.I include theoty about child developvent, social-cultural
conditions, and learning. On the basis of my distinction between the functions of philo-
sophical and behavioral truths, and even considering the uncertainties of behavioral
science truths, there is a potential goldmine not yet even tapped. In my discussion of
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objectives earlier, I implied the point by suggesting that we look to theory in child
development and learning.

Similarly, I would point to three art education researches with potential power to
spare. June McFee's work in the social-cultural dimensions of learning in art,, Vincent
Lanier's work in communications theory, and work by Kenneth Beittel and his associates
in creativity and in'strategies of teaching and learning in art--all these researches
can open the way to resolve the sequence problem for different ages, different kinds of
people in different places, physical and cultural. But, to repeat, the philosophical
meanings--however our intelligence will lead us to understand them--must remain protect-
ed and unimpaired. On this basis, we are free to speculate, to conceive, and to test
specific sequences, without risk of violating the nature of the subject matter of art.
On this basis too we can honor cultural differences in order to exploit them toward edu-
cation for the intellectual life in the arts, as I have been talking about it. Let me
illustrate in what may appear to be a brutal manner.

Vincent Lanier has been digging in communications theory and is now working with
the value neutral concept of canalization. I call it value neutral because it is a
frightening tool, depending on one's philosophical position. Herr Goebbels was on to
it intuitively thirty-five years ago, and Madison Avenue uses it now with knowledge and
control. It involves important considerations for cueing in on another person's wave
length, so to speak: first, in order to learn what he values so that you can act ab if
his values are yours; then to analyze his values and your own to discover even the
most tangential link; and finally unbeknown to him, to consciously utilize this link
to lead him away from his values toward yours. Here, indeed is a classic in sequence
strategy. Lanier's interest is to discover wherein the strategy can be applied to
teach art appreciation to the inhabitants of "Beatleinania." Just think of the implica-
tions for sequence in teaching humanistic inquiry to children in depressed neighborhood
schools, to children in ethnic sub-groups, etc.

I have no illusion that the thesis I am here developing will meet with overwhelm-
ing approbation in the field, though naturally I hope I am wrong. I am certain, how-
ever, that even those who would agree will wonder how the herculean task I am proposing
can be effected. After all, this task will require not only a reeducation of teachers
in the schools; it requires that we reeducate ourselves. /mpossible,as this may appear,
and I have no illusions about the magnitude of the difficulties, there is a key at
hand--tried and proven.

Jerome Bruner identified the key by entitling the final chapter of his Process of
Education, "A s to Teaching." (25) I preferto call them curriculum materials, be-
cause what i :ler..31 are both aids to teacheri,and to learners. The power of materials,
imaginatively and well conceived, has already been demonstrated by the science, mathe-
matics, and language groups, even considering what errors, failures, and difficulties
encountered along the way. The impossible could be made possible, and the mountain
would be moved to Mohammed. The focal point of attack is through curriculum materials.

To move the mountain, however, there wonid be the truly monumental task of think-
ing through, searching out, selecting, organizing, developing, and testing materials
which could engage students in the kinds of humanistic inquiry I have sketched; and
there would be the parallel task of preparing curriculum guides for teachers. There
are three dimensions to this whole problem which I want to develop. First, there are
general considerations pertaining to teacher's guides and student materials. Then thereis the necessary framework for the triple pronged task of pro.paring student materials
for engagement in productive, critical and historical inquiry. And last, there is the
special problem of art instru<tion in the elementary schools. The latter, I think re-quires special, if not entirely unorthodox attention.

Clearly, no school aystei in the country has the,tesources to develop the array ofmaterials to meet the task I have set forth. Nor should any school system have it.Even to begin to resolve this problem would require highly competent and knowledgeable.
specialists, joined by administrators and teachers in the schools, and working es a
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task force over a period of at least a decade. Let me call this a practical issue and
set it aside to return to it in my concluding section.

There is still another kind of issue involved which, unless realized would lead to
a misunderstanding of the educational problem in America. We need no national guides,
but the kind of general local guides in use are obsolete. Each of our, large cities is
a macrocosm, sharing virtually the identical problems with other cities, save for some
important but comparatively lesser regional differences. In education, as in almost all
other major dimensions of American life, localism as such is a legacy and a millstone of
the past. But there are special problems, and the truly do need special attention.

Robert Havighurst in his report on The Public Schools of Chicago (26) provides a
sociometric classification of four types of schools.which reflect fundamental economic,
cultural, and academic differences, all in one city, with implications for educating
students in these schools. Would New York City, Los Angeles, or even Dallas, Texas,
come up with a different classification, if the same criteria were applied? Probably
not. A city like Columbus, Ohio, would have at least three of the same sociometric
types as Chicago, but small cities and rural communities might add about three addi-
tional types, with the probability that there are about seven really different types of
schools-or school neighborhoods in the country. These are the type differences that
need to be served through specially designed curriculum materials. If these materials
were developed in regional centers, then the necessary expert talent could be focused
on the task, and regional differences would be honored and reflected.

The important dimensions of the student materials problem are: conceptual con-
trols for the selection of art media and reproduction of works of art, development of
a wide variety of specific and purposeful collections of reproductions, and the selec-
tion and development of literary materials.

For the sake of brevity, I won't go into detail about controls for selection of
art media save to comment that there is more than we know what to do with. Conceptual
problems lie in a study already undertaken by Mattil and Beittel on "breadth and depth;"
they also lie in relative resiliency and resistancy in specific media as these may bear
upon engagement in production and learning.

Major attention needs to be given to bringing works of art and literary materials
by artists, critics, and historians into the classroom.

Let me say at the outset, that I would hate to become involved in a debate as to
the relative merits of original works and fine reproductions. Joshua Taylor has already
made some comments on that. From my point of view, I am concerned with quality art in-
struction for all American children from our cultural centers to the tiniest hamlets.
And in this regard, I am not so much impressed by the. fact that the reproductive rate
of,children is_far outstripping the productive rate of great works of art. And let me
hasten to add, there is no intended slur on the productivity of our fine contemporary
artists. Rather, the intellectual life in art requires access to the greats of other,
times and places and the supply of El Grecos, Cezannes, etc., is just too short to do
the job. Hence, in interests of quality education, I'm afraid we will have to settle
for high quality reproductions.

What seems to me of greater importance than the original or reproduction issue is
the fact that present collections, in schools, of good .reproductions in print and slide
form are largely so limited or almost non-existant that they are even inadequate to
support the present level of art curriculum let alone the one proposed. To develop the
necessary collections requires reference to the organizing centers concept and atten-
tion to life problems. To explain what I mean, I will simply refer to Joshua Taylor's
talk about the Chippendale chair and other chairs. I would also refer back to Jerry
Hausman's talk about horses and sun. It seems to me that both were talking about works
of art as expressions of philosophic meanings. It.is what Lewis Mumford talks about
when he,suggests that nudes by Cianach, Rubens and Manet convey three philosophies of
life, not just three women. Just add such artists as Botticelli, Velasquez, Prudhoe,
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Matisse, Modigliani, and Picasso to fill in some of the gaps.and to encompass more
diversity. A collection,Jimited to only a dozen, could open the meanings in the
comparative philosophies of life for any student.engaL;07-in such-a purpose. Or, if
an organizing center suchas the female body would disturb the sensibilities of a.
fundamentalist community in any region of the country, we could-take men's faces andinclude such painters as Van Eyck, Raphael, Gericault, El Greco, Van Gogh, Hals, and
Kokoschka. One could go on and on to encompass the problems proposed by Feldman and
to build on the idea that Lanier is working on.

We would need such materials in profusion, designed and packages not only for use
with students at different schooling levels, but also to suit conditions and require-
ments in different types of communities (rural or urban), different types of school
neighborhoods (depressed city centers or the affluent suburban ring), and different
kinds of cities (the metropolitan centers with their rich cultural cultural resources,or the homely, drab, and constricted cities which dot the American landscape all overthe country).

Literary materials for critical and historical inquiry are almost totally absent
from the schools--materials in the form of essays by critics and excerpts from artists'
notebooks; such materials as short versions of excellent art history survey texts like
Janson's (29) and Robb and Garrison's (30). With the help of language usage experts,
a great deal of fruitful material could be rewritten to the upper elementary school
reading level, and special reading materials could be conceived for the earlier grades.

Before leaving the problem of curriculum materials, I have one further proposal- -that we learn to exploit tne technology to the hilt toward the proper goals of education
in art. For example, is there any reason why we could not create an analogue to the
language laboratory? This would be an art'study laboratory, and it could be used to
carry-on substantial portions of the criticism-historical component of art instruction.
Let me describe what I have in mind.

There would be a bat* of booths where students can go to study individually; and
these booths would be equipped with dual projection screens and a synchronized tape
recorded with earphones for listening. The student would control the mechanism to
start, or to back it up in order to be able to repeat. On the projection screens couldbe shown comparisons out of a small collection of art works of the kind I described and
gave as example. And, the voice of a connoisseur could be brought into the classroom,thus to take students on the adventure of learning how to "read" works of art, to
enjoy, understand and to inquire through them. Literary materials of the kinds I sketch-ed would be selected and ready for students to engage in reading assignments.

Imagine the possibilities if only a few Men like Joshua Taylor and Harold Rosen-
berg would be willing to consult in the selection of the works and the preparation of
the scripts for the tapes. Imagine the impact if a school had only a dozen such pro-
grams'' And imagine further the leverage that such an instrument would have cn teachers.

Some will surely say that this is a teaching machine, and so it is of a sort. Butnotice its characteristics. It is student controlled. It is not a whole course, but
rather a segment. Hence the teacher can control the order and frequency of the segments.It is individual; it is not the mechanical horrible mass T.V. lecture course being per -petrated "as education in most of our own universities. It is not even comparable to theT.V. in widespread use in school_ classrooms, where the tempo. is foreign, and where the
child who loses his place, so to speak,'is loot. What it can be, is to bring expert-
ness into art instruction for the benefit of students and teachers. It is double con-trolled: toward valid ends and by educationally valid means.

But the doubter might still say: "You cepot discuss. The student cannot askquestions." The answer is simple. Neither can yo i ask a question of a good book. Thequestion asking and discussion are tasks for the teacher and students before and afterthe otudentS have read--that is, before and after they have looked and listened.



And to make the machine do what we are convinced is true about the nature of art,we could arrange with two knowledgable men, who understand each other and yet disagreewith each other, to address themselves independentlY,to an agreed upon'group of paint-ings. Imagine then some of the'problems students would be called upon to resolve intel-ligently with their teacher. Is it too much of an illusion to think that some meth an-ism such as this could bring the iltellectual life of humanistic inquiry into the class-room?

To be sure that I am understood--I am convinced that the machine can be made use-ful if properly controlled toward valid ends and by valid means. In this sense, themachine is as neutral as the concept of canalization, which in turn .is aslangerous, ifmisused. But when used with intelligence a well conceived teaching machine can help usbreak the bottleneck to allow ideas to move into the near vacuum in so many art classeswhich every single one of us knows about.

The problem of curriculum materials and art instruction in elementary schools is ofsuch a special order to require extraordinary measures. I don't mean to be facetiousbut in this instance, it seems to me that perhaps more sense could be made out of it,if we viewed the problem backwards. That would mean to think first about who is teach-ing art and under what conditions, in order to try to conceive of what these teachersmightAie able to teach in art, provided we equipped them with appropriate teachingmaterials. Otherwise,-I think, we had better remove our romantic glasses about childart (and I personally do believe that genuine child art is meaningful, important, andcharming), because what goes on under the name of art in the overwhelming number ofelementary school classrooms is non-artistic busy work or play at best, all the hand-some exhibitions notwithstanding.

Unless we are willing to sweep the evidence under the rug that over half of ele-mentary school art instruction.is done without benefit-of even the slightest counsel byan art specialist, then I venture to say that children could be taught more significant-ly about art through the use of teaching machines. (Among the evidence to hold in con-sciousness is the shortage of art teachers now, even if the elementary sChool,should
come onto a sudden change of heart.) I am certain that we have not begun to scratch
the potentialities either of the growing library of teaching media or of our own ingen-uity and imagination.

I realize only too well, that what I am saying is entirely antithetical to whatAll of us have believed. But, I am not suggesting that we simply settle for ordinaryrealities as they are. I know that we have tried T.V., and I have seen a few good pro-grams. Most of them, however, make the T.V. teacher act like the teacher in the class-room, and of course they do not achieve what a good art teacher in the classroom could.Furthermore, there, are very few.art teachers, good or otherwise, in the classrooms, andto hope to get significantly more to do the required job is simply an illusion.

Therefore, I am now assuming that some major transformation must be made to occurin art instruction through the most ingenious means, if there is to be any truly mean-ingful education in art for American elementary school children as a whole. Further-more, I _Oink that it is clear that we must 'seek a resolution largely within the li itsof-present teaching personnel, technological possibilities, and our own conceptual crea-;ions.

I think I have already made clear my view of'teaching machines--their essentialneutrality, and hence their potentiality for either wise or evil use. There remains onetechnical dimension of the issue to identify. that are teaching machines capable ofbeing'made to do--granted that:. our tentions are wise, not evil--and what are thelimitations of the machines? Before this question is answered, no reasonable reply tomy proposal is possible.

A teaching machine, by its nature,,is limited to a learning task involving prob-lem where the solution is already at hand.. That is,' the person creating the programfor the machine which will teach a'stadent how to solve a given problem--that person
.
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already knows either the whole answer or the greater part of it. 'He may not know nuances
that someone else tould add. put, for all signifitant purposes, he knows the answer or
he could not create the program in,the first place. Obviously, what a teaching. machine
cannot do is to teach how to-deal with a problem when the nature of the problem itself
is yet unknown, let alone the answer.

Now let us set aside for a moment the question of what a-teaching machine can or
cannot do in order to move to another part of the issue. This involves the kinds of
learning, or problems to be solved by students while they are engaged in the various
kinds of inquiry I have indicated--production, criticism, history. In the broadest
terms, the basic dimensions of the answers to problems. which students will confront in
criticism or history have already been resolved. Adtittedly, they have been resolved
in different and sometimes contradictory ways; but at minimum, they have been identi-
fied: , Otherwise, there would be no truths handed down to us through paintings and
books,'granted their diversity. Now, to the extent that such problems have been re-
solved, to that same extent the resolutions achieved can be programmed. This is pre-
tisely why I proposed the teaching machine earlier as a way to deal with the problem Of
learning to read works of art. -Such 'reading is the. expertese of. historians, critics
and aestheticiansi. True, they all do not read the same message, which is precisely the
reason why I proposed programming alternative readings. I grant that neither a book nor
a teaching machine alloWs for feedback--that is, clarification in terms of unpredicted
questions--but to this I will come back in a moment. Apart from momentary feedback,
however, the teaching machine can do a job for us by teaching students to inquire into .

those problems which have known resolutions.

The real difficulty arises in production-inquiry where the nature of the problem
is such that it first has to be formulated, let alone dealt with, before the resolution
even begins to reveal itself--in in Ecker's terms, before the pervasive' uality begini
exercise the control that leads to the ultimate resolution--the total quality. It
woad then.appear that we_are now at the end of the :line, and that teaching machines
can be properly converted to use only to teach how to attend toready made works of art
and, it would appear that they cannot be used to teach (call it guide, if you prefer)
the very experience of sensing, forming, and suffering through the resolution of
brand new problem, es is the case in the making of any work of art whether by a second
grader or by Picasso.

Though I accept this limitation of the machine for the moment, feel compelled
to press'on to the inoXerable conclusion. And, to press on, I must first back up to
the second grader-and Picasso. Are'their ways of identifying or sensing problems for
art vorki identical?

. They are not Whatever Picasitio's difficulties may be in getting
into 'a problem, he needs neither. teacher understanding, nor acceptance. He certainly
needs no teacher-made stimulation, motivation, enthusiasm, or contagion. Alan Kaprow
has already told us that any mature artist, Picasso included, may simply. have an "itch."
Most often, he doesn't know where it cowas-from, or What its causes are And the fact
that he doesn't know really has no bearing on the work he does. That the nature. of
this itch may have 4 very strong bearing on how the artist gets into his work is quite
another story on which Brewster Ghiselin and others have already commented at length.

One of the essences of teaching, however, is to teach so that an itch is felt
by the student. Hence, we show, explain, compare, go for a walk. We even grunt and
.make faces. Fundamentally, we seek a way to connect with the student so that he will
create his own question mark, his own problem. Here again, and with the exception of
the feedback issue, I see no reason at all why we :-:ouldn't make machines do this part
only., of teaching for production inquiry. Without doubt the proper machine, properly
programmed can do .this job'better, in thelullest senseof,the word, than most if not
all classroom teachers; and it can even do it better.thin most art teachers who travel
the circuit from room to room in elementary schools. I agree, that theoretically, there
might be some loss because the live teacher will not be there in the flesh, assuming
that,art teacher would truly do the job well. But; let us not fool ourselves, and let
us be forthright. How helpful is the flesh, in this case, when the live art teacher,
in most of the places where she exists, travels unendingly from class to class with
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canned lessons/. If the lessons are to be canned, then lees can them in the richest
possible way, and then go on from there to free the teacher to do the things she tan.

This now is indeed the end of the tine for the use of the teaching machine in pro-
duction inquiry. But notice that in the case of the live teacher, at this point in the
production inquiry process itself, one needs to be either all alone or with a teacher
who can act as a foil whenit appears necessary. Most often, it is advisable to'get out
of the way. In this part of the process, the learner--and now, it is really the second

;Oader and Picasscboth these learners must struggle through it, each in his own soli-
tTle.

There are two ways in which the machine must fall short of a good live teacher.
As I have already mentioned, it cannot pay attention to feedback, during the stimula-
tion period, and it also cannot react After the learner in solitude either resolves or
fails to resolVe the. problem. The loss of feedback-is there, but the degree of loss
may or may not be serious, because when feedback is possible, as with a live teacher,
only some of the feedback is productive and leads to clarification. SoMe classroom feed-
back is off the point* confusing, and just noise. Hence, the elimination of feedback
could turn out to contributeto clarity. In any event, the degree of net loss, if any,
could be checked by research. As to the machine's.inability to react after the.learner
has dealt with the problem, so much the better. The teacher then must become involved.

I can now return to sketch what might be done with synchronized tapes and slides
(I understand that even a better mechanism is already available) where a master teacher
could develop an idea (call it stimulation or motivation) for children, and the class-
room teacher guided by a handbook would carry forth with the children. The mechanism
would be controlled by the teacher rather than the reverse, as is the case with T.V.
where teacherand children are controlled by it. The material would be repeatable at
the teacher's option. EVen if the teacher contributed nothing, some meaningful benefit
would accrue.

Iknow of no evidence to show that there has been significant improvement in the
quality of- elementary school art instruction in-the' last decade, and unless there is
such evidence, isn't it time we changed our tune?

Such programmed teaching materials would obviously have to 'be developed with
innumerable variations and in different kinds of groupings. Variations would have to
attend to age level and environmental regional differences, and differences in school
type neighborhood. Attention would need to be given in the groupings of such materials
to relative frequency and amount of time spent on criticism-productive in relation to
criticism-historical activities, and age level and particular kind of group would be
among the controlling variables. Clearly, judgment on relative frequency and time
would have to-be open to the teacher.

There would need to be tested guidelines for alternative possible sequences. For
example, a group of teaching materials might consist of several small clusters, and
whereas it would be arbitrary to determine a sequence throughout, it may prove wise to
develop a sequence within the small clusters. Such a sequence within a oldster could be
the alternation of critical-productive and critical-historical inquiries,. The teacher's
guide could present suggested ways of building bridges for continuity at the points
where the teacher would control the sequence.

Is there any, reason why such ides could not be formulated, developed, tested,
and' disseminated? Is there any reason why ci ssroom teachers could not befield train-
ed to use such materials' with effect? Wouldn't such teaching be'more meaningful than
uninformed teaching?

In talking about objectives, I indicated their.relevance to evaluation. Here
again I would point to work done by intat'Ilisner and Kenneth Beittel and his assoc-
iates to show that. sensible evaluation instruments can be developed. I also point to
Dale Barris' and Melvin Tumin's encouragements of assessment potentialities.
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AN ESSENTIAL COURSE 'OF ACTION

. . . . : " ; .
1 ,

The -establishment of regional Centers for art education cutridulum development, as
suggested by Elliot Eitiner:'earlierand as I: have areadk r.underscored, is clerly the
only kind o 'COUrie which could promise to cope with the :.problems as indicated, SUCh
undertakings :must be : cooperative to 'include expertese In e'tt curriculum theory, arts
criticism, aesthetics, hidiary.; usiii;';reigarChil'ithndOloky; test -development,
teaching :mid* public school art faculty and administrators. Just as clearly, the
location of such Center/4' in '.major universities 'would provide nuclei of the necessary
talent elOneWith.-Othert.eitientiiki:telOnrces;'' the school personnel in the region Would
become involved tb play their role. Developments 'Could be tested and demonstrated :
cooperating schools communicated to and coordinated among regional centers, and dissemi-
nated in wider and wider concentric ringi from the Center's.' Field training in the die
of the 'materials would be an integral part of the undertaking.

In,áddition

_

to the 'tasks' assigned to such 'centers by Eisner, I will add three more
major ones:

1. Development, Of CurriculuMHmaterialspackaged 'reproduction collections,
-- literary materials, Protrenned teaching instruments and curriculum ' guides, including
the test and evaluation of of theie. '

2. Demonstration' of the efficacy of the tested materials, by members of the center
staff in the cooperating 'schools and in- the extended region.

3. Dissemination of the material/4, including field training to inform teachers
about the materials and to: advise in their use. .

Such undertakings, carried on over a..brief period of years could begin to bear
fruit. 'Through' a decade of such work we could truly transform the teaching of art in
American schools.

May I conclude by now shifting the problem? I. am assuming that the. Arts and
Humanities Division of the U. S. Office of Education is ready to go to work. _Now, it
seems to me, the questions need to be turned inward on odraelVes. Do we have the cour-
age to confront the realities? Do we have the stamina, to do the job? And finally, do
we have the imagination to break out of our own orthodoxies?

4
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EXCERPTS FROM THE DISCUSSION WITH MR. BARKAN:
Audience: First, I would like to say that you have a remarkable paper which has brought all
the things that are being discussed here into focus. It seems to me that I know a great deal
about the subject which makes me a very good judge. It _sounds very practical. And what I
particularly admire is making use of everybody's technics and ideas as we have seen them
brought up here. Let me make that irrelevant preface to what I am going to say. As far as
ideas that artists are concerned with, I am sure that the history of art shows that they have
been concerned with all matters. I can't think of a single issue whether it is the nature of
a physical world or the nature of God, or the nature of the internal life, and a whole lot of
things that can't even be thought of that artists haven't been concerned with. In fact,, I have
proposed at one time that somebody write a history of bad ideas which artists have been con-
cerned with, which would have a great deal of relevance to art. -But that means not that they
didn't know what they were talking about, but they might have been asking questions before
the possible answers were available. They also, in.another sense, test what people think by
being succeptable to ideas. For example, artists.; many of them in the thirties, had some
of the worst ideas around. Other people were sort of cautious about them. They stepped in
and began to behave as if they were true. All,of this is very relevant to understanding art.
In other words, you can make a correlation in that sense between history of thought in art
and history of thought in many of the sciences, because but all of the sciences also are full
of bad ideas. They only have one bad idea at a time, by the way. The artist ought to have
all the bad ideas which available at any given time, and of this comes another kind of vision
and understanding. If the question is: "Are the ideas that you mentioned relevant to teaching
art?" I'would say, without doubt, yes. But, there is a degree of consciousness of the ques-
tion that varies a great deal. Now; let's say, at the time of the social realist movement in
New York in the thirties, the questions were very explicit. Artists actually got together
and said how can we conceive a Marxist form? There were a lot of debates on this. Nobody
was ever able to answer the question. A lot of pseudo stylistic variations arose by asking
this question. In recent years, there was a tendency not to ask questions in that way. But,
again, around pop art there was again a very explicit discussion which had to do with satiri-
cal responses to society, neutral responses to environment. All kinds of questions like that
were explicitly asked and answered by artists. That's what you are talking about, isn't it?
Audience: I have to say just two things to this. One -- I think what Rosenberg is talking
ab-otthat at times in art the question is asked verbally, antecedent to the work of art..
At times, the question is asked only in the process of the work of art and can't be formu-
lated verbalry. But that doesn't mean that the artist is not concerned with an idea. I think
it would be very wrong if we misinterpreted your presentation. This idea you are talking
about, has to be formulatable in verbal terms, and then you look at a work of art as an illus-
tration of it rather than embodiment of it. Although the ideas that artists have concerned
themselves with are infinite, there has never been an artist who worked without idea, and
that's the great danger, you see in talking about art as if it didn't have ideas.
Audience: Mr. Rosenberg and Mr. Taylor have in effect justified that formulation that I
made of art as humanistic inquiry. The reason I did it -- and I congratulate you and I
apt.ve the quality of the quotations in your paper -- the reason I did it is because I am sure,
along with others, that I have detected a tendency in art education to become inured in tech-
nology and to depart from ideas totally, to pretend that the only way thatartists can deal with
ideas is to illustrate them in the manner of the thirties. The fact of the matter, as has been
amply pointed out, is that every work of art is an embodiment of ideas. It does not mean
that it is an illustration of ideas. Now, whether or not the artist consciously formulates
questions as has been eluded to, or whether, the questions find their way inevitably into his
work of art because of the biologic nature of working with materials doesn't really matter.
What does matter, it seems to me, is that teachers of art be sufficiently cultivated to detect
the ideas of which works of art are an embodiment. In this way, art education becomes a
humanistic discipline in that it enlightens the life of the student who is studying.
Mr. Barkan: There is the question that points to the possible slipperiness of the concept of
inquiry, I'd like to comment on that in two ways. First of all, I think if we want to ref-.
construct art education curriculum to embody within it a sense of intellectual seriousness,
and by intellectual seriousness I again am referring back to what Villemain was talking about
-- qualitative intelligence -- then, I think we have go to press it to the point of inquiry. Now,
when one asks what's the difference then between let's say artistic inquiry and social science

I
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inquiry -- social science also inquires.into the meaning of life, or in a significant sensescience also does. I can offer an anological reference,, The analoky I would offer is ,whatI often try to do with a class of elementary school classroom teachers that I teach on occas-sion, where I make it my business tp get into the content tf the course. Some extendedcussion of what difference there is in the nature of the inauiry if the elementary school
teacher would take the role of scientist, as let's say, when we look at a tree or take the role
of artist when we 'look at. a Wee. When we take the role of artist to look at a tree we areright back where Rosenberg and Taylor and any number of others have put us -- the worksof art, the works done by artists, and the ideas embodied in the works.

.01

Audience: I am wondering about the use of authority, the teacher leaning on the use of au-111TiliTand the teacher learning how to use authority, and what all this implies. I' thinkthat this postulates training in an objectified. way, but 4t certainly an important question that,underlies whether a center would make teachers more passive or more attentitive as far asintellectual inquiry and self-confidence is concerned.
Mr. Barkan: Your point is very well taken, and here in part I think is the educational di-emln=r5rne right back to my reference to Foshayand the point that he makes that to hopeto develop an ability to utilize knowledge that is handed down andAt the same time to becomeactively involved to create one's own knowledge, if that is taken to be the goal, then, pn theone hand, there is no escape from the authority of knowledge handed down. And on the otherhand, there is the danger that you are raising that needs to be kept ever inrview and paidattention to.
Audience: I think that one of the reasons for the mediOcrity in. American education is the
fact that teachers deal so much in received ideas and don't generate ideas of their own. Ithink the ultimate authority of any teacher is,his own knowledge and experience, even if otherpeople have it, you know, but knowledge and experience that he has derived for himself. Itis a continuous peril that teachers rely too much on authority and are afraid to take chancesto say things that might conceivably not be so,. Indeed the kind of formulation that hai beenoffered here of art as humanistic inquiry relies upon a teacher who is very knowledgeable,who is an educated and cultivated person, and no amount of gimmickry, it seems to me,will overcome the inadequacy in this realm.
Mr. Barkan:* I would add one point to that. Teachers like Joshua Taylor can teach us toconfront those dimensions in knowledge and those paradoxes in the knowledges themselves
in a manner in which Vd say that few, if any of us, in art education can command, and I
mean us in this very room, let alone the teachers who are out in the schools. I would say
the-same for personslike Rosenberg and Kiaprow. This is where the expert as model, thatis the professional inquirers in the arts as models, come into play.
Audience: I think the word authority is a terrible one. It's devastating to anyone when he is
irdeliglated. Anybody working in the humanities who fancies himself as an authority is afraud. And I would hope that you'd look toward such a character as being not the one whogives the answers, but to stimulate you in the direction of the answer.
Mr. Barkan: But only the authority like yourself can say that the man who presumes to bethe authority is a fraud.
Audience: I think it might be useful if you thought of the authority not in terms of the .subject
matter that he has pinned down -- and he says no you are wrong and gives you the answer- -but one who knows enough about the process that might stimulate you to engage in the same
process. I think that's the kind of authority you need to lean on, not somebody who alwayshas the answer.

-Audience: Learning must be evaluated in these terms. This is the other argument, that
peop e must be trained to think this way and to evaluate the program in these terms. I think
these are the critical parts of this whole problem.
Audience: As .I listened to the presentation, I thought that.there were about eight different
areas that affected the total curriculum, possibly from the first year in school to fourteen
years later. Now, did you intend.that the whole scope would be referred to as discipline inart education or do you particularize discipline as being related to this appreciation,history,
evaluation, criticism, collection of things?
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Mr. Barkan: If you 'mean that! intended that history; criticism arid production should beMen as -parts of the scope of the diecipline, I did.
Audience: .4etre,Toii including an understanding ofidu6a.tional psychology that is understand-ing about the, Children,, the pfpbleme4 the media, theekills,,the activtty, integration of these..,activities; and 'personal Outcome? "*-
Mr. Barkan: No . I did not and there I:thought I tried to be 'explicit by 'differentiating be-

. eealarrwhiqh are Philceophidally derived and mediations in terms of specific program-matic instructions, in terms of specificiselectione of activities, specific cdntrivances of
specific activities for specific groups of children. The disciplines from which these media-tions are derived are absolutely crucial, but tthink that one of the sources of the dilemna in
art education in the lastgeneration has been our difficulty in discriminating and making dis-tinctions between the services that the various different kinds of disciplines.athe disciplinesof the arts and the disciplines of the social sciences -- can contribute to the task of the cur-ricitlum maker,
Audience: T4ere..is just one kind of caution I would like to enter. While personally, Iarn
very syrxxpathetiC with the notions that Jerothe Bruner has developed in his work regard-

ihg helping youngsters learn to inquire into a discipline as a scientist or humanist or
painter or what have you. Somebody' once raised a question, but which scientist? It you
are going. to have a youngster think* like a scientist, which scientist is he going to think,.
like, and the same thing could be said for the4hurnaniseand the artist. When you read aresearch report, published in a literature whether it is in art or science, it's, a lot neater
than it unfolded in the human when he was engaging in this problem. So, this notion can
be subject to over-simplification. I would like to answer in that caution. Vie, second thing
is that this kind of orientation needs of the clarriculum,,that is a problem-centered, if
you will, inquiry-oriented program has certain costs. If a youngster, if a group of
youngsters are going to inquire into, for example, the history of art as historians,

,generally the amount of time that? will take them to deal with their inquiry in a very
narrow_area 4s going to cost something in terms of the amount of, if I can use that dirtyword coverage, movement across a period, if you will, and this is the kind of decision
that needs to be made. So, I just wanted to enter these two things that the notion of in-
quiring intoxan area like a scientist has certain problems, and if one organizes a program
tfiis way, it has certain.coste.

/ 4
Mr. Barkan: You are right. I wo'uldn't disagree a bit. This is what I, in ,shorthand, tried
to indicate under what I,call sub-problems. These problems, I think are relevant, to
what I referred to as articulation of inquiry and instruction.

M
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This conference is a particular instance of.the'belief-thetthe unexamined life isnot worth the living. By'iMOlication, the-unexamined CurriculuM4a:not worth the teach-
ing, aAriewto which I subscribe.

The examination process is a phenomenon worthy of note in its own right It atartsinnocently and seems deceptively simple at first. As it proceeds it groin both in
complexity and in scope. It is an educational experience which seldom failato change
the ideas of those who enter it. Some of our, contributors noted-before they left that
their ideas had changed within the first week. The,process has high potential for
friction, but it operates. best in an atmosphere AA humility. and openness.. It produces
its best results when the participants display calm honesty and reasoned criticalness
Position defending and displays of erudition, although often presene',.defeat the purpose.

This conference has been remarkable with respect to these matters. It.has been
marked by calm honesty, reasoned criticalness,humility, and openness. This is due in'
no small measure to the wisdom of the planning committee in choosing the participantsand in setting up'thejlow'plan. At this point the scope of the task is beginning to..
become evident, and now the further wisdom of the, ommittee iscVidini in the planned
fleXibility which will permit the seminar*to use its emerging insightEcproductively. Iregard the conference as a landmark in educational thinking, both for Art Education, and
because of its generalizable qualities, for education in genefal.

Little that has been said here is really new. What is significant is the juitapo-
sitionof several sets of ideas from disciplines that are fundamental to education, and
the. obvious impact that will develop from synthesizing these ideas into a working pattern.
But the synthesizing process is a difficult one,.and very little of it has been done yet.
I believe this is the most,urgent next step, so I will turn to this problem.

From that which constitutes each of these areas, the parts that are germane to
curriculum building must be'selected and made available for Us.

Since these areas are being used as contributing fields rather than as areasJor
open study in their own right, the germane elements from each must be worked into an
internally consistent and coherent set of concepts which now become the backdrop for a
line of applied activity. One does not select from among these germane elements those
which he can accommodate of likes to deal with, but faces the more difficult task of
synthesizing all of them that are relevant in a way which is useful to the end-operation

curriculum making. This might be called a process of translation, for merely to
assemble concepts from these areas in the language of the several areas falls short of
making the concepts functional for a curriculum maker.

in

Let me stress this problem, for it is acute. Everything said in this conference,
and a lot of things unsaid that can be said about each of the contributing fields, has
significance for the end-act. How do you'get it thriqh to that point? When a
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curriculum maker starts to work, in what way should his act be different because of what
has been said here? Although it would-be unduly restricting to try to cast all of the
exploratory discussions in such applied terms, nevertheless the only pay-off there is
occurs in the act of selecting and developing curriculum content. Sooner or later ideas
have to bitranslated into procedures, and it is advisable to keep that target in mind
from the beginning. Even at the theoretical level we ought to know what the end-
merchandise looks.like and whet is involved in producing it.

I recall Fritz Redl's story of the German
lActumon the child. As he strode out of the
was runningdown the corridor. He jumped back
that ? " .

psYChologist who had just completed a

clatsroomche Collided with *a child who
in some dismay and said, 'lly.God,.What's

Reactions to the,First Six Days

in.myreaction to the seminar, I,have been acutely conscious of the end-operation
-- what goes on when a few people sit down to write a curriculum. 'There is no more
deflating question than "How do you do this thing you are talking about?" That question
has been put to me .a few times, by, people mils have listened patiently to the theory of
curriculum writing. You may be saved by the bell a few timesy but eventually the_day
of reckOning arrives. When pressure of this kind begins to buildup, one Starts to
reexamine his ideas for their practical applicability.

Let me make-a brief comment on the human conceptual processes in this connection..
We all know that,a person's-concepts are of his own making, and that one may easily con-
ceive of a particular referent in a variety of ways,,each of which can be valid although
different. One tends to build such a mental construct with one eye on the referent, and
one eye on some anticipated transaction with ehat referent. The ensuing concept is thus
a map of an anticipated act:. It is useful primarily with reference to that act: It may
be. relatively useless in another kind of situation. If one is not aware of an impending
adjustmental demand, or if he senses in a general way that it is coming but has no very
vivid notion of what it will require Of him, thgre will be no such shaping effect on the
mental constructs he forms.

1 A

When we engage. .in theoretical exploration of a field we are rarely tinder the in-
.

fluence of an anticipated or impending adjustmental use of the ideas we are forming.
There' is in air of purity abo't the affair. It is free to go wherever" data or imagina-
tion suggest. For scholarly ends/this is a good state of affairs. It can yield a body.
of ideas which have potential in any number of practical directions. All that is left
to do is match the particular, nature of some problem, with the theoretical constructs
that are relevant to it, and then deduce from those principles some specific lines of
action that are appropriate-for the particular problem. This is the problem-solving
method..

. v.,

'The papers, we have heard in this seminar have presented principles from several
areas Of discourse. They are obviously critical for curriculum development in Art Edu-
cation. I have the impression that practically everything said in them has significance
for the end act -- curriculum writing. In their present form, however, they do not
supply the operational prOdedures required for,,,the actual job of selecting content and
getting it ready for teaching. The deductive part of the job comes next.

The End Operation
U

The end operation is a beautifully complex job. I call it problem solving at its
best because the kind of curriculum you seem td-Want, poses for you a thoroughly unfa-
miliar situation for which there are .no ready processes or patterns. In contrast to the
prevailing notion that curriculum building should be a grass-roots process, I suggest.:
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that it,cis too complex for that. This conference has exposed that complexity-in two
ways: First, by involving at least seven distinct areas of discourse, as suggested by
Figurdo-t. .

!;:

Goals

1: " ..." ,..

. *
Art in ''Behavior CUrriculum , Teaching'-- Teaching Measurement Adminispation,
Human . and Content Materials Processes and . and ,Change

I ,

Life Learning Evaluation Strategies
s'...

...

ogic and Epistemology, as
Aids 'in Thinking

* -

Programming

Figure 1. Founditions of Curriculum
PC

Second, by giving us a fairly jolting introduction to the complexity of each of
the areas. Champlin's paperalbne:is enough to discourage most would-be curriculum
developers, unless of course they really malt to do the job right for a change. First
we heard from Villemain, Ecker,*Taylor, Aosenberg, Keprow, Hausman', Tumin, Wee, and
Beittel, whose papers dealt With the problem of content. Then we heard from Harris,
Eisner, Barker', Champlin, and Lathrop whose papers dealt with the technical dimension
of the process of curriculum building. Finally we had Foshay's paper that put. the whole
productionpacess within an overall.strategy problem. These papersare beautiful-if
you like order, elegance, precision, complexity, and' significance. Theg-present a set
of ingredients no amateur cook ought to monkey with.

.

There is a much simpler notion .of curriculumbuilding. It consists of agreeing on
some general goale, deciding on the subject matter fields to include (with no further
attention to the general goals), carving up the body of verbal knowledge in those fields,
and distributing it over the years. This can be a grass-roots process, as it has been
for years: We are not happy with its products.

Implicitly all through the conference you have been closing-the door on the old
curriculum development processes. When you decide to have students learn to see andwto.-
hear, andlearn' to express their esthetic feelings effectively, you have turned away
from the old trail and committed yourselves to the blazing of a-new one. ..:The.. task. is.

really enormous. It requires the clear delineation of all-theTertinent facts in the -
papers, we have heard, their assemblyinto a.set of guiding principles, and the transla-
tion of those principles into processes for writinga new curriculum in .a new way...

Here are some of the questions .a curriculum writer in this new approach has to
answer. .,.

1. What behaviors are we trying to produce, in whom, and how much? No general
statementsowill.do. Specificity is needed.

2. For each of those behaviors, how much of it is conceptual, how much is
verbal, and how'much.is motor? Sorting these out is in itself a touchy
descriptive process, but an essential one for reasons that become clear
only through an intensive examination of the, nature of behavior in the
.light of a fairly new, literature.

3. For each of those behaviors, and for each of its three components, what
has to be put into the learner "to operate as a mediating variable that
can and will produce that behavior?

4, PC

V

PC
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4. For'eadv-of-those mediatintwiariables, what kind.of teaching Material has
the logistic capability of developing it, and in particular, what item of
material is required for each specific increment of behavior we want to
produce? The logistic problem is real, because we have to find the most

, effective ways to get the external world into the individulfthrough\his
sensory channels, in a way which enables him to handle it most meaningfully.

5. What do those elements of teaching material look like in A subject matter
field? That ts, how do I locate them or resognize them in what we call
subject matter, and whaf has to be done to them to get them ready for a
teacher to use?

6. How does a. teacher use them to bring about the formation of the mediating
variables? 1

7. How should the materials be 'programed for the most efficient input
a. ForT perception
b. For concept formation
c. For use in mediating behavior (decision making)
d. For survival and improvement under the empirical impatt of

trial and, its feedback (the validation and shaping process)
e. For the emergence of motives which make the behaviors a v

preferred part of one's* life.

If these questions sound tought, and I assure you they are tough questions,0 let me
add that there are numerous smaller, less visible problems to solve all the way along the
path outlined here.h

0

For 'those problems, both the major And minor ones, we need in advance of a major
curriculum construction effort, several clear descriptions of the phenomena involved,
and of processes for dealing with them. '

- 4

Now in the lightoUtheoeHobservations,.let,m "some particular problems
that have beeninvolved'in,oUr.discussions.

*
1. Selecting a position from which to work. A researcher likes to hold his findingS,
loosely together.until there is,a substantial basis for structuring them. He resists
answering application questions. An educational practitioner has to make program
deeisions.'lLf theYoire*not-made delibekatelyi they. get madeby default. A little
knowledge may be dangerous in some ways, but it is also useful in some ways. Any
decision is likely, to be better than chance if its. maker-has even some tentative knowl-
edge to use. In the field of education we have a tendency to ascribe morality to nihil-
ism in our effort to avoid the 'label of authoritarianism or dogmatism.'. We have lime
fear of giving the impression that the teacher knows more titan his students. Caution, is
highly desirable, but one cannot build an internally consistent program without making
some choices about points of departure. Every action group has to' arri4i at a reasoned
bias before it can proceed in an-orderl* fashion. We cannot ride two competing theories
of behavior in one program,'although eachcan be put to test in -"Separate programs.
Choices of this kind are faced with reference tottoncepts about behavior and learning,
concepts about the nature of reality and-of subject matter, and concepts about goals
within the social context. In order to make these choices you need the best descriptive
help you can get -- but especially descriptions that mike sense to the curriculum writer
and teacher.

2. Description versus definition. A lot of discussion has been generated around the
question "What is Art?" For our, purposes that isnot:an answerableqUestion, except by
arbitrary definition. Even then it is not a'useful question. To ask it implies that
whatever is art is going to 'e in the curriculura:And whatever is not art will be left
out. A more useful question is it that thing-out there?" witht"thing" used
deliberately for its quality of vagueness. Youallhaeiitaind some ways in which you
would like to affect the behavior oUpeople. 'ImplicitAn those ideal are your goals,'-
and implicit in your goals is your subject Matter anCcUrriculumlcOntent. The process
of description should supplant the effort to define term*. Words, Which have no mean-
ing in themselves, can be assigned to that which you describe when yoU begin to agree
on that it is. 4-

4



-ThifCproblem i. perVisivcthroUghout the whole field of educiition, both la-the
sUbject'matteraspfots. and in, the technical aspects .: We- have any number of intuitive
concepts in theialirets which enable us to interact in imprecise ways, but4are net elvr
enough to enibleVa'to do the ekacting work Cf-turriculOmHdevelOPmenthe whole'edu.-
cation jargon it:i0loqUent evidence oUthia lack'of-conCeptUtl'atit4y... There'ia a major
job of deseripti6n,t0bedoniti, and'if-it-aoganot preaede'expdrimental research and
Curriculutawridng, budkof what We do will have_to be done over. For that reason we
ought to put a'HeavypreMiUMCOn descriptive studies at this stage.

3. .Verbalizing intuitive conce211. In the absence of knowledge about human behavior,'
Particularly thellighet mental.procesSes, we have fallen into the use of a mythology
abOut.thiChOiCeSpeOPie make and the way they respond to their envirenmentOmeof
the key terms in thiaMythologY4teiappreciation; Attitude, feeling, Value, and knovl
edge.' For years researchers in the'fialdef,attitudeS stated categorically that there
.was'ho.telatiOnship between knowledge and attitudes. Feelings areisaidtO dieplace--
knowledge as contralti of behavior. Somewhere inside' of each person are believed to be

4 some elusive values and creative ,elements of an undefined nature's'

It is time to get rid of this mythology. There is a respectable body of literature
on which we- can build a useful picture of the nature of human behavior and learning.,
Furthermore, the concepts lend themselves,welrto tile use of models for their portrayal
and critical examination, and ft:4 empirical studies. The models have the further value
of direct relevance to educational planning.

One of the emerging insights in this area is in the role played in behavior by
concepts which have not yet bein brought up to the level of full awareness, and which
therefore remain incomplete, subjective, and unverbalized. Another key insight is that
values and cognitive meanings are inseparable aspects of every concept, and that the
value element mediates preference while the meaning element mediates comprehension and
purposive use. A model of behavior which portrays its cyclincal nature can make these
relationships very clear.

:4'

The Point here is not to elaborate a-model of ,conceptual behaviOr,,although that
is an essential part of the curriculum development task, tOt to puta:finger on the
trouble that enaues,from the use of inadequately recognized and unverbalized cOncepta,
and the kinds of misleading conclusions they'permii,Ua to' make about educational
processes.'

Our unverbalized concepts have to be verbalized. Otherwise they cannot be examined,
nor can they be criticized, nor can they be matured and madeyalid: Even worse,..they'
cannot be used rationally in program development.

Intuition is a word which refers to the use of subliminal concepts for making
decisions on the basis of hunches, or impressions,' or feelings. The toncePts-are real.
Most Concepts get started at the subliminal level. The !'examined life"-idea infers that
they should not be allowed to remain 'at that 16061'; but Should be forced Up to the level
of recognition, verbalized, and validated. The past week has been an-intensive experi-
ence of this kind, but it is just a good start.

Every subject matter field requires this examination. Efforts to engage in it
have turned up a new kind of person who, for want of better terms, we might call a
question-asker, or an academic or subject matter detective. He puts probing questions
to the subject matter expert designed to elicit responses. which eventually pOrtray, for
a given field, What objects, are engaged in what events, under WhatcirCUMstances, and
with what consequences.

4. Differentiatin creativit from the-cenditions that Unit it. The creativity
problem transcends the field of art, and it seems te.me'its tignifitatice in the field
of art can be enhanced by looking at It is part'Ofthe broader concept : I am not sure
how best to approach it, so I will just .Stertlisting some of the:elements of the prob-
lem. As has been said in the seminar,' creativity is Often-associated *With rebellion,-
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delinquency, and social disruption. 'Studies of creative people tend to support this
notion, by shominf that creativity is associated with preference for change rather than
stability, teller to delay. closure rather Chan to structure ideas,,,tendency to chal-
lenge Old strucr,11 /2 s, tendency to let incoming perceptions dictate their own patterns
rather-than.to x*%-le preconceived patterns on them, and so on. Opposed to these tend-
encies are the overwhelmingly dominant tendencies of mostpeople to maintain structure,
and, find security in the maintenance of an unchanging environment., This tendency is
deepseated in the facts of human adjustment. IS is perfectly natural' then, for most
people to resent those who are unstructured'and who are responsive to freshness and
differentness because they are threats to security.

Dependence onextertal structiire for security is a crippling condition. The demo-
cratic ideal,"(people thinking and making intelligent decisions) is >its antithesis. It

stands for a form of security which is derii,red, not from external supports, but from a
sense of internal competence. I have seen beautiful examples of this kind of security
in people who, had lost. all fear of change. The democratic ideal can never be attained
until we transfer our base of security from external circumstances to confidence in the
self. The first condition is a form of slavery. The secnd represents freedom.

It will not be easy, in the face of .cultural security problems, to cultivate
creativity. But one step in this direction is to differentiate between the conditions
that will erEmit creativity, and the processes for the cultivation of effective crea-
tivity. With respect to the conditions which permit creativity, the: field of art cannot
find the solution alone. It involves schedUles, time units, tolerance of differences
in ideas and values, use of buildings and facilities, type of teacher-student relation-
ships, and ways of teaching. Out Ode of the school it involves all kinds of community
attitudes and relationships. All educators ought to be.working on this front together
and vigorously.

If'we could solve the problem of general:conditions, then the,problem left for
instruction in art would be much simpler. I believe this line of analysis is worth

pursuing.

5. Knowled e and values or is's,and o :hts. Villemain introduced this differentiation,

and it has been alluded to by others. I suggest that it is a critical problem which
deserves more attention than it generally gets. I believe that if an educator will once
follow it through, he will never 'be able to overlook it again.

We are all familiar with the dichotomy between that which can be factually stated,
and that which is an expression of choice. Let me therefore go directly to a critical
reason for separating them, and a reminder that in some instances they will be difficult
,to separate without very careful thinking.

One of the contributions of our new concepts of human behavior is the realizafion
that,a person's values determine his goals,'and that the only freedom a person possesses

,
is.to be found in thevalue-formation process. If anyone were tovinfluence the forma-
tion of a particular value in another per's:in, he would thereby be determining that

person's behavior. This is not true of knowledge, either conceptual or verbal. Knowl-
edge provides a person with useable means for pursuing his goals, but does not deter-

mine his goals. Any full explication of this aspect of behavior takes more time than

we have for it here. If you are willing to entertain what I say as a possibility, then
there is an urgent reason for leaving a person's values alone, and concentrating educa-
tion on his knowledge. I can think of several questions you will raise at this point
relative to.the purposes of art education, and suggest that there are adequate explana-
tions of thei within the full notion of conceptual behavior.

Now about the difficultTof keeping values and knowledge apart. There are many

factual things that can be objectively described., without any value tones at all. The

fields of color and design are lull of them. These fields present no problem for us.
There are also some. factual. things that impinge on what people cherish, and may set off
reactions. .Ne have many.public values such as neatness, order, cleanliness, and
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efficiency. They are "good." Their oppositerr'Sre'"had.' When we deal Withtheie
matters it takes discrimination and,constious-effort to concentrate on what is factual,
which includes a circumstance' and its consequences, without expressing judgment as to 0-
the goodneiEtScir badnAs Of:thi consequences.

'

Finally there is the realm of clearly personal preferences, a11. of which hand on
the good-bad fulcruM. What is factual is irrelevant. This is a matter of taste; it is
intimately tied ug with persOnal feelings of.satisfyingnessand,annoyingnets.

If we really mean to produce value-free descriptions of art and education then we
must stay away from good-bad statements, at least until the dgscriptive job is done.
Then we will havetontake,some value judgments about what to admit to educational pro-
grams. They-Should be made by consensus, on the part of those who are affected by them.
Educators should not go beyorid that point. Every student should be free to make his
own judgments 'about whatile likes or dislikes, and the curriculum should be so planned
that it leaves that to him.

t

6. The escape from verbal'sublect matter. A distinction is now quite.generally,made
between the learning of facts, and the acquisition of understandings. The so-called
"new" subject matters are the result of this distinction. In this seminar, as stated
earlier, we have spoken of the difference between knowing something, and knowing about.
something: The distinction-runs deeper- than is generally recognized as yet. It has not
been carried into experiments or discussions about verbal learning. Indeed Ausubel has
recently written a book called "Meaningful VerbalLearning,"whiCh partially recognizes
that verbal behavior can be meaningless, but does 'not yet complete a distinction we
must eventually make. Verbal behavior is intimately related to conceptual behavior,
but each has a character of its own, and each operates on its own cycle of input, pro-
cessing, and output. The btsic characteristic of verbal learning is the memorization
of data. The basic characteristic of conceptual learning is the forrhipg of meanings.
"Knowing about" is essentially a verbal process. "Knowing," is essentially a conceptual
process.

The problem is critical because our subject matter is still in verbal form, and
little is being done to transform it to conceptual form. Art as a field has always
been more conceptual than met others,, but the problem exists here too.

Discussions of the structure of knowledge are all couched in the verbal level.
They tend to make it more orderly, and therefore easier to learn, but they do not make
it more capable df promoting conceptual learning. Figure 2.suggests that knowledge can
be approached on at least four levels..

Symbolic strategies developed within the
verbal systems that stand for the images
rand ideas

Verbal statements (descriptions) of the
images and ideas in the brains of learners

Stored images and ideas of the objects and
events perceived 4

k.

Real objects and events in nature

Logic
Statistics
Theory of Numbers

Ar"*"

atalaw.

Figure 2. Parametert of Knowledge

a
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The verbal level is not adequate by itself, to produce conceptual learning. The percep-
tual level, at which real objects aneEevents.pre picked up by the senses, is essential.
Discussion can serve to help a person organize and check hts ideas, but it cannot give
him the ideas, or- the percepts from whichwthey are made. As. Hoban said, "meanings can-
not be tratismitted." Subject MUtter preparation has to start at the level that is most
critical for learning, not the topical structure-at the verbal level. People live in, an
environment made up of real objects and events,-not of concepre.lAnd'symb4s. They use
conceptswand symbols as instruments ire'dealing with the environment, but most adjective
behavior is an interaction with these objects and events.

7. The fallacy of.buildin a curriculum. around ma or generalizations. For some peCuliar
reason we often overlook simple, facts. One of,them is that generalizations, like defi-
nitions,lare the ena product, not the starting point in-conceptual- learning. The person
who first discovers a generalization (a,knowledge finder) derives it from an ,array of
meaningful experiences whIl,ch are,much more concrete than the generalization. A student
has to go througItthe same sequence. Be must be his own knowledge finder. He too,. must
come to the generalizations last. This means that curriculum content must consist
principally of the objects and events that make up the environment, presented to the
student in a continuous flow of perceptual experiences..', Along the way4,he will develop a
variety of mental images and constructs to store and. handle his perceptual input, and
now and then he Will become aware of principles and generalizations as by products.,,
Figure 3 suggests a way of visualizing this relationshi

Principles and
Generalizations.
discovered now and then.

Images and constructs
that organize incoming
"bits" of meaning

A flow of perceptpal events

Figure 3.

4

Concepts of Principles as Derivatives of
Continuous Perceptual Experiences

Milne the teacher should have an inventory of the generalizations he expects stu-
dents.to develop, they cannot be the,organizing'centers for.cOnceptual learning without
disrupting the perceptual approach and turning it into a verbal program.

*. Implications,

One already recognized need is for considerable descriptive work., Some of it can
be accomplished.on:the basis of data already available. Some of it will require'data
we do not have Yet, In My opinion, this need far outweighs the need for experimental
studies at thia.:peinx.:

Experimental studies represent a need which in some instances can proceed now, but
in many instances we lack an adequate descriptive base for the point of departure. Much
past educational research has proyed to be worthless because its premises were fictitious.

There is need for a lot of searching talk for the purpose of verbalizing our con-
cepts and examining thei-critical4r.

I would strongly urge you to put yourselvei first into the'roli of a 'curriculum
,

writer, at least long enough to zero in on his problems, andstart looking at the field
from his point of view. Then lay out his essential questions, and start finding the
answers to them.
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EXCERPTS FROM THE DISCUSSION WITH MR.. WOODRUFF
Audience: I believe in the December 1961 ifisue of the Bulletin of Secondary Schoolrizipais there was ain extensive article 1:r9 Ausubel on the idea'of self discovery, respond-Urrt=uner , and you seem o be making a great plea here for the inductive process, andthat we build on the basis of working problem, discovering or identifying for ourselves.He points out in this article e necessity to not pour all of our eggs into this one basket ofself discovery, and that it is possible on the basis of maturation to use verbalization. What
is your response to this?
Mr . Woodruff: A great deal of nonsense is going on at the present time in the discussions
of what constitutes discovery learning. Some of my friends are doing research on the
process to see if it really is what people say it is, etc.. I don't want to get involved inthat because I think it is way off the fringe and it really isn't central to the issue. i wouldinsist that it is impossible for one person to transmit a concept to another person. Eachperson has to make his own concepts. This doesn't mean that he has to go through the
whole recapitulation process of the human race in order to do it because it can be speededup tremendously. There are quite a few things you could say about this. Let's take anadvanced mental construct in some field. of operation that would explain a whole lot of
things that only a scholar would understnad. It is very feasible to explicate such a com-plex concept so clearly that a model or picture can be drawn of it. That model can be-come a perceptual object; and by means of that model, that concept can be learned by
people who have not gone through the whole inductive struggle the scholar went throughto develop it. When I began to talk about this with B.O. Smith and others, one of B.O.Smith's charges was, "You are talking about a kindergarten theory of instruction. Ifyou stay with this, you will never get anywhere beyond the first three grades." I hadn'tmade myself clear to B.O. Smith at all at the beginning-, and his criticism made me goback and take another look at the way I was talking. Nom4-conclude that we have to dowhat you suggested. We do a great deal of instruction on the verbal level, bUt my insis-tence is that we had better make sure the individual to whom we are throwing these ver-bal stimuli already has enough of a supply of the basic percepts so that he can follow oursuggestions and organize then into a higher order idea. If he hasn't got them, we can'tgive them to him that way. I insist that this necessity for fresh perception exists all theway up the curriculum clear into the doctoral program. It is not confined to the elemen-tary school. Every time a person enters a field with which he is not familiar, he has
to have some of this kind of intake.
Audience: In your comments about values, I wound up thinking that if I understood you,Irrira,gree. So, I would like to state what I understood you to say or imply.. It was likethis -- that if one defines values or attitudes as set or controlled behavior, then anattempt to deal directly with these would interfere with individual freedom, just to theexact degree that it is successful. This is the way I understood the first portion ofthis statement. In the second part, I understood you to say that your task as a teacherdealing with percepts was to work with a process which would lead the youngsters todevelop values of their own, thus keeping them free individuals. That's the way I under-stood it. What I disagree with, I think then, is the fact that as I see it this observationoverlooks the fact that teachers do in fact try to teach the youngsters what the socialvalues are within which we live all the time. These are values. They are also principles,but they are values. In watching a lot of teachers in Missouri once dealing with the social
behavior of their children (which is what they spent a lot of their time on) it was perfectlyobvious, of course, that they were imposing these values on the young children, later doingthe best they could to indicate the rationale that underlay these values. But most of therationale is not explained. The values I am talking about here are the whole big setof social values that we try to live by
Mr. Woodruff: Yes, I think you and I could agree if we could sit down together and,it

not e very long to work out the level of agreement. Education has to examinevalues, and to do this in a very straight-forward and matter-of-fact way. The onlything I am pleading for is that we avoid telling a student whit he must value because Thisreally predetermines his behavior for him.
Audience: I would like to, offer not a trival, but a low-level, example. You teach young



children not to be cruel; and if they are cruel, you punish them. They simply may not becruel; and you define cruelty in terms of events that happen. This is not explaining to fiveand six and seven-year-old children; it is simply imposing upon them. What do you thinkof this situation?
Mr. Woodruff: Well, you see, there is a difference between values that represent socialcontracts, so to speak, and values that represent degrees of individual freedom within thesocial structure. I guess I really am talking more about the individual values becausewhen a person enters or is born into a social group, he is involved in a contract whetherhe helped make it or not. Incidentally, one of the most fascinating ways to get into thesocial studies field is to identify the socially contracted values that existed in the minds ofthe founding fathers, start looking at individual values that have thrown people into con-flict with these verbalized social values, and then see what this clash has produced in theway of an emerging civilization.
Au fence: I was very pleased to hear your discussion of unverbalized concepts which oftentake it is part of instruction. For this reason I want to raise this question. I wrote apaper some years ago about propositions in aesthetics and their verification and most ofthose concepts I felt existed at unverbalized levels. I know there are some who don't be-lieve in the existence of concepts of which we might not be aware. But, would it not beuse-ful if some systematic investigation was made into unverbalized concepts?, These are thethings about which we should be informed--by which we should be governed possibly with agood deal of structure if possible. Find out what they are, and then take corrective actionif necessary.
Mr. Woodruff: Yes, as a matter of fact, a fair amount of work has been done in otherfields to show how these concepts operate. (I don't know whether we want to call them con-cepts or not because we now get in term-defining problems.) If you, will, forget the termsand let me talk about a phenomenon that is going on. There is a great deal of subliminallearning taking place. Most of the perception that occurs is subliminal. The person is notaware of it. It gets into the brain, it registers, and it get organized in the brain withoutany conscious effort on our part, or any awareness. Once it is there, it becomes a me-diating factor in future behavior. So, it begins to control behavior. Now we have triedto study some of these concepts in various ways. You can do it, for instance, by exposinga person to a series of choices which are stated not so much in definitional terms as infunctional outcomes. The person is asked to make choices. In doing so, he commits him-self to various choices with a very high degree of internal consistency, and of reliabilityfor a period of time so that you feel pretty confident that you have picked up a ratherstrong, compelling, mediating structure inside of him which he cannot tell you .a thingabout, And, then you go through the interview process with him afterward, taking himthrough a series of paired choices, and say, "Why did you make this choice? Why did youmake this one? This one?" And run it down in detective fashion. Frequently at the end'of this kind of discourse or dialogue with such a person, he will have one of these tremen-dous aha! experiences, so to speak, and say, "Now I know why I am doing what I am doing."And he just exhilarates over the thing. Some very funny stories can come out of this kindof interviewing. But those subliminal concepts are there; they can be demonstrated; theycan be forced up to recognition by this kind of pursuit.

Audience: I would like to put this in very simplified terms, Some say that Plato dealtwith this problem of ought. Having decided what the ought should be. Designing a societyto achieve the ought. We want the sane thing. The same value. We quite agree on thissystem of values. We disagree with means. Some suggested in simplified terms the kind
of conditions of the kid in the home, in the elementary grades; to give him a chance torationally examine both values to which he is being conditioned; but you can't rationally
argue, I don't think, about whether the art will have a certain system of, let's say,
aesthetic values with elementary children. This presupposes a concept of teaching as well,of course, as does engaging in this kind of rational defense of values, giving the student theopportunity to argue--the desirability of these values. I am saying this is my view. Sohow do you handle this problem. I guess I have given you the answer.
Mr. Woodruff: If I followed and understand you well enough to comment, maybe .this is whatrwi7-117=.suppose in part this poses a choice to an educator as to how much compulsionhe is going to use in shaping the lives of people in society. A little while ago in Washington
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we were having a dinner after a research committee meeting at which we had present
Colonel O'Fiesh, (I don't know how his`name is pronounced. Some of you may know who heis) who was a technical man brought A by Sargent Shriver at the very beginning of the plan-
ning of the War on Poverty. O'Fiesh was brought in because he had been in charge of pro-
gramming the curriculum of the Air Force for quite a long time. He turned out to be a
master at this business. In the course of his description to us of the behind-the-scenes
thinking that was going to direct the job-core program a4 lot of things like it, he said,
"We can now program materials in such a way that we can absolutely guarantee the estab-
lishment of certain values by the time we get through." This alarmed the group that was
sitting around the table to the point where we had quite an open discussion about the prob-
lem. He said, "Well, if you could do something to your children so that never anymore
was there any possibility of the entertaining the idea of fighting somebody, would you do
this?" Now, that is the kind of question you have to face. This is where a real value
problem exists, and I think you have to take your choice between whether you are going to
have a safe society or a free society. It isn't a very easy question to resolve. I think Iwould go along the line that sayl, "Let's help people understand the antecedent and conse-
quent conditions that filter all through our behavior; and then if a boy looks at all of this
and understands it and says, "I'd rather have the outcomes that Communism will produce
than the kind that Democracy will produce," I think he ought to be free to make this choice;
a matter of preference. After he has made that choice then we may have something to sayabout how he participates with us.
Audience: When does he really start deliberating about his choice? When is he capable of
deliberating about it? What does he do up until then?
Mr. Woodruff: I suppose this is a very opaque area that you are asking about right now;
one that we surely have to look at much more carefully. There is no doubt that beginning
in infancy the seeds of one's values are forming; and I don't know how to touch them yet.
This is a problem I would like to look at more carefully.
Audience: There is some very interesting research that is being done along these lines
viThr7q3ect to the childhood practices of culturally advantaged and culturally disadvan-
taged children, and has relevance to a question that you raised. For example, one of the
things that people are beginning to find when they take a look at this problem is the way in
which mothers respond to the behavior of children in these two groups. A lower-class
mother living in a slum area, for example, will say to a young child who is making noise
while she is on the telephone, "Shut up, I'm talking" or "be quiet, I'm on the phone,"
whereas the middle-class mother may say something like this, "Can't you see that I'm
talking on the phone and that I can't hear the other party." Or one might see a lower-class
mother telling her lower-class child to put a can back on the shelf. The youngster puts it
near the edge--she says, "Push it back." The middle-class mother might say, "You'd
better push it back or else it might fall off." Now, these are really simple examples but
when you multiply these in terms of the kinds of cognitive processes which are elicited by
virtue of that kind of statement being made over and over again through the full home style,
it really presents a child, develops in a child different kinds of orientationsproblem
solving, thinking, valuing, etc. , and I think that is related to what you have been talking
about.
Mr. Woodruff: Those are beautiful illustrations of the things you are asking for.
Audience: I want to ask you about the professional problem that you spoke of, which was
firttn-rigffiese various, areas together. I have the feeling that what you have said is that
while we all have listened to the reports we have never put them together and can't our-
selves put them together in any real way. It would have the professional consequence of
building people so that the world is more inside than outside. What steps would you pro-pose--do you think you might suggest--for doing this highly professional task that you donot believe can be done by the classroom teacher. .

Mr. Woodruff: It is the synthesizing process that you are referring to. I think my limn-
raTion woane to start by facing myself with a curriculum-writing job, hypothetically,
and then saying, "In all the things I have to do, let me see U I can now identify the sorts
of guidelines that I know this man was talking over here."' Keep this in the back of my
mind as I start to orient Myself; and then go back to each one of these areas of disCourse
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and say, "What did he say that has relevance to. this problem and to this one and to thatOne." 'Then pull all of that 'together in the structure of a curriculum-writing set of proce-dures and formulatte it as the guidelines for that purpose. It will look different, but it willbe 'derived from the basic course.
Audience: I was very sympathetic with your comments to the effect that we shouldn't be-come preoccupied with words; that in our inquiries we come upon words that do not inducecommunication. We might want to talk around these terms to gain Some concensus. Iwould like to project a slight caution, that there is an involvement of words that does seemto be a sort of an intellectual gymnastics, a sort of game of playing that exasperates manyof uti with the problems of teaching, but there is within the broader context of involvementwith language a preoccupation with words that focuses in the extent to Which these wordsmeet conditions conducive to communication.,, So, I would simply extend your commentwith the caution that we might pay attention to words in terms of determining which oneslend themselves to the effecting of communication and which ones do not; and therefore getsome understanding as to which ones we can avoid and which ones we might not avoid as webegin our discussions, and begin our conversations.
Mr. Woodruff: I saw a lot of this in your paper which I followed through with a tremendousamourtrariFireciation. You were telling us a good deal about this process of orderiagthought and using various kinds of criteria to be sure we were not jumping categories. Isurely and thoroughly agree with this. s

Audience: I would like to ask you a question that I am sure you can't answer but maybeITZTIIMIp us with an explosion. What you have said has really pulled the supports outfrom under much teacher education. Would you like to give us a few comforting words?
Mr. Woodruff: I don't ttnow how comforting they are going to be, but I really am disgustedveith what is going on in most teacher education programs today. I am involved in one thatI don't like, and I don't have the leverage at the moment to break it up; although, we arebeginning to move toward a process that will make that happen. I am convinced that sucha thing as methodology is as obsolete as ,the dodo bird. I don't believe that the futureteacher education programs are going to have any courses in methodology in them at all. .I think what we are going to do is turn back to these teaching disciplines, and following ananalysis of this kind find what the structure is in those fields of knowledge and what thelogistic problem is in putting that stuff into the brain of the person and making sense ofit; and this will be the basis of our methodology.. I have a definition of methodology whichis "anything a' teacher has to do to get a student do whatever he has to do to learn some-thing." That's the one I would like to stick with. I could say similar things about otherparts of the process. I think it is going to have to be completely overhauled.
Audience: Could you say something'more about the problem of developing constraints onoti=eFdom?
Mr. Woodruff: Yes. Very briefly because I think, this represents a kind of a differenipro em a way from what we are looking at this morning. I believe that once a groupof people has arrived at any kind of a social agreement as to how they are going to conducttheir public affairs and whatever rules they agree on for interaction between them, thereis no alternative to a police power of some kind to inforce these rules. I would like tosee this police power restricted to the protection of people against the encroachments ofothers. My theory of government would tend to limit it to that, and I am aware that thelimiting problem is a very difficult one to do , and that is why it is so easy to move overinto all kinds of do-goodism programs. But, nevertheless, this would be the best way ofpreserving the maximum amount of individual freedom. To make sure the restrictions weplace there are those that are placed in the interest of protecting the similar rights andprerogatives of other people, and that's what most of our social rules are trying to do.
Audience: Would you say in shorthand terms that this is the Bill of Rights?
Mr. Woodruff: Yes, basically this would be my approach.
Audience: In much of this discussion the concept of the discipline has come up both philo-To151Mrify I think and as a practical basis for organisation. You mentioned you have turnedthis back to the disciplines, etc. Do you see any danger here of this much attention paidto disciplines, fixing disciplines? It has seemed to me that when people got to a certain
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point of intermit or knowledge, they invented a new discipline U it was convenient, such
a a biOphysicir. We are leaning on a bunch of pillars that are shifting. How do you seethis affecting the process?
Mr. Wdodr,uffi. Well, I think the JO won't look quite so difficult if We can break away from
"the verbal pattern we are working on in all these disciplines and get'dbwn to their, funda-
mental phenontina. Dile of the Simple little thingii that We always think, tend to' overlookis that our human behavior, our daily behavior , is conducted not in a context of concepts
and verbal or topical Structure of ideas, but it is Condticted in a 'context of objects and
events outside of us. Theta are the essences of a subject matter field no Matter what youdo in the constructing of mental constructs for' explaining them. Now if you can keep your
eye focused on this kind of thing, then you can follow these mutations and transfers and'new
discoveries that.open up, in betWeen fields. There are no fences built around this kind ofthing. The fences that we build are built in topical outlines, and I don't think it would besafe at all to go back to one of these disciplines and say, "We'll turn this over to you tohandle in terms of your topical This would defeat the whole purpose of it. YouMust drive these subject Matter people to a fill description of the phenomena witli.which
they d.1 al. What are the objeCts in your field, and what dolhey do; and what consequenCes
occur when they do these kinds of things? Those are the sorts of questions we must drivethese people down to, and this is amazingly difficult if yott take a few who like grammar forexample. Try to find the referent first; and then after you have found it, try to describe it.This is a good game.
Audience:. I get the feeling in reading the Process of Education, when Bruner started toyingwith how to construct a course, how to teiZETTeop e to think intuitively, that he has backedaway from it, aiid your view struck a chord with me with respect that perhaps the reasonwhy he backed away from constructing a course in intuitive thinking was that he was gettinghung up in this overlapping business that we were showing on the board here. That perhapshe began to find himself putting it into old frameworks. I am wondering if this might verywell be the problem that you would run into in coming to grips with something as intangibleas intuitive thinking.
Mr. Woodruff: I've forgotten "that part of his book in which he talked about that sort of in-struction, b u t there is a way I am sure in which we can use intuitive concepts very effec-tively if we would check, them after we have used them. Now, a good many of the "aha"kinds of jumps people make are based on concepts which are operating, that is on mentalcontent that is operating in their brains that they haven't said out loud to themselves yet;but which are operating validly enough so that they can- jump to these conclusions. The nextthing to do is to work your way back down and see if things stand up after you have done it.I think this is often characteristic of creative people. So it looks to me like it is somethingwell worth cultivating as long as we learn to check it.
Audience: How do you think the development of an understanding of the meaning of works ofar -1-74Tig best be developed? Can one word, for example, be said by the teacher without
changing the concept that might otherwise be developed by the child?
Mr. Woodruff: Let me quickly sketch something here on the board. I think one can verymeaningfully draw a model of the cyclic nature of cognitive behavior. Start over here withperception, get up here into the storage concept formation, process of decision Making,and the process of adjustive action. This shows that there is a very important cycle opera-ting here in which you get the input and organization, the use of ideas in determining thefuture behavior and trial, and a feedback here of an' empirical nature which begins to con-stitute an interaction between these two aspecti.of the cycle. This is empirical learning,going back and forth across here. Now, if you want to impose the teacher on this process,put the teacher out here. What the teacher does is simply throw words at this student.You are looking here at the student's cognitive processes. We are looking here at theteacher's verbal processes; and they Can operate on any one of the four major phases of thiscycle with different effects. For instance, while a student is looking at an art object, per-ceiving it, the teacher's verbal guidance can take the form of: "What do you see? How doesit look to you? Did you see this, see that? What do the two of you think you saw at thispoint? When you get up here to the organisation form, how do you explain this?. What doesit mean to you?" So that, you tease the person into coming up with his own ideas. Youcould do quite a bit of suggesting here, and sometimes I think it is well to do a certain
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FIRST PANEL,DISCUSSION: :

Mr. Beittel: My role is to moderate this panel but I am going to play it as openly as
possible. Our role, as I understand it, is merely-to'interact, that's all the prov
says. Now if I may borrow a concept 'from Barkan and Baer,- which-/ don't understand, /
am going to throw it open by asking you to comment on what the "pervasive quality," as
they put it, of the conference is at this point. What are you sensing 'After three days
here, -having given your papers and thought toward tha charges and having intereacted
with .some of. the 'participants? Such a broad question, I know, is hard to start on but
let's begin 'there. We'll get specific later.

'Mr. Villemain: I've sensed a great deal of excitement and vigor here, and as I contrast
the meetings that I have had over the last ten or -fifteen years with art education, it
seems tome that there has-been a great deal more substance and intellectural sophisti-
cation exhibited at this meeting than any I am familiar with in the past, and it seems
to me that the men who have been involved here have been quite excited about rubbing
elbows with various specialties and various fields.

Mr. Taylor: I suppose part of the excitement also comes from the fact that everything
has not progressed along a neatly constructive path there has been construction,
destruction, conflict, etc., and I think that probably at this moment we have reached a
point where everything is up for grabs, but it's up for pretty goOd grabs -- and we have
some sense of what, the grabs night be like. But that's very good because it means that
certain sorts of .standard holds have been broken ---

Mr. Beittel: It's up for grabs, but all ideas are still in, so to speak.

Taylor: Exactly, and everybody seems to be quite excited about the possibility now
of bringing some shape to it.

Mr. Harris: I was interested in the fact that this morning things exploded a bit.
We've well enough acquainted so that we don't have to be polite any longer and
this is about par for the course.

Mr. Beittel: As a Social Psychologist you could have predicted this at a certain point?

Mr. Barris: At a certain point this usually happens, and I think ites healthy.

Mr. Beitkol: Why is this, psychologically, can you give us a little cue on that?

Mr. aukt: Well, its merely that we do get-acquainted and let ourselves go with our
real feelings and real viewpoints, where we have been more formal and polite and ace-
denic up...co that point.

: What, do you, do if this doesn't happen?

Mr. Barris: Then the conference is pronounced dead.

Then we haVe to have "a happening."

Pr. Taylor: Of =arm, part of it is a natter of some of us getting used to the language
and th ideas -- that takes a bit of time. Then when you decide you really know what
people are talking about, you are ready to.object to it.

/tr. To follow along with that thought a li\ttle bit, it seals to we this is
one of the,sebering.-problels, that I had not thought about prior to our conference, that
has emerged after these few, days! that is, that I think vs nest to learn bow to better
utilize our various talents. ,I'w-.not sure we have thought this through" quite as fully
as * seed to, in ehlt variety, of-specialists that have been Mire -- to .think more care
fUlly how me can -work tOgether;
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tIr Rosenbert: shtfuld think about that? I wean, Should I thin* -ebott how to useon. talents .

Mirw.qViLlemein: I think the art educators who originally, invited us here need to thinkabout that more.

araosenberw, -I should think so , OA; you are Probably right: .'The orgenitets of theconferende-ShOuld have concept of holinto use the taleAte,that they invite,- reseemethat theymey have Abbe this in some usdargreeed way. :Their are reepOnsiblelor ourcreeping up on outeelve in such a way that we atieatOy become useful to them. Iwouldn't like to feel that this comes About purely through accident.

ItaXygda: -I think,the-formulationthat came out this Morning, I think it was .Hlrold sformulation, of the threefold of art educationt.apecifted the three win, sets ofinterests ,thit ran through the audience, or through the ;stetter -group .41Uring these twodays: the interest .te.theteaching: of art in order that art shall-be Moen and under-.stood; and the interest in teaching art to children in,order to help-the* grow, be
creative, open, etc., and the use of art as a source of knowledge. Part of the diffi-cultyln our conversation was thit we were criticising `each other for. cwt being relevantto a goal tkatbome vete not trying tote relevant to, addorthink coming out with-these
three goals waive terribly important thing. I think .itsiarks, at least so far-as I cansee, from the fringe positiOn in conferences of thii kind I have had in the past, a kindof new awakening in art education about the miscast and thelireadth of its goals thatI think is extraordinary. I think it is also notenorthy.thirten years ago people like,Taylor and Rosenberg didn't go to art education conferences, as far as I know. Theywere known as distant figures, not At intiette'people'lho could be used; and I see aremarkable of growth in the understanding of the way in which to use talents of this
kind. I think it ought to be remarked-, Nen, too, that your kind. of paper, and Elliot's
piper, and Manny's paper this morning, which moved directly at operationalising certainimportant problems, instead:of sloganeering about them. This is a whole new developmentin Art education. Research is not simply a Oodel, now, research is really.* goal. Thisseems to me to be the stuff and the excitement of the conference.

Mr. Beittel: I detect, along the same line, some of the rumbling questions that we hitduring coffee breaks. One relates to the type of structuring that Elliot gave us thismorning, in his three foci, which he said were the societal, the subject, and the child.On the side of.the subject; I believe one of the concerns was how to utilise the threegentlemen in a row here,. Josh, Harold and Al, mho represent the discipline core of art,as it exists as a subject. How can we think about thee just in a subject context for aminute, and then perhaps draw in Mel and Dale and our Philosopher for the other two
dimensions. One confusion may be this alleging from level to level. The qUeition is,what is the content part? Josh talks *bout three types:of art Mstory; I think Harold
would delineate approaches to art criticise and I'm sure Al's pap gave us a big sped-
trum of the types of art that exist and the problees, that this genevntes in specifying
the individuation that Mel talked aboOt. Cbuld we talk about this to ac generally? Howdo you see the content part?

Mr. Taylor: One of the startling things, I think about the whole conference is that weare all devoted to art, one way or another, in our own- ay and in our own ter0044e0".then you,suildinly discover that somebody equally devoted to art is using terminology
that'sgoinoin-a.ditnetion that to- you doeen't'.eVen-epall att. TWO part of.-0142problee I think** have engageorin the-leat couple-42rdays and is part of the-Problee
that is beginning to come out very clearly. 1-lia-a,histOrien, on die othet-hand,-*
goal, Actually, I think the goal of a historian, is to understand as lea as I can aboutart as (I hate to SOUnd'likebteaY) an tipetii#664 To SiellittorYit4be very, 1000:d-wayoUgOinirebetifit,,at I consider they end OUhiatety nOt'100idtIOURelIf iWthe'peet, bUt.ratite* the And of history is bringing :air ifich from, the-pdift a s possible tote our r-present
coneekielnetS. To at that is ettreMitt .idiliortant4 Icons der hiiitOry.,everithing: thathas been done.in'ert.e0 *0-tOdeYi and I'AM a littWritedtfid-Of Aup#64ing.thet:I cantalk only lot's say up to 1900 and beyond that I have to bi alcritie-te talk AboUt art.liven you, Harold, talk about history 'di can talk About criticise. In fact, I think
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th tio 8revery c1K .icet that th crLttal1y pend*.t -of bli tim. oihat's
happeflth at the flé, atthough drawing on the past. It stasa to as the historian, if
ho tiVaftTt Ii' iiutts awar, of what is toifla on at the Idaint in-order better to iLlui-
natt .he study of th. put i'm highly suspicious Of historians who da&t;-havs soas con-
sciou.nou of what is gDLng on at th waent. Now', io:fdr as this is. a-.-ubject-for the
child, I 'a quite: aware that you cm! t tàach; history in- this .ini. as; a:body of subject
matter. That is, you should teach itt (that ii, -rks of art) ii sLiily beLng -

elEnants in a structUre without having any-quality in:their:ovn right. Paflof sky points
out very clearly that ark of art, to-b. a work-of art, is- an-object- whidh is a thing
you can pat or toudh but also that a weaning is :as.ocUit.d.with it and Without the
meaning it -is not * work of a. There aG lots Of objects left in- this iorld which
once wore works of art and ar.n!t dow;- and paVe of the job of thahistorian is to restore
thas-ed itrka of art. -.. -.-.

Nt. Ta: Will, you explath what happens -- bow do they become non-works of art?

: tt c1 Li :.tX.. 15 :- people gCt quite exercised thes daya about early
)Ieditv$ art -. they think It's pr.tty fin.. out 125 year. ago it was conaidired
curiously child-like , and collected, if Coliectid at all , .isiply because it was anemonic,
it conjured up a pflt p.riod and Was looked at as eXotic. It vn't looked at al art in
its own right , yet tb. object was thtre , just as Cb there as it ii now in fact , some
Of then moVe thei'e thin they arc nOW. TO rettore it to a work of itt you haVe to get
rid of this exotic businiss it use. to me, which is quite false -- it didn't belong
to it initially and is something *e have coited it Witi Uha an overenthusiastic patina
on bioflze -- and somehOw to restore it to a living szistsnce, a $onuI4e living sitistence,
not this fictitious one. SimilIrl, I think Chinese painting in the 18th centur7 Was
looked upon s coy and very clever and strange. Now we look at it as being profoudly
moving and getuthe art, but the object val still there. So, what I'm getting at in this
long-Winded statement, is that if you are going to use these objects then csn't be
unconcerned about the child, becau.i 1 hay. to worry about hOW ho is going to be able to
give his experience .to the iørk, and. -then in rVeru , c the rk can beomi patt of his
exp etiéflce

*___ Beittel: In term. of your paper and the way you developed the cOncep t building pro-
cess in the child or the student, would the art historian and the critic be almost
ayflonyacuswitb the yOungchi-ld in tbis.iinse?

Mr. Tavlgr: I said that the critical aspeot of the historian could, carefully pro'gtd,
become available to the child, The historian's function is to gather the material that
alloWs him, or ditects him, toward a critical kind of judgment. It's not One that will
suite him back to get involved in a pseudo-historical pursuit, that it, to pretend that
he is being ad historian.

Mr. 3eitt.l: You defined this through tho personal experience of the child, which I
think is how Hstold defines th. Critic 'a rOle, utilisLng all things but going through
his own subjectivity, if I understand yOu correctly.

!hRosenb.ra: Yes, I think it's good enough for kids.

Josh, could I ask you a question -- there may be a moral there that I
had not thought about before -- that is, if I understand you correctly -- you are saying
that an art historian may bring into the orbit of what constitutes art history, things
that had dot been so conceived in the past -

.j.!xicor: The Orbit of a*t.

VlISiØ: Tel a- iithet ibm H aft chjsct ofhi$tOViCal $Chólitly *ttàttiofl.
Should the field Of rt lduc*tion, tt*r*f or., try t leav, open tha duor as to what is
to be iflcluded as art so that future eneratiOfli o art hiStoVi and art educatora who
colt alOne will have an opporcunfty to rSaetV$ md Sintroduce thing. that, parhaps,
in ouV cultural effort iM dafl't think of 5$ cbfl$titUtthg art?

-
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Mr. Taylor:. You're baiting*, so 1'11 rephrase the question. The door must be left
open for new interpretations of art, even art that we have known for a long while. To
force upon a child ,a4way of looking, only ono-way, or *jetties of words you have to use
when you talk about 15p century painting, etc., is to .deprive him of the pleasure of
the works, it seems to me, rather than to enhance it. Furthermore, it means that be
has no place to go; you see, once he has learned the 15th century, he has no place to
gO exceptto'the,16th century., And it's tot, bad because be ought to be able to go back
each time and to haVe a richer experience. Now that!. one way of leaving the door open
so it can enlarge us gradually. Now you were getting to another point, that is, if we
taught them only'in painting and sculpture,and architecture would this, then, close the
door so that they could never apply these qualities that they are developing, the per-
ceptions, etc., to furniture, to advertising art or to anything else. I have no feeling
about restricting it. I think here you are restricted chiefly by the matter of time.
If you have to choose. that which is going to be most important and have the greatest
impact, I don't think you are going to choose a group of kitchen chairs or axe handles
in order to get across the emotionally evocative quality or idea-embodying quality of a
fora or work'of art. I"think it is wise, and it's especially true when you are talking
about paying attention to particular levels of students, not only in age but also in
terms of .their environment4I think it is exceedingly important that they realize that
part of what they are learning about great works of art, that is,, established works of
art by artists, is also to,be discerned in other things around them; otherwise it's
likely to be a bit of dreaming and won't last. In architecture, as I think I suggested,
regardless of where they live, they could be conscious of certain elements around them
that they could begin to see in the way they would look at a work of architecture. At
the same time they,ihonldn't abuse it -- I object very much to the notion that studying
the funny papers is one step ramemeiAntwn studying the drawings of Rembrandt -- the
step's too big.

pr. Rosenberg,: I think this is an important point -- that, somewhere, you have to
restrict the field. Otherwise there is the danger that you would go off into things
that never were art -- you're talking about bringing back into art things that were art
but which cease to be art because of changes in taste and understanding, but the field
probably should be restricted to art by artists and not the things that came into
existence either accidentally or through some other purpose. Of course, we can't
restrict that absolutely because there were societies in which there was no such thing
as art, in which everything, in other words, was art; so that there is a kind of hazy
area, and maybe the best way to draw the distinction is practically, as you say, to
consider how much time you have to go into it.

Nr.6.21141: For a layman. like me, unfamiliar with the world of painting, etc., relative
to these other people, that gives me no guidance at all; and I think you have now come
right to the point of the two questions which may seem to you like such elementary or
rather silly questions that you don't care to answer them, but they are the pressing
questions for me and for a number of other people. First, what do you mean when you
say "art" and I would at least like you to try to say it without saying "Oh, it's so
obvious" because it isn't obvious to me. Second, how do you, by your own standards,
judge good from bad, better from worse, in the world of art?

Mr. Rosenberg: Do you think it is pertinent to this

Mk. Ulan: Absolutely. I think it is.

Et. Eisner: I would like to endorse that as well. I am very sympathetic to what you
have just expressed, Harold and Josh, however, there are other ways in which the field
would be sliced by different people and these are viable ways, these are defensible ways.
One could deal primarily with notions about art concerning phenomena in the cities,
relationships among people, artifacts which are created for everyday use, the use of
advertising, etc. The point that I would make is that I believe that one could develop
a justifiable position concerning this kind of orientation in our education as well as
the one which you've described. So there are competing alternatives which somehow need
to be selected on the basis of one's conception of, not only the nature of art, butthe
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role of art in education and can't merely be dismissed by using the works of artists as
the subject matter of art education.

F

Mr. Rosenberg: But you can't define art on the basis of the needs of educators.

Mr. Twin: Do it in your own terms.

1...a.cas____g4rRtber: Well, for one thing, I think both Josh and I would agree that the frame-
work of the problem is given by history. If you go far enough back you don't have a
division between high art and craft but get into the history of the Renaissance and
since the Renaissance, as well as in some other cultures, then there is this distinction;
which we didn't make up and which.is not based on theory -- it is based on the facts of
cultural life. To narrow the field down to the Weet,.since the Renaissance we have had
art and craft divided. The artist has become a recognized individual who creates in the
world of meaning and ideas, whereas, let's say,,the furniture maker is a craftsman and
doesn't attempt usually, although today there are new complications, as we do begin to
get craft that pretends to be or intends to be art, usually a chair that you can't sit
.on, for example, -- but we ought to put that aside -- there is, in other words,
historically a body of work called art as distinguished from other things and these works
are the works of artists.

Mr. Win: Called by whom art? You're only deferring the problem.

Mr. Taylor: Let me see if I can start on a different basis, which I always tend to do
as I move back into what it means to you when you look at it, and I think that ultimate-
ly that's the only way you can tell a work of art. It is very subjective, to use an
old-fashioned useful word, and I'm proud of it and don't apologize for it. Now when you
look at a beautifully formed chair you are delighted by it -- this is one level of
delight? When I say level, I don't necessarily mean that this is going to be a scheme,
like lith century schemes of subject matter in painting -- the high to the low. But
this is one kind of delight. When you look at certain kinds of painting which are a
little bit like a lyric poem, you delight in their color, you delight in their lines,
they hold your interest just in that world of sheer lyrical delight. This is another
kind of,pleasure. If you look at some paintingi, however, they do catch your eye but
at the same time they hold your mind and engage it with a problem that is far more
penetrating than that -- they don't let your mind alone. Rather than making you satis-
fied with the beautiful proportion of the object, the lyrical motion of the design, they
suddenly begin to question rather fundamental bases, fundamental questions, regarding
you and your lives, your judgment of things. I don't mean this necessarily through
subject matter, in fact, I don't think it has anything to do with subject matter. It
may have to do with subject matter or it may not. I think this is true in some paint-
ings that are basically non-objective -- they can suddenly make you sense forces and
qualities. Let me sight for example, looking at a painting by Franz Kline. You might
talk about one of Kline's painting An terms of its black and white pattern. This, I
think, would do extraordinary unjustice to Kline because what I think you really get
out of the painting when you look at it with sensitivity is a curiously hard to describe
sense--almost a sense of tragedy. There's an extraordinary sense of vitality and emo-
tion which you feel a part of as you look at it. Now you can't equate this experience
with the experience you get from looking at a well planned chair. There's a difference
in kind and I think that difference in kind is extraordinary important in education. It
goes back to something this morning, when talking about education, art as part of our
humanistic knowledge, part of our humanistic culture. It has to do with our evaluations
of ourselves, of our fellow -man, our sense of tradition of the past, our sense of
continuity, and the sense of humanity that'spreads into our own time. I don't man by
any means that you interpret paintings in these sorts of words but these kinds cO, values
do, indeed, come out of the paintings, and are part of the paintings, and if you think
of them, then, in these terms of value, I think you would have a hard time justifying
using, let's say, certain kinds of the vulgar arts in lieu of the arts which in our
culture have become the most refinded and sophisticated statement' of those problems
which go most deeply into our very lives.
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Mt. TOmint% CaneverybodviwyourAudgmentbetaUghttO feel that about a Franz Kline
painting?,

ilrulayllrf::Not-necespatily abOut a'Frinz Kline.

Rosenberg,: ,Let me talk abont,thata little bitin:relation to Franz Kline. In
addition to'What Mr.. Taylor has' Said, when'we lockat.*Klinetodaywe have in and also
the wholecoritinuumof art*iChloonfrOnted'KlineMhenhe painted that'picture:efulh9w
he dealt with the problems oUpaintingawhe:discoVeredthem fifteen yeardago, which in
its own wgyilso comprise thei0itilation.oU,seciety'; ofeducationofcultureili general.
All this comes into our evalUatiOnOffthat Klinelas an iMpOrtentwork"Of4iM Now, one
could say every,profession'has similar problems ig,;-SOSiebodY*) could say,
Nell, I aconfronted WitWthe:problem of'Making''S new:kind ofglastware," has to take
upthe difficulties of crAittionin'the:'reaitiCcif-ikasti'yBil.t when Yoit:Consider;the fact
that-the hiatOryofpainting'inciOdelvallthetie works; which come to'vs fromthe'!reeks
through theAtnaisaance--that iS,Mith all the great thinking;orartyoU'havei.
problem very similar to that: -in a new idea in'philoSophy;'that is,yoU Can'tphilosophise
withOut philosOphy,' and when somebody has made 4 Contribution tO philosophy we see it
immediately on two planes, that is, what it does in philosophy and what it says to us
as laymen. Now, I think that that is true about a work of art, and it is not true about
a chair.,

Mr. Taylor: You sound like a historian -- yoU're stealing my stuff!

Mr. Beittel: Is it because of theie cultural discontinuities that ascribe the lower
status to the craft? I can envision a potter saying this about pots, if you allow for
the discontinuity.

Mr. Rosenberg.: I could envision it too,'but I would then 'ant to know who the great
potters were, who had created pots of such vast significance, that their problem should
necessarily involve my interest simply. as a human being, not as somebody who wants some
pots.

Mr. Beittel: I was thinking in reverse fashion, that there you would evoke the image of
the concept of work and even of annoymity in relation to an object which is formed and
fashioned again, and again.

Mr. Rosenberg: That's a subject that we could probably talk about for hours.

Mr. Beittel: You are picking out, as I understand it, the prime exemplars of this type
of thing. _-

Ht. Taylor: Yes, it is much harder to look at a pot as a humanistic project than it is
to look at a painting.

Mr. 'Again: Why?

Mr. Taylor: First, it takes two things. It takes an extraordinary eye to determine the
difference between one pot and another. Now, I don't mean that in a simple-minded way.
For example, the pot from one of your early Mexican pieces, hand done, not done on a
wheel, done with an extraordinary feel of the hand, is entirely different from a 5th
century B.C. Greek pot. This is a distinction you can make on technical terms very
quickly and very easily. There is color difference, difference in form, one is com-
pletely symmetrical, the other is not. These kinds of external difficulties get taken
care of very quickly, but at the present time I think we probably have a far greater
feeling for looking at the Mexican piece and saying, "yes, you see, it has the hand."
We have been taught that way. It has what Mr. Fry calls "sensibility -s-pit has the
imprint of the thumb, somehow, and that brings us into contact with the human being. I
like these pots, too; but 5th century Greek pottery with its extraordinary perfection of
form, demands a kind of concentration and it demands, also, a sense of what it doesn't
do, a sense of tradition -- that this is an extraordinary refinement of a formal
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tradition and to understand.the consummate place that this piece holds, requires an
extraordinarily schooled sensibility, I think.

Mr. Villemain: There's a greater wealth of meaning in some of these objects.

Mr. Taylor: I think it is more ateessibie-- not any greater, but it's more ^accessible.

Mr. Rosenberg: As a matter of fact the problem that you are raising is vast but very
much related to the problem of art. That is, the problem of the crafts, since we enter-ed into the' industrial era, in which things are'turned out without Creative applicationby the maker, has put anew emphasis on the kind of work which we call art. Art is,
after all, a kind of work, but it is a kind of work for the worker, primarily -- that
is, it is primarily art for the artist, and there is a kind of utopian view that
ultimately all work will be done for the worker. This would be the society of the
future, and there is quite a strong tradition.that 'looks forward to that eventuation of
the machine Or mechanized. industry. In other words, it is a point of view contrary to
the idea that in the automated society there will be no work.- On the contrary, the idea
is in the automated society everybody will work for the sake of their own development.

Hr. Beittel: They'll all be artists.

Mr. Rosenberg: They'll all be artists. Now, you keep that in mind as a definition, I
think it gives you a perspective on why art is so important in the school; that is,these kids who may not have to do work, let's assume that some won't have to do, work
and some won't be able to do work,'that is are' going to be unemployed, could work forthe sake of themselves if they understood What the work of art is, namely, what kind of
work is involved in art. It's work that goes back to transform the person that pro-duces it. I think that is one of the reasons why it is so important to take up theproblem.

Mr. Harris: Is that your criterion of art -- it transforms the person who produces it?

Mr. Rosenberg: Yes, I would make that into one of the ways, at least,' of distinguish-
ing real art from art which is simply the production of artifacts under shop conditions,
like the man who works, lets say, in a design factory.

Mr. Taylor: We'd have to "extend that to the person who looks 'at it,' too.

Mr. Rosenberg,: And the person who looks at it participates in this enterprise.

Mr. Taylor: Everybody, you see, would have to be his own fabricator.

Mr. Eisner: What you have just developed, as I take it; is a'theory of'art. And 'Iwould suggest that there are other conceptions than the one you have suggested.

Mr. Rosenberg: You don't have to suggest that -- it's a fact.

Mr. Eisner: It's a fact. And since it is a fact, these other conceptioni which are
respectable would have different implications Ibr the teaching of art in the public
schools but over and beyond that if you examine the history of the teaching of art inthe public schools you will find that the'goals of art instruction are' not simply amatter of relating the instruction to a conception of art but' rather using areinstruc-
tion to meet the other kinds of needs perceived to be, important either
by the society at large or by the people who are running-the schools. Forexample, inthe 1850's we had a conception of art instruction in which children were taught to draw'
systematically and in which art was conceived of ad'- drawing.' In the 1870' a you had aconception of art instruction whereby it was considered important to the ,preparation of
skilled craftsmen who could go into the industries. In the late 1880's, by virtue of
the child study movement, you had a beginninainterest in the unfolding development efthe child and the use ok-ait in order to better'undersiand hiz'development. In the1910's you had a conception of art in terms of picture study sort of a "great looks"
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approach.to art eucation, toward understanding the. art of the.pastand the great moral
lessons that it preached. In the-1920's you. had A conception of .art education which
again say the child as an unfolding organism and which say his art as a projection of
himself whereby ;hie potentialities could be. unfolded.. Inthe 1940's you had,theJnflu-
ence of a materials approach to art education whereby the work of the modern artists
began to enter.into the school. program, and the notion was. to somehow sensitise children
to a variety of materials. In the 1950's you had the growing, interest in using art in
creativity. ,We get notions by Herbert Read of "Education through Art",not education.in
art. but education through art. ManuelBarkan "Through Artto.Creativity" and. many
other such conceptions of the proper function of ,art.in the public school. And now in
the 1960's we're beginning to look ,at art, I believe in terms of helping youngsters to
begin to develop the, kind of awareness that both of you have, talked. about;. and the only
point I,would like to make is that it is not simply a matter of using the subject matter
to determine what it is that ought to be taught, there are a multiplicity of factors.
operitinvin the,wholesscial schema, which affect the. content of art and the way in
which it. is ',qua to be taught and these simply cannot be dismissed, because they are
empirical.

Mr. Rosenberg: Do these stages divide themselves neatly into ten year packages, that
way?

Mr. Eisner: No, I did..

Mr. Tumin: I think Al Kaprow's ideas are very relevant here, because if I'm not mis-
taken,, now, you say almost anything Can be, used to get to the goal, let's say, of open-
ing up kids end making them feel creatiVe_and making them feel more alive. It doesn't
have to be acknowledged works of 'masters, to do so, right?

Mr. Keorow:- That's one way of looking at it because I was going to suggest that art is,
in addition to the body of work that exists from the past up to the present, what a man
calling hiMself an artist does. Now, that which he does may be a variety of things, and
in fact, startle the public at a particular time by its novelty or even by its former
status being reconsidered, as for example, the use of commercial art themes today., But
in addition to that,-. to bring in the issue of self-transformation, which gaold Mention-
ed a moment agoo.'it is perfectly obvious to everyone that when one is going to aarty
and jut on one's best suit, one is'obviously transformed by that new guise, one looks
at one's self in the mirror and says "by golly, I look marvelous I'mgoingtO have a
good time" - in the same way that other costumes May'depress one, as at a funeral, Where
one dresses soberly. Now,. the real issue is not self-transformation alone, bnt;critical 1

self-transformation. It's a matter of issue, .in the long run, which involleig-ehOther*
part of what you hat% brought up, 'I think, and that is. a'sense,of what.the whole-'history
of culture has meant in terms of its contending with concepts of reality, its aehee-Of
what thepast has done to, present concepts of reality,:howthisjnterchange takes place,
and finally what this does:to the individual. It!s a, kind of:transcendent activity 'but
not necessarily in the "heaven-sent" sense. I don't think that we are now in 'such a
comfortable position (and here is where crisis enters into present concerns. with art)
we arenot,in such a fortunate position as some of the people in the past Who-thought
that through art is ..a better and bettergay of life. It may, in fact, I've seen this
happen amongst some of my colleagues, make one feel miserable.

Mk. Beittel:' I take it you wouldn't like the word; perhaps, "the humanistic inquiry,'
to,_be imposed on. yOur work?

Mr. Kaorow: 'could if yoU take the word, humanistic as involving tragedy 'too._

Mr. Beittel: I.monder if, there is any conflict between these ideas.

Mi.:Aosenbera: No, we agree:

Mr. Kaprows I think Feldman's word "humanistic study" is perfect.
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Mr. Taylor: As long as it doesn't, mean.a sort_of'dry taking, away from.your enerience
but rather making yoU'feel'a part of the "humanistic study."

. .

Mt. Roaenberg:' As Ong' as.yoU'are:SUrehe.dOeinit.meen:putting a.10.5,of human beings
into the paintings? Which is what is usually Cerled humanism in art._,

Mr. TUmin: Mere we are on the verge of at least suggesting a theme which runs contrary
to one that was coating through strongly-at the conference. I sensed during 'the confer-
ence that there was emerging a kind of consensus either willing or unwilling, that it
was best to start as early as possible with great works of art in order to achieve the
three goals of art education whatever they might be, not just art for its own sake, but
out for the kids own sake, art for knowledge; but that a primary inittument would be
works of art. Now I am beginning to think that we ought to entertain the Possibility,
and I mean this seriously, not just for discussion here, that, you might better be able
to come to the goal of the appreciation of works of art, not by' Starting with works of
art but by getting kids involved in things that you would call, if you will, artistic
experiences, of their own, where they are beginning to develop a knowledge of certain
kinds of`feeling that happen to them when they are engaging in certain kinds of activi-
ties whiclf`they then, by analogy later on, begin to see are present also In the works
of art. To start the other way with the work of art to try to cultivate the feeling, I
think, would leave you remote from the child.

Mr. Rosenberg:* Why would you call that'art education? Aren't there other ways and
other means by which yOu could create the sense of apprehension of environment and do
all sorts of other things with children in order to give them a sense of physical and
sensual apprehension? The minute you bring in the possibility of getting to art with
things that have nothing to do with art, believe me, you'll never get to art, and I
don't see any reason in the world for calling this art education. Certainly every child
needs to be, as we have been using a phrase here -:-Igiened up" and made to understand
how life isn't purely a matter of abstract ideas -- it is also apprehension through the
senses, etc., but why call it art education. It could be called psychology -- it could
be called . . .

Mr. Eisner: Why not call it art education?

Mr. Rosenberg: Because it has nothing to do with art.

Mr. Taylor:, I think we're getting into a conflict which doesn't need to exist. I think
that.you are quite right that the child has to begin with the kinds of experiences he
might anywhere encounter. You can't expect a small child to distinguish between an
experience he gets from a picture and an experience that he gets from an object -- I
don't think he does. This doesn't mean that you don't use great works of art for chil-
dren. You just don't tell them they are great works of art and I don't think you would
object to this.

0

Mr. Villemain: You might not want to ask them for a mature reaction.

Mr. Taylor: Absolutely not. If they talk about the most beautiful paintings in terms
of their subject, etc., this is all right. But, at the same time, I think you have to.
reach out and use those kinds of materials around them that will be useful in building
precisely those kinds of aenaibilities that will eventually allow them to get into, the
work., Here, I think, we probably disagree because I do think that there le this kind
of training that can go on; share your feeling of danger that this kind of training
might be assumed as quite self-sufficient, that if this training is taken care of, then
automatically you see, they move into art -- there is no such thing. It always has to
be done hand in hand with art and with greet works of art.

Mr. Malin: Sure. And we are even suggesting this really as an inatrument for getting
to great works of art in way that sight be easier than you, Harold, seem to hive been
suggesting here, not in order to duck the issue.
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Mr. ROsenberai. You yoerself.a#0,thdon t,have very much fàmiIiäritLVitb;'mrk8,
of art but you do have familiarity With iti kindi of other expirienaes. HOW, WhY: didn't
you get the, art .y these other.rO4teet. And. what makes you think ttt. Once all kinds of
techniques have been!evolved'fOr performing these functions that you went performed, and
believe me, I'm not against their being Perforaied,at'whatOoint'WillyoU'get to art?
You are actually assuming that the relation is one between the organism and nature, or ,

various kinds 9f experiences, and that art, somehow, i simply, there.
.

Mr. Taylor: :I think that a kid when he begins, has to be sharpened in terms of:every-
.

thing sharpened to make him aware .of things, to make him respond -- this has nothing
to do with art. Although it is necessary. Be can't look at art later if he can't
respond to things sensuous and worldly.':

.0

. ,
Mr. Villemain: Make discriminations

. .:

Mr.'Tavlor: Make discriminations, yes, and I was suigesting-that thia be carefully
studied to make,4Ure thit'it,ii08:brOad'4140siblenotjimited, as I said yesterday,
to red, yellow'and,blue and Standard, little block toys anclthatkind of thing: trim),
to be broad. Suppoeeyeu_begintherethies_histotal. activity as a_child, This is
kindergarten, let's say, I don't know where this fits,.bUtWavery early, butjt,be-.
comes a decreasing kind of tendency. Just as a child.acribbling.ii perfectly happy but
very.quickly has to do something about it, has to. use it, has to put it into form, has
to give it meaning, etc.., so,that_thiadiOple aortOfiregetableexperience:lengoing_
to be satiafactory,Very lonianyhoWvbut at,this,very,aeme.point.suppoeing that we start
with that much of this kind Of-generillookingandalittle.bitofertlnthere too.
Looked at almost thewayhe looks at nature or anything else and it might be abstract,
art or non-objective ---.:_infact;1,think preferably.: It .doesn't Titter., Supposing that
that get larger and larger, that inerement;-indtheother getaAiimalleriad4mallerNow
at a certain point in his'life,'and I_thinkthivis natural whether it iabuilt into
yourcurriculum.,or. not, it's going to work because he is going to drop the serious inter-
est in the extra art, in the physica'activity,:aimple sensuous activity, etc., and give
himself over to the other experience.

Mr. Rosenberg: I think you are too optimistiC'Icir one reason you are leaving out
presence of specialists who could extend. this extraart training to the most complicated
course . . .

_ ,

Mr. Taylor:_,:l was talking about; you how you mOvelrommodeling clay into making
free-form jewelry:tOurning your fingers in'thOciln_7- this is exactly what is,happen-
ing now, this10:wh40,don!tii4o4 because instead of the minds being developed and
the hands deVe1010,Ne:gei waylaid and-that's not going to màve you into, art.

Mr. Eisner: But on the other hand (I hate to be playing the devil's advocate),bct I
don't think, that it's right to dismiss such "art activities" as the making of free form
jewelry. There is a,very serious sensein,which,an:adoleacent, for example,,,can,involve
himself in the making of a painting, or a piece of sculpture, which, for hiM,-trilly-ita
moving aesthetic experience even .though the product that he makesalight,not behung in,
the'museum*.art now I Would say art education 1144 erred in the past, it has
been in the direction AS you puggested.:_Asa matter'offect, i Franz 004 would pre-
clude fromtie classroom adult art, periOd,:beCiuse,efa concern with influencing the

HedlAnIA-11.Ant:to illfluenesthe.Childandjthink if the field has erred it has
been in that direction, but I don't.thinkAtwill_bea Virtue,toerrin:the other
direction either:-

4r. Bosenbira: Butrthink 'ft.:was-made Ciear* solehody:during thiSOnferenCe, L,,think
it was you, wasn't it Professor Taylor, that-a clear distiiCtion should be made between
what children can,understand,andiwkat,theY,can.:*,and,Af one required that they, should
create:Works that remiCh,e:certaWatandirdOUely'the WhOle,ideaw004.-bedeOtroyed.

. . .

Mr. Tumin: He's saying something else, 'that' in'doini You come to 4 kind of understand=
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Rosenberg:,- We all agree about that but I think: he is alio saying that we cannot
require thatAn the ,doinr certain Istandards should be set,that will say:, "if it isn't awork,of :art, ,don't do fit.",- Ithink we all.agree, about that and it's an important point.
Mr. 'Taylor: Very early the student has to learn that what he is doing may present a

"-:-satisfactory experience to him but he also Swat have the "out" that this experience
leads ,to something more i, thaes .beyond his imanual-tapacity.

Mr. Villemain: think this., can be researched and I.dare say we haven't done an .ade-
qUate job ;of it:,iI would,' for-example, like to, know-on empirical grounds, just what it
is that ,a :child, can get .at Narious,:ages from a Matisse-or 'from an Athenian pot.
don't think we ,can do anything at" this:point but .kuessi; ,It's fairly obvious,that a
Shakespearian love sonnet_le .going :to be nonsense:--to 'a child of lfive. This is a kind of
e gross observation to make.: The mature meanings that are available r there, are simplynot -available to the child. .So we should .really, iresearch, this .matter. There are twothings that need research here; Whether or not we cal:successfully move from axe handles,or what have you, to paintings and sculpture -- how we can systematically and with assur-
ance move from these:to what we: want ':to' call. great works of art: We ,need to researchthat and I think we also need to research just what it is that we can properly expectfrom ,very young .children in their responses to, historically excellent art.-.
Mr. Rosenberg: Would you include the differences between 'the ,nonsense of a Shakespear-ian sonnet-to a child of :five and other forms of nonsense; 'I mean like the nonsense of.a comic book? That would be-a legititiate-study. -There may be' some kind of residue in
the Shakespearian sonnet nonsense, in'the sense that it is nonsense to this child, thatcould turn out to be quite valuable, I, think.

Mr. Villemain: But if there is, we ought to discover it.
Mr. Taylor:: This is an exceedingly good point because I am convinced (and you know Iam an amateur, I can project this, I don't have to worry about it -- I can go back to
my history of art) that when I mentioned about children being read to things theycouldn't read or things they couldn't write, I am all in favor of children having
Shakespearian sonnets read to them they don't have to know all about universal love,there is something very 'wonderful about it, in the. sound. Furthermore, I' am all infavor of having small :children-having poetry read to them in other languages, which they
don't understand. This is not nonsense in the comic book sense, but real quality thatyou are building upon. Later they will come upon it and say, "Oh, it has this extra-
ordinary, level of meaning to it." It hasn't been falsified you see.
Mr. Villemain: We are all also familiar with what hes happened to so `many of us, and
maybe it happened to Mel, I can remember in public school days when 1 was exposed tocertain symphonies -- well, it took me years to get over what happened there -- therewas a miseducation going on. .

. ,

Mr. Beittel: There is a certain platonic overhang here though, is there not, assumingsomething such as Plato, or later Read, via Schiller, that "forming" has this positiveinfluence on human beings. This is why! understand Montaigne was awakened by, theviolin. I don't 'know how he felt about that in his later essays, but this was g fact,this was practiced in various periods in history. We don't know really about this
assumption, do we? You're suggesting we research it.
Mr. Rosenberg,: I agree there ought to be a lot of research in this field provided we
can establish good hypotheses.,

Mr. Beittel: Elliot brought up a question, which I would like to bring back to Al, con-
cerning the "out" which is in going back to the work ofl art,- which can be epprithended
much 'beyond the level of performance.1, It is' net quite resolved for -me, at least,' what
role the performance plays." In other words how these two 'things stand in relation toeach other. Now the tradition has been in art :education, at 1 think Elliot pointed out,
more in the performing, and now we want to' expand this notion,. and you gentlemen' are

It
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helping us do this nobly here. I em still concerned about the role of the "Performing --
both in relation to and separate from, if I nay put it that way -- what you gentlemen
represent. I wonder if Al would Address himself to this or if any of the rest of you.
would.

Mr. Rumour: Well, I think Harold before referred to how if methodologists or technicians
or specialists get hold of certain basic tools for the young child's use-as an artist,
this could be immediately turned into a vast program of complications, just for the sake
of testing. You could direct it away from the purpose which is to let this bid become
acquainted with art by doing it. On the other hand, there is a specialist called an
artist who, if he is gifted at teaching, in the presence of that child might turn thooe
very same materials which at that early point are not necessarily great works of art,
or not associated as materials with the making of art, for instance, they might not be
paint or Wood to carve; they might be nuts and bolts or strings or whatever, just by his
very presence and let's .say more than merely intuitive grasp of his teaching job; but I
think by a sense of the'theatre of his presentation, he could very likely turn this
activity into a profitable one that if it doesn't verge on art, actually is art. And
it's at that moment no different than the explorations of modern artists with their own
new visions. Even if it is only on a very rudimentary level for the kid -- it might be
just as intense. So I am willing to imagine, becauae I haven't seen enough evidence of
this in the schools, that if we were able to stimulate more artists to enter into
especially the lower grades to teach or set by example a tone, we might begin to come
close to this kind of broad idea that you are referring to, Mel, where it doesn't have
to be only a great work of art that is shown a child, though I certainly would want that
there too, but it can be something we call just life itself and at that point maybe a
chair which a child might make could be a totem as much as something to sit on, could be
"magical" as I like to put it. I have seen it happen in little classes here and there
in out-of-the-way places but I think it could happen much more broadly in the United
States and so I suggested, and I hope we can pursue this in some way, that more artists
who are gifted and interested in the teaching area be brought into the schools as
examples, as teachers, as artists in residence, if you want, and I think it might be
very stimulating.

Mk. Ileittel: We are moving toward the questions which I sense are in the minds of the
participants at the conference, that is, what are the exemplars, or archetypes, or What-
ever you want to call them, that you gentlemen represent, which we should. try to build
into our curricular activities? Fin instance, when Bruner tries to exemplify with some
educators and with some mathematicians, what it is to think like e mathematician, we can
follow his reasoning here, hapsets up a rather constrained environment in one way but an
environment in which key things are about to be discovered. Be is saying in essense
that eight year olds can discover the law of quadratics; and this is a key concept to
mathematicians. I think one thing that art educators would like to know is, what are
some of these key concepts, are they verbalissible; if not, can you represent them? I
don't think we would mind if they had to be acted out, or even "danced," as Mel put it.
What are some of these key notions that we can focus on so that we don't dissipate our
energies in all sorts of useless and unrelated activities?

Lei_OrMr.': I'm aware that the difficult point in the proseam I suggested is precisely
the sming.between these two areas and this is the very tough point. You can argue the
virtues of doing and. you can argue the virtues of studying the painting -- it's. in terms
of the teaching now -- at what point does this transference begin to take place, and I
can't imagine a greater help in this than the artist, not so much as the teacher, but
the artist as a kind of model of the operation. I think it is asking an awfully lot of
the artist to ask him to teach. I think you are asking him to take on a great deal of
responsibility that most artists are neither prepared or willing to take.

Mr. Rosenberg: When we talk abOut artists who will turn the tables that way, I quite
agree with you -- you are not dealing with materials of art in the sense of pictures or
sculpture, etc., and the artist was taking pieces of,paper or something else and doing
something with it, how would you define an artist? What makes this fellow an artist?
Is it.the fact that he has been concerned with painting and sculpture and that ha, in a
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lbecomts an exemplar 411tYPe that has all or some large,eapeeP.ofert im6hieeind?
Ian 't that *I* is iinvolved here? I vieek.ke is like an embodiment Of art history, in
sense, in 41:4VALlikni, 110* has made himself 1 into the present 1t,MOM7, of are history,
so if he starts fooling around with cigarette 0.414410 etc., art tilitc# 10 speaking
through him. So in that 'sense he hiteoliu.the'ileit:teieher, but if you want to pi rid
of him or put hie pa, *4 lines you heie to fill a for n have to
take lit and pit a Wther* instead' Of him. thei"the Way it goes?

iiis..!w4: I think it may be 'a serious Mistake to assume that artists are good examples
of art in action Or that writers are good aka** and models to put in of kids
of what iiriting, is about, because the disparity between th& activity and the product and
the external presentation of .gelf Of the person hiasSif, can be so great as to throw
kids eft. Afld this leads to Very important sociological problem, iniefir as art edu-
cation is concerned, part of which is reflected in the attitudes the boards 'a education
take to art adulation as a frill Oubiect. Art is defined as effete -- it's feminine --
it's sissy stuff -- its for aratiel*Pii4 that 40 queerpeopIe: What in the
can be dole in the schools, if aiiirtching,te like art masculine, strong, peOuier, in a
sense, like athletics (I don't ever *mitt it will be like athletics for young kids) but
what can give it a better place in the culture of manhood in Aisericsm society today --
is there any hope for that? His anyone found any ways of gettans it into the kids?

Eipner: That is preciselY the kind of question I would like to ask you, as a
sociologist.

M.E.111: I' am just encountered withdespait -- the definition of art ai feminine and
effete.

Mr._Rosehbern: 1 don't think' this is as true as it used to be. Back in 1936 the Van
Gogh Show at the Museum of Modern Art drew a bigger attendance than the Yankee Stadium.
Up till then that had never happened and the situation has been quite different in the
past thirty years.

Mk. Temin: That datum sounds just like the one rhad. thrown at me when we Were despair-
ing about the non-reading habits and the non-music listening habits of Americans, some-
one said "More people buy symphonic records in a given year in the United States than
attend basebell game." but what -dgerthst-metht

Mr. Itosenbers: It means the decline of baseball.

Mr. Leorow: Vou know one siege explanation or possible solution to this problem is to
let people see an await.

Mr. Tuotg: Most artists I know would be horrible to bring into a classroon.

Kraaegaz. : Hos. I don't think so. I know quite a few artists that would be perfect for
the Jab. Actually, one of th. greatest fears the people have had about something they
don't know about is that they don't know about it. You know, a Jew has horns, etc.,
etc., and then somebody at last its one and he nude Or that he has other things
wrong with bin. So at least he doesn't fit the category. Now I think that the assump-
tion of a great number of people about the artist, that he is effete, strange, unreli-
able, etc., simply doesn't hold up when, in fact, they meet this person. Be may become
more dangerous to thee for different reasons, but in other cease he eight become a great
relief to them, and I think that my suggestion here, insofar as it car be put into
operation, might help.

the concern of SrUner I think, is not se-much the introduction of the
scientist or the artist into the school, hut, rather estiabiiShing,those problems in the
school curriculum that will engage the student in. the hind of activity that the critic,
historian and artist engage in. So that if 'took this model as a way in which pro-
grams might.be organised, vi would be in a sense gel* to the hiltorititt to find out
about the kinds of problems and materials that petite,* could be simulated and given to



youpsatagits eCh001 level, into. Whith, they could inquire in order
to p* kind of oi Order ito le rn toisething

historian ;engage* .**7*04.*-.1014*,'*-406#10-t tote, for then
so tlfrik the* unction 0 a,toorlii,. e' taeks'es an-
artiet'***000; Now this is tine kind of icatOinaio for .0 elatitinal Planning; but Twould like' to add -; eetikti!.Of art lialOuLetf,On, 0e: t.,:i0irwentien to Chil-dren's and yo cant's' art' activities was 'itself e'squeitibri4ble.tritibrprise in thelast twenty years so that it may be egseeeses.te,esevske.thet in most clasproom, studentsreeeitect*******A01. They ii,(1.4041$* in 4400*itit:,* but they may nothave been react viug i ni truction.. MOW if one established an experliental, situation
ikerOky studious truly received instruction in, tale asking of art and if thie was tied
with the looking at greet Art, vs. Esight'00p consequences that are exceedingly Valnable.As yet, 1 tato this fins t-44-been

it might vr.ep consequences' That you, .'1.dx...kst went; too, beeauae YOu would
build 'criteria and the indiVidUel woUld die:cover that he isn.t'up to those criteria, hisown perforeaties-genq 1,04 thou criteria and he will reject. the *hole works.

This is the questionl was going' to ask you. We have been talking about,
I think the kind'of disaffection that sets in somewhere along the line with small chil-
dren. Small children, don't coneider art effete or effeminate. And at some point they
begin to. These days it is not only the young gentlemen, it is also the young ladies
who begin to look upon it as beneath them. I ea curious as to what point this is, and
whether it is pimply a matter of growing drp, and I think not, because people don't grow
up that innocently, or whither it is What they engage in. * own' sort of simple- wised
and cloistered theory is that quite possibly at a point in which they feel that in terms
of art they. ,tre inadequate -- and someone else, is good -roue argues, in the normal way,
that then *lite norally whet I do` virtue, whet I, de is the mieculine way, 'liner he does,then, must be the effete way. And theY sometimes don't get over tide. I' know that first
year students coming into the university still held 'this' notion that to be open in dis-
cussing art and what art forces them to discuss, still has this lingering sense that it
belongs to other people. They quickly get over this at the university, you can trip
them, but this shoUldn't have to happen.

tlya_ VC...fa: You have the support of "culture! the university, that-you don't have in
the peer groups of adolescents.

ner: There is empirical evidence regarding the effeminate aspects of Art And
aesthetic values. For example, on the Alport, Vernon, Lindsey Study of Values you find
that the aesthetic value for women is significantly higher than for:Oen.'

Mr Taylor: But how is ,aesthetic judged there? You see, you get back to the rhythm-
bslance-hermony school -- that's exactly the point at' atich a 'serious kid is going to
drop off because to him that is peripheral and. then pretty phoney. -- he doesn't really
care about, the tidy universe at that joint.. Hi is interested in other things though,
that are much more sermaine to art' than a Fidy, sense order. And, as long as you stick
with only order as the element in art, which I must say in Mist art it isn't, there may
be an ingredient but it certainly doesn't stop there, quite naturally he is going to
consider that Out.

Seittel: In other words what you are saying is that in a degree the art presented
him was, indeed,. Offen/nate..

Mr. TavipT: Curiously, it's' truncating. Instead of opening up experience and challeng6
ins his, Rind,. instead, of making him, realize that there are, big probleps, .uhich I. !oust
say. most 40s i.04; ear thaT. can be treated like adults ;bait .

mien falsely bid but I mains really engage themselves, and think the kids noViiidoVi
*neap themselves very 111.0*. Afts* ail. tSileare molt not in the classrobl hut CAA-
side. You talk about **At intervention =,4, indeed,' adults tutorial).* lois bafori they
get, into sahooi; end the May thro,tiluir. 'Yin:, Can't, pretand,'ou see, that they are nor
influenced constantly all the way through.
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simply not know anything very well, .is that what you've been swine

Mr. Tsçlor: That theae.othersins$W-7that it exists is terribly important. I think this
is, at the moment, of growing importance. A lot of people look at the gaudy pictures
in Lifi. gga5in., they, don't *OpIrPikiitt, 111004t and molt of 'ittetsdan't even use it
for tense dropping or cocktail conversation, and:yet-they take comfort in the fact that
it does exist and they can believe it is worthwhile Oven tthough they can't quittsense
the nature of that .worthwhileneise
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Kr. Mein: From these experiences you come to know the things that you can't do that'.
others can do that involve .skills . ,

Mr. Taylor: Provided it is not in opposition encryoudan't relent it.

Mr. Tomlin: I want to get to the point where people no longer why "Oh any kid can draw
that Paul Klee.6. If only that could be eliminated fit* the thinking; and you can get
that from people who really don't know art but only know it fro the outside, actually.
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be used to develop really innovative programs which would serve as exemplars to other
achoOl personnel and could serve to influence them. .This is only one way of doing it.
The tr. 5, OffiCeof.Sducation has takinai'different kind of route. The history of the
Office of EdUCatien in preltious.years has been one of data collection and data dissemi-'tattiest. :11he current Practice of the U. S. Office of Education is far more than that.

innovating in education and the provision of funds for this conference is one such
effort. NoW.Itha tluestion of efficiency and effectiveness as compered to Madison Avenue,
*is a via this conference le an interesting one. I think the U. Si, Office of Education
was right. But I think there are many routes to this. The =instruction of materials,
the establishment of research center., the development of fish-bowl programs in the
visual arts in certain schools, the publication of research reports and articles, by
the way, in journals,' in the field of general education, which are virtually absent of
anything in the field of art education. About a month or two ago I did a little library
research. I went to the three major education journals in the field of education, The

'ardEdu.bm_..seratit...eview, Teachers College Record,and The School Review, Chicago,
Harvard and Terichees College, Columbia -- and I looked lgifrosrnie1920s to the 1960's
the number of articles in each of those journals dealing with the role of the visual
arts in education; and perhaps over that period there was something like fifteen articles
published from 1,920 to 1960 in these three major journals, so that one of the things
that we do in,this field, and I think other people in other fields do as well, is to
talk to ourselves, but we .don't make much of an effOrt to talk with people outside of
our own field in term* of the kinds of things that the field of art education has to
Offer. I think this would be one other kind of mode.

plr. Taylor: I would like to point out that two things that seem to be acting at the
same time here in terms of public relations in places where they count; that are sort of
pistoling. I am judging this from students who come into the university having had what
education they have now. One is of course that very few universities recognise for
credit courses in art. So one place you.have got to look to and look fast is the crea-
tion of programs not patterned after what the universities tell you, because they don't
know what is right, but by creating a program that is so good that you sell them that
it is right, so that it will be respectable for those students, the beWstudents, who
are in strong competition to get into college.

Mr. Tumin: Make it a major subject which anxious parents will let their kids take.

Mr. Taylor: Mow-the second point to this seems to be the difficulty because it is rare
that you find a brilliant student who has any training in this area at all, simply be-
coupe he wasn't allowed to, and he didn't dere to. how this is a kind of pessimistic
view for me to disclose. At the same time over the last ten years thers'haa been a
fantastic growth of interest in exhibitions at museums, the attendance has swollen
tremendously, the general publication of art, in terms of books and general periodicals,'
etc., has increased incredibly, in terms of only ten years ago. A lot of this is for
the wrong reasons -- I think this is irrelevant, the fact is, it's there and people are
aware of it. So that on one aide you have the hardest situation to face, in which you
are forced to the possibility of being crowded off the field entirely. On the other
hand, you have the public accepting more and more the existence of art, and difficult
art, no longer just happy things in big, gold'Iremes that they can go and not look at,
but really willing to work at it and they want to. They go to an exhibition of contem-
porary art and talk badly about it while they are there and the next time they have an
exhibition of contemporary art they 0 back to it and they talk badly about it. I
don't care whether they talk badly or they don't, they go. Sb, you have, one, a
willingness of the family, and the family is important, to accept art as a fact. Nowt
somehow, this has to be tied in with what gees on in school, and at the present time
don't think it is, and on the other aide you have to fight on the competitive, academic
credits side, so that the two things can cone together.

WI Eimer; This is something of a social paradox that's happened in this country and
I couldn't agree with you more. The national merit sehOlarshipsprogram and the college
board Otaminetion*, for exaeple, have no section* on art. the difficulties in testing
in the field of art are enormous but one of the thing* that colleges "go by" are certain
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kinds of test scores, certain kinds of standordisedprocedures.thsreby they can become
quastobjective,about who gets in end who is. excluded.. In. Tests in Print, thichs a
book listing all. of the tests that are published in this country and in Europe, there
are about 2100 such tests listed. In the fine arts, that is in art, ausic, literature,
etc., there are 26 sets out of the over 1200 tests. In.the visual arts there are 10
such testi, and of the. 10 tests in.the.visual arts, six of therkwerepublished in the
1930'a,,so that we have a situation which is in .a sense of reflection of the fact that
.arvcan't be-measured,and it :can't be standardised, and the fact of the matter that
these kinds_of conditions, that is the absence of.a viable test program, because of the
absence of standards and because of the conception of the proper function of the arts in
education, has served to reinforce the current minor position Of the role of the arts in
secondary education and:in the colleges. In addition,.in.a study that was done-by
Lawrence Downey a couple-of years ago dealing with the tasks of American education, he
lurked well over.5,000people throughout-the country onar stratified sampling basis to
rank order a.number of tasks for elementary and secondary education, in terms of if the
budget had to be cut should come first and what should come last. Well, there were
sixteen such tasks, sixteen such subject matters or areas that people ranked. Out of
the sixteen, aesthetic education was ranked 14th by non-educators and 12th by educators,
and in no case did it break into the upper half of the. list, although it did rise some-
what with increased education.

Mr. Yuman: What came off worse than aesthetic education?

Mr. Eisner: I don't remember.

Mr. Villemain: That's true. There is evidence of this lack of concern in the profes-
sional literature, I think Professor Barris would support me in this, both found in
educational philosophy and in educational psychology. I don't think the literature of
educational psychology displays a great interest in the psychology of the aesthetic
experience and what can go on here. It has been, as with educational philosophy,
largely preoccupied with the learning that goes on in connection with cognitive enter-
prises and certainly this is true in educational philosophy -- it has only been within
the last few years really that educational philosophers have been at all preoccupied
with the nature of the aesthetic experience and its place in the hegemony of education
generally. But this interest is growing rapidly in both areas.

Mr. Barris: The point was made very clearly that it can't be measurea, that we haven't
established criteria; and educational psychology for sixty years now has been preoccu-
pied with measurement, as we were discussing the other day.

Mr 74min: Professor Barris, wasn't the same dispair felt about the unmeasureability,
let us say, of literary appreciation twenty years ago and isn't it a fact that they
decided to try to measure it -- doesn't that finally begin to produce results? Another
thing, there is an ultimate unmeasureability to the things we are interested in.

Mr. Posenbers: It has produced very bad results.

Mt. Tumin: We can make progress as being as bad as all the others.

Mr. Taylor: But I think that there is another reason -- this isn't the only -- and I
think you have got to taki the responsibility for it But if I were asked by ay Uni-
versity whether we should give academic credit for the programs coming from most high
schools, I would say no.

Mt. Twain: Bow about programs in history coming from most high schools? Wouldn't you
be a little bit dubious about those, too?

Mr. Taylor: That's out of my area.

Mr. Beittel: Gentlemen, we have some little uncertainty here -- and yet I know that at
the end of Dale's paper he spoke for uncertainty as we try to get status and resolve our
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lack of clarity. I, know Vat* Al telksolto-us 'toot she-say it as en important ingredient
in the history of art o and also maybe in the cooPlex types of learning such as ye deal
with hers. Could; you Mpeek=10.tharfor, a soment, Dale?

Mr. Barns: Well I was just referringto the feet that it boulfbeen-Increasingly`,evi-
dent recently that too direct a lOading froisfaCt tà facvitylinear pograsainto for
example, may lead to learning bUt it also leads to satiety- very, very quickly, and if
you build in loam complexity and make the' individual sitarch4 bito.luck- ashy othet, types
of programming, so-called branching types, the interest Is held and in thea loUg.rim the
individual 'titer* with the material and learns it perhaps more .iffectiVely.-

. . : .

Mr. Ibis Isn't-against measursointo this is just one ofthecanditions with
which we oust. contend, youlm,s,aying;. Well, 'Crentlisoilo afraid'our time is cowing
to an and.' This is not the last supper - you have a chance againtosiorrow to Ceremo-''
nially talk to the whole group.

IL3Nrdw Men is 'the crucifixion. to occur?

Etalitudiat The crucifixion will-notoccur until afterou go, I understand.

ME4 Dagenham Crucified in absentia!

Mr. guld: This concludes, then, the interaction session of the outside specialists
mho represent dieciplines we feel of moment to the interdisciplinary field of art edu- .

cation, A.D. 1965. Thank you, Gentlemen.

7

.



METHODOLOGICAL INQUIRY AND EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

NATH$NIEL L. CHAMPLIN
Wayne.State Univereity

The fact tb-..t the corm "methodological inquiry" and the term "educational research"
do not designate clearly defined and integrated contexts of inquiry suggests a caution
about their juxtaposition in the title of this paper. As currently employed, the term
"methodology" may mean a particular mode of procedure, a collection of methods, or it
may mean a systematic investigation into the formal properties of all methodized opera-
tions. Similarly, the terms "educational research" may be taken to mean a miscellany of
conclusions, problems and generalizations which are the consequence of assorted types of
investigation, or "educational research" may be taken to mean a variety of research
techniques and investigative methods used in connection with the problems of a very
important human institution. The fact that these terms do not denote precisely delimited
areas of study would permit the thought that the two fields overlap at times and are
identical at still other times. Also tolerated would be the view that "Methodological
Inquiry into Methodological Inquiry" ii a less tenuous title for the present paper. At
the outset the door should not be closed to the thought that the relation between the
terms "methodology" and "educational theory" is one of synonymy.

The problem of effecting competently structured research and explanation in educa-
tion is part of the broader problem of effecting such research and exi anation throughout
the domain of the human sciences.. This p2ablem can be extended to include the natural
or physical sciences as well. But without supporting or implying a view to the effect
that the social or human sciences proceed in accordance with logical methods andstruc-
tures unlike in kind those found in the physical sciences, one can distinguish with
sufficient clarity a cluster of problems as a warrant for the label "methodological
problems of the human sciences." Further, such a label need not presuppose that the
task, if there be one, is to bring to the human sciences the concepts, terminology and
techniques which help to distinguish the problems of the physical ar natural sciences.

I. The Common Sense - Precise Distinction in Inquiry

One of the features that significantly distinguishes contemporary inquiries in
philosophy, the human sciences, and educational theory is the preoccupation with language
and its role in human affairs. Such interest is not peculiar to our own age. It has
manifested itself in inquiries since antiquity. But a distinctive feature of contempo-
rary analyses is the examination of language as a major category for structuring prob-
lems of, and inquiries into, such other domains as morals, human nature, mind, art and
the nature of the pedagogical situation. Identifying conditions of linguistic adequacy
for inquiries into, for example, the source and validation of norms for life and educa-
tion, t!!,,, retatien bttvten Immledge and sense perception, aesthetic subject matters and
the structure of language itself has become a focal preoccupation. Implicitly affirmed,
if not militantly declared, is the notion that such investigations can yield a harvest
of solutions to problems of life and education. Effecting adequately structured research
into education is one of these problems. Providing clearer delineation of subject matters
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for methodological investigations is another of these problems. An assumption of the
present paper is that some current and widespread understandings of signs and language
in inquiry should be taken sufficiently inee account.

One important distinction to be msde is between the ordinary, everyday or common
sense, and the precise, critical or exact use of language. With common sense expressions
we are said to be using language in its most elementary form. Terms and ways of juxta-
posing terms are learned "uncritically" from experience. The terms, and statements made
up of the terms, are not taken as objects of reflection to be composed in conformity with
norms appropriate to the contexts in which they occur or which stand es the expressions
themselves. Put another way, common sense terms and the way in which they enter dis-
course have not been gained, nor do they enter, through formal or disciplined procedures.
We learn many things "without having to go to school to learn them." One does not need
to be an expert to talk to others. Many if not most of the terms, categories, phrases
and statements we have in our vocabularies and are prepared to use have not been chal-
lenged either by us or by those with whom we share them.

On the other hand, precise, critical or exact language provides expressions whose
constitutent terms and meanings have been established in consequence of an inquiry or
challenge. Propositions about usage have been formulated. Terms are employed in accord-
ance with stipulated usage. The language of experts, of the several natural and physical
sciences, of logic and mathematics, and of the specializations that are exploding into
contemporary life - all these languages have developed in consequence of reflection,
discipline and inquiry. With common sense the terms and expressions.are often vague:
The boundaries of the area of applicability lack specification. With common sense the
terms and expressions are often ambiguous: We have different meanings, definitions and
interpretations but we do not have specifications as to the particular meaning, defini-
tion or interpretation intended. With common sense some expressions when juxtaposed with
other expressions provide instances of contradiction. Both sets of statements, "Out of
sight out of mind," "Absence makes the heart grow fonder," and "It's never too late to
learn," "You can't teach an old dog new tricks," issue from common sense or ordinary
discourse. Indeed, the very act of distinguishing the vague from the not-vague, the
ambiguous from the unambiguous, and the contradictories from the compatibles is an act
of other than common sense judgment. With precise language the terms and expressions
are assessed at the hands of an inquiry oriented to appropriate norms and to the task of
eliminating vague, ambiguous and contradictory expressions.

The distinction between common sense and precise language may be illustrated by
the physician who consults the results of a blood test with his technical assistant. Be
is engaged in relatively precise discourse when discussing such matters as glucose and
hemoglobin. With less exact but nevertheless still precise discourse the physician may
share the conversation with his patient. But the patient who prefers this particular
physician because he is treated as a "patient" but as a "human being" or "person" will
be involved not only as a recipient of some fairly technical generalizations. He will
be involved as a partner in common sense exchanges. The consultation may contain not
only precisely formulated medical expressions but also ordinary and everyday expressions
as well. Blood is discussed. But dicuased also is the weather, mutual summer vaction
plans, and clothing.

Other illustrations are to be found in such cases as a group of individuals attend-
ing a lecture on research, or a group of students in a class on linear algebra. To
follow the thought, raise and answer questions, and accept or reject conclusions, is to
be engaged in rather technical or precise discourse - whether verbally or silently
executed. But after the lecture, or when a bell releases the students from the elites,
common sense may take over and everything from naughty jokes to recent vacation trips
enters for attention and discourse. There is the not altogether unlikely illustration
of the two boys, one of whom majors in psychiatry and the other of whom majors in
political science, who return home for the Thanksgiving holidays. If the family is to
continue as a valued enterprise, and if theThanksgivingdinner is to be a shared value,
then the two boys will not challenge or elaborate upon the discoursing of the father,
mother, younger sister, or each other out of the framework and with the distinctions of
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each's precise language. Indeed, many if not most of life's primed possessions - most
deeply valued inter-personal relations - are built upon and sustained by common sense
or everday discourse.

But the appearance, growth and expansion of such professions as medicine, law,
military science, space technology, and of such disciplines as physics, astronomy, biol-
ogy and anthropology is testimony to the fact that common sense discourse is inadequate
to the tasks of achieving reliable knowledge and effectiee control for the human condi-
tion. Philosophy appeared as an alternative way of estaibLishing judgments of value. It
appeared as a process of reflective inquiry - as a process for the "examined life."
Astronomy appeared as an alternative way of fixing belief about the character and movement
of planets. Organised education emerged as an alternative to chance; accident and caprice
in the nurture of the young. Men have domonstrated continuously that they are unwilling
to leave the formulation and solution of what can be construed as crucial problems of life
to the uncritical processes of ordinary experience. Again, to reject common sense usage
from such fields as law, medicine, tstronomy, philosophy and education is not to reject
it altogether from the human situation. But this condition together with the distinction
between common sense and precise discourse, is mods within a configuration of language
attempting to be precise.

II. Common Sense as a Methodological Problem
of the Human Sciences and Education

One often cited condition of the human sciences is the lack of general laws or
explanatory hypotheses in accordance with which inquiries proceed and in support of
Which empirical data and particular descriptions are logically determinate. Missing'is
an agreed upon or commonly understood conception of the object of these inquiries whose
formulation is sufficiently precise for the employment of.the hypothetico-deductive
method. Such labels as " "imprecise, "" " "emerging,'" and "less precise" are widely employed
upon the human sciences and education by inquirers inside end outside these fields. In
the human domain knowledge has not expanded, nor does, it enjoy cognitive security where
we have it, to an extent even approaching the expansion and firmness of knowledge in the
"more exact" sciences. Such is claimed to. be the case in spite of the fact that inquiries
into the human domain have been conducted over a period of at least as many years as
inquiries into natural and physical phenomena.

The reasons advanced for the state of affairs in the human sciences and in educa-
tional theory are many and far reaching to say the least. Prominent among them is the
absence of a systematic conception of the subject matter, of the human sciences - the
human. Of immediate significance to the present inquiry, however, is the notion that
common sense discourse and notions populate the human sciences and educational research
to a far greater extent than is the case with the natural or physical sciences. Empiri-
cal data and propositions, when introduced as relevant to & liven investigation, are for
the most part illustrative or anecdotal. in character - at best everyday or ordinarily
understood, rather than logically determined or deduced, examples. There is an old
logical rule to the effect that from conventional categories no classes or distinctions
follow. In the absence of a systematic, commonly understood, and n tire
of the human as an object of investigation for scientific research, the div *tons,
distinctions and "variables" must be secured in another way. Adaptations of common sense
distinctions provide one route as might be illustrated its the following:

Psychiatrists and personality psychologist have focused attention on the
sequences of development through which the individual moves as he passes from
early childhood to mature adulthood. As the individual's anatomical and
physiological system grows and matures and. as he encounters the demands and
expectations of the society in which he lives, he is faced with a series of
developmental challenges which he commonly tries to meet. In this first two
years of life, for example, he is expected to gain control over his physical
body so that he can walk, talk, eat, use the toilet, and the like. In
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adolescence, he is confronted with the challenge of achieving an autonomous
self, independent from close parental controls. Although there are some
variations in the list of developmental tasks prepared by different researcherer
the concept is quite generally used in the personality field. Its significance
for educational research lies in its relation to the motivation and direction
of attention of students in schools and colleges. Al high school girl preoccu-
pied with the developmental task of relating effectively to age mates of the
opposite sex may devote her major energies and attention to this task While
failing to engage productively in the educational activities planned by the
school. A college freshman who is encountering difficulty in achieving inde-
pendence from the family may throw his major efforts into college activities
which are controlled by students to gain independent recognition. The educe- .

tional research worker is often required to build a model Which makes explicit
the several driving purposes of students and the various arenas of life in
which these purposes may be worked out. Then the educational program can be
understood in this perspective.2

The terms "walk," "talk," "eat," "use the toilet," together with such other terms
as "opposite sex" and "activities planned by the school" are common sense terms while
the terms "anatomical and physiological system," "motivation," and "model" are precise
in character. Because of the juxtaposition of common sense and technical terms one is
unable to determine, for example, What is and what is not included in the class of
objects "developmental tasks" is defined to include. Suggested is that the term "devel-
opmental tasks" refers (a) to a series of "developmental challenges" or "sequences"
through which individuals "move" and, (b) to a "concept quite generally used in the
personality field," and, possibly or probably, a fruitful concept with which to build a
"model" in educational research. To focus on (b) and ovoid teleological Confusions
(a) is to direct attention to the question: "Has the concept of developmental tasks
been so framed that it permits the location of classes of tasks?" To the extent activi-
ties of the sort indicated by "welts," "talk,"-and "eat" - all common sense terms - are
pressed into relevance, to this extent lists of developmental tasks prepared by differ-
ent researchers will vary. Medals, here construed as methodic devices, which make
"explicit the several driving purposes of students" Will vary accordingly. They will
be made up of descriptive statements - particular propositions - whose logical connec-
tions and, hence, whose status as logical classes, are indeterminate.

Then too, such terse as "the individual," "students," and "family" are common
sensical. Adaptations of such use for discourse which attempts to be precise hinders
the effort to gain precision. One is unable to determine, for example, what is and whet
is not included in the class of objects or attributes the term "individual" is defined
to include. Is the "anatomical and physiological system" to be considered a part of the
individual or apart from the individual? To say that the individual's leg is a part of
the individual is to make a common sense statement with which there can be little quarrel.
To say that the individual can gain control over his leg in order to walk is also to
make a common sense statement with which there can be no difficulty. But to put the two
statements together is to have two individuals, one of which includes leg and the other
of Which excludes leg. To apply the first sense of individual to the second use.of
"individual" is to say that a part of the individual must pin control over another part
of the individual. To apply the second sense of the individual to the first use of
"individual" is to say that the leg is not a part of the individual but one object, leg,
in relation to which another object, the individual, can act.

Other illustrations of problems raised by common sense discourse in hulin inquiries
are to be found in attempts to list "attributes" components or aspects of 04ch phenomena
as "creativity," "culture" and "personality" attempt to represent. CoemoU'practice has
it that first one constructs a &moral concept or definition in connection With which
classes or "aspects" are logically indeterminate, and second one lists under the general
concept or definition a group of "aspects" whose illustrative relevenceclis common sensi-
cally understood but whose logical character and relevance cannot be eStablishod. Thus,
one may bring in as aspects any set of terms. ordinarily understood in/husoan interchange.
Such aspects would not stand in logical relation one to another in conformity with
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stipulations of meaning for the major term - "creativity," "culture," or "personality,"
for example that is, the term which is alleged to designate what it is in connection
with which these Ars aspects. Seas mode of listing, umbering or charting the aspects
asst be introduced. Distinctions are made by lists, numbers, commis end by the common
sense use of "end " For-example, "Creativity" way be defined as bevies, among other
aspects, "the ability to think abstractly" sat "the ability to solve problems." No rule
is broken in such juxtaposition or in such a conjugate relationship of "aspects." One
can find illustrations on the one hand in situations involving work in higher mathematics
and, on the other hand, in situations involving problems of the broken home. And the
sense in Which the ability to think abstractly is ggi the ability to solve problems, or
the ability to solve problems is ma, among other things, the ability to think abstractly,
is a utter that poses no problems. No rules are broken precisely because such distinc-
tions follow from no rules.

"Behavior" is another category Whose employment is extremely widespread but whose
cognitive security can be raised to serious question. A definition of Cie term that
would permit us to locate and distinguish an arena of applicability has at to be
fashioned. It is a vague term. The second stage of a rocket is said to behave in an
extraordinary way When it "tumbles." flair behaves and misblhaves. Diving boards,
steering mechanisms, and children are said to behave in different ways. Then too,
behavior is associated with a "school" of psychology in the same sense as "democratic"
is associated with a party in politics, and it also is used to indicate a methodological
orientation in psychology - an orientation to the empirical procedures of scientific
inquiry. If used to designate the object of concern for the human sciences and for
educational research then the term "behavior" will have to be defined to help us distin-
guish the object of the term "human" frac the object of the term "non-human" in such a
way that classes, aspects or kinds of distinctively human phenomena can systematically
be determined. Further, we must be clear what more is being said with the term "human
behavior" than what is being said with the term "human."

In the absence of systematic theory, included in Which are critically formulated
definitions of the major terms distinguishing the human sciences from other sciences, a ,

hypothetico.deductive "type" of explanation distinctive to the human sciences and educa-
tional research has yet to be achieved to the satisfaction of those concerned in and
with these endeavors. explanations of the genetic, statistical or some other probabil-
istic type enjoy singular prominence. Such methods or techniques of investigation lend
themselves to "cederins" or "connecting!' the particular terms, "phenomena," and/or
propositions presently viewed as the subject matter of human research. Thus, in seeking
to determine "causal conditions" to creativity in art, for example, one say set in
relation such categories as (a) the age of prominent artists, (b) the political inclina-
tions of artists, (c) the socio-economic background of artists, and (d) peculiar
emotional-attitudinal traits of prominent artists, and then proceed with the investiga-
tion. Since these terms or categories do not follow from a precisely formulated and
operational definition of "artist," in its turn implied by a comprehensive theory of the
human, then they are not admissible as structural items for hypothetico-deductive
explanations.

It is true, of course, that probabilistic explanations, insofar as they presuppose
,statistical generalisations, are deductive. But because these generalisations do not
contain such major categories and terms as are at work iu the human field, however
precise they may or may not be, they do not logically ilply or entail conclusions that
contain these categories and terms. Thus, the explanatory arguments themselves are to
be considered "inductive" in charecter.3 Relations between such categories and terms
as age, political inclination, socio-economic status, emotional character, other than
those entailed by statistical rules, era common,sensical and therefore inappropriate to
explaining the causes and consequences of human phenomena. 114 may expect to locate
categories, descriptions, "variables" and data of far greater significance than those
now found in research when we have developed a structure of systematic theory of human
phenomena, and of controlled inquiry into that phenomena. And to the extent we operate
at the common sense level with respect to our objects of concern, and we rely upon
statistical or probabilistic types of explanations alone, we will be unable to work with



the sort 'f abstractions and theorteings that would distinguish our distinctive discourse
as something other than a kind of sophisticated common sense. Preoccupations with laws
rnd techniques of statistical inference, and neglect of the problem of building syste-
matic theory distinctive to the human domain, plays a major role in keeping the human
*ciente* and educational research outside the confines of disciplined,professions.

IX . Signs Definitions, Referents and Meanings

To examine further how adaptation without redefinition of distinctions made in
everyday discourse is at least partially responsible for the state of the human sciences
is to run certain risks. Prominent among these is the danger of becoming so lost in the
intricacies of language that its role in structuring and solving significant human prob-
lems gots by the board. But this danger can be avoided if the examination is conducted
with a view to the fact that the study of language explicitly for the purpose of effect-
ins more adequate inquiries into the subject matter of the human sciences is the study
of a phenomenon, language, which is a distinctively human trait. The study212Emgasit,
together with the studvina. must be included in the phenomena studied.

1. To say that an object, event, mark or things is a sign is to say that it stands for
represents, takes the place of, or is associated with another object, event, mark or
thins° There must be something which is to function as a sign, and there must be some

for which the something is to stand as a sign. Thus, in precise and ordered dis-
course, terms are employed not for their "musical" character but as components of state-
ments which are about somethi. . Some terms are less abstract than others: What the
term "pin" refers to can be determined more quickly than what the term "personality" or
"liberty" rotors to. But one major distinction between precise and common sense dis.
course is to be found in the fact that the former moves in accordance with the distinc-
tion between a sign and its referent.

2 To say that an object, event, mark or thing is a sign, and by this mean that it stands
f r another object, event, mark or thing, is to provide a third property which establishes
the Sign-Referent relationship. This third property is treated rather widely as the
definition. In empirical or scientific procedures the terms making up the definition
function not as synonyms so much as statements explicitly establishing the Sign-Object
(or Sign-Referent) relationship. Thus a definition, as a third property of terms which
are precisely meaningful, permits the. identification of what other than the term the
term represents or stands for. And what the term stands for must be a something that is
to some extant distinguishable from something else. To the extent, for example, that
such terms as "behavior," "personality," "culture," "art," and "creativity" meet this
minimal condition, then to that extent their use moves away from common sense.

Still, to "experience" the terms, to share terms or "noises" with others, to be
familiar with or influenced by terms is not necessarily to be moving with the triadic
conditions of linguistic adequacy. From the conclusion that the term "freedom" is one
with which we are familiar while the term Niappashatti" is one with which we are
not familiar it does not follow that the former meets the minimal conditions of critical
meaningfulness.

3. To provide the third property, the definition, Is not necessarily to provide the
referent. To elfin a referent, or simply to offer a synonym, is insufficient to the task
of establishing a referent. Thus in critical discourse we mad,* have referents to which
definitions direct us, and wa may have definitions which contain claims for a referent
but which do not direct us to something other than the term being defined and to some-
thing other than the definition itself.



Definition or

"an aluminum common pin
weighing 200 pounds."

Referent or (given the time, energy and
facilities one could pro-
vide an."it" capable of

"..,being put on a scale and
registering 200 pounds)

inta
"Wappashatti"

Definition or
Interoretent

"little blue devils in
the blood stream. Can't
see them, touch them or
distinguish them. They
are intangible but never-
theless there in the
bloodstream.

laferent or
Object,

(by definition there it no
distinguishable, locatable,
discernible, or experienc-
able object. However, one
is claimed in the
Interpretent)

But an interpretant for the term "Wappashatti" may be so fashioned as to provide a refer-
ent. Making it a synonym for another term widely understood to meet the triadic con-
ditions in one way. Having it refer to a picture or to something picturable is another
way. Hence:

S.

"Wappashatti"

Definition orrReferent or
Interoretant Mast

"little blue devils is
displayed in pictorial
or other plastic form
with long arms, pot,
beret, short legs, tail,
and so on . . ."

(by definition a distinguish-
able object or referent - a
picture or sculpture - as
also could be the referent
for such a term as
" unicorn.")

Still, with respect to the first definition of "Wappashatti" the picture located by
the second definition is not claimed to be in the bloodstream. The sign is the same in
each case. But the state of definition and referent is different in each case.

4. Terms may refer to other terms. Discourse may be among other things about discourse.
That is to say, language may represent linguistic objects - have linguistic referents.
The. terms "definition "noun," "Communist Manifesto," "St. Thomas" five proofs for the
exiitence of Cod," "tie Ten damendments," and "John Deveyes theory of art," may all be
interpreted or defined in such a way as to permit the location of sets of terms, state-
ments and arguments standing as referents or objects. A proposition in calculus is
defined to represent theorems. The word "word" refers among other things to the word
"word." An example of the distinguishably different sorts of referents may be found lo
the assignment: "Students, for next time you will. bring your pens and pencils and,
before class you will hand in at least three paragraphs of the Lincoln- Douglas debate."
If the students are to provide the referents they will appear in class the next time
holding a sheet upon which some statements have been written - the linguistic object or
reforant - and they will carry somewhere on their persons the object of the term "pen"
or "pencil" - an other than linguistic object or interpretant.
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5. Anything "under the sun" and other then I term or unit of discourse may function as
a sign interpreted to stand for or represent anything else under the sun and other then
a term. Thus, shoat is called a cloud say ibe-defined or interpreted to represent what
other than the term "rain" the term "rain" represents. The definition in this case
might take on the form, "in a few moments and at this place there will be rain." The
else and the referent are tam than linguistic objects,* stop-light at an intersection
has been defirn1 CiJu an Operatoretaidhook witti4uch.tiorie'.,as, means coming to a full
stop :before CSA1111.*$ the pedestrian right-oPome,the 1104 painted or otherwise placed
at the etc: ing point or . . ." Further, an object - word or other - may be defined or
isterpretcft0 stand for or represent something other than itself but included in which
it way be found as a component. Thus, a regimental flag may be defined to stand for the
regiment included in which the flag is a component. A black armband may be defined to
represent a state of affairs in the life of the wearer. The term "I" or "me" refers
among other things to the terms "I" or "se.". A terrain model or a map function in the
same uay. ". . in spite of the 'similarity' between the structure of the map and the
area it represents, the map can serve as a representation .of the area only if certain
rules of,interovitation, are used. "d

Language may refer to objects which include language but more than language. "Happy
Birthday" miy be written on the cake. The terms "library"-and "curriculum" refer to,
besides language, other matters. The terms "human," "John," "culture," "group," and
"army" refer among other things to language. Terms distinguishing professions function
in the same capacity.

6. Anything under the sun and other than a term or unity of discourse may be defined to
stand for or represent terms. Thus, in an A B C book a picture of an apple may appear
on the upper part of the page while below it and can the same page is the term "apple."
(the mother or other reader provides the interpretant usually by poiuting which, when
taken over into the thought of the child becomes in effect, "the word placed below or
near the picture is the referent of the picture.") On the backs of some food packages
and in so children's publicat there is the same that runs like this: "John went
into the f"""` and asked his z:,/ for isomer) so that he could go back to the
and buy . What in situation s the referent for a term may in anotH
situation be the sign. Thus, one in confronting 40 abstract painting may ask, "What
does it represent," and expect a state of affairs similar to the one present in the
A I C book years ago where something forned with line, color, texture and plane is taken
to stand for or represent a term of statement. If the signals of the football huddle,
of the catcher-to-pitcher gesture, or of the sort abroad wham a girl places an apple on
the window sill to direct a gentlemen caller to proceed in a certain manner - if all
these refer to directives which themselves take on linguistic form, then we have cases
of linguistic objects or referents of non-linguistic signs or representations.

7. Different signs or linguistic objects may refer to the sane thing - !lave the same
referent. Consequently we are able to "translate" one language into another - for
example, French into Dullish - and, oftentimes, we are able to mediate conflict at the
"verbal level" by determining that at the "level" of referent there is no conflict. Thus
two individuals ow be arguing about "adjustment" and "maladjuatmeat" when a probe into
their respective definitions yields a conclusion to the effect that what one is prising
as adjustment mad dievaluing as maladjustment, the other Uprising as maladjustment and
disysluing as adjustment. The tams "Denthamite Utilitarianism" and "Jamesian Pragmatism"
might, upon analysis of use, be found to refer broadly to the same doctrine. "What for
you is red is for re blue" is often taken to mean, commoneensically that where you see
something you label," "I sae emmethine and, accordingly, use the label "blue."
Alternative, end upon analysis, what might amid is that both individuals have or see
the same phainomenon but use 0100,4 Wasp as the signs.

8. The same term may be defined or interpreted to, stand for or represent different
things. Thus the taro "pin" will have a different referent depending upon which'inter-
pretant among the following one would choose: "What one will find at a bowling alley,"
"diaper, fraternity, common or safety . . .1" in wrestling to put and hold the opponent
to canvas in the following manner . . .," "striking element in rifle, pistol or similar
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porcussios vamoose activating champ or detonator . . .0" "NW is vend belaying pegto be passed tbroo;ohiald haid,is place is a rigging arrairamwat that-. ." #a State-
sort, "We sap *stove a daaoorasy omd they sir they halos a dissooracy,1" is a statasi*t
which mar, upon amatyatss,ptsVids tine cosclusios.that the terOSUMNIMPOpectivaly by
represenretive of British or American interests and soviet interests may be the same but
say have entirely different referents.

7,7

Sophisticated examples of similar terms with different referents ere to. be found in
easel where the interpretants or dent:Weiser. supplied the sams term but from differ-
ent fields of study. As examples, one could say, (a) a table is a perceived phenomenon -
an object of sensory_ experience, and (b) a table is a dome of electromagnetic charges,
or (c) a table 10 am object of an criticiim - interior or furniture design particularly.

One could speak in a similar fashion about Met. It (a) Mr. X is a perceived pbenaa-
enon - an object of common sense discourse; (b) lit. X is a peculiar care in the dentist's
files; (c) Mr. is a particular case in the 201 files (U. S. May Officer credentials
usually on file in Washington, D. 42.); (d) Mr. X is Of a particular physic -bio-anatomical
description; and (e) Mr. X is a introverted personality-type with abilities in abstract
thinking and *dick adjustment to emergoegy situatiems.' loth the tome "table" sad
"Mr. I" renal* the same in the illustration*, but the definitions or interpretents differ
and therefore direct the terms to have different reforests.

The fact that the same term any have different definitions and hence different
referents provides the condition for ambiguity or equivoCatIon. Were, as in the case
where different terms may have the same refer4mt, some conflicts and problems upon
analysis are not contiicts or problems at all. The following is a case in point:

. . Addington contrasts the "common-sense table" with a "scientific table,"
and implies that because the former is "solid" while the latter is "mostly
emptiness" the common-sense and the scientific views are in incongruous. But
the expressions "solid" and "mostly emptiness" are defined or specified in
just those contexts in which it is appropriate to predicate the former of
tables and not the latter. If critical tests show that a given table is solid,
the analysis of the table into a structure of electrons is valid only if that
structure exhibits the property in questiom; and for that structure of elec.
trans the characterisation "mostly emptiness" has no assigned meaning. It is
therefore difficult to escape the conviction that the foundations of Bddinston's
philosophy of science consist of outrageous puns.5

The immediately foregoing quotation, however, presupposes matters not yet developed
in the present inquiry. And while all presuppositions cannot explicitly be set forth in
any inquiry, the assumption implicit in the foregoing accouet of Bidiegten't philosophy
of science - that common sense sod precise meanings of terms together cannot wally nilly
be incorporated into a given descriptive statement bears directly upon the present
inquiry and therefore most be made explicit.

9. The meaning of a sign, from the operational or pragmatic viewpoint, is to be found
in the "conceivable consequence" of the sign. The logical or literal meaning, as a
condition for altered incelmy, hail been sot forth byes* of America's most inventive and
distinguished logicians:0

A Sip or Seeresantemsn is a Mat which stands in such a genuine triadic
relation to Second, called its Woo as to be capable of determining a
Third, called its to assume the same triadic relation to its
Object in which it stands itself to the same Object . . . the interpretant
or Third . . . must stand in such a relation to it (the Object) as the
Ispresonteeen doos . . . tee Tiara must indeed steed in such a relatiele,
and thus must be capable of dotarniutle *Third of its one; but besides
that, it must have 41 second triadic vslation is *high the Saoroasstamos,
or rather the relation thereof to its object Shalt he its ova (the Third's)
Object, and must be capable of determining a Third to this relation. All
this must be equally true of the Third's Thirds and so on endlessly.
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The todamil:g, of the term is not the term. It doesn't mean itself. The meaning is not the
object, although the meaning of .a term miry become the object of another. term. The 114110.6
ins is to be found in the interpretant, the .interpreteat's interpretant, and the inter-
pretent of that interpretant. This may be diagramed as follows:

Interorstanes

ISIEEDIElt . . Symbol. ....,
. ..e

eae e...
e a

Lug:
mem

Representemen

glb

S.

Interdretant Object,

Third Second
Definition Referent

01.21.111,

And it may be illustrated as follows:7 A, boy asked his father, "What is a tree?" His
father can reply, "It's a term . a noise you have just made. What you really want to
know is what other than the term 'tree' does the term 'tree' represent." But the father
is not a logician and so proceeds to direct the boy to a tree in a field nearby. He
points, and without intending to convey the notion of sign-object identity, he says,
"That's a tree," rather than,"Tree' is a term we use to stand for that," (pointing).
"That's a tree" now permits further interpretants:

lute retare retant
1. It will support me if I lean %

against it.
2. Provides shade in season
3. Will yield to the knife can

carve initials
4. Can be used as a landmark
S. Can be chopped down, used for

firewood
6. Rough to the touch

Slia
"tree"

Interoretent's Object

AIIIMELIANNL glastor Referent (what other
"ThiTtis tree" than th:71117Nraisis repre-

sented would go here)

The meanings 1 through 6 with such other meanings as (7) It loses its leaves in the
Fall, (8) Mustn't get under it during a thunder or lightning store, (9) It can have
something to do with the making of paper, and on and on "endlessly" throughout the life
of the boy and the life of his heirs, these meanings would be classified as "common
eonse meanings" as distinguished from those interpretents and interpretants of inter-
metints as might be established in botanical discourse or in that discourse which would
establish the term "tree" to stand for "mostly nothing" - a dance of electromagnetic
charges. Meanings are affairs of common sense and precise structure or contexts.

Some have argued that the statement is the "ultimate" unit of meaning. Others have
argued that "in taking the statement as the unit of meaning we have drawn our grid too
finely. 'The unit of empirical significance is the whole of science." Still others
would distinguish clusters of statements into two "universes of discourse": the
"normative and the descriptive." The present study has been moving with the distinction
"common sense and precise" discourse. There are other proposals for "carving up" the
language terrain.

The issue can be dramatised with the following statement: Learnina.is the
the Mars and the Elk-1101am* of,

Inland and /talcs during 40Y airs fiectiallEtIlbaLAWLSVJEL2W321LIEWILMAL
Declaration of
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The tarp "goLdAoldings" gain weaning in a configuration of torso distinguishably
different fromamother-configuration of terms in which the terms "orbit of Mere" gain
meaning. One gains its precise definition and interpretants in the language of economics
while the other gains its precise status in the language of astronomy. Each term is used
in accordance with the norms of a "structure" of terns and the above statement ignores
the distinctions between and the marls:sof such structures. Put another way,

. . . hle are led to investigate rules of usage, to make explicit the criteria
employed by those who use the symbol in applying it, and to explore the logical
implications which that symb21 has within the framework of the system of
symbols to which it belongs.'

Still, the norms or criteria for establishing the "framework of the system of
eyehole" to which a specific symbol "belongs" have not been established to the satis-
faction of those who engage in linguistic investigations. low this problem is resolved
will have profound implications for the object of social amd educational research and for
the entire field of linguistic analysis. lot of immediate interest is the fact that the
solution of the problems, for purposes of facilitating the present inquiry, must account
for, and to some extent justify, the present inquiry as a "framework of the system of
symbols" to which such specific symbols and signs as those we now consider "belong."

The present paper falls within the domain of inquiry, and presumably is an example
of a system of Seanings or a universe of discourse, suggested by the title: "Method-
ological Inquiry and Educational Research." Hence, distinctions made among language
"kinds" or "classes" will be in accordance with general categories peculiar to method-
ology, and not peculiar to, for example, biology, psychology or astronomy.

Methodological discourse is distinguished among other ways by the language it uses.
This language is constituted of such terms as "means," "ends," "method," "sign,"
"referent," " interpretant," "control," "procedure," "directive," "form," end "mediation."
The generalisations about signs (1 through 9 above) are procedural in character. They
set forth considerations to be taken into account when ordering signs and symbols into
something that can be called "critical discourse" or "precise language.", The generali
sations have been conditioned in a major way by the methodological state of affairs in
educational research and in the human sciences. Thus, language is here treated as an
object of methodological (rather than lexicographic or grammatic) interest. Language is
treated as method. "Carving up" the language terrain will proceed with methodological
adequacy as language is distinguished into cases of method, means and ends. Categories'
for the task are already available. But it will be important to bear in mind that while
such categories as Age, and gaggfie permit us to distinguish language into
classifiable kinds - universe of discourse - our very attempt is itself within a
"system," kind or universe of discourse. In short, our inquiry is a part of its own
subject matter. Methodology classifies, examines and makes procedural proposals to
methodology as well as to other universes of discourse.

For an activity to be methodic - a case of method - and therefore subject to
methodological scrutiny it is necessary that that activity be shaped or directed by .
regulative agencies or devices. Methodic activity is not circumstantial or incidental,
but deliberate, patterned, formed or ordered. Language, if it'is at all relevant, enters
as that which is to be formed, patterned, or ordered, ethatwidasoiithe
arzeillurneri. Hence, the law of logic or

out an income tax form are cases of language in accordance with which one proceeds
to select, reject and compose terms. A cook book, The American led Cross First Aid
Textbook, a driver's handbook, on the other bend, are made up of directions which provide
a consequence the character of which is other than language. The rule of multiplication
in arithmetic is a set of symbols functioning as a norm for ine.tituting relations among
symbols. The cake recipe - directions for making a chocolate cake - is a set of symbols
which, when followed, yields a state of affairs other than symbols. To ask someone for
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of statistical inference and the various "directions for wounds aad their care," though
at different levels of abstraction, are instances of methodised operatives: lie, ire
proposals for method.

.

When language functions as method one can distinguish signs or symbols that take
the place of the temporal consequence or future state of affairs. The term"chocolate
cake" represents or takes the place of the future. It is the end, purpose or goal. To
say, for example, 90 purpose is to make a chocolate cake," is to have a sign, "chocolate
cake," as the referent for the term "My purpose," The "is" makes the connection. And
the referent for the term "chocolate cake" it another matter, (one which can be eaten).

When language functions as method one can distinguish symbols that take the place
of components or relate - matters which are to be manipulated or °done ento." The terms
If cup shortening," "1 teaspoon vanilla," "2 squares of chocolate melted over hot water,"
"shallow pan," and "shortening" represent or take the place of other matters and are
turned to when one begins to sershall the resources. To say, "I need vanilla and two
9" shallow pans," is to have a sign "vanilla" as referent for the term "need" (herein
interpreted as 126:11). The referent for the. term "vanilla" is another matter.

When language functions as method one can distinguish formal characteristics by
examining the way in which the terms are composed or related. Negatively put, one can
put up a chocolate cake recipe into clippings, each

4421111LETILILIEJWILIUMJEL.1121terms of the red. e. Then one may proceed (a) by gathering the clippings
hand, (b) tossing them into the air, and (c) pasting them down where and in the way they
land. By following "these" directions - this method - one will lese the other method
and, along with it, the other means and ends.

To put the matter differently, the term "method" represents a composed group of
symbols in its turn capable of being differentiated and ordered under the terms (or
categories) "means," "ends," and "methods." If we eliminate the terms constituting ends,
and we eliminate the terms constituting means, then we eliminate method. If we eliminate
means we eliminate ends and method. If we eliminate ends we eliminate means and method.
Eliminate any one corner of the following triangle, Figure 1, and you eliminate the
other two corners.

Method
Form
Pattern
Order

Means
19;736
Relate

Figure 1

Ends
Goals
Purposes

Further refinement in locating the subject matter of methodological inquiry is now
possible: Method, means and ends are linguistic distinctions or categories of method-
ology and serve, with the help or other methodological formulations, to delineate an
arena of applicability or a "system of meaning." This arene.or system is made up of
substantive or particular instances of means-ends-methods. Terms *skins up "means," and
terms making up "ends," may refer either to language'(as in methodological discourse),'
or they may refer to non-language (as in cooking or first aid discourse). In both cases
method, means and ends appear as language.' And methodology itself, appears moos the
substantive instances of its own arena of applicability.

A diagram of the field of methodology is also possible if we account for: (a) the
traditional and still cognitively firm distinction between descriptive or ethically
neutral statements - the statements which locate what is, what has been, and what is
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poseible ani the prescriptive, recommendational or normative statements - the state-
ments which express judgments of should and should not, good and bad, or ought and ought
not; (b) the notion already expressed that reierents may be claimed in, though not
located by, statements whiel are nevertheless critical as distinguished from common
sinsical; and (c) the distinction already at work in the ptesent paper between common
sense and precise Language. Add to this the various "units" that go to make, up the
curriculum in institutions of higher education, and one can tentatively entertain the
following "map" as something other than a common sense or ad hoc device:

rationality
cognition
reason
intellectual
theoretical
radiative

Methodological inquiry

method
pattern
form
order

means
needs
redata

u21

ends
goals
purposes

2

means ends
precise language

ritically formed discourse

priM747174 67;;;N1374

physics
chemistry
astronomy
biology
meteorology
geology

psychology
sociology
anthropology
economics
history
political
science

methodology
philosophy
law
psychiatry
institutionalized education
pedagogy
curriculum
administrative

other professions

irrational
non-cognitive
affective
emotional
feelings

hod immediate
,hysiological

means ends Osychological
kordinary inane&
canon sense discou4N rioting

culpture
oetry
rchitecture
iterature
roma
usic

Figure 2
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The diagram (Figure 2) has been designed in such a way as to permit the problem of
the: methodological status for such areas as are designated by the terms "painting,"
"sculpture," 'music," "architecture," and "drama." The relevance of the problem is
suggested, although not adequately developed, in t4e following:

The method of a poet, however difficult, it may be to formulate, is
(partially) articulated whenever other methods reveal its traits. It is
articulated by its own products, and by any other products that reflect
its influence. The imitation of the method by disciplines or by parodists
articulates it no less than direct verbal criticism or direct "examination."1°
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But whether or not thus is method in the arts is a matter for later treatment. Sufficeit to Bey here that the door is open to the problem of determining or identifying meth-odological properties in non-cognitive domains.

All categories, whether listed under the normative or under the descriptive disni-
plines or under the human or physical sciences, in the diagram (Figure 2) permit the
location of means, ends and methods. That is to say, psychology is a case of means,ends and methods. So, too, is biology. Philosophy, history and law are also so under-stood. A "psychological problem" from the point of view of methodology is to be found
within psychological discourse, or within some other discourse asserting problems forpsychological discourse. Another sense of psychological problem is indicated in tholes
affairs of education where the place of psychology in the curriculum is in question.And still another sense of psychological problem is to be found in those instances wherea student "needs" a course in psychology, or for purposes of solving another problemexpressed in another universe of discourse, one requires knowledge provided by thediscipline of psychology.

A "biological need" or means, from the point of view of methodology, is established
(a) in relation to "biological ends" which center in, the securing of reliable knowledge
within the universe of discourse of biology, or (b) in relation to some other end,
expressed in another universe of discourse (precise or common sense), qualifying bio-
logical knowledge or distinctions as relevant means. Only those who work with thedisciplines of psychology and biology, or for othaw purposes require knowledge providedby these very important disciplines, can be said to have psychological problems and/or
biological "needs."

The inclusive category for distinguishing universes of discourses in the diagram(Figure 2), and hence qualifying the adjectival use of such terms as "psychology,"
"biology," and "economics" in relation to such other terms as "problems," "needs,"
"requirements," and "purposes," is method, in its turn, distinguished into ends, means,pattern or order. If there is to be elaboration upon the diagram it will take the formof locating other cases of means, ends and method and ordering them according to whetherthey appear as normative, descriptive or common sense enterprises. Plainly, furtherelaboration is required for more refined analyses. Such fields as symbolic logic andmathematics; though methodological in character, would have to be more adequatelyaccounted for. But the diagram is here defended as a schematic account of the universe
of discourse of methodology and is of sufficient precision for releasing inquiry intodomains other than but including the domain of methodological inquiry.

IV. Linguistic Snares in the human Sciences and Educational Research

Specific attention can now be directed to the various ways in which common sense
distinctions, or adaptations thereof, prevent the achievement of sufficiently preciseand scientifically structured explanations in education and the human sciences. Commonsense does not of course carry the full burden of responsibility (also supported to bethe case are metaphysical commitments and ontological assumptions - two matters which
hardly contribute to the cause of science). Nor do the linguistic pitfalls afforded by
common sense function in any causal way - save as they, perhaps, become objects ofloyality in lieu of, or as replacements for, systematic inquiry. Alternatively, therelinguistic snares are to be looked upon as conditions whose presence militates againstor vitiates attempts to gain precision in scientific inquiries.

1. In common sense discourse the term "is" is not taken to set forth the sign-object
distinction. It is not viewed as an interpretant. For the most part it permits a con-fusion between the sign or term and what is represented by that sign or term. It per-mits, further, the notion that the existence of the referent is guaranteed by the exist-ence of "its" name. It allows, further, the assumption that the term or sign is like orin some sense isomorphic (or identical) with the referent - if it has ono.. The sign isoffered not with the claim that there is a referent, as is often the case with critical
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discourse within which the sign-object distinction is made, but it is offered as though
it had a referent or as though it itself is the referent. The statement, "We haven't
found thi atom yet," confuses between the term "atoms" which we do have, and the refer-
ent for .that term Which, in accordance with directions contained in interpretents and
extended interpretants, can be instituted in laboretories in more than one country.

Siallarly with the expression, "We haven't t found creativity yet.". In point of fact
we have found, or invented it. "Creativity" is in widespread use What one would want
to say is either,. "We have no referent for the term 'creativity.'" "Our definitions of
'creativity' thus far direct us to nothing about which we can speak and into which we
can inquiry together," or "'creativity' is a term with which we attempt to identify,
through its definition, a certain range of behaviovs which are distinguished from
another range of behaviors."

The confusion between sign and object permits the thought that with language we
"carve up" or "dissect" an object such as a painting or a classroom situation. That the
object of attention standing as a referent for. linguistic expression can be "artifically
chopped up" or segmented by that language is a peculiar adaptation of coupon sense
discourse. Max Black calls attention to this snare as follows:

To dissect a frog is to destroy it, but talk about the rainbow leaves it
unchanged.... (there is) the.mude' Id notion that the function of speech
is to reinstate reality. Well, the best recipe-for Apple pie can't be eaten:-
but it would be odd to regard that as an inadequacy. 1.

He goes on to identify the "linguist's fallacy."

From the contention one cannot speak grammatically without using a partic-
ular grammar, it is a far cry to the assumption that to speak mammatically
is to mold "reality" into a structure isomorphic with grainier."

The assumption of isomorphic relations - relations of identity between sign and object -
leads further to the confusion of inquiry name. Thus the referent for the term,
"emotion" (if there be one) is presumed to be identical or, isomorphic with the term
"psychology" or "psychological." The artist:who writes his family, "I cannot paint any
more for economic reasons," either (a) is confusing the term "money" with the term
"economics," the former standing among the referents of the latter, (b) is presuming an
isomorphic relationship to obtain between the term "economic" and the referent for the
term "money" - a little like replacing the term "penny" with the term "money" and then
replacing that term with the term-"economics," or (c) that his objectives have shifted
such that he is now pursuing economic investigation, taking classes in economics, or
otherwise working with or within the universe of discourse of economics. Alternatively,
and yet to be treated in the present inquiry, is the notion that what is located and
d di n or t ar t to roceed
ip an activity located and. described by anothev_universo of discolgft. Such a condition,
described with the terminology of economics, is absent. But here an account of necessary
and sufficient conditions is in order and will shortly be accounted for. But suffice it
to say here, the artist in his common sense expression might be saying that something
other than "language" is causclly related to his not painting. That this might be the
case does not depend upon the artist's use of language. But What the artist muthe
state of affairs is does depend upon his use oUlanguage. There is nothing linguistic
about What he finds missing. But if he were pursuing a logical problem there might be
something linguistic missing.

Further examples of distinctions which are adaptations of common sense discourse
the "is" of identity -- are to be found: There is the confusion between the structure
of nompound propositions joining in conjugate form signs which represent universee of
discourse, and the referents of symbols which go to make up these universes of discourse.
This, too; is an example of isomorphic presupposition. A traditional example is to be
found in those metaphysical doctrinee which presuppose "reality" which is partitioned
in the manner in Which we can classify either different universes of discourse or
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different blocks of universes of discourse.
,/Thus, the zather flippant laud "librarian's

theory of reality" has bean attached to the/doctrine of "levels of reality" each of
which step is labeled with a sign for a Universe of discourse. Hulce:

P

Philosophy
Physiology (psychology)
Biology
Astronomy
Physics

In the human sciences and in education research this practice finds expression inattempts to speak of "personality"qn terms of, for example, "its physical end social
environment." Upon analysis of these terms, the only "environment" capable of being
partitioned in accordance with lays in which we classify blocks of sciences or knowledge
(into "physical" and "social") 6 the libn.zy, the curriculum or other endeavors in
which the task of grouping inqiiries is to be found. Again, "physical" and "social"
are devices for classifying irquiries, or groups of cognitive disciplines. What are
biassed to be the "physiological, psychological and intellectual advantages" of the
"gifted".over the "retarded;,` the "chemical, physical and emotional aspects of a work
of art," and "the biologic./ drives of the organism" turn out upon inspection to be the
result of the confusion baiween sign and object -- the technique by means of which one
can adapt common sense dOtirctions for use in educational research and the human
sciences.

A reflection uponithe diagram (Figure 2) will clarify the confusion between levels
of generalization or ebetraction in the statement to the effect that "there is psycho-
logical and logical roaches to classroom teaching." Both orders of discourse, the
normative and descr tive, fall under the cubic of logic. To say "logical and psycho-
logical" is equiva nt to saying either (a) logical and anthropological, logical and
geological, in the fashion of saying "the people of Michigan and the people of Detroit,"
or, "apples and fzuit," or (b) two universes of discourse each of which is logical and
each of which isle logical approach to classroom teaching. In (b) one would be teaching
or studying classroom teaching out of the universes of discourse of logic and psychology.
However, commoniaense adaptations found in such expressions as "there is both logical
and psychologi01 meaning of statements" hardly lend themselves to the distinctions of
the sort presently being developed.

t
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The rat `r popular practice of assuming that the individual, child or adult is
partitioned (' i n the same manner in which we can catalogue the various sciences cannot be
supported y4ther by a single science or by a collection of sciences. The diagram
(Figure 2) is such a partitioning: And mention has already been made of the fact that
books, li aries, curriculums and conceptualizing can be so partitioned. But to use
the term "psychological," "biological," or "physiological" to qualify something other
than ledge, knowledge gaining, or objects located and described by terminology
distin tithing the various universes of discourse is to raise an extremely importantquesti : "Within what science or universe of discourse can this claim be substanti-ated?" 2. Pitfalls traced to isomorphic assumptions or the "is" of identity can be
joined by another which finds the term or phrase not so much confused with its referent,
but assumed to be something "behind" or "manifested in" the referent. Reification (or
hypostatization) is the usual label for this practice. For example, th:77;;;7771ge is
looked upon neither as a sign nor referent whose location is specified in elaborate
interpretants, but rather as a mysterious phenomena or "agent" behind the referent its
time manifestation of the phenomenon. Another illustration is to be found in the
practice of saying that the "creative instinct" drives some artists and scientists --
rather than saying "creative instinct" is a concept or explanatory device helping to
explain among other things the activities of some artists and scientists.

A very forceful use of reification is to be found in those sociological and anthro-
pological circles which take the sign or symbol "culture" and read it behind the refer-
ent it is interpreted to have, and then assign "it" causal status in the nonscientific
doctrine of "cultural determinism." Professor Nagel deals with the problem as follows:



. . although the term "French Enlightenment" is an undeniably useful one,
it is also a term that is highly vague and whose extension cannot be articu-
lated with unlimited detail. This inability to "spell out" in full and with
precision the extension of the term is perhaps why some students have con-
ceived the French Enlightenment to be some sort of "unitary whole," and have
endowed this "superorganic individual" with powers to direct the courts of
individual human action. But however this may be, such a hypostatic trans-
formation of a complex system of relations between' ndividual human beings
into self-subsisting entity capable of exercising casual influence is the
analogue of vitalistic doctrines of biology, and is a recurrent theme in the
history of social thought.13

To ratify is to say that Newton discovered gravity rather than to say that "gravity"
is a concept purporting to explain among other things the phenomenon of falling bodies.
Freudian categories, the sign "whole child," "authentic self," "general will," "psyche,"
"egos" "gifted," and a hobt of others are ratified into causal or other "forces" behind
events they, as signs, might be taken to represent.' There is in the literature the
notion that the several sciences study different "aspects" of a "Whole" yet to be
located by and, indeed, which is sometimes said to "defy analysis." "The minute you
begin to analyse it, the whole escapes you," is not an uncommon way the expression goes.
One could claim, in sympathy to one historical tradition in philosophy, that all children
have "whole-ness" but that most adults have lost it. Presumably, those adults who have
not lost "it" are those best able to discern whether or not the whole child is being
educated, or whether the wholeness of the child is being maintained. The problem would
remainp hovaver, es one of determining which adults have it. And the problem can be
avoided if acknowledged is the notion that with the conception of "wholeness" goes an
attempt to locate or fashion a comprehensive conception of the human. Remaining would
be the problem of determining the method and the universe of discourse within which the
investigation is to proceed.

One interesting sidelight on reification is that the description offered for the
reified agent or agency purports also to stipulate what can and what can not be described
scientifically - what can and what cannot be researched. The claim that we have
scientific truth and non-scientific or other-than-scientific truth proceeds out of. c
method other than the method of science. Thus we have a non-scientific description of
science and where it can and cannot go. Consequently, descriptions in support of reified
forces, instincts or agencies are themselves exempt from scientific evaluation. And
since evidence cannot in principle be located or specified as refuting or confirming
claims to reified agencies, the descriptions, whether in theological or social-scientific
language, cannot be tested.

3. Another snare that issues from a reliance upon common sense discourse is exhibited
in the statement: Learning is the manifestation of the emotional strain between the
orbit of Mars and the gold holdings of England and France during any given fiscal year
as they are caused by the mutation of genes in the Declaration of Independence. Here
employed are terms such as "orbit of Mars" which gain theirinterpretants and extended
meanings in a configuration of language other then.the one which the term "mutation ci
genes" receiving stipulated meaning. One can conclude thathere we have a confusion
between universes of discourse. But more particularly the pitfall is one in which the
terms having stipulated usage in a particular universe of discourse are employed in
another universe of discourse with the tacit assumption that the precision still holds.
In short, there is 'muerte, confusion. A favorite practice in Inman inquiries is to take
the terms which have much precision in the physical and mechanical sciences, and employ
these terms in contexts where their precise status no longer holds as thouth such pre-
cision does still hold. To ask for the sum of an infinite series is to ask an unanswer-
able question. I'Sue is defined in relation to meanings surrounding among others the
term "finite." "Sum" must be redefined in order that the question becomes intelligible.
Similarily, the statement, "The whole is more than the sum of its parts," displays a
term "more than" along with the term "sue yet whose use suggests a meaning other than
the term "sum." Something other than scientific explanation is gained in the human
domain when, possible for the purpose of scientific respectability, the terms "mental"
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and "hygiene" are compounded in the title of a book. An attempt to describe a temper
tantrum or a work of art with the torso -r rather than the method -- of physical and
mechanical science, "pressure," "mechanism'," "adjustment mechanism," "merge and
"release of energy," yields what in some circles is called "pseudo science.' The state-
ments themselves pad and look -- have the music of -- science; but upon inspection
they evaporate into comma* sense and metaphor.

Nor is the widespread distinction between psychological and logical meaning at all
rescued by changing the terms to "emotional" and "logical" asinine. "Emotional" gains
its meaning in one universe of discourse. Logic gains its meaning in another. If there
is meaning other than logical, than a term which is responsible to what psychology
attempts to describe but responsible also to what *aesthetics, art criticism, art history,
anthropology and sociology attempt to describe is required. Psychological categories
simply are not defined to include these classes of objects nor common characteristics of
such objects. That the term "emotional" is critically employed in psychology is of
course the case. But to shift its employment and use the term to describe or represent
properties of subject matters described in other universes of discourse is to commit the
generic fallacy. That is, to use the term, for example, "emotion" in some other field
with the tacit assumption that whatever cognitive security it enjoys in psychology (or
physiology) it enjoys also in that field, be it logic, history of art or political
science is to explain a way rather than to explain a wide range of human phenomena.

This is not to say that one must not employ in one inquiry the terms receiving
definition in another inquiry. The notion that a term can have multiple definitions
and therefore multiple referents has already received attention. But these multiple
definitions themselves are framed in and help distinguish the various universes of
discourse. All of the uses of.the term "tension" do not rush into relevance when the
term is employed systematically in a particular universe of discourse -- save perhaps in
the discourses of etymology; philology, or lexicography -- or others calculated to
"collect" meanings. The terms "cool blue" in the language of the painter or art critic
de not include (a) a daub of blue substance with a thermometer in it, (b) a musical piece
that is "real cool," (c) a thin and somewhat transparent garment--shirt or dress or
whatever, (although, of course, a painter may say, "Boy! Isn't that cool blue cool shirt
real cool?"). Cold and warm are to weather forecasting what they are not to other
activities, and unless the employment of these terms is accompanied by minimal stipula-
tions of use then a generic confusion -- fallacy -- ib at work vitiating the effort to
gain firm conclusions.

Other generic confusions are to be found in such expressions as "intelligence is
the interaction of the organism with its environment," "the force of personality," "the
acceleration of social change," "the weight of an idea," "crooked (or straight) think-
ing," "ability to absorb ideas," and "the human has his animal as well as intellectual
dimensions." Such generic liberties as these and other expressions exhibit are based
either on common sense usage, or on the curious assumption to the effect that we become
scientific to the extent we take the terminoloaxof the successful sciences into our
own discourse in an attempt to describe what scientifically these terms have not been
defined to describe. This is but another way of saving that at least some of the
theorizing in the human sciences and in educational research sounds scientific without
being scientific, -- hence the charge of pseudo science.

4. The fallacy of reductionism is committed when one provides a description of some-
thing that must be present in order that something else be present and offers that
description as a description of that something else. To conclude that, from the fact
that John's anger can take place without John's painting but that John's painting goes
on only when John is angry, that a description of the painting 44 a description of the
anger (that is, either John's painting in a case of anger, or John's painting is an
"expression" of anger) is to "reduce" one thing to another.

There cannot be thought without a brain, but from this truth the identity
of the two does not follow . . . To conclude from the fact that A may
occur without B but that B occurs only in connection with A, that B is
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"nothing but" A (or that 3 as such is "illusory") is to commit what has
come to be known as the reductive fallacy: 3 is "reduced" to P5.14

Failure to move in accordance with the distinction between, on the one hand, mak-
semodangilsima conditions, and on the other hand, attributes, opens the way to
reductionism. Being "emotionally upset" may be a necessary condition to John's painting.
But it is not a sufficient condition if it can be shown that he paints also when not
emotionally upset. The terms "emotionally upset" occur within andi help us distinguish
one universe of discourse. The term "Cubism" is interpreted in terms which help us
distinguish another universe of discourse. To offer the former interpretant or defini-
tion (of "emotionally upset") as the interpretant or definition of the latter term,
"Cubism," is to commit the reductionist fallacy.

A circumstance that must be present in order that another circumstance be present
is what is meant by "necessary condition." This is not to be confused with the event
(or with attributes of the event) in connection. with Which it is a necessary condition.
A circumstance that, when oresint, occasions the presence of another circumstance is
called a "sufficient condition" to that latter circumstance, and is not to be confuled
with the event (or with attributes of the event) in connection with Which it is a
sufficient condition. A circumstance that must be present in order that another cir-
cumstance be present, and Which When present, occasions the presence of another circum-
stance is called a "necessary and sufficient condition" and is not to be confused with
the event (or with attributes of the event) in connection with which it is a necessary
and sufficient condition.

Put more technically: A condition SX is a sufficient condition of an event Y pro-
vided that whenever SX is present Y occurs. A condition NX is a necessary-condition of
event I: provided that Y cannot occur in the absence of NX, away, however, occur in
the absence of 13). A condition NSX is necessary and sufficient condition of an event
Y, provided that (a) if NIC then Y and, (b) if not WSX then not Y: (or if SX then Y.
If Y then !abut not necessarily SX. And if a then 1.0 and (if not NSX then not i5
then 12&))

Put less technically: "We might say that 'control' of an unwanted effect consists
of knowledge of a gensry condition of that affect; while 'coaTorria a wanted effect
consists of a eyfficient condition of the effect."15

In the human sciences the reductionist fallacy is to be found in those attempts to
subsume under symbols fashioned to locate and explain one class of objects (usually a
necessary and/or sufficient condition for the presence of objects located and described
by another set of symbols) another class of objects. Further, the reductionist state-
ment may include (or be an object which includes) as an attribute or component, the
reference for the symbols operating reductively: A description of a part may be offered
as a description of the object of rich it is a part.

Description' of necessary and sufficient conditions, and descriptions of attributes
occur within the various universes of discourse. Biological, astronomical and meteor-
ological explanations may be distinguished into such descriptions. Further, one universe
of discourse, say geology, may be said to provide descriptions of necessary conditions
for what it is that is located and described with'the language of another universe of
discourse, say history of art and art criticism. Hence, geological descriptions are
necessary but not sufficient conditions for the presence of Gothic architecture in its
turn located and described by another universe of discourse. In biology the term
"human" is a specie of the enus "animalian." Thus one can sped of the human animal,
the turtle animal or the elepnant animal. To carry this specie-asnus relationship over
into psychology, methodology and/or educational theory and to proceed to describe What
distinctively is the human animal to be educated with the language of biology or physi-
ology (with some of the language of mechanics thrown in), is to practice at once the
generic and reductionist fallacy. Within the discourse of the human sciences the term
"human" and not the term "animal" is the inclusive category. The term "animal"- appears
in explanations (bio-physiological) of necessary but not sufficent conditions for what
it is explanations in psychology, sociology, anthropology, educational theory and
methodology attempt to locate under the rubic "human."
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The problem for the human sciences and for educational research is to formulate a
comprehensive and systematic theory of the subject matter for inquiry in,logical connec-
tion with which (a) attributes can be distinguished from necessary and sufficient con-
dition, *ad (b) necessary and sufficient conditions can be explicitly determined. Until
this is done es cannot determine in discussions, for example, of art what is an attri-
bute of the referent for the term (for art criticism, art education and *art history, for
example), and what are conditions to the occurrence of the referent for the term "art."
In discussions of the human we in the human sciences and educational theory are unable
to distinguish in a sufficiently systematic way skull type, emotional makeup, blood
pressure, posture, brain, neurons, cells, oxygen (in the lungs), hair, femininity,
masculinity, genital organs and feelings into terms whose definitions provide descrip-
tions of necessary conditions, sufficient conditions or attributes. The distinction
between immand outer is a precise distinction occurring in the physical and natural
sciences. But whether or not one can move with this distinction in discussing works of
art, artists, children, intelligence, or broadly the human as an object of educational
concern waits on an answer to the question: Within what universe of discourse and with
what major categories do we distinguish the objects of attention for systematic inquiry
into the human domain?

V. Human as a Methodological Category

From the methodological point of view the term "human" gains significance in three
ways. In the first place the term and its definitions may be singled out from the
various inquiries making use of it, and it may be assessed in terms of its methodological
adequacy as a concept -- its role as an explanatory device -- whose formulation either
does or does not facilitate the inquiries making use of the conception,

In the second place, linguistic formulations which occur in such contexts as educa-
tional research, pedagogy, curriculum, guidance, and administration, are based to a con-
siderable extent upon the alledgedly warranted conclusions of psychology, sociology and
anthropology -- more particularly, psychology. The significant point for methodology
is that one somewhat common sensical and imprecise context of language ("schooling" or
"pedagogical" language, for example) relies upon other somewhat imprecise universes of
discourse. Methodological problems of either or any of these discourses are bound up
with methodological problems of the others. In short, there is a general methodological
problem of the human sciences.

In the third place, of rather dramatic import is the fact that the description of
signs and symbols, and the prescriptions for them, are as descriptions and emadakum
human endeavors directed to something which itself is human. Language (something human)
is about language (something human). Methodologically speaking*-therefore, the diagram
(Figure 2) enters as art of the methodological inte retant of the term "human." The
diagram becomes in part a methodological description of the human. For a theory of
language is, to some extent, a general theory of the human estate. Thus, if physics is
a case of means, ends, and methods -- a case of language and hence human -- then a
general theory of the human for the human sciences,would have to account not only for
physics but for the general theory itself as en attribute of the subject matter of the
human sciences. Sociology and anthropology in studying, for example, American culture,
would have to be studying among other things sociology, anthropology, physics and the
methodized operations on Capitol Hill -- or at least presume them to be components of
their subject matters. And since the human sciences are descriptive disciplines and
subject to the evaluations of the normative disciplines of the methodology of the social
or human sciences, then the latter stands in relation to the former in in. educative way.
Methodology of the human sciences is one with the phrase "education of the human
sciences." And frog here it is but a short step to the notion that methodological dis-
course in the broad reaches suggested by the diagram (Figure 2) is one with the dis-
course of professional education.. Disciplined educational theory in its general phases
is one with the universe of discourse of methodology. But this point has been developed
elseWhereol°
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VI. Methodological Inquiry into Aesthetic Subject Matters

Thus far advanced is the notion that methodology is a universe of discourse which
is preoccupied with procedures and with principles of procedure. But procedures end .

principles of procedure are capable of being setforth in linguistic form. Formal prop-
erties of the forms are also capable of being set forth as signs. Arts affairs become
relevant, therefore, if it can be demonstrated that such affairs are "rationally" con-
ducted or ordered affairs - that is if they are procedural, purposeful, or "rational."
If ordered affairs then the'arta are goal directed and mediative in character. They
would, accordingly, display methodizing properties of a symbolic character. If so, then
promised would be a set of principles of procedure which if followed would permit more
effective control over aesthetic subject matters. To the extent that such principles
could be made explicit, to that extent one could predict artistic ends -- obtain artis-
tic knowledge. Principles of art would be poisible and, if discovered Or formulated,
they presumably would be cognitive in character.

Two sets of difficulties have developed around this generally stated position. In
the first place there are those difficulties which come with the notion that arts
affairs are cognitive, logical, knowledge producing affairs and consequently subject to
the canons of truth and falsity. Since, however, it is obviously the case that the laws
of logic do not apply either to the pillars of the Parthenon or to a water color by
Marin or Homer, then the following qualification is sometimes added: Aesthetic knowl-
edge is non-conceptual knowledge, and artistic works are logical in a different sense
than propositions are logical. Still, there are problems with this interpretation to
which the following directs attention:

The desire of so many lovers of the arts to exhibit the latter as possessing
as important cognitive core is symptomatic of the supreme, though perhaps
unwitting, value they place upon knowledge. But if that desire can be
satisfied only by so radically altering the meaning of "cognitive" that in
its new use the term has no recognizable continuity with its normal employ-
ment, has not the ideal of clarity been sacrificed, and has not a serious
disservice been thereby rendered to that which is prized so highly217

. . . if there is no identifiable sense in which an art object can be
" translated" into other media -- and I believe there is no such sense --
then the "knowledge" that is supposedly communicated by works of art is
-generally different from scientific knowledge. Accordingly, the use of a
common label for both sort of things (whatever the sort of thing that art
objects convey may be) seems to be but a species of punning, and is bound
to create intellectual confusion.18

Here the reductionist charge is leveled at a rather high level of abstraction: It is
applicable to these attempts to describe aesthetic subject matters with terms appropri-
ately placed at "IS" in Figure 2 and which are designed to distinguish the area of knowl-
edge and cognition. Further, whether or not the matters described with such terms as
"logical properties," "knowledge," "truth," and "cognition" are necessary or sufficient,
conditions, or whether they are partial attributes of aesthetic subject matters is
indeterminate in the absence of a systematic account of those subject matters.

Other inquirers have relegated the arts to the limbo of irrationality: And still
others engage in the practice of "explaining" arts affairs in keeping with the latest
fashions of intellectual history. And art in education is distinguished as something
that cannot be taught but that can be appreciated. Eschewing interpretations of divine
intervention one can mean simply that arts affairs, like sunset-type affairs, are just
"there" but not in consequence of.any order, planning, deliberate forming or control.
Generic liberties are taken in the explanation to the effect that the art object is
there in consequence of the "artist" ©© a psycho-sociological category injected into
methodological (or common sense) discouieoo. Others, in seeking to avoid this slip into
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reductionist terminology (reductionist because psychological categories help describe
necessary conditions and not procedural or the lack of procedural matters having to do
with artistic production) go about describing t4e affair as a consequence of accident,
fortuitous circumstances or spontaneity. On this view e.here would be little for educa-
tors to do save to structure an environment, display some facts and materials whose
relevance logically would be indeterminate, get out of the way, and watch hopefully for
the artistic event.

Still other inquirers, agreeing that arts affairs are not methodic in character,
have been unwilling to settle for a theory of arts affairs which cannot in principle be
tested. A theory of art, in order to be acceptable to such a view, must be provable or
refutable. One must be in a position to specify what the evidence would be that would
support the theory. And one must be in a position to determine what the evidence would
be that would refute the theory. If all is evidence for the theory, then nothing in
particular is evidence for the theory. The theory should be so constructed that the
conditions under which it can be tested must enter into the very construction.

Psychology looms large in importance for this last point of view. Sociology,
history and anthropology would also enter as appropriate universes of discourse. How-
ever, it is not at all clear just where, or within what universes of discourse one would
fashion a comprehensive theory of art -- an ethically neutral theory -- appropriate at
once for psychology, history, sociology, and anthropology except the discourse helping
to distinguish the methodology of the social sciences. It is one thing to argue that
art is defined to refer to non-methodized affairs, that art falls outside the boundaries
of methodological subject matters. But it is another thing to argue that this defini-
tion of art is methodologically adequate as a definition and therefore appropriate for

'gpmtgetetietlettersiniineti. Whether historical, psychological, sociolo-
gical, economic, chemical, anthropological or other universes of discourse locate and
describe necessary and/or sufficient conditions or attributes of aesthetic subject
matters still depends in considerable measure upon the methodological adequacy of the
term "art" in its interpretants as proposed within and/or for these very important uni-
verses of discourse. Needed is a comprehensive definition of art for effective employ-
ment in the human sciences and, hopefully, in educational theory. The methodological
issue centers in the character of the referent of the term, "art," and attempts to deal
with this issue, insofar as such attempts aim at providing a systematic theory of art
for the human sciences, must themselves be scientific. A theory of art framed in
methodological discourse, or a theory of the proper employment of the term "art" in the
several concerned sciences, must itself in principle be tested. Whatever the case, the
account, whether it treats art as methodic or non-methodic - as a case of the emotion
or as.a case of intelligence - fall appropriately within the field of methodology of
the human sciences. And this is no less a universe of discourse than the other sciences.

A second cluster of difficulties with the notion of a methodological approach or
account of aesthetic subject matters comes from a rather substantial community among
others made up of people who are and who have been closely identified with the arts.
There are artists, art critics, and art historians, for example, who are challenged to
defend the spontaneous, novel and creative aspects of artistic endeavors. These impor-
tant and, for some, defining values are understood to be in jeopardy whenever methodol-
ogical interests direct themselves to the arena of artistic production. Some have
expressed alarm. Some other have been antagonistic: the term "scientifistic method-
olatry" Etas been coined19 for what is seen to be a case of the "bull in the china shop."
Held is the view that methodological inquiries by their very nature and definition would
place unnecessary restrictions upon an enterprise that must remain free. This is
argued on the ground that a methodological investigation into a subject matter -- any
subject matter -- presupposes the possibility that the subject matter can be distin-
guished into means, ends and control. Such a presupposition as this includes the
notion that one can determine ahead of time what the aesthetic or artistic consequence
will be. In the case of the artist it would be said that he knew beforehand what he
was after. In the case of the art historian, he would be said to be in a position to
predict what the future character of artistic phenomena would be. Aeathetic subject
matters, insofar as they are Apt cognitive, are nevertheless orderable in accordance
with forms or controls which themselves are cognitive. Art, which is not theory, would
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proceed in conformity with theoretical method. Control in art would be more of the
character of a cake recipe than of a logical form, but cognitive form would be there.

The difficulty with the immediately foregoing centers in the claim that arts affairs
are. affairs precisely because they are not governed. The inventive, imaginative
and spontaneous historically has characterized in part the growth of art forms. The
outcome of arts affairs are not previsioned, predicted or set in edvance. They are un-
like not only the outcomes of other and similar endeavors (including a given artist's
own prior efforts), buralso those instances immediately antecedent as "stages" in the
development of a specific work of art. Art, it, is argued, is continually changing:
Historically it is continually defining itself, (defining, here taken to be "distin-
guishing"). It will continue to do so if attempts to put it in a methodological
straight-jacket continue successfully to be resisted.

This rejection of methodological explanation, though variously and less common
sensically expressed elsewhere, occurs as a case of ordered discourse, and therefore is
subject to test and examination. Rejection of methodological attempt to explain aes-
thetic subject matters are themselves cases of method - ordered language. Recognized,
of course, must be the fact that traditionally, too, and in widespread practice, is the
definition of methodology as a discipline whose subject matter is exhausted in cognitive
or "rational" affairs. Thus cautioned, one can ask what is the meaning of such phrases
as "set in advance," "not set in advance," "does not know ahead of time," or "does know
ahead of time." What does it mean to say that the artist either does or does not have
an end-in-view -- that the artist has an end either set in advance or not set in advance?

We will consider two senses in which one can say that a goal is set in advance.
The first will be referred to as theoretical ends. The second will be referred to as
qualitative ends.

1. Theoretical ends: To have a goal, end or purpose is to have something that takes
the place of the future -- a representation. Purposeful affairs, as we have argued,20
are symbolic - sign - affairs' -- cases where a non-present (the future) through its
representatives operates in the present in a directive capacity. In the case of the
cake recipe one has something to follow. One has something in accordance with which to
proceed. When asked for his goal one might reply, "I'm going to make a chocolate cake."
The term "chocolate cake" is a name for something not now present but to be gained in
the future. It is an end set in advance of its (the referent) occurrence. Similarly,
when asked for his goals in life one would perhaps answer with such expressions as,
"I'm going to get married and build a family," "I'm going to college and be an engineer,"
"I'm going to see to it that the materialistic tendencies in this community are thor-
oughly checked -- if it takes me forever." To have a goal, to repeat, is to have a
group of symbols - a gang of signs. To "know ahead of time" is to be in a position to
formulate a statement of symbols making reference to something other than the statement
itself and located in the future. To "know in advance" is to predict in the preseht.

For an artist to say, "Now to finish by Cubist canvas," is for the artist to have
a purpose or goal -- in short, a future set in advance. He knows in advance in the
sense that he has a set of representations purporting to take the place of the future.
Putting it another way, it is intelligible to say that he has an end set in advance if
by that we mean a set of signs. An end not set in advance (and "end" here used means
"temporal paint" -- future) would be understood to mean not represented is discourse.
A future, in this case, is not functioning as an object of a sign.

We can conclude that artists, like anyone else, may proceed in accordance with
representations of the future -- that is, with goals. And we can conclude that artists,
like anyone else, can end up with objects and events unlike or other than those repre-
sented in the form of the goal (the sign). Prior to a given activit lno may not know -©
that is, be in a position to make an assertion referring to -- what 4e 2inished object
or event will be. It remains to note that (a) the end achieved is still unique and
therefore in that sense ala represented, (b) the end achieved does not emerge from the
employment of the term "Cubism" as a forming agent in the art activity, and (c) an
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artist may start his work without a set of signs which attempt to represent in some
general sense the character of the work to emerge.

2. Qualitative ends: On the other hand "set in advance" col be taken to mean something
other than signsor language functioning in the capacity of control. A canvas, stone
or warp may be such that what is already there (and not linguistic or representative in
the sense of language) is a point of departure or reference for what is to come -- for
what is to happen next. Thus, one can "finish" a canvas started, sayr yesterday because
what is presently exhibited on the canvas "sets in advance" what the character (if only
the general or pervasive character) of the finished object will be. Thus, a clever men
can finish an unfinished Ceisane precisely because what is already there in some sense
operates asa point of referencefor continuing the work. The history of forgery in
art supplies instances where only the "confessions" of the forger directs us to types
of investigations (C-14 tests?) which "reveal" via other than the aesthetic' object that
a forgery has indeed taken place. The forged work, furthermore, may not be an "imita-
tion" or attempted duplication of any one painting by the artist whose "work" is being
forged -- only the signature on the work may be duplicated, and even that may vary "on
purpose." So too in reconstruction: .A classical statue whose head has been missing
since antiquity may be reconstructed to include a head. The restorer has an end in the
sense that he has a "style" of head in some sense qualified by the statue itself. He
rejects, for example, certain kinds of heads including one perhaps from Nigerian wood
carving. Something other than verbal or linguistic representation qualifies, directs
or, significantly conditions the selection and rejection'that is going on.

An end "not set in advance" would be intelligible in this second sense if we under-
stood it to mean the total absence of partially finished, destroyed,'begun or lost art
objects.-- or the total absence of "styles," "schools," or movements. One does mot
finish the Parthenon by adding steel girders, stainless steel casements and a large
picture window over a carport. One "goes by" what is .already there as a result of the
work of some artist of antiquity. Here indicated is the notion that something other
than language functions in a regulative capacity even though the specific and unique
character of the emergent is not being forecast.

In those cases where there is nothing to go by the term art or artist is inappli-
cable. We can say "artist" before an empty canvas on common sense or some other
grounds - biographical or "case history."

An end or goal set in advance would be intelligible in this second sense if we
understood it to mean that there is something antecedently there and perhaps other than
a sign but which can be (but may not be) represented in discourse this something is
performing a normative role.

John Dewey's methodological inquiry into the arts have already paved the way for
procedural accounts of artistic endeavors. He identifies himself with that rather sub-
stantia: community of those who are convinced that the "stuff" upon which artists work
cannot be duplicated or exhibited in symbols "verbal and mathematical" but that dis-
course may "point out the qualities by means of which . . . quality is achieved."21
But of central, importance to the second sense of "set in advange" -- the qualitative
sense -- is Dewey's statement, "The doing and making is artistic when the perceived
result is of such a nature that its qualities as perceived have controlled the question
of production."22 Suggested, although not elaborated with sufficiently critical method-
ological distinctions, is the notion that quality operates as an end, as means and as
control or method. Asserted is the notion that an end may be set in adVance not only,
theoretically but also qualitatively.

But the term "quality" or "qualitative" is not without ambiguity. Historically it
has taken on two main meanings: First, it has been taken to mean of a high order of
goodness -- something of significant value or worth. This meaning is reflected in such
expressions as, "This has real quality," or, "By stressing quantity in education do we
not run the danger of sacrificing quality?"
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Second, the term "quality" has been taken to mean an attribute or component of an
object which in its turn is not a quality but a "being," "reality," "existent," or
"metaphysical entity" located and described with different language. This meaning is
reflected in such expressions as, "The table is to be understood in terms of primary and
secondary qualities. The quality of hardness . .," or "This sculpture by Epstein
embodies the quality of youthful robustness." The "it" of which these are said to be
qualities is defined to be,samething other than a quality.

Dewey suggests a third and alternative meaning -- a methodological meaning. A
significant issue would be the notion that an activity is controlled by its qualitative
outcome in a way other than being represented ahead of time by goal signs.

There is a way to "research" this matter. One can arrange photographs of "steps"
in the production of an art object in the order in which the photographs were taken.
This is and has been a rather widespread practice in publiahing circles directed to the
plastic or visual arts.23 Figure 3 can serve us in a similar fashion. It will be use-
ful if we remember that our language is to be distinguished as different from what is
portrayed in Figure 3 and of use if it directs our attention to something else, not
language, said to be directive in character.

Inspection of the terminal point, #6, of each series permits us to entertain the
notion that what is there appears also to some extent in the antecedent moments of
"photographic arrest." Each #6 has a character displayed also by #5, #4, #3 and co on.
Thus one can argue with Dewey that the end "as perceived" also pervades the antecedent
acts and ggattatalm (rather than as a distinctive terminal point) has controlled the
production. The artist has worked with qualitative "means" in each case. He has worked
to a qualitative end in each case. And the quality pervading the activity -- what
Dewey called "pervasive quality" -- is the control, the method or the form. Mediative
or formal properties other than theoretical seem to be at work in (ot 21) art activity.

But this interpretation must still answer to the difficulties often cited by that
community of concern which prises the unique and the novel in arts affairs.

Take the finished painting; note its quality. Now suppose we have photo-
graphs of various stages of the work, taken at daily intervals, let us say,
while the painter was working. None of these, of course has the specific
quality of the finished painting. But Dewey says this quality did not
exist until the painting was finished, it could only have been in the artist's
mind. Does that mean that from the earliest stages of the painting, from
the incept onward, the painter has definitely in mind some regional quality
that he is trying to bring into existence on the canvas? It is conceivable
that this is sometimes the case, but most of the experience of artists goes
against it: it would be remarkable if the exact regional quality of the
final painting were that plain to the painter from the start . . . there is
no doubt that something like this does often happen. Sometimes, we cah see
in the earliest stages of a great work that the quality we value so highly
in the finished product has begun to emerge. But this is not always the
case, by any means. Sometimes the quality that appears most definitely at
the start turns out not to be fruitful; the artist's attempt to intensify
it leads to radical formal rearrangements that end by destroying the original
quality and substituting a very different one.24

Two important points are to be made: First, the specific and particular end is
not being cited as the control. The series displays a pervasive quality which may be
distinguished from both the qualitative components being arranged and the specific
object displayed in each photograph. And second, to say that C (Figure 3) might have'"emerged" at about /1-3 instead of B-4 is simply to say that the artist is reconstruct-
ing or shifting his "controls," a little like saying that a gesture of friendship may
become a gesture of indifference or one of intimate Affection. Indeed, the theory 4"
presently being developed seems more to be protecting the uniqueness and the non-theo-
retical character of artistic activity that those claims which put the end of the
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activity antecedently "in the mind" (hence represented) of the artist. If the end is
present antecedently, the present argument goes, it is present in the,antecedent stages
of the work itself. Hence, no methodological difficulties are to.be encountered thus
far in the above quoted hesitations.

A test may be devised to clarify further the methodological character of the pres-
ent claims. One can take Figure 4 to consist of the finished products of the series
listed in Figure 3. Several testing operations are possible. First: the three illus-
trations may be given to numbers of people who are asked to place them in the series
presented in Figure 3. These individuals would have to "go or or "follow" what is

common or pervasive in the series in order to carry this assignment out. The pervasive
of common quality is functioning in a formal capacity. Each series displays, in other
words, a formal - forming - property.

Second: An investigator might switch the illustrations of Figure 3 as follows:
C-5 to A-4, A-4 to B-3, and B-3 to C-5. Again, indiViduals would have to be guided by,
or act in accordancewith what pervades the remainder in order (a) to distinguish the
shifted items, and (b) to place the shifted items-in their proper places. The work

. ='proper' ithe testing instrument does not direct the placement any more than the word
"Gothic" in architecture directs the forming of qualitative components. (a) and (b) can
be secured by virtue of the presence of direct quality.

Third: An investigator can mix all steps in such a way that no sequence is dis-
cernible. He might then ask individuals taking the test to "sort out" those that
"belong" to "go" together and then to place them in a developmental series. This test,
as with the othe..:s, will be pursued successfully, if at all, because of formal properties
which can be diagramed as follows:

Pervasive Quality

method
control
form

Component Quality
mean
relate

institutables

Total Quality
end

finished product
unique achievement

Of crucial importance to this account of aesthetic procedures in the fact that
method and control in the arts are being distinguished from method and control. in
cognitive endeavori. The distinction is between theoretical control and qualitative
control, and not species of theoretical control. The terms of discourse can represent
but not function in the ca acity of method or control in qualitative mediations. The.
terms may refer to but do not duglitate or exhibit artistic controls. Method in quali-
tative affairs must be "had" or."suffered" or discriminated in some direct way.. If a
painter says, "Now, to finish my-Cubist, canvas," the term, again, does'not direct the
painting activity but directs the painter to a painting which exhibits "its own"
control - that which we label with the.term "Cubism." This label Wits forged after its
referent and not before in the history of art. Thus, "Not; to finish my Cubist canvas,"
is not a necessary condition to finishing a canvas capable of being labeled "Cubist."
And the uniqueness of the finished products does not permit us to explain away, but is
to be explained by the presence of pervasive quality and qualitative means. It is,
distinguished as an end in its unicas.

Pervasive quality authorities or establishes the relevance of 'components already
available or invented on the spot. The fact that these or those are possible means is
determined by pervasive quality. The specific end emerges from components which have
been selectee, and composed, and it is other than any one or a collection of these means.
The means may be selected from a wider group of qualitative means authorized as means
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Figure 4

7.

by pervasive quality. The finished product exhibits a unique quality, yet also the
quality of antecedent "stages." Thus, for example, a particular execution of a Gothic
building may be unique and, at the same time, be without a Rose Window and without many
possible method-authorized sculptural components. In the absence of any control (or
style), and before an empty canvas, an artist is without control. When relationships
are instituted on the canvas, discriminated in his surroundings, or placed in a sketch
he may struggle to gain Iris method, means and his ends: He may produce a new form T..,a
new proposal in the arena of the arts.

According to the methodological account out of which "set in advance" has been
treated, qualities are discriminations of relations. The specific quality, the product
of the discrimination, stands for or represents the relations in which it is presented.
The representational relationship is a triadic relationship thus meeting the triadic
conditions of symbol. But, as distinguished from theoretical symbols, the qualitative
symbol presented stands as a third (a representative resultant) to itself in relation
to a quality other than itself. Represented is a relationship of contrast. This is to
say that qualities are constructed, discriminated, in relations of comparison and con-trast. A specific quality is the resultant or product of a relationship of qualities,
one of which is itself:

X is focal is focal)

Figure 5

Qualities are constructed such that if the referent for the term "red" is to be a sym-
bol (i.e. "focal") it must be located at X (Figure 5) and stand in relation to the
referent of some "non-red" at Y. The term "Gothic" refers to a qualitative symbol,
provided that the referent for the term is discriminated from some referent other than
the referent of the term "Gothic." Thus, the conception of Pervasive Quality, Component
Quality, and Total Quality is a conception of three kinds of qualitative symbols,

. There are Pervasive Qualitative Symbols. There are Component Qualitative Symbols.
There are Total Qualitative Symbols. They are to be distinguished from theoretical
symbols by the fact that a quality presents what it represents - it presents itself by
representing-the relationship out of which it emerges or by means of which it gains
distinctiveness. A theoretical symbol or sign, on the other hand, can be present without
at the same time its referent being present. A qualitative symbol cannot be present
save as what is representedis present at the same time. Thus, at a rather high level
of methodological generalization (C, Figure 2) a distinction is to be made between the-
retical means, ends and methods, and qualitative means, ends and methods - between the-

oretical symbols and controls, andfrqsalitative symbols and controls.

VII. Formal Properties in Aesthetic Subject Natters

Since qualitative symbols cannot be present save as what is represented also is
pTeBent, it would seem that no instance of.qualitative symbols, means, ends and method,



can be present without at the same time taking the form of a specific instance of quality.
Formal properties of qualitative mediations, insofar as they are qualitative symbols and
do not take place of.things other than themselves and excluding themselves, would be
present only in substantive form. "Principles" of qualitative mediation or control,
insofar as they are advanced methodologically are theoretical. They therefore cannot
be principles of qualitative ordering. The function as assertions or propositions about
"principles" which cannot enter but which can be represented by discourse. Qualitative
principles are qualities. In sum, one cannot have a formal property of qualitative
mediations without at the same time having a substantive instance of quality - just as
one cannot have a qualitative symbol without having the relationship out of.which it is
a discrimination.

Perhaps the most dramatic difference between aesthetic formal properties and
those of cognition have to do with the relationships between form and its
contents. The former can never be divorced from substantive matters. With
the latter we can substitute variables or subject matter terms and thus obtain
what we call "empty forms." (such as syllogistic form). This is' not the
case with aesthetic formal properties. They are only to be found and
examined in connection with the content they order. They cannot be disasso-
ciated from their content because the relations and contents they represent
literally sustain the forms.25

A theoretical or cognitive form may be presented without substantive content. But
a qualitative form must be presented substantively: A qualitative symbol is to be
found only as substantive qualities as are indicated with such terms as "Cubism,"
"Gothic," "anger," "circus," or "femininity" are found. These terms together with
countless others refer to qualitative means, ends and methods. If other properties are
to be found, they will also be substantively located.

The notion that formal, or architectonic properties cannot be located save as sub-
stantive instances are located does not prevent us from going onto distinguish proper-
ties which recur Or which are reinstitutable in qualitative affairs. For example, such
terms as "Cubism," "Gothic," "femininity," "military combat situation," "circus,"
"waltz," and "swimming," help direct us to qualitative forms. But such terms as
"contrast" or "qualitative symbol" help direct us to relations instituted in all of
these forms: The terms with which we represent formal or architectonic properties in
qualitative affairs are applicable to a far wider range of orderings than is the case
with such other terms as "Cubism" and "femininity."

Two types of formal properties have been distinguished: One, Contradistinction, a
case where the resultant, "Third" or "more than the relate (not-X and X in Figure 5) is
the distinctiveness of one of the relate, (again, either not-X or X depending upon what
is "taken" or discriminated as a quality); and two, Conjunction, a case where the "third"
or "more than the relate" (not-X and X) is what is imparted to each of the components
in relation from the relationship, the exhibited quality functioning as the symbol.
Conjunction takes three forms: Individuation, Fusion, and Coordination. Again, each
of these formal properties are:to be found in substantive instances of quality. Each
term refers to a case where two or more elements are related to gain a "more" or
"Thirdness" - that is, to provide for the emergence of a qualitative identity not avail-

. able save when a kind of relationship is instituted.

1. Contradistinction: A case of instituting a relationship for the purpose of estab-
lishing the qualitative uniqueness of one of the relate. In utterly nonaense language
we might say, "If all were red there would be no red," "If all were night there would
be no night," or "If all were femininity there would be no femininity." The quality we
label "red" is gained in consequence of instituted or taken (thouetat) relations. To
distinguish - institute - something as against, besides, alongside, on top of, in front
of, behind, through, with or whatever something else - either in the "doing" or "behold-
ing" sense of "to distinguish," is to proceed with the principle or contradistinction.
Adequacy is to be found in the extent to which the choice or selection of joiners "thrusto
forward" the quality distinguished or intended.
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2. Conjunction: Differs from Contradistinction in that the "more" or "Thirdness"
emerging from the relationship of two or more components is a quality imparted to the
joiners or to the elements related. The two qualities are so related when they display
what has been imparted to them in consequence of the relationship. Each component in
relation has something happen to itself in consequence of the relationship. The result-
ant quality, the "Third" or "more" is that which is imparted to each of being related.
Thus conceived, conjunction takes three forms. We refer to these as "Forms of Conjunc-
tion."

(a) Individuation: To be found in those instances when the unlike character of
each of the components is heightened, or thrust forward because of the relationship.
The more or Third of a relationship instituted between a particular red and a particular
green, for example, and yet common to them, is the "clash" or the "vibration." The red
is not the clash. The green is not the clash. One clashes with the other. Apart from
such a relationship and in other relationships neither the red nor green clashes. What
we label "dissonance" is the Third of more resulting from relating particular kinds of
instances of musical chords - particular intervals of a musical scale. And in the
ancient practice, still with us, of positioning the mask of tragedy beside the mask of
comedy, in the relationship of "fat" and "skinny," virtuous people and evil people,
affluent communities and pockets of poverty, beauty and the beast, the form of individ-
uation is at work as a control. Here the uniqueness of each is thrust forward at one
and the same time to produce the Third which is the unlikeness of each - the clashing
character of the relationship.

(b) Fusion: Obtained in those instances when the like character of each of the
components is featured or thrust forward because of the relationship. The quality of a
"group" emerges when elements are so related. This is an insight developed long ago
among other areas in the area of the plastic arts: by "repetition a "pattern" is
achieved. Fusion acts to impart to each joiner the commonness of the group thus making
the components qualitatively alike. A company of soldiers marching, a church choir in
costume, the hair of Venus and the waves behind Venus in Boticelli (two fusions in a
painting), the role of columns of the Parthenon and the flutes of a column (two fusions
in a building), the grid of graph paper, or the polka dot tie are among the many possible
illustrative instances. What is called the Third of Fusion is not the property of one
component nor, quantitatively in the sense of being another component more than the sum
of. -all components. It is a property imparted to each in consequence of the elements in
relation. The commonness at once is imparted and is the more or Third.

(c) Coordination: Obtained in those instances when the distinctiveness of each
component is sought (approaching individuation); yet at the same time the commonness of
each component is sought (approaching fusion). The focus is not the commonness entirely:
Each component in being unique competes with others for attention. The focus is not the
unlike character of the components: A commonality is achieved. Save in those instances
where "unity" is taken to mean Ex pervasive quality or to mean some sort of a mystery,
the form of coordination can be taken to mean "variety in unitye!! The variety is main-
tained, distinctiveness are provided, and a unity achieved, a commonness is also pro-
vided. But neither the commonness nor the uniqueness is featured. For example, a dis-
cussion group may have a commonness, yet alike costumes, hair-dos, voices and gestures
are maintained, A shelf of books in a library, a grouping of furniture, silver, dishes
or beach pebbles, a show of. French Impressionism in a local gallery, or a set of bowling
pins (fusion) carved in the likenesses of the last ten presidents of the United States
are other cases in which the common and the uncommon character of the components are
sought.

VIII. A Methodological Jonception of Human for Education and the Human Sciences

With the development of a conception of qualitative Symbol and control goes the
task of revising the "map" of methodology exhibited as Figure 2. Question marks would
be replaced by such terms as "Qualitative Symbol" and "Qualitative Control." Locating
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Categories for distinguishing kinds or clusters of substantive controls becomes a prob-
lem for further inquiries and elaborations, (we do not know the relationship between
controls indicated by such terms as "sex," "sports," "painting," "music," and "circus.")

But the achievement of ascomprehensive theory of the human looms as a genuine pos-
sibility when we consider the fact that such terms as "personality," "culture," "mob,"
and "cultural pattern" refer to pervasive qualities components of which may be theoret-
ical symbols. In other words, such terms as these ma: 'le said to'refer to matters whose
location depends upon conditions of contradistinction. The terms "metropolitan center,"
"introvert," "race riot," and "indignation" have referents only as a condition of con-
trast can be inatj.tuted - only as a discrimination is possible. So too with such terms
as "pulse," "boiling point," "Mars," and "water." It may be suggested, although not yet
demonstrated, that the qualitative symbol is the major methodological condition for an
object to become a referent for the signs of scientific discourse. Whatever the case,
a conception of the human for the human sciences and for educational research would have
to account for the two symbolic functions herein outlined: And also to be accounted for
is how such symbols are related in the referents for such terms as "culture," "group,"
and "personality."

Four relationships may be noted: First, Theoretical Predominence denotes those
mediations which are primarily cognitive. The work of Dewey or of Einstein, the several
sciences, such normative disciplines as philosophy, law, and educational theory are
other examples. Theory is order to gain theory. This paper, the reading or writing of
it, a child asking a question and receiving an answer, exchanges of letters, a panel
discussion or lecture, are further cases. But with Theoretical Predominance quality is
an inescapable "background." Theorizing cannot go on save in a qualitative setting, be
it a room, laboratory, "collection of attitudes," "group mood," or in a civilization.
Qualities are to be evaluated, in this case, in the extent to which they help forward
the theorizing or the cognitive enterprise. At least, if not this, then qualities are
to be assessed in the extent to'which they do not "block the road to inquiry."

Second: Qualitative Predominance is a case where quality is ordered to gain a quality
but where there is theory or cognition,present in an instrumental or supporting capacity.
Theoretical symbols are present in a race riot. Theoretical symbols are present as chil-
dren count, and chant while skipping rope or while bouncing balls. They are to be found
in the work of the "caller" at the barn dance. Theoretical symbols of one qualified
kind rather than another are pressed into service to help gain cynicism, apathy, levity,
enthusiasm, friendliness, sorrow or a pc'tic form. Drama and most literature are here
included. In these and other cases of Qualitative Predominance theoretical symbols are
to be evaluated in the extent to which they help forward the qualitative means-ends
abroad in the situation. At least if not this then signs are to be assessed in the
extent to which they do not "get in the way of" the achievement of a qualitative state
of affairs.

Third: Reciprocity is a case where both theory and quality function as means, ends and
method. A bulletin board or advertisement may be a qualitative total yet contain theo-
rizing in the form of announcements, descriptions of goods or event, or other "copy."
The end is both the theory and the qualitative "vehicle" for that theory. A dinner con-
versation may involve those orderings of qualities weoall "manners" and "informality,"
yet be constituted also of theorizing moving to conclusions of various sorts. "Group
Process" or "The Workshop" way of learning are other illustrations. In such cases both
theoretical and qualitative methods constitute the controls, the means and the ends.

Fourth:. qualitative Independence is to be found in those means, ends and methods which
entail no theorizing. Painting, sculpture, music, the dance (without chit-chat), are
included here. A temper tantrum, moment of affection, ripple of laughter in a class-
room or an "aimless" whistling are other illustrations. Moments of intimacy in which
words appear may find those words - words of endearment perhaps - qualitative components
only. Indeed, in this latter connection one could 0.nd inogences of "pseudo science"
terms of the mechanical sciences employed because o hou nay look and sound and not
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because of how they operate in precise discourse.'. But in Qualitative Predominance
qualities operate as controls and with no.theorizingabout:

These four ways in which one may define the. human are recommended as the proper
interpretants for such terms as "personality,". "culture," "group" or"audience," "artist,"
ft scientist,". "cladaroom situation," "curriculum," and any other terms used to locate the
distinctively human as an object of. descriptive or:normative attention. They are pro-
posed as methodological distinctions. of the human in its turn conceived as one with
symbolic mediation.

IX, The Methodological Status of. Art Education

The conception of qualitative symbol has dramatic implications for the entire field
of methodology, philosophy of science and education. Of singular importance is the
notion that problems of technical scientific methodology in dealing with the conditions'
under which an object can become the object of a scientific sign, have their roots in a
concep on of aesthetic subject matters. To say, for example, that the human sciences,
educat nal theory, psychology or psychiatry may be expected to gain greater precision
by tur ing to methodological discussions of aesthetic subject matters.is to say that
these fields depend in some significant way upon a theory of art and art criticism. To
argue this way is to argue against the contemporary trend of argument - in effect the
notion that art theory must turn to the human sciences for explanatory devices. Schol-
arly understandings of arts affairs are thought to flow from distinctions and explana-
tions already at work in the human sciences. Here argued is the notion that such dis-
tinctions and explanations as are to be found in these sciences should yield to a
',

reconstruction" afforded by a systematic theory of art.

Of immediate concern to the present inquiry, however, is the impact of this method-
ologically formulated conception of means, ends and methods upon art education. Three
senses of art education should be treated.

1. If it is the'case that control and artistic production are compatible (and necessary)
--conceptions - that the purposes, goals or ends together:with the means, "need,"

"materials" or components, and the form or method, are, qualities, then qualitative medi-
ations can be learned. Art can be taught. Still, the quality must be present in order
to be taught - or learned. And the quality must be presented if it is to be a candidate
for rejection or acceptance in judgment. Hence,.in the present sense, art is education.
The artistic act is educative. Aesthetic subject matters are the occasion of qualitative
learning and "instruction." Artists go-to art works. Poets go to poetry. The history
of art is a hittory of qualitative education when viewed as a history of the creation of
what presently can be studied fol: purposes of gaining controls. The plethora of "styles"
or modes in contemporary art are to be viewed as a "montage" of qualitative proposals -
that-is, substantive forms which are candidates for being selected, rejected, or
followed. Thus art education is an affair of qualitative independence (save in those
fields in whiCh theory enters instrumentally to assist in the gaining of qualitative.
consequences - poetry and literature, for example).

2. A' second sense in which to understand the terms "art education" is fully within the
context of qualitative predominance. Theory enters as an instrument to direct, point
out, reject, accept, propose directions and redirections for qualitative symbols. En
art appreciation "courses" or gallery "tours," in art criticism, aesthetic judgment and
art history, and in teaching situations involving dance, sports, music,, painting, march-
ing, physiCal education, or manners, theory is at work directing attention to,describ-
ing and appraising aesthetic subject matter's. Thus, to point out to others, to bring
others to, to provide others with, to show other's how they are instituting or how they
might institute, qualitative relations is t function co an art critic and/or art
educator.. Art education is to be found iu the act of deliberate nurture, in the act of
nurturing the human to appreciate, institute, assess and refine qualitative symbols.

6
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3. A third sense in which to understand the terms "art education"is as it is inter-
Oreted'with terms which help to distinguish one range or configuration of aesthetic
subject emtters.such as the term "fine arts", 'For example,:a distinctive discourse,
language and knowledge has'developed along with and as indigenous to the work and educa-
tion of practicing artists: Such language may be:distinguished as a.species of common
sense discourse rather than recise discourse - although here one must still account for
the'rather sophisticated and somewhat critical language developing in the contexts of
art history and criticism. . (Here too, one must realize that theory in art education is
included in,the broad context of educational theory and,-along uith.other theoretical
endeavors makingup:educational.theory; moves with adaptations of common'sense
(discourse)... 'This language has been called the "shop talk"26 of the artist. It
looked upon asthe object for critical attention in. those efforts aiming to discipline
theory of art education into critical and precise discourse. The shop talk helps to
distinguish different "fields" of qualitative subject matters. What is in these fields
does not depend upOn.the language (precise or ordinary) herein labeled "shop talk." But.

such talk helps dirdet usto distinguish among aesthetic matters which in their turn .

have occasioned the talk.

The methodological interest in shop talk is very different from other interests.
For example, in some cases the interest in grounded in an inclination to "order" the
discourse of artists in accordance with metaphysical fashion. In still other cases, and
With growing emphasis today, the statements to be found in dm discourse of artists, at
critics and art educators is examined for purpoSes of reordering such language in accord-
ance with logical forms. In this last connection one can run the danger of becoming lost
in the intricacies of linguistic distinctions, Alternatively and methodologically,
analysis Is directed to such statement and assertions of art affairs for purposes of
(a) ordering the language according to logical canbns,'and (b) ordering the language
with direct attention to what the language is about - the referents. Methodological
analysis of artistic discourse is logical, empirical and educationatin relation to
"shop talk." With logical forms the analysis is directed to the referents of the lan-
guage and. statements as matters to figure in the determination of linguistic adequacy.
With the educational emphasis such analysis addresses, itself to'the role of such lan-
guage in the production, appreciation or. criticism of-aesthetic subject matters. Hence,
the discussion of formal properties of qualitative mediations'may be interpreted to be
"a theory of art in its general phases.", And thetheOry to emerge from methodological
analysis of substantive areas such as "plastic arts" and shop talk peculiar to the
plastic arts, is to be construed as a substantive case of theory in art education.
There are three types of language developing in the area often referred to as the "fine
and applied arts." There is that language deteloping as indigenous to a particular art
enterprise such as weaving, sculpture or architecture. This language helps distinguish
the qualities being worked with in a particular art field. Then there is that language
that has developed as applicable to the sweep of matters encompassed by the term "fine
and applied arts." Such language as is suggested by the terms "elements" and "principles"
of art is of this category. And finally there is that language which functions in other
than an ethically neutral way - normative or prescriptive language.

1. Substantively particular aesthetic subjecf,'Matters are located by ("pointed at") or
represented by such terms as "warping," "sateen weave'," "broken twill weave," "filler
yarn," "float," "weft," "pile," "Peruvian textile," "flossa," "rhya," "rug," and "wall
hanging (WEAVING); "lost wax or cire-pardue," "casting," "clay," "wax copy," "two pieces
mold," "investment," "goldweight figure," "patina," "Pre-Columbian Mexican," "Archaic
Greek," "chipping," "relief," "crucible," and "Etruscan" (SCULPTURE); and "Impressionism,"
"Venetian color glow," "color tensi.m," "cartoon," "chiarascuro," "ground," "gesso,"
"glaze," "under painting," "pointillism," "tempera," "gouache," "positive and negative
space," "open and closed," "hard edged forms," "cool," "collage," and "Op," (PAINTING).
These three groupings of terms together with other member terms unaccounted for here
help us locate distinctive qualities and mediations. These terms in discoursive form
stand for, represent, indicate or direct attention to matters, stuff or qualities
worked by artists. These terms when incorporated into statementG and conclusions stand
as the indigenous knowledge (however secure or insecure such kngmledge may be) of tho
field.
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But this is not to argue that the purpose for which the artists works is to gain
such knowledge. Argued is the view that in the course of their work, and in the course
of the history of art and criticism, artists and those intimately connected with the'
art world have developed a distinctive and indigenous knowledge. 'Art education in the
sense in which theory enters qualitative domains to perform an instrumental role is
therefore subject to the usual canons of logical and methodological criticism.

2. There is the more generic disCourse or language that has grown with, emerged from,
or appeared within a whole cluster of arts affairs. Such languagc.appears in the dis-
course of any one working in the area of the "fine" and "applied" arts. There are terms
and categories which are common to architects but not to painters and weavers, as we
have argued. But there is also a set of terms which are common not only to architects,
but also to weavers, painters, sculptors, potters and designers. Those who use such
terms as "plastic elements," or "elements of design," are attempting to distinguish
some generic terminology. Such terms as "line," "color," "texture," "space," "satura-
tion," and "form" are not unique to one shop talk category, say painting, but occur in
and along with the unique shop talk of any "plastic" artist. And, here again, these
terms haVe within the contexts of practicings artists, been linked 'to other terms to
take the form of stateuents,assertions,

questions and propositions whose cognitive
security may not be above question but whose cognitive character most certainly.is.
And, again not assumed, is the notion but arts affairs have as their objective the pro-
duction of, or the warranting of, such knowledge claims as may be found in the various
life situations practicing artists, critics and historians find themselves.

3. There is the discourse, the language which "has grown with, emerged from, or appeared
within a whole cluster of art practices which appears to be singularly normative or
prescriptive in character. Rather than being ethically neutral these statements direct
us one way rather than another - or at least they attempt to do so. Such statements
attempt to help in the forming,-the relating or the selecting and rejecting of qualities
represented in the first two types of discourse. It is constructed as art directives,
educational guides or judgmental criteria - as norms in accordance with which one con-
structs, orders, evaluates, selects and rejects, art objects. "Principles" of artistic
construction are forwarded as "form follows function," "variety in unity," "less is
more," "organically related forms," "art must be based on the two fundamental elements:
space and time," "static rhythms are not sufficient," "art should stop being imitative,"
"artists must learn to apply the lows of plastic organization needed for a healthy
created image," and "respect for the materials - the integrity of the materials is amust."

If discourse in the areas presently holding our interest is to become critical and
more adequately educational (instrumental) - if indeed we are to have a systematic theory
of "fine" or "plastic" art education - then it is this discourse that must become the
central subject matter for methodological analysis. Suggested, though by no means ade-
quately developed, is the notion that discourse which has already developed, for the
most part commonsensically, within the history and field of practicing artists is the
source for a precise theory rather than some other source in some other universe of dis-
course. Logical-methodological analysis enters instrumentally and normatively to take
such discourse critically into account.

For good or evil I have learned little from what has been written in the
name of Philosophy of Art and. Aesthetics, since, it has seemed to me to
'subordinate art to philosophy, instead of using philotophy.as an incidental
aid in appreciation of art in its own language. I have learned much,'
however, from the writings of essayists and literary critics . . . and from
What poets, painters, etc., MUG said about the arts they have practiced -
a source in my udgment thmt ie unduly overt° ked by those who philosophize
on art.27

Discipline in a't education, like discipline in human science, will be achieved,among other circumstmcee, when diocouToive adaptations of common sense or ordinary dis-
COUTOG yield to the formative influences of methodological.discourse. A necessary
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condition for this is of course the choice on the part of artists and art educators to
submit their language to such criticism (self or otherwise imposed) and to be prepared
to take the consequences.

XI. Appendix: Components of Research Design for Value Inquiry

The present study has been normative with respect to the problem of forming and
proposing a theory of theoretical and qualitative. subject matters. But proposed is an
ethically neutral description of linguistic and aesthetic phenomena. Yet the educational
undertaking is one which chooses and forwards among the methods and "content" of theo-
retical and qualitative pursuits. Value Research in education is helped only at the
point of_2 in the diagram which follows:

Criteria: Norm Object of Judgment: "It" judged

Figure 6

Value research into aesthetic subject matters would center in those judgments making
reference to,qualitative matters. A necessary condition to such judgments is the
presence of alternatives - the occurrence of an "ethical" debate, that is, a debate to
exclude, to determine as good or not-good, to act one way rather than another with,
qualitative .controls. Without conflict, without at minimum two objects competing for
acceptance and rejection (if only the judgment to accept or to reject an object or
practice) there is no occasion for value research. Judgments having to do with accept-
ing or rejecting - with the iroperatim terms of "should," "must," and "ought," and the
proposing. terms of "good" and."desirable" are attributes of the subject matter and also
the objective of value research. The end of value research is an explicit and syste-
matically formulated proposal for the educational undertaking.

Issues as to what is to be selected and what rejected in aesthetic subject-matters
defines the arena of controversy, in its turn the field for value research. Such issues
may be ordered according to Figure 6. Judgments (1) are formed in a certain way - in
accordance with some procedure. Claims to scientific or intuitive, common sense or
"authoritative" methods are to be found. The udgment is a theoretical object about
something which itself is not theoretical, 2. And the judgment.is based upon implicit
or explicit criteria or "answers to the question, "why!" 3. These three dimensions of
value research may be set forth as follows:

1. The judgment: It is a communication of value. Its function or purpose may be dis-
tinguished as analytic, evaluative, recommendational, or as instrumental to the act or
activity judged. As an affair of theoretical symbols it is subject to logical assess-
ment. Further, it directs attention to something other than itself. It is constructed,
if not haphazardly, in accordance with some method or procedure which should be made
articulate and featured as a selection of method. Warrant for the selection of method
is an investigatable matter in judgmental processes.

2. The °bleat: A description or account of the object - what the judgment is about -
must be made articulate. As such it is a descriptive statement - making reference to
the object judged to be good, bad or in relation to which one should act - one ought act.
The relation between the object judged - selected or rejected in evaluation - to other
matters should be made articulate. "ALL" can never' be the object of value research.
The relation between the object described and other qualitative matters - other matters
making up the map of education as an institutionalized undertaking a society existing
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at some time and place - all these are to be accounted for as one distinguishes the ob-
ject of judgment and the field of controversy.

3. Criteria: An implicit or explicit criterion Or norm is at work and must be distin-
guished in value research. Proposed criteria of adequacy, warrants for selecting and
rejecting, bases for imperatives and proposals, must be set forth. How inclusive they
are must be indicated. Source and warrant must be treated. Are they public, available
and distinguishable, or are they private, unavailable, and distinguishable? How are
such criteria as are proposed applicable? What skills and knowledge are required to
employ such criteria - to determine their adequacy?

Value inquiry will take one of three possible forms: First,

(a) Critical-Evaluative: Basic alternatives for 1, 2, and 3 (Figure 6)
are accounted for and the task of evaluation forged. While there is no
"method" that is philosophical still all value inquiries move in accord-
ance with logical canons, and, in such a way that not "anything goes"
with respect to claims made in the several sciences. Criteria are set
forth, made explicit and defended. The Critical-Evaluative study locates,
sets forth, moves logically in relation to, and forwards its own
warrants and bases for, significantly competing alternatives for the
enterprise of education. The study is responsible to contextual or
substantive connections. It is not conducted within, nor does it
address an object which exists in, a vacuum.

(b) Critical- Analytic: The categories of value inquiry, such concepts
as "truth," "meaning," "signs," "referent," "dualism," "reductionism,"
and "explanation", are featured in Critical-Analytic research. Logical
canons and logical status are featured. The attempt of a Critical- Ana-
lytic study is to render more precise a particular concept, category
or expression.. The theoretical architecture of the judgment (1) together
with the formulation and definitions of the "it" judged'and the criteria
affirmed for such a judgment (2 and 3) are subjected to systematic anal-
sig. Proposals here wou'id be in the form of more adequate definition,
the inadequacy or adequacy of certain categories or explanatory devices,
and the suggestion, perhaps, for an outline of contextual relevance for
the entire judgment under scrutiny.

(c) Critical-Speculative: Alternatives are accounted for (1, 2, 3, Figure
6) and inquiry proceeds in a manner not unlike-in kind that of (a) and (b)
above. But unlike (a) and (b) the Critical-Speculative work is upon the
task of forging a new substantive alternative or a new technical tool.
That is, a new alterrative eoncept, category; or sweeping proposal is to
appear to take its place in and to expand the arena of controversy. Such
speculative endeavors, while responsible directly ro logical canons and
scientific inquiries, may outstrip such inquiries - forging concepts even
for them to pursue in the future.

There are other attributes of value research which are shared with any systematic
cognitive pursuit. The significance of the problem, the establishment of a relevant
context of ideas (universe of discourse within which the study is to move and to which
it is responsible). The developmental character of the argument, the outline, articu-
lated assumptions and working concepts - early introduced or developed in continuity,
bearing upon other matters, and a reflection of familiarity with similar and relevant
researches - all of these are, as in the case of any critical investigation, attributes
of value research.

Finally, and inthe foreground of attention should be the fact that the study is
being conducted by educators esponsible directly to the problems, issues and activities
helping to distinguish the 1I4'.titution of the schools. If the study is to be "tested"
it is in tht arena of educitton th t this testing will take place. If it is to make a

Cr
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general contribution to the educational arena that contribution Will be to the arena of
systematic theory. Value research may lead to consequences wherein some qualities pres-
ently included are excluded. Other qualities, now uiavailable to the work of the
schools, will enter the curriculum. But this is going on anyhow. The significant con-
tribution of Value Research will be at that point *ere educational judgments become
more precise, systematic and disciplined: For Value Research is an alternative to
common sense in the determination of educational values. The achievement of a, discipline
in education is promised at that point where this or that common sense term leaves the
context.of educational theory to be replaced by a term or concept whose logical Inaba is
more secure and whose consequence is more of such concepts.
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EXCERPTS FROM THE DISCUSSION WITH MR. CHAMPL/N

Audience: I have been having difficulty in understanding these concepts of qualitative
intelligence and qualitative problem solving. Maybe there is a problem of communicationhere. I am very thankful for 'the additional amplification given here to these conceptions.
I think there are sortie others who have. misread this literature too. 4 think Beardsleymisread Eckers paper on qualitative problem solving; Ecker did not claim that the artist'siniti' ' vision or idea necessarily fixed all his succeeding moves. But many people havemade a fuss about the distin9tion between a task and a problem. Beardsley, ,in,,the articleyou referred to, distinguishes between a task and a problem. So does Justus Buchler in
The Concept of Method. Now if a control may' change at any time in an artistic ordering
or qaTilativeiii-aiRrig, doesn't this fact weaken the sense of problem solving? Isn't thedistinction between task and problem crucial? And in which universe of discourse doesproblem solving really belting?

Mr. Champlin; You are raising the larger issue of the relationshipof the discursive orthe theoretical and what I call -- what we are calling -- the qualitative. First, ^I wouldpoint out that any time there is a shift in control from the qualitative to the theoretical,
there*is a possibility of this taking place without reflective judgment. I take it that thisis an occasion fOr inquiry, you see, and I think that the only rationale that can be offeredfor this. is 'the traditional one -- that the reflective approach is more adequate than the"don't think, act",,approach. Expecially,at the point where value decisions are made.So my answer to your question would be cast in the two - thousand year prizing of reasonand inquiry. Specifically, either we see ourselves moving to improve the judgments made
by youngsters who are willy-nilly moving with qualitative materials or we do not. Eitherwe provide for situations in which qualities are selected and forwarded as against, or over,other qualities or we do not. My answer would be simply-that to the extent we have affirmedart education as a worthy enterprise, and to the extent we recognize that .to have an artexperience is not necessarily to have a good art experience --; that we must select andreject from among art experiences, then to extent one has a need for inquiry and underunderstanding . . . .

Audience: But I am raising the question whether or not qualitative ordering is an activity.reilhe7Fa difference between a task and a problem? And what is the universe of discourse
to which problem solving belongs? 4

Mr. Champlin: "Problem" as a category properly falls within the domain of educational
inquiry-7=I take it that if "problem" enters our discussion at all, or if "task ", entersour discussion at all, they would become for the moment synonymous with such terms asend, ob'ective, goal. To have a problem is to have an end. To have a task is to have some--Trig to o, to have some end in view, some objective, some future in mind, some desiredfuture state of affairs. I know I am not making a distinction you may want to make betweentask and problem. But for me end, goal, objective, problem, and task mean the same. Ithink the artist has a problem or task in the sense that he has an end, and I have tried toillustrate by my test the sort of end he ha's. I think a psychologist has an end which istesting a theory or building knowledge. I think I have an end with you now, and you have anend, and you have a problem.

Audience: I have a real problems

Mr. Champlin: Anything that comes after this now as a problem or task is set forth inlanguage. As I understand Ecker, he is pointing to that as a legitimate sense of the wordproblem. but he is also pointing to a canvas as an illigiration of another type of problem
syriiitc:;&?-,,ot set forth in the way that you and I have just set forth our problems. Dr. Ecker,do you want to resp-tfild =tr. that?

Mr. Ecker: Until I know what the questioner'Ts" -pr.,o of discourse is, I can only repeatsome of the arguments I presented recently. A common senslcai a-rnsw*.--r 1.7.4`Fita-bly couldbe taken in several ways and would thus be ambiguous. Until you tell me or suggest inwhat crucial ways the ordinary language word "task" is different from the ordinary word
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I I pr oblemor, I really don't know 'how to Answer you. , tasn'not attempking' to block inquiry
here; rather I am sugg,sting that we would need much more precision on tertain.spetific
issues. For .example, .theliterature on problem solving6tends to reduce the concept to
cognitive problems, ,as I have pointed out in a footnote, Now, of course, I recognize these
because I've given,a,part of my paper overto-whatt,VVe,,called "theoretical,-problemsil. But
I hope that Itave demonstratect by examples and arguments ,that there *another type of
prObleni, _or, task if you will,. that is not stateable inlanguage. The example I like .goes
like this: The critic-teacher 'turns to the supervisor and says, "That Student-teacher just
doesn't know how toiact with ,children".1,_ Now, what is being referred to? Does the student-
teacher not; have a problem because he eiful.t.put -.1.`tiinto words.7- I-don't think so. I think
words calrrefer to .such a problem. Yet many Problems of teaching, are not susceptible to
formulation in the form of; a question or statement in-language, nor can ttey'be in the form
of contradictory, propositionsb, If they could be,, then I think you would have a very good
argument for saying that all problems arse cognitive.ones and thus. capable of being solved
by scientific methods. But I donq think we;are talking now about the paper we've just
heard, although am sure it is related .

Audience; I think all of your papers are, rela.tei, and I am interested in their continuity.
But Lunderstand now what youanean by qualitative problem. It can't be formulated into
systemastic if-then generalizations in language.
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DESCRIPTION, PREDICTION, AND EXPLANATION: AN EMPIRICAL VIEW OF RESEARCH

ROBERT L. LATHROP
The Pennsylvania State University.

When one speaks of empirical research to people who are professionally engaged in
education and the arts, he is often met by a patronizing acknowledgment that something
called the "scientific method" has proved useful-in other disciplines but that this
approach Ito "truth" and "understanding" has- little relevance to their field of inter-
est. To the extent that they as individuals believe, in the uniqueness laid the "free
will" nature of .humanbehavior, they haire a legitimate argument, for the scientific
method is predicated upon the belief that human behavior is not unique or random and

. appears to 'be so only because we do not fully, understand, it. If one rejects the be-
lief that human behavior is fundamentally systematic and explainable then they must
also reject a scientific approach which assumes that it is. If on the other hand one
can accept the premise that human behavior can be meaningfully described, predicted,
anCexplained, he will recognize the potentialtontribution t..at a scientific approach
to theStudy of behavior can make.

It isnot the purpose of this paper to debate the reasonableness of the scientific
approach to the study of human. behavior,'for the existence of this methodology is a
recognized fact, and one either acknowledges its appropriateness or does not. Rather,
it is assumed that the reader accepts the .premise that human behavior can be systemati-
cally examined and it will be the purpose of this paper to translate the general ob-
jectives Of research, description, prediction, and explanation, into techniques and pro-
cedures which should prove useful to scholars in any discipline, including the field7of
art education.

The Role of Description in Research

The Nature of Description

The fundamental basis for the description of any object or event is the identifi-
cation of,distinguishing properties. We say for example that one object is a chair,
another object-is a table and a third object is a bench. Typically, all three objects
have four legs fixed more or less vertically around the corners of a relatively flat
horizontal surface. Why then do-we classify the three objects differentially? Perhaps
it is the length of the legs; although coffee tables have short legs and bar chairs
have tall legs. PerhaOs it is the presence of the back although both benches anti chairs
typically have backs. Although we might pursue this homely example further it is per-
haps sufficient to say that we choose properties which allow us to functionally classi-
fy the object (or event) for some preselected purpose. It must be obvious that a
given object or event has essentially an infinite number of properties and that it
could therefore be reclassified in a correspondingly unlimited number of ways, depend-
ing upon the purpose for which we intend the description. It must also be obvious
that to the extent that two objects share a number of common properties we must be
increasingly specifiC-in our selection properties if we wish to distinguish between
them.

In the realm of the behavioral sciences most of the properties of interest to us
5
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are not immediately apparent to our senses. One cannot, for example, observe a property
such as artistic vbility, or creativity, or intelligence, or personality, in any direct
way. A creative person may be tall or short, fat or lean, wear glasses or not; and as
far as we now knot, we cannot depend upon any physical description of the person Whelp
us identify who is and who is not creative. What kind of property then is creativity
and how do we know (or perhaps why do we think) that such a property exists? In scien-
tific terms we regard, such inferred properties (ability, creativity, intelligence, end
personality) as constructs. lie observe, for example, that given a series of apparently

*similar tasks some people produce solutions which are commonplace and pedestrian, where-
as, other people produce solutions which are highly unusual. In an attempt to account
for the fact that some individuals rather consistently produce one type solution while
other individuals produce another, we can propose a hypothetical ability which ie will
call X, or Y, or if we choose, divergent thinking, or creativity. A construct therefore,
is a hypothetical property which we propose to account for in our observations:

If it is our intention to use such hypothetical properties as creativity or intel-
ligence to describe various individuals, we must contrive situations where we believe 4-
that the creative4ndividual will respond in one manner and the noncreative individual
will respond in another. The identification of such tasks or situations is a necessary
condition of any deScriptive4process. 'A task which is not sensitive to reliabIb differ -.
ences among individUals is of little descriptive Nalue. The basic task of the researcher
in description, therefore, is one of identifyinetasks'or situations which allow us to
make inferences about the absence or presence of observable (or of hypothetical) proper-
ties or constructs.

912rationalism in Description

Whereas the practitioner in a field is allowed a rather substantial amount of lati-
tude in his professional vocabulary, such is not the case with the researcher. We may
for example allow a teacher to talk about a child's artistic, or creative, or intellec-
tual ability and assume that we both know with, sufficient agreement-what is meant by
each term. To find such ambigUous terms in a research report however would leave us
somewhat dismayed. This is not to say that we' endorse the imprecise use,_of terminology
bY-the practitioner. Rather what is meant is that for some purposes precision in mean-
ing is Less crucial than in others, particularly if there are a sufficient number of
additional cues to add aubstantive meaning to the verbal description.. A teacher, for
example, may illustrate his impression that a particular student is Creative by showing
you a piece of the student's work. In this case the student's product serves as an
exemplar of what the teacher means by creativity, whether or not the two of you have any
common semantic understanding of the term. There is, indeed, ample evidence that when
people talk about abstract concepts in the absence of a common frame of reference, they
have only the most general idea of what each other means, if that. -What is needed in
such cases is a referent' which both parties can look to as an exemplar of what is meant
by creativity. 0

One obvious example of a referent which might be'used with a property such as crea-
tivity would be a particular instrument, such as Torrance's Test of Creative
Some might object, of course, that there are other tests which also measure "creativity,"
perhaps more satisfactorily. Such comments, however, are not entertained by the exper-
ience for two reasons: First, the matter of whether or not two instruments measure the
same thing is a statistical issue which cannot be adequately assessed intuitively;
Second, the question et "which is better?", implies an unstated, or perhaps, general-
ized purpose for which it would be very difficult to argue that one instrument is uni-
versally better than anothei.

To avoid matters of subjective preference let us agree that we will accept any
descriptive property as long as its originator explains how he obtains a public measure
of it. Conversely we will accept no measure which is private to the observer or to the
subject being observed. This is the essence of empirical (or operational) description.
Perhaps a word of elaboration about the use of public and private in this context would
be useful. The term public here implies a means of measurement which results in behav-
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ioral record, a self report, a test score, an art product, a choice among alternatives,
etc.; the term private suggests a state of mind, a belief, an insight, a value, an
attitude, a talent, which is accessable only to the perceiver. For hypothetical proper-
ties to be meaningfulthey must manifest themselves under conditions which allow obser-
vation by any qualified person.

One may, of course, accept a measure such as Torrence's or Getzel's & Jackson's as
an operational measure of creativity or he may not. That decision ii not important at
this poilit in the discussion. The important consideration is that any qualified reader
should be able to'look at the instrumentation of a particular description and conclude
from the procedures used how that investigator wished to use a term such as creativity.

Levels of Description used in Research

Nominal Measurement:

The basic process of description is one of placing objects or events into cate
gories. A first consideration in any descriptiye process, therefore, is the prior speci-
fication of what constitutes a usablescategory. In its most primitive form a property
can be thought of as simply absent or present and for many purposes the description of
whether an object has the property or does not have the property is sufficient. In des-
cribing a person for example it is frequently only necessary to say that he is male, or
that he is present, or that he was right. Because each of these descriptive categories
constitutes one of a dichotomous pair, to mention the presence of one automatically im-
plies the absence of the other. At this One level of description it is possible to
extend from two classes to multiple classes where we may describe an object as being
red,,or blue, or black, or green, or we may describe a person as an 'American, a Canad-
ian or a Frenchman, or we may describe an art object as,done in oil, or tempera, or
water color, or plaster. In the language of measurement such descriptions are referred .
to as nominal and imply nothing more than the ability of the observer to sort objects
or persons into a number of preselected categories.

Or_ dinal Measurement:

In many instances the nominal level of description is sufficient to the purpose for
which the description is being made. In other instances, however, it would be useful
if descriptive categories could be placed in some meaningful order along an underlying
continuum. Although to speak of placing two categories in order may seem trivial, in
the dichotomous case we can think of a continuum divided into classes of more than or
less than. As we move to three or more categories more than, asel to, less than; or
favorable, seytral, unfavorable; or wee, undecided, disaeree) the implied continuum
becomes more apparent. The extension to the four, five and more categories is obvious.

The importance of the ordered category or ordinal scale in education and, psychology
can hardly be overestimated, for it,is this level of description that most measurement.
instruments provide. The only assumption involved in the ordinal scale is that?the
observations can be placed in a meaningful order. For most properties such an assumption
is not difficult to justify even though we may be quite unwilling to specify the exact
nature of the underlying continuum. Strictly speaking, almost all educational and psy-
chological measurements wouldbe conservatively regarded as on the ordinal scale of
measurement.

Interval, Measurement:

As its name suggests, the ordinal scale just described is a measure of position
(rather than quantity) and allows only inferences of rank order. If it is our wish to
describe a phenomenon in quantitative terms, we must make ane'additional assumption
about the placement of the categories on the underlying continuum. In practice this
means selecting categories which cannot only be ordered meaningfully but ones in which
the perceived distances between them can be specified. That is, on a scale of favor-
ableness toward some abstract painting such as Picasso's, The Three Musicians, we might

AS
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propose a scale such as like greatly, like, neutral, dislike, dislike greatly. An
ordinal scale would simply require an acceptable ordering of the categories. The inter-
val scale, however, requires us to specify what we believe the degree of favorableness
among the fiVe categories to be. For example, we might assert that we believe there is
as much difference in attitude between the response of like greatly and like as there is
between the responses on dislike and dislike greatly. Understandably, because we,are
dealing with a hypotheticalcontinuum, favorableness toward this painting, the assign-
ment,of regular Steps is no trivial psychometric problem. If it can be accomplished,
however, the interval scale of measurement permits many analytical procedures which the-
ordinal scale does not justify. It is for this reason that psychometricians haVe attempt-
ed to develop procedures which will allow research workers to make the assumption of
quality of intervals. The reader interested in a more extended discussion of the nature
of.measurement scales is referred to the work of S: S. Stevens (1959).

The choice of a descriptive prodecure is largely a compromise between the necessity
for precision in the description and the amount of effort the researcher is able or
willing to expend to meet thenecessary assumptions. The time-worn bromide, or not
needing a sharp knife to cut soft butter, is indeed appropriate, for increases in the
sophistication of measurement scales are often bought at a substaniial price in time and
effort. On the other hand, precise descriptions cannot be made without the use of pre-
cise scales, and, far too often researchers have found that subtle experimental differ-
ences have been washed-out or concealed by imprecise measurement procedures. Prior con-
sideration given to the nature of the property to be described is therefore not a minor
concern and should be weighted carefully at the planning stage of any research project.

The Methodology of Description

Having considered briefly the general nature of description, let us now turn our
attention to more specific considerations.- Stern (1963) has suggeited that most des-
criptive procedures can be classified as case-studies, causal- genetic studies, psycho-
metric studies, or situational studies.

The case-study method, as defined by Stern involves a combination of historical,
data gathered with the intent of identifying recurrent trends or patterns of behavior
assumed to be related to the present status of the object being described. Although the
case-study method is primarily an historical integration of interviews, documents, and
similar anecdotal records, a number of statistical techniques for handling idiographic
data (Cattell's P technique, Stephenson's Q technique, Flanagan's critical incidents
technique) provide models for dealing with individual patterns and records. The case-
study approach is typically found in clinical studies of behavior and has been extens-
ively utilized by such workers as Allport, Murray, and White.

A second approach to gathering descriptive data is referred to as the causal-
genetic, method. This is a more narrowly focused, normative approach which seeks to re-
late the developmental stages or patterns of an individual with those of a particular
reference group. This genetic or developmental approach in describing behavior is com-
monly used in clinical and developmental psychology and is based on the premise that in-
dividuals,deVelop in somewhat similar ways and that both similarities and aberrations
in the development of an individual, compared with some normative reference group, pro-
vide descriptively useful data. Allusion to the causal-genetic approach is found in
the work of Lowenfeld in art education and has been the basis for a great body of work
in the field of developmental and clinical psychology.

A third approach to the collection of descriptive data is referred to as psycho-
metric. The psychometric approach to description is almost entirely normative and de-
pends upon the development of a standardized procedure for making observations (tests)
or upon the-use of subject self-reports (inventories). The behavior of the individual
either through self-report or observation is then related to the behavior, under simi-
lar circumstances of some appropriate reference group. The relative position of an in-
dividual with respect to this reference group then provides a descriptive index by which
he or she can be described. The psychometric approich-to gathering descriptive data is
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certainly the most widely used and me=thodologically sophisticated approach although is
often accused of being insensitive and mechanical. The beginning reader interested in
the range of psychometric description is referred to Cronbach's '(1960) measurement

' text.

. The fourth method of gathering descriptive data is referred to as the situational
method. The situational approach to description involves an explicit rejection of
normative and historical antecedents and operates from the premise that although an in-
dividual's predisposition to respond in certain ways may be learned from previous exper-
iences, it'is the present set of circumstances to which the individual is actually re-
sponditig; therefore the most meaningful description of his behavior. is his present not
his historical response. this approach is perhaps.more commonly known as the experiment-
al approach in which environmental conditions are varied and the response of the in-
dividual to these manipulated situations is observed. A less well controlled example is
found in the obsertrational study in which the observer introduces minimal external in-
fluence, observing the interaction of one or more individuals and theirs environment.
The. situational approach to description is strictly empirical in its emphasis concern-
ing itself only with phenomena which occur at a given point in time and space. Some of
the techniques.that are appropriately classed as situational are, sociometry, role play-
ing and work sample tasks.

Although research workers often exhibit methodological preferences in their am
work, the well rounded research worker is able to match his data gathering techniques
to the` descriptive data that he wishes to gather. In the field of art education the
reader will recognize all four approaches, mentioned here, represented in Hausmann's
(1963) bibliography of research on teaching in the visual arts.

Reliability in Description''

Although each of the four previously mentioned methods for gathering descriptive
data is in some see unique, each has a basic requirement that it be reliable. The
requirement of reliability, although taking different forms for nomothetic and idio-
graphic data is nevertheless the first requisite'for any description, Let us, there-
fore, consider the general nature of reliability and then describe some of the specific
problems involved in its assessment.

Returning to our earlier definition, that description is a process of assigning
phenomena to classes, it is important that this assignment proceed in a manner which
allows us to distinguish it from random or chance classification. If, for example, we
have a group of judges rate the artistic merit of a group of student artworks as of
high, medium or low quality and then. find that the distribution of judges ratings is
not significantly different from one which would be made if we were to assign ratings
randomly, we would describe the judges ratings as having low reliability. Although we
might like to believe that this example is simply hypothetical, there is ample evidence
from studies of raters that low reliability is disturbingly common in evaluations of
student products.

It must be obvious that unreliable descriptions are of little value to the research-
er for they represent no advantage over simple random classification. It is extremely
important, therefore, that when a description is provided that it be accompanied by
some evidence of its advantage over ,chance. The concern of the researcher for relia-
bility also rules out the use of isolated or unconfirmable observations, for although
an individual observer may have seen a flying saucer or had an extra-sensory exper-
ience, such isolated and personalized experiences have no basis for generalizability
and therefore have no scientific utility.

As a beginning point in our discussion of reliability, let us consider a very com-
mon form of psychometric data, the test or inventory score. With these kinds of data
each individual has an obtained score which we may designate as X. It is assumed that
this obtained score for each individual is made up of two main components, a true score,
which we will designate as T, and an error score, which we shall designate as E. The

Ask
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basic problem in any analysis of reliability is to determine what portion of the varia-
tion,among observed scores is due to variation among individual's true scores and what
portion is due to random variation or error.

2To be more explicit,*if we consider(f)tas a measure of variation among observed
scores, this quantity is assumed to consist of two parts,. true score variance, di
which represents the variation among the true scores of the individuals being measured,
and error variance component d2L , which is eacomposite of such chance factors as guess-
ing, temporary lapses of memorf, mis-scoring, environmental influences on test scores
(and all other factors which would lead to variation from one occasion to another):
;

Because it is not possible to obtain a direct estimate of thi true score variance
we customarily approach the coefficient of reliability by obtaining an empiri-

cal estimate of the error variance d2 and use the following form of the definition.

'
1

-'

A = Rel.

x
2

Reliability Estimation

Although often not possible in'psychometric research, the most straight forward
way-of estimating the consistency of a descriptive measure is to obtain several inde-
pendent observations (scores) of each student on separate occasions. If we consider
only the simplest case, where we have one repeated testing, we may regard the correla-
tion between the test score obtained on the first occasion with the test score obtained
on the second occasion as being an estimate of the reliability of the measure. The
reader will recognize, of course, that there are several obvious difficulties in ob-
taining repeated measures. There is, for example, the problem of actual change in the
subject over time due to maturation, or experience. If we could assume that each sub-
ject would change by a similar amount,- each variations would be ignored in the correla-
tion coefficient. Equal changes, however, are almost certain no to occur, particularly
as the length of time between testings is increased. This fact leads to a complicated
interaction between the actual reliability of the test, the length of time intervening
between testings, and the exposure of the individuals to differential experiences and /"
or maturation. The re-test approach to estimating reliability also suffers from the
serious difficulty that only one pool of items is used on two occasions. To the extent
that memory from one testing to the other leads to consistency in response, the method.
produces estimates of reliability which are spuriously high. This spuriousness is com-
pounded by the fact that only a.limitod sample of items from all those which potentially
could be used are included in any one test. Rarely are we interested in generalizing to
only one particular subset of items, but would prefer instead to generalize our estimate
of reliability to the broader pool of items from which this sample was presumably select-
ed. Since exactly the same sample of items is used on both occasions, the re-test
method allows no estimate of the error variance due to item sampling, again leading to
inflated estimates of the reliability.

An obvious alternative to the.re-use of a single pool of items would be the de-
velopment of two parallel sets of items, one'of which would be administered on one
occasion and the prallel set administered on a second occasion. Theoretically, this
approach would :Alm us to estimate both the effect of the passage of time as well as
to estimate the sampling variability among the items. The difficulty involved in esti-
mating reliability from parallel forms is a very practical one--the necessity of de-
veloping two complete instruments. If the researcher is using standardized tests,
rather than self-made instruments, it is likely that no parallel form will be available.
Therefore, desirable as they may be, parallel forms estimates of reliability are not
always possible and are always done at substantial additional effort.

A third approach to the estimation of reliability involves taking a single instru-
ment and statistically dividing it into two or more parallel forms. This procedure,
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referred to as split-test (odd-even) reliability, is employed when only one form of an
instrument is available, and where re-test reliability would be unfeasible. The instru-
ment is adiinistered to the subjects on one occasion and two or more scores are obtained
from the instrument (often by obtaining one Score on the odd-numbered items and a second
score on the even-numbered items). When the correlation between the part scores is ad-
justed for the fact that is. based on two halves of the same test, a coefficient of relia-
bility is obtained which estimates the sampling variability of the total set of items.

Because the test is administered on only one occasion, however, there is no way to
estimate the effect of the passage of time on the reliability of the measure obtained.
Furthermore, any split in the test (odd items versus even items) is made arbitrarily
and if the split were to .be made some other way (first vs. second half) almost certainly
a different estimate of reliability would be obtained. To avoid the completely arbi-
trary decision about how the test should be divided, a fourth procedure for estimating
psychometric reliability called internal-consistency analysis has been developed. This
approach to reliability considers each item in the test as a separate parallel form.
The overall estimate of reliability is conceptually equivalent to taking the average of
all the correlations among individual items and pooling these individual item relia-
bilities to obtain an estimate of the total reliability of the test. The reader who
has had some passing acquaintance with psychometrics will recognize such terms as
Ruder-Richardson and the analysis of variance as techniques for obtaining such internal-
consistency estimates of reliability.

It must be recognized that there is no universally best estimate of reliability.
Each approach. described above represents something of a compromise between what is de-
sired and what is practical or possible. Although the topic of psychometric reliability
has been relatively quiescent during the past few years, recent attention by Cronbach
(1963) and others has attempted to provide a more unified conceptualization of this
important property of psychometric descriptions.

Reliability of Observations

In many respects the problems of estimating the reliability of non-psychometric,
data are quite similar to those just discussed. There is in observational reports,
however, the additional complicating factor of the perceptiveness of the observer.
The problem of accessing the reliability of observations, therefore, involves not only
those concerns for reliability which face the psychometrician but also involve an
entirely new set of problems concerning the perceptual training and experience (or
lack of them) among the judges. In their chapter on measuring classroom behavior,
Medley and Mitzel (1963) present a general design for the estimation of reliability
based on the analysis of variance. This is a procedure for breaking down the total
variation in a matrix of observations into those components which may be regarded as
true and explained variation from those components of variance which represent error
variation.. Although the statistically unsophisticated reader may find the overall
design presented by Medley and Mitzel difficult to follow, the following simplified
illustration may be useful.

Let us assume that we have three judges rate five individuals on a five point
scale. The following matrix represents the judgments which were made.

JUDGE

RATEE A

1 3 4 3
2 1 2 2
3 2 1 1

4 5 5 4
5 4 3 5

We note that although the judges were not in complete agreement about their as-
sessments of the ratees, the judgments were substantially the same with only one pair
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of ratings differing by as much as two points.

The reader familiar with the analysis of variance will recognize this reliability
problem as a twoway classification without; replication. It is possible from this
analysis to obtain a statistic known as the intraclass correlation which may be inter-
preted in the context of this problem as the reliability of a single judge or rater
(.77). It is also possible from this analysis to obtain an estimate of the pooled re-
liability of the three judgments combined (:r91).

SOURCE df SS MS

RATERS
EATERS
ERROR

4
2

8

25.33

4.67

6.33

.58
411.111111

r
Intraclass MSRatees - Error

MS

MS (3-1) MSErrorMSRatees +

0 6.33 - .58 .77
6.33 + (3-1) .58.

Rel MSRatees -
MS

Error

MSRatees

6.33 - .58 .91
6.33

Although ratings constitute the majority of observational data other types of
observations present still different reliability concerns. The case-study method, for
example, involves reliability problems comparable to those which face the historian.
The causal-genetic method on the other hand raises important considerations about the
,longitudinal stability of observations made over long periods of time. Because of the
ideosyncratic nature of case-study and causal-genetic data no attempt will be made here
to do more than allude to the issue and refer the reader to a source such as Good
(1963) for a more detailed consideration of the problem.

In any data, be it observational or psychometric, it is the property of relia-.
bility which allows us to distinguish our description from chance and other background
variation. A description which cannot be distinguished from chance or random varia-
tion provides no confidence that on another occasion the present description of an
object or event would be confirmed.

The Role of Prediction in Research

The Nature of Prediction

It has been suggested that all research begins as.a descriptive effort. Seldom,
however, is description the ultimate objective of the researcher. More typically
description is simply regarded as a first step toward some second level objective such
as prediction.

The basic function of prediction in educational research is that of identifying
relationships among descriptive categories. For purposes of illustration let us con-
sider the following trivial example.

It is our observation that in general tall persons weigh more than short persons.
If we were to dichotomize the continua of height and weight into above average, and
below average, the following joint distribution would probably be obtained.
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.15 .35 .50 above average

.50 .50 1.00
below eve above eve

HEIGHT

below average

If *eight and height were 'distributed in a completely random fashion we would ex-
pect to find approximately 25% of the total distribution in each cell. The fact that
this is/not our observation leads us to the conclusion that height and weight arenot
unrelated and indeed permits us to make certain probability statements. We can say, for
example, that theprobability that a person with above average height will also be above
average in weight is about 70% (100 1.35/.50). Conversely, the probability that a
person who is above average in height will be beloi average In weight is only 30%
(100/415/.50). Note that in describing this relationship no assumption has been made
that height has caused increases in weight (that people weigh more because they are
taller) nor is, any explanation required as to why these two variables might co-vary in
the fashion,observed. Covariation (or correlation) is simply an empirical observation
that two desciiptiye properties occur in certain joint combinations more often than
would be expected bii-a.random distribution of such combinations. We can, of course,
extend our descriptive categories beyond dichotomies with no loss in generalizability.

Although prediction and correlation are frequently discussed simultaneously, pre-
dictions can be made using a number of statistical techniques, many of which do not
require knowledge of the correlation coefficient..... Broadly defined prediction is any
process by which we infer the probable occurrence of-Joint events based upon knowledge
of the prior occurrence of such combinations.

Although philosophers frequently discuss the concepts of prediction and explana-
tion somewhat interchangeably, this is not the point of view taken by the empirical
research worker. A statistical prediction requires no theoretical rationale. All that
the empirical researcher requires is that the,telationship between two or more descrip-
tive categories exists in a fashion which he can distinguish from chance.

Correlation and Prediction

To estimate the relationship between two or more descriptive measures recorded as
ranks, two principal methods are available, Spearman's rho statistic, and Kendall's
tau. Certainly rho is the more commonly used statistic. and is based on differences
between the ranks assigned to individuals on two different properties.? If the two
variables on which the individuals are being ranked are related, then the differences
which are observed between the sets of ranks will be smaller than the differences which
would be obtained by a random pairing of ranks. A complete description of the Spearman
rank order correlation coefficient is provided in a number of statistics books including
,Guilford.(1965).and Siegel (1956).

The second approach to assessing the relationship between ranked data is the less
familiar but potentially more useful statistic Kendall's coefficient tau. Kendall's
tau is based on a slightly different rationale, comparing the actual agreements to the
maximum possible is defined as tau and may be regarded as a function of the minimum
number of changes or revisions that would have to be made between neighboring ranks in
order to transform one ,set of rankings to agree perfectly with the other. Although
slightly more cumbersOme than the Spearman procedure, Kendall's tail can be extended to
provide estimates of the partial rank-order correlation and to the case where one wishes
to consider the relationship among several rankings simultaneously. This latter case is
accommodated by Kendall's coefficient of concordance W and is a useful procedure for
establishing the reliability or agreement among several judges when the data consist of
ranks rather than scores.

There are of course a great many other measures of relationship which have been
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designed to accommodate particular forma of dem The reader iv recognise such terms
as biserial (and point birtrial) torielation as appropriate when one of the descriptive
categories being considered represents a dichotomy, either real or constructed, and the
other desCriptiva PrOperty represents a oeetinnOus variable. Other serial correlations
such as triserial and qUadraserial can bo considered although are not frequently used.
In the case where both tascripti*, prOOrties are dithotomised one finds such measures
of relationship as the tatrechorit Correlation and the phi coefficient. An extension
of relational stetistica to the nominal scale involves an adaptation of the chi-square
statistic known as the dontingenCY coefficient. tech Of these-eieeores'for dealing
withnOncentinuous datt is deseelbed in standard statittical reference books such as
Guilforcl (190) and the interesxted 'reader is referred to these sources for computational
details.

Unfortunately the aeourption of interval scaling in the data is not the only one
which is tide by the product moment correlation coefficient. Ire addition to the above
considerations this etatUre of reletionehip also aseumes that the veriables are linearly
related. Ey thit is tient, if we take one of the variables at successive levels (Xl,
X2, 24) and Mein. the mean value of the other variable (Y) for each successive value
of X, there mean 'saltine cri,r2,1[3) should fall along a straight line (see Figure 1
(a)). Frequently'an examination of the scatter plot between the X and Y reveals that
this assumption is nee justified as can be seen in Figure 1 (b).

Xl X2

FIGURE ,,1 (a)

x3

1

X1 x2

FIGURE 1 (b)

In the case where X and Y are not linearly related the usual coefficient of correlation
is not an appropriate measure of the relationship between the two variables. / Possible
nonlinearity in relationships is a problem which is .inappropriately ignore4 by many
resemrch workers, for if this assumption is not met by the data, highly misleading
results can be obtained,

Consider a hypothetical study attompting to relate anxiety and achievement. If
we plot the score combinations of X and Y for each subject we find a scattergram as
follows:
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FIGURE 2

A linear correlation would show little or no relationship between X and Y because
of its requirement to find a "best fitting" straight line. There obviously is no
straight line which would fit the data very well, even thOugh there is a substantial
relationship between X and Y. The relationship in fact has good predictive utility if
not concealed by using an inappropriate statistic.

In any problem involving a relationship between two variables the research worker
will find it useful to plot a two-way adettergram of the data to satisfy himself that
the relationship is linear. If it appears to the investigator that a nonlinear rela-
tionship exists he should consider a measure of relationship which does not assume
linearity such as the correlation ratio (Eta). As its name implies the correlation
ratio is as ratio of the standard deviation of predicted values compared to the standard
deviation of the total distribution. The standard deviation of the predicted values,
the numerator of 2ta, consists of deviations of-the predicted values away from the
general mean. The denominator of the ratio is a measure of the actual values away from
the general mean. A perfect relationship would of course imply that the actual values
and predicted values had similar dispersions around the general mean, yielding a corre-
lation ratio of 1.0. The correlation ratio makes no assumption about the fOrm of the
relationship between X and Y and can be applied to the linear case as well as to the
nonlinear case. In this sense the correlation ratio is a more general solution to the
problem of measuring relationship than is the product moment correlation. Eta is a
statistic which is frequently used in psychological research but is less often found in
educational research reports.

Although indeies of relationship are important in describing the covariation be-
tween two or more descriptive properties, they may properly be regarded as descriptiVe
statistics having no direct predictive utility. The basic process of prediction is one
of assigning probabilities to certain descriptive outcomes. The choice of a statistical
technique to make such probability statements depends almost entirely upon the nature of
the predictor (independent). variable and of ghe criterion (dependent) variable. In the
simplified example of height and weight used previously, probabilities of being above
or below average weight were predicted on the basis of proportions of each weight cate-
gory being above or below average height. A more useful example of this procedure is
found in the expectancy tables'used to exprest the predictive validity of test results.
Such prediction procedures employ no sophisticated statistics requiring only knowledge
of the cell densities in the expectancy table.

In the two-variable case where the predictor variable represents a continuous
descriptive property and the dependent or criterion variable is described as two or
more discrete categories, one may use certain critical score statistics described by
Guilford (1965, p. 380-389), or use a procedure called discriminative analysis. In
the case where both the predictor and criterion are continuous descriptive properties,
regression analysis provides a means (D2 making predictions.

Mu;s1R11 Correlation and Prediction,

Up to this point we have only considered the case where we have one predictor and
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one criterion. Many research problems, however, provide a number of possible predictors
which may be used individually or in various combinations; Fortunately most of the
statistical techniques appropriate for dealing with two variables can be readily ex-
tendedto situations involving three or more measures.

If it is our intention to correlate two or more variables in combination. With
a third variable, a procedure called multiple correlation is available. This procedure
allows us to form a composite of two variables, such as intelligence test score and
previous grades, and correlate this composite with a third variable such as college
achievement. The multiple correlationeprocedure not only ut4lizes the individual corre-
lations between each predictor and the criterion but also takes into account the inter-
.correlations among the predictors, thus cancelling overlap between the predictors,
correlating only the independent contribution of each variable beyond the first. Tech-
nically there is no limit to.the number of variables which may be considered simul-
taneously, although practically it is rare to find a multiple correlation in which addi-
tional variables beyond the first four or five make any significant contribution.

As was true of the simple two variable correlation, the multiple correlation is
a descriptive measure not a predictive statistic. The analogous predictive procedure
in the case where we lave more than two variables is called multiple regression. The
reader interested in a detailed discussion of procedurei for conducting such analyses
is referred to an intermediate-level statistics book such.as Guilford (1965, pp. 392-
416).

Multiple Discriminant Analysis and Prediction

In certain problems the criterion does not exist as a continuous variable, but is
regarded as two or more descriptive categories. In such problems regression analysis
is no lower appropriate and a procedure such as multiple discriminant analysis must be
applied. because this analysis is not commonly discussed in general statistical texts
but may prove useful to researchers in art education, a brief description of the
rationiae will be provided here.

Wltiple discriminant analysis is a procedure for comparing a combination of
descriptive measures obtained from one individual with the descriptive characteristics
of inAviduals in two or more criterion groups. In contrast with the multiple regres-
sion procedure, which results in a prediction of some specific criterion value, mul-
tipla discriminant analysis provides an estimate of the similarity of an individual's
com6ination (of predictor variables) with other individuals who comprise the criterion
greAps. To the degree that membership in one of two groups is actually distinguish-
able, that is, that the predictors will actually discriminate between the two groups,
multiple discriminant analysis will allow us to determine to which of the groups a
Oven individual appears most similar.

To make our discussion more concrete, let us consider trying to predict spontan-
eous and divergent behavior of a group of art students. We have availble to us as
predictors, a measure of ideational fluency (e.s., Torrance's atitA Creative WA-
ja and a prior sample of each student's work (scaled from 1-9 on control of the
medium). If we form a ilium combination of these two predictors which maximises the
separation between the spontaneous and the divergent groups we arrive at a solution
which can be described geometrically as follows.
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In this diagram, X1 represents fluency score and X2 represents medium control score.
Ellipse A represents the scattergram of values for the spontaneous group and ellipse
B represents the scattergram for the divergent group. We can consider a line, labeled
I, at the point of minimise intersection between the two ellipses aid perpendicular to
this lime a second line, labeled II. Discriminant analysis provides a linear,com-
bination of values of Xl and X2 which will allow us to place each individual along the
continuum labeled II. If the individual'a combination falls to the left of.point b
then he is more similar to the spontaneous group on these two predictor. variables.
If his combination places him to the right of b then he has a greater similarity to
the divergent group. The effectiveness of discriminant analysis in prediction is
determined by the ability of the discriminant function to separate the criterion group
with a minimum amount of overlap. For the reader interested in a more mathematical
description of discriminant analysis, he is referred to a paper by Bryan (1951).
Rulon (1951) also discusses/the distinctions between discriminant and regression ana-
lysis and provides a further geometric interpretation of the discriminant function.

Canonical gorrelatio and Fa_ ctor Analysis,

To this point we have considered prediction problems in which there is a single
(external) criterion and one or more predictive variables. There are, however, other
classes of prediction problems, two of which we Will mention in passing. One is the
case where there are multiple criteria as well as multiple predictors and it is our
interest to match the optimum set of predictors against 'a linear combination of cri-
terion variables. This problem falls into the area of multivariate statistics known
as canonical correlation. Although this approach to prediction has been recognised
for many years, it has only been since the development of high speed computer programs
that such analyses have become practical.

In contrast with canonical correlation which employs multiple criteria, still
another class of problems employs no external criterion, using instead, a Criterion
measure generated from within the data: Factor analysis is AA exasiple of a procedure
for analyzing data where no external criterion is available. Both canonical correla-
tion and factor analysis hays been the Subject of a great deal of theoretical atten-
tion in recent years. Problems Which were only conceptually possible a few years ago
are now practically ieesibla.- Although it may be a number of years before our present
knowledge of multivariate techniques becomes widely applied, such procedures as co-
variance, discriminant analysis, canonical cot's/dab* and factor analysis viii be-
come increasingly fieilliar to the applied research worker. The reader interested in
a relatively nonmathematical introduction to the field of multivariate analysis in the
behavioral sciences it referred to the work of Cooley and Lotuses (1962).
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The Role of Research in Explanation

The Nature Jamplegesia

Up to now in our discussion, the tern prediction has been used in the very limited
sense of empirical prediction, the identification of covariation and its use invoking
probabilistic statements. Prediction as used by the philosopher of science, however,
has the broader meaning of confirmation of hypotheses or assertions about the relation-
ships among variables. This augmented meaning of the tern prediction will be incor-
porated into the following discussion Of the role of research in scientific explanation.

Explanation is a concept which presents a number of philosophical issues not easily
resolve . As long as the research worker confines his attention to describing "what is"
(or has been) he is dealing with his environment on a strict operational basis. How-
ever, as he turns his attention from the question of "what is" and asks the More diffi-
cult question of "why is" he is confronted with the assumption that there are nonrandom
causes or-sete of antecedent conditions that can be identified with a high degree of
probability. Explanation is fundamentally an attempt to relate empirical observations
to a set of laws or principles which transcend the particular circumstances under which
the observations were made.

It will be useful at this point to distinguish between the laymen's concept of the
term explanation and that used by the research worker. When a layman sets out to
"explain" a phenomenon; typically what is implied is that in its natural state the
phenomenon is too complex to be readily understood and that an "explanation" will trans-
late or simplify an unfamiliar or complex observation. TO a layman an explanation is
offered with the purpose of facilitating understanding. Although this may be the ulti-
mate objectAve of a scientific explanation, a scientific explanation does not require
greater simplicity or familiarity with the terms used and often raises issues which
makes the explanation appear more complex and obscure than the original observed pheno-
menon.

Consider the very simple observation that if we combine blue and yellow pigments
we obtain a mixture which we call green. To the layman an adequate "explanation" can
be effected by a description of the color wheel and allusions to complementary colors.
The physicist, however, proposes a much more elaborate explanation involving princi-
ples of wave length, light propagation, and absorption which are appreciably more com-
plex than the phenomenon itself. An explanation to the researcher is an attempt to
integrate a particular fact or observation into a broader set of principles or laws.
In the case of a phenomena in chmmtstry or physics, the theoretical framework into which
this observation falls may be much more abstract than the simple observation itself.

A second distinction of a scientific explanation is that it is bound to a parti-
cular theoretical orinetation. In cases where there are conflicting theoretical points
of view one will find alternative explanations for a particular phenomenon, each of
which will adequately explain the observation but will do so with respect to its own
theoretical framework. To the extent that two theories will adequately "explain" a
phshoonoe 1140 not poeetble to 00060 between them and it is only when one of the
theories leads to conclusions which cannot be supported by observation that we can
reject is as an explanation. Until such critical experiment. are performed we are con-
fronted with alternatives and unreconcilable explanations.

A further problem of explanation in research is directly related to the level of
theoretical development of the discipline. In the physical sciences, where theory is
well developed, it is possible to provide articulated empleeetiOro at both the macro
and the micro. levels. Theories'in the behavioral sciences,. Unveil', are net as mature
and as A consequence explanations are less well developed and more isolated in their
explanatory power. Even within the behavioral sciences, however, explanations claim
provided at several levels of comprehensiveness. The reader who is not acquainted with
recent efforts at theory building in education will find a number of provocative ideas
in Cage (1963).
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T heories,- Laws, andAyopthesee

Although.. scholars differ in their personal interest in theory, a scientific method
which is confined to description either of isolated phenomena, or of previous relation-
ships is seriously inadequate, for such &method provides no basis for generalizability
to future events. Two of the most iMportant attributes of an adequate scientific method
are that it provides criteria fet assessing the reasonableness of events which have been
observed and that it incorporates a Oleans of anticipating events and relationships whichhave not yet occurred. These are the two functions which are served by theory in re-
search and are Op means by which we free ourselves of the necessity of dealing witheach empirical observation as a discrete event.

A theory can be thought of as a set of interlocking premises or statements which
are internally consistent. These statements, known as lows, are usually generated from
observed relationships but are not simple probability statements of the relationship
between two or more facts. Instead, a law is an assertion about the nature of the re-
lationship, not simply the probability of its occurrence. The question of which comesfirst, the relationship or the law, is probably an unanswerable question in any general
sense. At an early point in the development of a theory, laws are formulated or "dis-
covered" by observation and experimentation. At more advanced stages in the developmentof a theory, laws are anticipated or immolated deductively for phenomena which have notyet been discovered. Laws much, of course, fit observable data, at least within the
limits of experimental precision but need not be restricted to phenomena which we are
currentl, able to observe.

Laws which have not yet been confirmed by empirical observation are referred to as
hypotheses. An hypothesis therefore is an assertion about the relationship between two
or more facts which is subject to confirmation by experimental and deductive procedures.An hypothesis may, of course, represent an isolated assertion which is not explicitly
connected with any broad theoretical framework. Although such hypotheses are subject
to testing, they are generally regarded as little more than of descriptive or predictive
value for they must stand alone as isolated relationships. Unfortunately because of the
inadequate level of theoretical development in most behavioral sciences, a great many
of the hypotheses which are investigated fall into this category and as such they are

not generally regarded as a basis for explanation in the sense the word` is being used
here.

Logically, an explanation is analogous to the deductive conclusion if an "if,
then" syllogism. Let: us say, for example, that if a child is creative he will then pro-duce nontypical solutions to a particular class of problems. A complete explication of
this law would of course require that we more specifically define what is meant by such
terms as child and nontypical problem'. Aside from this refinement, however, let us
assume that the above statement adequately expresses a law. We next provide an oppor-
tunity fora child to encounter the stimulus and observe that he produces a nontypical
response. The implied conclusion (explanation) for the nontypical response is that thechild is creative. Less formally we say that the reason that the child produced this
unusual solution is because he is creative. If the proposed law is the only one which
can explain the behavior observed theatre would Indeed be lad to the conclusion that
the explanation was adequate. Seldom is this the case, however, and with little thought
we could produce a number of alternative explanations based upon other laws or premises.

This simple illustration' is intended not only to describe the nature of a scien-
tific explanation but also to underscore one of the logical problems in producing ex-planations. It may be, in this simple example, that children who are defined as creat-ive on some recognized measure of creativity de in fact produce unusual solutions tocertain classes of stimulus materials. On the basis of this observation we may conclude
that our premise is true and that the law relating creativity and unusual problem solu-tions is tenible. Indeed, creativity is one of the possible explanations for the ob-served phenomena. It is not, however, the only explanation for this observation and inmany cases, perhaps the majority, alternative explanations based on other laws or prem .ises are available.
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Thal:WI of Testing Hypotheses,

It tmanner of speaking, the testing of hypotheses in research is the process of
deciding if an, hypothesis may be tentatively accepted as trust. To the statistically
naive this approach to testing hypotheses may seem awkward, gf not actually backward.
The fundamental problem it testing hypotheses, however, is that one can never know the
truth or falsity of an hypothesis with complete certainty. We assume,rfor example,.
that if we hold a total object at araterlength and release it will fall toward'the
comteT of the earth.. We baileys that the law of gtavity (however it is stated) is a
sufficient explanation for the phenomenon that the object will drop because we have
never seen an iaste=e in which the phenomenon did not occur. We cannot know with com-
plete certainty, however, what will happen the next time we try the experiment. An
hypothesis, therefore, is never accepted except tentatively on the basis of confirming
evidence. If and when we find the first piece of evidence contradicting the hypothesis,
we are then led to the conclusion that the explanation must be rejected as inadequate.
The process of testing an hypothesis, therefore, is one cf tentative acceptance in the
absence of any disconfiimins evidence, or to state it another way, the task of testing
hypotheses is that of finding and rejecting adequate hypotheses.

The basic question in testing an hypothesis then bscomes,"Is the hypothesis or
proposed law consistent with phenomena which we are able to observe?"

Consider the following decision diagram.

Hypothesis

True

False

I Type I
Correct

Error

Type II
correct,

Error

Accept Reject

Experimental Decision

FIGURE 4

Let us assume that we are called upon to make a decision regarding the probable truth-
fulness or falsity of some hypothesis. In some absolute sense this hypothesis is
either true or it is false. We do not, of course, know whether or not our hypothesis
is true or foist but we do have some observational data upon which we are asked to make
our decision. Along the left margin of the Figure 4 the reader will note the two condi-
tions which can prevail; either the hypothesis is true or it is false. Along the bottom
margin of the figure the two decisions which are open to ua are noted; either we must
accept the hypothesis as being true or we must reject the hypothesis as being false. If
the available evidence leads us to accept the hypothesis, and the hypothesis in fact is
true, then we have made a correct decision (as shown in the upper left corner). Con-
versely, if our observational data leads us to reject the hypothesis and the hypothesis
is in fact false, we have also made a correct decision (as indicated in lower right
corner). It is also possible, however, that our observational data would lead us to
the conclusion that we should reject the hypothesis when it is in fact true. This would
occur when the phenomenon we observe has a very low probability of occurring when the
hypothesis is true. With such a rare observation in hand it would be logical to con-
clude that our hypothesis was not true and therefore reject it. 'In fact, however, the
hypothesis is true and our observation represents a legitimate but rare event. By not
recognising this fact (and there is no basis on which such recognition could be based)
we have made what the statistician refers to as a Type terror, rejecting a true hypo-
thesis. If it is possible for us to know the probability distribution of various out-
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comes under *he true hypothesis we can assign the likelihood of making a Type i error
to suit our, convenience. The Type I error is also known as. the level of significance
and.in many statistical tests is set ft the .05 level'or the..01.1evel. The choice of
a significance level is arbitrary, howevers'and could be set at other values by the ex-
perimentor.

The proble* of rejecting a true hypothesis is not the only possible kind of error
which we might make, however. In our attempts to minimize making Type I errors we tend
to be conservativesaccepting the hypothesis when it may not be true in the absolute
sense of the word, but where observational data are not sufficiently rare to reject it.
If, in our conservatism, we accept as true an hypothesis which is in fact false, we
have made what is called a Type II error. As the reader undoubtedly recognizes, Type I
and Type II errors present. something of a dilemma to the researcher for as he attempts
to minimize one type of error, he is almost certain to increase the other. Although-it
is the Type I error.which receives first attention in discussions of hypothesis testing,
the thoughtful reader will recognize that very often the acceptance of a false hypothe-
sis leads to consequencet which are as serious as the premature rejection of a true
hypothesis. One may in fact make the case that the rejection of a true hypothesis will
eventually be self-righting by subsequent investigations. On the contrary, accepting
a principle or law as being true when it is false can encourage premature judgments
which later become much more difficult to disprove. In this writer's opinion considera-
tion of Type II errors (or the complementary discussion of power) when referring to
statistical tests is a much more important topic than the typical discussion in statis-.
tics texts suggests.

Methods of Testing Wootheses,

As was true of methods for prediction and description, a great many statistical
techniques are available for testing hypotheses. Although statisticians are not in
unanimous agreement concerning' the importance of the distinction, statistical tests are
customarily grouped into tan broad categories, parametric and nonparametric techniques.

The basic distinction between parametric and nonparametric techniques revolves
around the number of assumptions which must be made about the measurement scale of the
data. Referring to our previous discussion -of scales of measurement, variables measur-
ed on a nominal or ordinal scale are obtained either ap frequency counts or rankings
and technically require the use of a nonparametric analysis. Variables measured on the
interval or higher scales are regarded as quantifiable and allow us to make inferences
about certain population parameters.

Because nominal and ordinal data tend to be more primitive than interval data one
might assume that the number of statistical techniques for analysing such data would
be very limited. In fact, however, just the opposite is the cafe and in many problems
the difficulty faced by the researcher is not to find an appropriate analytical proced-
ure but to know enough about alternative analyses to choose among them.

To illustrate this point, the research worker who regularly deals with nominal and
ordinal measures should be familiar with such statistical tests as: chi square, the
binomial test, Fisher's exact probability test, the Kolsiogorov-fluirnov test, the Krug-
kal1Wallis test, the Mann4fhitney II test, the Median test, the Wald- Wolfowits run test,
the Sign test, the Friedman analysis of variance and the Milcoxon ranked pairs test.
Because each of these procedures is in some sense unique either in its purpose or its
rationale no attempt will be made to describe the details of these procedures here.
The interested reader is referred to a standard reference on nonparametric techniques
such as Siegal (1956) for such detailed descriptions.

From a conceptual standpoint the analysis of interval data is greatly simplified
by a powerful analytical tool called the Analysis of Variance.

Because of the great variety of situations in which the Analysis of Variance can
be applied, almost all other parametric procedures can be subsumed under this general
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model and can fie regarded as special cases. To the beginning student an introduction to
the analysis of variance may seem like a formidable encounter. The basic concept on
which it rests, however, is actually quite simple and contemporary researchers in any
discipline will find it necessary to develop a working knowledge of this technique.

The model underlying the'Analysis of Variance assumes that it is possible to des-
cribe observed results as a linear function of various experimental an error compon-
ents. It is further assumed that by examining the matrix of data it is possible to
make adequate estimates of the effect of each .of these components and thereby decide if
the estimates fall within reasonable limits. In the reliability problem discussed pre-
viously, it is.assumed that an individual's rating by a group of judged is made up of
three primary components. A component associated with.the individual, a component
associated with various judges, and a measure of error. The question answered-by the
Analysis of Variance is as follows: "Is the variation among the subject significantly
greater than the amount of random or error variation which is observed?" If it can be
shown that there is no more variation among subjects than there is random variation,
then we assume that there are no true differences among the subjects. On the contrary,
if he amount of variation among subjects is substantially greater than the random error
observed, then we assume that there are true differences among the subjects. This is
the rationale upon which the Analysis of Variance is bared.

Because the Analysis of Variance can be adapted to test such a great variety of
parametric hypotheses no attempt will be made to catalog them here. The reader who has
little or no knowledge of this technique is referred to a beginning source such as
Guilford (1965). The reader who has a basic acquaintance with the Analysis of Variance
will find Hayes (1963) and Winer (1962) valuable references.

A Concluding Point of View

Although we might continue to explore other techniques and procedures for testing
hypotheses, it is this writer's impression that the field of art education is not
suffering from lack of such analytical tools. Rather, it is his opinion that research
in art has been too "spontaneous," attempting to cover the !'canvas" with broad sweep-
ing hypotheses and explanations before an adequate background of descriptive and rela-
tional data has been obtained. This is not to be critical of the researcher who plows
headlong into a highly complex area such as teaching or learning, hoping to turn up an
insight or a new perspective; such bursts of energy often uncover many ideas which be-
come the subject of more intensive study by other workers. It would be unfortenate,
however, for any field to have too many "plungers," for unless research in art educa-
tion is fundamentally different from any other discipline, it is the plodding accumula-
tion of carefully obtained descriptive and predictive data that underlies any major
theoretical or conceptual breakthrough. It strikes this writer that such a backlog of
empirical evidence is not yet available in the visual arts and that as a consequence,
a great deal more descriptive and predictive work needs to be done before it becomes
useful to consider highly sophisticated techniques for testing hypotheses.

In his approach to this paper the writer has attempted to develop the premise that
scholarly efforts in all disciplines follow similar lines in their attempts to bring
order out of experience. To the empirical researcher or to the philosopher of science
it does not matter whether one it speaking about art, or education, or chemistry; all
research begins at a descriptive level, cataloging and classifying events so that they
assume some pattern or order. The writer has attempted to define the basic nature of
description, suggest the importance of operational definitions and define the property
of reliability as it influences description.

Building on a base of reliable description the writer then attempted to show the
importance of discovering stable and consistent interrelationships among the variables
previously identified. It is this process which we have herein referred to as predic-
tion. Prediction, in the empirical sense, is an extremely important phase in the
development of any systematic approach to research, for it is out of consistently
observed relationships that we are led to explanatory principles and laws.
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. Although some "dust dry empiricists° believe that it is not meaningfUttoimove
beyond the level of operational description, such a reservation seems to be undulycon-
servative. There ii'ample:eiridence in the sciences that theoretical speculation based
upon an adequate grounding of observational and predictive relationships can provide .

the integrating' framework' frees the research worker from dealing with,eachobser,.
vation or event ad in isolated'phenOmenOn. .'Theories are intellectual proitheses whiCh
we fabricate and use until:We-ire able to conceive of lore adequate explanations.. They
are only as adequate'as the premises or-laws Upon which they are baled and these laws cc
premises are, in turn, based upon, observed relationships and deductive inferenCes. It
is the contention of this writer that if the field of arteducation.is to develop maturr
ity in its research, it must proceed as have all other disciplines, from a,Careful'eval.
cation of its descriptive variables mule systematic study ofthe interrelationships
among these variables. Until a discipline is able to accomplish these research object-
ives it is highly unlikely that it will develop the theoretical and hypothetical explana-
tory systems which are the ultimate goals of research' in' any discipline.
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EXCERPTS FROM THE DJSCUSSION WITH MR. LATHROP
.Audience: . I was real,glad to hear youssay -- what you said in conclusion about your

"aipa for more descriptive research, before we go on Perhaps to more involved kindsof things because we have, heard several papers which have seemed to indicate that thiskind of thing isn't the most important thing right now, but. that we need to go on to otherkinds of things which operate on presumably already adequate, descriptive information.Having proposed a somewhat descriptive. enterprise, I was beginning to, feel that maybe Iwas operating on the wrong track.

Mr. Lathrop: There are alternative approaches to research, and the rationalist wouldspend more time in contemplation before he began than, I sense, you or I. There is, alegitimate difference as to how long one contemplates before he gets his hands wet, andI tend to be one who has a short fuse in this regard. I can speculate a long time as towhether or not something will work, but I want to find out as quickly as possible whetheror not it will. So, there is a great simplicity in being an empiricist. If it works, you hangon to it; if it , :Isn't work, you try something else. Of course, theory is helpful in that itallows you perhaps to anticipate a lot of false starts; and even an empiricist doesn't startout completely blind, but he makes the best guess he can and then he tries.
Audience: I think your conclusions may not be as significant as did the last questionner,,anaTrIrrry to say why even though I am not sure I will be able to do this. It revolves aroundaround the rather unique distinction you make between description and explanation. If oneadopts the view ofconstant conjunctionin which you note occurrences as they happen oneafter another over a period of time, you are not forced into accepting generalizationswhich include a cause. Now, let me see if I can make that clear. For instance, if weuse the term creativity, I think you explained this to be a theoretical construct, and thisconstruct accounts for certain kinds of behavior, now, it's strictly descriptive it seemsto me, in the sense that what we are doing is just noting kinds of behavior. If we say thata student is creative, how do we check this out? We go back and we look at the kinds ofbehavior. If someone says, why is he creative? It would be a mistake -- or why dopeople perform this kind of act -- it would be a mistake to say because he is creative, togive that as the reason. It seems to me that if you jump to the second level and includein your generalization more than just noting the concept of conjunction, you are includinga cause and would in turn finally lead to a Type II error that you were talking about inwhich you would accept the null hypothesis as being true when it is really false. I say thatthe cause which is included in what you termed explanation would lead to this.
Mr. Lathrop: One can deal with many of these problems on a strict empirical level andnever become enmeshed in the question of explanation as I have described it here. Aslong as a relationship is reliable, predictable, in the sense that I have used it here, oneis not compelled to move into the realm of explanation as I have defined it, althoughquestions arise which have not been observed. What is the relationship,for example,between creativity and some other phenomenon? It seems to me that if there is no empiri-cal evidence an explanation of the type that I described does allow you to make some con-jectures which are then subject to empirical tests so that one can deal with these mattersstrictly on an empirical level; but the use of theory allows you to branch out, so to speak.Perhaps, some of our philosophers will want to make some observations on my unelegantexplanation.

Audience: I am sure no one here has ever observed cause because I take cause to be arzTeUFZFsical category; and I don't hear the scientists say that they know the cause ofsomething; but there is a sense in which cause is used that way, namely common senseusage. The cause of the pains in my stomach is because I am hungry. I have no troublewith that. I think what you were referring to though pis cause in a second sense, that event.A causes event B. I think David Hulme made it quite clear that we don't observe thisrelationship.

Audience: Just out of curiosity, you identified validity with prediction, and I was justwondering why you omitted construct, concurrent, and content validity in your discussion.
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Mr. Lathrop: Construct validity, for example, which is a term that has grown up in
the psychometric 'literature, is much closer to what I would describe al; explanation.
Concurrent and predictive are only distinguished by a temporal variable, that is two
variables measured at the same time, then we speak of them as having concurrent valid-
ity. One is measured as an:anticipation of the other. We speak of this as being predic-
tive. That's the Bence in which I used it. Content validity is, I think, a little more
primitive,. perhaps a little closer to the descriptive level. I find them only in the psycho-
metric literature and wanted to broaden out a bit.
Audience: In your own work, in your own thinking, you restrict validity to the ability of
scores provided through an instrument to anticipate certain kinds of consequences.
Mr. Lathrop: Yes. Being perhaps not quite so much an empricist as I have presented
myself, I do entertain ideas of construct validity, but I am very hasty to put them to the
test. So I rule out certain kinds of things as not having a very likely probability, and so
in that sense I would be using the idea of construct validity; but my basic orientation is
that something must prove that it is related before I am willing to entertain that it has
validity.
Audience: In your conclusions, you seemed to bring out the viewpoint which I am sympa-

tWtci: I want to discuss.it. The "theory" that would aid the researcher was brought
up out of observational and predicted relationships. There is a certain problem there, be-
cause, for example, the constructs and things you are looking at in these earlier levels
or kinds of research may indeed only lead to certain types of theory; in the context of a
given subject or field or area of investigation. .I suppose all you would say is that you
would have to go back and get more constructs and things observed and measured to begin
with. What impresses me here is that I have felt some of this contradiction, --not
contradiction, --but tension, between theories that might come from other sources, lin-
guistic and otherwise, and which might be useful to somebody who is really a practitioner
on the empirical side of research. You are suggesting that the base is out of observa-
tions and their relationships. There are alternative suggestions, too.
Mr. Lathrop: I sensed the other day when Dale Harris presented his paper that some of
the people in the group were looking for a more direct translation of the work that has
been done, say in verbal learning or even in a concept formation, to problems that are
confronting the art educator, and I think that that's .an unfounded hope. I just don't think
that psychology has ever promised that. What people in psychology have done is to define
a very narrow sphere of interest, and they can tell you what they have found in that area;
and they have developed some generalizations which they think work in their own circum-
stances. Whether or not they will work in some other area is I think only based on the
idea that you believe people learn fundamentally the same way regardless of the content;
but I think that is as close as one might expect to take work from another discipline and
apply it to their own.
Audience: Do you really feel that art is such a separate behavior that we are borrowing
too eava y from general behavior theory?
Mr. Lathrop: I personally do not but I think many of the systems that have been develop-
ed in general learning are pretty provincial in their explanatory power and that subsequent
work even in that area will allow those to be broadened and maybe in some future point
they will develop a rationale and a theoretical framework which would be helpful in other
disciplines; but at this point I think all they are prepared to do is to explain very narrowly
what they have found.
Audience: What about the areas of personality, flexibility, etc.? Would you comment
there? Might these underlie the behaviors that might be found in reaction to art or pro-
duction of art?
Mr. Lathrop: My experience with such measures is that they don't even very well explain
the particular circumstances in which they are being used, so I think it would be unfound-
ed to expect them to generalize beyond a particular circumstance. Now, I don't disallow
that these are important concepts and that someone may be able to translate them mean-
ingfully. You see, what they have done is taken an idea and translated it into some oper-
ational terms. Those may not be at all appropriate in your field. The concept still may
be a good one.
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Audience: They seem to vary with different studies.
Mr. Lathro : Yes. The point I wanted to, make was you should be able to look at the studyan in out ow he used the term. Whether or not you want to use it that way is up to you.
Audience: Very recently, a book An Inventor of Scientific Findin s in Behavioralerices was published. Are you ami lax wi e oo It seems as 2. in some quartersthe book will be received and made use of. 'I would be interested in your evaluation of themerits of relying on such an inventory in projecting or inventing hypotheses.
Mr. Lathrop: 'I think you have chosen a good word. What you are asking for, is one man'sopinion, and that I am happy to provide. It seems to me that what Berelson has done istry to translate a very complicated field into terms which would be understandable to al-most any layman, at least any reasonably educated layman. In a sense they have done aconsiderable amount of violence to the specificity which has gone with each of these studies.Ware any critical reader to go back to the original research reports and try and associatethem with what Berelson and Steiner said, he would have to do it with a great deal oftongue in cheek. They have attempted a herculean task and I guess maybe one which wouldbe best described as trying to provide some ideas as to what the psychologist is up to forthe general public; but as a basis for generating research level hypotheses, I would castserious doubt upon it.
Audience: Given what I believe to be an agreement between you and June McFee regard-..211Thrlick of clarity in description in these linguistic areas, I would hope that we in arteducation might take advantage of this to the extent that we would sharpen the descriptionsin terms of our field but by the same token be very careful consequently not to accept allfrom these other fields as "gospel".
Mr. Lathrop: It strikes me that some people have a very low threshold to ambiguity andthey want to try to fit empirical observations into neat packages and I think there is greatdanger in trying to do this prematurely. I think we ought to be willing to allow things tosort of hang in suspended animation and be willing to entertain methods and procedureswhich sort of sit out here by themselves and eventually as we get enough of these someonewill come along like' a Newton or someone and fit these pieces together. The thing is thatthe analogy that I prefer to use, is that of the archaeologist digging up a piece of brokenpottery. Now, not all of the pieces are there, so what he has to do is to fill in betweenthe existing pieces. Now, if he puts in too much cement to hold this thing together, hemight end up with something that didn't look much like the original pot. One of the pro-blems for some people in research is that they want to get a finished pot too soon ratherthan jus letting the pieces lay around on the table for a while until they dig up somemore.

Audience: In regard to special problems that we have, that we are trying to achieve, that3r7eTarn t describe in the sense of having criteria, in being very specific, in that we haveopen-ended tasks, and because we are concerned with learning rather than the descrip-tion of a single task, I am wondering if you can talk about what things you keep in mind.We are trying to do something that maybe, like a look at learning in terms of tasks whichwe want to keep open.
Mr. Lathrop: I'm not sure I know just what you are asking for.
Audience: As I listened to your paper, I think, "well, this is fine". But we don't haveiiii-TRITmeasurement for learning. The student's not trying for an answer that we haveahead of time, in mind, which he should haVe.
Mr. Lathrop: I guess maybe I wouldn't agree with your premise that we need to have anidea ahead of time. Very often what I am disposed to do with problems in my own areais to spend a lot of time watching people at the task before I begin to think about what Imight want to measure, and I may try- a number of things which just don't work at all,psychometrically. For me, this is sufficient reason to abandon that particular measure,at least for the moment. I am not disposed to start out with a very clear idea of what itis I am looking for. What I am likely to do its rule out Certain possibilities as being un-feasible at the moment and then gather a variety of data and see which of them look prom-ising. I may not be able to explain what I have and neither may the subject be able to tellme what he has done. That's not important as long as I can observe it realiably. I don't
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have to know verbally what he has done and he doesn't have to know verbally what he has
done. All I would require is that I be able to observe some kind of a discrimination among
people which is reliable.
Audience: There has been in the past a number of renearchers, or some research at least,
done by individual people in the area,or art education, fairly isolated, .although there was
some communication. Now I have a sense that art educators are interested in doing team
research, or as whathas been described as curriculum-center research. Now, my question
to you would be this Do you think we might get more out of individual research or center
research? The reason I raise the question is that when you have center research usually
there is a more or less common goal or fairly common direction; whereas, when you have
individual research you might have quite diverse and independent thinking and theories
behind the tests.
Mr. Lathrop: I can give you a kind of non-helpful answer in that some people like to work
in groups. Some people like to work individually; but more to the point of your question, if
I'm working in an area where I'm not at all sure which direction things are going to go, I
'like to work alone, because I very often find the grOup taking a 'direction I'm not yet ready
to go. Once the direction of a certain piece of research is started, there is a certain com-
pulsion to get closure on it and get it finished. wantto sit down and decide, before I
pit a lot of effort in some direction; that'S really the way I think it ought to p ). Not every-, ,

one feels that way, and so I think that 'what I sense Is that anything that this group can do to
get peciple going in research collectiVely and individually is going` o helpthe field. .I wouldn't
be as concerned at this point' as 'to Whether or not they 'do it in centers 'or do it individually.
I think if a problem is broadly focused, a center can make a big contribution, but I. don't
think that that's my own personal bias; I don't sense that the problems in art 'education that
are researchable are that yet clearly focused.
Audience:' I don't think you commented very much on the selection of the unit of measure-
TEZIW7Tecently, we have been examining the responses of a lot of children in several
countries to given works of literature, translated where necessary, and it was difficult for
us to decide what we were going to look at, so we decided to look at one sentence at a time,
or, what somebody finally called a syntacteme because a lot of.kids don't put periods at the
end of sentences. I suppose if one wanted to look at the responses to an art object and the
responses were verbal, it might be used as a unit. What exists in the way of knowledge
about, units to look at, units for observation in the field of art or art education?
Mr. Lathrop: Your last phrase ruled out my answering because I don'tknowwhat research
has been done, what scaling research, has been done in art education. There is a methodo
logical controversy about the importance of, the distinction between parametric and non-
parametric data, much of this has been washed Out by empirical studies on statistical pro-
cedures. It used to be felt by many people that if your data are treated as ranks, for ex-
ample, you must consider them as ordinal data and do nothing with them which would violate
this assumption of rank order. It has since been shown that many, statistical procedures are
robust enough to compensate for that, so that if you do an analysis of variance on ranks and
you do an analysis of variance on comparable, tivalitative data., you end up with almost
indistinguishable results; so that the scale of measurement I would say is 'principally depen-
dent upon one which will give you a range, and that's leading to reliabilities, and "observa-
tions, are made about the problem of spreading the scores out in order to get reliability.
That would be my general answer to your question. Whatever metric was useful in spreading
the scores out.
Audience: If I may cite a reference for the sake of those who don't know it, C.W.Valentine's
"The Experimental Psychology of Beauty". This is a summary of fifty years in research on
children's responses to beauty in pictures, and many of the studies I think might be worth re-
plicating for new concerns in art education. They are available through Dover publications.
Audience: I want to make just a couple of comments of some things that were mentioned in

at 17,st part. On this matter of how you team up to do research. I think if you try to get
the group of colleagues who already have their doctor's degrees together you find you are en-
gaged in an almost insuperable problem of corralling them on one idea that they are all will-
ing to follow. You attempt, for example, to do the spade work involved in getting an R and D
center proposal together, you run into this difficulty, in a way that drives you back from it;
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but if you will turn a good persen,lens* to do work that he is prepared to do and is inter-
ested in doing and let him have enough money to buy some students to help him, you can getwhat amounts to g*...',"tip research under the aegis of one good mind that Anew* where it is go-ing. and this might turn cut to be very much more profitable than trying to build colleaguesinto teaM*. The seeentl,thingl, lkititetto say, going back to the question that I believe
Bob Burkhart "lean you Make decisions On the basis of research findings that arenot full greion yet?" Here you are 104 to conetititly have a conflict between *CieSearcher
who wants to Wait =Watt the findings are in And the program operator who has to make
decisions without waiting.. My information would be to day that the program operate* had,
better hays what help there is available even though It it fragmentary than to have to go alongwithout any help at all, if he is 'going to have to make a decision. So, I would like to see uslearn how to UV. somewhere bitifien these two petitions.
Audience: I notice you interpolated some statements about measurement not being dependenton verbal constructs; yet, to be a strict empiricist we Would not have to have any verballabels on all the things we have learned. I think we are overlooking this Potential in re-search; you can point to the derithiog. without any name en it, if you can identify it in re-peated samples, etc. These techniques are still adequate, whether we have a linguistic
backing or not for them at this point. I think this ha* not been looked at at all. I know fromtalking just yesterday to about four or five people, there were what they were calling non-discursive measurements for Want of a better name, we don't know what to call them, may-be iconic, visual, or whattiVer, that they could. pat no. labels on at this point. Maybe it is
wrong to` put verbal label* on these things until, We ;nu in a sense lee how they operate more.. .

Mr. Lathrop The psychologist probably is as had as anyone in wanting to attach labels; butas out, there is no fundamental reason why we need to. The thing that is bad aboutlabels is that once you coin a label, then you begin to believe in its reality. Of course,these labels just exist as you defined them; and they have no reality apart from the way inwhich you obtain them. They have none until you demonstrate that they have. They are allhypothetical constructs and we don't need any verbal labels unless you - just leave itthere.
Audience: On this point of the robustness of parametric statistical analyses, I know of theLindquist one on analysis of variance. Is Woe something in your bibliography here that
discusses even more recent ideas about this that you can suggest?
Mr. Lathror No, but if you are interested in this matter. I can dig up a couple of things-TM-have occurred within the last five years.
Audience; . In connection with the distinction between parametric sad non-parametricBia61:"1 was wondering if you know of any psychometric tests which have an intervalscale?
Mr. Lathrop No.
Audience; Neither do I. That's why I asked.
Mt. Lathrop Strictly speaking as I mentioned in the paper , one would conservatively rateall o tbs.e on the ordinal scale; and it is only through certain assumptions, transfor-mations , 'which we make on the scores which allows us to use interval statistics. Theunnerving thing is that the concern about that problem leads you to a lot of extra workwhich you later demonstrate wasn't very important. anyway.
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ZDUCATIONAL =OVATION MID ART EDUCATION

ARTHUR W. NSW
Columbia University

While the literature of curriculum developlent is s itineration old, attention to
innovation in aducatiOn is a new area for research and speculation. ,Only very recently
has innovation in education become tits* object of systematic thought.L Slender as it
is, the body of work in thitriatem'fitld Ms already challenged at its roots theft
assumptions of the lait thirty year' Wadi were deVeloped'after the work Of Caswell and
otheri. It was they wh04ade the distinction bat-been curriculum and curriculum devel-
opment and gave the latter their sustained interest.

It is probably worth noting that, just at the first curriculum developers distin-
guished Wavelet' a written curriculum and the'aCtion based on it, we shall dittinguish
here betwton a curricului proposal and a curriculue innevetion. It is one thing to
propose, another to innovate - or to act. It is the latter that culottes us hers.

I shall ih this paper trace briefly the 'thinking about curriculum development that
has gone on sincethe mitt-Thirties. Thtti I thAlliitate-bevetal-stnerilisitiont that seem
to characterise contemporary thinking about educational innovation and proceed to offer
the resolution between the two kinds_of thinking that oboes to me to be called for. As
will become apparent,'some contemporary thinking about educational innovation appears
to be incompatible with the ideet-ant.bellefs of the curriculOm deVelopers of the gener-
ation since the aiduThirties.

The reason that the leadiniveducationists of the mid.Thirties Made the distinction
between cutrichlui add curriculum development was that they had witnessed a shries of
substantial changes in both the content and the organisation of education during the pre-
ceding fifteen years. The testing movesent, under development after 1900, case into full
flOwOr during the early Tomtits.* It joined fOrceirat thattitet with the time and motion
studies in'bUtiness, - which :resulttd in thelrolitifiratiod of the "efficiency etptrts."
This coalition -rebutted in a highly optimistic reexamination of the nature and content
Of the curriculum. the 1,23 Yearbook of thi'DepartmoWof Suptrititindiince of the
National IduCation Association Wittried-fhat'all of tht problems of teaching and learn-
ing could be resolved into the concepts of nature and nurture. Since, by means of
standardised tests, it was possible to dbtereine objectively both the success of teach-
ing and the nature Of the child tole taught, it remained only to experiment with various
forms of educational nurture and the grand solutions to the prObleme of education Would
be at hand.

This view lad to the establishment in rimy school systems of large-scats curriculum
reforms, typically involving' the tatabliehment Of Committees of teachers working with
university consultants, tht publication of dstailtd deftest of study, and the appraisal
of the whole by means of objective achialtimekt tests. The tsars strategy of curriculum
innovation depended on the idea that it was possible to state the objectives of any given
line of activity in a detailed and unbiabed fashion, and that etandardised tests offered
both the statement of such objectives end the means to swish' them. Accordingly, more
and more detailed analyses of these objectives were carried on. Perhaps the tendency was
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best exemplified by the work of W. W. Charters, Who "shredded out" all teaching. into a
thousand and one acts, presumably thus making it possible-to put these together in new
combinations to fit new objectives.

The striking thing about this movement was its complete and utter collapse. The
detailed courses of .study, prepared at such jreat cost, gathered dust on the teachers'
shelves. The standardised tests, instead of being used to develop sensitive analyses of
the nature and educational needs of children, were used to appraise whole school systems
on an economic basis. Teachers, and teacher preparing institutions, turned away from
the approach of the Twenties to a "child development" approach, which took the schools
to be instruments for "maximising the individual potential" (such an ugly phrase!) of
each child.

All this happened, in a context of cataclysmic political events. The depression, the
emergence of fascist dictatorships, and the onset of the way produced a basic change in
our general sociatideology, 0.0 that by 1940 the judgment of the educationists was that
the curriculidg inmovstione of the last twenties had failed because they were imposed on
the mass of teechers'from the top of the educational hierarchy, and that in this sense
the schools were acting in a dictatorial, not a democratic fashion.

It was in this context that the poet-1935 generation of curriculum developers came
to certain conclusions. Chief among these was that curriculum development must be based
on the assumption that .classroom teachers are both well motivated and intelligent enough
to conceive of and execute improvements in the curriculum. The operational principle
that follows from such an assumption is of course, democratic in the formal sense -

innovation by consent. Committees of teachers once more began to form working with
consultants) to make proposals for improvement in the school system. However, the con-
sultants more typically ease from within the school.oystem than outside of it, since the
new post of "curriculum. director" or "curriculum consultant" had been created in a large
number of school systems. $y 1943, the old department of supervision of the NIA had
combined with the Society of .Curriculum Study to form the new Association for. Supervisors.
and Curriculum Development,. which gave this-new impulse an organisational expression.

Foremost among this group's beliefs was that the curriculum. should not longer come
from the top down and the outside in. It should come from the bottom up. No curriculum
change was to be expected if the teachers who were to carry it out were not involved in
making the decision that it should be attempted. The key term came to be "involvement."
In-service education projects multiplied; the most effective of these was the Maryland
Child Study Program. which provided the means for teachers on the job to study the emo-
tional and social development of children at close range and with relatively. sophisticated
tools.

Given the public temper, it was not surprising that most of the in-service work done
by teachers during the period between 1940 and 1955 had to do with the social and
emotional Omvelopment of children and the social climate of the classroom. The defense
of democracy by means of war had its counterpart in the classroom where the teacher de-
fended democracy by inducing a "democratic" classroom atmosphere, along the line suggested
by the German refuses Flirt Lewin, himself s victim of the Nazi tyranny. The number of
detailed courses of study published after X935 dropped drastically, until during the war
very few were published at all. What took their place were publications typically called
"Curriculum Guides" which replaced the detailed prescriptions of the former courses of
study with more generalized statements of the goals of education, together with resource
material of various kinds. Certainly, by 1950, the curriculum developer considered the
teacher as a free *gent, and his own role as a guide, counselor, and friend. The term
"supervisor" became unpopular. The people formerly called by this title preferred to call
call themselves "curriculum consultants." looks and journal articles on, the roleof the
consultant appeared with increasing frequency, and achieved wide.acceptence.

Sy 1950, the following 'generalisations about the nature of curriculum development
had achieved wide acceptance: (1) Curriculum development proceeds from the teacher up
through the system, not from the administration down. (2) The best administrative unit
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for curriculum development is the school building, not the school system. (3) Curriculum
development nay be-expected to proceed on a. "broken.. front;' with considerable differences
between .school,buildingei (4) ThateaCheesattitude teherd children is likely to govern
the'kinds of instruction the offers, end.especially the climate within which it is
offered. (5) The social-esotional'climate of the classroom is the principal determiner
of the success, of instructional efforts. Frightened ...Children Aon't'leern (6) Curricu-
lum development, in the final analysis, is a highly personal affair which depends on the
perceptions and attitudes of the people involved.

. One of the best expressions'of this point of view -. a point of view still very
widely held - is in Supervision for letter_ Schools, The Rol. of the Official Leader in
HrosrastDeve;osmant, by lilhalliWiles (first publishinilrii;17;77;117101111D:M.
Wiles identifies the primary *kills of supervision as skills in leadership, in human
relations, in the group process, in personnel' administration, and in evaluation. The
term "siperviaoehe takes-to be the name. of a role undertaken by people in a school
system, not the name of aposition. Reflecting accurately the two decades of experience
before the first publication of the book, he places ..skill and human relations at the
center of the work of the supervisor. Correctly reflecting 'the opinion of the most
successful innovators of the time, he places at the center of the supervisor's array of
values a wholesome respect for the ability of the individual teacher to innovate.

Wiles' conception of innovation: one which. begins with the school teacher, and
makes all of the rest of the system-serve the teacher's- needs, and which takes the
teachers preceptions and attitudes to be. the lay to actual innovation, leads an innovator
to view with awe the teacher he would be helpful to. If, however, one wishes actually
to bring about a chew in a classroom, I myself will testify that such an attitude is
required. The apparent alternative, which calls upon the teacher to execute ideas that
have been developed somewhere else, seems to treat the teacher with disrespect, to drive
imaginative people out of teaching,' and to provoke resistance.

This series of ideas - the core of beliefs that has sustained curriculum development
for more than twenty years - has never been subjected to_syetematic criticism. It has,
however, sustained thousands of directors of curriculum,supervisors, and others who seek
to bring about improvement in instruction. During the past decade it has come under a
certain kind of criticism - less systematic than stereotypic. The criticism is that in
its overwhelming concern with the teacher'S morale, it has functioned in such a way as
to inhibit desirable changes. The function of the school, such people often comment, is
not to make the teachers comfortable, but to educate students.

The curriculum development doctrine I have described above is ridiculed by some
because it seems to confuse teacher morale with student achievement. It is not my
purpose here to join in this ridicule; the practices that have grown up around this set
of principles are very far from being ridiculous. They account for more constructive
changes in the schools: than the loudest of the contemporary critics can imagine. However,
I wish to throw them in contrast with certain ideas that have come from other sources in
the intellectual community, and which, to say the least, seem plausible sad even powerful.

Since the advent of the drastic changes in American educational thinking since 1955,
an increasing number of observers have become interested in the process of educational
change itself. These people are not descendents of an earlier group of curriculum
developers; they come from inside the establishment, for the greater part, but they have
not been associated with any of the leaders of curriculum reform and development of the
Thirties and Forties. prom their writings. and pronouncements one may deduce certain
generalisations. I wish to state and discuss these.

1. nusangUsemilmensuaginalyjamoselegsjejAagskin. When Henry
14. Britten, Assistant uperintendent of Schools in seat', Long- Slimed, spent a year
asking school officials in the State Of Her York when they got their new ideas, the
typical seiner was, "lent door." Actual ineovation, 411 distinguished from proposals and
polemics, spread from one school' istrict to smother according to propinquity, and the
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.dynamic that made them spread was competition for local public favor. Brickell concluded
that. the best way to improve the schools was to locate the generation of ideas outside
of the local school system, then to provide local demonstration centers that would
function as Stimulators of competition and imitation.

2. Educational innovation roceeds from the outside in and from the to. down. When
Daniel Griffiths applied to education the theory that had been developed to explain
organisational behavior in government, business, and the military, he concluded that the
local schools had to be viewed as a system, and that what was true of other systems is
also true of education. Any system, he pointed out,2 seeks to maintain its equilibrium,
it resists any force that threatens to change it. MOreover, the school system, like
other social systems, is hierarchical. It follows that changes can flow down through
the system very much sore easily than they can flow up through it. The combination of
these two characteristics make in unlikely that fundamental changes can originate within
the system and "come up." It Ss much more likely that fundamental changes will come from
outside the system -- in what Griffiths calls the "supra-system" in which the school
exists -- and be introduced through the top of the hierarchy. Griffiths elaborates on
this general notion in a series of propositions (pp. 431-5):

a. The major impetus for change in organisations is from the outside.
b. The degree and duration of change is directly proportional to the intensity

of the stimulus from the supra-system.
c. Change in an organisation is more probable if the successor to the chief

administrator is from outsid4 the organisation, than if he is from inside
the organization.

d. "Living systems respond to continuously increasing stress first by a lag
in response, then by an over-compensatory response, and finally by
catastrophic collapse of the system" (quoted by Griffiths from J. G.
Miller, "Toward a general theory for the behavioral sciences," American
Psychulozist, 1955, Vol. 10, pp. 513-31) .

e. The number of innovations is inversely proportional to the tenure of the
chief administrator.

f. The more hierarchical the structure of an organization, the less the
possibility of change.

g. When change in an organisation does occur, it will tend to occur from the
top down, not from the bottom up.

h. The more functional the dynamic interplay of sub-systems, the less the
change in an organisation.

It does not do justice to Mr. Griffiths' argument to repeat hid propositions here
without the supporting material; those who wish may consult his original statement. It
is, perhaps, necessary to explain that the "dynamic interplay of sub-systems" of propo-
sition 3 refers to such organisations within a school system as the school principals,
the teachers of science, or art, or whatever; the school building faculties, and the
like. Where these organisations are lively and in contact with one another, Dean
Griffiths points out, innovation is less likely to take place.

3. Irdu tio ion 1 a on f the innovator who acts as a "true
keliever. This idea is based on certain notions. of Professor Matthew Miles and of the
remarkable lay philosopher, Srikiloffer of San fraucisco. If any system seeks to main-
tain itself, mono within it who seeks to change it must act like an outsider for he
will surely be treated as one. The feeling of alienation is familiar, certainly, to
school supervisors whose task it is to produce improvement in the instructional program.
The frequent tei.eion batsmen school supervisors and school building principals, for
example, could be accounted for by this idea; the primary task of the school principal
is to make the tritem work; the primary tall; of the sthpol.supervisor is to change it;
they most inevitably collide upon occasion. Safer!, "true believer" is a zealot; one
who seeks to change things drastically through the literal application of a moral ideal.
Since he, too, must aliamate hinaalf from that which he would change, yet, being human
and gregarious, needs some kind of reference group, he forms his own. Me may adopt some
distinctive costume or prop (green cloth bag, beard, distinctive spectacles, exotic car,
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ostentatioUsAisplatofLen avant-garde periodical, etc.)-or he may merely seek associa-
tion with his own kind, forming small organizations which immediately splinter on
doctrinal matters. The "true believer" exists by virtue of the Philistinism of. the great
world, the-EstablishmentT,the systet to be improved. In education now, several reform
movements leVaspruntuprone of the most recent seeks status as an exclusive elite --
but it excludes certainable educators for doctrinaire reasons: it is difficult for the
non-initiated to*tel/ the. educational academician from the Fauves.

4. Educational innovation de elide on the ali nt of forces 1 el e ternal to the
school. Gordon Mackenzie- has explained in several places how he thinks theTolitics of
curriculum change Must function. :11iepeintsupports Griffiths' first proposition -- that
educational Changeis more likely:to-come from outside the organisation than from within
it. What Mackenzie has done is to indicate in some detail how the external forces may
be'manipulated, or (alternatively) sensed, in such a way at to sake change possible. In
general, the more external forces go in the same direction, the more likely it is that
a change in that direction will take' hold. What are these forces? In a local school
system, they are the civic officials, the press, the influential business and labor
leaders, soletimee the clergy, often various social groups and service clubs. Each
community, of course, has its own configuration of such community forces. If one desires
a change, it is necessary to persuade these people that the change in desirable. To do
this-is to do no more than anyone in a community must do; to *akin community support for
a change. However, elementary as such stratagems are, and ethical as they usually are,
school,officials have seldom made effective use of then for anything beyond the fiscal
needs of the schools. From Mackenzie'S point of view the National Defense Education
Act, for example, functioned as a potent external force, which compelled attention to
the needs for foreign language instruction, science, and mathematics. The passage of
this Act was itself a political response to a number of external forces that suddenly
became aligned when Sputnik went up. The biases of that Act, only now being corrected,
probably reflected fairly accurately the alignment of such forces at the time of its
passage, in 1958.

Now, these four generalizations, while they do'not exhaust what has been said
recently about the nature of the educational organization and the possibility of innova-
tion, nevertheless are a severe challenge to what we have assumed about curriculum
development. Before we discuss their adequacy, let us once more consider some of the
litany of curriculum development as we have known it, this time quoted from the Associ-
ation for Supervision and Curriculum Development (Assessing and Vans Curriculum Content,
December 1964, p. 8).

School systems should involve in decisions all staff members who will
be directly affected by a major change. School personnel must be prepared
to work with "new publics," to listen as well as to tell . .

School Board policy should encourage examination of ideas or programs
stemming from external or internal sources . . .

Community attitudes toward a haurprogras should be studied.

The above'aight have been written by an ASCD commission at any time since 1940.
However, certain other elements of the ASCD rules for curriculum change could not have
been before 1958:

The budget must include adequate provision for in-service .activities
necessitated by change.

In-service work for staff members must be designed, not along traditional
lines, but in terms of new projects and new approaches.

I quote these recent statements in order to begin our reflection on the four ideas
about innovation stated earlier. The spirit of the two sets of statements is, of course,.
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opposed. Yet no experienced schoolman would deny that both sets.of statements deal with
truth. Now can this be?

I should like to suggest that these statements about innovation -- it arises from
conpetition, it CMOs from the outside in and the top down, it involves alienation of
the innovator, it depends on an alignment of external forces -- all describe the real
situation, and the usual situation, when no intelligence is at work. That is, these
observations explain the usual unaware behavior of people at work in organizations. When
no one has enough perspective on the work of a-school system to perceive its behavior as
an organization, it will work in just the fashion Griffiths predicts. When the people
in an organization are not expected to act with discretion, they will, of_course, act
like bureaucrats. When school supervisors don't, recognize in themselves the fact of
occupational alienation, they may well proceed to become True Believers -- or to cease
their attempts to innovate.

The view of innovation represented by these statements, then, presumes that the
dynamics of school systems and their supra-systems run wild and ungoverned. If these
dynamics are indeed governable, and they usually appear so, then the thoughtful intro-
duction of change is impossible. Change will take place, but it will be as often
irrational as rational. Organizations, given this "view, are as often monstrous as help-
ful; one is bound to be cynical about thee.

The strength and appropriateness of this view is verified whenever one recognizes
reality in these schematic propositions. The reader may verify them from his own exper-
ience. However, they don't account for all organizations. Some of the very largest
organizations, such as the Army or General Motors, have repeatedly shown that they can
change from the inside. Indeed, it is just this ability to adapt and change from the
inside that accounts for their survival. Similarly, there are school systems -- usually
not the biggest, or the poorest -- where innovation has apparently taken place from the
inside.

On the other hand, there are "outside" innovations that don't take. Consider, for
example, the failure of the Council for Basic Education really to change the quality of
education -- a failure that is all the more evident when it is thrown into contrast with
the success of the Physical Sciences Study Committee -- the well-known PSSC Physics
program. Contrast the mediocre success of educational television, despite the biggest
single-focus financial effort ever undertaken in American education, with the complete
reform in the teaching of reading that took place during the Twenties, or the intro-
duction of child study during the Forties, or the introduction and wide adoption of
standardized tests during the early Thirties, or the widespread reform in the teaching
of art in the elementary grades during the Twenties and Thirties. Again, contrast all
of these successes with the failure of educational radio to spread, or the failure of
sound recordings, or the failure of 16mm film to live up to its promise. How is it that
one promising educational innovation takes hold, and another does not, given comparable
effort and tine?

Perhaps the most reasonable and adequate answer has been implied by Matthew Miles.
Miles suggests that the success of an innovation may well depend on the adequacy of the
strategy of innovation employed by its proponents.

Miles' basic point is that the strategy of innovation has to be comprehensive, if
the new proposal is actually to become part of the "target system." By "comprehensive,"
Miles mans that the innovation must be (a) carefully designed, (b) include provision
for local awareness and interest, (c) provide for local evaluation of the pro;
innovation (including a pilot trial), and (d) provide the conditions necessary for exten-
sive local trial and adoption.

So viewed, the efforts of the Council for Basic Education can be seen as a single-
cell strategy without adequate comprehensiveness. The Council has ordinarily not
designed its proposals with care; it has focused on Miles' "local awareness-interest."
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The effect of such a focus is to create. a great deal of.anxiety, perhaps to dislodge some
local school officials, but not to produgo much real change. The mediocre'success of
educational TV can be explained,'given Miles' view, as arising from the incompleteness
of the design and the failure to provide for local adoption. The incompleteness of the
design, in the case of ETV, is. well illustrated by the postponement of the decisions on
what 'to broadcast until three months before air time, in the Midwest Airborne TV Project,
with the result that the programs as broadcast were intolerably uneven in quality. The
incompleteness of the "locil trial" element is obvious in the case of ETV, since teach-
ers were not in any important way either trained to use the innovation wisely, nor was
the innovation itself designed to be used by a teacher -- it was Zo teach the children,
to make the local teacher supplementary.

The success of the PSSC Physics Project, on the other hand, illustrates rather well
the nature of a comprehensive strategy of change. All of the elements are present: the
careful, painstaking design of the new course, the use of mass media and professional
media to create local awareness and interest, the provision of materials of all neces-
sary kinds, the elaborate in- service training of the prospective teachers as conditions
to permit local trial. The project provided little help toward local evaluation, and
where it has been tried and dropped, as it has in some high schools, presumably this
oversight accounts for its failure.

With our minds on the need for comprehensive strategies, let us once more examine
the series of guide lines in the ASCD pamphlet cited earlier. Here are the guide lines,
reproduced completely:

School systems should involve.in decisions all staff members who will
be directly affected by a major change.

School personnel must be prepared to work with "new publics," to listen
as well as to tell.

School personnel must recognize that curriculum changes move through
phases and school people must know where they are on the continuum of change.

Administrative arrangements must be designed to support change.
School board policy should encourage examination of ideas or programs

stemming from external or internal sources.
The budget must include adequate provision for in-service activities

necessitated by change.

The assistance of staff membeo from the state department of education,
from the universities, and from colleges should be nought.

Community attitudes toward a new.program should be studied.
In-service work for staff members must.be designed, not along traditional

lines, but in terms of new'projects and new approaches.
Preservice education of teachers ahould'be jointly considered by employ-

ing school systems and teacher preparation institutions.

These guide'lines, considered in Professor Miles' framework, do' rather well in pro-
viding for local evaluation, local awareness and interest, andlocal trial. It is inter-
esting that they say almost nothing about thegeneration of new proposals; they presume

ithat uew proposals have somehow already come ntobeing. Viewed cynically, here is a
ogroup of bureaucrats preparing the system to accept, change from outside, or from the

inside when the insider hap acted like an outsider, and has alienated himself temporarily,
es I have already indicated.

Where are new ideas to be generated? More importantly, what new ideas are to be
generated? From the ASCD point of view,:it dOesn't matter where they come from -- it
matters only that the system be preapred to receive them. This point of view, while
generous and open, doesn't adequately take into account the fact that any system must
either be self-regenerating, or undergo periodic "catastrophic collapse," in the words
of J. G. Miller. There is, in the enemples from the military, government, industry,
and some school systems, an alternative.
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Little has been written of a scholarly. sort of the mechanisms such. organizations
use to insure regeneration.fram the inside...Thereare some anecdotes,. and sore accounts
in the popular press. 'Presumably, for example-, the military: constantly revises. its
strategies and basic assumptions, given the pragmatic test of battle* Similarly, corpo-
rations modify their operations, sometimes basically', given the pragmatic test of
competition in the marketplace* It is said-that one of,theJeice presidents at Minneap-
olie-Noneywell celebrates the birth of each new- idea irchis division with a special
luncheons4afore the questiOn of the practical value of the new idea hasbeen raised--
in order. to.emphasize the necessity.in the firm-for a -constant flow of newr ideas. But
business and the military have frequent feedback on their success.- Schools don't.

Given the hierarchical nature of the school system, and the lack of immediate feed-
back on its success, perhaps the difference between the non-innovative majority of the
schools end the innovative minority lies in the. attitude toward innovation of the chief
administrator. It seems apparent that in the smaller schoolsystems where most innova-
tion takes place, the administrator ordinarily show* such an attitude. Probably because
of the smaller size of such systems, his attitude can be more immediately communicated
to the staff than would be likely in larger systems. Certainly, the official at the top
of tho power structure in any organization is, among other things, the one in charge of
the official reward system. What he rewards, goes.

There ii more than this involved, however -. at least in the accumulated experience
of school people. In addition to a benign attitude toward new things, some skill is
required. Here is some' hard-won common sense, based on such experience:

1. No innovation exists if a teacher can't do it.
2. Training and familiarity have to precede evaluation.
3. Pilot trials require as much preparation as large-scale trial's.
4. A universal floor under the quality of educational practice can be

established and maintained. Universal practice cannot be. Beware lest
the floor appear to represent your aspiration -- don't let the floor
become the ceiling.

5. Invention Will reliably proceed from understanding.

These common sense principles arise from an underlying conviction in the school
systems where innovation takes place: the conviction is that people generally mean well,
are essentially rational, and seek to preserve self-respect. The solution in principle,
then, to the problem of building a self-regenerating school system, can be stated quite
briefly. A self-regenerating school system must have an administrator who apsumes that
the school staff consists overwhelmingly of people who mean well, intend to be rational,
and are as self-respecting as the system allows them to be. JO. has to see to it that
novel ideas are consistently awarded in ways congruent with these convictions. Novel
.ideas, to become innovations (and we muse here that no innovation exists until it has
"taken hold" -- which is to say, no innovation exists until it exists) have to be
carried forward through a comprehensive strategy in which all the elements are executed
with care and thoroughness. Where these condition. are mit, one has a self-regenerating
system.

It will be noted that this summary statement say. /noting about money. It is not
intended that it should; too many schools have innovated successfully without large
amounts of money to make any such generalization hold. Professor Mort, for all his
brilliance, never seemed to have realized that the iMportant findings were on the edgos
ofhis data The commonplace finding that educational quality is a function of cost
was always prejudicial to the researcher; it kept him from paying close attention to
the exceptions. Springfield,' Missouri, was an innovative school system during the long
tenure of its great superintendent, Harry P. Study, despite the fact that it wan always
a relatively poor system financially. Sixty yeats ago, the San Francisco Normal School
was a center of educational innovation, despite what ve would say mourner. nearly
impossible fiscal conditions. Winnetka was anInnovatins school system.when Washburn.
was there. Nobody has asked in meaningful texts how this could be; the custom is to
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mutter "charisma, " or some other incantation, and to dismiss this cluster of cases as
if each were unique.

The concept of a comprehensive strategy in a climate of self-respect explains a
good deal of this "charieme." The men at the head of these schools were, of course,
charismatic. But to say this overlooks what they did what made up their leadership
style.

Frederick Burke, I am told, was somewhat patrician in'manner while he was president
of San Francisco Nereid School. Hors important, he had a detailed knowledge of the
teachers and students at the school, and was full of praise or scorn for them, depending
on what they did. That is, he attended closely to the reward system. Barry Study was
apparently benign; that he communicated was a passionate concern for the welfare of the
children and their teachers; nothing was too good for them; he was full of curiosity
about new things in education. In other words, he constantly reinforced the point that
innovation was lesitimati. It seems evident that knowledge about innovation can be
gathered and contemplated and that it defeats our purpose to hide behind indirect
explanations of excellence in school, whether these explanations refer the problem back
to financial support or charismatic leaders. Rational planning is possible, given the
right assumptions.

From all of this I turn to art. I shall not, in this paper, attempt to discuss
new art programs; that will be done by others closer to the field than I. However, I
should like here to place improvement in the curriculum in the Arts in the context of
the curriculum reforms of the past ten years, and then to consider what is implied by
these comments on the nature of innovation.

Without discussing the curriculum programs in detail -- those in the sciences and
mathematics, those others now emerging; in the social studies and social sciences -- it
is possible to characterise them. All of the recent curriculum redevelopment has pro-
ceeded from the assumption that the ways of creating knowledge in each field are also
ways of learning peculiar to the field -- that a subject taught in school should be
consistent with the logic of its underlying discipline. It follows that the Ways of
knowing, in each discipline we offer in school, must be taught in school with such
modifications as the life experience of the learner makes necessary.

Accordingly, the new curricului programs are method- and inquiry-centered, not
product-centered. Facts and information were never considered sufficient for teaching,
but most teaching, we recognise now, has been centered on facts and information. The
new programs seek to have the students discover the necessary facts and information
through a process of inquiry. Moreover, the new programs seek to confront students with
the primary reality peculiar te each field. The student-historian studies the primary
documents; the student- chemist spends more time in the laboratory than in class -- or
at least as much. The student-mathematician begins with the elemental logic of the
field, which is, after all, a field made up of pure logical systems. To put the matter
differently: the new programs seek to put in the hands of the student the intellectual
tools of the field itself.

It would seem, at least to one outside the field of art education, that thus'
conditions have been met in the elementary art program as proposed by dial prorsasional
leadership. It is commonplace for elementary art programs to assume thetas student
is to take a producer's view of art, not a passive consumer's vi to is to stake, not
to copy the makings of others. He is confronted with the iIht of truth" of art from
the very outset: that is, he is, from the beginning, poefronted with a blank surface
and some media, or with some unsculptured space sedofhe means to receipt it. Skilled
art teachers have, since the TWentita4 kno,olereat deal about what to do after this
early encounter, in order' to keep it elieeand ovoid* in meaning. Neither the nature
nor the validity of this aeproach44010tres further demonstration here. To put the
matter differently; the firstorigkirasent of innovation, a well workid out design, has
been complete for the eloalitary art curriculum for at least two generations. The fact
that sound elementary art teaching is widespread in our country and in the world suggests
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that the other requirements for an effective innovation strategy have, in general, also
been met.

To say this is not to imply that no further innovations are required in the field
of art education. For one thing, as art educators know, the "local awareness-interest"
aspect of a comprehensive innovation strategy requires constant attention in Local school
systems. I shall not labor this point further here, however; it is evident, and it is
not central to the problem of new innovations in art dducation.

What is more central is the possibility that the field of art education is still
incompletely designed. The conception of the elementary art curriculum seems consistent
with the thrust of more recent curriculum development, if one takes its whole purpose
to be the development of an artiet. But is this sufficient?

What, one might ask, of titexistence of art objects made by professional artists?
Is the student to gain all his knowledge of these outside of school? Is he to be given
no disciplines, productive view of existing art objects? The present art curriculum
implies that this is to be the case.

I shall use this question as a kind of exercise to illustrate the application of
the somewhat abstract discussion of innovation earlier in this paper. Tb use it this
way implies a certain gratuitousness on sy part, since this statement is addressed to
art edecators who are familiar with the issues involved. Nevertheless, in order to
bring this whole affair home, I shall proceed to risk whatever naivete shall appear in
the subsequent discussion, a discussion which, it is hoped, will serve some larger good.

The first thing to recognize about any curriculum proposal is, as has been stated
above, its relevance to the underlying intellectual field it represents. In the case
of art objects, I shall arbitrarily name the field: art criticism. Tb say this is to
assert that there is a meaningful difference between art criticise and the production of
art objects -- as indeed there is. No one knows better than the critic that the artist
and the critic are different types -- even when the artist turns critic, or the critic
turns artist. The production of an art work and the experiencing of someone else's art
work are entirely different affaies. For purposes of the present discussion, we shall
assume that they are, in the last analysis, unrelated to one another except that they
may both have to do with the same object. Tb say that is not to destroy the argument:
an artist and a sociologist might both report on Grand Central Station at five o'clock
in the evening, but that would not of itself relate art and sociology.

The first thing to recognize about the criticism of an art object is that it is
not you. It is, as has been pointed out, radically other than you. While your engage-
ment with it -- its immediate effect on you, and what it calls up of your experience --
is of importance, there are this's of considerably greater importance: all those things
that have to do with the fact that it exists independent of your npperience of it The
radical otherness of things is difficult to accept, especially for children. If, there -
ore, one were to attempt designing an innovation that sought to introduce to children
the possibility of art criticism as a valid way of knowing art, one of the first tasks
would be to deal with the fact that art objects exist, whether your know it or not, and
that their existence is in no way contingent on yours. One might ask, "as a teacher,
what is it that one can do that will bring homes the realisation of radical otherness?"
I shall not attempt to answer the question here, except to suggest that the answer
might be in terms of art objects as well known as the Sphinx., or the es, or nal,
or any other famous, high-and-far off art object.

Next, one must ask what the nature of an imaginative critical act is. In a study
of the teaching of literature we are currently carrying on, we have found that four
categories of critical elements account for the corpus of literary criticism: engage-
ment-involvement, perception, interpretation, evaluation. Perhaps somewhat the same
categories apply to art criticism, though the elements within the categories would
differ. In discussing one's engagement with a work of art, perhaps one considers such
an element as one's personal reaction to its content (as one might react to the religious
content of Eleeee).
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There are moreelesents however: ono might Also consider whatiftattevokes in
one's past experience ("it's like,mrfathee)4'or one might, carry on an impressionistic
monologue. ( "loses` people shouldn't have acted Ms that "). - To, 40 all this, houresSrp is.

not to perceive the statue.; it Ls to report. its effect on one. It does not, yet, deal
with the radical otherness of this great art object.

To deal-with the otherness of Mum one must, at least, perceive it as an art
object, sem statue. In perceiving it, one might discuss aspects of the technique it
represents, the medium, the setting.. in which it is displayed, its monumental style, and

so on. Beyond perception lies interpretation:. what one takes the statue to signify.
Here, one. might discuss its mimetic character, its mythic character, its social charac-
ter. Beyond all of this is one's evaluation of it: is it a good, or mediocre, or
great, or poor, statue. Here, one seeks to state and elaborate on the premises of one's
taste; to state that the statue is good or poor in terms of some criteria, for to
criticise implies that one applies that one applies criteria -- that one cuts into the
experience in such a way as to expose it for contemplation.3

it is not my intent here to discuss further the nature of art criticism, or to
explore whatever parallels exist between criticism of the various arts, or even to pre-
sent a complete account of our study of literary criticism. Hy purpose, in the preced-
ing paragraph, has been to present enough evidence, and only enough, to support one
point: that the act of art criticism is an intellectual act, that it may be thought
about, that it is a real form of knowledgemaking, and that it exists.

Let us pretend, for the sake.of this discussion that the description of the nature
of art criticism as an intellectual act is sufficient, and that we wish to consider
seriously the possibility of replacing what we loosely call "arteppreciation" with this
more substantive material. How might we proceed?

If Miles' notion of a comprehensive strategy, together with the suppositions about
school people I have supplied, were to be applied, then several steps would have to be
taken.

First, and most obviously, t..:-. discussion of art criticism in principle that I have
presented would have to be clarified, expanded, and improved upon. Above all, it would
have to authenticated; that is, we would have to be satisfied that it accurately repre-
sents the view-of responsible art critics concerning the nature of art criticism. (In
the case of the study of literature, we found that this could be done, and fairly.
quickly -- it took only the better port of a year). But to do this, Zhile it might be

of some use to the field of art criticism, would not yet to be to have done anything
pedagogically. To design an educational innovation means to conceive of it in pedagog-
ical terms. In order to fill out the educational design, therefore, we would have to
hypothesise teachers, and learners, and teaching materials, and lessons.

The design of such pedagogical proposals has, in the case of the new curriculum
proposals, been undertaken by teams of scholars and teachers, working together for
substantial periods of time, trying ideas and teaching sequences first in the abstract,
then on representative classes. Some such enterprise would, no doubt, be required if a
design (or a series of designs, as in ISM Biology) were to be qualitatively adequate.

Bert, perhaps as the design period came to an end, we would attempt to build local
awareness and interest in the new possibility. Tb do this requires a sensitive aware-
ness of the predispositions of laymen and professionals toward the field in question.
In the case of art, the professional art teachers have been upon occasion both canny
and naive in this respect. It is canny to display children's art work; it is also
valid, for the making of an art object is a public act -- most art work exists to be
displayed publicly. But the discussione.of art work by professional art educators have
often been incoherent and obscure, fron!tha point of view of those whose awareness and
interest they seek to arouse. First, tbe,fleture of art experiencing (one would quickly
learn that "art criticism" is so widely niliundsrstOod as to abort all discussion) would
have to be conveyed in ordinary language, botfito teachers and to laymen. Our American
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attitude tOVard.cirt objettirris ambivelenti so grant thai their status as representative
of high csltUre; but vs don't rutty as a' peoPle ,4 'that they are worth 'the pro -
longed lttentiink serious We.. .think of arty at-ylay;' but our Puritan' heritage
&island. of us nOirpleir, but work.. When, 'ie& art, educators, we seek to create local.
awareness and interest, we have to **lot to teach dos yublis aoisething would know,
if our predecessors had been doing what we propose to do -- that the appreciation of
art is 'a serious intellectual affitir We .probably wbutillututi to finitwaysi of talking
to anlieedUCated public of sousthing Inhighbrouracrthevelation between art and life.
There Could be.mOre, however. Teachers not only requitirconvincingthatanything new
is worthwhile; they also need to be convinced thatircen be taught.' Demonstrations,
motion Pictures opportunities. for teachers to practice, all would be required, if the
teacher is to believe that the new thing an be taught.

ate turn to local visitation. Somewhere in the localities one at a anal pilot
trials would have to be set up, to see whether the new curriculum could be taught
locally. It is to be expected-theUchen anything new is tried.in a locality, it will
require some modification. Mb design is so thoroughly engineered as to require no
local adjustment. However, the more thorough the engineering (what we have called
design in these pages) the less the difficulty is caking local modifications-, and the
less likely such local codifications art to mierepresiont(or destroy) the basic intent
of the new curriculum program. Moreover, if local evaluation isto be more than
impressionistic, meanc.fotemaing it adequate should be provided in the original design.
It is reasonable for teachefe to as "hew am I to know that the new project is working
as it is supposed tol" Remember, we are assuming that the local teacher is as reason-
able as the system permits him to be. .

Local trial, which will follow from local evaluation, ordinarily requires some
form of in-service preparation of the teachers. The evaluation should anticipate this
need, including in its scope some exploration or perhaps experimentation with various
modes of in-service educatiOn. Local trial, on system-wide scale, requires that the
system itself be modified to accept the new program: time and funds, facilities,
staffing, and materials all must be anticipated.

In the preceding paragraphs I have remit to come to the most practical level
possible in a paper of this kind. My 'meat has been to spell out the application of a
comprehensive strategy for one curriculum innovation In enough detail to permit the
experienced art educator to criticiite it. Wow strong impression is that, despite the
fact that Professor Hiles' comprehensive strategy is itself only a proposal, it tends to
call up the steps and the questions that would indeed be required by any actual innova-
tion. In so doing, it is interesting that one is carried far away from the reliance on
exhortation that has characterised so many attempted innovations during the past two or
three generations.

The difficulty with the tradition of curriculum development of the Thirties and
Potties, in the light of these remarks, was that it did not pay sufficient attention to
basic design and engineering, and to the need for carefully developed pilot trials. It
did take en opastStle view of teachers 0- which some of the current curriculum innova-
tors don't seem to know enough to share. Mot its V1011 of their capacity to 'design new
curriculum programs, based only on exhortation and a few guide Uses, looks inadequate --
at least, In hindsight. WO are in possession of far more powerful means now. Perhaps
using these means biesiesitively, Profesiorldert's famous fifty year lag can be Shown to
be not inevitable, as Professor )lost thought, but the result of primitive innovative
strategy.
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EXCERPTS FROM THE DISCUSSION WITH MR. FOSHAY:
Audience: What you have done and are doing for us was showing how intelligence can beinitstuttohalized in a syltem, ins podia structure; and I suspect that that is Where theDewey analysis., and those that followed him, did not go. I would like to applaud that pro-posal.
Mr. Foshay: I don't see any fundamental disagreement between the serious proposals ofthe progressivAc2s and this set of proposals. Not at all. I do think it is not just a shift inemphasis NC on addition, as I gather you do also. I would like to comment on somethingI think I've .carned in this connection. We had a very dramatic series of events at OhioState University in 1956, a series of faculty seminars which lasted all year long. In theone in which I was involved, the question of method of intelligence came up.; and a bacteri-ologist in the group said, "What do you mean by that?" This was simply another universeof discourse from his point of view, really qnite strange. It sounded like educational jar-gon. Harold Alberty offered a couple of comments. Alberty is among other things a mag-nificent teacher, and he really taught this concept in about ten minutes. When he was allthrough, the bacteriologist said a very interesting thing. "Yes, I recognize that. Ofcourse, as a bacteriologist I don't work that way. To reduce what research in my fieldconsists of, considered now as a logic of acting as a bacteriologist, to reduce it to thosestatements wholly overlooks the problem of unknown variables." It just doesn't deal withthem. In bacteriology, and I guess in the biological sciences and in general in the beha-vioral sciences, the problem of the unknown variables operating in a situation that ischanging is very prominent indeed. Now, that was a very serious comment in terms ofmy own intellectual growth, I must say, for I have thought about it a lot since, for what isthe method of intelligence? It's a meta method; it is a way of talking presumably aboutthe way the human mind works in a way that rises above any particular act. But the pro-blem is that it doesn't help you to do anything in particular, and particularity has to bepresent. I offer this because I suppose there will be those who don't agree.

Audience: In terms of the values of innovation you describe, how would you characterizeTirfier(7. Conant's activity and impact upon education?
Mr. Foshay: Conant's strategy, Conant's approach to coming to an understanding of theAmerican high school, you recall, was to spend a year or two visiting in high schools all
around and listening pretty hard to what the people in them said. It wasn't a very well-organized body of data, but he got a lot of impressions. I suppose that what he proposedthen would be called design. What he proposed was intended to be a collection of practicesthat exist. Therefore, they are practical; they can work, and which when put togetherany place, in his opinion, would result in a better high school. The other thing he did inhis design is represented by the twenty points at the end of the book, and this he puts inbold face. This is simply to maks it very clear what he is up to. I call that design, too.The Carnegie Corporation now turned to the mass media with enormous skill and createdvery great awareness and interest, and stopped right there. So, as a result you get thiskind of thing because of the great local pressures. A lot of powerful people in local schoolsystems acted upon the school system to make it change--what you get is a slavish imita-tion of this design; and there are Conant high schools all around the country. This dis-tresses Conant to no end, of course; he didn't want slavish imitation. He knows more thanthat, but that's what you find. To put it one other way. Maybe a word that catches up thegeneral meaning of this strategy is the word engineering. The better engineered, the morefully developed in terms of materials, testing, teaching approach, illustrative practiceand the like, the more fully developed any of these proposals is the more available it is forlocal trial. Well, the most available part of Conant's proposal is his proposal dealing
with academic guidance and it is interesting that this is the particular practice that hashad the widest spread of impact.
Audience: I have been making an informal study of some of the hurhaitLes progriscondary grades. I wonder how you would describe curriculum intro on in thIt seems to me to be a mixture. I think the schools, in one sense, are running ahead ofthe universities. The teachers for these programs are not coming from us. I don't knowof any college or university that is preparing teachers for these programs. Some of themhave been John Hay fellows, who have gone away for a year and have had a good dose oflearning and have come back and want to do something different. In these humanities
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programs they do everything from natural science to philosophy to painting. Would you
comment on, this general situation
Mr. Feshat: I wish I MOW much more about specific programs. They seem to be woolly
as indeed your account of them suggeSt they are; and I agree the teachers aren't being pre-
pared to deal with these things. I would like to describe a project that I am full of right
now that is one of these and illustrate at least in some degree, the design problem as we
see it. This is a project dealing with children's reactions to literature. Let me see if I
can put this briefly. In the spirit of the contemporary curriculum program, if you be-
come interested in clarifying a problem area as ill defined as the study of literature in the
secondary or elementary school, the first thing you have to do is to ask whether it's possi-
ble to put the knowledge this field represents in order, or whether indeed there is an or-
dering of it that makes it possible to teach, whether this exists somewhere. To do this,
you have to decide on what the conventional scholarahip and what the conventional scholarly
name for the area is. In this case then, I have the help of a brilliant young man at Barnard
College. I asked him the kind of stubborn question that an educationist can ask these days,
you see. "Tell me, sir," said I, "I have a major in English and I have some old knowledge
in this area. Tell me now what this field is." In the course of a year he performed a tour
de force. He did set it forth. We convened a panel of very eminent people to go over his
analysis of the field, as it stood at that point, and to be critical of it. It has been modified
in time with their criticisms and others. I will simply say that I will tell you all about it
in the length of four hours if you want to hear that there is a way of stating the organisation
of the field of literary criticism mow that didn't exist a year ago, and that it is understand-
able to laymen and satisfactory to the people in the field. What Purvis did--Allen Purvis
is the name of this man I have been praising--what he did was to decide that there is a
finite number of elements, cognitive elements that critics, all critics, use. They don't
all use the same ones, and certainly they don't make the same points or use the same con-
figuration. But, it was possible to have an exhaustive and neutral statement of what the
elements of criticism were. One makes neumetic statements, one makes statements about
social or moral plausibility or acceptibility, etc. There are seventy of these. Some of
them are not critical. When we applied this to children, we found that they were saying
things that appeared in no critical schema like the criticism of a story by William Carlis
Williams, because the dialogue didn't have punctuation marks. This upset them no end.
Now, these elements can successfully be divided into four general categories, and the
categories can be called in ordinary language: those elements that deal with my engage-
ment with the work of art--when I talk about the way in which it hits me, I really talk
about me. Second, those elements dealing with my perception of the work of art--what I
think in itself it really is. Third, those elements that deal with what I think it signifies- -
its meaning; it can be typological, or psychological, social. Finally, those elements
that deal with my evaluation of it--how good I think it is, and why. We seek in this project
now not to deal with the teaching of taste, but with the development of the premises of
taste, the deepening of this Wad of awareness. I was using that of course in the illustra-
tion in the unread portion of the paper in supposing that literature was like painting, in
some degree, and that some such approach might be profitable.
Audience: When you were putting together the trends in curriculum research with the his-
tories considerations in this century, the thought, occurred to me that perhaps in times of
threat art education turns to emphasizing creation, while in times of non-threat it em-
phasised appreciation. In a new frontier we emphasize creativity; in a great society we
would look for appreciation skills.

Foshay: That's interesting. I have this that I would add to it. I go back to the
thirties as you sir do not. Forgive me for pulling gray hair. I remember very well the
discussion of the art educators whom I knew at that time about what they were doing. They
were relying, of course, primarily on notions of child development as related to artistic
behavior. Now, I have a hunch about this based on those memories. They felt under
threat then. We were in poverty, and frills were being cut out, and in our puritanical
society art is a frill because it sounds like play and our society believes in work. This is
the tradition. This is not the way we act, but this is the way we talk all the time; and we
make some public decisions this way. My impression was at that time then that their re-
action to that serious threat--the threat of being wiped out locallywas to get into the
main discussion; and that's where the main discussion was. In my view now, they



seriously distorted the field itself by making it a kind of symptom of child development,
coming at it, psychologising it. This happened fa many fields. It also happened in music;and the creative music movement of the very early thirties and late twenties died on thevines, It Was one of those innovations thst just never got anywhere , when intrinsically itwas quite possibly the most important thing musicians could have been doing.
Audience: In your terms, a powerful outside force is advocated here, which is called a
con i'l-TriTir studying and doing something. What in your experience would make a center ameaningful operational system, especially in the appreciation area which you have beenfollowing,
Mr. Foshay Very quickly I would think that the center would have to make proposals that
would be salivate for local school systems to act on. In the case now of art appreciation,
my impression is that a problem similar to that in the study of children's responses toliterature and in the field of litvary criticism does indeed exist. That is to say that ithas not been necessary for the major critics in this area to try to conceive of their fieldin this fashion as the historians have a field called,historiography. There is no equivalentfield that I am aware of in criticism. Something like this sort of field would be required.Now I should think it would be more reasonable to undertake that kind of difficult work withthe high level and rather scarce people that you have to work with in a center than it wouldbe in a local school system. But beyond this, one might develop a more adequate concept-ual design of the curriculum innovation. Beyond this, I think it would be a function of acenter, quite a proper one, to provide the tools and maybe the means for dealing with these
other aspects of innovation. One of the failures repeatedly in curriculum innovations hasbeen the failure to provide the local school system with the adequate means for evaluatingthe innovation in its own setting. This leaves the school system evaluating it--as of courseit must evaluate it--in its own terms, largely intuitive, impressionistic, sometimes poli-
ticalthe school system politics, politics within a system. These are rather poor waysto evaluate. So, I repeat, I think it would be quite proper for a center to try to work withall of these phases of a strategy.
Audience: In your paper, where you were discussing Daniel Griffiths' ideas, you make the

eThlnent that school systems are hierarchical. It follows that change can flow down
through the system very much more easily than it can go up through it. Then later you say
that the more hierarchical the structure of an organisation the less the possibility of
change. Can you comment on these,
Mr. Foshou These are different points, of course. The relationship is simply in hier-
archical structure. You assume a multi-level hierarchical system which focuses up tosome office at the top. Griffiths is saying, given this system-- and school systems areall like this, of course, as indeed any complex social organism is--given this situation,
if you want to introduce a change at the bottom, you had better introduce it at the top. Ifyou try to introduce it at the bottom, the reward system is unattended to; and it's verylikely to die. This matches our experience. That is a different point from the other one
which is: the more complex the hierarchial structure, the less likely the whole structureis to change. And one reason for this, as be indicates, is the interplay of dynamic, and
he might have said more or less autonomous, subsystems within a large-scale, hier-
archical complex structure.
Audience: I guess what bothers me is that you seem to say that you have to have hierarch-
Tatrrfstructure to have change, but if you have a lot of it, you can't have any change.
Mr. Foshay: That's right. It says both of those things.
Audience: I wonder if you could shift this slightly to a very real problem for the members
of this group. ..I am sure you are aware that we are here as a subgroup of a much largergroup. Now, we have the task of relating this to a larger society made up of classroomteachers, art supervisors, city directors. Can you give us any clues about working in a
system where I think we all rather feel we haves big job of innovation to do?
Mr. Foshay: What I would say, you already know that much arises directly out of one's
experience and common sense. The other ten per cent would have to do with innovations
from the professional association which don't catch. It seems to me that it is typically,
because the professional association has not dealt effectively with what the teacher is
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STATEMENTS BY SPECIALISTS

Mt. Rosenberg: I would like to congratulate the management on the thoroughness with
which we have been processed. I feel as though I am going back to New York in various
packages of bacon, bone fertiliser and other commodities which have been gotten tut of
us by a whole series of operations. At first we were asked to write a paper, then we
read the paper, then the paper was questioned from the floor, then we met with various
groups and various groups met with us. We met individually with various groups and we
got on television, I mean, there's no end to this. It shows that attention was paid to
us. We have to feel satisfied, which I do. Seriously, I can't imagine a more eipres-
sive way of slicing up somebody's mind if you are going to use it for any purpose at
all.

I want to add one thought before I leave, I think I've said enough about art, anti-
art, the usage of art and the dangers of having art education without art. But during
the course of some of the discussion yesterday, it suddenly occurred to as that one of
the things that people rarely think about is what you might call the "seamy" side of art
which may be one of its greatest resources in teaching kids. We have tended, especially
in this country, to think of art as something very "noble." Remember that President
Eisenhower said that very strongly when he compared modern art to a can of paint run
over by a truck, and he felt that art ought to be more "noble." He said ("mother-like"
great art. He didn't care for the sort of daily traffic that art had gotten into. Now
I think in that statement he was reflecting a kind of secret aesthetic that prevails in
the United States, whether or not this is expressed explicitly by critics. And I think
there are some critics who actually do take that view. They want art, in other words,
to be an "ideal creation." And that's what makes it difficult to teach. This "ideal
creation" is just as boring to kids as any other "ideal creation" with which they deal
in classrooms.

Fortunately, art in the last fifty years has a strong strain of juvenile delin-
quency in it, that is, it started fifty years ago exactly, the period of the start of
the Dada movement, which was a movement of the start of juvenile delinquency in college
humor, responding to world-wide catastrophy. There is a great deal of emotional under-
current in everybody's life, beginning at some unspecified age, which is a response to
this state of /affairs. There are also all kinds of psychological disturbances, social
disorders, ethnic problems, all of the things you people have been talking about -- all
of these things are in modern art and it is in the art of the last fifty years, partic-
ularly, the art since World War I, 1914. Now if you start talking to kids about those
feelings which are inherent in modern art, I thin% you can even go back to the Greeks
because they had troubles of their own. So, if you start with those beautiful Greek
monuments and start explaining them in termP'of form and grace, the kids don't know that
it has anything to do with them.

In other words, the message
with every child that comes into
a teacher or the ultimate object
sic content of contemporary art,
much.

that I want to leave with you is: modern art has to do
your class, whether that youngster is going to become
of the teaching, so the more you know about the intrin-
the easier this job is going to be. Thank you very

Mr. &wow: I'd like to underline Hal Rosenberg's view of our responsibility, all of
us, to contemporary art especially, and at the same time, suggest that one of the
greatest difficulties which we have had to face in the last fifty years in this country,
as far as I can judge the educational growth. The problem is that instead of really
seeing what is happening in modern art and in addition to that, looking to the past fey
some sense of measure, we've grown further and further away from artists and what they
do and what they have done. So I think it is very important for us to restore that
sense of real measure to whatever tasks we face individually in trying to work out
curriculum and testing measures and better teaching conditions.
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I have so44 the suggestion that one way to approach this is to 'Actually look at
what artists are doing and how they do it and, furthermore, to in some circumstances, I
would even say in :many circumstances, if possible in the future, bring certain aritsts
to the classrcom, to the school. slow, this means studying what those conditions of
making art happen to be now when the artists are not in the school in order not to kill
the whole proems when their environment is changed. In the course of the discussions
here I have learned a great deal by listening to you people who deal in areas I know
absolutely nothing about -- areas having to do with school environment, social environ-
ment, etc. which, to a certain extent I only know indirectly, as I respond intuitively
as an artist, to those forces. Now I am beginning to see what an enormous job this is
in trying to work out a better school situation with respect to our subject. It has
become clear to as in the past day that we may be faced with an almost insuperable
situation, it might be an ultimate dilemma, namely, that if art is produced, and
apparently it has been, in this country, in great abundance and vitality as in the last
fifteen or twenty years, we discover as Harold Rosenberg said, that some aspects of it
may not correspond to what we would like to think of as the "nice" side of life, that a
pretty studio, bright sunshine, politeness and good upbringing 'on't necessarily have
anything to do with it. In fact, sometime they have the opposite to do with it -- they
kill it.

I don't want to suggest that by opposite reasoning, therefore, you have to be a
juvenile delinquent to be an artist and we should encourage this kind of thing in
school, but that we should pay very careful attention as to what kind of environment
world art is being produced in right now and has been in the last twenty years of
vitality here so that in trying to model programs after these factors, if we can isolate
them, we don't unconsciously change the circumstances and then throw up our hands and
wonder why it hasn't worked. In short, it may be that we have got to find out whether
ert can be taught in the school system as the school system as an environment exists.
This ie a problem that needs testing and some of you have encouraged me to pursue this
and I, in my proposal now have begun'to think that maybe this is the way to focus upon
the idea that art should be brought into the school system. Putting it another way, if
an artist has been teaching in a slum area and has been doing marvelous work it is con-
ceivable that if you brought this same fellow or girl into the school, any school, the
most welcoming school in the world, the performance level would drop drastically largely
because of the set-up of the environment. Its specific requirements regarding time,
the regimentation of students attention and to time groups and just the appearance of
the walls. That the janitor tells you you shouldn't put paint on the walls, for instance,
is something that very powerfully the conditions of art and these things may be sweep of
inquiry such that, if, as I begin to suspect but can't prove it yet, these talented
teachers that I'm thinking of were brought into the school there would be absolutely no
more use for the teachers that are there already. This is a terrible supposition but if
it's so, that means that we have got to rethink the whole problem of how art can be
taught if, indeed, it can.

In other words, this is one last thought; if school children in primary and second-
ary schools are to be introduced to art, both, I think, on a historical level and
appreciative level and a productive level, can it take place in the circumstances that
we now know as the school environment or will it be necessary to de it somewhere else
as an adjunctive educational program? If that's the case how do you go about doing
that? So I leave here more perplexed than I was when I cause. But, I don't know whether
this is lad. Thank you.

M. Twain: I don't like Harold Rosenberg's metaphor about being packaged on two grounds
-- First, my eth class forbids me from thinking of myself in terms of being made into
bacon. Secondly, I prefer to think of the more active role, you know, when we had the
joyful implication of having serviced the audience, rather than having been packaged
by the audience. I think one of the over-all perspectives I have finally achieved at
least provisionally during this conference is, well, I used to vary between the state-
ment that "I know what art is but I don't know what I like" or "I know What, I like but
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I don't know what art is." New I'm prepared to say that I don't know What art is and I
don't know what I like, but I know its good for me. So if it's good for as it has to be
good for you and for everybody else, too. That really is the framework from which I
approach the task of art education.

Recapitulating some of the statements I made earlier to the effect that the.aelec-
tion and determination of the purposes and goals in art education is unavoidably, as in
all value questions, a matter of the human's exercising option in choice. It's not
given in the nature of things. It's not like that to which woad be susceptible to if
youusedthe definition that the pig is rightly called because he is such a dirty beast.
Thers4l'ho such ontology of art education and I suspect that the best'procedure one can
eater Spoil in determining goals and purposes of art education is to ask what one himself
wishes to do as an art educator and do that. But, in the conferring with colleagues one
has to scan the limits, the varieties of things that colleagues are interested in sta
well agOhit one is interested in. I note that three major emphases seem to e'brace the
field'ai has been stated before, but these are worth restating. The purposes for edu-
cation in art are (1) to learn about art and have the experiences that come from knowing
art, (2);-to learn about ones self and life and to have the experiences of development
that:conk:from that range of exposures whether they be through great works of art or
whethefothey be from manipulating clay or feeling surfaces or discovering the capacity
of-transacting ones self with some version of the environment in a way that no other
'subject. Ritter makes possible, and (3) is to use both those experiences and the exposure
to gieetwOks of art in order to learn about human history and civilization as a record
of whiihumans have tried, have achieved and have failed.

It seems to me to be very interesting and important that these three purposes too
gether can be made fully consonant with the ethic of general education in a democratic
society, and in no other kind of society, when they're taken together. When one intro-
duces the use of art education through a variety of means of in order to bring children
to a more full awareness of themselves and their capacities it opens up dimensions of
being which they have not experienced before, which once known are never forgotten.
However, if unpracticed they may be and. that may be the crucial part of the art educa-
tion experience, just as you never forget what happened to you when you played right or
when you made love right. I think you never forget what happened to you When you were
spontaneous and lost self-consciousness and related yourself to materials in ways that
you had never done before. That range of functions I have described as the development
from the elaboration of the self make art education consonant ulth general education in
the democratic society, a constant derivative there from and supportive thereof. This
provides the model and suggests some of the conditions under which generally equal edu-
cation for all children could be equally appropriate education.

Hence, equal education for all children at the highest level of possible quality
could be achieved by our schools given certain other facilitating material and conditions.
I take as a given that in the attempt to achieve these purposes there is a natural
variability of talent, interest and sensibility and that, therefore, different levels of
expectation are perfectly appropriate. As Sidney Hill put it -- they are not the least
bit anti-democratic so long as they are not used for a basis for discriminating who shell
be rewarded within,in the system and who shall be given opportunities within the system.
This perspective on differences in capacity is a valuable guide. It is valuable as one
holds it in the back of his head, and never consciously operates as though it were so,
but operates with just the opposite, namely, that there are no known limits on any of
the children. For, indeed, we do not know enough to be able to say that we can't
suddenly, in each child's biography, find a multiplying effect which suddenly lifts him
to a horizon of possibilities which he had never seen before.. I think that this is a
very romantic version of the unflowering and the opening and the multiplying rate of
development of the child -- its the kind of emotion that is indispansible for a child
to know that you care about him and second, for a child to feel that he himself can
grow. Those are two indispensible conditions for growth itself.

I mention as another given the fact that the major impact of the institutions of
the outside world tend in the direction of formalization, restriction and banalizetion
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of capacity, taste and sensibility. The child is likely to find that he undergoes de-
education end he may decrease in his own capacity to react in an individual in a unique
and gratifying way.

Another.of the obstacles in our path, however ideally we conceive of the pUrposes
of education is that in a democratic society primary and secondary education have been
put in the context of being almost totally instrumental to tertiary, education whose
purposes itself have not been stated. Tertiary, in this'case, means the college or
university level. Thiscan be the death of education since if you are always studying
something in order to be *Me to achieve a purpose extrinsic to what you are studying
for, much of the value of what you are studying and being erposed to is lost. Those who
are'concerned and involved in art education, or education for creativity, or education
for art, or education through art for life, must face the realization that the inetru,-
mental approach simply destroys the possibility of achieving any of the three majdr
purposes of art education. You cannot succeed in art education if you see it.as simply
instrumental to external or extrinsic achievements, or if yen are concerned primarily
with rewards, or if you try to introduce any measure of co4etitive evaluation and
attach moral tones of approbation and disapprobation to the better and worse products.
These intrinsic features of art education, its consonance with democratic purposes, its
consonance with the notion of the rightness equality of education for all, regardless
of the differences of talent, it seems to me, give us the kind of psychological armor
thet one needs in the period when the whole enterprise of art and art education are
still extremely unfashionable. Art education does not seem to stand a chance in the
competitive struggle with other so-called more useful subjects as they compete for time,
money, effort and energy in school systems.

The fact that different percents of the population will reach different intensities
and levels of the various goals need not defeat us at all any more than it would be
right to feel defeated simply because by the 12th year of education some people are able
to do advanced calculus and others are unable to add a grocery bill. Shall we say the
education is valueless because we have achieved differential amounts with different
persons.

It seems to as there is no point in trying to get concensus as to what is the
proper amount of emphasis among the three goals of art education. It depends on ones
own individual interest and how he wants to relate in the classroom. The means toward
these ends individually, the kind of constellation and balance of emphases that an
individual teacher wants to give, is the agenda of research in art education. That's
the general agenda but how do you get there? That has been the core of the knotty
problems to which none of us from the outside can contribute very much in terms of
direct personal experience except from our own knowledge of general education, but
that's no more than what most of you have about education.

You are the specialist in the means and that obviously cells for a continuing
program of interplay between art educators and the research community, art historians
and incidentally artists. I see a very special and different role for artists in this
interaction as against the research community, art educators, and art historians. By
art historians, I mean so far as I can tell, solely Joshua Taylor and one or two others.
He is going to be a very busy man at many conferences. For role of the artist I don't
mean to suggest a secondary, ancillary or tangential one,. but we ought nOt to expect
artists to be able to talk well about Whet they do. If they could then they ought to
talk and not paint. Similarly, one ought not to expect dancers or poets to be able to
talk wellabout what they are doing unless they have that unusual combination of a
critical faculty as well as a creative faculty. But the observation and the interplay
with artists is surely of great value for anybody trying to discover what the art
process is. One is going to have to deal with artists in the way that probably is
anathma to them namely, you are going to have to sample them. It seems there is an
enormous range of vae-ability in the ways in which different artists come about what
they are doing and how they conduct.,; heir enterprises. This variability in ways of
working has to be taken as one of the conditions one will find in the art community and
therefore as one relates to artists one ought not to say, "Well, if you could only spend
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one year in a studio with this man you will learn more than spending ten years with the
Whole community on I stamplins basis." That the same fallacy that some excessively
zealous psychocnalysists insist upon when they suggest that if they could only get ons
human being and get all the fundamental racial unconsciousness of all human beings. I
think this is nonsense.

Another of the elements of the research enterprise is the discovery of the modes
of interaction that are best utilized in relating the research community to art educa-
tors, to artists, to art historians. You must remember that when you get a research
problem in motion you must specify what outcomes yoU are interested in., If you say you
are interested in what is best for art education and don't differentiate which piece of
art education you are talking about, which specific salient of goals you are interested
in, you have no conceivable way of making a rational discovery of the alternative
effective means toward that end.

I will close by noting once again with great gratification the extraordinary devel-
opment that has occurred as far as I can tell, from my tangential relationship to the
field of art education in the last ten years. Part of this is not your sole credit for
there has been a general legitimation of the field of education by 'a very simple thing
called money and research support. There are other things that are to your credit --
there's an extraordinary greater amount of research seriousness in art education. There
is a much greater willingness to think and formulate clearly in verbal terms rather than
to "dance" one's impressions. That's good because you may have to start with'hancing"
but you must end up with words which express clearly, though not exhaustively the
totality of an experience. No one ever captures the totality of any experience and we
are always abstracting from experience in any intellectual effort. When you try to
intellectually construct and conceptualize the educational situation whether it be art
or other, one must settle for partial exhaustion on a specific level. We must recognize
that there are numerous levels and various kinds of holes and perspectives that one
might have adopted and one is not going to get at all of them.

More thinking and conceptualization and less "dancing" is a very salutary develop-
ment and what is correlary is that there has been a greater interest by research people
in working with those who are willing to stop "dancing." While it is aesthetically
pleasant to watch people feel, and surely you know one of the nicest feelings in the
world is to watch an absolutely inarticulate good teacher working with kids. Something
marvelous is going on. One knows it, feels it, senses it and its a great experience
but its not yet susceptible to rational discourse until one translates what is going on.
The teacher may be the one person in the world who is absolutely incapable of helping
us by saying what is going on. I think there may be an inverse correlation in being
able to do it well and being able to talk about it well, but not'necessarily.

* 'I am willing to entertain, along with Allan Kaprow, that the possibility that there
are extraordinarly limiting factors characteristic of 'the school situation as it is
presently constructed, but it doesn't take much imagination to think of ways of recon-
structing the school situation without going out of the school, in order to achieve or
at least to minimize or reduce some of the damaging influences of the school. One can
think of destroying once and forever, or obliterating the notion that all things have
to be done in a forty-two minute period. This has nothing to do with developments/
sequence in children or the development of a particular enterprise. We could destroy
forever the notion of semesters and school years which were originally designed to
allow kids to get out to plant and harvest at the right time. They were turned to an
agricultural cycle. There is nothing organic about starting school in September and
ending in June. These are ouaceptible to manipulation at least on an experimental
basis and they are part of what one has to manipulate in the process that produces
outcomes.

I end by reiterating the feeling that I have every time that I relate to people
like you and that I hope you have about yourself, however much others might try to make
you feel to the contrary, and this, again, not by way of flattery, but by way of getting
intellectual conviction on my part, that the single most important teaching that can be
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done in the schools and in primary and secondary achoo/i, the tingle most important bit
of teaching, is the teaching that goes under the name of art education. I think more
opine up by way of possibilities in a child out of a good education in the art class
under good instruction under pod circumitatices,,then in ivy other subject. Your enter-
prise is of such great importance it should be the kind of thing which cart sustain you
in the moments of greatest adversity when people tell you that you say have from 9:30
to 9:52 to teach these children how to draw with crayons.

Mr. Taylor: I have talked so much this week that I en-house - intellectually hoarseand hoarse in voice. I have enjoyed tremendously talking with you, aware that yourideas have been very different from sine, your experience far more realistic than minein dealing with teaching matters, etc. I have also been tremendously impressed at Whatstruck as at the outset as an impossible. diversion of pros:Mutes attitudes and intent.That, very quickly, we developed a means of talking together bodes exceedingly well foryour achievement.

In the first place I would like to say, again, something about history. I noticedthat you can't resist saying, When talking about my work produced before 1950, that itis the history of art you are involved with. Really all you are talking about is awork of art that was done before 1950. I don't know at what point history stops andsomething else starts -- I'm not sure What starts after history. Perhaps somethingcalled the present -- but, of course, that's an abstraction. The present doesn't exist.
If you think it does try to hold on to it. History is not a body of material, it isnot a subject matter at all. History is a discipline, history is a way of dealing with
material, I have suggested that art history's way of dealing with material has a great
deal in common with criticism, it has a greatAeal in.common with looking and dealing
with works of art individually. What the historian does is to enlarge further andfurther the chronological context, eventually arriving at a tentative organisation.
What I an terribly afraid of is that when you talk about including art history in a
program, you may be talking about the ormiggation as if it were history rather than amethod of dealing with the works. I have euggeeted I'm afraid to a tireless degree,
that What I am interested in seeing is a deielepaent of the capacity to deal with worksof the past and of the present, in a meaningful'' way -- in a way meaningful to the indi-
vidual. In this process historical organization eventually will take its place but that
is not necessarily the place you begin. The jargon associated with it most is not the
place you begin in talking about a work of art.

I would hope then, that the procedure of teaching would move towards a greater
awareness of the significance of an artistic experience, an awareness that would demanda further knowledge. I'd like to emphasise in this respect something that Harold
Rosenberg said which I have been talking about outside. I don't think I have said it
officially. One of the things that disturbs me very much is the way that much instruc-
tion in art has been organized on the assumption that art is only nicety, order, organ-izing - is somehow bringing a nice, tidy sort of design out of that which is unassigned.
This has never been the case.

Art always has been far more delinquent than; thas been far more delinquent thanit has been legal. That is one of its major virthis through history, not only just
since the first World War, although it has certainly been more avid at destroying the
simple and the conventional. It has always been that way. In fact, some works of art,
I'm sure, have been created in order to make us feel that all's right with the world.
Other work* of art have been created deliberately to make us realise that all is not
right with the world --I don't mean just the social world. I wean that there are
bothersome problems (and I don't want to define that word) that there are bothersome
things about ourselves, about the world around us. In other words, art keeps us alive.It's a little thorn that artists have a way of creating when we are walking in our bare
feet -- that is, the bare feet of our sensibility. I think that possibly that if this
is emphasized to quite a degree that we will be able to make much more contact withpeople. That is, if art is looked upon for what it provokes rather than what it hides,
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what it organises into a contained unit, we might find it a far more cOesemioetive
subject.

On an entirely different subject, I ouseted in my paper but I didn't emphasize
it. Now I want to suggest again 'that I think that as art educators you should codes
yourself, not only with the art room, and not only with wsrspecific curriculum in art
but with the responsibility of education in art as it pervaus the entire school syitem.
I know that in saying that, some of you may say we have enough to do already, and of
course you do, but that doesn't make me hesiteto at all. What I mean by this is very
simple. I have suggested that certain considerations of art belong appropriately with
history or with a study of national cultures which goes along with leaguese study, etc.
These people are already using art but because they haven't had contact with the art
staff they tend to talk about art in.terms of various sort of content qualities. In
the art rooms art is talked about in terms of entirely different qublities. I think
this is very resretable because many of these people talk about art very badly. They
tend to talk about how pretty the dresses were in the 18th century or that Roman ladies
had hairdos just like ours, etc.

I think that a corrective could be applied if you are clear in your minds what you
want to do with art. I think you should help others who are using art in the systems to
work along with you. I don't mean that they should give up talking about the pretty
dresses in the 18th century, but you can develop other ways of looking at works of art
with the students. I think that the way to look at works of art in the sociology or
history class could be much enhanced. It is usually Mulled by the cultural historian
that works of art serve as useful illustrations of the schematic devices they have
created to serve as history. That is, after youtave studied Egyptian culture you can
look st some Egyptian works Of art to prove what you have paid. This,.I think, is a
fallacious way of operating. In fact, that's not how we build history, in the first
place. Actually, if children are taught to look at works of art with sympathy and some
understanding they night discover that they learn more about the culture through the
artistic experience, which in a sense put, them there, than they do by learning through
a few paragraphs in a textbook and looking at the art simply as an illustration of the
words they have read. It seems to me that this is an important consideration for you.
You have to teach, however, the other people using art and I think this can very well be
done.

And the last point I would like to talk about has to do with this business that
most of you concerned with and that is building curricula. whenever we begin talking
about "what is art" and other fascinating subjects, somebody always says, "yos, but,
you know the many problems in grades 1 to 12." I am in absolute sympathy with this, in
fact, in far more sympathy with it than some of you. I think there has been a tendency
to think about curriculum as an art in itself. I think that's true, I think it is part
of your heritage of form making as art educators. But I want to warn you against that
because as a historian I look upon that process precisely as I look upon history. The
ultimate form, - there is no ultimate form - which you eventually decide to use always
should be a product of the procedure rather than being that which legislates the proce-
dure. In theory, I suppose, you could devise the perfect scheme and then apply it. So
far I have never met a human being, and I hope never to, who has been able so brilliant-
ly to encompass the variations of human behavior that he can prescribe a total program
which then simply needs to be implemented.

What I would suggest very strongly is that if you can sketch for your own satis-
faction a series of levels that you hope you could reach in your education of children
in art. By levels I mean levels of intellectual comprehension, which require a skill
(and I don't mean to separate skill and the level of comprehension). Sketch it in
descriptive terms rather than definitions. The word "definition" terrifies as always
because to limit, which is what a definition does, is exactly what you do not want to
do. In dealing with art it is the worst conceivable thing you can do because you don't
know what the limits of a work of art are any more than you know the limits of a child.
But you should describe, as best you can, those levels and those goals which you wish
to reach. The description can always be changed a little bit by the addition of another
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adverb or adjective. Then proceed toccata for yourself a series of "dances" which can
be recorded any, way you wont. I would suggest words as being most useful but words not
as defining but as describing the stage or the procedure. Then try them out and begin
your testing.

Vow the kind of things you need to test (obviously, I ,should tell you .. I just
learned this here this week) is at what point these various level, can conceivably be
reached and in which kinds of situations. I an very web impressed with the fact that
all schools are not alike, all neighborhoods are not alike, quite aside from all chil-
dren not being alike. I think first we must decide which of the areas we are going to
work in and then proceed to try out your descriptive levels in these specific sorts of
situations. It is only by trying to do thin that you are going to find out whether your
theory is any good so you don't spend your whole time devising your theory before you
know whether or not youzan implement it. I don't think you need to have a clear state-
ment in mind before you begin to work. You must have a clear direction in mind and then
proceed to work in order to clarify the end. I won't over stress this because it
certainly isn't any of my business except in one sense. You are dealing with works of
art and I an horrified at the notion of working by definition with works of art. I
think it can kill your subject before you have learned to treat it. I would hope that
the end product in such an education would be a person eager and interested in drawing
useful experience from art, both of the past and the present. I don't separate the two.

I'm quite aware that art being done today is different from art done in the past
because art draws from current environment, current problems. Art continuously practices
a kind of brinkmanship, and it has to. That's part of its quality and I think that your
students should learn to appreciate and value that kind of peril. I think this is 4
perilous study because you hang your whole intellectual life on it. I would hops that
the student would look toward art as an important part of his thinking life, I would
hope that this student would wind up with a thinking life that they would value intel-
lectual knowledge (and remember how I insisted that knowledge was not knowing about)
and pursue it eagerly. Now whether this is going to come about by what he does with his
hands or what he does with his head, I don't know. It is my opinion that probably both
things have to work toward this end and I would guess that the chore of your curriculum
is to figure out how you can catch the individual, whether by the hand or head and some-
how make him into a thoughtful and seeking -- and as a result -- self-respecting person.

I wish you wouldn't talk about history -- I wish you would talk about art and call
upon the art historian to help you in the teaching of art. History can help, but please
don't use history to keep art out of the school. Don't use history to stand in the way
of experience but use it to bolster, to enforce this quality of inquiry and this quality
of mind that I think are so exceedingly important, and becomes morel important with every
year.

Mk. Eisner: In the course of our conversations, different conceptions that have emerged.
One of these sees art essentially as a heritage that has been produced in a sense in
objects which contain a particular kind of essential property. Another sees art as a
quality of human experience which can be had, not only in those things we call works of
art, but in many kinds of activities, products, interactions that human beings engaged
in. It seems to me that these kinds of conceptions do indeed differ from am another
and that, furthermore, while they may have some things in common they have different
sorts of implications for what one might do with schools if one embraced either one of
these two notions. It seems to ee further that what we as art Ciucators ought to be
doing in the schools, in the teaching of art, is not going to be derived from our con-
ception of the nature of art, although that is going to have a very important effect in
terms of what we do. It is also going to be effected, and I think tremendously affected,
by the economic, political and the social changes which occur in our country.

We are operating today in a particular period of history, in a particular time and
in a particular place and sometimes I think it is difficult for us to recognise that our
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own thoughts and our own conceptions and our own needs are circumscribed by the partic-
ular period of history in which we live. t think we have something to learn from the
past, from the study of the history of education and from the study of the history of
art education. As changes in political, social and economical life occurs so do prac-
tices in education and in art education change. But not only do they change and I think
they will continue to change, Not only do I think this but that they ought to change
as one moves from one area in eat country to another, from One community to other
Communities. It may be appropriate for the kinds of things that we do in the schools as
art education to be different., I think that it is a :mistake to expect that we can form-
ulate a comprehensive, singular, notion Of 'hat ought to take place in the curriculum in
art education in American schoolil,' I think that there are many kinds of things that
Ought to take place. Somethings will be incompatible with each others. These can be

idecided if we not only examine What it is that we mean byert but who it is that we are
teaching art to, and what it is that ware using art instruction for. When we are
engaged in the problem of curriculum development and curriculum construction we need to
do this job as a job of inquiry which studies not only the nature of the subject matter
but also the particular youngsters to be served,. the kind of communities in which these
youngsters live, the kind of school programs that we think appropriate for them, so that
curriculum development in art education will not be something that is handed down from
above and, in a sense, prescribed for all youngsters. Rather it becomes something which
is developed in terms of the particular communities to be served.

With this kind of notion in mind, the development of curriculum research centers,
curriculum development centers have a job not only of coming together to formulate
curricula in committees but working intimately and cooperatively with schools and school
personnel. They must develop procedures to work out programs which seem uniquely fitted
to the particular communities in which those programs are to exist. I think there is a
wide range of justifiable options that can be selected in the development of programs in
art education. If we are successful in developing several centers of research and
curriculum development in the field of art education, I hope that the kinds of programs
that are generated in these centers cooperatively with schools and with faculties, will
differ., ay rolling up our sleeves and getting into the very difficult problem of think-
ing through in very practical terms the kinds of things we are going to be doing, the
kinds of ends we are going to be working toward, the kinds of materials we are going to
be using, the kinds of instructional strategy ue are going to be employing, we will have
an opportunity to learn a great deal about learning in art and about the kinds of things
we can do effectively. I am filled with ideas that have come out in this conference.

This conference is really a hallmark affair in American art education, as far as I
have known it. As a way of testimonial, the kinds of things that have gone on here in
the past days, I have never experienced in any of the conferences that we have had that
I have attended in this field and it seems to me that there is a very good reason for
being very optimistic about the kinds of things that are going to happen in American art
education in the coming years.

Mr. Villemain: As some of you perhaps know I am something of a turncoat in this area
as I graduated from Pratt Institute in art. For many years I have been, in one way or
another, concerned with the field of art education although I am primarily in the
discipline of philosophy. Unless I misread the history of education, I say this confer-
ence is a signal of a turning point. There has been a forward thrust exhibited here
that has been already characterized by a number of people. This suggests that some-
thing very new is going to happen. From this forward thrust there will be a more
improved and secure place for art education in American education.

I'd like to offer, some thoughts. I think you had better carefully attent to the
human resources. We are not about to retrain or provide an entirely new group of art
educators in the schools. I think you must attend, especially in'your curriculum
development centers (if we can get them) to not only curricula for the children in the
schools, K through 12, but to curricula which will retrain the teachers who are now in
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the schools. I think this needs focal attention because these Air4 the people who will
be working with.the youngsters. It won't be you, except on rare occasions. This vast
number of people who have something to do with the arts in the schools, had better be-
come the objects of some very focal attention if you are going to redder this thing more
secure. further, the task of curricula development for art teachers needs to be thought
through by a group of people such as yourselves very carefully. Think very carefully
about the curricula patterns that you, as professors of art education ment through. I
dare say few of you are proud of them and I think you would do well to think about your
replacements. We are not going to be in the schools forever so it might be of some
value to think very carefully about how future professors of art education are going to
be produced. So I urge you to not think about just One curricula pattern but I have
identified several sets of curricula that very much need %our smtention.

Now, one or two other observations that have Occurred to we. I sense what I think
I can call a bit of parochialism. It is entirely right that if you are going to further
the place of art education in the schools that you must address your attention to the
social, economic, political arena of our culture which has such an important influence
on what happens in our schools. There are competing demands upon the time, the student's
time, in the schools. Demands from every conceivable source and you know that as well
as

It seems to me that it would be exceedingly well for people in art education to
collaborate in a very intimate fashion with the people in music, dance, film and so on.
To develop curricula centers that operate independently of the other arts, I think would
be an enormous error. You have something profoundly in common with other people who
work in the universities and schools in this country, and while I do not want in any way
to be suggesting that your uniqueness be lost, I do think it would make great strength.
You would strengthen each other if you worked hand and glove with the other people con-
cerned with the various other art forms. And so I say, not to go it alone, but develop
curricula in relationship with the other arts and, of course, as Dr. Taylor was saying,
if you do not work in collaboration with people in social studies and with mathemati-
cians, etc. you may lose out even further. There are interconnections and interdepend-
encies here that can be carefully, cultivated.

About this whole research operation that is now coming into fruition in the field
of art education. I have certain misgivings about this although I, along with others
like to feel that I represent, the world of scholarship and, hopefully, of research,
the comments have been coming regularly from all sorts of sources that the function of
the university, the teaching function of the university is being increasingly. .being lost
sight of. I think we have had.a pretty dramatic exhibition of what happens in Berkeley
When students no longer are given the attention and the talents of the top-rate minds on
the university campus. Themood that is growing is "to hell with the student" and we
know it well. (Of course, it doesn't apply to anybody in this room, does it?) But I
suggest you reflect with the greatest of care upon the place of research in your own
lives and in the place of your institution. I grant you fully that grantmanship is a
new talent that we are trying to acquire and I am fully aware that administration and the
community at large is patting us on the back when we have been able to attract large
research funds and the scholarly rewards are very clear. The new word is "visibility"
when we gain visibility for ourselVes and for our institutions there are all sorts of
status returns and economic rewards that are bestowed upon us. So I urge you to be
moving into this venture in a fashion that holds clear what it is that is the long range
fundamental functions of a university which most assuredly is to contribute to research
as Gilman got started at Hopkins so many years ago. But I would also urge you to bear
very clearly in mind what this might mean for the students you do not see, do not con-
sult with, and you do not teach on your own campus.

There's another fear that I have about this research. Remember Dewey, in an intro-
duction to a volume called "Reconstruction in Philosophy," made the telling point that
philosophy for some years had been preoccupied with the professional problems of philos-
ophy and not with the problems of men. There's a kind of academicism that can come into
the research game. That you can do the wesearch and have great intellectual
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satisfactions, indeed aesthetic satisfactions from playing this fascinating game and the
consequences maY go nowhere further than the academic setting. And so I'm urging that
you be most alert to whether or not the research is going to really be significant for
furthering the overarching tpurposes that I think we have in the colleges and universities
of furthering the work ultimately of the schools at large.

Now one other dimension. It is clear that we have moved as a civilization in an
international way. VS have involvements and interrelationships in the globe that we
have never, experienced before. We have been assaulted by this; we don't know quite how
to deal with it as a civilisation. It occurs.to me that it is not merely an economic,
military and political problem that we as a nation confront. I mould like to think that
this new set of involvements-is as much a problem, is as much an affair for people in
art education, as it is for anybody else. But I don't hear art educators talking this
way and I would think they might. I don't think the problem of international relation-
ships should be reduced simply to military difficulties, economic and diplomatic and
the like. I am not aware of the Agency for International Development coming to the
field of art education and saying they need advice about what we should do with schools
in underdeveloped areas of the world and how money should be spent in these schools.
It seems to me that they are turning to people in reading, writing and arithmetic and
in vocational education. I think art educators could come up with some enormously
important recommendations about what should be going on in the schools in these under-
developed areas that we as a nation are directly responsible for. There is the other
side of the coin. In these new entanglements I suspect that in our classrooms we can
bring to youngsters some further sense and understanding of the meanings of other
civilizations and their characteristics through their art. So through some sort of
touch with other cultures, their aspirations and difficulties become more and more
clearly understood by our children. So I am asking you to address yourselves to this
new international, global, situation. I think that there is something that you can con-
tribute to this that no one else is capable of doing.

As I think back over the years since the 40's I'm aware that at art meetings have
often had recourse to the fervor of a revival meeting. This was never a substitute for
careful and fundamental analysis. As I have listened to the discussions here the
analyses that I have heard discussed did not seem to me to include one set of inquiries
thst seem to me to be of great moment and that is, what my discipline generally repre-
sents the moral inquiries.

It is not enough, it seems to me, for us to say art is good and then say it does
these following things for us. What I think we need are the philosophical analyses,
the researches into the value structures which provide the ground floor -- the defense
for -- a secure place for the art in the schools. A descriptive research, however
important it is, both in terms of what can go on and what is going on, or descriptive
research about how we get there, is not enough to render a superb intellectual defense.
I think art educators need to get involved with the research which deals with the
intellectual justifications and the intellectual repudiations of those values which
curtail and hinder an adequate place for the arts in the schools. And so, while we wust
not "dance," and we must avoid the revival meeting fervor as a substitute for intellec-
tual analysis, I hope there would be a place for our "dancing" eventually.

I think each of us "outsiders" has felt that it has been a two-way street comes
hard for me to ade.t because you see Philosophers have had an occupational hazard since
the time of Plato. They like to be considered professionals in wisdom and it sometimes
is difficult to find help from other sources if you think of yourself as a professional
in wisdom. I would like to think that it has been a two-way street and that perhaps
now, at the end of the conference for us, you would repudiate the original category --
some of us want to be "insiders."
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RESEARCH SPECIALISTS PANEL

Mr. Lathrop: Since the field of art education is completely new to me, I can speak
without any trepidation for you will, appreciate that I don't speak with any authority.
I do have some observations, however, from having set in in most of the sessions, and
you may regard them as the result of my naivete, or you may accept them as the observa-
tions of someone who has no ego involvement with the field. It seems to me, from the
conversations I have had and heard, that the field of art education has really no very
clear perception of what are its most important problems. It seems to me that I
observed people going off in lots of directions, some of which strike me as being inter-
esting but, perhaps, not very productive and if I had to assign some priorities I think
1 could classify some of the projects as being potentially much more useful to the field
than others. Now, being something of an anarchist, I don't feel compelled to follow
what is perhaps the most important direction in the field but it seems to me that the
group ought to, by consensus or otherwise, be aware of what are probably going to be
the most fruitful ways to spend their collective efforts.

I expected there would be some greater consensus about what the important problems
in art education are, than I seem to have sensed. Maybe you are all aware of them and
you're just not verbalizing them but I didn't sense that to be the case. Another prob-
lem which I perceive is that most of you are still using very amorphous kinds of terms
in describing the process of education in art and although they seem to have some gen-
eral communication value, I.still have no evidence that when two people talk about
judgmental activities in art that they have any more than the grossest idea of what each
other are talking about. There seems to be an almost unwillingness to become more
analytical about the use of terms and this may be an unfair indictment but it strikes
me that if you want to talk about very generalized, ill-defined terms as a practitioner,
that's you're prerogative; but when you begin to conduct research it seems to me that
you must force yourself to be more analytical about what you mean by various terms,
perhaps, even arbitrary, and it strikes me that that kind of a point of view has not
developed, at least among the people I have talked to. There also seems to be a con-
tinuing occupation with very broad, global issues, ones which I would content are
unresearchable, at least at the present state in the.art of research, and an unwilling-
ness to compromise with what you would like to know and what you would like to find out
under the present methodologies. I appreciate that there are big issues in art educa-
tion that you might very well like to know about but I would contend that with our
present tools we aren't able to answer them. So this is going to require some compro-
mise with what we are now able to do with what you are really interested in knowing
about. One final observation I would like to make and that came out of a question which
was asked of me. Someone ask me "What does a methodologist expect of persons in art
education?" "What kinds of skills and tools, etc., would someone like myself expect of
a person in your field?" The general answer is all I really would expect from you is
that you know rather clearly what it is you want to investigate. I don't expect you to
understand the analysis of variance, necessarily, although it might be helpful; I don't
expect you to understand scaling nor instrument construction nor a host of other tech-
nical procedures; but what I would expect is that you have a very clear idea of the
phenomenon you wish to investigate. It seems tome that is the beginning point of any
interaction between the two of us and if you are unwillidg or unable to come to a
methodologist with a fairly clear idea of what you want to investigate, then he is not
going to be very helpful. He can raise some questions which may cause you to go back
and think more critically about what it is you want to investigate but you have to bring
the substance of the problem to him and he'll help you work out an approach, not the
approach, but an approach and you will have to try it out.

Mr. Champlin: My remarks can be construed to be extensions of the 'arks just made.
My first caution is against a kind of arbitrary relativism, that is austrated, for
example, in the treatment of behavioristic psychology as a school of psychology whose
relative poiition or value is proportinate to the number of schools that make up the
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map of psychology. Happily, behaviorism from a methodological point of view, and from
a research point of view, is a methodological commitment about psychological subject
matters and pursuits and a research minded person will perhaps want to turn to that
school for that reason rather than sitting and listening to all the different schools,
thinking that the soundest and the best school will somehow ooze out of an objective
presentation of "all the different schools." So, too, with the question that was asked
of me after my presentation, that this was an interesting position of philosophy and
the individual would like to hear all the rest of the philosophical positions, but this
suggests there are no criteria for selecting from among the positions or assessing the
alternative positions in terms of what our interests are as people who want to conduct
research into the materials and the problems of art education. It circumvents the prob-
lem of evaluation and the problem of the seminar to simply think of this as an exercise
in "on-the-one-handing-it" and then "on-the-other-handing-it" through the materials
pertinent to our field. So I have a caution against what I am calling arbitrary rela-
tivism when you use the term "philosophy."

A second caution I have, I think, is a solid reinforcement of Professor Lathrop's
point, but I'm going to put it a little bit differently. I am going to start out by
making a statement that a concept about the relative value of concepts and words is it-
self a concept and subject to evaluation. That is, a concept about the relative value
of concepts is itself a concept and must meet the cannons of intelligibility in concept
construction no less than the concepts disparaged by that very statement and what is my
caution? Simply not to disvalue words and the focus upon words -- and not to disvalue
general theory construction. You know Rousseau did write somewhere in Amiel "I hate
books" but you know that was contained in a written document to he read by somebody. I
know someone who made a good deal of money on a textbook in which he wrote "throw away
the books." So, the point of the dilemma is there are people who say to you in words
and in a conceptual framework, "Let's not pay attention to words and let's not pcly
attention to general theory construction" when actually the horns of the dilemma to
be found in the fact that they are directing attention into words and into concepts,
namely those words which say you should leave concepts or you should direct your attention
away from words. So I would be very cautious about the anti-intellectualism which could
very well be reinforced in education, the germs of which are to be found in all fields,
of course. So you see I'm not charging, I'm simply urging reflection upon this. If the
object is an object of common purpose, and I think I stated this with Professor Woodruff,
if the purpose is to gain common understandings, communications, shared understandings
of these terms that we share, then I think we have that as a criterion for assessing the
words and for focusing upon them in our field and we have that as a criterion for look -.
ing over our concepts and overhauling, them so that theyi can more adequately perform the
function of communication. For example, what is empiriCal and researchable, and this is
now the technical part, depends upon a general theory of what can answer as an object
of the scientific word or sign, a point made by Professor Lathrop in his paper, and if
we don't have a general theory of this then the problem is left to common sense, as I
tried to say in my own paper, or to the latest fashion in metaphysics, and I think any
research effort in the human sciences and in art education is doomed at the outset with-
out explicit attention as to how your subject matters can enter as an object of the
scientific sign. And that's a focus upon words and the conditions that terms must meet.
I suggest that what is needed in connection with this, and with promised proof of such
investigation, is a controlling and commonly understood conception of art and aesthetic
subject matters and if we don't have it now, as came out in our discussions, and in the
absence of it, we must rely again upon adaptation of common sense discourse. So when
you ask the question with all the proposals -- and here's the question "How do we devise
and get categories and make distinctions in our subject matter?" The only answer is
that distinctions and categories must be made in accordance with common sense distinc-
tions. From common sense categories for 2,000 years, no logical class has followed, so
we cannot establish relationships among these.categories via any methodological cannons
distinctive to the subject matter. One must turn to the principles of statistical in-
ference and to the extent these are worked out you are working in a hypothetical deduc-
tive system, but the generalizations about the distinctive subject matter, such that
you can make distinctions within your subject matter, are not forthcoming from instru-
ments and tools, as Tumin was so clear about, and as I think was pretty well clarified
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in the statement preceding mine. We are left with a simplistic -- I quote Nagel --
Baconian account of science with an assiduous and cavalier collection of data, which just
goes on and on, and somebody quoted my most technical way of putting it, which is,."One
damned thing after another." I think that when we get a controlling and commonly under-
stood theory of art in distinguishing our subject matter, we will be making many differ-
ent distinctions than we ate making now, and what we are labeling variables will be
radically reconceived, ant'. what we call our problems now will be dissipated into perhaps,
in many areas, nonsense compared to the problems of a dramatic character that are
promised by the possibilities of a systematic and controlling conception of just what it
is that distinguished our subject matter as art educators.

My third comment, and this will be a quick one, is that I think that the conception
that is operating, to a considerable extent more than I would like to see it operate of
our subject matter, limits it or restricts it to a rather pedestrian account of what it
is that is going on within art education as a curricular, administrative unit in this
country, so that we tend to speak of our field as something that is going to fit into a
curriculum that is already constructed, and I am sorry that I must say that I'm afraid
that some of our resource people so conceived this, too. Some of the people that I've
listened to, not only the resources for this group, they were specialists and resources
for me, too, and I'm a little disappointed in the failure of some inquiries to take into
account the exciting possibility that a theory of the subject matter of art education --
a theory of this -- a controlling conception of this -- may bring about a revolution in
general curriculum construction. You see this is a radically different thing from say-
ing that an adequate theory of art education will permit curriculum builders to fit it
more adequately and to know what they are fitting more adequately into, their conception
of curricular structure or their organizing of methodological structures, or ordering
whatever is ordered in curriculum. I think the door should be left open to this possi-
bility and I think that as I re-read Villemain and Ecker's papers and comments surround-
ing those, I think that built into those papers and that whole notion of qualitative
problem solving, is not just a theory of art education conceived as an administrative
curricular unit, now a status quo in education, I think it is a revolutionary concept
that maybe curriculum builders and social scientists might come to learn more about their
fields or be provoked into gaining questions pertinent to their fields, which I think
would be a more defensible way of putting it. Those are my three comments.

Mr. Foshay: I think what I would like to try to do first is to deal with the question
of what Professor Lathrop means when he says "Come with something clear." What does
clear mean, you see? We, of course, talked this over today at noon as a matter of fact.
We have shared a common experience and we are all referring to it, and I think all of
us here in this room have shared this experience. The problem with research prablems
in this area, and I must say generally in the curriculum fields in education, is the
unspecified global nature of the terms we are bound to use. Well, what do you do about
that? For one thing I think that one has to respect those terms for what they are and
at the same time recognize what they will not do. They are global -- that's not the
same as saying they are unimportant -- but it is the same as saying that esey can't be
handled in any tight or rigorous fashion until they are made less than global. It is
commonplace for people to propose even to themselves as the beginning of the develop-
ment of a research project something that is very global.

My own, first proposal for a dissertation to my advisor was that I was going to tty
to relate the findings of child development and the curriculum. And he looked a little
stunned -- it left his mouth open -- he must !,ave faced this one before and the upshot
of a rather spirited brief conversation was that I had better go back and try again.
Questions of this size and more or less of this type do come up. They represent, I
suspect, even in the mind of the person who raises the question, not, something to be
researched so much as something to be comprehended in some fashion. And so what the
research methodologist means when he says "speak clearly to me" it seems to me, is
speak about things that can, in fact, be viewed by more than one person and understood
to be the same thing. At the beginning it is just that direct. You have to ask, then,



with respect to any great big question, first accepting the question or the intent thequestion represents, "Very well, what is the observable unit, what is the public unit?"
public meaning simply that it will be viewed the same way by two or more people. Publicin that simple, operational sense. Unit, it seems to me (I want to expand on this alittle bit) since we are in a field here, ae I understand from what I have heard thisweek, which is busy transforming itself from a rather purely deductive form, to a formthat includes inductive modes of inquiry, and it is hard to shift the language as wellas the stance that these things require. Since that's the case and we want very much
to take advantage of what has been developed by indictive inquirers, we have first, Iguess, to confront their term molecular as against molar questions. You have to askwhat is the mealiest unit of observation that is not something other than what youintend it to be -- that is still art -- or still relevant to the field and yet is veri-fiable in the sense that somebody else who wasn't part of your set of biases, would
report the same thong you would report, that is to say, use the same words hopefully
with the same referents, etc. Perhaps I shouldn't have to elaborate on this and yet itseems to me that this first,,as I see it, prior question before inquiry is possible,for various reasons is a difficult question to handle. One has to satisfy oneself thatthe unit of observation exists and that you have come to agreement about it, that otherpeople whe don't care whether you do your research or not, would nevertheless agreewith you about what the unit was. Well, that's one observation.

Now, another one of a different sort has to do with what I take to be emerging from
this conference and what will obviously follow from the conference, it's some kind of amap of the field, some notion of the domain, or maybe a new notion of it or a trans-
formed notion of it. The problem of locating your question in relation to other signif-icant questions is, of course, always important in a strictly operational sense. Thatkind of location, your declaration of the context of your own question, guides you inyour search of the literature.,- Or your search of your own experience. And, of course,may very well guide you in the design of the empirical research you want to carry on.Where is your question in terms, of some general conception of the field of art educa-tion, a field which like many another field, like social studies for example, betterthan social studies, doesn't have any clear set of boundaries or any agreed upon arrayof dimensions or subdivisions. There were a lot of them talked about in the conferencebut the question of a generally agreed upon frame of reference, I gather, hasn't comeup yet in the field, although

my impression is that it is about to come up. Maybe itwill come up during this week. In this connection I borrowed a way of thinking -- apicture from Ross Mooney who has always impressed me greatly as a teacher -- his notionof the -- well, never mind his notion I'll draw it -- this is a field and it is perme-able and that's why it's a dotted line -- and inside it is a learner who is trying toget some place, reach some goal, and this, of course, is borrowed directly from repre-sentations of field theory. It allows for blocks, and more than one goal, etc. Theidealized form of learning taking this view will be one in which the learner knew
perfectly well what the goal was and had no difficulty getting there except just doingit. Notice that there is no place here for a teacher so one way of talking about thiskind of representation is to say that any educational problem has to do with a learnertrying to learn something under some circumstances and this represents the circumstances.The reason it is represented this way, and this is what I borrowed from Mooney, is thathe thinks of a creative act as being synonomous with the life process and then reducesthis to a cell and points out that a single celled organism has to have a permeable cellwall which has a way of including what is nutritive to the cell and excluding what ispoisonous to it, otherwise it won't survive. So the problem of interacting with thecontext is a problem for any living thing and, suggests Mooney, 84 4rea0.ve enterprise.Learning is in some sense a creative enterprise -- hence I borrowed the analogy,
borrowed the idea. What then of the teacher, the teacher of these circumstances is inthis context, hopefully doing things that are nutritive to this proeese. Where doesthis get you? It seems to me to represent one way, and I want to Suggest another wayin order not to imply any dogmatism about this way, suggest one way of laying out the
questions that one thinks of as an art educator in relation to one another. Some
questions have to do with the nature of the goal, in some abstract sense, "what is art?"Asking that question and meaning to answer it from the tradition of the answer to thatquestion. Or, you might ask, "what is the art experience?" It's a different question
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and analytical studies that deal with this question would fall into this relationship
with other possible questions.

You might also ask, "what do we mean by a learner in the art education situation?"
and 7: heard some proposals this morning and yesterday that it seems to me dealt with
this one way or another, that is you were looking at output, some paintings, some art
products of children -- they were going to obviously appear in some variance and you 4
are going to try to account for this variance one way or another. My impression is that
this variance is a variance that has to do with learners and their attempts to carry on
tasks. Well, experiments would presumably have to do with the learner's attempt to
reach his goal but they would generally take the form, I suppose, of stimulus response
situations, hence I call up to your memory another model, the simplest possible way of
stating this, and you will recall from Psych I that this one goes into a lot of elabora-
tion before you get through with it. I'll not go through the elaboration now, partly
because I don't remember it. But then there is another model -- this has to do with the
teaching situation and tht focus is on the act of teaching now. Again from Mooney, he
thinks of learner centered situations, he was talking in this instance about a model of
graduate education. He thought that at least at the graduate level the focus ought to be
on somebody trying to do something, make something, he might make a theory or an art

. product, and that it would be interesting, to say the least, to think of the learning
situations in graduate education as focusing now on the student (maybe I should say
student instead of learner here) the student trying to make something and around him is
an audience of teachers, and now upon the teacher trying to make something and around
him is an audience of students who are playing the role of teachers, friendly critics.
So the constant.focus is on the making of something, not on being didactic, for example.
It seems to me that because of the nature of this field, which is saturated with the
studio, saturated with the attempt to produce, some such notion as this might be pro-
ductive for somebody to play with. Not that this is a research proposal, it is of course
not a research proposal. It might have the effect of calling up some questions ehat
otherwise wouldn't occur to one or putting some existing questions in some relationship.

Now a comment about the goal of art education. A good many of the proposals that
I have heard or heard eluded to have to do with that, I suppose that further armchair
examination of the nature of the goal of art education might be productive provided, of
course, it lead then to some attempt to empiricise these goals, that is to answer the
question "How can I tell when the goal is being achieved -- what evidence would convince
me as a teacher that this student is achieving the goal -- what's public about what he
does?" As a starter in this direction and also simply in order to offer another general
approach to thinking about it, let's play with it this way. Let's call the general goal
of art education "art experience" and then brea this up a little bit and see how it
looks. Art experience predumably, for one thing has to do with "own" objects and
"others "'objects, I mean objects d'art of course, and in some measure, in some way,
with both public (and I don't know how to relate this but perhaps I can relate it this
way) public and private experience. All this seeks to do is lay it out and so one can
ask questions about a private experience which is by this definition, inaccessible to
me with somebody else's object. And I heard Mr. Lanier proposing to go back to the old
galvanometer, respiratory, temperature, etc., physiological measurements, because it
interested him; I suppose that it would interest him because these would give an inde-
pendent non-verbal report of some kind of a visceral goings-on, you see, something that
is ordinarily not recorded. It would be interesting in the degree that such measures
are reliable and of course they have a history and there is something known about such
measures, it would be interesting to relate measures of this kind with measures of other
kinds; measures of this kind with verbal reports, for example, or overt products or
overt predictions or whatever -- anything that is overt. It might be interesting --
maybe it would be fruitless -- I don't suppose it would be quite fruitless to relate
these with various combinations of own and others' objects. Others' objects of course
relates again to a continuing theme of this conference as I understand it, the other
theme being art appreciation, art criticism, art history and how shall students be
brought to relate themselves to the objects that have been produced and that are
publicly acclaimed. Now what I sought to do is two things; one of them is to cope, at
least in a preliminary way, with this term clearness, you see, come to me speaking
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clearly; the other one is to cope in 'some fashion or to illustrate how coping might be
carried on with respect to the question of where my interest, when my question exists
in terms of some conception of the context, generally, of this field.

Mr. Lathrop: We were planning at this point to have an informal conversation among our-
selves and that we will do. Are there any questions you want to raise before we begin
about any of the three presentations? Objections -- comments -- rejoinders?

Audience: I understand you to be saying that it is important for us to be laying out
the ground for ourselVes, granted that there may well be competing grounds, but you're
asking for these grounds to be sufficiently clear so that the competition among. them
can be perceived by all concerned. Am I misreading what the three of you were saying?

Mr. Lathrop: You were not misreading me. It's not important to me that two people
agree on anything more than the fact that they are going to accept a definition.

Audience: May I add one further thing on this -- well, maybe I'll do that because I've
been in this business for a good ,many years and I think that one of the things I myself
recognize in the field of art education is the beginning of our capacity to be able to
transcend the kind of individualism which we have suffered through and the difficulty
in this, on the part of all concerned in this conference, I'd say, to move on to the
level you people are trying for. It was not long ago when a group met like this at
Penn State, presumably one of the more forward groups in art education and much of the
discussion degenerated to the level of personality precisely because of our inability
to do the kind of job you people are alluding. t6

Mr. Foshay: I think it is always true that if you can't talk about the thing, you'll
talk about one another. I noticed in certain research groups I've been associated with
that when the program is weak or unclear or something, we somehow get to talking about
"Whither the institute? Where are we going, why aren't we more programatic?" This talk
just disappears when everybody gets busy.

Audience: What would you suggest -- you gave some suggestions about innovation and the
conditions necessary for its development. What do you think the conditions and patterns
for the development of self-defining fields are in terms of the kinds of things you are
talking about, which are really theoretical and methodological and at a very high level?

Mr. Foshay: My response to this will be pretty vague. My impression is that for any of
these fields -- the fields at least that I am in contact with -- we have to develop ways
of talking about the reality that are not really ways of talking about us, that is, we
have this self-other problem with respect to our own field. Education is such a personal
affair that our tradition is really a tradition of personal talk, so the problem is to
discover a way of talking about things that are not us. Methodologically, it seems to
me, we have been talking about this all week, especially in the course of Mr. Lathrop's
paper, the problem of getting people to agree upon an observation is a way of coping
with that problem, talking about an object outside of me. Now beyond this, Champlin
emphasizes the necessity for explicit theorizing in confronting any array of objects,
otherwise it is just one damned object after another. It is very important that one be
as explicit as one knows how to be about what's entering into one's categorizing or
sense of patterning or sense of lawfulness as it seems to exist out there, recognizing
that the lawfulness is not out there. The things are out there -- the lawfulness in
something that we impose upon them, and so there are rules of logic, I think many
them are quite understandable, quite within our experience, and some will respond to
further training, that have to do with how one may categorize and to what ends; for
example, in order to avoid the taking of a predetermined or unconscious stance toward
some data, verbal material, on the one hand and on the other hand; as a way of coping
with my own ignorance, of how the data might be thought about, I once. just began looking
into a lot of children's talk in terms of the adjectives they used. I simply lifted out
the adjectives and then without any further thought raised the question (I say really
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without any further thoughtl which is a way of saying that I wasn't trying to cope with
my own habits here at all, just let them go ahead and operate) I categorized these
adjectives and resorted the sentences according to what these adjectives were. What did
they seem to be like? Vera they adjectives of quality, or of valence, for example, and
the like. What happened in this instance was that after I played around with adjectives
awhile I found that I just waset seeing anything. It was more or less interesting but
fruitless.so I tried verbs and that was much more fruitful, for an obvious reason. Then'
I tried referents and then,I tried predicates -- this is because I was once* English,
major, you know -- somebody else would have tried something else -- the big point here
is that at least it got the show on the road and presently some categories began to Took
meaningful, and at a certain point I and my people working with me were ready to bring
to bear some theoretical constructs on them. I say all this only because the process is
quite obvious and quite mechanical and quite impersonal, which is, of course, iiportant.
Does this deal with it in any important way for you? My impression is that this is the
way one builds a field, finally.

Audience: It seems to me you are asking for something quite different from the activity,
we ve been engaged in in our research. You're saying to us that we really don't know
the relationship between what we want to do, what we want to talk about and some kind
of larger theory that would make it clear to you what our problem was or would even make
it clear to us. So I'm asking the question -- we have to build some theory or we have
to get it from some place -- and we have to distinguish whether our field has a distinct
theoretical consideration or whether its concerns are taken up in other fields. We have
to become acquainted with these considerations; and what you are saying is we should
begin -- so I'm asking you where, if you were going to give us some systematic way,
where, as a field, where would you begin, what kind of thingS would you do?

Mr. Foshay: I, perSonany, would begin with attempts to describe the art experience in
the degree elat that experience can be dealt with in some public fashion. That's where
I think I would begin. It is just because this is the stuff one works with and anyhow
it is more interesting than the other elements and that's a pretty good reason providing
one doesn't use it to rule out other elements. I might begin with the behavior of
teachers because teaching, too, is an art and as Bellak like to point out, teaching can
go on without learning -- it's intrinsicly interesting -- every one of us here I suppose
has seen that happen. So one could look at the behavior of a teacher in its own right
without reference to the learner. Sometimes it is very interesting to do so. What
does the teacher think he is doing to himself, you might ask? And let's stop kidding
about the learner, etc. One starts some where but one recognizes that either one has a
notion of where this is in relation to some other map, or that one doesn't and that part
of the problem is to use this starting point to discover a point of orientation, as any
explorer might who didn't know where he was but knew he could go from there and come
back there and so could use this as plot.

Audience: It seems to me that all three of you level a rather serious indictment with-
out giving us any examples or any evidence to support those indictments and I'd like to
know what you mean by a global concern that some of us have here and then contrast that
with what you think to be the molecular.

Mr. Lathrop: One of the problems, it seems to me, that has not been addressed very well
is the matter of criteria. There has been an unwillingness, it seems to me, in most of
the proposals that I have heard discussed, to deal with the criterion on operational
terms. You want to talk about an art experience, the problem of the effect of the art
experience on the learner, and these are what I mean by global terms. It seems to me
that those are unanswerable. What we need to do is to settle on one or more criteria.
for evaluating what happens when you present something to a learner. It, as Dale Harris,
pointed out, is very frequently just a fraction of what you are interested in. But it's
part of it, we hope, if there is any validity in it at atl, and it seems to me there has
been a reluctance to deal with criterion problems on the perational level which we must
deal with in research.

_
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Audience: Well, it is getting closer I suppose. Maybe I'm asking you to point to some
particular example, to criticise.

Mr. Posher Let me make one up. Here's a research project in which you are going to
compare the effects of two approaches to teaching by looking at the quality of the
children's art product. Now, with respect to the quality of the children's art product,
what you say is, or what somebody says, I tell you this is hypothetical although it
relates to a number of actual proposals, what one says about the art product is "we are
going to have three reliable judges look at this and rate it for quality." This is
global, that is to say, you don't know what you have when you're through if you carry
that kind of thing out. You have the ratings, maybe they all agree, but what they have
agreed about simply doesn't appear. Suppose you then try to specify that, as some people
have, a little more, and you saythey are going to look at these art products according
to four qualities -- I won't dere name these at the moment because I'm not close to the
field -- but there are four qualities, three or four or five, some limited number of
terms, which are very commonly used by art educators, indeed I dare say by art critics
and artists themselves, qualities like, composition, like balance, I don't know what.'
But they are terms of that order. It's still global. There's a simple test of global-
ity or imprecision in this that could be performed I think. You might ask, could you
explain this to me, somebody outside the field, in such a way to make it possible for
me rather quickly to become one of these reliable raters. If you could-not, and at this
level I am quite sure you could not, you see, because what you are calling up is a whole
lifetime of experience with art objects that I haven't had, then it isn't precise enough
yet so that you can make very rigorous statements about what has gone on. Now if the
same thing happens with respect to the stimulus you are talking about, the teaching
method you are trying to compare, and it ordinarly does, I defy you to describe a teach-
ing method in such a way as to distinguish between a good one and a poor one of the same
category, I defy you to. My impression is that we have to throw the word out, that we
have to find something else, and not strategy either, some other way of talking about
what teachers do. If the same imprecision applies there and you try to get around it
by saying "well, we're going to have three observers and if they agree about what's going
on then that makes it objective" you have still made it impossible to say anything very
precise or generalizable so that somebody else could do what you did and replicate and
expect the same results, or to put it differently, it is still very difficult to suppose
that such an experiment so talked about would have predictive value. To add to this
and to go back to the notion of a map of some kind in one's hand, if one talks about
teaching methods and students' products without discriminating among students then there
is an excellent chance that whatever difference you get can as well be attributed to the
students as to the teacher, and so on it goes. This; I think, is the kind of problem
one runs into. If you think it's tough in art, try it in mathematics where you would
think it would be a lot simpler. It's very, very hard to account for the differences
in student achievement.

Audience: I'd like to ask a question relating to this one. Just before Twain left one
of the charges he gave to some-of us-involved in research was that we recognize and
encourage. people in the field who are making other kinds of contributions besides exper-
imental research. Their kinds of exploration are just as important as what we're doing
and right now it is fashionable to be doing research. I hope that isn't why most of us
are doing it who are doing it. But irrespective of that I would like to ask all three
of you, wouldn't you say the criticism you are making would follow on any kind' of
inquiry that we're doing whether it's experimental or not? And that the need for defi-
nitions is extremely important if we are going to communicate with each other irrespec-
tive of our specific kind of activity. I got the impression you were saying in research
this was necessary. It's broader than that, isn't it?

Mr. Champlin: We can track that back into the question raised before about the pre-
occupation with terms. I want a note of caution here, or rather qualification, pre-
occupation with words, is sometimes considered the latest fashion, too. A kind of game
some people would refer to as a nit picking kind of a thing, and we get very impatient
with this. Perhaps some of you have heard Bertrand Russell's way of dealing with this,
with the traveler who visited the British shopkeeper and asked "What's the shortest
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route to Winchester?" and the ahopkeepet called back to the back room and said "A gentle-
man out here wants to know the shortest way to Winchester" and the voice from the back
room said "gentleman?" and the voice from the front rOom says "yes, gentleman," "Wants
to know the way to Winchester?" "Yes, the way to Winchester!" and the voice from the
back room, "The shortest way?" "Yes, the shortest way!" And the voice from the back
room says, "I don't know." And what you said and lank this is a very important
caution, that here the attention is so exclusively in getting somehow lost in the inter-
est, even the language, that one couldn't care less about the problem. It wouldn't
make a bit of difference as to whether the problem is solved or not solved. Now, when
I suggest a concentration upon terms, I'm not suggesting this, because I'm asking that
those terms be responsible to the materials with which we are working. Let me give you
an illustration. Take, for example, creativity. A relatively recent definition for
that in, I believe Lowenfeld -- one of the most exciting people in the building of your
field and so I do him great honor I think by turning to his conceptions -- has it that
creativity has aspects, I take this to be categories, divisions, what we mean by this,
and two of them, if I recall in one of the treatises I read, (I'm sure he didn't intend
this, in terms of other things he said and he has said things since he said this but
I'm just taking this as a particular example), under this, as I recall, ability to solve
problems, and ability to think abstractly. These are two aspects and if you look at the
definition of creativity, and these two as aspects, logically one doesn't entail the
other. So you have to learn where those two aspects come from. Those two aspects, to
repeat, are adaptations of common sense discourse so that anybody can come in with a
rather sophisticated adaptation and list a whole range of aspects under creativity,
Torrance for example, says you have to know what the aspects are in connection with
which you want to use the term creativity and then use the term creativity in the
absence of an adequate theory. For example, it is hard to determine whether the ability
to solve the problem of broken homes is not an example of the ability to think abstractly
and the ability to think abstractly is not, among other things, an ability to solve
problems. And no rules are broken, absolutely no rules arebrokenby this because those
do not follow from some controlling definition. Now to get the controlling definition
of creativity means to confront the word, to confront the various interpretants the
definitions, to see what subject matter those definitions direct us to in that they
don't direct us to anything more than just more definitions, more terms and refinements
of terms and synonyms upon synonyms. We just become lost in language, and we perhaps
enjoyed it all, but I don't think it has a thing to offer for the field of art education.
Take it now into the field of art edurRtion very quickly, to locate our own subject
matter details, looking at some of tht.1 terms and contents not foreign to us, I think,
but indigenous to us. And we turn to those with which we are familiar, we make adapta-
tions of common sense discourse when we talk about painting, sculpture and architecture.
The man on the street (I've never met him but that just makes me a little bit of a
superior individual to use that phrase) any parent at a P.T.A. meeting knows this -- so
that when one does illustrate or use anecdotal materials to discuss art education, one
is literally forced to turn to common sense expressions or adaptations that are widely
understood rather than technically built and systematically disciplined terms in order
to do this job. If you start talking about race as an aesthetic event or as an artistic
enterprise or mob violence, or the hatred that brought Kennedy down, then you might not
get the communication simply because the definition of the subject matter of the field
of art education enjoys the same status as the prior example of a conception of creativ-
ity and until we get rafinementa in such categories we are not going to get precise
understandings, on account of our subject matter.

Audience:' / would just like to raise a question, again in the spirit of humility that
characterizes this conference -- you take the art experience -- well, the beholding of
a work of art, the beholding of a painting, or a film or a work of architecture -- what
do you look for? This is the question that immediately arises. What do you look for
in beholding a painting? To answer this question, it seems to me, and maybe I've used
the wrong words already, to know what to look for it SeGOO to me, you would need some
kind of notion of art to begin with. There are different notions available and some are
exclusive, mutually exclusive, therefore it seems tO SG daat if you want to conduct
meaningful research that might have some practical applicability to a curriculum writer,
uhy ua should not perhaps adopt a notion 'of art and researdh it. But if I am correct,
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we have iggisd this kind of realization, perhaps because ae haven't turned to the prob-lem of theleNcept of art, aesthetic theories in other words. Do you understand my pointthat I think perhaps this is an error we have made, not realizing'this kind of issue inour research?

Audience: I have listened to so many good educators starting from scratch, which iswhat this implies, you know, saying I am going to make up a theory about this realitywithout recognizing the difficult of theory-making, for example, as itself a discipline,let\alone taking an existing theory and trying it instrumentally to see where it takeshim and perhaps taking another or making a modification. There are giants, of course,for us 0 stand on the shoulders of, though not such a big population of them as wewould like. I quite agree with your point. I listened this morning, we both did, to a
.proposal in'which, while the proppsal hadn't been fully developed, my view of it wasthat the conversation simply took off right away just beGause the man had the beginningsof an experiment\in mind based simply on Piaget's conceptualization of the children'sideas of space --'his book the "L'idee d'espace." Piaget is, of course, a potent theorymaker, awfully wrong` some people think, etc., but even as a point of departure, maybeyou would agree with m- that that discussion immediately was fruitful just because thetheory making didn't hayhav= to be indulged in from scratch.

Mr. Champlin: I have two po ts, I think that a descriptive account of the subjectmatter is a necessary conditio
to evaluation and hence the methodological problem isstubbornly there.

Audience: My point is how can you describe the subject matter without some notion ofwhat it is?

Mr. Champlin: Let me turn to another point -- when it comes to the question of generaltheory, one kind of general theory, which would perhaps account for that subject matteras an object of empirical and
scientific research, and this can become a way you mightevaluate different general theories if this is your purpose. limning to a giant, thegiant in my mind who wrote "Art as Experience," one can turn to him not to become adiscipline, according to St.. John you know, but to turn to him and to turn to his gen-eral theory and ask maybe a question: How responsible is Dewey's gentral theory of artto the sophisticated common sense statements that we can now be making in our particularfield? And Dewey's theory of art is one of the most useless, in fact, I know of notheory of art education that comes out of Dewey's writing so much as comes out of thetraditional idealistic tradition and rationalistic tradition. I think by and large thetheory of art education in this country is not Deweyian. I think it is sense-realist

primarily, because what Dewey wrote in "Art as Experience" is entirely different fromhow he accounted for art in his educational treatises. You will recall his educationaltreatise is composed of methodology -- I'm using this as an illustration of how generaltheory now enters or is relevant here. The Dewey general theory is methodological. Itis concerned with means to ends and method. This is the theory of the human with itsanimal and psychological, to paraphrase it, aspects -- and that's the term he uses --and then you will ask well, okay, that's the unit' -- means, ends and method becomes aunit of curriculum, it becomes the unit for describing a child, it becomes the unit fordescribing teaching in the learning situation. What is a student? A bundle of means,ends, and methods. What is the teacher? A bundle of means, ends and methods. What isthe curriculum? A group of means, ends, and methods, etc. And you ask "How do youdecide which ones not to use?" And Dewey answers you: The general theory would be themethod that pervades all these. But more important, not any_particular means, ends andmethods, such as a body of knowledge br a way of growing flowers, or baking a chocolatecake, or making a martini -- and I understand he did like martinis -- the most importantthing is the method of problem solving, the activity, the procedures, and so the majorcriterion for establishing the curriculum lo the iethod of intelligence, the method ofproblem solving. And what's this? The method of science -- the generalized character-istics of the method of science. Now what additional to that does he say? That's notart education. It goes on in experience host that's, 12 you will, a theory of scienceeducation, in the general sense. U hat else does Dewey wont in his currimgue Well,he wants that which will be providdd by psychological explanations and he myo this
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many places. Democracy in education, value of cooperative inquiry in grips with the
problems of men, psychological understandings and sociological understandings and nowhere
in these treatises does he enter with aesthetics as a category and methods in the arts --
nothing at all -- so we are left by Dewey's account, to turn to psychology and sociology
to find a place for art in the curriculum that accosts the problem solving methods and
situations. Now in "Art as Experience," and I'll end with this, he develops a notion
that is another way of thinking. We think of quality, pervasive quality, as a control
and so that's another kind of intelligence and now we have these two, and these two
become the great units in psychology and sociology as a part of the other and the two
big units if you put that together with his "Democracy in Education" -- and he didn't
do it -- the two hats he wore -- that ends up with his conception of art as'one of the
most comprehensive theories of experience and, if you will, means and ends, that thus
far, I think, has appeared. So where would the subject matter of art education be at
this level? Why it would be in classroom physics, it would be a category for structur-
ing our very conceptions of curriculum under what we understand learning to be -- child
development, culture -- it is one of the most comprehensive conceptions of art, in
connection with which the, fine arts,, are simply, not merely, you follow, particularly
refined instances. Now there is a general theory and you can say well, let's examine
this general theory to see how responsible it is to 'what it is that we are somehow
singling out among all the possible subject matters, such as music, literature and all
these other things we want to be concerned with and there is where the value judgments
come in. I've said everything I have said, quickly, unfortunately unfair to you and to
Dewey and to others but I have said it in such a way that I think I have tried to
describe a methodological structure at a very high level of generalization and I haven't
initiated any value judgment about that save to say that this general theory is of value
for you to consider as a way of examining its relevance to your particular work and how
it would provide conditions of value for the problem of evaluation.

Audience: In addition to ignoring a theory that we might research, we also ignore the
direction in which the school seems to be heading in society at this time, which gets us
into problems whether art ought to be in general education, whether it ought to be a
critical response, in our research, or a constructive response. Such considerations of
where the school is going, these are also ignored.

2Mr. Foshay: I am glad you said this, for I want to respond to it. I think that if you
will recall the triangle I put before you Saturday that the curriculum decisions might
very well grow out of considerations of the nature of art education or of art and the
nature of the child you are trying to teach and your best guess about the nature of
society now, but I would like to use your word "tension" in this connection. That is to
say, the curriculum would arise out of some kind of tension among these and I don't know
what that means in particular except that itsounds to me like a possibly useful metaphor.
I'm so well aware, aren't you, of the tendency of curriculum makers to simply try to
placate the public -- there's no tension operating so you do something everybody is
happy about. Well, as a society we are not happy about art, are we? We don't value art
in the elite sense certainly the way. any of the advanced European countries appear to do.
Our art tradition is a puritanical, work-oriented kind of thing in which art seems to
violate the ethic, you know, artists paly -- they don't work. And so this is the tra-
dition which we're in business to challenge, to improve. Forgive me, I want to repeat
a story. I got into a talk contest once with the Personnel Manager for Marshall Field
at a conference in Chicago of superintendents, and he built a whole notion of education
out of "give the lady what she wants" -- their store slogan. To which I could only
respond that that isn't what education is for. Education is to give the lady not what
she wants but what she ought to have and the, educators damn well have to decide what
this ought refers to, hence the notion of tension. That's one observation. The other
one is that I am grateful to Mr. Champlin for his quick resume rind very able one of
Dewey's notion of experience as it applies to art and some other fields, for it reminds
me of how utterly mischievous those theories have been as we have applied them. They
have precisely taken our minds off of subject matter and I remeaber Sydney Hook's
"Centrality of Method" in his chapter on education and modern m3ln, in this connection,
and how I myself tried to turn thic into a curriculum theory at one point and thought
it was, and so on.
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Audience: One does not want to be obtuse, as Winnie the Pooh puts it, but I have lis-
tened now to three or four philosophers use the word qualitative without having that
term at all delineated. We've been adjured to move toward this conception. I think
this is an act of judgment on the philosophers' part. Until this term is elucidated and
a methodology elucidated, I see no reson to heed such assertions. Thus it is a personal
intuition apparently and not a sharable thing. The other comment refers to the fact
that there is a history of empirical research on the criterion question in art, so that
it is not as simple as telling us "You're not logical enough, etc." There are empirical
connections built up which attribute variance to objects, judges, criteria, etc. This
work needs to go on. Contrary to what you philosophers have maintained, it is not
common sensical. It might well be that expertise as a prior condition for judgment may
be perfectly valid -- or the only way -- in a field like art, but this does not take it
out of the purvey of science. In short, there are attractive alternative positions.

Mr. Champlin: The term quality, I don't think we are going to either confirm or discon-
firm the employment of the term.n I think it is fair to say that in this case the term
quality is being introduced within the frameworkof discourse a methodological category
rather than a metaphysical, ontological, or some other category and it is to be under-
stood this way. This is the way Dewey uses it in "Art as Experience," and inadequately,
and our criticism of Dewey, imotice that, is in the conception of the qualitative symbol
group, and also a criticism, among others, of Langer's work, by Nagel and others, so
there is a history of how it developed as a methodological device, as an explanatory
device. It will either do or it won't do it. It will either be responsible to or not
responsible to what it purports to be responsible to. Now the second half of your
question has to do with the relative sophistication of the discoursing and theorizing
going on in the history of art and art criticism and in the field of art education. If
I leave anyone with the assumption that what I meant here by common sense is that what
you have is nothing better than what anyone else has who isn't in the field then I must
retreat very, very quickly. Now I have used phrases such as "adaptations of common
sense, sophisticated common sense." I think there are refinements. I think that any
general theory of quality must be responsible to some of these, what you might want to
call substantive areas such as fine art we are sure of as being included in our field
just as before astronomy because a discipline they certainly knew they wanted to talk
about the moon and the moon wasn't created out of a discipline, it was floating around
a long time before astronomy showed up on the human scene. Paintings were around a long
time before we got disciplined theories of art. If this is what you're saying, I would
say, yes, such statements, generalizations, propositions do exist. They are empirical,
they are sophisticated and that anything that attempts to be a general theory, if it
doesn't account for and isn't responsible for these things, isn't for me an adequate.
theory. It has to be responsible and fair to the data that you are now referring to.

Mr. Fbshay: Let me respond to that with an illustration. One has to hope that the
function of inquiry is to reduce whatever magic we are using, you know, whatever mystery
we are using, or whatever personal referents we have been forced to use. If everytime I
want to know whether something is good I have to ask somebody else's opinion then I at
least am not making a judgment and if I don't know the grounds of his opinion then I'm
simply trusting him on faith. I had an experience recently with a brilliant English
mathematician who was working with a lot of us on a highly complex table of intercorre-
lations, 50 x 50 tables, 55 x 55, and he said, "Well, the error term for the intercorre-
lations ia :04," and that was quite an announcement because it clarified a lot, and then
I stopped to think, of course it doesn't clarify anything. I'll use it -- I trust him
-- I'm not the mathematician he is. 7L asked some other people who I thought could
understand what sounded like very obvious statements he made except that collectively
they got away from me all the time and discovered to my comfort that they didn't quite
understand them either except that it seared reasonable that the error term was .04.
Now this is one example that we want obviously to get away from. I wish my knowledge of
statistics weren't so mechanical, you know, were more a logical affair. But another one
that has always appealed to me was done in Illinois, by Arch Anderson. He got a lot of
kindergarten teacherd to at children on real undefinable qualities, cooperativeness,
7,,Tmesty, optimism about the world -- 2ive year olds, you see. The teachers all knew
the children and they all said "nobOdy knows anything about words like that, they don't
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mean anything" and he got them nevertheless to rank the children on these qualities.
The interesting thing was that the rankings were very comparable. The rank-order corre-lations were around .7. They were very high considering the fact that none.of the termswere defined at all and the teachers said that none of them was definable. I'm still
staying with this question of expertise and expert judges. You have a finding like
this -- what does it mean to have a finding of that kind? It doesn't mean anything ifall I know now is that there are four teachers who, if they know the same children,
will rank them the same way, because I can't do anything but refer to those four teach-
ers all unnamed in Arch Anderson's report. It does something else to have done that,of course, it does say quite clearly, kind of loud and clear, that whatever these termsmeant, and we don't know what they meant, the teachers were using them as if they
referred to the same observable lot of stuff, presumably overt behavior of some kind.What is done is to delineate the area within which a set of meaningful questions and
observations might very well be carried on. I did this once -- I used this research
with some other teachers who were dealing with equally undefined terms -- the same termsin some cases -- cooperativeness, helpfulness, you know, empathy, and got them to gothrough this exercise in order to convince them because this was the usefulness of
Anderson's research, that they were indeed looking at the same thing and the problem
was to find out what it was they were looking at. So this sharpened the question up noend. All you had to ask them was to remember what it was about a given youngster that
made them rate the child that way, if they could, and they often could, and collectthese events as a springboard for further observation, etc. I should think that some-thing like this could very well happen with respect to expert judging in the case of artobjects. While you don't know at the outset what the judge is looking at because hecan't tell you exactly as a generalized sense of it, it ought to be possible to get himto talk about the elements and this should be I think a productive line of work.

Audience: The thought just comes to my mind that it may not be possible to provide
criteria to untrained people to apply to the assessment of a work of art in such a wayso that untrained judges agree with experts. I am thinking of, for example, if you hada group of wine tasters who agreed on an array of wine and identified the best twentyper cent in that group of fifty and then provided some criteria for the very good wineand then you asked untrained judges to identify the good wine, the very best wine that
the experts had judged to be the best, this might not at all be possible for them to do,almost in the same way that a person untrained in physical science theory would be un-able to perform an expert judgment on physical science theory because the necessarytraining had not been attained. So especially in the area of "qualitative" that is inthe arts, it may not ever be possible to expect untrained people to arrive at the same
judgments as people who have become sophisticated in the area.

Audience: Why don't we make that as an assumption for the moment, because it sounds asif it were true, you know, and then say well, where does this leave us? It leaves me
at least speculating about degrees of training or degrees, nature, I think degree, as
well as nature, of past experience relevant to this thing that you are now going to be
trained to do. Wine tasting is a wonderful example because among other things wine
tasters have an awful language, don't they, to talk about what they are judging --
bouquet.. and hard, and you know, a lot of words that convey nothing to me really at all.

Audience: May I give an example which parallels this, in some way, I think. There was
an article in which the author seemed to be dealing with this particular aspect ofquality and he was directing our attention to an exhibit in which Rauschenberg's "Bed"
was there as an art object and the novice or person who didn't know anything about art
came in and saw the bed and got in bed and went to sleep. And then the curator came upand woke the person up and said "get up, that's not a bed -- that's a work of art" and
the person said "what do ybu mean that isn't a bed, why sure it's a bed -- it has a
cover, a pillow, etc." and the guy said "Oh no, you don't understand, that's not abed"the point being that there is something other than that kind of an identification which
seems to go into identifying that thing as a work or art rather than a bed. And I think
that his solution to the problem was that there is a whole history of art theory andworks of art that goes into the identification of that thing as a work of art.

J
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Mr. Foshay: There is this arbitrariness, isn't there, that allows me at one moment to
say this object is some utilitarian thing and at another moment to say of this same
object "I'm now going to look at it as a work of art." It is perfectly possible obvi-

ously to take these two stances. In some degree then a work of art is what you declare
it to be. But the next question "Who are you?" "What are your opinions worth?" "Is

your sensibility of any interest to anybody else?" I am reminded of the story of the
three baseball umpires, Somebody asked these three men who were experienced how they
called the close ones -- they must do it all the time -- and No. 1 said "I call them
the way they are," and No. 2 said "I call 'em the way I see 'em," and No. 3 said "They
ain't nothin till I call 'em."

Audience: Dr. Champlin, I wonder if you would comment a little more on the significance
of the. word "responsible" in the phrase "a theory being responsible to events." Why
that word "responsible," in what sense is a theory responsible to observation?

Mr. Champlin: Insofar as it would permit one to account for those events. I think
that here we are as art educators dealing with all worts of things, everything from
puppets to a whole range of particular sorts of things, and in our discussions of our
subject matter we include propositions, finding such terms as painting, sculpture,
architecture, etc., at work. Now a general theory for our field is responsible to
substantive connections to the extent that it accounts for what it is we already have.
Any general theory of art education does not account for cubism and we can make some
pretty sophisticated statements about cubism.

Audience: Maybe I was looking for something that wasnt there but it seems to me the
word "responsible" was a little too much.

Mr. Ca Well, methodologically responsible, logically responsible. For example,

general theories of creativity are not for me logically responsible for "ability to
think abstractly," one, two, the ability to solve problems. Theories of creativity do
not permit me to distinguish these such as I could put the word "and" between the two
of them. I know on other grounds that I can't put the word and between the word Detroit
and the people of Michigan. I can't talk about the people of Detroit and the people of
Michigan because there is a sufficient precise definition of the state of Michigan that
permits us to say that Detroit is included in the class of objects which in turn the
state of Michigan is divided into

Audience: Mine was a very important, probably naive, sort,of thought. And it was
probably because I don't know the tradition of use of words in philosophy. In one

sentence you use responsible and account to -- more or less synonymous -- and I was
wondering if they were. How did the word responsible get to be used in this connection.

Mr. Champlin: Having the role of a methodologist I had to do this. I might add this
one thought -- that I teach aesthetics, philosophy of art, probably to one of the
hardest-boiled audiences that it has been my pleasure to have in the last ten years. I

teach once a day, and I walk out there and they are bristling -- not with antagonism,
they are ready to pounce and they are people who are going into sculpture, they are
going into pottery, people at Cranbrook Academy of Art, and they take a look at every
theory and if it doesn't account for what they are doing they just pick up their port-
folios and walk out. And, incidentally, they reject and have great difficulty with the
Deweyian approach because it includes so much besides what they are doing, they want
further refinements that permit them to get their places responsibly account for within
the Deweyian theory which Dewey h failed, quite Ccankly, to do.
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ART EDUCATION SEMINAR

DR. HARLAN HOFFA
U. S. Office ofEducation

In a sense, this paper is kind of "ashes to ashes and dust to

For the first time in many years I must confess to a certain sense of uneasiness
in addressing a group of art educators--there are at least two reasons for this--In
the first place, having heard most of the papers which were read in the course of the
past week I am filled with awe and admiration at their quality, their insights and
their comprehensiveness. The awe, I might add, is for the consultants and the admire-
tion is for my colleagues in art education. I have an unshakeable feeling that my
presentation this afternoon will seem rather pedestrial by comparison dealiAg as it
does with the more earth-bound issues which are inherent in my newly found career as
a bureaucrat. 'In the second place, I have begun to have a measure of understanding
of what Ralph Beelke meant the other day when he spoke of the loss of identify which
Sometimes comes over an art teacher, when he removes himself, however unwittingly, from
both teaching and art--I guess it is, perhaps, something of a Washington syndrome. TO
any event, the view from my vantage point in the Office of Education is both broad--in
the sense that I have had the opportunity to see many art programs, but, at the same .

time, rather remote because I am not really involved intimately in any of them. In
;spite of these problems, however, and perhaps because of them, I think that I have been
involved in some rather unique undertakings in behalf of art education in the oast year,
on which I would like to speak to you now.

For those of you who may not be altogether sure of the exact place of the Arts and
Humanities Branch in the organization of the government, let me sketch it in at this
time. The Arts and Humanities Branch is part of the Division of Laboratories and Re-
search Development, which is in turn part of the Bureau of Research. The Bureau of
Research is one of four such bureaus which, between them, blanket the lion's share of
the Office of Education's programs. The chief administrative offices of these bureaus
are Associate Commissioners of Education who work directly with the Office of the Com-
missioner. Mr. Francis Cupple, the Commissioner of Education since last week, the under
Secretary of the Department of Health, Education & Welfard for Education is directly
responsible to the Secretary of Health, Education & Welfare, John Gardner, and he as a
Cabinet officer is responsible to the President. On paper it seems to be only a few
short steps from my office to the White House--although obviously, it doesn't always
look that way from the inside.

Those of us who work in the branch most almost always wear two hats. First, as
representatives of the goVernment in our respective professions, the capacity I am
serving today, and secondly, as representatives of our professions in the councils of
government. In either role, however, we consider ourselves to be professionals first
and foremost. For instance, I amen art educator who happens to work for the govern-
ment and my counterparts in music, theater, humanities and museum education, feel like-
wise about their responsibilities. I night add that the extent to which this concept
pervades the entire office of education is rather startling, especially among the more
newly appointed members of the staff. This I might add is an extremely healthy sign.
The placement of the Arts and Humanities branch in the hierarchy of the office is by
itself an almost sufficiently clear explanation of our central function. We work

. largely with research programs, most of which are conducted under the terms of the

3
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cosperatfte research act. There have been so= elltraordiaary developweuts along these
lines in recent months and /would like to speak of them, at least in some measure. /
should oddlone word of caution, however. These new research developments, as well as
11 of the other innovations in the relationship of education to government, ere still

in the process of evolving and that of which I' am speaking here today may or may not
evolve in exactly the form which I, indicate. *The passage of legislation by Congress
is only the beginning of any new governmental program. The actual implementation in-
volves endless meetings with legal authorities, the preparation of the operational pro-
grams, the recruitment of qualified staff to'conductthem, the writing of guidelines
and regulations, the preparation of announcements, trial runs of programs on.e small
scale, and an enormous number of other details, all of which means that the time lag
between the passage of legislation by the Congress and its actual implementation is
certainly no less than three months. We are currently involved in these experimental
and developmental phases of the implementation process insofar as the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act is concerned, and we will probably continue to be so involved,
at least until the appropriations bill is passed at the end of this month or early'next
month. I believe that this new education legislation represents a genuine milestone in
federal activity in behalf of education. The bill as a whole has five parts andthe
condensation. of these parts may be found in the reprint from the,AmeriCan Education
which I have just distributed. Of the five titles, Title IV has the most far-reaching
consequenhes for this audience since it refers to the strengthening of educational re-
search. I have earlier referred to the Cooperative Research Act and would now like to
point out the ways which Title IV uses this prior legislation as a point of departure.
In the first place it expands the eligibility for federally supported research activi-
ties from 'colleges, universities and state departments of education, which have long
been considered eligible, to include professional Organizations, museums, and any other
private or public non-profit organization, local school districts or even (on occasion)
individuals. It also provides for the writing of research contracts with profit-making
institutions in the same sense that the Defense Department'might write a contract with
General Motors or Aero-jet General. Thegrant programs are exclusive to non-profit
organizations and institutions. The opportunity for the Office to write research grants
or to give research grants, as well as to write research contracts, is also an innova-
tion. But perhaps more importantly, the bill will establish an unprecedented, new kind
of educational agency. Now by this I mean the so-called regional and national educa-
tional laboratory. And again I would like to refer you to the material'which I passed
out earlier for the details of this act, or this portion of the act. The implications
which these laboratories represent in the changing posture of the Office of Education
toward sponsored research, is fully as meaningful as the simple fact of their estab-
lishment. The regional and national system of educational laboratories represents a
giant step beyond the support of project research and toward'the support of broad pro-
grams of research. Again to paraphrase this a bit--the Office is beginning to frankly
be snowed under (it is snowed in other ways, too, from time to time but that's another.
story) with project research requests and one of the intentions of both the R & D
centers-and of the Regional and National Laboratories is to provide the opportunity for
agencies outside of the Office of Education to be involved in broad programs of research
and to begin to interrelate research projects in a programmatic way rather than each
separate project being considered a discreet and clear-cut entity in its own right.
The previously existing Research and Development Centers, of which there have been
four, were the precursors to the regional labs but their scope of activity was nowhere
near as wide nor was their base of control as broad. In fact, the laboratories depart
so thoroughly from prior educational research patterns as to make comparison difficult,
if not impossible. I can only speculate on what the ultimate configuration of these
labs might be and what their possible consequences to art education might be. Cer-
tainly their role in the dissemination of research findings will be far-reaching. I
also expect that their staffs will ultimately take on the character of medical research-
ers and clinicians who are far removed from general practice and daily routine as the
educational researcher will be from the classroom. Obviously, this is not an unaixed
blessing'and I'm not promoting the concept- -I'm simply making a prognosis. Last, but
not least, these laboratories will put the federal government in education in a way
which is as fully intense as that of the Atomic Energy Commission or the National Aero-
nautics and Space Agency, although certainly without the exclusivity which these pro-
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grams represent. As perhaps a parallel to what theregional and national laboratories
might be, I might, point to the Brookhaven National Laboratory which the Atomic Energy'
Commission runs in cooperation with a number of colleges and universities. It is this
kind of an operation which will ultimately evolve. I sincerely believe that, althoughh,
the, impact of the educational laboratories will be far-reaching, they do nos necessarily
represent the most fruitful avenue for art education to follow, although if there is a
laboratory in your region you will be foolhearty not to try to become as intimately in-
-lved in it as possible. I would rather recommend the channel which the expanded

Research and Development Centers will present. As of this moment everything which is
possible in a laboratory program, including instruction, will now be possible in the
expanded research and development center authority. The essential differences between
the laboratories and the R & D centers are these: First, unlike the labs, an R & D
center is expected to focus upon a single constellation of problems. Secondly, unlike
a laboratory, it is not bound to secs/ a discreet geographic region and it may be based
at a single institution. It is unlifElyothat an R &.D center could be established for
art education alone. However, I think it is perfectly conceivable that a center could
be structured around the concept of arts education (using the plural) including the
visual, performing and literary arts, or around perceptual education, or around aesthetic
education or around any other related construct. At the moment I cannot anticipate
more than a single such center and probably never more than two or three in these fields
at any given time. Still, the potential for research in our field that even a single
center could instill, is enormous. It could encompass the combined impact of all pres-
ent research plui much, much more in terms of interdisciplinary activity between all of
the various arts. I think that perhaps the best way for me to answer inquiries about
this--rather than to try to go into elaborate detail here--would be to speak to you on
the basis of my information, informally, in a question and answer period.,, I would now
like to move on into some areas which I feel are research needs in art education.

In the first place, I see the need for many., many more researchers in art edeca-
tion and,.in order to provide these needed numbers, more research. programs. I should
like to see centers for the training of researchers, and again this is something that
the new education legislation could provide under the research training authority. I
would like to see sufficient familiarity with research terminology on the part of all
teachers, even people who just graduated from undergraduate programs, to permit the
implementation of findings reported in the journals. All too often, I'm afraid, the-
teachers who are actually in the classroom don't read the journals and one of the rea-
sons they don't read, them is they are not equipped to do so; they are simply not equip-
ped to be able to know all that there is to know about research. I'd like to see the
development of a great deal more idiosyncratic research in methods in art education,
methods which do violence to neither the objectivity of the researcher nor the artist's
subjectivity. I'd like to see a basic understanding of research procedures for all who
hope to do research'including, above all, the distinction between objectives and pro-
cedures and criteria. Very often we receive research proposals in the office which
seek to investigate areas which are sorely in need Of investigation, which are prepared
in a wholly commendable fashion, and which build a tremendous structure of objectives,
perhaps going on for six oreight pages. Then, when it comes down to procedures, when
they indicate what it is they are going to do and What is they they are asking the govern-
ment to'support, the procedures are spelled out in about three sentences. This is un-
fortunate because the time and effort which is devoted to the first part of the paper
has obviously been a labor of love and yet is shot down simply because the reviewipkg
personnel, either in the office or our consultants, do not know what is intended. The
same thing goes for statements of criteria. So I think in this ohe area alone is a
tremendous need for reeducation (or the simple initial education), of people to become
researchers so that they understand the difference between an objective and a proce&A
and a criteria. I would assume that this would be reasonably clear to most people q....;on-
templating research but the evidence doein't indicate this. At the same time I would
also like to see more ready information available on the simple mechanics of preparing
a proposal; budget structure, and who is able to sign for an institution, and these
rather pedestrian and mechanical kind of operations. ---

The second need which I feel is for better dissemination of research findings. The
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fruitlepaness of much research in the profession testifies to this need. I also believethat the dissemination should be a two-way street which incorporates a feed-back ofresults to researchers as well as the reporting of researchers efforts to teachers.Certainly both elementary classroom teachers and art teachers can do much to isolateproblems to.aid in testing hypotheses and establishing exemplary programs. I alsobelieve that another research journal should be established. I am thinking of a jour-nal which is quite different from Studies in Art &Ideation, whichgrepresentstut oneapproach to the reporting of research. I am thinking of a journal of interpretationand, if you will, popularization of research. Perhaps one approach would be to borrowan idea from the Department of Agriculture. The county agent fills an important roleas an intermediary between researchers in agriculture and the farmer in the field, andthis idea is one which I believe that education could very well copy. As an example,it may he possible,to set up a County Agu,,Ic in Education, someone to interpret, popu-larize, to implement the research findings. At the Tallahassee seminar, Marylou Kuhn,suggested that the art supervisors could, very well take on this responsibility andprovide for the fulfilling of,a genuine need.

I would also like to see many more exemplary classrooms and exemplary programs(lighthouses, to use a term that was used earlier today) which would provide for demon-strations, implementation and testing of new teaching materials, curricular patternsand other research findings. Also they could perhaps serve as one means to promote
educational innovation. I think that there. should be much more interdisciplinary re-search in the arts and also more interdisciplinary research in which art educatorswould work with historians and psychologists and sociologists., Certainly the impactof the past week of interchange between art educators and people from other disciplinesis ample evidence to the enrichment which such an approach could follow and, yet, veryfew art educators are willing to take on the responsibility to sacrifice anything oftheir own individuality to work with people from other disciplines. I sorely feel thatthis is needed. I feel that there are several curricular programs that could be estab-lished-Texperimental curricular programs. One, I think, is fora research manager inart education. Someone who could assist the artists or art teachers, to undertake re-search projects, who could help them prepare their proposals for the budgets, whocould absorb some of the report writing or editing; the preparation of the vouchers,who could coordinate certain related research projects, could locate consultant ser-vices, could translate research into basic English for publication purpOses, someonewho could work with copyright problems, or other snags which may emerge from possible,
publication, someone who could write the brochures and interpret the instructions andin every other way, not only make it possible or perhaps even inevitable, that theresearchers will involve themselves as deeply as possible in research. I think thatthere is a great deal of need for study of the interrelationship of various public andprivate agencies of the arts; museums, art centers; art schools, adult education pro-grams. Generally speaking, these varioug institutions for education in the artsoperate pretty independently of one another and I think that a correlative effort musttake place if we are not to explode in all directions at once. I think that there isa need for the preparation of people and the training of people to work in museums, towork in art centers, to work in conjunction with

State Arts Councils, to perform in asense something of a role that I'm doing at the Federal level, but at'the State level.In other words, I think that art educators should have their own representatives at theState level. I'm your man in Washington, but I think that there is a crying need forart educators to have their needs clearly represented across the government spectrum.

I think that a great deal of research needs to be done in teacher education. Weknow little about the relative clasiroom effectiveness of the Bachelor of Fine Artsstudent, who has a minimum of education courses, the typical art education student,with a broad spectrum of knowledge and information, and the liberal arts graduatm withonly a smattering of studio and education courses. I think we each have ideas andnotions about this but the simple fact of the matter is we don't really know which ismost effective under which programs. I'd also think that we should begin to think interms of certification policies at a different level. In other words, most statecertification is effective for grades K through 12. I'm not sure that this is neces-sarily the best approach. Most certification is very broad and again I think that per-
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haps it should be possible, for us to certify teachers to work in art criticism, at
history and perception approach without necessarily having the same qualifications as
a person who teaches in a studio operation. So I think that the whole problem of certi-
fication needs a great deal of inquiry, not only from the point of view of finding out
what is, but in finding out what might be, and breaking out of the pattern of a single
class of certification for all teachers. I think a great deal needs to be done in the
retraining of teachers. 4 0

Another thing that we need is simple, basic; statistical inforiailon. The Office
of Education has a reputation of being a warehouse full of filing cabinets full of in-
formation. And yet, the,simple faCt of the matter is that I haven't the foggiest
notion how many art teacherb there are in the United States and there is no way of
knowing. We don't know how many students elect our courses or for what reasons. We
don't know what range of requirements exists or what support, financial or otherwise, .
is given to our programs. Wellon't know what happens td the graduates of,our schools,
howmany of them remain,in the profession, how many go elsewhere. A good'deal of in-
quiry needs to be made in terms of systems of keeping this information current. One of
the problems with statistical data is bythe tine it gets into priiit It is oit of date
and I think that some kind of system should be developed where you can get an instant-
aneous input and output. It great deal of inquiry also needs to be undertaken in the
field of art history and art criticism in terms of the preparation of teaching mater-
ials; books and slides, reprints, reproduction's, etc. Most of this material is en-
tirely unstructured and it isfrankly difficult for most teachers to use and I think
that a great deal of work needs to be done is the simple preparation of teaching
materials to,enable the teacher who wants to develop this kind of program to do so in
a fashion which would not necessitate spending all of his time digging through slide
cabinets.

These are several notions which I have, none of which are original, most of which"
have come out of disCussions with other people and I heard several of them discussed
earlier today. One last point I would like to touch on, however,'-is one that was much
more ably presented by the three gentlemen on the panel earlier this afternoon. I
think that work should begin on the designing, validating and application of objective,
devices to measure art learning. A,precourser to this is, of course, a distinction
between .the various kinds of art learning. This is not really a problem for hardnosed
research. It is much more in line with philosophical inquiry, but until we undertake
this inquiry, this statement of values, of what it is we are teaching and why--until
this is made clear, no really objective inquiry into the measurement of learning in art
can possibly take place; because every time somebody talks about. the measurement of
learning in,art they are talking about something different. I think the time is past
when we can afford to function with each person having. his own operational7definition
of what he considers to be learning in art.
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RESEARCH PROPOSAL REPORTS.

Abstract.- RALPH WELKE

Title To develop
junior high school
primarily upon the

(`
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a'curriculum and/or curriculums in art for elementary schOol andwhich wOuld be sequential and cumulative and whiceWould be based
nature of art as a field of inquiry and of knowledge

4
Procedures:.

Step I. Identificaifen of Subject Matter - Identification of the basic ideas andconcepts which distinguish the visual arts as a mode of knowledge. Artists; art criticsand art historians, as "scholars" in the field, will be called upon to identify thebasic themes and principles which make up the basic structure of art. Techniques:Conference and interviews.

4
Step II. Development of Curriculum Design and/or Designs - Adaptation of identifiedsubject matter to curriculum design by at educators and curriculum ipecialists. In-volved here is the sequential placement at grade levels of ideas and concepts, the teach-ing of speCific topics and skills, the determination of what can and cannot be taughtsequentially, etc. The yossibility of different orientations is alswinvolved, i.e.studio oriented, history oriented, appreciation oriented. Techniques: Conference and "workshops.

,

Implementing the CurricUlum Design and/or Designs - Designs must betested in'school situations to determine effectiveness and validity. Involved is theselection of schools, the familiarization of teachers with the program, carrying out.the program and developihg a program of evaluation including instruments to assessprogress, learAings (factual and attitudinal), etc. As the program Is implemented, gapsin knowledge and in method should become apparent and suggestions for needed research,for new approaches, etc., should be forthcoming.

The proposal is broad in outline. Each step includes several additional steps,each detailed, but each can be viewed in relation to the perspective of a total plan.

Abstract - LAMBERT BRITTAIN

Title An Investigation Into the Character and Expressive Qualities of Adolescent Art

Introduction:

The area of adolescent art is filled with confusion. Little is known about thenatural or normal art expression of the 12 to 15 year old. In contrast, child art isa term that 14 meaningful to every teacher, parent, and psychologist. We know a greatdeal about the forces that underly child art, its developmental stages, its distinctattributes, and can see in child art a reflection of the child himself (Lowenfeld andBrittain, 1964).
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speqwwirallelfirt

Most adolescent Art that is ganerallyavailableis the type of product that his
'become associated With the junior.high'sdhooL Although there are some exceptions:,
most art programs at this level tend to emphasize teething skills/And techniques aimed'`
primarily at developing, an adult visual concept. tO a great degree, drawing boxes above
and beloweye-leve4 Making idinograms,'or pilititinOL still life is' the extent of adolts-
,cent art. However, a look at the secret drawings "in a notebook by anytwelve or thirteen
year-old quickly reveals a vital art that is concerned with such "questionable" topics
as sex, rebeilion*againstAidultsi and-eatiriCal cartoons.

Purpose:

The purpose of this research is to determine.if there is a discernable adolescent
art with distinct attributes'of its own that make it neither child art nor an imitation *

of adult profeSsionoI standards. There is clearly' a music that apPealeto the'adoles-
centand there Wan indication that the. aesthetid taste of the adolescent differs

' from that of either childten or adults (Holland, 1955). The importance of uncovering a
natural form of art expression for-the adoleseent,is obvious in its use for the teacher
and the psychologist as a prerequisite for curriculum planning. An hypothesis might be
simply stated: there is an art fora' that'is distinct and expressive of'sdolescent
youngsters.

Procedure:

It is proposed that approximately one-bmndred drawings by adolescents be collected
from many sources to include a wide range of subject matter, from secret drawings to
school projects. From these will beselected the ten pictures which elicit the "best"
responses from adolescents to such questions as: What do you suppose the artist was
trying to do? Why do'you suppose he/she drew it the way it is? What do you think, could
have been done to improve It? This attempts to bypass the problem of the self-con-
sciousness and, reluctance of the adolescent to exhibit or discuss his own work.

These ten "best" drawings will be used as a stimuli for recording comments about
adolescent art by 500 adolescent youngsters distributed in the 7th, 8th and 9th grades.
The stimuli will be administered to an equal number of boys and girls individually, and
in small groups.

Analysis:

The responses will be tabulated, and several directions for analysis may be fruitful.
1) The variety and quality'of responses should reflect the projected feelings, emotions,
or images of importance to the'adolescent populatiOn:' 1) A'comparison of the stiMUlus
drawing and the recordings of students' comments shoUliA':*7ovide information about the
need for the development of skills and techniques or the degree of the satisfaction or
dissatisfaction in adolescent expression. Some curllent research-indicates that growth
or change in art expression at this age is nil (Frankston, 1963). 3) If the. responses
gathered reflect qualitatively different characteristics from the traditional patterns
of art forms for this age group, a continuum of developmental characteristics of art .

expression would be hypothetically possible to plot or graph, thus forming an extension
of norms for child art through the adolescent period.

Abstract - HERBERT J. BURGART

Titlef The Development of a Non-discursive Measure of General Creativity

Objectives:

To explore, develop and refine non-discursive models of general creativity measures
which would be applicable to groups /individuals from childhood through adulthood.
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. To build npon,findings from studies directly related to the development of non-discursive measurement and explore non-discursive testing possibilities as related toexisting general creativity literature.

To add to the general researchp literature, basic information regarding non-discursive measurement

Specififally,
creativity measure
tiol with existing

Procedures:' ,

to submit experimental efforts in the development of a non - discursive
to pilot and general population groups in order to establish correla-
diacursive measures and Other subjective devices in current use.,

1. Construct non-discursive measure(s). as derived from existing visual-
verbal tests. '

2. Simultaneously, explore general creativity literature for other
hopeful avenues of approach in developing a non-discursive creativitymeasure.

3. Establish a. pilot population through discursive testing procedures towhich later experimental non-diaCursive models may be administered.
4. Establish supplemental populations for replication purposes.5. Make use of feed-back techniques from on-going data analysis in

structuring project direction.
6. Secondary questions regarding general usefulness, breadth of applica-

tion, economic feasibility, etc., to be set into sub-research designsand further explored toward refinement and/or rejection of experimental
measures,

7. Time permitting, a final replication undertaken,ensuring adequate
possibilities for depth analyses and interpretation.

8. Completion of final project report.

Abstract - ROBERT C. BUREHART

Title - The Analysis of Major Sets of Instructional Conditions in Teacher-Learning

Problem:

A

The.major purpose of this proposal is to improve our understanding of teacher-learning. This study is built around an analysis of the three major sets of instructionalconditions in which we learn as teachers.

1. Systems of Teacher Evaluation
2. Phases of Instruction Within a Lesson
3. Sizes of Student Group

;Objectives:

Up to the present, the focus in teacher education programs has been upon student-'learning and little has been done to make teacher-learning a meaningful idea. Thefundamental idea behind this research is how to train prospective artteachers andsupervisors to think effectiVely in terms of teacher-learning. Therefore, one of therequirements of the teacher-learning experience is that it makes teacher-learning
traceable in its relation to studentlearning in art for both the teacher-in-trainingand the supervisor. To achieve this objective, each instructional period is recordedon TV tapes and a record of student art activity is recorded on time lapse video tapesequences so that teaching behavior and art activity can be reviewed and analyzed as ameans of improvement.
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Teacher evaluation sessions are separated according to four methods of review and
analysis.* The four methods which comprise this principle variable:

'1. Self-Evaluation: 'self judgment
2. k Self with Critic: self with a more experienced individual judging him
3. Self with Another Teacher-in-Trainir4.t exchange of instructional experiences

with peer
4. Self with Demonstration Teacher: exchange of instructional experiences with

a more experienced person.
V

Tim central control conditions under which this variable is studied are two:

1.. Instructional sessions are separated according to phase of instruction within
a lesson

a. Presentational - Introduction to lesson
b. Studio - Work period
c. Evaluative. - Analysis of student results

2. Instructional sessions are also separated according to sizes of groups:
a. Individual student - one student
b. Small group - four students
c. Large group ; twenty to thirty students

The question being asked Is what differences in teacher-learning occur under these
three sets of instructional conditions.'

Procedures:

1. Instructional interaction is 15 minutes. This is the full length of the pre-p

sentational and evaluative phases, and the first third of the studio phase.
2. Teacher-student interaction occurs in only one of the three phases. In those

two phases in which the student works independently, the student writes,on
specific forms for feedback purposes. While the student works during the studio
phase, 10-second sequences at 2-minute intervals are made on video tape. Non-
.instructed sessions are proctored.

3. There are four review sessions for each teacher-in-training.
4. The review Session is a 25-Minute portion of the total analysis periOd which

begins by reviewing TV tapes of teacher -in- training instructional activity.
F011owing this, time lapse sequences of the studio session are shown and
student responses are read aloud. The teacher-in-training tries to identify
and indicate any teacher activity needing change. Supervisors participate.

5. Immediately following the review is a 35-minute analysis period in which
activities can be re-examined and both teacher and supervisor may suggest -

alternative courses of instruction.
6. An analysis will be made of teacher prAtices and student-learning in art.

The teacher will be rated on gains or losses in practices found to be related
to student-learning in art. The effectiveness of teacher-learning will be
determined by analysis of variance techniques.

7. This research is planned for 3 years starting January, 1966.

Abstract - LAURA CHAPMAN

Title - A Pilot Descriptive Study of Responses to Different Types of Artifacts

Objectives:

The purpose of this study is to describe some aspects of the process of discriminat-
ing among artifacts. The study will utilize a forced-sort technique and four differing
sets'of artifacts in order to obtain three kinds of data: a profile of visual discrim-
inations obtained by coding the artifacts and tracking the groups into which they are
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placed; L.profile of the verbal responses which accompany each sub-grouping of artifacts;
and a,time-response record to describe points of apparent difficulty in sorting artifacts©
These tate, will be analysed in order to answer suchaquestioneas:

1. Do differing types of artifacti tend to elicit differing types of response,
P regardless of the order in which they are presented, regardless of subjects?2. Are similar patterns of visual discrimination associated with 'similar patternsof verbal,response?

3. Do some arrays of artifacts appear to be more difficult to discriminate amongthan others? Is there evidence which might be used to project a hierarchyof "difficulties" among thee or related arrays of artifacts?
4. Do any of the key variables, i.e., task difficulty, verbal ors visual response

profiles correlata significantly with available personality or scholastic
measures?

Procedures: 4**

Subjects (initially a convenience sample of college art students) will be assignedto four half-hour treatments in a counterbalanced design. Each treatment will requirethe subject to sort one of the following arrays of artifacts into a forced distribution.Following each sort, the subject will be asked to give the main reason he grouped theartifacts in the way he did. A completed sort within the half-hour period will yield31 verbalizations for each Of the 31 forced discriminations the subject makes. Anarray will consist of one of the following sets of artifacts:

32 black & white photographs: interiors of Gothic cathedrals
32 pencil drawings by second graders: still life
32 colored reproductions of paintings: random selection
32 dime store artifacts: figurative ceramic planters, figurines, jewelry, and

plastic toys (soldiers, monsters, dolls).

The forced choice distribution of the 32 items in each-array can be represented asa decision tree which 1) provides for tracking the group into which an artifact is
placed and 2) associates with each artifact a sequential "history" of the verbal responsesit served to evoke. Thus, 32 objects divided into 2 groups of'16; each group of 1632- divided into 2'groups of 8; each group of

0#8\
8 divided into 2 groups of 4, etc.

AjAAX /2 X' /c
.

1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111

Verbal responses will be content analysed on the basis of Aldridge's Classifactory scheme(with post hoc modifications if necessary). Appropriate estimates of realiability willbe obtained for the content analyses. Run tests (or more powerful techniquet if avail-able) will be used to deterbine patterns of response.

Analyses of variance and correlational techniques will be used to assess the extentto which subject differences, treatment order, and types of artifacts influence patternsof response. Individual profiles will be examined for further qualitative information.

Abstract - ROBERT D. CLEMENTS

Title - The Effectiveness of Two Content Variables (Form and Feeling) and Two Method
Variables (Teacher Talk and Student Talk) in Teaching College Freshmen Art Appreciation

This study will attempt to assess the relative effectiveness of twc content variablesand two instructional methods for the teaching of art appreciation to college men andwomen: In this area, ferment and controversy exist over meaning, Value, techniques, and

'4
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criteria. The purpose of the study is neither to build a theory of aesthetic decision
nor to construct a test, but to examine contents and methods which can be important
conditions for the ability to make discriminations and statements about art. For the
purpose of the study, appreciation is considered to mean awareness of design relation-
ships in the art work and empathy with the affective mood or meaning of the work.

The operational criteria used in this study to measure ability to appreciate art
are, first, the extent to which the student can articulate in his writing, his awareness
of a work's formal and affective attributes. Short essays, which the students will
write about a projected slide will be the source of pre-test and post-test norms to be
gained by a "content analysis" procedure.

A second range of criteria involves the extent to which the student can select,
from comparable pieces of art, the more aesthetic work. Test of picture preference
formulated by Graves and by the Investigator, and the Beittel Art Acceptance Scale,
will be used to gain pre-test and post-test measures.

A third set of criteria concern the frequency and intensity of instances in which
the student is personally aware of doing "art appreciation". Three months after.com-
pleting the course, students will be interviewed and asked how often and how much they
have made use of art appreciation skills learned in the course.

The content approaches and teaching methods all aim at the ability capable of
being demonstratedin formulating aesthetic decisions. In content one, the substance
of the lecture or discussion will deal with objective formal qualities such as balance,
rhythm, and patterns of shape, color, space, etc. In content two, the substance will
deal with what the work "means" to the viewer and how it affects him. In method one,
the teacher makes assertions about works of art in regard to its design qualities and
affective qualities. This is widely known as the lecture method, in which the teacher
directs students' attention to matters subsequently capable of being described by
students' making similar assertions. In method two, it is the students who make
assertions about a work of art concerning its formal elements, emotional impact, and
cultural implications; the teacher asks questions to stimulate and focus their
assertions.

Each approach will be employed for an entire term, consisting of twenty lessons.
Mean scores for males and females for each method and content will be compared. Analysis
of variance will be the statistical procedure used for the 2x2x2x2 design.

Teacher. A

Teacher B

College Freshmen Art Appreciation Classes
1200 Students, 160 Lessons

Fall Winter Sala
Method 1 Method 2 Method 1 Method 2
Content 1 Content 1 Content 2 Content 2

Method 2 Method 1 Method 2 Method 1
Content 2 Content 2' Content 1 Content 1

Abstract - HOWARD CONANT

Title - Art for Schools

Objectives:

To study the ways by which the history of art might best be taught to elementary
and secondary school pupils through the use of original art works. To determine if
original art works representative of- certain art schools and styles, certain modes of
expression, certain artists, certain works, certain media, are particularly appropriate
subjects of study for pupils at the elementary and secondary school levels of education.
To determine if an emphasis upon an aesthetic-orientation in the elementary and secondary
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school study of original works of art, rather than an emphasis upon an historic, psy-
chological, or sociological orientation, is a valid, and perhaps preferable, means of#
developing an understanding of the essential qualities of works of art.

To develop, implement, and evaluate,various teaching practiCes in aesthetically-
oriented teaching of art history to elementary and secondary school pupils; and to com-
pare them with historically, psychologically and sociologically oriented art history
teaching practices.

To,locate, study, and to evaluate literature pertinent to the proposed study.

To determine if Albert Einstein's belief that children are capable of grasping the
essence of advanced mathematical concepts is also applicable to the field of aesthetics.

To collect and interpret elementary and secondary school pupils' comments on works,
artists, schools, movements, and periods studied.

To survey potential sources, and means of acquiring, cataloging, warehousing,
distributing, displaying and making secure original art works, slides, reproductions,
books, filmstrips, films, video tapes, and necessary projection equipment which should
be acquired by public and private elementary and secondary schools, colleges and uni-
versities, professional art schools and adult education programs.

To study means by which the concluding phases of the Art For Schools project might
best be financed and developed on community, state, regional, national and possibly
international bases.

Abstract - EDMUND B. FELDMAN

Title - An Investigation into Techniques used by Professional Art Critics for Applica-
tion to Art Instruction

Guiding Assumptions:

1. Art critics are engaged in the explication and evaluation of works of art for
their particular publics and constituencies.

2. Art teachers must also explain works of art -- those of the masters as well as
those created by students.

3. The critical procedures of professional critics gal:provide strategies which
are useful in educational. contexts.

Procedures:

1. Interviews with critics such as following: Rosenberg, Getlein, Genauer, Ruh,
Kramer, Read, Tillim, Saarinen, et al.

2. Logical analysis of published critiques by above critics.
3. Classification of interview data and published material according to following

categories of critical procedure: Description, Formal Analysis, Interpretation, Judgment
or Evaluation.

4. Consultation with philosopher(s) of art criticism, such as Pepper, Weitz,
Kaelin, et al.

5. Consultation with expert(s) on theory construction, such as Champlain, Foshay,
Woodruff, Beittel.

6. Classification of material into major patterns of professional critical procedure.
7. Extrapolation from #6 for art instruction as follows:

a. Description of main strategies in use by professional critics.
b. Statement of adequacy of critical strategies iu coatexts of

organized education.
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Abstract - LEON FRANKSTON

Title.- Effects of Structure, Content and Teaching Strategy upon the Quality of Art
Products of Junior High School Pupils

..- Objectives:

It is hypothesized that art programs at the junior high school level are affected
by three basic conditions which may not only be isolated and measured but which may
also be interdependent and therefore requiring simultaneous inquiry and investigation.

The main objectives will be to determine the effects and inter-relationships of the
following three independent variables:

1. The structure of the subject matter -- structured as opposed to non-structured.
2. The content of the subject matter -- depth content as opposed to breadth content.
3. The strategy of teaching art -- accepting as opposed to controlling strategy.

The three Main effects and interactions will be measured on the basis of two series
of art performance tests (pre and post tests) judged by experts on four dependent var-
iables: (1) Original-Aesthetic Quality, (2) Technical-Realistic Proficiency, (3)
Spontaneous Art Strategy, and (4) Divergent Art Strategy. Thus, in effect four slides
will be undertaken -- one for each dependent variable.

Procedures:

1. Design of the study will consist of 2x2x2 analysis of variance. For each of the
eight cells formed, four teachers will be selected in order to control the teacher
variable.

2. Forty-eight junior high school art teachers will be identified on the basis
of their teaching strategy (twenty-four as being accepting and twenty-four as being
controlling).

3. Within each teaching strategy the teachers will be assigned at random to one
of four seminars. Each seminar will train the teachers to develop proficiency in the
art program assigned to them -- based on structure and content.

4. Following the seminars the teachers will put into practice their assigned art
programs in their respective schools. They will each teach a regularly scheduled art
class comprised of randomly selected eighth graders (fora period of six months).

5. The three independent variables (structure, content and strategy) will be
verified through observations, interviews and questionnaires during the period of the
experiment.

6. All pupils will be given three art tests at the beginning and at the end of
the experiment to determine gain or loss with respect to the four dependent variables:
Original-Aesthetic Quality, Technical-Realistic Proficency, Spontaneous Art Strategy
and Divergent Art Strategy.

7. The art work will be judged and reliability will be tested by an analysis of
variance for each dependent variable.

8. The main effects and interaction of the independent variables will be measured
by an analysis of variance for pre-tests, post-tests and differences.

9. Photographic records of sample art products and class activities will be kept.
10. A final report will be prepared.

Abstract - GUY HUBBARD

Title - An Inquiry into Purposes in Art Education

Problem:

Statements of purpose in art education are usually revealed through curriculum
outlines. Such statements are made by people who have a personal investment in art

1



education and may not adequately represent at teaching needs and expectations. Pro-fessional purposes in education should be defined by the profession, but these definitionsshould be based on data drawn from all people associated with art instruction. Thesedata have not been gathered much less Onthemisekinto. statements of purpose. Possessionof such information may enable art teachers to improve their curricular predictions, takeadvantage of current Attitudes, and eliminate shortcomings in their-professional function,generally.

Procedure:

The problem may be attacked through three distinct steps.

Step I - For practical purposes, the information sources must be classified. Thefirst class will consist of those written statements of purpOses ranging from items ofschool law and state directives to local curricular policy statements. They will bestudied on the assumption that they represent, or once represented, agreement about arteducation among policy makers. The second class of item* will include information fromindividuals involved with the instructional functions of art education, namely, teachersand students. The third class, will include information from people whose activitiessupport the central educational purposes of art in schools bUt are not directly.inatructional. Administrators, counsellors, school architects, librarians, secretariesand janitors will be grouped here. The fourth class of people will include those layindividuals who function as interested. citizens -- parents, phillanthropists, members oflocal art associations and vendors of art supplies.

Step II - The sources for data will be drawn from a community of about 30,000.Data will be gathered through structured interview by trained personnel. Case studiesmay be made to draw out more detailed information. A core of items will be presentedto all respondents to which will be added a supplementary series of items relating moredirectly to the classification into which an individual might fall.

These verbal data may not correspond with what people do or with what they actuallythink. We cannot check the validity of the data completely but classroom observationand skillful interviewing may help alleviate these potential discrepancies.
.

Step III - An analysis of the data collected might be expected to reveal centraltendencies both among the groups and,within them. This information may then be relatedto current practices in art teacher education, in-service training practices, andcurrent research in art education. These conclusions need then to be disseminatedthroughout the profession. Art teachers must learn more about what is considered
appropriate by all those concerned if they are to establish more effective teachingpractices. In turn, they must use this knowledge to advance the objectives that aredeemed most worthwhile by the profession ald also those that are most. practical.

Conclusion:

On the assumption that this study would reveal useful data, a follow-up might beundertaken to determine whether any improvement had occurred in the art program of thecommunity. The study might also be replicated in a comparable location to test itsreliability. The same study might also be extended to various kinds of community --rural, slum or upper class -- in order to establish broader patterns of purpose toguide the art teaching profession as a whole.

Abstract - IVAN E. JOHNSON

Title - An Experiment Using Three Experimental Designs to Determine A ComponentRelationship That Will Increase the Range of Terminology Used in Discourse on Art
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Three foci or components of the arieducation curriculum as identified by laTkan,"
Eisner and others are the chero of art, the salltallimesaof art, and
the historicalasnects of art. Darken reduces these aspects to two dimensions:

.Production- criticism and History-criticism. This dichotomous structure implies that inproduction (studio work) the pupil concomitantly learns to carry on a critical dialogue
*bout his creative' *eta, his products and those of others, each'in relation to oneanother. And in his gain of knowledge about the development of artlaglgmelas4120he develops competence in discourse and critical appraisal of art as it has illuminated
the meaning of the past and its relation.to contemporary life. Darken does not speculate
as to whether one component might be more-dominant than the other.

In order to determine the effective ratio of Production-criticism to ,History7
criticism for the student in. gaining knowledge of art- it would be necessary to determine
the outcome of learning using controlled-Variables. One of the outAomee_of-krgmledse
gain would be i facility in discourse about arL as.evidenced in use of vocabulary.

Problem:

To design and teach with three experimental curriculum designs with different ratios
of production-criticism and history-criticism to determine the change in vocabulary used
in discourse on art at the fourth grade level.

Objectives:

1. To determine which ratio of Prodgetied-criticism and History-yLer,....._itliism in acurriculum structure contributes tonn-increase in complexity of vocabulary used in
discourse on art at the 4th. .ride level.

2. To ascertain implications the optimum ratio of the two curriculum componentshas for the,tesbhing of art in the elementary school.
. '

Procedures:

1. Three curricula structures will be designed with the following varying components:(A) Predominantly production-criticism and limited emphasis on history-criticism; (H)An equally balanced relationship of the two components; and (C) Predominantly history-criticism with limited production-criticism.
2. Pour fourth grade classes as nearly equal as possible will be taught by thesame teacher for a four month period. Three classes will be tested with the experimental

curriculum; the remaining class will use the, existing art curriculum.
3. Pre-tests of art vocabulary, writing samples, and tape recording of class dis-cussions will be made before, at the mid-point, and at the conclusion of the experimentand vocabulary inventories will be made. Tape recordings of the class discussions willbe made weekly and vocabulary complexity increases computed. Design and administer teststo determine knowledge gain as evidenced in the content of art.
4. Statistically analyze and compare the data acquired in the above steps with

vocabulary inventories used in language at the fourth grade level.
5. Data will be examined by appropriate statistical means to determine which

experimental curriculum contributes to an increase in vocabulary complexity.

Abstract - VINCENT LANIER

Title - Aesthetic Decision-Making in Adult Life Situations

Objectives:

1. Tb determine the reported importance of aesthetic criteria in life decisions
made by the sample population'over a specific time period.

2. To discover the aesthetic criteria alleged to have been used in these decision-making situations.

0



3. To measure differences in reported responsmibetween art trained and non-art
trained population

Procedure:

1. A panei.oE art education research and educational psychology specialists meeting
for three days Will select an adequately representative sample population of one-hundred
adults (tvanty-one years of age and older)' including two groups: art trained and non-
art trained.

2. The same panel will prepare an oral interview and/or written questionnaire des-
igned to elicit responses revealing information relevant to the objectives of the study.

3. Each subject will. be interviewed and the conversation tape recorded under
conditions organised to be as similar as possible.

4. Responses will be tabulated, analyzed and treated statistically according to
the recommendations of.the panel.

5. Convene panel for evaluation meeting.
6. A final report will be prepared with particular emphasis on the implications

suggested by the findings for art education.

Abstract - KENNETH LANSING

Title - The Development of a Curriculum in Art Education for the Elementary Schools

Objectives:

The six major objectives of this project are as follows:

1. To determine the nature and aims of instruction in painting in the elementary
school.

2. To organize a sequential curriculum in painting for the six grades of the
elementary school. This curriculum will be based on the nature and aims of instruction
in painting, our knowledge of human growth and development, and our knowledge of the
teaching-learning process.

3. TO develop instructional materials and methods that will aid the implementation
of the new curriculum and achieve the aims of painting instruction in five selected
school districts in the State of Illinois.

4. To train cooperating .art and classroom teachers to use the methods, materials,
and curriculum that have been developed.

5. To achieve the aims listed above by making full use of the extension services
of a State University.

6. To disseminate the findings of this study throughout the State of Illinois and
throughout the nation by using the extension services of a State University.

Procedure:

A curriculum development team composed of the principal investigator and seven
consultants will work at the University of Illinois over a four-year period to reach
the stated objectives. The procedure that they will follow is conceived in terms of
phases.

Phase I - Hold meetings with administrators, classroom teachers and art teachers
in five cooperating school districts to explain the project. Record data on each par-
ticipating classroom.

Phase II - (a) For a period of one year, the art teachers and classroom teachers
from cooperating, school systems will record the amount of painting in classes, ghat
they teach, who does the teaching, problems in toachinsupainting. (b) The principal
investigator and big coasultents will formulate a statement of the nature and aims of
instruction in painting, otganita" a sequential curriculum in painting.
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Phase III - The first year, the principal investigator will analyse the recordings
from the clasirooms to determine the nature of thelainting curriculum. This information
will be presented to cooperating art teachers in a workshop at the University of Illinois
for additions and clarifications. Teachers-sill examine the new curriculum for the purpose
of making criticisms, alterations and refinements.

Phase IV - During the second year, the principal investigator and-the consultants-
will compare the new painting curriculum with the one that exists in the schools being
studied, determine the improvements that need to be made and develop teaching materials
to make these. improvements. These materials mill be. tested.

Phase V - The second year, the cooperating art specialists will be brought to the
University of Illinois to study the new materials and to learn how to use them. They
will practice with the materials by teaching the youngsters in a summer school.

Phase VI - The third year will be devoted to training the classroom teachers in the
use of the methods, materials, and curriculum, The workshops will be directed by co-
operating art teachers. Following the workshop, the teachers will try the methods,
materials, and curriculum in their classes.

Phase VII - The third year, the principal investigator will attempt to solve any
problems that may have developed as a result of the workshops and trials.

Phase VIII - The fourth year the curriculum will be used in the cooperating schools.
The cooperating teachers will record the same kind of information recorded during the
first year.

Phase IX - The fourth and part of the fifth year the project will be evaluated.

Phase X - The fifth year, a system will be set up that will permit the of
continued improvements in the curriculum and the dissemination of curriculum materials.

Abstract - HILDA LEWIS

Title - Criteria for Evaluation of Children's Artistic Creativity

Objectives:

To develop and validate an instrument for the identification of artistic creativity
in preadolescents by evaluating their art products for (a) aesthetic merit and (b)
originality. The instrument is to consist of a series of descriptions of observable
qualities of graphic and plastic art presented it a format that facilitates rating of
each quality separately on a five point scale.

Procedures:

The development of the "instrument will begin by searching the literature for
authoritative statements about criteria of creativity in works of art. The statements
will then be defined operatioually, to function as a rating scale applicable to child-
ren's art work. The items will be submitted to teachers for evaluation in terms Of
usefulness and appropriateness in assessing artistic creativity in preadolescents.
Ouggeati0000 for improving items WM be solicited in interviews with these teachers a

/tams will be ravine, according to the evaluations and auseestions of teachers and sub-
e tta to a second group of teachers for furbter evaluation and suggestions, and revised
accordingly. When tbs-items -appear to -be tatlifactoty, they will be placed in a format
that pirate rating,ou a MO ...point seek.

After a period of practice to develop familimmity and skill in using the instrument,
judges, drawn from art faculty in local colleges, will carry out independent ratings of
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children'. art products. Ratings will by item analyzed and a reliability check conducted.
Validity will be deteznined by comporinG judgments obtained-by using the scale with eon-
structured- judgments of tat

Abstract JON A. WICHAEL

Title Determining Conceptt and Orientations Held Important by Practicing Artists
Concerning their Work and Formulating Ways of Handling this Data Appropriate for the
Field of Art Education

Problem:

This project seeks to determine concepts held important by artists concerning their
work in the areas of painting (including drawing), sculpture, pottery, jewelry, weaving,
and enameling and ways of handling such data that may be comprehensible and useful in
the art learning situation at the secondary level.

Design of the Study:

1. The literature of the field (writings by art historians, art critics, and
artists) will be reviewed noting concepts held important by artists as they work in each
of the seven areas.

2. Interviews with a number of pc:melding artists in each area will be taped and
studied. Parts of these interviews will be structured whereas other parts will be left
unstructured. An effort will be made to procure the artist's operational approach and
his "shop talk", as well as his critical evaluation of art work created by others. It
is assumed that in and through such discussions points of view, knowledge., plans of
action, orientations, and the like, may come about.

3. Information from the literature and from discussion with artists will be
analyzed and categorised. The following are a few suggested possibilities for arranging
of the data:

A. Categorizing according to
a. description (dealing with perceptions)
b. interpretation (dealing with meanings)
c. evaluation (dealing with value judgments)

B. Categorising according to levels of conception
a. symbolic strategies developed within the verbal system
b. verbal statements (descriptions)
c. mental images
d. basic perceptions (real objects)

C. Categorising by pairing of ideas which seem to be
counter or opposite of each other
a. studio talk versus critical talk
b. knowledge versus values and goals
c. technical information versus operational constructs

FollowfUp0Study

Title -letermining the Effectiveness of Selected COncepts when Used in an Art Learning
Situation at the Secondary Level

Phase. 1 - Sxperisiental applications with pitot,'stsidies wherein-certain selected
percepts and concepts are introduced into a seIfereflective art learning situation will
be conducted. there are mosey pOindixaltikivinich st s Ling Pate.Pta-liad concepts as
clusteradr experiences which say resuilt dis the pupils arriving at 'certain .gineralisations
which artiStS hold 110110stlit This StratiOtt NW be- COSt *$t56 Cat aillpfiVeds with situ.,
ations where no concepts are introduced from the field of art by_ the teacher, Other
polsibilitiet Would be thou of comparing cediridietOry'idoiiii iii-iiitiCtioaps or
within one
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Phase II - From the experimental.piletstudies of Phase Is a sense of direction will
be derived which will be carried out in a garter experimental study bated on the above
findings.

Abstract - MARY J. ROUSE

Title - A Plin for th3 Establishment of an Art Education Research Information Center

Objectives:

This Study proposes to survey empirical research stUdis in the field of art ed-
ucation and from other edcmationals psychological) attsociologital journals in order
to abstract, classify, and categorise materials whith appear to have a relevance for
further research and curriculum development in our field. These abstracts will be stored
for retrieval and quarterly annotated bibliographies of new material will be dessielnated
to interested art educators. Provisions will be made to enable these educators to
receive copies of needed abstracti at minimum cost.

'Significance of Study:

Practitioners in the field of art education decry the present poor state of com-
munication concerning what has and is being done in empirical research. Only the larger
universities have extensive collections of pest and present journals, and few faculty
members have time to inspect a variety of these in order to sift out pertinent studies.
Public school personnel rarely are able to share in this primary information and are
usually forced to rely on secondary interpretations. This project will attempt to pro-
vide quick access to the most current information as well as to pertinent studies from
the past on any problem under study.

Procedures:

1. Research assistants at Indiana University, under the direction of the principal
investigator, will collect abstracts of pertinent research from all suitable journals,
utilising for this purpose a steudard analytical form which will list titles, authors,
sources, objectives, results, conclusions and implications.

The determination of pertinency will be decided by checking details of each study
against criteria assembled on the basis of recommendations made by * panel of expert.
art educators assembled for the purpose.

2. The studies will be classified under a system which will also be specified by
the panel of experts cited above. This system might approximateone suggested by
Burkhart, Bloom and Krathmohl, or one may be developed specifically for this project.
A cross-referencing system will be utilised for more efficient and thorough retrieval.

3. The collection of abstracts will begin with the current year and proceed back-
wards. This will continue until all suitable journals have been surveyed back to 1930.
Inadequate statistical procedures prior to this date suggest that'earlier studies will
not be suitable.

4. Provisions can also be made to record proposals accepted.by'the Office of Ed-
ucation and other foundations, and Abstracts of the final report" as they appear.

3. Interested- orgtdizations-mdil pay a minimal annual fee which will enable them
to receive a quarterly annetated bibliography, Of current and peat Studies as they become
available. This 4111 be published in loose4eaf fore to pro mote ere:efficient °riga-
ifttift.

6. Provisions will be made to.provide quick retrieval and copying of complete
streets from the collection as called for, also at minimal charge. This will probably

iT
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require a computerized operation which Indiana University is prepared to offer. An ex-
tensive computer presently exists and was recently re-equipped with a Control Data
Corporation 3600 system which should be adequate for our project.

Abstract - RONALD H. SILVERMAN,

Title - Developing and Evaluating Art Curricula Specifically Designed for DisadvantagedYouth

The purpose of this study is to test the hypothesis that a specifically structured
junior high school art program can affect changes in art abilities as well as several
behavior patterns which may be facilitative in improving the school-success-potential
for disadvantaged youth.

Procedures for testing this hypothesis will include: (1) selecting at random art
teachers from junior high schools located in economically depressed areas of Los Angeles;
(2) involving these teachers in a six week summer workshop wherein they will develop
specific curricula to be utilized during the following school year; (3) administering
criterion measures in a "pre-post" testing program to identify changes in abilities to
organiue space, uses of memory, knowledge of how culture influences behavior, one's
articulation of self, attitudes toward school, uses of leisure, reading ability, and the
quality of art learnings; and (4) analysing data using appropriate multivariate procedures
to watch groups, and estimate changes in both behavior and in the relationships and inter-
actions between and among dependent variables and experimental treatments.

Abstract - RALPH SMITH

Title - University of Illinois Environmental Planning Project for Secondary Grades 7-12

Objectives:

(1) To develop curriculum materials for the purpose of assisting in the teaching
of one important aspect of environmental planning. The topical unit of instruction is
to be called "The Aesthetic Dimension of Environmental Responsibility;" (2) To instruct
a select:ed number of secondary teachers and students (grades 7-12) in an understanding
Of the cvatral ideas, concepts, and principles of the prolecee topic; (3) to assess
various levels of teachers' and students' mastery of topical content; (4) in general,
to create the conditions within the required program of formal schooling for teachers
and students to gain an appreciative and interpretive perspective on the aesthetic
dimension of environmental responsibility.

Procedures:

An interdisciplinary environmental planning curriculum development team consisting
of two principal investigators and at least four major consultants will work at the
University of Illinois over a three-year period to accomplish a variety of tasks. The
project's work will proceed through a number of phases.

Phase I - The first phase will be devoted to (1) analysis of the problems involved
In providing instruction in the projectarea. The.purpose of this.analysis.is,to
extend currant discussions of environmental planning into the context of the philosophy
of general education in the public. schools, (2) the second part of the first phase will
be devoted to a foundational analysis of the aesthetic historical, societal,,peycho-.
logi911,_an4.technolosical.especte_of environmental -01:nning,that is,;theiesthetic--
and extra-aesthetic dimensions of the topic. It is expected that the work of the first
phase will result in a series of topics, or clusters of concepts and literature suit-
able for instructional purposes in the-secondary grades.
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Phase II - The second phase of the project till be devoted to the preparation of
curriculum materials for the appreciative domain of art or aesthetic education. Sinceit is the project's work to design such materials, their character cannot be fullyspecified in advance. However, it is expected-that master volumes and student booklets,
wizen as significant visual aids will be prepared. A mobile visual exhibition of the
project topic will be included as part of the unit, modeled perhaps on Edward Steichen's
"The Family of Man." This traveling exhibit would be made available on a national basis
and would serve the function of disseminating the project's work.

Phase III The third phase of the project will be devoted toe training institute
for invited secondary school teachers in the state of Illinois. The training institute,
will provide instruction in the purpose, the character, and the use of the project's
materials.

Phase IV - The fourth phase will be deVoted to the testing and assessment of pro-
ject materials in the schools of training institute participants. Assessment will focus
on the difficulties teachers experience in using materials in a variety of teaching
situations and on students' levels of mastery of topical content.

Phase V - The final phase of the project will be devoted to extended efforts in
dissemination including the instruction of others in the use of the new materials.

Abstract - WILLIAM STEWART

Title - A study of the Judgmental Process as Learning in the Visual Arts

Learning in the visual arts, as a judgmental process, could be considered autonomous
and programmatic in nature. The ability of the individual to make aesthetic judgments
necessary for learning depends upon how well he is able to emotionalize other psychic
functions for the task. Within this structure of unique psychic behavior exists a
potential tool of learning if we knew more about the judgmental process and could devise
methods of improving receptivity and facilitating personally valid judgmental experiences.

I would like to further study aesthetic judgment as a learning process which demands
of the subject certain abilities° sensibilities, values and experiences that allow him
to be effectively occupied with objects.

The first part of the study would be an attempt to design a'method of presenting *
variety of controlled visual judgments. A non-discursive scale, linearly programmed,
using paired comparisons of objects would be used. Such a scale would measure strength,
direction and constancy of valid or invalid judgments of the paired objects presented.The data obtained from such a scale would be in the form of a visual, record of psychic
behavior and specific judgments. The degree of complexity or variation would further
aid in providing a dimension of a population's visual judgmental profile. More dis-
criminant pairs might be used to allow individuals to branch from a common linear scale
to a personal one determined by his unique focus, psychic makeup or conceptual cues that
might be introduced into the judgmental task.

Initially, an array of stimuli would be obtained by having selected objects judgedby students and experts. The stimuli used for scaling would be those objects that wouldbe valued by experts and not students, valued by students and not experts, and valued
by students and experts alike.

This scale and other non-distursive measures would help the investigator to further
describe certain dimensions of the judgmental process such as: (1) the psychic deportment
of the I,earner in relation to the quality of his judgments; (2) the receptivity of the
learner-4in a judgmental situation to various degrees of difficulty in judging; (3) the
intuitive and noncognitive aspects of learning when judging works of art; (4) the char-
acteristics of objects which facilitate judgment and learning.
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Title - An Investigation of the Process of Analogizing by Students of Art at the
Secondary and Higher Education Levels

Problem:

One means of making abstraCt concepts verbally_concrete in the art class is to
employ figures of speech, the simile, metaphor and analogy. Curiously, however, it
appears that while there are some students who are consistently triggered into action
by a teacher's verbalizations which contain figures of speech there are also those who,
with equal-consistency reject such forms of communication. If such consistencies do
exist, then this form of communication may not be a matter of verbal skill but rather.
Involve an ability of analogizing, defined here as that process of noting and utilizing
similarities among disparities. -The purposes of this study will be. to determine what
patterns of analogical operation emerge when examining the relationships among,the scores
produced by students of art on six mental measures as well as ascertain the relationships
between the ensuing patterns of those who operate analogically and their success or lack
of success in the art class.

Objectives:

1. To identify some of the social, verbal and personality patterns which charac-
terize analogizing and non-analogizing individuals,

2. To produce a tentative description of the analogizing personality.
3. To determine some of the relationships between social, verbal and personality

patterns of analogizing and non-analogizing individuals and how they operate and succeed
in the art class.

Procedures:

Termination of phase one, development of a sociometric device which will attempt to
detect hoy the analogizer is perceived by his peers, will complete the analogizer-
identification battery of three instrmments. The first two instruments have already
been developed. Phase two will entail administering of the analogizer-identification
battery, tests of intelligence, achievement and creative thinking. Phase three will
involve analysis of the data and phase four will encompass the documentation and writing
of the report of the project.

Inasmuch as analogizing may involve a mental process. in which an individual learns
to draw.upon a wider-than-usual range of sources of information for the solutions of
problems, results of tots investigation should make an important contribution to ed-
ucation. With education moving into the area of teaching primary forms and concepts, a
fruitful avenue to investigate would be a mental operation which may be used in linking
information both within and among diverse disciplines and basic structures.

Abstract - STANLEY G. WOLD

Title - Development of Measures of Perception of Directional Dynamics in Works of Art

Introduction:

The ability to respond to works of visual art might well be facilitated by the de-
velopment and differentiation of certain modes of visual perception. The psychology
of visual perception offers illuminating concepts for the understanding of art phenomena,
but their relevance is not easily seen in specific situations.. Koffka discussed the
implications of Gestalt theory for art, and Werner believes that the physiognomic mode
of perceiving is central in art. Comalli demonstrated that art students rely on physio-
gnomic qualities to a greater extent than do science students, in judging rates of
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mation of.pictures having directional dynamics. Wee, Rensler,Salomei,And.othersfiidr
experimental and theoretical work relating perceptual psychology to art expele,ence. Thus;
a beginning has been made in defining and studying the roleof percePtioin art experience.
HoweVer, a detailed theoretical structure, developed from experimentation and.useful.for
guiding practice in arreducation; remains to be achieved..:.

Problem:

The' research to be proposed is seen as part of a larger effort directed to the
following objectives:

a. To adopt from the psychology of perception, to discover, or to define
categories of perceptual behavior relevant to the visual arts.

b. To develop revealing indices of these perceptual behaviors.
c. To trace the influence of these behaviors in teaching and learning

in art.
d. To propose and test teaching approaches which facilitate appropriate perceptual

learning.

Specific Project:

Studies of perception in art depend on successful development of the necessarily
indirect indicators of the nature of the visual experience of a work of art. Dynamic
qualities in drawings, paintings, and sculpture probably stem from a variety of
characteristics of the work of art. At the least,,line, itself, may suggest motion,
and the area of a' figure may be dynamic by virtue of its contour and orientation. The
research proposed will attack the problem of developing measures of the perception of
dynamic line and figural qualities.' Initially, the rationale will be drawn from psy-
chological concepts of physiognomic perception, field-independence-dependence, and
visual gradients. The project will be directed to developing measures of the following
types:

1. A test of awareness of idiosyncratic.line qualities through requiring subjects
to relate fragments of drawings to each other and to entire drawings.

2. A measure of awareness of dynamic qualities of line and figures through
subjects' gestural responses to works of art. The goal is to obtain quantitative data
from,photographic records of gestures. The potential of this approach is suggested by
the use artists and teachers make of gesture to reveal "what they see" and to direct
attention to qualities which cannot be pointed to as physically present in the art
object.

3. The instrument used by Comalli to demonstrate art students' reliance on a
physiognomic mode of perception will be modified and developed to allow testing for a
greater variety of behaviors.
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FINAL CONFERENCE EVALUATION

Mr. Woodruff :. The seminar has rather insistently, and in a variety of ways, put a
finger on t e problem of saying clearly what we mean when we talk about art education.
This strand of our work reached a clear focus in the Tuesday panel with Lathrop,

-- Champlin, and Foshay. They said in effect we must clear up the ambiguities before we
start doing anything else that depends for its usefulness on precision of meaning, and
validity of findings. That is, before we try experimental research we need to'get down
to a platform of clearly described phenomena, organize them into some kind of conceptual
scheme that makes sense of them all, both among themselves and as a whole, and match
them with a generally accepted vocabulary.

This could be construed as a disturbing message, and I think the panel members felt
some concern about delievering it, because the conference is aimed at stimulating
research. Nevertheless the panel members delivered an important message which deserves
thoughtful consideration. I should like to make these supplementary comments within
the overall or cumulative mood of all that has been said in nine strenuous days.

Experimental research is a precise operation on some limited phenomenon, which is
explicitly identified in a way which makes it public property. There must be a known
pre-experimental condition, an experimental treatment, a dependent variable that can be
altered, and an alteration that can be measured.

Research has to be more or less atomistic. People often rebel against this notion,
feeling that an empirically useful theory of behavior cannot be built on atomistic
research, and especially on animal studies. The objective is not well founded. There
is no global way to build a solid body of knowledge.

Anything more comprehensive than small, highly controlled studies becomes the
assembly process rather than research, and takes on the nature of construct-making, or
explaining, both of which are essentially theoretical. Theoretical thinking is a waste
of time without valid data of the kind obtained from rigorous studies. Uncontrolled
observation is too full of error to serve for this purpose.

Rigorous experimental research in art education is not possible until we have
described art behavior rather precisely, and developed instruments to measure what has
been described. Some of the most important research in any area is that which produces
valid descriptions of a referent, or which develops a measuring instrument of some kind.,
In fact come fields practically owe their existence to the. measuring instruments that
made their description possible.

Areas of unclarity have been said to include the goals of art education, criteria
for determining curriculum content, the nature of artistic behavior, and the educative
process in the field of art.

This kind of talk by the panel should create no dismay, nor do I sense that it has
done so. What has been said of art education is true of all education. On the other
hand it deserves consideration, particularly at this point in your continuing work.
There is a lot of subject matter detective work to do, to get a useful set of ideas
hammered out.

Some of you have asked the logical next questions: Where would you start? What
would you do? What criteria do we need for various aspects of the job? and others. If
you will allow me to comment briefly on possible directions, I am willing to try for
the second foot, on a purely suggestive and trial basis.

If I were involved in the job, I think I would try first to acquire a concept about
behavior. It is needed as a basis for answering a variety of questions about art edu-
cation. It is not necessary that everyone agree on one concept, but those who are going
to work together should have one that will sustain and handle the questions that will
arise as you engage in extended inquiry. Remember that any mental construct is a good
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one if it enables you to deal, successfully with your life situations. For that purpose
some criteria would be useful. What, might they he? Here. are three that deserve respect:

1. Compatibility between your concepts and any or all available data about behavior
that are deserving of intellectual respect.

2. Capability of empirical testing.

3. Operational.usefulness for curriculum development and teaching under the inescapable
conditions inherent in our schools.

Now how might one acquire such a concept of behavior? Here is one possible way.
Start backing up from the most immediate concern, to its essential footings, in some
such order as this:

1. We want to improve art education. It consists primarily of a curriculum and the
teaching of it to students whose behavior is to be changed in some way.

2. Teaching is regarded by many as essentially the facilitating of learning. (There
are other concepts of it. You may prefer one of them. For example, the use of didactic
discourse to provoke thought, or the maintenance of a provocative sensory milieu to be
used by students as they wish, and so on.)

3. Learning has been empirically defined as a change in behavior. If you choose to
work on this notion, and it is a productive one, your point of focus has to be behavior.
You are likely to conclude, (again as others have) that there is no such thing as learn-ing per se. There is only behavior. Sometimes it changes when it is going on, but it
never changes when it is not going on.

4. This leads one to ask what behavior is, and when it may be said to be going on.
What does it look like? At this point it is mandatory to get below the level of
organismic behavior, and become analytical. Therefore attention shifts to the identi-
fication of components such as perception, recall, review, organization, (which seem to
be finer components of what we commonly call thinking), choosing, executing choices,
getting feedback from executional actions, thinking about the feedback, altering choices,
and so on. To deal meaningfully with these behaviors, we need some postulates to
account for the behaviors themselves, and for the fact that they change over time and
in relation to certain kinds of experiences.

Thus one might finally emerge with some kind of a notion of behavior. Then the
search will turn toward a set of ideas about the special nature of artistic behavior
within the more generic set of constructs. If so, questions such as the following can
be asked to give direction to the effort.

What is art behavior? When one sees, what kinds of things does he see? Does he
see differently from cases that are not art behavior? When one hears, what kinds of
things does he hear? Does this differ for art experiences and non-art experiences?
How do artistic seeing and hearing operate with reference to man-made art objects, and
to natural objects that have or provoke esthetic qualities? How are these kinds of
behavior acquired or enhanced? Does lots of seeing or hearing help? Are they helped
by talking about what one is seeing or hearing?

When one sets out to make art, of what does the behavior consist? Is it the same
When a person makes art to serve as a language, and when he maker' art which has no
language function but which serves as a stimulus object to evoke an esthetic reaction
by its own properties?

What is creativity? How is it different from non-creativity? Is it an act in it-
self, or is it a quality of an act? If it is a quality, what are its primary dimensions?
Does the quality, or any of its dimensions, vary from one act to another for the same
person? Does it have identifiable correlates such as brightness, curiosity, certain

41,
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hinds of Sensitiveness, capacity'for openness, and'so,on? Does it' have any essential
relationship to delinquency, disorder, confusion, beingAirty,AnititOcial or immoral?
How would good artists' distribute over scales of social responsibility and such qualities?Doe; it' vary by kinds of environment on such qualities as permissiveness, perceptual
richness, or neatness and order? If some people are lacking in.the correlates, can they
nevertheless be taught to see? to hear? Can they learn to distinguish between levelsof esthetic quality?

Is art behavior problem solving behavior? The term is very popular today, in what
seems very much to be an effort to identify with the so-called higher mental processes.
Some kinds of behavior that have been celled problem solving in areas like mathematics
and social studies, can be reduced to identification and procedure following. These,
processes don't sound very intellectual, but in fact they are, and they account for a
vast amount of very important human behavior, examples of which abound'in medical
diagnosis, surgery, law, mathematics, statistics, and so on. The profundity of the
.problem-solving concept is likely to be invoked in cases where people are reacting on
the basis of subliminal concepts, in situations where they simply do not know enough to
make the possible identifications, and do not know the possible moves: In such cases
hesitation and inquisitive probing can be superficially mistaken for problem solving
behavior, when its beet resolution is through'more perception of the situation and ways
of acting in it. Perhaps I have labored this idea too hard at this'time, but it is a
prime example of how a mythology about behavior leadrito-the overcomplication of educa-
tion, and the neglect of fundamentals.

But now lets assume that all of this.question asking and answering effort has
yielded a set of concepts about artistic behavior. If one wants to look at his ideas,
they can be drawn in the form of models and diagrams, which assist cross checking both
within the constructs you have made, and between the constructs and a variety of
instances of observed artistic behavior.

It isn't necessary to start from scratch here. Some promising conceptual schemes
are already available in at least partially developed form, as for example operant
conditioning with its related concept of behavioral objectives, and conceptual theory
with its related concept of mediating variables. You will probably need both of them,and perhaps something more before you get through. Bow do you use such a set of con-cepts? Don't try to use them just as general theoretical positions. Theory has no
direct relationship to practice. The concepts'have to be made yours in a personal sense
by going through the discovery process yourselves. Your ideas about behavior have to'
play such a pervasive role in your research and curriculum development that they must
reach the stage of familiarity'in considerable detail. I am aware. that I em suggesting
that you be pretty fair scholars in this area, and I believe it is necessary. Since allof us deal essentially with human behavior by different media, we are all by necessity
students of behavior as much as of our content fields. So it is a fundamental point of
beginning.

Obviously a comparable line of inquiry is appropriate with reference to goals,
curriculum content, and teaching processes, but all of them will be much more manageable
when one starts with a set of good ideas about behavior.

What does all this mean for an evaluation of the seminar?

1. It has been pointed at the generating of research. It is obviously doing this.

2. It has made clear the fact that the job of curriculum development is larger and
longer than most of at first believe.

3. It has helped us see that certain conditions should be satisfied before we get into
experimental research, and that those conditions can be promoted by extensive descrip-
tive research.
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4. It has introduced us to a dialogue about the nature of art education which has
pushed us deep into the descriptive job, and given us several useful ideas about how to
continue it.

5. Several of you have already spoken of the possibility of continuing the job in
smaller groups, with communication between groups, and with follow-up conferences.

6. Finally,.it has demonstrated its potency by keeping everyone active in spite of
fatigue after nine. days of intensive work..-

I hope the U. S. Office of Education gets as much for its money everywhere else as
it has obtained here.

Mr. Rafe: In the first place I think any evaluation of the conference, in terms of
the Office, must depend upon the purposes of the program under which this Conference
was funded. This conference was funded under the aspect of the Cooperative Research
Program called Development Activities. I'm not sure exactly how. this came about but I
suspect that there was an informal communication back and forth between members of the
office and members of the planning committee which-eventually resulted in an invitation
to submit a proposal. This is the major difference. The other distinction is that
Developmental Activities have as their primary purpose that of seeding further research.
This fact that the monies which were invested in this conference, it is going to be
impossible to really evaluate them. One of the reasons that I feel that the job of
evaluation from the Office point of view is so impossible, at this point, is that it is
not really going to be possible to evaluate the Office reaction toward the conference
until the germination takes place. The seed has been sown. As to whether it takes
root, as to what crop will finally emerge, is really going to be the test of the confer-
ence, consequently it is not a matter of making a judgment on the basis of nine days of
discussion, it cannot be a matter of making a judgment on the basis of a final report,
the final judgment of the worth of the investment of public funds in a conference such
as this is going to depend upon the extent to which further research, further inquiry,
whether along the lines of pure research or along the line of intellectual inquiry or
along the lines of experimental programs on the highest or the most mundane levels are
provoked by it. That is the basis for the final evaluation. I don't think this will
be possible for at least three years and probably five years. So, in this sense, any
evaluation of the conference at this point is literally impossible. From my own point
of view, however, I am firmly convinced that this conference represents a real milestone
in the profession and, in fact, I think it represents a milestone in the various other
arts professions, as well. There have been comparable conferences, not necessarily
similar ones, but comparable ones in music and in theater. I share Dr. Woodruff's
enthusiasm for the energy, the drive, the commitment of every individual who is here.
Your efforts along these lines, I think that the promise of a many-fold increase in
research activity and also in research quality is almost certain to be fulfilled. I
think that the interchange of views between art educators and those in tangential
disciplines has proved, as it did in our previous art education' conferences, to be
valuable, and I think it is particularly valuable here where the role of the outside
consultants was that of actually serving as consultants rather than provocateurs. I
think that one of the reasons for this, of course, is the charges that were given to
these consultants. I think the fact that the tenor of the conference and the central
theme of the conference remained in the hands of art educators, there is good promise
for the actual implementation of the recommendations of these consultants. Their
recommendations were literally knit into the fabric of the conference and were not
applied to the outside as either a dope of ant poison or frosting, depending upon your
point of view. I also think I would again commend the enormous amount of homework on
the part of all participants -- the quality of the papers was unmatched in my experience.
I would like to have seen two groups represented which were not represented. In the
first place, the personnel, the participating personnel in the conference, were composed
almost entirely of college and university people. Now in terms of research and, perhaps
to a lesser extent, in the terms of curriculum development, this is the growing edge of
the profession. Still, however, I think that there are people in public education,
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elementary and secondary education and supervisory positions, who could have servo a
very real function, not necessarily in terms of the immediate contributions to this
group, but in terms of their dissemination and implementation of some of the recommen-
dations of the group; and the other representation which I would have liked to have
seen -- is that in spite of our relatively brief there are several people in
the profession who are interested in the history of art education. I would have liked
to have seen one of these people here simply to represent the interest of those persons
who are interested in historical research in their profession. I would like to add is
that if Mr. Dorn's figures are right, this group represents about .2 of one per. cent of
the profession. There remain outside of these walls something like 99.8 per canted
the profession whom we have to influence, who have to be brought under the cover Of the
richness and the provacative nature of the interchange which has taken place here.
This, I think, is the real challenge which faces us now. This is certainly not the end
of the beginning -- it is at best the beginning of the beginning. Frankly, I can forsee
only one difficulty when I return to Washington and that's the task of convincing others
in the Office that the conference has been as good as I think it has been.

Mr. Dorn: I am proud of this conference as a reinforcement to the posture and stance of
the profession. I think sometimes in my position I am too subject to teeing some of
the weaknesses of what we are like as human beings and what we lack in terms of growing
as & profession. This meeting provides a nucleus of a leadership for change, or
transition. The direction is here -- it's not solid unanimity as to where we are going
but a commitment of a posture and a way of acting to this I think, too, we have a
sense of direction out of this conference. One of the really comforting things most of
us have experienced in the last few years in our professional organizations is ehis new
effort toward seeking goals -- in attacking goals. Another thing that has cone out of
this is the confirmation of the reciprocal value we have had in the interaction of art
educators with those of other disciplines. I think it has given us the conviction that
we can talk to others outside of our field, that we don't need to imitate them as models
but that we can work with them. Another thing is the sense of urgency -- the need for,
reform or change and the need for a broad attack on the problem at both the theoretical
and practical levels. This came out very clearly in the kinds of research proposals you
have examined the last few days. I would add some cautions many of which have already
been examined. In a sense you have been stimulated, enlightened and excited about many
things and yet you go back to a world today or tomorrow that is basically unchanged at
a result of your experience. We are enthused and we go back and yet we find that things
are much the same. This gets us to the point as to how can we get these views, the
things we have discovered, to effecting the others who need to be effected. The job
then becomes one of your willingness to go back and to take this and to develop other
activities which will, in turn, effect many, many people. Bow can you best implement
the things you have talked about for the profession? Another caution is that while the
climate is promising, more promising than it has ever been for the support by the
Federal Government of support the arts in education, that probably in the last analysis
only a very small percentage of the studies, experiments and demonstrations needed to
truly effect change in art in U. S. schools will actually be funded. Although the money
is large we are going to have to locate other sources. W. cannot continue to deped
entirely on the Federal Government, for,support.of our research. We have an obligation
to go to foundations, to industry, to pbilanthropy, to our schools and our professional
groups for additional support for the kind of things we do. W. must ask more and
utilize our professional associations to do some of the kinds of things we have said we
want to do here. There are several ways this can be done. One, as a source of funds,
to support needed research. Second, I think professional associations have to be used
more fully as a source of information dissemination. We have to be able to increase the
quantity, quality and type of conferences. I think we need to look at associations as
clearing houses for establishing priorities in the jobs to be done. We can use our
associations for defining the goals of art education in U. S. schools and for establish-
ing the standards for the profession -- two areas we still have not defined. We can
act as agencies for facilitating studies which cross school, state and regional
boundaries.
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SUMMARY STATEMENT

Mr. Mettil; This report, in a way, needs no ending. It began as an invitation to open
the'Whete-field of art education for critical examination and re-evaluation With the
hops that :joie promising research and-.curriculum developlientAirections would be forth-
coming. It was never the intent of the planners Of this meeting to Champion particular
viewpo ints or-to: damage others. Rather, the seminar planted to entertain as many use-
fil ideas as possible, in a limited period of time, and-see if some inroads might be
nadt into major problem areas. The highest expectation was the possibility of immedi-
ately generatius research and curriculum proposal° ailed at the study of or solution of
some major concerns.

The papers of this seminar have attempted to answer the cherges presented by the
planners. Villemain elaborated on basic relationships between art education and
philosophic inquiry.while Ecker has-celled-attention to a need for qualitative researchin art education. Taylor reexamined -the status of the history of art and "art appreci-
ties' " and the conditions surrounding the teaching of these. He clearly analyzed the
problems and suggested new directions for consideration. Rosenberg .posed freih and
direct approaches to the understanding of contemporary art and his paper provided a
source for renewed development in the .philosophy of art education. Xaprow provided the
insights of the artist and opened new possibilities through the direct confrontation of
art and artists as mediators of aesthetic education.

Mr. Wauseon broadly examined the content of art education, raised questions regard-ine its components and suggested the need for change. Mr Tumin developed some theory
retical relationships between research in teacher education and the social sciences.
Wee concerned herself with the sociological inplications for art education. Barris
provided a carefully conceived and highly objective survey of learning theory. ?Mittel
demonstrated the application of.empirical research, procedures to the problems of learn-ing and the artistic process. Eisner broadlyetamined the theoretical and practical
concerns of curriculum development, while Barkan examined newer concepts, providing
positive directions for further consideration.

Champlin broadly examined philosophical research methodology and its meanings.
Lathrop considered the empirical road to research in art education and suggested tech-
nical conditions for research. Foshay surveyed innovation in education and. pointed out
directions for consideration in curriculum development and research in art education.

Mr. Wbodruff, the conference evaluator, offered a precise asseosment of the material
of the conference and added a well considered analysis of curriculum development needs.

The panels and the small group discussions have clearly demonstrated the usefulness
of working together. Each day brought the participants closer to some common under-
standings, but each day also point out the need for greater precision in language,
definition of concepts, and the inconsistencies in the stated goals of art education.

The need to come to some general agreement on goals of art education is apparent.
Much more mutt be done in considering the content of art education. Artistic behavior
needs careful study and description. Woodruff, Tumin, Lathrop, Champlin and Foshay
point out a multitude of other conditions that most be confronted to establish the
broad research bast for art education.

. Even with all the admitted weaknesses, the quality of the proposals of this seminar
and the evidence of accomplished research demonstrated that art education is "on the
way" in research and curriculum development. Two of the projects considered here give
a strong indication.of the usefulness of this type of seminar. The first project is a
proposal for a Research and Development Center for Aesthetic Education. This center
has since been proposed as a consortium of major universities. A second project, An
Institute for Research Training in Art Education, has been proposed by Robert Burkhart
in cooperation with the National Art Education Association.
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Seminar in Art Education for ***carob and Curriculum DeVelopment
The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania

August 30, 1905, to September 9, 1965

All meetings will, be held A4 101 Chambers Building

First Day August 30, Monday

Registration of all participants
Conference Introduction by Edward MAtti1

8:00
8:45

- 8:30 a.m.
- 9100 a.m.

Paper by Francis Villemsin 9:00 -10:00 a.m.
Discussion 10:00 -11:00 a.m.
Paper by David Ecker 11:00 '-12:00 a.m.
Discussion 12:00 -12:30 p.m.

Paper by Joshua Taylor 2:00 - 3:00 p.m..
Discussion 3:00 - 4:00 p.m.
Paper by Harold Rosenberg 4:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Discussion 5:00 - 5:30 p.m.

Paper by Allan Kaprow 7:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Discussion 8:00 - 8:30 p.m.
Paper by Jerome Hausman 8:30 9:30 p.m.
Discussion

Second Day - August 310 Tuesday

Paper by Melvin Tumin 9:00 -10:00 a.m.
Discussion 10:00 -10:30 a.m.
Paper by June MbFee 11:00 -12:00 a.m.
Discussion 12:00 -12:30 p.m.

Paper by Dale Harris 2:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Discussion 3:00 - 3:30 p.m.
Paper by Kenneth Beittel 4:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Discussion 5:00 - 5:30 p.m.

Third Day - September 1, Wednescloy

Paper by Elliot Eisner 9:00 -10:00 a.m.
Discussion 10:00 -10:30 a.m.
Paper by Manuel Darkan 11:00 -12:00 a.m.
Discussion 12:00 -12:30 p.m.

All participants will be assigned to one of five
discussion groups.

- 2:00 - 5:00 p.m.

Interaction (Villemain, Rosenberg, Harris, Taylor
Kaprow, Tumin, Eisner, $eittel) 7:00 - 8:30 p.m.

Fourth Day - September 2, Thursday

Redefinition of the problem areas 9:00 -12:00 &,m,
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Individual development of research problems
with specialists available for individual
consultation. 2:00 - 3:00 p.m.

Fifth Day - September 3, Friday

Paper by Nathaniel champlin 9:00 10:00 a.m.
Discussion 10:00 - 10:30 a.m.
Paper by Robert Lathrop 11:00 - 12:00 *.m.
Discussion 12:00 - 12:30 p.m.

Paper by Arthur Foshay 2:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Discussion 3:00 - 3:30 p.n.
Summary statement from Villemain, Rosenberg,
Harris, Taylor, taprow, Taman, Eisner 4:00 - 5:00 p.n.

Sixth Day - September 4, Saturday

Individual work and consultation with the research
specialists.

Seventh Day - September 6, Monday

*Report and criticism.

Each participant who has turned in research abstracts will have lk hours to
present proposals (these will be scheduled later).

Eighth Day - September 7, Tuesday

*Report and criticism.

Each participant who has turned in research abstracts will have 13/4 hours to
present proposals (these will be scheduled later).

Afternoon

Interaction by Nathaniel Champlin, Robert Lathrop and
Arthur Foshay

Report on status of research by Harlan Hoffa

2:00 - 3:30 p.m.

4:Q0 - 5:00 p.m.

Ninth Day - September S Wednesday

*Presentation of Research and Development proposals for the entire group
(approximately 20 minutia per proposal).

Tenth Day - September 9, Thursday

Conference evaluation by Mabel Woodruff
Conference evaluation by U.S.0.11.
Projection by Edward Mattil

9:00 - 10:30 a.m.
10:30 - 11:00 a.n.
11:00 - 12:00 ezim.

*Ralph Beelke, W. Lambert kilted% lierbert Bur art, Robert Burkhart, Laura Chipman,
Howard Conant, Edmund B. Feldman, Ouy Hubbard, Evan Johnson, Vincent Lanier, Neenah
Lansing, John Michael, Mary Rouse, Ronald Silverman, Ralph Smith, Wiliam Stewart,
David Templeton, Stanley Vold, Leon Iftanketon.


